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THE KHOKHARS AND THE GAKKHARS IN PANJAB HISTORY.

BY H. A. ROBE, LC.S.

Introduction.

I
N an article entitled A History of the Gakh’hars, contributed to the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal in 1871, by Mr. J. G. Delmerick, the Khokhars of the Muhammadan
historians were taken to be the Gakkhars, a tribe which is settled in the Rawalpindi District

of the Panjab. The late Major Raverty, however, expressed a strong opinion that the writer of

the article had confused the Gakkhars with the Khdkhars, a totally distinct tribe, and a full

examination of all the evidence at present readily accessible has convinced the present writer

of the correctness of Major Raverty ’s position. The Khokhars were settled in the Panjab

centuries before the Gakkhars, and were early spread all over the central districts of the

Province before the Gakkhars acquired their seats in the Salt Range, to which they are and

always have been confined. If this thesis be correct, it follows that Farishta’s description of

the customs of polyandry and female infanticide, as practised by the tribe, apply not to

the Gakkhars at all, but to the essentially Panjab ti*ibe, the Khdkhars.

I.— THE HISTORY OF THE KHOKHARS.

A. — An Account of the Traditional History of the Kh6khars, by a Khdkhar
of Khokharain, in the Hoshi&rpur District, Panjab.

Beorasahsa, 1 wbo succeeded Jamshid, King of Persia, was called Dahak or the 4 Ten

Calamities.’ On his shoulders were two snake-like tumours, whence he was nick-named Maran

or AydaM by the Persians, and called Dahak (or Zuhak)

2

Maran, while his descendants were

designated T&ks-bansi, N&g-bansi or Takshak. About 1500 B. C. Kama, the ironsmith, aided

Faridun, a descendant of Jamshid, to subdue Dahak, who was cast into the well of Koh

Damavind, and Faridun became King of Persia. One of Dahak’s descendants, named Bustam

Raja, surnamed Kokra, was governor of the Panjab and had his capital at Kokran&, on a

hill in the Chinhath Doab, but it is now called Koh Kirana.4 At the same time Mihr&b, also

a descendant of Zuhak, held Kabul as a feudatory of Faridun.

After acquiring the Persian throne, Faridun marched against Dahak’s descendants.

Bustam fled and sought refuge in the Hill of Ghor, west of Qandahar, where his people ruled

for generations, being called Ghori or Ghoria and all being pagans.

1 Afr&si&b. 2 Zuh&k is merely the Arabieised form of Dah&k. 5 T&k for Dah&k.

* A singularly unsuccessful attempt to identify the isolated Kir&n& Hill, that in the Jhang District, with

Kokr&nd by assuming that the syllable &o- was mistaken for the Persian koh, mountain, and dropped in the

course of time — an utterly impossible suggestion.
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Some years later Bustam was murdered and some powerful Raja took possession of the

Sindli-Sagar Doab, where Alexander found Takshail (Taxiles), founder of Takshala (Taxila),

now Dheri Shahan in the Attock District. Bui before the Macedonian invasion Kaid B&j,

King of Marwar, overran the Panjab in the reign of Darius Hystaspes, soon after Bust&m’s

murder. His capital was Bhera on the Jhelam District and he also founded a fort at Jammfi,

which he entrusted to Virk5 Khdkhar, one of his kinsmen. Yirk, with his own tribesmen,

conquered the northern hills, and then, in league with the hill-men of Kohat and the Sulaiman

Hills, drove Kaid Raj ont of the Panjab. The Khdkhars, under such chiefs as Jot, Salbahan,

Tal, Bal, Sirkap, Sirsuk, Vikram, Hodi Sanda, Askap, Khokhar (sic), Badal and Kob, thence-

forward held the Panjab.

A long period after this, Bahram, Rajd of Ghor, left Shorab, which lay 100 miles from

Qandahar,6 and, regaining the Kokrana territory, his hereditary province, he founded Shar&b

to the east of the Kokrana Hill. Another Raja of Ghor, named Zamin Dawar, founded yet

another city 8 hos to the east of Shorab and called it Dawar, and this was laid waste by the

Tartars, but the mound still exists. To the west of it lies the new town of Dawar, which is

still in possession of the tribe. Shorab was destroyed by Sultan Mahmud, and its ruins stand

at the foot of the present Shorabwali Pahari Hill.

Goria, the Kokrana Raja of Sharab, was succeeded by his two sons B&dal7 and Bharth8

and 11 others who were sons of handmaids. Badal succeeded to the upland tracts of Ghiniot

and Kokrana,0 while Bharth took those east of the Ghenab. The latter, who dwelt in Bharth,

a city named after himself, which lay 6 1cos west of Nankana village, came, stone in hand, to aid

his brother Badal Khan in battle
;
but learning that he had already fallen, he placed the stone

on the ground and marched to avenge his loss. He was, however, worsted in the conflict, and

Bharth, his city, destroyed. But the stone still lies on the hill. South of Chiniot Badal founded

Mari Tappa, on a hill still so called. In the middle of the Ghenab he commenced a stone fort

and a masonry bridge which he never completed, but a wall of the fort, called the Badalgarh,

still remains. With Dara, his beloved kinsman, Raja Badal Khan (sic) was assassinated on his

way to Mari Tappa, some 8 hos from Chiniot, and here his tomb, called Badal Dura, still stands

to the west of the village of Amirpur.

Bharth’s territory had extended as far as Gujrat, and he left 8 sons of whom 4 left issue.

These were Stad&, Hassan, Hussain, and Mahmud. SAnd& built a city, S&ndar, between the

Ravi and the Dek streams, the ruins of which are still called Sandar-ka-tibba in the (Pindi)

Bhattian tract. He ruled so justly that his dominion is still called the Sandar or Sandal B^r. 10

He left 4 sons, Mand&r, Ratn Pal, Bala, and Ja3. From Ratn Pal sprang the Rihi&n,11 a sept

5 This is to account for the existence of the Virk, a powerful Jafc tribe, still numerous in Gujr&nw&ll It also
seems to connect them with the Khokharsr ™

6 Eight. or ten miles west of Qandahar lies the village of Khokharan. The habits of the bards record a Raja
named Kokrii, of Garh Kokr&na, now called Kadyana.

7 Badal would appear to be a Hindu name ; cf. Eai Badal of Chittor : but lower down we find him called
Badal Khan, the latter a Muhammadan title. It is curious to find Hindu and Muhammadan names mixed up in
this history without apparent sense of incongruity. Thus below we have Katn Pal, undoubtedly a Hindu,
descended from Sandd, whose three brothers all bore Muhammadan names, even if Sanda was himself a Hindu.
Among the Meos of Gurgaon the position at the present time is precisely the same, and the present head
of the Muhammadan Kharrais in the Lyallpur District is called Jagdeo.

8 The name Bharth occurs elsewhere.
9 It is unsafe to identify places like Kokr&na with the Khokhars. NearBohtak are the mounds called Khokra

Kot, under which lie anoient cities, but the word Khokra has no connection with the Khokhar tribe. (See Roht&h
District Gatesteer, 1SS3-4, p. 16.)

10 a *°Ca* kgeil<^ corded by Mr. E. D. Maclagan, says this B&r is so named after one Sandal, a OhuhyA,
wbo~ used to commit great depredations. Another GhuhiA wed to live inthoGdarrock, i. e., the rook with the
‘ oavern, * And eat men. The people sometimes called the B§r, Tattar, i. e.,

‘
the Desert.

’

11 Probably the Rih&ns, a tribe still found in Jhang District: see the Jhang Gazetteer
, 1S83-4, p, 61,

where they are described as rulers in old days of the KSlow£l tract, which once formed a part' of the
Sial kingdom ; (but they are not said to be a branch of the Khftkbars).
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which lias two branches, tlie Nissow&n&s12 and the BhikMs,13 found in Shahpur and Jhang.

Kalowul was the headquarters of this sept. Sultan Mand&r’s descendants are now found
in Bannu, wfliere they trace their origin to Kais Abdur-Rashid. and are thus called Mand&r
Afghans. Mandar himself prospered, kept in with the ruler of Kabul and conquered the

Kohistan-i-Namak and the Koh-i-Nandana. Of his twelve sons, three were legitimate, and of

these three Rai Singin remained in the Kohistan-i-Namak and married his daughter to

Sultan JalalVd-Din Khwarizmi, who made his son general of his own forces, with the title of

Qutlugh-Khani. The second son Ichhar founded Iehhr& near Lahore, and the third was

Machhi Khan, who became Raja of Chiniot, which was named from Cbandan, his sister, who
built a palace on the hill as a hunting lodge for her father. Mari Tappa was not then

populated, but Andheri was flourishing, and north of it lay the dhaular,H or abode of Rani

Chandan, which was called Ghandniot, now Chiniot. When Andheri was deserted, Machhi
Khan15 shifted his residence to the eastern bank of the river. Rai Singin had four sons

:

Sarpul, Hast,16 Yir and Dadan. Some of Sarpal’s sons went to Afghanistan and now trace their

descent to Shah Husain Ghori. Chnchak or Achu was sixth and Malik Shaikh seventh in

descent, from Sarpal, and the latter founded Shaikha, a fort, and Dhankar, a village in the

hill of Bhawan, north of Manglan, he and his father holding the hill-country and the tracts

west of Gujrat. Malik Shaikha was appointed governor of Lahore by the king of Delhi, and

Nusrat, his younger brother, opposed Timur’s invasion, with only 2,000 men, on the Bias.

Malik Jasrat, son of Shaikha, is a historical personage. In 1442 A. D. he was murdered

hy his queen, a daughter of Bkim Deo, Raja of Jammu, because her father had been put to

death by the Malik. His descendants are found in Mari and Sliakarpur in Gujrat, at

Malikwal in Shahpur, at Jasrat near Chiniot, and in Dhankar near Khangah Dogran.

The Tartars spared the territories of Sarpal’s descendants. After 1200 A. D.17 they had

burnt all the Khokhar settlements on the Bias and Sutlej. Raja Vir Khan fled towards Multan,

but returned and founded K&ngra, 9 kos from Chiniot, east of the Chenab, but soon moved

towards the Bias with Kalu, his kinsman, who founded Kaluwahan, now K&hnuw&n,18 in

Gurdaspur, on the right bank of the river. For himself Vir chose a tract 32 hos south of

Kahnuwan, and there he founded Vairow&l in Tarn Taran, naming it after his son Vairo*

Bharo, another tribesman, founded Bh&row&l in the same tahsil, Kulehandar, another

Khokhar, founded Mirowal, Mardana, Auliapur, &c ,, in Si&lkof;. Raja Vir Khan also founded

a new Kangra midway between Kahnuwan and Vairowal. His territory was 40 Jcos in length,

and the town extended 5 miles along the bank of the Bias. At its north and south gates stood

two forts or mans,19 now occupied by Bhatti Rajputs20 and Panuan Jats. On the ruins of this

town now stands the small village of Kangra,21 just opposite to Tahli or Khokharain on the west

is The Nissowanas are also still to be found in Jhang — in the northern corner of Chiniot Tahsil : Jhang

Gazetteer, p. 66.

is The Bhikbas I cannot trace.
14 Dhaular,

in Panj&bi= palace (lit., ‘ white houso ’
?)

is This Machchhe Kh£n appears to be alluded to in the following ballad, which records the deeds of

the Chaddra tribe of the Sandal Bar:

—

Mod& de Chiniot leone.

Zor changera Uck ne

Malik Machchhe Khan kuttho ne,

Ragran rok rul&e& ne.

(After their victory over the Kharrals the Chadra)

with a push of the shoulder (i. et> with a certain

amount of trouble) took Chiniot.

They used more foroe.

They killed Malik Machchhe Kh&n.

They harried and destroyed him.

ie Hast : a Malik Hast is mentioned in Babar’s Memoirs (Elliott's History of India
,
Yol. IY. pp. 236-237,) but

no particulars regarding him appear to be given. Baverty mentions him and Sangar Khfin as chiefs of the

Janjuas and Juds. — Notes on Afghanistan, p. 365.

17 c , 600 A. H, 38 Which place the Khokhars are said to have held in Akbar’s time,

is Marl in Panjabi means a lofty house of masonry, or a small room erected on the roof of a house.

2(5 Of the Buoha g$t, whence the present village is called Mari Buchian.

2i Kangra is close to Sri Hargobindpur.
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bank of theBi&s, in Hoshiarpur. In the village is the tomb of Ladah&KhtajKhdkhar, called

the pif ghdsl at which offerings are still made. This ghdzfs head is said to be buried at Mandi

Rohr, a village in Kapurthala, 3 miles south of Tahli, to which place it was carried by the stream

when he was killed. Ladaha Khan left seven sons, (i) Jago, whose descendants founded Dinamal,

Akalgadhil and Kotli Sira Khan in Amritsar, close to Bharowal and Yairowal
;

(ii) Rup Rai,

whose sons founded Dand in Raya tahsil, Sialkot
;

(iii) Bego, who founded Begowal and

16 villages, now in Kapurthala; (iv) Dasihan, the author’s ancestor, who founded Khokharain23

as his residence and 12 other villages : Jhan, who founded Balo Chak, naming it after his son

B-alo, with 9 more villages. As these three brothers owned in all 40 villages the tract was

called the CMlii Khokliar&n. Bhogra migrated to Muradabad.

B.—The Kh6khars of the Muhammadan Historians of India.23

In 399 A. H. (1009 A. D.) the Gakkhars, by whom in all probability are meant the Khdkhars,

then infidels, joined the Hindus who had collected under the leadership of Anandp&l to resist

the sixth invasion of India by Mahmftd. Their number is said to have amounted to 30,000

men, wrho, with heads and feet bare, and armed with spears and other weapons, penetrated the

Muhammadan lines on two sides, and in a few minutes cut down three or four hundred

Muhammadans.24

The earliest distinct mention of the Kokars occurs in the Tdju'UMa’dsir, a history written

in A. H. 602 (1205 A. D.) 25 which describes the revolt of the tribe or confederacy under the chiefs

Bakan and Sarki, which occurred upon a false report of the death of the Sult&n Muhammad
of G-hor having been put about by Aibak Bak, who seized Multan.26 The Kokars raised the

country between the Sodra (Chenab) and the Jhilam and defeated the Muhammadan governor

of Sangwan, who held a fief within the borders of Multan, but they were defeated by
Qutbu’d-Din Ibak, and one of the sons of Kokar Rai escaped to a fort in the hill of Jud,

which was captured on the following day by the Sultan.27

The next mention of theKhokars occurs in the Tabaqdt^Ndsirz, written about 658 A. H.
(1259 A* D.).20 It relates that Muizzu d-Din in 581 A. H. (1185 A, 33.) ravaged the territory

of Lahore, and on his return homeward restored Sialkot, in which fortress he left a garrison,

but as soon as his back was turned, Malik Khusrau, the last of the Ghaznivides, assembled
the forces of Hindustan and a levy of the Khokhar tribes and laid siege to Sialkot. This
account is confirmed and amplified by A History of the Rdjds of Jammun ,

which says : “ The
tribe of Khfikhar,who dwelt round about Manglan at the foot of the hills and were subject to the
Jammu dynasty, having received encouragement from the Lahore ruler (Malik Khusrau), and
sure of his support, refused any longer to pay tax and tribute to Jammu and threw off its

yoke.” In return the Khokhars then assisted Malik Khusrau in his attempt on Sialkot, whose
garrison was befriended by the Jammu forces.29

The next notice of the Khokhars in the Tabaqdt-i-Ndsiri is an important one, and confirms
the account of the Tdju’l-Madsir. It describes the confusion which arose in the Sultan’s

dominions on account of the rumour of his death, and states that the Khokhars (and other
tribes of the hills of Lahore and Jud) broke out in rebellion in 602 H. and were defeated with
great slaughter.30 In this rebellion the Khokhars appear to have been in alliance with the
Rae Sal, the ruler of the Salt Range, or Koh-i-Jud, but it is not certain that Rae Sal himself
was a Khokhar.

22 Also called T&hlt, because one of its quarters was so called from a UhU or shisham tree.
28 The following account is extracted from Elliot’s History of India, cited as & H. L

;

from the TahaoaUi-

HdsiH, Raveity’e Translation, cited as T. AT.
;
and from the latter writer’s Notes on AfghdnisiCm

*

24 L, It p. 447. 25 B. p. 209. R. p. 233. w lb. p. 235.
*

ss %b* p. 264
49 Tabaq&H-Msirt, p. 455 ; c/. p. 453, note 4 (Raverty suggests that Manglan is Makhi&la)
» T. N. p, 481 ; c/. 604.
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In 620 H. (1223 A. D.) the Sultan Jal&lu’d-Din, driven from Ghazni by the Chingiz Khan,

who pursued him to the Indus, sought a refuge in the Panjab. He occupied Balala and

Nikala31 near Lahore, and, being too weak to advance on Delhi, sent a part of his army against

the hills of Jud. This force defeated the KhOkhar chief, and the Sultan obtained his daughter

in marriage, whereupon the Khokhar Eai33 joined him with a considerable body of his tribe.

The Khokhars had a longstanding feud with Kubacha, governor of Sind (which then

included the whole valley of the Indus below the Salt Eange), and the Sultan’s troops, under

the guidance of the son of the Kh6khar chief, by a forced march, fell suddenly upon

Kubacha’s camp near Uch and totally defeated him.

The Khokhars, however, do not appear to have been confined to the country between the

Jhilam and the Chemib, but to have also held a considerable tract 1East of the Bias (and the

good horses to be obtained in their talwandis or settlements are often mentioned), for in 638 A. H.

(1240 A. D.) we find them enlisted in the forces of the Sult&na (Queen) Bazlyyat and her

consort Malik Ikhtiy&ru’d-Din, Alt&nia, but they abandoned her after her defeat at Kaithal.33

After the sack of Lahore by the Mughals in 1241-42 A. D., “ the Khokhars and other

Hindu Gabrs” seized it.34 And in 1246-47 A. D. the future Sultan Ghiy&su’d-Din Baibas,

was sent against the Khokhars into the J&d Hills and Jhilam 35 The Khokhars were

apparently subjects of Jaspal, Sihra.36

About this time Sher Kh&n reduced the Jats, Khokhars, Bhattis, Minis (Minas), and

Mandahars under his sway,37 apparently in or near his fief of Sunam.

In 647 A. H. (1250 A. D.) the upper part of the Panjab appears to have been in the hands

of the Mughals and Khokhars,38 but nothing more appears to be heard of them until the reign

of Muhammad Tughlaq. Shah, when they again began to be troublesome, and in 1342-43 A. D.

they revolted under their chief, Chandar. The governor of the Panjab, Malik Tatar Khan,

had to march against them, and though he was able to subdue them for a time, they caused

great disorders under the last Tughlaq kings of Dehli.39

We now come to the Turikh-i-MubdraTc-Shdhi, an imperfect manuscript, the history in which
has had to be completed from the Taba^dt-i-Akbari, which copied from it. According to this

history, the Khokhar chief Shaikha40 seized Lahore in 796 A. H. (1394 A. D.), and Prince

Humayun, afterwards Sikandar SMh I,, was to have been sent against him, 41 but his father,

Muhammad Shah III., dying suddenly, he was too occupied in securing the throne to set out on

the expedition. Sikandar Shah, however, only reigned some six weeks, and on his death Sultan

Mahmfld SMh II. succeeded him, but it was not for some months that Sarang Khan could be

nominated by him to the fief of Dibalpur and entrusted with the war against Shaikha.

Sarang Khan took possession of Dibalpur in June, and in September he advanced on Lahore

with the foi*ces of Multan, and, accompanied by the Bhatti and Main (Mina) chiefs,42 crossed

the Sutlej at Tihara and the Bi&s at DuMli. On hearing of Sarang Khan’s advance, Shaikha

Khokhar invaded the territory of Dibalpur and laid siege to Ajudhan, but hearing that Sarang

K ban had passed Hindupat and was investing Lahore, he returned hastily to that city and

encountered Sarang Khan at Samufchalla, 12 Jcos from it. There he was defeated by Sarang

S1 Bank&la or Mank&la — E, H. I., II. p. 553 ; ef. 563.
32 Called Kok&r Sanka, who had embraoed Islam in the time of Muhammad G-hori— ib. p. 563 ; T. N. p. 294.
33 T. N„ pp. 647-8, notes. 3± lb. p. 656 n. « lb. p. 678 ; E. S* J„ II. 347.
M T. 1V. p. 815. ST Ib. p. 795. 33 Ib. p. 822.

39 Raverty’s Notes, p. 367. Farishta turns Chandar into Haidar. — Brio’s Trans. I. p. 425.

Shaikhs was the general name by whioh the chiefs of the tribes styled themselves, because ** being* Hindus
by descent, they had become converts to Isldm.” Hence Jasrath is often styled Jasrath Shaikha. — Rayerty’s

Notes
, p. 367.

« E.H. I, IV. p.272.
*a Ib . p. 29. Dibalpur is the ancient Deobaipur and the modern Dip&lpur. Ajudhan is the modern P&kpafcian,
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Khan and fled to the hills of Jud, while the victor took possession of Lahore. Four years later

occurred the grim interlude of Timur’s invasion, Shaikha, says the historian, out of enmity

to Sarang Khan, early joined Timur and acted as his guide, in return for which he received

mercy and honour,43 but before Timur left India he made Shaikha prisoner, and with him all

his wives and children.

According to the histories of Timur, however, the Khokhars played a much more important

part in the resistance offered to the invading armies of Timur than the TdriWi-i-MuharaTt-Shdhi

is inclined to admit. In October 1398 A. D., Timur baited at Jal on tbe Bias, opposite

Shahpur. Here he learnt that Nusrat of the tribe of Khokhar was established in a fortress

on tbe bank of a lake. He attacked Nusrat, and completely routed him, taking immense booty

in cattle and burning Nnsrat’s residence. Nusrat himself was slain. Some of his followers

escaped across the Bias, which Timflr crossed, marching from Shah Nawaz to Janjan, a few

days later.44 We next read of Malik Shaikha or Shaikh Kukar, * commander of the infidels/

who was defeated and slain by Timur in tbe valley of Kupila or Hardwar.45 The Zafarndma,

however, differs from this account. It mentions Alau’d-Din as a deputy of Shaikh Kukari, who

was sent as an envoy to Kupila,46 and describes the advance of a Malik Shaikhs as being

misreported as the advance of Shaikh Kukari, one of Timur’s faithful adherents, a mistake

which enabled Malik Shaikha to attack Timur unawares, though he was promptly repulsed and

killed. Then we hear of Timur’s arrival at Jammu on his homeward march. In its

neighbourhood he captured seven strongholds, belonging to the infidels, whose people had
formerly paid the jizya or poll-tax to the Sultan of Hindustan, but had for a long time past cast

off their allegiance. One of these forts belonged to Malik Shaikh Kukar, but, according to the

Zafarndma , the owner of this stronghold was Shaikha, a relation of Malik Shaikh Kukar47

(or Shaikha Kukari), which possibly makes tbe matter clear :— Nusrat, tbe Khokhar, had been

killed on tbe Bias, after which his brother, Shaikha, submitted to Timur, and was employed by
him during his advance on Delhi.48 The Malik Shaikha killed at Kupila was not a Khokhar at

all, hut in Timur’s Autobiography he has become confused with Malik Shaikha the Kk6khar.

Lastly, Malik Shaikha had a relative, probably a Khokhar, who held a little fort near Jammu.49

After his arrest by Timur, Shaikha disappears from history
;
but in 823 A. H. (1420 A. D.), or

some twenty-two years later, Jasrath (the son of) Shaikhs makes his entrance on the scene.

In that year the king of Kashmir marched into Sindh, and was attacked by Jasrath, who defeated

him, took him prisoner, and captured all his materiel Elated by this success, Jasrath, an

independent rustic, began to have visions about Delhi. Hearing that Khizr Khan (whom
Timur had left in charge of Multan as his feudatory, and who had become Sultan of Delhi in

all but name) was dead, he crossed the Bias and Sutlej, defeated the Mina leaders, and ravaged

the country from Ludhiana to Arubar (Rupar).50 Thence he proceeded to Jalandhar, and
encamped on the Bias, while Zirak Khan, the amir of Samana, retired into the fort. After

« JE7. H. I., IV. p. 35. « E. E. I., III. pp. 415-6. « pp . 455.3 ; cf. p. 510. « j&. p . 505.

<T According to the Malfifa&i-i-Timilrt, Malik ShaikhS "Khokhar was the "brother of Nusrat Khdkhar, formerly
governor of Lahore on the part of Sult&n Mahmhd of Dehli. After Nusrat’s defeat Shaikhd Khokhar had
submitted to Timhr, and had accompanied him on his march to the Janma, his influence being sufficient for him to
obtain protection for his subjects from pillage by Timor’s army. Shaikha, however, obtained Timur’ s leave to
return to Lahore, where he soon incurred the suspicion of being lukewarm in Timor’s cause, and Tlmtir sent orders
to arrest Shaikha and levy a ransom from Lahore. E. H. I., III. p. 473. This account is confirmed by the
Zafarndma, which calls Nusrat Kukari brother of Shaikha Kukari — ib. p. 485. Baverty states that some
authorities say that ShaikhS died a natural death, while others allege that he was put to death, Jasrath being
imprisoned in Samarqand. Some years later Jasrath was released and returned home. There he put to death
SMhi, his brother, and, seizing Jalandhar and Kalanaur, began to aspire the sovereignty of Hind. — Notes,
p. 368.

4S E.B. J., III. p. 520. & Ib.p . 467.
54 E. H. I., IV

. p. 54. Baverty adds that he attacked Sirhind, but it was defended by SultSn Sh&h Lodi and
he failed to take it- in 1421. — Notes, p. 368.
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some negotiations it was agreed that the fort was to be evacuated and given up to Tughan, the

Tnrk-bacha (Jasrath’s ally, who had taken refuge in his territories), while Jasrath was to pay

tribute and return home. But as soon as Jasrath got Zirak Khan into his camp, he detained

him as a prisoner and carried him, securely guarded, to Ludhiana, whence he marched to

Sirhind. That fortress, however, defied all his attempts, and the Sult&n Mub&r&k Shah,

advancing, compelled him to raise the siege and retreat on Ludhiana, whence, having released

Zirak Khan, he crossed the Sutlej. The Sultan’s forces then advanced as far as Ludhiana, but

were unable to cross the Sutlej, as Jasrath had secured all the boats. When the rains ceased,

the Sultan withdrew to Kabulpur, 51 and Jasrath made a similar movement, whereupon the

Sultan sent a force to effect a crossing at Rupar. Jasrath marched on a line parallel to this

force, but it effected a crossing, and the Sultan then passed the river without opposition

.

Jasrath’s followers then abandoned the opposition he had chosen without striking a blow, and

their leader fled hastily to Ludhiana, whence he crossed the Bias, the Ravi, and finally, after

the Sultan had crossed the latter river near Bhowa,53 the Janhava (Chinab). Jasrath now took

refuge in his strongest place, Tekhar53 in the hills, but Rai Bhim54 of Jammu guided the Sultans

forces to the stronghold, and it was captured and destroyed. Jasrath’s power was, however,

undiminished, for, as soon as the Sultan had returned to Delhi after restoring Lahore, he

recrossed Chinab and Ravi with a large force of horse and foot, and attacked Lahore and was

only driven off after nearly five weeks’ fighting round the fort. He then retreated on Kalanaur to

attack that stronghold, into which Rai Bhim had thrown himself in order to relieve Lahore'. After

protracted fighting round KaUnaur, Jasrath patched up a truce with Rai Bhim and then went

towards the Ravi, where he collected all the people of the territory of the Khokhars, who were in

alliance with him, but oil the advance of an imperial army from Lahore, supported by one which

advanced on the ford of Buhi, he again fled to Tekhar. The united forces of the Sultan now marched

along the river Ravi and crossed it between Kalanaur and Bhoh,53 afterwards effecting a

junction with Rai Bhim on the confines of Jammu. These forces defeated some Khokhars who had

separated from Jasrath on the Chinab.

In the following year (826 A. H. or 1423 A. D.) Jasrath defeated Rai Bhim and captured

most of his horses and materiel. The Rai himself wTas killed, and Jasrath now united himself to a

small army of Mughals and invaded the territories of Dibalpur and Lahore, but on the advance of

the imperial leader he retired across the Chinab.

After this the Khokhars appear to have remained inactive for four or five years, but in 831 A. H.
(142S A. D.) Jasrath laid siege to Kalanaur, and on advancing from Lahore to relieve the place, his

old opponent, Sikandar Tuhfa, was defeated and had to retreat on Lahore* Jasrath then besieged

Jalandhar, but he was unable to reduce it, and so he retreated to Kalanaur, carrying off the people

of the neighbourhood as captives. Reinforcements were sent to Sikandar, but before they arrived, he

had again advanced to Kalanaur and united his forces with those of Rai Ghalib of that town.

These leaders then marched after Jasrath and completely defeated him at Kangra on the Bias,

recovering the spoils which he had gained at Jdlandar. Jasrath again took refuge in Tekhar.

In 835 A. H. (1431-2 A. D,), however, Jasrath descended from Telhar (Tekhar) and marched on

Jalandhar. Sikandar drew out of Lahore to intercept him, but incautiously allowed his small

force to be attacked by Jasrath’s superior numbers and was defeated and taken prisoner, some of his

followers escaping to Jalandhar. Jasrath in triumph marched on Lahore and laid siege to it, but

it was vigorously defended by Sikandar’s lieutenants, and on the Sultan’s advancing to Samana to

its relief, he abandoned the siege, but kept Sikandar in captivity.55

51 K&bulpur (Raverty). 52 Not identified
; possibly Bhowa and Bhoh are the same.

53 Thankar or Talhar in other historians. Farishta has Bisal, but that is on the R&vh Raverty calls

it Thankir. — U. B. I., IV. pp. 55-6.

5* Raverty calls this Hindu Rajd of Jammu Rai Bhalin, but adds that he was son-in-law of Ali Shah
of Kashmir, against whom Zainu’l-Abidin, his brother, enlisted Jasrath’s aid. The Khokhars and their

ally marched from Si&lkoi against the Sultan, Ali Shah, and defeated him prior to 1423 A. D. About this time

the Gakkbars, under Malik Kad, wrested their conquests from Zainu’l-Abidfn.
55 JS. H. I, IV. p. 74.
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la 835 A. H. (1432 A, D.) Malik Allah-dad was appointed feudatory of Lahore, but he was

promptly attacked on his arrival at Jalandhar by Jasrath, defeated and compelled to seek a refuge

in the hills of Kothi.56

In 840 A. H. (1436 A. D.) the Sultan Muhammad Sliah sent an expedition against Shaikha

(sic) Kliokhar, which ravaged his territories. 5?

In 845 A. H. (1441 A. D.) the Sultan conferred Dibalpur and Lahore on Bahlol Khan and sent

him against Jasrath, but Jasrath made peace with him and flattered him with hopes of the throne of

Delhi. 58 After this the Khokhar power declined, owing to causes of which we know nothing.

In the time of Akbar the KhOkhars held 5 out of 52 mahdlls in the Lahore sarkdr in the

Bari Doab, and 7 out of 21 parganas in the Ohinhath Doab, with one mahdll each in the

Bist-Jalandhar and Rachna Do&bs. In the Dibalpur sarhdr of Multan they held 3 out of 10

mahdlls in the Bist-Jalandhar Doab, and one in the Berun-i-Panjnad, west of the Indus.

Raverty puts their population then at more than 200,000 souls. 59

It must be confessed that the above notes leave the question of the origin of the Khokhars

precisely where it stood. In an account of the Katil Rajputs from Gurdaspur it is said that some

of the (earliest) converts to Islam became known as Khokhars, but further on it says: “ One of our

ancestors settled in the fort of Mangla Devi in the Jammu State and then took possession of

Kharipur. Hence his descendants became known as Khokhars,” after being converted to Islam in

the time of Mahmud of Ghazni. And further on it says that Katils do not intermarry with Khokhars,

because the latter are of their blood, and are descendants of Katils by Muhammadan wives.

II. — A HISTORY OF THE GAKKHARS.

The Gakkliars do not appear, eo nomine ,
in history until the time of the emperor B&bar. Their

country, says the Tabaqdt-i-JIcbari, lies on the Indus, well known as the Nilab, and the territory from

the Siwalik hills to the borders of Kashmir has been from all times in their possession, though other

tribes, such as the Khari,60 Januba, Jatriya, J^hukyal (Bhugia) and Jat, dwell in those parts in

subordination to the Gakkhars. In the Tuzah-i-Bdbari, Babar describes the hill-country between the

Nilab and Bahra (Bhera), as inhabited by the Jats, Gujars, and many other similar tribes under

a Gakkhar Mirim or ruler, their government much resembling that of the Jud and Janjuha and the

lands adjoining the hill-country of Kashmir. The government in this time was held by Tat&r and

Hati, Gakkhars, who were cousins.61 Tatar’s stronghold was Parhalah, Hatx’s country was close

adjoining the hills. Hdtl was in alliance with Baba Khan, who held K&linjar,62 Tatar was in

a certain way subject to Daulat Khan (the governor of the Pahjab), while Hati remained independent.

at the instance of the amirs of Hindustan (the Delhi kingdom) and in conjunction with them,

was keeping Hati in a state of blockade in isome sort, when Hati, by a stratagem, made a sudden
advance, surprised Tatar, slew him and took his country. He then sent on Parbat, his relation, to

Babar with a contribution by way of tribute, but the envoy went to Babar’s main camp and thus
missed the expedition which had already set out for Parhala.

Bc 23. H. I,, IV. p. 75. 67 16. p. 85 : Jasrath must be meant. ss Xb, pp, 85-6.

59 Notes

,

pp. 366-67. The Khokhars of the J&landhar District do not mention Jasrath, but only date their
settlement there from the time of the Sayyid kings. Mr. Purser (Jullundur Settlement Report, p. 16) says this is

negative evidence that Jasrath was a Gakkhar, but he refers to Major Waterfield’s Gujr&t Settlement Report, in
whichthe Khdkhars are quite correctly put down as descended from Jasrath, ** who, with Bharat, took Jammft,
when in Timor’s service, ” and afterwards settled in the Gujr&t District. — See Panjab Notes and Queries

,

I. p. 141.
68 PossflSy the Khattars.
61 Aba’l-Pazl says that in the time of Zainu’l-Abidin of Kashmir, Malik Kad, one of the nobles of G-hazn!,

dispossessed the Kashmiris of the tract between the Jhelum and the Indus. He was succeeded by : (1) Malik
Kal&n, his son ; Bir, fus grandson ; Tatar, the opponent of Sher Khan and Salim Kh&n, who had two sons,
Sult&ns Sprang and Adam!— Bavexty’s Notes, p. 366. Sarang’s sons were Kamal and Sa*id.

62 K&linjar lies west of the Indus near Swfibi. — Raverty’s Notest p. 274,
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Babar, at this stage, arrived from Bahra on bis way to Kabul, and, instigated by the

Janjuhas, old enemies of the Gakkhars, attacked Parhala, which he took, Hati seeking safety in

flight, Babar’s guide to Barbala was Surpa, Sarpa or Saropa, Gujar, a servant of the Malik Hast,63

whose father had been slain by Hati, Hati now submitted to Babar.64

After the Afghans, headed by Sher ShAh, had recovered their power in India and expelled

Humayun after Babar’s death, the Sultan Sher Shah made over the Ninduna jjargama to Isma’il

Khan Baloch in return for the Barwaul territory, which had been usurped by the Baloches and which
he restored to Shaikh Bayazid Kalkapur Sarwani, its rightful owner.65 Sher Shah also marched
through all the hills of Padman and Garjak66 (or Girjhak Ninduna67 ), and selected a site for the

great fortress of Rohtas, which was designed both to hold in check the Gakkhars and restrain the

Mughal invasions. The Gakkhars, however, prevented Todar Khatri, who was in charge of the work,
from obtaining labour, and it was only by offering exorbitant pay that the Gakkhars were tempted
to flock to the work.68 Sher Shah, moreover, sent a force against Rai Sarang, the Gakkhar, and subdued
his country, plundering also the hill of Balnao. Rai Sarang’s daughter was captured and given to

Khawas Khan, one of Sher Khan’s nobles,69 while the Rai himself, having surrendered or being

taken prisoner, was flayed alive.70 His son Kamal Khan was sent as a prisoner to Gwalior,71 in the

Siwaliks. Rohtas was then committed to the care of Habib Khan Niazi and other leaders, 30,000

horse being kept in its neighbourhood to hold in check Kashmir and the Gakkhar country.72

Rohtas appear to have been thus paitially built in 1540 A. D., but it was not completed till eight

or ten years later.

In 955 A. H. (1548 A. D.) the Niazis, defeated by the troops of Sultan Isl&m or Salim ShAh
Sur, fled for refuge to the Gakkhars’ territory.73 Upon this, Islam Shah advanced on Rohtas, the

completion of which he urged forward with much earnestness, and which work was carried out in not

less than two years, amidst incessant and desperate fighting with the tribe. Sultan Adam
eventually sued for peace and agreed to compel the Niazis to quit his territories,74 Salim Shah also

released Kamal Khan, son of Rai Sarang, and appointed him to act, in concert with the governor of

the Panjab, in the subjugation of the Gakkhar territory.75

In 1552 A. D. Kamran, driven from Kabul by Hum&y&n, sought a refuge in the territories

of Sult&n Adam, who had succeeded his brother Sarang, but that chief sent word to the emperor

Humayun that he was willing to acknowledge his authority and deliver Kamran into his hands.

Kamran, however, took refuge with the SultSn Salim Shah, on Humayun’s advancing to Dinkot

on the Indus,76 but, failing to obtain any assistance in the Panjab, he returned in disguise to the

Gakkhar territory on his way to Kabul, and rashly disclosed his identity to SuMn Adam, who
surrendered him to Humayun, and he was blinded (September 1553 A. D.)*77 Humayfin now
marched against Pirana, a chief of the Janjuha tribe, who held a strong fort in the Bhira (Bhera)

country and secured his surrender, handing his territory over to Sultan Adam.78

After the restoration of Humayun, Kamal Khan, son of Rai Sprang, was given half the

territories held by his uncle (Sultan) Adam Khan.79 Adam Khan resisted this mandate and a royal

army had to be sent to enforce it. Adam Khan was defeated and captured and his son fled into

Kashmir, but was subsequently taken also. Kam&l Kh&n then became sole chief of the Gakkhars

and he detained Adam Khan in captivity till his death,80

In Akbar’s reign the Gakkhars held 7 out of 42 mahdlls in the Sindh-Sagar Doab of the

Lahore sarkar*1

48 Who the Malik Hast was does not appear. See note 16, supra. 44 E. H. I., IV. pp. 284-8.

45 It. p. 389. «e It. p. 390. 87 Xb. V.*p. 114. 6* Xb. V. p. 115.
69 It. V. p. 114, and IV. p. 390. A Song ofKhw&s Kh&n is under publication in this Journal, and the present

writer hopes to publish shortly a very curious legend connecting him with the shrine of Shfih Daula in Gujrai.
74 It. V. p. 114. The T&rtkh-i-D&fidi says that Salim ShSh captured Sfirang SultSn and had him fiayed alive.

—It. IV. 498.

71 Probably Kahl&r of the hills, i. e., the old capital of the State of Kahltir or Bil&spur in the Simla hills.

75 jE. JET. I„ IV. pp. 890 and 415. 73 Erskine, II, p. 462 j c/. p. 419. 7* Erskine, II. pp. 465-6.

75 R E. I., V. p. 279. T8 It. V., pp. 278-9. Erskine, Baber and Eumayoon
f II. 407* 7T Elphinstone, p. 470.

n Erskine, II. p. 419. 7* B. E. I., V. p. 279. ;
•• It. p. 280, « Raverty’s Nates, p. 367,
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AHMAD SHAH, ABDALl, AND THE INDIAN WAZIR, ‘ 1MAD-UL-MULK( 1756-7).

(Contributed by William Irvine
,
late of the Bengal Civil Service t)

The following narrative is taken from a Persian manuscript, being the third of four works

bound together in a small quarto volume which I bought at Quaritch’s some ten or twelve years ago.

The other tracts are :— (1) Inshae Miram,
copied Safar 1198 H. (Dec. 1783) ; (2) Inshae ‘Abdullah

,

copied at Lakhnau, RafF I., 1198 H. (Feb. 1784)
; (3) the present narrative

; (4) a fragment of Mfed,

Ahsan, Ma‘anl Tab Khan (Ijad), Samanawi’s Farrukh-ntimah. This fragment carries on this rare

work to some date in 1128 H. (1716), that is, much farther than either B. Museum MS. Oriental,

No. 25 (Rieu, 273), or the twenty-five folios of it in the Munich MS., No. 265 (Joseph Aumer,
‘ Catalogue,’ 1866, p. 97).

The volume has on the flyleaf a list of contents in English, in an 18th century handwriting

which I have seen elsewhere
; I think it is that of Jonathan Scott, Polier, or W. Francklin, Some

one has noted that the initials “ W. 0.” on the same flyleaf are those of Sir William Ouseley,

presumably a former owner. The book was No. 387 in the bookseller, W. Straker’s Catalogue of

1836, and in 1839 it belonged to Dr. John Lee of 5 Doctors’ Commons, by whom it was lent to

B. Dorn, when his * History of the Afghans ’ was in preparation for the Oriental Translation Fund,

The account of Ahmad Shah Abdali’s incursion into India in 1757, as here presented, is one

of three notable contributions to Indian history of the 18th century, for which we are indebted to

the initiative of Captain Jonathan Scott
;
and so far as I recollect, not one of them is referred to in

the article devoted to him in the “Dictionary of National Biography.” The other two works are :

(1) Hadiqat-ul-aqdlim
,
by SheHi Murtaza Husain, Bilgrami, surnamed Allahyar Sanl, H, M.

Elliot’s “ accurate Moortuza Hosam”,' (2) Shahadat-i-Farrulchsiyar wa Julus-i-Muhammad
Shah

,
by Mirza Muhammad Bakhsh, Ashob.

Samln is the author of Sharaif-i-'usmani, a history of Bilgram Shekh families written as

a counterblast to Ghulam ‘All, Azad’s Ma,asir-ul-kirdm ft tarikh-i Bilgram
,
a panegyric of the Saiyid

families there. He pours fine scorn on Azad, who was a Samdhani
,
though he calls himself

a Bilgrami ; that is, his mother was of Bilgram, but his father Muhammad Nuh was of Samdhan, an
obscure village on the other side of the Granges, between Farrukhabad and Qannauj. In the Shard, if

(my copy, page 255) we find that Ghulam Hasan, poetically Samln, Sadlql, Farshuri, Bilgrami, was
the son of Shekh Ghulam Husain, son of QazI Faizullah of Bilgram (now in the Hardoi district).

He was born about 1129 H. (1716-17) and had a brother called Muhammad Sadiq (poetically

Sukhanwar). He traces his descent in the 37th degree from Abl Bakr, Sadiq
;
and for 25

generations his ancestors had been qazis of Bilgram. Up to 1179 H. (1765-6) Samln had three

sons and two daughters. The present narrative shows that he was alive in 1197 H. (1782-3).

I have found no record of his death.

I think the story here given is of great historical value, as it furnishes us with

a first-hand account of actual events. The doings of Ahmad Shah in India, except those leading

up to the crowning victory of Panlpat in January 1761, are elsewhere recorded for the most part

in a vague, confused manner. Many points are cleared up by Saturn’s story, and it helps to do

for Ahmad Shah’s Indian record, what Dr. Oskar Mann has done so brilliantly for his non-Indian

conquests* in a series of articles in the Z. D, M. G, for 1898. The intercalated narrative of

‘Imad-ul-mulk’s marriage troubles is new and curious
;
and it throws further light on the character

of Mnfin-ul-mulk’s widow, the disagreeable traits in which are largely depicted in Ghulam
‘All Khan’s Muqctddamah and the autobiography of her husband’s house-slave, Mirza Tahmasp,

Miskin

.
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After praises and prayer, this humble slave (May God impress truth on him) Ghulam Hasan,

Samin, (God pardon him and his connections) states that in the year 1197 after the Holy Flight

of the Prophet (the Protection of God be upon him, and Peace), at the instigation of a friend, Shekh

Allahyar, Bahadur (May God on High save him), son of Shekh Allahyar, the martyr I arrived in

the town of Allahabad, and was introduced to the extremely improving audience of the Lord of

Benefits, Captain Jonathan Scott, Bahadur, (May his Good Fortune endure). The beauty of his

condescension is more than can be brought forth by the strength of this wounded pen. (Verse.)

Kih darad ham chu u lutfwasahhdwashafhat

wa ahsan
,

Dil-i-khurram
, rulsh-i-ziba, lab-i-shirin, jabin-i-

anwar

;

7A $huhr-i-madh wa ahhlaq-i-karim-i-u faru

mand,

Zaban ‘djiz
,
khircid hairan, sukhan qasir

,
qalam

muziarr ;

Sazad gar man ward da,m ba taba * hhush zi

jdn-o-diU

Kunam Ichidmat, buram farman, niham gardan,

shavvam leihtar.

Who like him has grace, liberality, affection,

kindness,

A joyous heart, a handsome face, sweet speech,

an ample brow

;

I fail in recounting his praise and his gracious

manners,

My tongue stammers, my wits wander, my
words suffice not, my pen stumbles

;

If for ever I could do what my heart and soul

desire

I should serve him, obey him, bow before him,

be his humble servant.*’

In the said year 1197 H. (1782-88) by order of the said Captain Sahib, I wrote something of

the doings of AJhmad Shah, the Abdali' king, when long ago, in the year 1169 H. (1755-6), he

(Ahmad Shah) entered the capital, Shahjahanabad. It was then the reign of ‘Azlz-ud-dla, emperor

of Hind, entitled ‘Alamgir Sanl. All these events the writer beheld with his own eyes
;
and I now

reduce them to writing. Owing to the haste in which I write, I have paid no heed to elegance or

style or the employment of metaphor. In spite of scantiness of acquisition and absence of ability,

I have not been afraid to become the submissive carrier-out of that Sahib’ s orders.

Be it known then, wherever the tongue of the pen mentions “ Shahan Shah,” it means

Ahmad Shah, king of the Abdali, and the words <c Emperor of Hind ” indicate ‘Azlz-ud-dln,

‘Alamgir II.
;
and where the phrase “ Great Wazir ” occurs, Shah Wall Khan, the minister of the

Abdali, is intended. By “ ‘Imad-ul-mulk ” is meant Nawab Ghiyaz-ud-din, minister of the

emperor of Hind and grandson of Nawab Nizam-ul-mulk. By “ Nawab Ghazanfar Jang ” is meant

Ahmad Khan, Bangash, ruler of Farrukhabad; and “Nawab Shuja‘-ud-daulah 55 means the son of

Nawab Abu,l Mansur Khan, Bahadur, Safdar Jang, nazim of the subah of Akhtarnagar Audh,

ACCOUNT OF SAIYID SHEB ANDAZ KHAN.

Be it remembered that the writer, in order to gain his livelihood, was for several years with

that Protector of Saiyids, one Muhammad Salih (poetically, Sayyah), bearing the title of Sher

Andaz Khan Bahadur, an employe of the late Nawab Safdar Jang already mentioned. He was on

duty in attendance upon Nawab Zafar Jang, Khan Zaman Khan Bahadur, ‘All Quli Khan,

Daghistani (poetically, Walih), and nicknamed the “ Six-fingered.”

1 “ The martyr/* he was killed in battle on Oct. 20, 1780, outside Ahmadabad in Gujarat. He was ehief

oommander under Surbuland Khan, the governor, who fought his successor in the government, Bajah Abhai Singh

of Jodhpur.
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The deceased Saiyid (Sher Andaz Khan) was a native of the town Shahi, which lies between

the towns of Bareli and Plllbhlt. He was exceptionally well-instructed in all sciences, unequalled

in valonr, generosity and enterprise, At the age of twelve the Saiyid left his country of origin to

obtain instruction, and was for nearly two and a half years in the house of this poor one ’s respected

grandfather, with whom he read Arabic as far as the Sharh of the Mulla. After that time he went

to the town of Saifipur,2 the honoured burial-place of the venerable Shah SaifI, and there the then

occupier of the seat of authority, Miyan ‘Abdullah Sahib, adopted him as his son.

After the lapse of some time the Saiyid became anxious to make the journey to the Hajaz and

other places of pilgrimage. Accordingly with this intent he quitted Saifipur, and binding the

skirt of enterprise round the middle of his heart, he made for the regions of ‘Arabistan, and by

the special grace of the Lord was honoured by a visit to the Holy Ka‘bah, Luminous Madlnah,

Holy Najaf ,
Exalted Karbala, Mashhad the Pure, and other places.

When he came back to Hindustan Nawab Safdar Jang urged him to take service and dealt

with him honorably. In this space of time the Saiyid was a noted man of the age, honoured and

valued by mighty sovereigns, famed wazlrs
,
and high nobles. After Safdar Jang came Nawab

Shuja-ud-daulah, and he, too, omitted no detail of honour and respect.

Then in the year 1173 H. (1759-60) for the second [? third] time the Abdali king came from

Wilayat to Hindustan, and rooted out the Infidel, that is to say, Rajah Bhao and others of the

Mahrattah armies. At this period the deceased Saiyid was in the service of Nawab Ghazaufar Jang,

Ahmad Khan Bangash, ruler of Farrukhabad. At the invitation of the Abdali king, Ahmad
Khan, Bangash, sent the deceased (Sher Andaz Khan) to see Rajah Bhao, leader of the Mahrattahs

to conduct certain negotiations.

The Saiyid, having to some extent settled the business with the Mahrattah leaders, was

returning to the Abdali king’s camp. On his way he was passing through the parganaks of the Jat.

There the control on behalf of Najlb Khan was in the hands of Sa'adat Khan, Afrldi Afghan. On
hearing [of the Saiyid’s arrival] this man sent a message. “ In God’s name come and stay, even

for an hour or so, with me. I have something of importance to tell you.”

The Saiyid turned off his road and with a limited retinue went to visit the said Khan (Sa‘adat

Khan, Afrldi). The Khan then asked the Saiyid to tell the Abdali Shah that the army of the

accursed Jat was very numerous, while he (Sa‘adat Khan) had a very small force. He hoped that

troops would be sent by His Majesty to reinforce him. The conversation was still going on, when a

spy came to say that a force of Jats, nearly 7,000 horsemen, was within a distance of two hos, and

would be soon close to them. The Khan (Sa‘adat Khan) ordered his troops, one thousand horse

and foot all told, to prepare for a fight. To the Mir Sahib he said: “ Let the gentleman withdraw
** to his own camp.” The Mir Sa^ib replied: “ I am a Saiyid, I do not turn my face from a battle-

“ field. Above all, when it. is for a Musulman, as you are. For God’s cause you had called me
“ her©

;
and, by God, to yield up my breath for you will be accounted martyrdom.”

So saying he urged his horse on to the field, and began a stout contest with the infidels and
defeated them. The infidels, who were advancing boldly, were beaten back. At this point another

body came out of the same force and discharged their arrows and fired their matchlocks
;
the Saiyid

was wounded in the right thigh. To this he paid no heed, but pressed like another Rustam on the

accursed foe, broke their ranks, and cut off four men’s heads. He also sustained three or four

sword wounds himself on his right arm and shoulder. He continued the contest and cut down
several other men. Accordingly, the accursed ones could not resist and took to flight, and he was
the winner *of a, great victory. The Saiyid, followed by two of his horsemen, started in pursuit of

the infidels. Then about one hundred horsemen of the infidel’s force appeared on his right flank,

surrounding him and .his two men. The Saiyid was wounded several times with lance and arrow
2 TheBafipiSr' of the “ Oudh Gazetteer/’ III. 281 ,* it is in the Unao district.
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and sabre. At length a sword-cut took him on the right side and cut through him to the opposite

side
;
he fell from his horse to the ground. Immediately after this the enemy’s force disappeared*

God also willed that the two troopers, too, should become martyrs. At that time heavy rain

came on and both sides retreated to their own quarters.

When the news reached the other followers of that Saiyid received into Mercy* who were

encamped at a distance of three hos
,
they returned the nest morning and carried the Saiyid

back from the place where he fell to the previous camping ground* They say his body had on

it fourteen sword and lance wounds between his waist and head, besides two matchlock wounds*

one on the right thigh, and the other on the left foot. Anci,llah wa ana 4
ila'ihl rdfun .

In that year [1173 H. 1759-60] the writer was in the service of Nawab SaMulIah Khan* son

of 4Ali Muhammad Khan, Rohelah, At that period Nawab Sa'dullah Khan, on the advice of

Hafiz Rahmat Khan and others, had, at the request of the Abaali Shah, left the town of

Sambhal in his dominions, and was encamped five has off at the town of Hasanpur. On

hearing of the martyrdom of the Saiyid, the writer composed a chronogram, of which the line

containing the date is as follows (Misra
i

)
:

—

Ba rak-i-haqq shahid-i-ahbar shudah> ah! (Year 1173 H.).

THE NARRATIVE RETURNS TO THE EVENTS IN 1169 H* (1755-5 6).

I return to my narrative. When the said deceased Saiyid in the year 1169 (1755-6) left

Shuja‘-ud-daulah? and had to search for a livelihood, he was summoned to Farrukhabad by

Nawab Grhazanfar Jang. The Saiyid took the writer with him.

In that same year the Abdall Shah came from Wilayat viti Kabul and entered Shahjahan-

abad, causing throughout Hindustan a great convulsion. In all directions the zamindars

raised their heads in rebellion and blocked the traffic on all the roads. At that time the

rescripts of the Abdall Shah, which in their official language are called raqam,
arrived one,

after another, calling for the attendance of Nawab Grhazanfar Jang with the greatest

insistence. Quick-riding horsemen of the Shah’s, they are called chapav, brought these

despatches to Farrukhabad. Their tenour was as follows. As soon as the Shah’s order (raqam)

had been perused, he (Grhazanfar Jang) must start for the Shah s Freseuce, where he would be

the recipient of kingly favours. In ease of any delay, he might rely on the arrival of an

avenging army* “ which will seize thee in whatever condition thou mayesfc be found, and drag

44 thee to the Exalted Camp, and deliver thee there : and I shall issue an order for thy territory

44 to be ravaged and plundered. It is necessary that in person thou come hastily and at once

44 with thy army and thy treasure to Our Presence.”

As is usual in Hindustan* Ghazanfar Jaug erected a farman-hari tent of scarlet cloth

outside Farrukhabad at the distance of one hos ,
while he himself advanced two hos beyond the

tent to receive" the farmdn. He conducted the despatch-riders with all due ceremony to the

reception tent. There he first placed the Shah’s letter (iraqam) upon his head, and then read

it and ascertained the contents. In this manner for four days in succession, and without any

interval, did letters from the Shah arrive at Farrukhabad. Every day Ghazanfar Jang mounted

and went out to receive them and bring them to the Tent of Honour, where he inspected them

and read them.

From this cause the Nawab fell into somewhat of a perturbation and perplexity, forcing

him. to reflect on many things. He had “neither legs to ran away nor strength to go .forward”

(Nah pae garehktan wanah yarae raftan). He therefore called together all the heads of his army

and demanded their advice. He asked what their opinion was, what plan should be resorted to,

and what should be devised. For he had no treasure, nor was his army such that he could lift

his head in opposition to any one, nor had he any strong fortress in the vicinity o

Farrukhabad where he could place his family in security. In addition, the Mahrattah armies
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•were present in great numbers, moving to and fro in his territories. Over and above all this,

Shuja £-u&-daulah’s heart was turned against him, because he had procured the betrothal of fAlI

On li Khan’s daughter to ‘Imad-ul-mulk. “While I myself (V. Ghazan ar Jang] am lame

“and thus useless. If perchance the Shah’s army arrives here and carries me off to his

tc head-quarters, my country will be devastated and destroyed. After that calamity, what
£t possibility is there of again restoring it to prosperity. For on every side are powerful enemies,

‘ 6 lords of treasure and of armies, who dwell on the confines of my territories. In this state of

“things, what remedy is there?
”

Previously, during the invasion of Nadir Shah, the inhabitants of Hindustan had seen and

heard of the general slaughter and the plundering and destruction of Shahjahanabad. Moreover,

these Afghans round about Earrukhabad had, subsequent to Nadir Shah’s time, been badly

handled by Nawab Safdar Jang, being rained and reduced to poverty, and forced to flee to the

hill regions. Thus they were at a loss what answer to give, each one of them lost hand and

foot [became helpless] and brought to their lips silly words. But some of them who were famed

for judgment and wise planning, represented as follows.

The advisable thing is that Your Excellency march two or three stages in the direction of

Shahjahanabad, and fix on some place for several halts. When these days of halting have
passed, you should again march two or three hos and once more halt. In this manner the

Shah [Abdall] will become aware that you are coming tp join him and will send no army.
Should a force arrive, it will come to join itself to yours. You should leave troops in

Earrukhabad to protect your womeu family
;
then, if anything happens, these men can

carry off yonr family to the hills.

To sum up : nothing was decided on, which coufd allay Ghazanfar Jang’s anxieties : fear

and dread fell upon every one’s heart, both gentle and simple. Great and little men
?
they all

engaged in making plans for flight. Ghazanfar Jang neither ate npr slept.

In the end Mir Sher Andaz Khan, who has already been spoken of, represented that to his

imperfect understanding the following scheme had presented itself. Let a trusty person from
the Nawah’s entourage be sent to interview the Shah

;
let him be provided with letters and

petitions to the Shah and the chief Wazlr, setting forth in detail his (Ahmad Khan’s) position,

the power of the Mahrattahs, his enemies, and their occupation of his lands. If this faithful

one [Sher Andaz Khan] were thought worthy of this task, Please God Most High l he would
return having arranged all these points favourably, or obtain even a little more.

After much discussion and considerable reflection, the above proposal was accepted as
wise and prudent. The Mir Sahib was to he despatched with some presents and rarities.

Accordingly, they collected 101 gold coins, one thousand rupees struck at Earrukhabad. twenty
lengths of gold brocade (kamhhwab), seven ‘pairs of shawls, twenty lengths of figured cloth

(
mashru)

9
and forty silk, scarves with drawn-thread work (hashidah) designs on them. These

last are in length and breadth the size of a shawl
$
they are the product of Mau town .

8 All
these things were sent as an offering to the Shah. There were also five lengths of kaml&hwab,
brocade, two pairs of shawls, ten lengths of figured cloth {wiashru), forty yards (dzVu,4

) of green
and scarlet broad-cloth and ten Mau scarves

; all for the chief minister, namely, Shah Wall
Khan. Four lengths of hawJchwdb, two pairs of shawls, seven scarves from Man

5
these were to

be given to Jangbaz Khan, Bangash, one of the famed nobles and a commander over 5,000
horsemen. This man was of Ghazanfar gang’s own tribe

; and, owing to his excessive valour,
the Shah had been pleased to proclaim him as his own son.

When all these things had been collected, the Mir Sahib was sent off with bags containing
the petitions and papers, stating the obiects songht. One Ahmad Khan, a petty officer, was
sent with him, because he knew the Afghan and Turk! languages. The said ghan joined mglj

3 Mau is 16 miles TV. of E&rrukhahad.
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and marched with the Mir, leaving his regiment at Farrukhabad. The first day’s halt was
made in the Sarde at Ataipur/* Through fear of the villagers and of thieves, every one had
ran away and our whole night was passed in watching.

Next day we were at Qadirganj .
0 which is situated on the edge of the Ganges and was

founded by Shnja'at Khan. We rested there. Nest morning we crossed the river (Ganges)

and reached the town of Bisauli, founded by Donde Khan. Robelah. The Mir Sahib went to

interview Donde Khan .
0 As it happened, on that day Mulla Sardar Khan, Bakhshi, was present.

He said that Ahmad Khan (Bangash) was their sovereign, but when he had taken opium he

invented silly ideas. “ Your prey is not caught every time. He does not render thanks to God
“sufficiently; the Most High having protected him from the hands of the Iranis7 and brought
41 him back from the hills and set him up again at Farrnkhabad.”

The Mir Sahib said : “It is for that reason that I have appeared here, so that what yon
“ advise can be put into execution.’’ Sardar Khan replied : “There is no harm in your going,

“for Najib Khan has written to me that the Shah has mentioned repeatedly that he had come
“ to uphold Islam

;
above all, to support the Afghan clans, whose territories have been occupied

“ by the unbelieving Mahratfcahs.. Since Ahmad Khan, too, is an Afghan, he (the Shah) will

‘‘undoubtedly bestow attention on his circumstances. But where has Ahmad Khan the troops
u and the treasure, that he can cope successfully with the difficult undertakings that are ahead
“ of him. Without a large and powerful force it will be impossible to expel the Mahrattahs.
“ The Shah has come to Hindustan on this occasion, but he will not remain here,”

Donde Khan entertained the Mir Sahib as his guest for one day, and gave him an attendant

(jilwadar) by way of escort, to accompany him to his boundary and then return.

Thus after three days we reached parganah Baran, which is known as Unchah-ganw .
8

There, one Karam Khan was favjdar on behalf of Donde Khan. He, too, kept us as his guests

for one day. He gave us ten Rohelahs to go with us as escort to Sikandrah, and thence to return.

From Baran in three days we reached Sikandrah, which was full everywhere of fugitives from

round about Shahjahanabad.

The Mir Sahib left his retinue behind at Sikandrah, and taking only the limited number of

thirty servants, six cavalry men, and three baggage camels, decided to push on farther. On
the fourth day we were at the town of Anupshahr, which lies on the river (Ganges) bank. On
these marches, in every village we passed, not a sign of an inhabitant was to be seen, and along

the route unnumbered dead bodies were lying. Anupshahr, too, was crowded with fugitives from

Shahjahanabad, to such an extent that it was difficult to force a way through its lanes. The

Rajah of Anupshahr came to visit the Mir Sahib, and made known to us that from of old time

parganah Anupshahr had continued in the jagir of the Bahhshi-ul-mamaWe
, and at that time was

in the jagir of Amir-nl-umara, Nawab Najib-nd-danlah, that is, Najib Khan .
9 Under the

oppressive hand of his Rohelahs its lands had fallen out of cultivation, and every year the

amount of waste land was increasing. If the gentleman (i. e., the Mir Sahib, Sher Andaz Khan
;

would exert himself to get it (parg. Anupshahr) transferred to the jagir of Ghazan far Jang,

and if the said Sahib were sent there in charge of it on behalf of that noble, they would reach

the summit of their desires and their prosperity would return. The Mir Sahib agreed to try.

As if chanced, the author had gone to water his horse at the river (Ganges). I saw two

horsemen, residents of Bilgram, giving water to their horses. I recognized them and enquired

4 Now spelt ‘Ataipur ; it is close to Mau-Qaimganj. 6 In the Etah district.

s He died 5th Muharram, 1185 H., 19th April 1771 ;
he was the father-in-law of Najib Khan, Najib-nd-danlah

Sardar Khan, Bakhshi. died on the 22nd Shawwal, 1185 H., 30th January 1772 (Chahar

Gulshan-i-Shuja lr
t of Har CJharan Das, B. M. Or., 1732, fol. 1S7&).

T An allusion to Safdar Jang’s attacks in 1750, 1751.

8 “ High Village, now known as Buland-Shahr, “ High Town M
; it is in the Dnabah.

9 In other words, Najib Khan held at the time the office of Bakhshi-ul-Hamalik,
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from them what they were doing. They told me that for three years past they had been living

in the service of Rae Bahadur Singh, master of Dasnah. At the moment, the Shah having

come to Shahjah&nabad and ordered a general slaughter in parganah Dasnah, Rajah Mushtaq

Rae, brother’s son of Rae Bahadur Singh* had fled from that place with his family, and had

come to Anupshahr, bringing a few of his armed men with him. The writer had a

former friendship with Mushtaq Rae, when the said Rae in the time of Maharajah Naval

Rae10 had come from Dasnah in search of employment, and for about a month stayed in my

humble home; from that time I had a great intimacy with him.

In the afternoon I went to pay the Rae a visit. Owing to the general slaughter at Dasnah

and the plundering of his goods, he was in low spirits. I said :
“ As your House (i. liarem)

lt has escaped, lots more property can be acquired. Praise be to God I Your family and

iS connections have been protected from slaughter and dishonour.” Owing to these words

he assumed to a certain extent a more cheerful exterior, and occupied his mind with otheL talk.

After three quarters of an hour, I asked for leave and returned to my tent. From among

those armed men of JBilgram, I selected four men who were of tested valour
;
the Mir Sahib

took them into his service, and they accompanied us.

The Mir Sahib made one day’s halt in Anupshahr. Thence in three days’ marching we

reached the camp of Nawab Najib Khan, whose tents were near a town called Dankaur11 on the

bank of the Jamnah river. We paid a visit to the Nawab and he gave us the information that

he was sending back some nasagdils (artned messengers) of the Shah, and that on the following

day he would send off the Mir Sahib in charge of some of these nasaqchis, who would not only

be a protection, but could act as guides until our arrival at the Shah’s camp. This plan was

put into execution, and the Mir Sahib made a present to the two horsemen of twenty rupees.

Then, crossing the Jamnah we made our way to the Shah’s camp.

As it turned out, the Shah had on this very day begun his march from Shabjahanabd 12 and

pitched his tents at Faridabad, a distance of ten hos from the camp of Najib Khan. When we

hud travelled two hos of the distance, we saw eight hos away the dust raised by the Shah’s

army, the cloud appearing as if it were a mountain stretching its head to heaven. When five

hos only intervened, we struck on a body of five thousand horsemen, forming the qaraival o 1-

skirmishers, Who had pitched their tents. They were galloping about in all directions, and

whomsoever they caught was slain and plundered. Accordingly, a body of one hundred

horsemen turned their faces in our direction, with the intention of laying hands upon us. The

nasaqchis advanced to our front and spoke in the Turkish language some words to them, by

which they forbore their attack.

You must understand that twenty thousand horsemen are attached to the Shah’s train as

skirmishers, five thousand men being sent from the army in four different directions to

a distance of five hos
, where they encamp. There they remain on duty as skirmishers.

To return to my narrative. At one watch before sunset the Mir Sahib said to the

nasaqchis :
(i Will you take us to the place where are the tents of Jangbaz Khan, Bangash P

,f

The nasaqchis pointed out that the force of Jangbaz Khan was camped in the rear of the

Shah’s army, he being on duty as rear-guard. The distance from where we were might be

seven hos. Therefore, we must put our horses to the gallop in order to be able to reach that

spot before nightfall. Thus, following the nasaqchis
, we reached the place by dark. There

-

19 The Deputy Governor of Audh on behalf of Safdar Jang * he was killed at Khudaganj (Farrukhabad
District) on the 1st August 1750.

11 In the Bulandshahr district on the left bank of the Jamnah, 28 m. S.-E. of Delhi,
15 This passage shows that the author’s date for his narrative, 1160 H., is not <iuite exact. Ahmad Shah,”

Abdali, left the Dihli fort-palace for Khizrabad on the 2nd Jamada II,, 1170 H., 22nd Feb. 1757 ; m B« Museum,
Oriental MS., No. 1749, fob
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we learnt that two days before Jangbaz Khan had been sent off by the Shah to slay and plunder
in parganah MIrath.

The nasciqchis said to the Mir Sahib : “ Your best plan now is to go to the division of the

“chief minister, and put np there. Outside his camp you will find a place where yon will be

“safe. We have now to present ourselves for duty at the Darikhanah
,

13 and the Kharqah1*

“of the Shah, and this duty is imperative.” The Mir Sahib gave them a second present of

twenty rupees. For the time the nasaqchts were satisfied and agreed to continue as our guides.

When one and a half hours of the night had passed, we came to the standard of the chief

minister. This standard stood all by itself in the open plain, while the tents were scattered

round it at a distance of two musket-shot. We made the camels sit down close to the flag-staff,

and were about to unload them, when, all of a sudden, two nasaqGhi-tTOoigevs came out of a tent,

rushed their hoi’ses at us, and began to beat the camel-men, saying in the Turk! tongue: “ Get
“ away from here, this is no place for camping upon.”

Ahmad Khan, Afghan, who had come with the Mir Sahib from Farrukhabad, and knew
Turk!

,
began to argue with them. Then one of the two drew his sword and came at him,

saying: ‘‘Thou dost not listen to my orders, I will decapitate thee.” While this talk was

going on, a horseman rode up from the left hand, and said to the Mir Sahib : “My commander,
“ one ‘Usman Khan of Qasur14 parga?iah

9
is serving with the Shah; he saw you from his tents

“ and noticed that you were Hindustanis and he has kindly sent for you to come and pitch

“ your tents close to his. A ou should not argue with nasagchis
,
for a lot more will swarm

_

“ round, and, without any hesitation, will have recourse to their swords.”

Thus the Mir Salub went to ‘Usman Khan. The said Khan was most hospitable, and

forthwith had another tent put up for himself, and gave his own np to the Mir Sahib. He
also treated us as his guests and had a quantity of food sent to the Mir Sahib, such as

Peshawar rice, the mutton of a fat-tailed sheep
(
dumbak), and thin bread

(
nan~i-ianak),

prepared in the Hindustani mode by the slave-girls who accompaned that Khan Sahib* We
passed the night there in great comfort.

‘Usman Khan was in command of 7,000 horsemen, and was a noble of position, with the

rank of a Haft Sazari
9
and the Shah had given him a jewelled aigrette with a plume of feathers.

The Shah’s practice is that, except famed commanders, no one is allowed to place on his cap

(iaj) any jewelled aigrette or a plume. This is the sign by which the nobles can be

distinguished.

To resume. There was one Maulvl Mahmud, a Kashmiri, who formerly acted as ivctkil

(agent) for 4 All Qnli Khan, the Six-Fingered, in the camp of Nawab Safdar Jang. At this

time, ‘ All Qull Khan being dead,15 this man was in attendance on the Mir Sahib. When three-

quarters of an hour remained of the night, he was sent to visit ‘ Imid-ul-mulk and lay

our case before him.

4 Imad-ul-mulk said :
“ Let the Mir Sahib come to me, I am quite anxious to see him.

“ Arise and in all haste bring him, saving, that after I have seen him I will attend to the
“ carrying out of whatever it is wisest to do.” That very moment the Maulvl came back and said :

“I have been to 4 Imad-ul-mulk, and he sits waiting for a visit from the Mir Sahib, and has
“ said thus and thus. The Mir Sahib replied ;

“ On no account shall I go first to visit

the Indian TFaztr, seeing that Ghazanlar Jang will imagine that his affairs have been arranged
“ through his intervention. First of all I shall visit the chief minister [of the AbdalQ, and do

15 These a e kinds of tents, but, as we are told farther on, the first name was applied to the office-tents and the
second to the Shah’s own quarters.

Qasur is to the S.-E. of Lahor, and the head-quarters of a colony of Khweshgi Afghans.
15 He had died on the 1st Bajab 1169 H., 31st March 1755, TariM-i-Muhammad%, year 1169.
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«< whatever he directs." Upon this the Maulvl returned to * Imad-ul-mulk and communicated

to him the Mir Sahib’s intentions.

4 Imad-ul-mulk said ; “I, too, am coming to the chief minister, let the Mir Sahib make
'< haste, for this is the very hour for seeing that noble.” Near sunset the Mir Sahib mounted,

and, taking the sealed bag with the petition and the statements and letters about the present

and the requests to be made, arrived at the tent of the chief minister. It was a small tent

and the Wazir sat in it with a small and light wrapper (pirahan) thrown over his body, brocade

drawers, and a white fillet (
taqiyah) round his head. At the door was no door-keeper (Kajib) or

other hindrance. Before him lay a large white bolster (gao-tahiyah) in the fashion of

Hindustan, 4 Imad-ul-mulk was sitting there too, on one side of the Wazir , and had on

a full-skirted coat (jamah) of blue-coloured brocade, and a parti-coloured turban (chlrah) of

figured cloth of the same colour
;
he sat crouched on his two knees, on the left side of, but

even with, the Wazir.

Before the Mir Sahib had arrived, * Imad-ul-mulk had made a representation to the

chief minister. When the Mir Sahib entered the tent, he said at once, u Peace be upon thee
”

and then brought out an offering of four gold coins and five rupees of Farrukhabad mintage.

This gift was accepted. Following this, the Mir, in imitation of the Abdali nobles, placed his

head on the knees of the chief minister, and the minister placed his hand upon the Mir Saliib’s

back, raised up* his head, and said :
** Let your heart be at rest. In the matters for which you

“have come you will obtain all you desire and be given leave to depart.” Then the Mir was

told to sit down alongside of 4 Imad-ul-mulk. The author was then presented, and I sat down
at the side of the Mir Sahib,

The chief minister asked about the state of Ghazanfar Jang, the Mahrattah armies, and
the fort of Farrukhabad. The talk finished, he sent for one Mirza Mustafa the Shah’s Secretary,

(munshi) and read aloud the letter which was addressed to himself. When he had mastered the

contents, he said : “lam now going to an audience with the Shah
;
you sit where you are and

I will state your case. If you should be sent for, you must come
; or, if the petition of

“ Ghazanfar Jang only is asked for, you must send it.”

At this moment a runner (sJiatire) arrived in haste from the Shah’s tent, which had been
set np a quarter of a Jso$ away, with an open plain between. The messenger shouted out
“ Sardara ! Sardara, /” that is,

“ 0 Chief.” On the sound reaching the ear of the chief minister
he at once put on his attire as a Kizzilbash, on his head a hat

(
jcalah), and on it a jewelled

aigrette, with a plume of feathers. He mounted his 4 Iraqi horse and hastened to the audience,

followed by one man only, who is called a yatim (servant ?) The Mir Sahib and 4Imad-ul-mulk
were left sitting at the chief minister’s tent.

‘Imad-ul-mnlk said to the Mir Sahib : “ There is a question that I have long been desirous

of putting to you, give me an answer to it. It is a matter of astonishment to me that a man
4 ‘like yon, a man of purpose and valour, should he on the spot

;
and yet allow Nawab Ahmad

“ Khan, in opposition to your advice, to betroth the daughter of 4 All Quli Khan, the Six-
“ Fingered, to me and make her over to me.”

The Mir Sahib replied : “ I had gone away to Lakhnau and I had told the Nawab
** Sbuja 4-ud-daulah to place five hundred horsemen under my orders, and I would bring away the
M "^kole family of ‘Ali Quli Khan from Farrukhabad to Lakhnau. But the Nawab inspired
4

4

by his mother with fright at Ghazanfar Jang, and he was also in dread of Your Excellency
a

(**• *•» ''imad-ul-mulk). Thus, he put off a decision from one day to another. Since I
“ had no special interest in the subject I, too, withdrew from the project.”

(To he continued )
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THE CHUHRAS.

BY THE REV. J. W. YOLNG SON, D.B., CHURCH OF SCOTLAND MISSION; SIALKOT.

( Continuedfrom Vol , XXXV, p, 806,)

V. —* SUPERSTITIONS,

* Omens and Names,

If a Chuhra goes on a journey and meets a mirdsi, lie goes back. If some one calls after

Cairn lie goes back. The braying of a donkey meeting him is a good omen. If a washerman meets

x man beginning a journey, it is sufficient to send him back, certain of failure if he goes on. Some

men are known to carry good fortune, and are sent out to meet travellers.

A Chuhra never steps over a broom. The broom .that is used to sweep corn is hung n\j on

.a nail in the house. That for ordinary use is placed on a grave, but never upright.

Children are frequently given names arising out of superstitious : thus K&k& is used as

.a first name. GdLasit& means dragged, that is, dragged over a dust heap, ruru RfrpA has the

^ame meaning. As the name is one of dishonour, the evil-eye will not fall on the children that bear

It. Idkar means having half of the head shaved, and the other not
;

this is to keep the child alive.

Nathu means having a ring in the nose, to hold him and keep him from going away, t.e., dying.

Oaths, magic and witchcraft.

The oath by Bala Shah is used.

The practice of magic arts is confined to faqtrs and pirs. It is the saukrie27 that bring evil

-spirits. A person possessed is cured in the following manner :— The faqir takes a drum, a ihdli

or plainer and a ghard or earthen jar. The platter is placed over the jar, and the whole is called

qharidl.2S Thefaqir beats the drum, another person beats the gharidL and others sing. The sick

person shakes his head, and when the music (?) ceases they ask him questions: “Who are

you? 5 ’ “ I am so and so,” he replies. “How did you come into this state ?
” “ Such and such

a on© put me into this state,”
t£ Who bewitched you ?

” “ So and so.” “ What did he get for

doing it ?
” “ So many rupees.’

1 “ For how long are you sick ? ” “I have to be sick so many

days, and then die.” They play and sing again. After a time the sick man perspires and

recovers. The evil spirit goes with the perspiration.

A curious and repulsive cure is used among Hindus and probably others. It is called

jari or masdh, An unmarried person dies, and his or her body is burnt at the burning ghat.

A fa<fir takes some of the ashes from the burning pile, goes to the hills for a certain plant, and

makes bread of these two ingredients on a grave. The bread is made into pills, one of which

is given to a naked childless woman. She gives the pill in a drink to her enemies, and herself

has a child. Her barren condition was caused by an evil spirit. Masdh means demon, and

burning-place among Hindus.

Jhwndd is an iron whip which a faqir beats himself with for the sake of another, so that

the evil spirit in him may be troubled and flee. They also burn oil in a tavd 9 iron dish. The

faqir puts his hand in the hot oil and pours it on his person. The evil spirit feels it, but the

faqir does not. The faqir also beats his body with a millstone. After the sick man recovers,

thefaqir takes a fowl, kills it, dips a string in its blood, knots the string, blows on it, and finally

binds it round the sick man's neck, assuring him that the evil spirit will not come again, - If

the man goes where there is impurity, sdtah, the virtue in the string disappears.

27 SanthrA, — % lit. (1) parents-in-law
; (2) simpleton, wretch. 2* GharioZ, lit. a gong.
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Dreams are from evil spirits, and the Chuhras fear them. To dream that a person who
is dead is cutting flesh, is an intimation that there will be a death in the house. Muhammadan
saiyids give the idwh, a charm, to keep away dreams.

The evil eye is universally believed in. Some men are very injurious in this way. If

a man with the evil eye looks at any one taking food, sickness follows. To cure this, the sick

person asks a bit from the evil-eyed man when he is at a meal. The morsel given acts as

a cure. When a cow is sick, and gives no milk, they give her a bit of the evil-eyed (had nazr

)

mans food.

Sorcerers and witches act on their victim by making a figure of him and torturing

the figure by inserting a needle into it. The torture reaches the person who is personated.

Nails and hairs are carried away to be subjected to pain that the original owners may be

tormented. They are carefully thrown away when cut off, lest any enemy should get posses-

sion of them. Women are especially careful in this particular.

Sickness is caused by evil spirits.

Ceremonial prohibition or taboo.

The Chuhras never touch a Gagra, or a Sansi, gipsy. Women and children do not go near

graves. The daughter-in-law never mentions the father-in-law's name. Chuhras do not eat

monkeys, or snakes, or jackals, or rats.

Agricultural superstitions.

Crops are cut on a Sunday, Monday, or Friday, and sown on a Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday.

If the Chuhras burn a sup , winnowing sieve or fan, in a village, the farmer is injured. It

is a curse — the curse of the poor.

Social customs.

The whole household eat together, but the women eat after the men. If men eat after

women they are injured, because women are weak of intellect.

6 Yd juth yd jhuth, dbnbh nuqschi pahucMhde/ £ Food touched by others and falsehood

are both injurious.* They use shardb (strong drink), opium (aft n, post, bhang) and charas.

Drunkards are despised.

Customs of social intercourse.

In salutation, they say pairi$ pah to the great, the answer being terd bhald hare JZhudd •

Also maihd tehnd
,
saldm.

Customs bearing on social status.

They eat
j
pahM among themselves, and hachcM with Gagre and Sansis. They smoke only

among themselves, No caste above them eats with them.

VI. — OCCUPATION-.

The original work of the Chuhyas.

They were the tanners of the village communities, and used to live in huts at a distance

from the village, the walls of which were made of bones, and the roof of skins. When an
animal died, the Hindus beat a drum to let them know that they must come and carry off

the dead body. Five rupees was the fee given and also a shroud. The Chuhras took off

the animal’s hide and ate its flesh. Sweeping was also their work,

Formerly, when a Hindu died, the Chuhras received a sheet or ha/an (shroud), and they
still receive clothes. In the old days they got five rupees at the Hindu burning-place, and
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exacted it with clubs. If a cow dies on a Hindus land they call it dushnd
,
and the Hindu

who takes the cow’s tail to the Ganges to be purified is beaten there by a Chubra with

a shoe.

VII. — RELATIONS TO LAND.

Nowadays their work is farm service. They are landless day-labourers on the farm.

They are divided into —
(1) The dthri, who gets a maund of wheat for every mdnt at the harvest ;

also odds and

ends. He has ghundidn
,

pir tie ddt}e ,
the barley that is sown in a strip round the wheat

field : wheat sown by the water course
;
bread twice a day

;
clothes and shoes twice a year

;

tobacco
;
vegetables and wood.

(2) The sep hhulli, who receives three-quarters of a maund for every mdni, and bread daily

if he goes to a distance to work.

(3) The wife, who takes away dung from the farmyard, receives half a mannd of corn.

It was cow-burying that led to their isolation. They say the Machhi, the Jhiwar, the

Chnhra, the Changar, and the Mirasi are all of the same caste, but have different occupations.

There is a story told of the Chuhras by Mahammadans and others that does not reflect

to their credit. They at^e believed to be inclined to be uppish and to forget past favours, being

ungrateful, and are supposed to work best when they are well beaten, otherwise they take

advantage of the kindness of their masters. I give this only as the opinion of their neighbours.

The story is that once on a time the king of the Chuhras met Moses, who was on his way

to talk with God.29 The king of the Chuhras asked Moses to carry a petition to God from him,

that he might be enabled to take the usual tax from people passing through his territory.

Moses accordingly presented the king’s petition, bnt God said, “ Moses you do not know what

you are doing, you do not know this people. They will turn on you, and dishonour you in

the end.” But Moses persevered, and obtained for the Chuhra king what he desired, viz.,

that he should levy taxes on travellers. The next time Moses passed that way he was

accosted in a most humiliating manner. “ Oh Musri, are yon the man that carried a petition

for me ? Yon must pay the dues.
5 ’ “ Bid I not tell you, Moses,” said God, “that you would

bring dishonour on your head. They have no gratitude.”

VIII. — LEGENDARY LORE.

I. Legend of R&msar.

Mam lavdyd Rdrnsar .

Panj Pdndo laththe d,

Chamba
,
marvd,

heard,

Mas cho cho bhare (aid,

Chugdt chagdi gokhavt

Bar utte hhaldii d.

Ban vagulti Pdndvdh

PJiathdi haili gdh.

Chug chag Idnde dhdndaridh ,

Te bhunde sihhdh Id.

Ram built Ramsar.

The five Pandavs came there and restedo

Jasmine, marvd and heard

Filled that tank with their essence.

A cow grazing

Came to that pond.

The Pandavs killed with arrows

The spotted cow.

They gathered sticks.

And began to roast it.

Andrdh miliydh Bhim nun. Bhim got the intestines,

Ldhndd jcmju band .
And made a sacred thread of them for himself.

DU miliyd Judishtre Judishtar got the heart,

Un Uyd sanhk hand
.

He made a trumpet with it.

”
29 They and others call Moses M'rhtar Musa; mtidar being a title" of distinction, although used mostly for the

Cbuhjas.
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Push milixja si Nukaliye

Vs Utjd chaur band.

Te khardore Uyd Sukkdeu n$s

Vn leyejpaue band .

Te sir leyd Arjun ne,

Un Uyd mukat band,

Te p6sht leyd Mai Kunti ne7

Vn leyd pichhaord band

Te kimia karke mas dd,

BarojJti chulle dittd eharhd.

Hath khundi te mondhe JcambB,

Krishn gayd tad d,

* Oh bhdi santbt bailhed .

Men ditthije kaili gdh.
7

6 Asih nahih muloh jdnde

Ten kaisi si oh gdh/
6 Aggd hire him dd,

Ohdd jpiGhhd kaplz gdh.
1

Chijdh sdridh Krishn ne9

Tad leydh khud uthd,

Te sardp dittd su Pdndvdh.

6 Tusih CMhre hovo jd .

Kaljug vich mildhgd .

Jad hole saeh sund/

Rdmsar.

Panj Pdndo lath the d.

Pdndo baithe mihr kar,

Utthe d gayi kaili gdh .

Jazba Tcitd Pdndvdh
,

Unhdh phar leiye kaili gdh a

Jabah kardki gdh ndh,

XJnhdn chhdnde le& band

Andrdh leiydh Bhim ne,

Un Uyd janeu land.

{Fe kharaure Uye Shdhdev nef

Un pauve leyS band .

3Te leyd Arjun ne,

Un Uyd mukat land

Te posht leyd Mdi Kunti ne r

Un piehhaurd leyd rangd ,

Pdndd othe baith gayS,

Sri Kishan gaye n$ a
u 6 bhdi baithi hoi, 6 $ddiqot
Meri ditthi je kaili gdh ?

1

Asih naMh muloh jdnde

Teri kaisi si bh gdh /

Us muhhbh boliyd

:

* Jis ditthd sdf sund.

Aggd hirS Mm dd
}

Nukal got the tail;

He made a fan with it.

Sukhdev got the hoofs,

He made sandals of them.

Arjan took the head

And made a crown for his head.

Mother Kunti got the hide,

And made herself a shawl.

And hashing the beef,

Daropti began to cook it on the fire.

In hand a stick, and on shoulder a blanket;

Krishn came np suddenly.
4 0 faithful brethren* sitting there.

Have you seen my spotted cow ?
3

‘ We do not at all know
What your cow was like,

3

‘Its head was like a deer 3

s,

The hinder part like a red cow.
9

All the things Krishn seized

And took away,

And he cursed the Pandavs.
6 Go, become Chuhras.

In the Kaljug I will associate with you

When you speak the truth.
3

Another Version.

Ram built Ramsar,

The five Pandavs came there and rested.

The Pandavs were enjoying their rest,

When a spotted cow came thither.

High-handed were the Pandavs,

And they seized the spotted cow.

When they had sacrificed the cow*

They divided her.

Bhim got the intestines,

* And wore them like the Hindus 3

sacred thread.

Shahdev got the hoofs,

And wore them as sandals.

Arjan got the head,

And put it on his head for a crown.
Mother Kunti got the hide,

And had it dyed for a shawl.

While the Pandavs were sitting there,

Sri Krishn came up,
4 0 brothers sitting there, O holy men,
Have you seen my spotted cow ?

7

* We do not know at all

What your cow was like/

He spake with his mouth

:

‘ Let him who saw her speak plainly.

Her foreparts were those of a deer,
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6hdd pi child hapli gdh.

Aisi aisi hai si.

Men hapli haili gdh,
!

Khaufje kitii Pdndvdh ,

jKyuh deiye jhuth suha.

Chuhke posh karo haddidh ,

Asih deiye rds hard*

TJtti posh takdbe

Te lagge manga dud

:

s He Bhagvjdn ,
tu rahra bar*

Is gdh nun tu vAhd/

Gdh bin hdjir ho gcti

.

Unhan diiti turt vikhd.

Usjagah Brdhman Ch&hrd ho gayd

Aur ditti oh sazd.

And her hinder parts were those of a red cow.

She was like this,

My spotted red cow.

The Pandavs were frightened,

Because they had lied.

They covered the bones with the hide,

Placing the bones in their order.

They spread the hide on them,

And began to pray :

4 Oh God, have mercy.

Kaise this cow.
s

The cow became alive.

They showed her to him at once.

In this place the Brahman became a Chuhra

By way of punishment.

2. Legend of the Marriage of BMmik's Daughter*

Chal,
sabhi, ham nahdon nihdti.

Ghar abydgat sddh de

.

Jhah mil ,
Ram ji,

Brahme di delti nuh bushth dhdyd.

JShrd Kumbdii nahaunjde .

Jhah mil, Rdm ju

Agge Jastri kendh chdrdi.

Jitthoh Brahmd rah puchhde

L

Jhah mil
,
Rdmji.

4 Kikar dyd Brahnand ?

Tere kikar aune hoe ?*

Jhah mil
,
Rdmji.

Deli men %u kusht hai dhdyd,

Ham Kumhdh nahdon de .

Jhah mi( ,
Rdmji,

* Tisri ghari nahdtin terd.

Teihoh kikar pahumhed jde ?
3

Jhah mil ,
RCim ji .

4 Tisri ghari nahdun merd .

Main nun behrd mard pahunchde V
Jhdb mil ,

Ram ji,

'Eh je tainii main chappari dassdh ,

Terd ji bare te nahde jd,
}

Jhah mil, Rdm yi,

Kendh di bhanni h6i chappari

TJhnuh Jastri chd vikhde•

Jhah mil,
Rdmji.

Pahili tubbi gayd Brahmd.

Retu di muth U de.

Jhah mil
,
Rdmji,

Dujji tubbi gayd Brahmd.

Bhar ghuggdh di muth U di*

Jhab mi], Rdm ji.

Come, friend, let us go bathe,.

The man of God has come to our house.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

A Brahman’s body became leprous.

He had to go to bathe at the Kumb festival.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

On his way Jastri fed a herd of swine.

The Brahman asked the way.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
4 Why have you come, Brahman ?

What brought you ?
5

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord*

‘ My body is leprous, „

I have come for a bath at the Kumb festival.
9

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
4 The right hour for bathing is the third.

How will you reach the Ganges in time P
’

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
4 The third hour was the time.

Can any man take me there in time ?

Meet me quickly, 0 my^Lord.
4
1 will show you a pond,

You can bathe there if you like/

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

The pond where the swine wallowed

Was shown him by Jastri.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

The Br&hman dived, once.

He brought up a handful of sand.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

The Brahman dived twice.

He brought up a handful of shells.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
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Tisri tubbi gayd Brahmcl

\

LcMh di muth IS de.

Jkab mil
,
Rdm ji.

lidlah di muth jab lei Brahmds

Bar ji lid darshan pdL

Jkab mil ,
Rdm ji.

Bar ji lid darshan pdyd,

Oh di hdyd de pdp jhdre de.

Jkab mil
,
Rdm ji.

* Banne d jd, Brahmand}

Tere nahdun ho vartde

Jhab mil
,
Rdm ji .

Ise chappari Pdndo nahd gae ,

Jihre nau khand prithvi dhde .

Jhab milmi Rdm ji.

Jse chappari Guru Ndnak nihdtd
5

Jihrd SiJchdh dd guru sadae*

Jkab mil9
Rdm ji .

Ise chappari Gorahh nihdtd
}

Jihrd Title te dsan pde.

Jhab mil
,

ji.

Kihre bhagat di tu beti Tiai ?

Terd hi oh ndm dharde ?
5

Jhab mil Rdm jL

*Bdld Bdlmik di main Mti hdh.

Merd Jastri ndm dharde?

Jhab mil
,
Rdm ji.

Jtabd Rdlmih diye betiye,

Main nu ohde kdl pahunchdeh*

Jhab mil
,
Rdm ji.

Agge Jastri te pichhe Brahma .

J)oeh Bdlmik kol de.

Jhab mil,
Rdmji.

Agge Bdlmik di kakkhdh di hulli*

Baithd dsan Ide.

Jhab mil Rdm jL

Baithd dsan utte jdke
}

Bar kd ndmjapde.
Jhab mil R&m ft'

Bar ji kd hazdr ndm
%

Ldkh ndm Kishan kd.

liesho kd karor ndm.

Padam ndm Bishan kd*

The Brahman dived thrice.

He brought a handful of precious stones.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

When the Brahman found the stones 9

Jle saw God face to face.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

He saw God face to face,

And his sins forgiven, he was clean.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

* Come out, Brahman,

Your bath is finished.’

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.

In this pond the Pandavs will bathe,

Who will subdue nine parts of the earth.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord,

In this pond Guru Nanak will bathe,

Who will become leader of the Sikhs.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

In this pond Gorakh will bathe,

Who will make his temple on Tillak.

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.

* What holy person is your father ?

What name has he given you p
’

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.

* I am daughter of Bala Balmik,

He calls me Jastri.’

Meet me quickly, O my Lord,

f 0 daughter of Baht Balmik,

Take me to him.’

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.

Jastri went on, and the Brahman followed :

They both came to Balmik.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

They came to BMmik’s hut.

He was seated in contemplation.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

When he sat down -

He took the name of God.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

Chorus.

Har has a thousand names.

Hisban has a ldkh.

K6sh6 has a crore.

Bishan has a padam.

Agge Bdlmik bhagat baithd

Jake Brahmd sir nawde,

Jhab mil, Rdm ji.

* Tun kikar dyd, Brahmand?
Tere Mkar aune MS ? ’

Jhab mil Rdm jL -

Where the Saint Balmik sat

There the Brahman went and bowed to him*

Meet me quickly, O my- Lord.

- Why have you come, 0 Brahman ?

What is your business ?
’

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord,
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‘ Ndm Babb de ih beti de chhad.

Terd siifl dan ho jde.
3

Jhab mil
,
Bdm ji.

6 Kahntih bhulnd
, Brahmand?

3

Tu kahnujanam gawde ?

Jhab mil
,
Bdmji,

6 Tusih Brakme chauhke bahoge,

Meri belt nuhpichhe hatde

Jhab mil, Rdm ji.

Ten belt raso paltdegi;

Sdnnu siifl harhe Jchuwde.

Jhab mil, Bdm ji.

Kangni, ohind,
te sodnk dndd.

Bdlmih jag rachde.

Jhab mil, Rdm ji,

Te chavdh Tcutdh de devte d (jde,

Oihe paridh mangal gae.

Jhab mil
,
Bdm ji.

Surah
,
pariah, ?nangal gdvan,

6the tdredh mandal chhde,

Jhab mil, Bdmji.

Jad tdredh mandar chhd liar clitti
,

Tab chdre Bed mangde.

Jhab mil, Rdm ji.

PaMU Idh jab let Brakme,

Bujje gadam lahde.

Jhab mil, Bdmji

.

Triji Idh jad lei Brakme

,

Chauthi pherd pde.

Jhab fail, Bdmji.

Panjmh Idh jad lei Brahnte,

Chevdh pherd pde .

Jhab mil, Bdm ji.

Satvih Idh jad lei Brakme .

Sar lid ndm dhede.

Jhab mil, Rdm ji.

Eaten lavdh puridh,

fill beti dan karde,

Jhab mil, Rdm ji.

* Sab jidn dd main ddn hhdnd.

Aggoh tu merd li jde,

Jhab mil, Rdm ji,

Jastri ddUjab pde Brakme
,

TJtthoh Ponder ghar lijdd.

Jhab mil
, Rdm ji.

dtthdh Vedve, Purabd, Bkartd,

Siddrd, Dkarastd ndm dhardL

Jhab mil
t , Rdmju

1 In the name of God give me your daughter.

She will be a great gift.’

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
' Why do you take a wrong step, Brahmana?
Why do you lose your caste ?

’

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
r You will eat your food in sacred places.

You will set my daughter aside.’

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
4 Your daughter will cook our food,

We will not object to eat it
3

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
They brought hangni and chind and s6dnh,
Balmik made a feast.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
The gods of the four quarters came.
Fairies sang songs of joy there.

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.
Stirs and fairies sang.

The stars made a canopy there.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
When the stars made a canopy,
Then they brought the four Vedas.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
The Brahman went round the bride once.
And a second time.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
The Brahman went round a third time.

And a fourth time.

Meet me quickly, O my Lord.
The Brahman went round a fifth time.
And a sixth time.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
The Brahman went round the bride the seventh

time.

Praise the name of God.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord .

He finished the seven rounds.

Bfilmik gave his daughter.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
& I take alms from all.

In future I give this right to you.
5

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

When the Brahman put her in a palanquin,

He took her to home among the Paundr&s.

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.

From her the Vedv&, the PuraM, the Bharta,

The Siddia, and the JDharasta took their

name
;

Meet me quickly, 0 my Lord.
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IX. — THE TRADITIONS OP THE CHUHItAS.

The Chuhras have oral traditions which they recite at their gatherings. If a Ohuhra

wishes to learn them, he becomes the disciple of some one who is in possession of them, i. e,

who can repeat them from memory, I heard, however, that there was a book of the Chuhras

in Gujranwala District, but I was unable to obtain it, as the owners had the idea that I would

use it to their disadvantage. In the village of Khar611u.ru in Sialkot, I found a man witl

a book, which runs as follows

1. Bala, the Priest of God.

Bdli ptr ai/ct
,
duniyd t$ pahild ctutdr

Putr stin Brahme de puri Mr.
Mdthe tikedharm de wdjaned nil

Chugdi chugdi gol'kari h6 pet murdir ,

Kol gdo de dnke Jcarde ne aridh

Asih Brahman janam de galjaneu tantah

Utte ckd fahhnedh dore te landh

Rabbd^ sddde bhddidh ih hihidh banidh

Babb chiUhi UJcJiIce ghallid sab IchSl bayan

Itthoh gayd sdeh manice hum Icarnd kabmin

Tndde ifoiu sutnd tainu parwdn .

Main shard challdt apni is nun harain arkua

jdh.

Jhaumpre agge Rabb de Hit arjoi

&an$M ghalnd ehtor de ho Ichdh muhh darui

Rabbd ghar Brahmandh mirijarm ditto,

Main paliyd sdh hhdke ihse thdl rasoi

Kolgdo de dice Allah Tajala mastand lagd

ChiUhi likhi Bdld pir de pkir hath phardi

Tudde ihnu sutnd tainu ih di

Vmti kf*m hitrim dlchdd main tahbir challdi.

Shed IcJidni pailcambardh jis chugnt hlidi

Roz qiydmat nun is di tainu milegi vadiydi

Main nun Hindu nere na dun dShgSjMussalmdn
na parhehge jandza

Merd Wear nistdrd havehgd mere Rabbi rdzd

Ummat Meri bahlislini admin de Fir Khwdja
Allah &khe$ Baled, ter% pdk Jcamdi

The first to come incarnate to the world30

Was priestly B&la. Brahma’s sons were fotu.

With painted mark upon their brows and
twined

About their breasts the sacrificial thread.

The cow while grazing in the meadow green

Fell dead : thereafter round about the cow
They stood and wrangled. ‘ Brahmans born

are we?

We wear the sacred thread, the Hindu garb.

With cords and fringes. Lord, unhappy we v

Bewail this mishap.’ The Lord despatched

A writing bearing full and accurate

Directions. 1 You a compact made when hence
You went, but now grown proud you seek

To shun your duty. You it is that must
Prepare to cast the cow away. ’Twas I

That killed the cow by lawful rite, it is

Not therefore now unclean/ Then Jhaumpra
prayed.

4 Oh thou that sendst thy word reveal thyself,

That I may see thee face to face. "Twas thou

That causedst me to he by birth

A Brahman. From the self-same dish with

them

I ate and drank,’ Then God Almighty called

Beside the cow a great assembly. Then
Within the hand of Bala, Priest of God,

Was placed a writing. ‘Thou must cast away
The cow— the work is thine. Who dares tc

call

That thing unclean which I have duly-

cleansed P

The prophets feed on sheep, that feed on
filth,

But on the day of resurrection thou

Shalt sure have praise/ - Said BUIS, ‘ Hindus
then

Will shun me, Mussulmans refuse to read

The burial service over me. How then

The translation is not literal, but in versa.
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Ape halm pakar U9
te kdgal te sidhi

Allah dkhid Baled
,
tu ho siydna

Rdz qiydmat nujdke inhdh pachhotdnd

\

Hindu Mussalmdn de nim dd main dlaryd

bandhd

Pdf bihishi bahdke sdmhe dihhldhd

Sava These te suraj dwegd mag roh hdo dozakh

de dahhd

Rdm te Rahim Jcedh uttke chhap chkap he bah rid

Uinmat ten langhke var biJushti jdhd

Akhe mere lag jd, merd man farmdhd

Jhaumpre aggi Babb de ek gal sundi

Kdz qiydmat akhhd jihri bliaizal pur suldt

(pul sirdt) bahdi . .

Os vile ummat inert bahkshnih gdd sutnd tain

Chile siftdh jo ruth, parh ndm suhdih*

Rabb Khwdja Khizr saddd phir apht zabani.

Tad Maide pakar lei hath kdgaz te hdni, .

Kdgaz sidhi likhh di us vile dt nishdnf
,

Jhaumpre ummat bahhshd lei ham lioyd dsdrd

Khwdja Kliizr dkhi Jhamipved, mera man

farmdn ,

Tire ShdM ddn dinge main nun pds bahdn
>

Jhalah laggegd chandoe dd muhhpdni Idn ,

Shdhidh de bihishtijdh dd ih pah fed nishdn

Na roza na ashlami na tur Makhejdn

Chile dasseh kholke sd?e baydn.

Fir gdd de val turke Chuhra banke jdhird,

Pir gdd de kdljd hhard janiu iikkewdld,

Us terdii dhoti Id Jet ctsbdb bM sard.

Utthoh haniyd Clmhridh dd asli rah niy&rd

Jhaumprd puchche bhdidn nun vieri ndl hard

tah'di\

Radon mainu raldndje sachchd did iqrdr

Bhdidh phir Jhaumpre ndl Mid tahrdr

Mohlat lammi kdi naMh dihdre ni cli&r

Wilt thou me purify, my Lord ? Forgive

My people— give me Khwaja Pir as pledge

Of certain covenant/ God said, ‘ Thy works,

0 Bala, righteous are and pure. Thyself

Must write with paper, ink and pen/ God
said,

! 0 Bal£, understand : be wise and know
That on the resurrection day their deeds

Will bring to these despairing grief * I’ll

make
Of Hindu and of Muslim faiths a sea,

Beyond it I will make a heaven that they

Shall see but enter not. The burning sun

Will come within a spear and quarter’s length,

The dread alarms of hell will compass them.

The worshippers of Bam, and of Bahim,

Will hide themselves in fear and dark despair.

But thine will cross secure,.in safety they

Will enter heaven at last. Believe, obey

My plain command./ Then Jhanmpra quickly

said,

6 All in the audience of Almighty God,

A covenant sure make now with me, that in

The day of resurrection, when my people cross

The narrow bridge that spans the mouth

of hell,

Thou wilt have mercy on them : only thus

Will I consent to cast away the cow/

Disciples write his prayers and his fame,

Sing forth his glory, loud proclaim his name,-

The Lord called Khwaja Kliizr to appear,

He summoned him Himself, and then the Lord

Took paper, ink and pen to write, and these

Are of that time distinct memorials.

Great Jhanmpra had his people saved, a work

For him both qnick and easy. Khw&ja cried,

* Oh Jhanmpra mine, give ear to me. With me

Beside them seated all your Shahis must

Give alms. And as they drink the sparkling

water

On every face from out the cup there gleams

The light from immersed silver, this a sign -

Shall constant be that Shahis enter heaven.

For them there is no fasting
;
not for them

Are eighth day moons, or pilgrimages long

To Mecca. Let disciples clearly tell

The great prerogatives and freedom they

Enjoy. The priest approached the cow ; before

The universal world he stood confessed

A Chuhra
;
yes, a priest beside the cow,

Adorned with sacred cord, and on his brow
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Tdh 6s gdo sut Mi chauhkeoh bdhir bdhir

Jhaumpra gdo sulledh dikdre hoe chdr

Baddht rasoi jeande chamke andar vdr.

Bhtiiin hu puchMd main nun kadoh raland je

ndl,

Jug chauthe nu raldvdhge sdddd sachchd qctul

qartfr

Us goshd ghat kamdhdd paggdh leidh utdr»

Phir Jhaumpre gdo sutke h6 haitfid pachhvdr

Aggoh r&t guzri jhagardidn sakke bhatije

Kdlak Das

AIM na us gdo Mid let na Mid gdo gvds

Kikar tussdh nalcher chaddi phir ihdijdt

Jo na Idyd hath hi goshe ghat Jcamdn de sutti

dfdt.

6h b6U tit jdke Mid
,
terd nahih paindd sdnnu

san vasd

Gussa Kdlak Das nun charhiyd azgdh

Kdlak Das gdo de kol pahutde jd

Kol gd6 de jdke Tcardd tadlir

Os vdr chaldyd gdo d6 phir vich sarir

Jitthi takbir Ghuhridh di pahilu dende ne cMr

LikM vekho Babb di varti taqdir.

Pichhe Kdlak Das di Silavanti ndr,

Ohde mdM punne dhke gharoh ummedvdr

Jeim jiun din dtere langhdi kardi gubdr

Rare Uchdrd dil ndl duniyd ajab si bahdr

Ddidh agge jdke nit hare hichdrd

The consecrating mark, he stood and doffed

His waist cloth, and his caste marks all.

Hence rose the Chuhra sect and worship, one

And separate, For Jhaumpra thus addressed

His brethren,
4 When will you, now tell me

true,

Restore me to my place and dignity ?

How promise me .

5 They promised him that

they

Would in four days, and only four, restore

Him to his place among them. So he threw

The cow beyond the sacred precincts far.

The cow was cast away, four days had flown,

When Jhaumpra's brethren dined within the

bound

That marked the sacred hearth. 1 Your promise

now .

5

Cried Jhaumpra, ‘time fulfil. Admit me.'
4 No 5

Said they, 4 Hour ages must elapse before

We can admit thee. Then, our sacred word

W e pledge, thou mayest return .

5 In sudden

wrath

With stroke of bow he knocked their turbans

off.

Then Jhaumpra, all because he threw the cow

Away, sat excommunicate, the house

Debarred. Night passed in wrangling. Kalak

Das,

His nephew, said
,

4 He did not eat the cow,

Not even a morsel : why thus have ye cast

Your brother out P He did not touch the cow,

’Twas with his bow he threw the cow away .

5

They said,
4 Go thou and eat the cow thyself,

We trust not thee nor him—we scorn you

both .

5

Then K&lak D&s grew angry
;
in his rage

He stalked towards the cow, and stood to

pierce

The carcase of the brute, and so since then

The Chuhras keep the appointed way, to make
A certain cut upon the dead, and use

The formula by God appointed. Then
Went Kalak Das and found his gentle wife,

His Silavanti wondering. Her time

Was near with child. She wondered why the

days

Went by and still no nearer came to her

Deliverance. In wondering thought she said,
4 The world is strange as spring time .

5

So
she went
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Mere mdhe kulle langh gae mahihe hoene bdrah

Tukannu sari Iphabar hat hull pet bhanddrdh

Mainu dasso hkolJce saridh anw&r&h

Ddidh ralke us nti gallin si Idyd

Kihrd chand nihdtioh tainu paid nahih dyd ?

Pet tere vich dard nahih tainu duhh nahih dyd ?

Rdzi hoke bahehgijad bdldk jdyd,

Jdh oh bahindi palang tejad rain vihdfu

Rabb
,
mere pet vich hi Jchel rabbdni.

Mainti hai khabar nahih math dql aniyahi

Tainu khabardh
,
Qddird, phir tuehjdhih

Rare vakhoidh dilndl
, duniyd dbaj si meld,

Tad bhanddroh ku peyd phir A lif Chela.

Din manne mdtd mere guru, dd tdh hath nahih

duhd Veld.

Tdh mdhputr dd howegd phir jaid hi meld.

Kehrdtirdguru hat, bachchd mainuh dkhsuhdih

Main palle kharch pdke tur pavdh sabhaih

Kitthe 6hdd pind hat
,
rahndd kehri thuih

Main bhalke tur pavdhgi paike lamri rdhih

Akhe Jhaumprd merd guru hai, mdtd koi ndl

imdn

Das autdr us dhnd duniyd te shdn,

Dasse autdr usse de agge, math japndh ndm

Chuhre Kdlak Das dd majah hai tamdm .

Jihra Shdhi kalma parhegd Mohammad dd oh

beimdn.

Jihre parhnge Bdbd JSfdnak dd oh bhi nahih

parwdn .

Jihre parhenge Bdle pir dd dargdhe pawdn .

Chele siftdh joridh sab khol bayan.

Mdh chele ndl jhagardi, BacJicha kelird guru

hai sangi.

Kikar duniyd te uss duhd 6s kehri rangi ?

Sack hove tdh man levdh qaul hardr kardngi.

Chele siftdh joridh bah rang ba rangi .

Child dasse mdh nun, phir das autdr

To seek the midwifes. Thus she used to say,
4 My time is fully come, the twelfth month
now31

Is past. These things yon understand : the

womb
"With all its states yon knot? : come tellme then

The truth.
5 The midwives just to please her

told

Her stories. 4 Tell ns now,
5

they said, 4 what

month
Yon bathed. Yon have forgotten quite. Well

then

Have yon no pains : no pangs have yon ? Ho ?

Then

Be comforted, yon will be happy when
Yon bear a son.

5 She sat in thought all night

Upon her cot. She said*
4 0 Lord, within

my womb
What wonder is ? All ignorant am I,

A woman knowing nothing. Only Thou
Almighty God knowest all. I trust in Thee

All in her heart she said, 4 The world is

strange.
5

Then Alif Chela spake within the womb.
4 Oh mother mine, be follower of my guide*

Disciple of my teacher be* lose not

This happy time, for if
5
tis lost to you,

In vain is consequent repentance. See,

On your belief depends our meeting. 5 4 Son/

She said,
4 who is your teacher F I'll prepare

And haste me at the dawn to seek him.

His village name. Where dwells he F At the

dawn

I’ll go, and find him though the way be long.
5

« My guide and teacher Jhaumpra is/ said he,

4 Believe this, mother. Ten times told he will

B ecome incarnate, bringing glory to the world

In all the ten. His name I will proclaim.

The faith of Kalak Das, the Chuhra, is

A perfect faith. If any Shahi read

Muhammad’s creed, an unbeliever he

Is branded }
and if Baba Nanak’s, he

Shall be rejected
;

all that do profess

The creed of Bala straight to heaven shall go.

Disciples have compiled his praises.
5

Still

The mother reasons with the Chela, * Child,

What guide will be our helper, how will he

Become incarnate F In what form appear ?

If this be true, I will believe, and make

A firm profession.
5 So disciples wrote

Jdis divers praises. Chela now recounts

» Of. the note at p. 352, Tol. XXXV., 1908, supra.
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Earn vehUh Babb di, m&td, Allah de U shumdr The incarnations ten. ‘ 0 mother mine,

Pahild autdr dvegd phir ndl ri ndl Behold God's works innumerable are.

Babb Bdbd Adam sajjiyd Amma Havva hi ndl The first incarnate comes, and with him God

JSfa zamin dsmdn si, hai si jal pdhi Makes father Adam, and our mother Eve.

Na os vele Jirishte sdn na dargdh rabbdni There was no earth, no sky, but only then

Na tadoh Bdbd Adam si, na Eawwd sddni. A pool of water. Angels were there none,

Te sifat hai Awwalin, di chele sandhi Nor heaven’s court, nor father Adam, nor

Jh trad devte Babb 4 dp baMS. A ^dy Eve.’ This is the story true

Of the Original, Disciple read,

2 The One True God.

Tredh devtedh nuh Rabb shabd sikhde

Apo aphe din de kalme parkde .

Raktfi parhe Allah ild , Ishar wah guru Fandhe,

Salma 6hi ek dd Bdld pir suhde,

Biftdn chile jdridh park ndm sunde.

JDebtidh halma parhdedh jug gujre chhattu

2fa tadoh sdn majlisdh Khudd di sathih

2fa 6s vele 16 si, na diva batti .

Te sahdsan bandyd bait like Rabb & apni

ha thin

Ishar Faqtu devte nu Allah Ta’ala gal ih dkfye

Ik triyd devtd bahdyd tuhaddd sdtM

JDharti did bahdke gal iho je bdqi

Othe Tiowi sfroala vekhdh chaldM

Faqtu te Ishar hoe Allah de dhi

Oh kehrd triyd devtd hi bahdyd sad$d hahi,

CMatti jug kiti su bhagati tire, ndmdi parhiq

bdni

Tainuh khabardh
,

,
Qddird, tuih haih jdni

Allah like devtedh n ur\ Bdld pir kol join

JBdid pir uthke chhai sdda buldi

Allah midh di ; Khair Bdle pir suhdi

Trae devte Rabb ne kite Meat (he,

JDharti des bahdke kull dlam vasse .

Afnbar khtib tikduhd na sangal rassi

Tdre nag vick lauhe nur ildhi vasse*

Chuiki chuiki khdk di Rabb hath phardi

Mbhammad te Bdbd Ndhak dodh hethdh vagd

Fdhi gahrd ho gayd nislidni na di,

Na os vili Qranth 0 na Qurdn kitdb lahdi .

Kam dikho Rabb de, vdri Bale pir di di

Galldh kardd jal di ndl BdlS pir dd nur.

Chhqtii jug kitf bhagati, tii gdvah hai jar fir.

Ohd mainuh das di Ijhdh jo bhagati vich peyd
gusur.

Repeat. The Lord Himself these three saints

made.

He taught them songs, He gave thus each

a creed.

So Faktu said, * Allah Ila/ and Ishwar said,

* Wah Guru save ’ ! only Bala priest believed

In one true God, and worshipped him. These

songs

Disciples have compiled. They sing his name.

For six and thirty ages long the creeds

These three divinities repeated. Then
There were no great assemblages with God.

There was no light, no lamp, no wick
;
God sat

And made with His own hands His throne.

He said

To Fagta, Ishwa, holy ones, ‘I’ve made
A third divinity, associate

With you. The earth agqd I make; that done

My work is done. Let there be light in it.*

He said, ‘ The wonder I would see.’ But up
Spake Fagta, Ishwar, * ”Who is this whom thou

A third divinity associate

With us hast made ? Has he, repeating hymns
For ages six and thirty worshipped thee P

All things are known to thee, Almighty One. 9

God b rought the gods, the three, to Bala priest?

Who rose, and six £imes worshipped. 4 Peac e

to thee,

0 man of God/ This said the Lord. * Peace be *

Said Bala priest, ‘to all the world/ So brought

The Lord these three together. So a gqd

The earth He made, a habitation fit

For all His creatures. Lo, the sky He hung
Without ropes and chains

;
the stars were

placed

Like jewels in the sky, that God’s bright light

Might dwell within them. Then a pinch of

dust

The Lord put in Muhammad’s hand, and then

In B&ba HSnak's, but they threw it down,

And muddy made the water : thus no sign

Appeared. There was no Granthnoxyet Qorda*.
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Madad meri duhd Khwdja hajur .

Tad pdhi te jam gaxjd phir sohnd bur

Bdle pir khdk chhinkiyd dharti bharjpur

Tad Bdld pir gaya dargdhe qabur .

Chele siftdh joridh naMh koi qusur .

Kdlak Das gdd hhdhe, ho baitha dilgir

Ihse mdh dd chungiyd si bah godi nir ,

Duniyd te hoe ne bare bare amir tefaqir

.

Kisi naMh ral vandiyd karmdh dd shir

Allah Kalak Das nun phir de dileri
,

Duniyd dvd gauh liai, rival d% pheri.

Agge paindd kathin hai chalha rdt haneri,

Ummat ten bahkskahgd gal man leih tu men.

Kdlak Das ahhe Babb nuhy merd ki sarband .

Vasdedh ghardh viclioh nikaldi pher khair te

khirand,

Merd kauh ddn leigd,
main ho baithd arband.

Kdlak Dds galldh kitidh Babb nd\ Idke mas-

land,

Tu lcarih Allah dd ndm , tera sir mukh lagge .

Aiveh vekh na bhulhd hot rtmze bagge

Terd buk mitti dd maniye
, dargdh de agge.

Jehrd manne sidq ndU har shdklie phal lagge>

Kdlak Dds raji hoke laggdjag richdh
,

Sard man soend hals dd ddn .

Sira, Idl, jawdhir bhi koi na ant baydn»

Chabbe lagge chandoe nti kinari te shdn

Kdlak Dds Mtd ddn te laggd sohnd thdh

Alife Chele nun phir imdm bahdh

AH/e dxAd dkhi jo Babb ddfarman.

Chele siftdh jortdh sat I:hoi baydn

Alife kiti dil ndl dud 6 kahdni.

But, see, comes Bala's turn. 'Twas Bala's soul

Addressed the water. * Ages thirty-sis

I worshipped God. You are my witness. Speak,

Was there a time when I lacked faithfulness P

Come help me now, 0 Khwaja/ Sudden then

The pinch of dust all in the water clear

Took shape— the water surface clothed itself

in green.

Yes, Bala, priest, cast forth the pinch of dust.

And lo ! the earth appeared. So Bala, priest,

Was high exalted in the court of heaven.

Disciples wrote these stories true. Now turn

To Kalak Das, who ate the cow. He sat

Apart in sadness. 4 I have sucked the breast

Of her who was their mother dear and mine.

Her bosom was my rest as theirs. Many rich

And many poor have been, but never one

Has borne the consequences of the deeds

That others wrought.' But God thus comforts

him,
* The world is fleeting : like a fortune told

It comes and goes. The way to heaven

rough,

And in the darkling night you travel. Still

Thy followers I will save — my word is sure/

Then Kalak Das addressed the Lord, * Alas !

Provision now for me there's none. A man
Cast out am I. Prom me none alms will take,

Por only they give alms who houses own.'

Such speech had Kalak Das with God. 1 Con-

fess

The Lord, e’en to the sacrifice of life.

Be not deceived —^the white-washed tomb is

vain

While thy hands fall of dust adored will be

Within the court of heaven. The righteous

man
Is like a tree whose every branch bears fruit/

So Kalak Das in gladness offered gifts,

Of gold he gave a maund and one-fourth more

To top the flag, and diamonds rare so bright

With rubies red, and jewels rich in tale

Innumerable. T,assels hung in state

Adown the flag, embroidered rich with gold.

So rich a gift gave Kalak Das, wherewith

He beautified the place of prayer. The priest

Was Alif Chela. Alif prayed the prayer

Appointed thus by God. Disciples sang

These songs, compiling them in full. The

prayer,

The story, Alif heartily recites.

(To be continued,)
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MISCELLANEA.

LACHCHHAN RAJAON KE ; OR, THE SIGNS OF ROYALTY IN RAJAS.

Hukm agiy^on ko khat men likhej

Jam&bandt sfijh farq se rakkhe.

Nigah-dost daurah karS, bar b&r,

Sifat at bol£, n& bo gul ba kh&r.

II,

Hans, sarftp, bugb, min, mor atti gidb bhaniji.

Jugal kag. Gun dbare ten gun bane lije.

G$r£ pard bo p^dwake, tek dije bob bistar

sincbari.

ItnA laehchhan raj ka, tab pag gaddi pab dbare.

A RAjd should issue bis instructions in writing;,

and must exercise full control over bis finances.

He should carefully inspect bis kingdom

throughout, never treat bis subordinates-

harshly, and try to live on amicable terns

with them.

A king should learn from the swan, heron T

paddy-bird, fish, peacock and vulture. He
should also learn love and unity from pairs of

crows.

Those who have fallen into misfortune must

be comforted,, while the oppressors should be

punished.

Only when these qualities are attained by the

king, should he ascend the throne.

H. A. Rose,

IS THE CtJLT OF MIAN BIBX PHALLIC ?

The article (ante, Yol. XXXIV. p. 125) on the

cult of Mian Bibi, which flourishes in the

Hoshiarpur District of the Panjab, is not easily

explained. In bis Settlement Report on tbe

District Mr. Coldstream says that the image of

theMian is nude,1but in tbe onlytwo charms which

I have been able to secure from Hoshiarpur the

Mian and his two wives are all represented as

fully clothed. In charm No. 1 the Mian certainly

wears a turban and appears to be fully clothed.

He is squatting on a couch and smoking his

Tiuqqa. The wife on the right seems to be holding

a fan. This charm is rudely stamped on a thin

piece of silver and is considerably worn, so that

it is difficult to conjecture what the objects above

and near the heads of the figures are intended

to be. Below and on the left is Conventional

ornamentation.

Charm No. 2’ is of a more recent type — or is.

at least newer and stamped from a better die.

The Mian is standing up,- smoking a huqqa, and
wearing apparently a cap. Both his wives are

fanning him.

That the cult is in its origin a phallic one
I have myself no doubt, but a perusal of tbe songs
published in the article above referred to may not
leave that impression on every reader’s mind, and
it is impossible to be certain as the songs cannot
be said to really prove anything. I have failed to

trace any precise parallel to the cult in d’Alviella’s

Migration of Symbols, in Mr. Rendeil Harris'

Cult of the Heavenly Twins, or in Dulaure’s Dev
Divinites Generatrices .

H. A. Rose,

15th August
,
1906.

1 “Among the lower class of Musaknans, such as Gftjars, and perhaps among the women of the villages generally,
the worship or propitiation of Mf&h Brbt is common. The Mi&h Bibi, the old man and his [two] wives, is
represented on silver charms worn on the person, as a nude male figure attended by two females, one waving
a fan {chaw!) oyer him, the other filling his tobacco pipe {huqqa)” See extract in North Indian Notes and Queriet,
§3 of Yol. IV. , ,
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Charms showing Mian Bibi with attendants,

worn by devotees.

h. a. rose, c s. W. GRIGGS
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HINDUISM IN THE HIMALAYAS.

BY H. A. LOSE.

( Continuedfrom Vol. XXXY- p. 252.)

III. — The Twenty-two Tik&s of Junga. (Ke6nthal), near Simla.

THE State of Kednthal is one of the Simla Hill States in the Panjab, and its capital, Junga,

so called after the god of that name, lies only a few miles from Simla itself. Besides the

main territory of the State, Keonthal is over-lord of five feudatory States, vis., Kdti, Thedg,

MadMn, Gtind and Ratesh. Excluding these States, it comprises sis detached tracts, which
are divided into eighteen pargands

, thus:

—

I. — Southern tract, comprising ten pargands:— (1) Fagu, (2) KhfilftshJ, (3) Tir.Mahasu,

(4) Dharech, in Fagu tahsil
; (5) RatSsh, (6) Karoli, (7) Jai, (8) Parali, (9) Jhajofc, (10) Kalanj

in Junga tahsil

.

II. — Northern tract, which includes four pargands : —
* (11) Shill, (12) Matiana,

(13) Rajana, (14) ? Matiana, in Fagu tahsil.

III. — Pargand Rawin, and IV. — Pargand Pumiar^niimii^-Rawha tahsil*

V. — Pargand Rampur, and VI. — Pargand Wakna, in Junga tahsil.

The three tahsils are modern Revenue divisions, but the 22 pargands are ancient and

correspond in number to the 22 tik&s, which are described below. It does not appear,

however, that each pargand has its tiled and the number may be a mere coincidence. The

fondness for the Nos. 12, 22, 32, 42, 52
,
&c„ in the Pahjab, and, indeed, throughout India,

is well-known, and goes back at least to Buddhist times.

The Simla Hill States form a network of feudal states with dependent feudatories

subordinate to them and the jurisdictions of the local godlings afford a striking reflection of the

political conditions, forming a complex network of cults, some superior, some subordinate.

To complete tbe political analogy, the godlings often have their wazirs or chief ministers and

other officials. Perhaps the best illustration of this gitasi-political organisation of the hill cults

is afforded by tbe following account of the 22 tik&s of Jungd. At its head stands Jung'a’s new

cult. Jung&, it should be observed, is not the family god of the Raja of Keonthal. That

function is fulfilled by the Ddvi Tdrd.24

The Cult of Jungd,25

Legend. — The Raja of Kotlffiir had two sons, who dwelt in Nadauu. On the accession

of the elder to the throne, they quarrelled, and the younger was expelled the State. With a few

companions he set out for the hills and soon reached Jakho, near Simla. Thence they sought

a suitable site for a residence, and found a level place at Thagwa in the Koti State. Next morning

the Mhln, or * prince/ set out in a palanquin, hut when they reached Sanjauli, his companions

found he had disappeared, and conjecturing that he had become a deotd
,
returned to Thagwa, where

they sought him in vain. They then took service with the people of that part. One night a man

went out to watch his crop and, resting beneath a ?cimu tree, heard a terrible voice from it say, “lest

I fall down !
” Panic-stricken he fled home, but another man volunteered to investigate the business and

next night placed a piece of silk on the platform under the tree and took up his position in a corner.

When he heard the voice, he rejoined u come down/’ whereupon the tree split in half and out of it a

beautiful image fell on to the silk cloth. This the man took to his home and placed it in the upper

u An account of this will be found in Appendix I., attached to this paper.

25 [The family likeness of the legends connected with these hill deities of the extreme North of India to those

connected with the " devils ” of the Tuluvas on the West Coast, very far to the South, is worthy of comparison by

the student. See Devil Worship of the Tuluvas, ante
,
Yols, XXIII.—XXYI,, 1891—1897.— Ed.]
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storev, but it always came down to the lower one, so he sent for the astrologers, who told him the

image was that of a deotd who required a temple to live in. Then the people began to worship the

image and appointed a cheld
,
through whom the god said he would select a place for his temple. So he

was taken round the country, and when the news reached the companions of the Nadaun prince they

ioined the party. The god ordered temples to be built at Nain, Bojari, Thond, and Kotl in

succession, and indeed in every village he visited, until he reached Nadaun, where the Raja, his

brother, refused to allow any temple to be built, as he already had a family god of his own named

Jiptir. Jung&, the new god, said he would settle matters with Jipur, and while the discussion was

going on, he destroyed Jipur’s temple and all its images by lightning, whereupon the Raja made

.Tonga his own deity and placed him in a house in his darbar •

Jipur -is not now worshipped in Keontlial, all his old temples being used as temples of Junga

who is worshipped in them. Nothing is known of Jiphr, except that he camo in with the ruling

family of Keontlial.^6 He appears to have been only a jatherd or ancestor. Junga has another

temple at Pojarli, near Junga, to which he is taken when a jdg is to be celebrated
;
or when an

heir-apparent, ‘ tthdj is born to the Raja, on which occasion a jdgrd is performed. On other occasions

the images made subsequently are alone worshipped in this temple. The ritual is that observed lu

a Shiwala and no sacrifice is offered. There are 22 tikas or “sons” of Jung&. None of

these can celebrate a jdg or observe a festival without permission from the Junga temple, and such

permission is not given unless all the dues of Jung&’s temple are paid. Thus Junga is regarded

as the real god and the others are his children.

The following are the 22 tlk&s of Junga <

1 , Kalaur. 12. Kulthi.

2. Manuni. 13. Dhanun.

3. Kaneti. 1 14. Bum.
4. Deo Chand. 15. Raita.

5, Skanefei. 16. Chanana,

6 . Mahanpha* 17. Gaun.

7. Tiru. 18. Biju.

8. Khat^shwar. 19. Kusheli Deo.

9. Chad6i. 20. Bal Deo.

10. Sban&i and Jau. 21. Rawal Deo.

11. Dhuru. 22. Kawali Deo.

' 1. The Cult of Kalaur.

Legend. — A Brahman once fled from Kullu and settled in Dawan, a village in panjand
Ratesh. There he incurred the enmity of a KanSt woman, who put poison in his food. The Brahman
detected the poison, but went to a spot called Bangfl Pani, where there is water, in Doran jangal

,

and there ate the food, arguing that if the woman meant to kill him she would do it sooner or later'
and so died, invoking curses on the murderess. His body disappeared. In the Garhal-ki-Dhar plain
was a balthal plant. One day a Brahman of Gar&wag observed that all the cows used to go to the
plant and water it with their milk, so he got a spade and dug up the bush. He found under it

a beautiful image (which still bears the mark of his spade) and took it home. When he told the
people what had happened, they built a temple for the idol, and made the Brahman its pujdri. hut
the image, which bore a strong resemblance to the Brahman, who had died of the poisoned food
began to inflict disease upon the Kanets of the place, so that several families perished. Thereupon

9

the people determined to bring in a stronger god or goddess to protect them from the image. Two
Kanets of the pargand

, Dhffll and Chandi, were famed for their courage and strength, and so thev
were sent to Lfiwl and Palwf, two villages in Sirmur State, disguised as fagtrs, and ’thence they
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stole an dlh-bhojdwah, 4 eight-handed,’ image of Den, which they brought to phawar in Ratesh,

The people met them with music and made offerings to the stolen image, which they took to Walan,
and there built a temple for it, ceasing to worship Kalaur, The plague also ceased. The people

of one village, Gharej, however, still affect Kalaur.

2, The Cult of Man&nL

Manftni is Mah&d£o, and is so called because bis first temple was on the hill of Manun.

Legend, — A Brahman of Parali, in the Jamrot pargand of the Patiala hill territory, a jpujart

of DSvi Dliar, and others, went to buy salt in Mandi, and on their way bach, halted for the night in

Mahun Nag’s temple at Mahun in the Suket State. The Brahman and the pujdri, with some of the

company who were of good caste, slept in the temple, the rest sleeping outside. The pujdri was a chela

of the god Dhapto, at that time a famous deotd, revered throughout the northern part of the Keonthal

State. On starting in the morning, a swarm of bees settled on the baggage oi the Brahman and the

pujdri, and could not be driven off. When the party reached Mundd, where the temple oi Hanumfm
now stands, the swarm left the baggage and settled on a bdn tree. Here, too, the jmjtiri fainted and
was with difficulty taken home. The astrologers of thq pargand decided that a god had come from

Suk£t and wished to settle in that part, and that unless he were accommodated with a residence the

pujdri would not recover. Meanwhile the pujdri became possessed by the god and began to nod bis

head and declare that those present must revere him (the god), or he would cause trouble. They
replied that if he could overcome the god Dharto, they would not hesitate to abandon that god, though

they had revered him for generations. Upon this 4 a bolt from the blue’ fell upon Dharto's temple

and destroyed it, breaking all the idols, except one which was cast into a tank in a cave. The pujdri

then led the people to Munda, where the bees had settled and directed them to build a temple at the

place where they found ants. Ants were duly found in a square place on Manuu hill, and a temple

built in due course
;
but when only the roof remained to be built, a plank flew off and settled in

Parali. Upon this the pujdri said the temple must be built there, as the god had come with

a Brahman of that place, and so a second temple was built and the image placed in it. That at

Manun was also subsequently completed, and a third was erected at Koti Dhar. The cult also

spread to Nala, in Patiala territory, and to Bhajji State, and temples were erected there. The
Brahmans of Parali were appointed Bhojkis and the pujdris of Koti Dhar pujdri$ of the god.

Meanwhile the image of Dharto remained in the tank into which it had fallen. It is said that a

man used to cook a rot (a large loaf) and throw it into the water as an offering, requesting the god

to lend him utensils, which he needed to entertain his guests. This Dharto used to do, on the

condition that the utensils were restored to the pool when done with. But one day the man borrowed

40 and only returned 85 plates, and since then the god has ceased to lend his crockery. Beside the

god’s image is another, that of a bir or spirit, called Tonda. Tonda used to live at Parali in a cave

which was a water-mill, and if anyone visited the mill alone at night he used to become possessed by

the Hr
,
and, unless promptly attended to, lose his life. But once the pujdri of Manuni went to the

mill, and by the help of his god resisted the attempts of the bir to possess him. In fact, he captured

the Mr, and having laid him flat on the grind-stone sat on him. Upon this, the Mr promised to

obey him in all matters if he spared bis life, and so the pujdri asked him to come to the temple,

promising to worship him there if he ceased to molest peopl^. The bir agreed and has now

a separate place in the temple of Manuni, whose wazir he has become,

3. The Cult of Kan6tb

Legend. — After the war of the Mdhabhdrata ,
when the Pandavas had retired to the Badri

Nath hills to worship, they erected several temples and placed images in them. Amongst others

they established Kan§ti in a temple at Kwara, on the borders of Garhwal and Basbahr, and there are

around this temple five villages, which are still known after the Pandavas, p6dra and Kwara are two

$£ these. The people of the former wanted to have a temple of theiy own, but those of Kwara objected
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and so enmity arose between them. The JDodra people then stole an image from the Kw&ra temple,,

but it disappeared and was found again in a pool in a cave. It then spoke by the mouth of its chela

and declared that it would not live at Dldra and that the people must quit that place and accompany

it elsewhere. So a body of men, Kanlts, Kolis and Turis, left Dodra and reached Dagon, in Keftnthal

State, where was the temple of Jipur, the god of the Raja’s family. This temple the new god

destroyed by lightning, and took possession of his residence. The men who had accompanied the

god settled in this region and the cult of Kanlfci prospered. Aicha, a Brahman, was then wazir of

Keonbhal, and he made a vow that if his progeny increased, he would cease to worship Jipur and

affect Kaneti. His descendants soon numbered 1,500 houses. Similarly, the Bhallr tribe made
a vow to Kanefi, that if their repute for courage increased, they would desert Jipur,

4.

The Cult of Dio Chand.

Legend. — Dio Chand, the ancestor of the Khanogo sept of the Kanlfcs, was warn of

Keonthal and once wished to celebrate a jag
,
so he fixed on an auspicious day and asked for the loan

of Junga’ s image. This the pujdris refused him, although they accepted his first invitation, and
asked him to fix another day. Deo Chand could not do this or induce the pujdris to lend him the

image, so he got a blacksmith to make a new one, and celebrated the jag
,
placing the image, which

he named Dio Chand after himself, in a new temple. He proclaimed Dio Chand subordinate to

Junga, but in all other respects the temple is under separate management.

5.

The Cult of Shanlti.

There are two groups of Kanets, the Painoi or Painui and the Shainti. Owing to some
dispute with the pujdris, the Shaintis made a separate god for themselves and called him Shanefci.

6.

The Cult of MahtapM,

The Chibhar Kanets of Jatil pargand borrowed an image of Junga and established a separate

temple,

7.

The Cult of Tirft.

Legend. -— Tim is the god of the Jafcik people, who are a sept of the Brahmans. A Tiru,
Brahman went to petition the Raja and was harshly treated, so he cut off his own head, whereupon his
headless body danced for a time. The Brahmans then made an image of Tiru and he is now
worshipped as thejathera of the Jatiks.

8.

The Cult of Khateshwar.

The Brahmans of Bhakar borrowed an image of Junga and built a separate temple for it

at a place called Koti, whence the god’s name.

9,

The Cult of Chadel.

The Nawawan sept of the Kanlts brought this god from pargand Ratlsh and built his
temple at Charol, whence the god’s name.

10.

The Cult of Shanii and J&n.

,
?“Dga„°n bisbirtb mai3e a tonr tbr°ngh the Keonthal territory, and, having visited Shatnt

aD<
! i\

U
r
U
ou

e\°rdTd t6mpleS t0 be built in each of them ' ShanSi is subordinate to Jungl
and Jau to Shanei. Both these temples are in the village of Koti.

U. The Cult of Dhftrti.

TO * * T'j *Z7
b g

°i
0f tbe Jai Par9and o£ Keonthal. All the zaminddrs, who affectedDhuru, died childless. The temple is financed by the Ra-jas and the god is subordinate to Junga.

12. The Cult of Khlthi.

The Chibhar. sept of the KanSts affect this god. His temple is at a place called Kawalath,
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13. .
The Cult of DhtaHn.

Legend. — The image of this god came, borne on the wind, from Nadaun after Jung&’s

arrival in the country. It first alighted on Jhako and thence flew to Ne6g, where it hid under

a rice-plant in a paddy-field. When the people cut the crop they spared this plant, and then

turned their cattle into the fields. But all the cattle collected round the plant, from under

which a serpent emerged and sucked all their milk. When the people found their cows had run

dry, they suspected the cowherdess of having milked them, and set a man to watch her. He
saw what occurred, and the woman then, enraged with the plant, endeavoured to dig it up, but

found two beautiful images, (they both still bear the marks of her sickle). The larger of these

two is considered the Raja and is called Dhanun (F from Dhand, rice), and the smaller is deemed
the wazir and is called Wano (meaning ‘‘tyrant” in the Pahari dialect). This was the image
which assumed a serpent’s shape and drained the cows. Two temples were erected to these

images, but they began to oppress the people and compelled them to sacrifice a man every

day, so the people of the pargand arranged for each family to supply its victim in turn. At
last, weary of this tyranny, they called in a learned Brahman of the Bharobo sept, who induced

the god to content himself with a human sacrifice once a month, then twice and then once

a year, then with a he-goat sacrificed monthly, and finally once every six months, on the

ihddsJiis of Har and Khatik sudu The Brahman’s descendants are still pujdris of the temple
and parohits of the village, and they held Bhiyar free of revenue until Raja Chandr Sain

resumed the grant. They now hold Sigar in lieu of service to the god.

14.

The Cult of

Dum. has a temple in Katian, a village of Phagu tahsil
,
and goes on tour every five or ten

years through Keonthal, Kuthar, Mahlog, Bashahir, Kofc Khal, Jubbal, Khanar, Baghal, Kotx

and other States. In Sambat 1150 he visited Delhi, then under the rule of the Tunwars, many
of whom, after their defeat by the Chanhans, filed to these hills, where they still affect the cult

of Dum. He is believed to possess miraculous powers and owns much gold and silver. He
became subordinate to Junga, as the god of the State.

15.

RaiM.

This god has a temple in pargana Parali.

16.

Ch&nanna.

He is the deity of the Doli Brahmans.

17. G&un.

The image is that of Junga, who was established by the Rawal people. -

18. BSjfL.

Biju was originally subordinate to the god Bijat, but as he was in the Keonthal State, he

became subordinate to Junga. His real name is Bijl§shwar Mah&ddo, or Mah&deo the

Lightning God, and bis temple stands below Jori Chandni in the Jubbal State.

Nos. 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Regarding No. 19, Kfisheti D§o ; 20, Bal Deo
; 21, Raw&l D£o

;
and 22, Kaw&Ii Deo, no

particulars have been discovered.

The Pairs.

It must be understood that the above are not the only cults which prevail in the Ke&n&hal

State. For instance, fairs called jdt or %dt are observed at Garen and Bhalawag in this State,

and, as will appear from the following accounts, other godlings are popular within its borders.
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I. -—The zat Fair at G-apto in ParganA Rat6sh,

This fair is held or the 29th of J6th. The images of the DM RatSsh and Kalwa deotd are

brought in procession from the temple, where they are kept, to Gar6n, 400 or 500 persons

accompanying them
;
and of these some 50 remain at Garen for the night, the rest returning home.

By mid-day nest day a great crowd of people collects, the men coming in bodies from opposite

directions, each man armed with a bow and arrow and flourishing a ddngrd ( axe ), with a band of

musicians preceding them. A man in one o£ these bodies shouts : .— Thadairi rd bhukhdy awau ji

jhamah Idgi thi ,
27 ho ho, I hunger for a shooting-match : come, the fair has started

;
ho, ho.

The others call out ho h6 in reply. The tune called a thadairi is then _ sung, and matches

are arranged between pairs of players. One champion advances with his arrow on the string of his

bow, while the other places himself in front of him, keeping his legs moving, so as to avoid being

hit. The archer’s object is to hit his opponent below the knee, and if he .succeeds in doing so he

takes a ddngrd in his hand and dances, declaring that a lion’s whelp was born in the house of his

father at his home. The man who has been hit is allowed to sit down for a time to recover from the

pain of the wound, and then he in turn takes a bow, and placing his hand on his opponent’s shoulder

says ‘bravo, now it is my turn, beware of my arrow.’ If he hit his opponent he, too, dances in the

same way, but if he fail his victor dances again crying, ‘how could the arrow of such a jackal hit a

tiger’s cub?’ This goes on until one or the other is beaten. The matches are usually arranged

between men. who are at enmity with one another. . The play lasts fox two days. Sometimes

disturbances break out. These used to be serious, even resulting in men being killed on. either side,

but nowadays a stop is put to the play, if a disturbance is feared, by pulling down the deotd'

s

flag,

when the players desist of their own accord.

On~ the third day a goat and two buffaloes, all males, are sacrificed to DM. The latter are

killed in the same way as those at theTarab Fair, 28 hut the shambles are at a distance from the temple,

and two picked men take' their stand, one on the road to Fagu, the other on that to Ratesb, to

prevent the wounded animals going towards their respective villages, as it is believed that it is

unlucky for one of them to reach either village, and bloodshed often results from the attempts of the

different parties to keep the animals away from their village. Efforts have been made to induce the

people to allow the buffaloes to be killed by a single blow, but the pujdris will not allow this, as

being the offsprings of DM’s enemies, they must be slaughtered with as much cruelty as possible.

After this rite the people make offerings to DM, the money going to the temple fund, while the

other things, such as grain, goats, Ac., are divided among the pujdris . The cUld of the D§vi then

begins to nod his head (khttnd, lit. to play), and taking some grains of rice in his hand, distributes

them among the people, saying, ‘ you have celebrated my fair without disturbances, and I will protect

you against all misfortunes throughout the year.’ If, however, any disturbance has occurred during

the fair, the offenders are made to pay a fine on the spot to obtain the DM’s pardon, otherwise it is

believed that some dire catastrophe will befall them, necessitating the payment of a still heavier fine.

The Devi passes the night at the fair, returning to her temple on the morning of the fourth day.

II. — The J&t Fair,, Bhal&wag.

This fair is held at Bhalawag on the first Sunday in Har. There is a legend that a sddhu once
lived on the Ch&hal hill. He was famous for his miraculous feats, and was said to be a sidh . He
built a small temple to Mahadeo on the hill, and established a fair, which was held continuously for

some years. The offerings made at the temple were utilized to meet the expenses of the institution.

After the Gurkha conquest this tract was ceded to the Maharaja of Patiala in the time of Baja
Raghun&th Sain. Once R&nd Sansar Sain visited the fair, but a dispute arose, and the Patiala
officials having used unbecoming words against the he removed the ling of Mahadeo to his

ST Ui'>
*1™W after archery, come on, since you itch for it/ Thadairi, fr. ihoda, an arrow, means

archery, and one ofm tunes or modes of the hill music is so called, because it is played at archery meetings.
*• [See Appendix I., below.]
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own territory and established it at Bhalawag, and since then the fair has been held there. It only

lasts one day. The Raja, with his Ranis, &c., sets out with great pomp to the scene of the fair,

the procession being headed by a band, and reaches the place about mid-day. People pour in from

all parts, and by two in the afternoon the fair is in full swing. The Raja takes his seat on the side

of a tank, into which people dire and swim. A wild leo is also thrown into it as a scapegoat (bhet)

and some people throw money into it as an offering. In the temple of Mahad6o, gM, grain, and

money are offered by the people according to their means. The pujdrts of the temple, who are

Brahmans, divide the offerings among themselves. Worship is performed there daily, and on the

sanhrdnt days Brahmans of other villages come there to worship. On the fair day worship is

performed all day long. People also give the offerings they have vowed.

There is a legend about this tank, which is as follows :— Once a Brahman committed suicide

in a Raja’s darbdr m In consequence of this liatiyd (a profane act, especially the killing of a Brahman),

the Raja became accursed. He tried by all the means in his power to remove the curse, but in

vain, for if he had a child born to him, it soon died, and though he performed worship and tried

many charms and amulets, it was all of no avail. An astrologer then told him that as a

BrdKman-hatiyd had been committed in his darbdrm he would never be blessed with a son, unless

he sank eighty-four tanks at different places in his realm for watering of kine. The Raja

accordingly constructed eighty-four tanks at different places in the hills from Tajaur to Mattiana.

Of these tanks some were very fine, and one of them is the tank in question. After making all the

tanks, the Raja sent for the builder, and, being much pleased with his work, gave him as a reward al

that he asked for. But people then became envious of the kindness shown to him by the Raja,

fearing that he would be elevated to the rank of musdhib (courtier), and so they told the Raja

that if the builder did the same kind of work anywhere else, the Raja’s memory would not be

perpetuated and that steps should be taken to prevent this. The Raja said that this was good

advice, and that, of course, he had already thought of it, so the builder was sent for, and although lie

tried to satisfy the Raja that he would never make the same kind of tank at any other place, the

Raja paid no heed to his entreaties and had his right hand amputated. Thus disabled, the man

remained helpless for some time, but having recovered, it struck him that with his skill he could

do some work with his left hand, and he, accordingly, built two temples, one at Jathia D$vi and

the other at Sadu, both now places in Patiala territory. When the Raja heard of this, he at once

went to see the temples, and was so delighted with their work that he gave a reward to the builder,

but at the same time had his other hand cut off, and the man died a few days after. It is said

that after the making of the tanks, the Raja celebrated a jag on a very large scale, and four years

after was blessed with a tiled (son).

APPENDIX I.

D§vi T&r& of T&rab.

This Devi is the family deity of the R&ja of Keonthal, and her arrival dates from the advent of

the Raja's family in this part of the hills. Her legend is as follows :— Tarl Nath, a jogt, who had

renounced the world and was possessed of miraculous power, came to Tarab to practise austerities.

He kindled his fir%dHund
9
in the jungle. When rain come, not a drop fell on his sitting place (dean),

and it remained dry. Hearing of the supernatural deeds of the fa$r, the Raja went to visit him.

Thejogt told the Raja to erect a temple to his goddess, T&r& on the hill, and to place her idol

in it, predicting that this act would bring him much' good, and' that it was only with this object that

he had taken up his abode on the hill. In compliance with these directions, the Kdja ordered a

temple to be built, in which the j6gi Tara Nath placed the DSvi’s idol according to the rules set

forth in the Hindu SJidstrae for "<asthdpan
,

‘ establishing an idol/ The Pato Brahmans, who

attended the jogi, were appointed pujdrts of the temple. This D&vi has eighteen hands, in each of

which she holds a weapon, such* as a sword, spear, &c,, and she is mounted on a tiger. The hill on

which the jogi resided had, before his arrival, another name, but it was re-named Tftrab after him.
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As the Devi is the family deity of the R&ja, she is revered by all his subjects, and it is well known

that whosoever worships the D6vi will prosper in this world in all respects. It is also believed that

she protects people against epidemics, such as cholera and small-pox. It is likewise believed that

if the D&vi be angry with anybody, she causes his cattle to be devoured by hyenas. The zaminddrs

of pargands Kalanj and Khushala have the sincerest belief in the D6vi. Whenever sickness breaks

out, the people celebrate jags in her honour, and it is believed that pestilence is thus stayed. Some nine

or ten years ago, when cholera appeared in the Simla District, some members of the Jungd Darbdr

fell victims to the disease, but the Raja made a vow to the Devi, and all the people also prayed for

health, whereupon the cholera disappeared. The people ascribe the death of those who died of it to the

Devi’s displeasure. Some four years ago, and again last year, small- pox visited pargand Kal&nj, but

there was no loss of life. Some two or three years ago hyenas killed numbers of goats and sheep

grazing in the jungles round Tarab, and the D6vi revealed the cause of her displeasure to the people,

who promised to celebrate a jag in her honour, Since then no loss has occurred.

Close to the temple of D6vi is another, dedicated to Siva, which was erected at the instance of

the jdgt Tara ET&tli. The first temple of the D6vi was at Ganpari village in pargand Khushala.

This still exists, and the usual worship is performed in it. The D6vi’s original seat is considered to

be Tarab. Her oldest image is a small one.

There is a legend that Raja Balbir Sain placed in the temple at Tarab an idol made by

a blacksmith named Gosaun, under the following circumstances : — One Bhawani Dat, a pandit
,
told

Raja Balehr Sain that as Tarab was a sacred place he ought to present an idol to it, which he (the

pandit) would place in the temple according to the Hindu ritual, and he added that the idol would

display miracles. Accordingly the Raja ordered Gosawan to make the idol required. The blacksmith

made an earthen image of the shape suggested to him by the pandit, who told the Raja that while

the idol was being moulded, he must offer five sacrifices. This the Raja did not do, and moreover he

had a brazen image prepared. Immediately after the blacksmith had completed his idol, be was

attacked by a band of dacoits, who killed him with two of his companions, as well as a dog and a cat.

Thus the five necessary sacrifices were fulfilled. The Raja was then convinced of the veracity of the

pandit's statement and acted thenceforward according to his directions. He performed all the

requisite charities and sacrifices, and, having seated the idol, took it to Tarab. He performed several

hawans in the temple and placed (asthdpan) the idol in it. This D6vi is the one who is mentioned

in the ChandiM-Pdthi by Markanda Rishi, who killed Mahi Kahashor.29

The Fair of D§vi T&r& is held at T&rab in October on the Durga ashtami $ and lasts for

a day. On the first naurdtrd, the Brahmans worship Durga in the temple, and a he-goat is

sacrificed daily, the Raja bearing all expenses. On the morning of the ashtami
,
the Rajd, with his

Rani and all his family, sets out from his court so as to reach the plain below the temple at ten in

the morning, and there takes a meal
;

after which the whole Court goes in procession, preceded by

a band of musicians, to the temple, which the Raja, with the Rani, enters at about one in the

afternoon. The Raja first offers a gold wohar and sacrifices a he-goat, and each member of his

family does the same. Everyone presents from one to eight annas to the bh6jki and the pujdri.

After the ruling family has made its offerings, other people may make theirs, and money, fruit, flowers,

ghi and grain are given by everyone according to his means. The bhojki and the pujdri divide

the heads of the slaughtered goats, returning the rest of the flesh to the persons who offered them.

This worship lasts till four, and then the sacrifice of bull-bnffaloes begins. These are presented

by the Raja as sankalp or alms, and taken to a place not far from the temple, where a crowd of

people surround them with sticks and hatchets in their hands. The pujdri first worships the

animals, making a tilak with rice and saffron on their foreheads. Boiling water is then poured on
them to make them shiver, and if that fails, cinders are placed on their backs. This is done to each
animal in turn, and unless each one trembles from head to foot it is not sacrificed. The people

49
EThis refer6*06 is clearly to be classical, and for Mahi Kahfishor read Mahis^ura. - Ed.]
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stand round entreating the D&vi with clasped hands to accept the offerings, and when a buffalo

shivers it is believed that the D£vi has accepted his sacrifice. The people then shout c Devi-ji M
jai

,
jaif * victory to the DM.’ When all the buffaloes have been accepted by the Devi, the first is

taken to the shambles and a man there wounds him with a sword. Then all the low-caste people,

such as the Chamars, Kolis, Bharos, and Ahirs, pursue the animal, striking him with their clubs and

hatchets and making a great outcry. Each buffalo is brutally and cruelly killed in this way, and

it is considered a meritorious act to kill them as mercilessly as possible, and if the head of any buffalo

is severed at the first stroke of the sword, it is regarded as an omen that some evil is impending,

and that both the person who inflicts the blow and the one who makes the sacrifice will come to

harm in the course of the ensuing year, the belief being, that as the buffaloes are the children of the

Devi’s enemies, it is fitting to kill them in this way.30 After this sacrifice, food is offered to the

D6vi, and drti is performed at sis in the evening.

The fair is the occasion of much merriment and even debauchery. Women of all classes attend,

unless they are secluded
(pardd nishiri), and those of loose character openly exact sweetmeats and

money for the expenses of the fair, from their
\ aramours, and put them publicly to shame if they do

not pay. The plain is a sanctuary, and no one can be arrested on it for any offence, even by the

RAja, but offenders may be arrested as soon as they quit its boundaries and fined, the fines being

credited to the temple funds. Offences are, however, mostly connived at. There is much drinking

and a good deal of immorality, with a great many petty thefts. The Raja, with his family, spends

the night on the site of the fair. The bhojki and the pujdri
,
who, with the bhanddri , receive the

offerings received at the fair, are Sarsut Brahmans of the Rai-Bhat group, while the bhanddri is

a Kanet. Brahman girls are also brought to this temple, where they worship and are fed, and also

receive money and dachhnd ( claJchna).
31

On the third day of the Dasahra, the goddess is worshipped at 2 p.m., in the darbdr, all the

weapons being first taken out of the arsenal and worshipped, and then all the musical instruments.

' The essential worship is that of the sword and flag. After this the Raja holds a darhdr with

full ceremonial and then visits the temple of Th&kurji Laehhmi ET&r&yan, whence the image is

brought in a palanquin, while the Raja walks just behind it, attended by all his officials, in order of

precedence, to the plain set apart for this festival. On this plain a heap of fuel 32 is piled at a short

distance from a green tree, which is adorned with small flags and round which is tied a wreath

containing a rupee. The Raja with unsheathed sword goes round the heap, followed by the rest

of the people, and the heap is then worshipped and set fire to. It is essential that the wazir of the

State should be present at this ceremony, and if he is unavoidably absent, a representative, who

wears an iron sanjud
,
is appointed, and the heap is then fired. The man who cuts the wreath on the

tree in the midst of the burning fire and takes the rupee is considered a hero, and his prosperity

during the ensuing year is assured. Before the heap is fired, a pitcher of water with a mark on it is

placed close by, and whoever hits the mark is deemed lucky, besides receiving a prize from the Raja.

If no one is able to bit it, the man who represents Hanuman, and who accompanied the idol,

smashes thte pitcher with his mace. The imag£ is then carried back to its temple with the same pomp

as before, and a turban is given to the Raja on behalf of the Thakurdwara, while his attendants

are given IMg and charnamrtt 33 Wreaths of flowers are then distributed. The festival is believed

to commemorate the conquest of Ceylon by Ram Chandar, the ancestor of the Rajputs, which was

accomplished after worshipping DSvi.

A somewhat similar festival is the SAAr Pair held at Ashni : — On the morning of

the first of Asauj, a barber, having lighted a lamp in a thdl (plate) and made an idol of Ganesh in

cow-dung, comes to the Raja and his officials and makes them worship the idol. The Raja and

50 Mahi Khashwa, Mahisagura, who tormented the Devi, was a bull-buffalo, and, when he was killed, ids

descendants were metamorphosed into bull-buffaloes.

A fee for spiritual service.

88 The water with which the feet of the idol have been washed.

52 The stack is called knifed.
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officials then give him presents according to their means. In the afternoon, the Raja gives alms
y

and, accompanied by a procession with a band and his Rams, sets out for Khad Ashni. The

inhabitants of the neighbouring villages assemble there in thousands to enjoy the sight. Some

fighting bull-bnffaloes, which have been reared for the purpose, are brought to the fair the day

before and fed up with ghi, &c. The Rdja himself rears six or eight buffaloes for this fair, and they

are similarly prepared for the fight. The fair begins at one in the afternoon, when the he-buffaloes

are set to fight in pairs, and the person whose buffalo wins is given a rupee as a reward by the Raja.

So long as the fight lasts, music is played.

The people at the fair distribute sweetmeats, &c., among their friends and relatives. Swings

too are set up and the people revel in drink. They can commit disturbances with impunity, as no

offenders are arrested on this occasion. Many people from Simla bring haberdashery for sale, and the

articles are largely purchased by women. At five the people begin to disperse, and the Raja

returns to his darbdr, About 6,000 or 7,000 persons assemble at this fair, and the Raja distributes

rewards among his servants on its termination. Its introduction is due to the Raja, and it is not

held in honour of any particular god. The place where the fight takes place is dedicated to

the god BacLmtxn. Formerly rams were also made to fight, but now only bull-buffaloes are used.

Before the commencement of the fight, a rot is given to the god. This rot is made of sirs of

flour, of gvr
t
and 5f of ghl The flour is first kneaded in shariat of guv and then made into

a thick loaf, which is then fried in ghu When it is cooked, it is taken with dMp> tilah, flowers

and rice to the place of the god, and after worship has been performed, it is divided in two,

one piece being left at the temple and the other distributed among the people.

According to one legend, this fair was instituted by the forefathers of the Raja, who

originally came from Gaur in Bengal and were an offshoot of the Sain dynasty. This

festival is also observed in that country. It is said that the Rajas of the Sain dynasty were

the devotees (updsak) of the Devi, who rejoices in fighting and the sacrifice of bull-buffaloes.

Although this fiction is not generally accepted, the story is told by men of advanced age, and

the late Raja Mal6r Sain also ascribed the fair to this origin. It is said that that Biru ddot&

is the wazir of the D6vi, and therefore the fair is held at the place where there is a temple of

the Devi or Biru. It is also said that the day of the fair is the anniversary of that on which

Raja Ram Chandar constructed the bridge to Ceylon, and that the fair is held in commemoration

of that event. In the everyday speech of the hill people Biru d6ot& is called Badnriin d£ot&.

APPENDIX II.

The Goddess Ath-bhdj& of DharSeh.

Legend.— A Raja of Kttllhr in the Kangra District, named Jaspal, had two sons. The elder

succeeded to the throne, and the younger, in consequence of some dispute, quitted the dominions of his

brother, went to the hills, and took the name of Gajindar Pal. On leaving KotlShr, he brought with

him an eight-handed image from the fort of Kangra, and came to Bhajji, where he begot four sons,

Chiru, Chand, Logu, and Bhogu, On his death, these four partitioned his dominions thas : Chiru

took the ildqa of Bhajji, and Chand that of Koti, while Logu and Bhogu received pargand Phagu in

jdgir. The descendants of Chiru and Chand are to this day the Ran&s of Bhajji and K6ti respectively.

Bhogu married, and three families of his descendants, Marehitak, Phatik, and Halifak, still exist in

pargand Phagu. Logu did not marry, but became a daeoit. In those days the country round

Phagu was under the Rana of Rat6sh. Harassed by Logu’s raids, the people complained to the Rana,
hut Logu was strong and brave and the Ran& could not capture him. At last he commissioned a

Gbanal3* to kill L6gu, promising him a reward if he succeeded, but though the Ohanfil pursued Logii

for some' time, he failed to seize him. Logfi had a liaison with a Brahman girl, and one day
she was sitting with him under a tree, when the Chanal chanced to pass by, and, taking Logu off his

u Chan&l is a low caste in the hills.
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guard, smote off his head and carried it to the R&na, leaving his body at Hohan village, but the

corpse of its own accord went to Dhar, a village surrounded by a rampart and with only one entrance,

which was closed at the time. The headless body pushed open the gate, and entered the village.

When the people saw it all besmeared with blood, they were terrified and gathered together, but the

body disappeared, and though they searched for it, they could not find it. At last they discovered

a stone pindli (an idol having no special shape). On consulting the astrologers, they were told, that

Logu had been transformed into a deotd and that they should place (asthdpan) the pindli in a

temple and worship it as a god. Then Bhogu and other zaminddrs established the eight-handed

D6vi, which Logu’s father had brought from Xotlehr, at Kiliya in Dhiraj village and placed

Logu’s pindli in the jungle of pawan. The Briihmans who had come with the R&ja of Kotl£hr’s sons

were appointed pujdris of both deities, and it was then decided that l)6vi was the superior and that

Logu was her subordinate. Shortly afterwards several brazen images of Logu were made and a

handsome temple built to him in Bakhog village, where he is daily worshipped. In Pawan hamlet

he is worshipped once every three years.

A fair is held at DSvi’s temple on the Durga ashtami day and at that of Logu on the Saloao,

i. e., the puranmdsM of Sawan sudi, and at the Diwali in the month of Katak.

(To be continued.)

AHMAD SHAH, ABDALI, AND THE INDIAN WAZ1R, 4 IMAD-UL-MULK (1756-7).

(Contributed by William Irvine
,

late of the Bengal Civil Service.)

(Continued from p . 18.)

Nest ‘ Imad-ul-mulk began to talk about the invasion of the Shah and his own calamities

at the coming of the Shah to Shahjahanabad, telling the story with all its details. His account

was as follows :

—

4 IMlD-UL-MULK’S STORY.

The daughter of Mir Manua, son of Nawab Qamar-ud-din Khan, Muhammad Shah’s Wazir,

was betrothed to me. Then Mir Manun met his death at Lahor. 16 His widow, by the medium
of a woman in the Shah’s (the Abdali’s) family, with whom she had some sort of relationship

or connection, wrote a letter to the Shah, setting forth her unprotected condition. The Shah

was touched and said he would adopt Mir Manun’s widow as his daughter. He ordered certain

jdgirs to be left in her possession and added some tracts of land as a gift from himself.

As Mir Manun’s daughter had already been betrothed to me (‘Imad-ul-mulk), her mother

wrote to me : “ The feast for the marriage of my daughter remains to be performed. You
“ can either come here [Lahor], or send for us [to Dihli], so that this business may be carried

“ through.” But the Begam added that she could not come to Dihli without the permission of

the Shah. In reply I wrote to her :
44 Get permission from the Shah and come yourself to

Shahjahanabad.” The Begam submitted this proposal to the Shah, and permission to leave

Lahor having been granted, she reached Shahjahanabad two years ago.

In tbe interval mention began to be made [to me, ‘Imad-ul-mulk] of the daughter of

4 All Quli Khan
;
and the other matter [of the marriage to Mu’In-ul-mulk’s daughter] was

16 Mu£in-ul-mulk (Maanu) met his death at Lahor by a fall or by poison on tbe 9th or 10th Muharram, 1167

H., 3rd or 6th Nov. 1753.
c Imad-ul-mulk is telling the story in 1169 according to our author. The real

date of this interview must have been, however, Jamada II., 1170, end of February, or first week in March 1757 ?

see B. M. Oriental MS. No 1749, ff 102a-l05b.
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postponed for one year, and I was married to the daughter of ‘All Quli Khan.17 After a year

the Begam Sahibah was sent for by the Shah
;
and repeatedly his letters arrived summoning

her. The answer she wrote was : “I came to Shabjahanabad to see about the marriage of my
“ daughter. Two years have elapsed while I have been sitting and waiting here and Grhiyaz-ud-

“din Khan
[
i . e„ the person speaking, viz .,

4 Imad-ul-nmlk] has never carried out the ceremony.

“ Nay, he is on the point of making his first marriage with the daughter of ‘Ali Quli Khan,

« the Six-fingered, the Daghistam ;
and her mother was a singing woman.”

In reply to this letter the Shah sent me an angry letter, and over and over again forwarded

peremptory orders for the Begam to return to his Court. While this was going on, I had

married ‘All Quli Kfean’s daughter, and on this account the Begam Sahibah was to some extent

ill-disposed towards me. More than once she wrote to the Shah that she had been involved in

all these complications, yet up to that date her daughter had never been married, “ hut was still

** seated solitary at home.”

The Shah, upon the representations of the Begam Sahibah, was greatly incensed against

mein his heart. When the Shah drew near to Dihll and was encamped at Shahdarrah,1 *

I sent for Nawab Najib Khan, and said : “We must deliver one battle against the Shah.” His

answer was :
“ Pay me this day two Tcrors of rupees, cash down, and I will fight.” I replied :

“ Nothing is due to you by the State for your arrears and pay, seeing that in liquidation of your

“ claims I have handed over to - you more than one hah of the territories. At a day's notice

“ whence can I produce such a sum of money ? This claim that you have announced is

“ inconsistent with your loyalty as a subject.”

Najib Khan and his followers raised a tumult and for a whole day barred exit from and

ingress to my house, and pressed for payment of the above sum. Then, keeping the fact a secret

from me, Najib Khan appointed one Rasul Khan, Afghan, as his agent, and sent him to the Shah's

camp, where he was to act under the auspices of Jahan Khan, the Shah’s general-in-chief. That

very same day a letter in the most cordial terms came from the Shah, inviting Najib Khan to

his camp.

At midnight Najib Khan came out of Dihli and marched off with his troops to the Shah’s

camp, where he was presented through Jahan Khan and obtained a regal Jchilat (set of robes).

I saw that in the realm of Hind there was no defender, I was left alone, “ driven off from

“that side, and on this side, left forlorn,”19 exposed to dishonour and to death. Thus it seemed

best to let come what come might, and go off in person to the Shah. When it was one watch

{three hours) before dawn, without informing any of my people, but taking my life in my hand,

I got on to my horse, and, followed by four attendants, an hour and a half after sunrise 1 reached

the tent of the chief minister, where I dismounted. The chief minister was most kind and took

me to his arms. Then he called for breakfast for me. In every way he tried to comfort and

reassure me. One of the family of the chief minister was related to my mother, and this lady*

who was then travelling with him, heard of my arrival, and, following custom, sent out some one

to ask how I was.

This conversation ended, the chief minister went away to see the Shah and reported that
‘Imad-ul-mulk Ghiyaz-nd-din Khan, the Wam of Hindustan, had left the capital and had
reached his (the chief minister s) tent all alone, and was stopping there. He was waiting for
permission to kiss the threshold of the Heaven-exalted Court.

°

.! T' BegT “5 t6r
r°

ther waB a A translation of one of her poems is to befotma » Vo LI. of Sir William Jones’ works. Her tomb is at binrabad, sixty-three miles south oflgrab, and it
bears the shoi$ ascription ‘ah gham-i-Qanm Begam ’ (1189H 1775-6) . ‘Mias! weep for Ganna Begam.”On the left bank of the Jamnah, just opposite to Dihli. is Az 5n a r5„tfaA wa m
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An order issued : “Let him be brought.*’ I went, and I saw that Najib Khan, and Jahan
Khan, and fire other commanders were standing there with folded hands. As my offering

I produced fife gold coins, and a jewelled amulet, having mounted on it a diamond of

great price.

The Shah said: “Art thou Gbiyaz-ud-din Khan?” I replied:- “I am he; a sinner and
“ a transgressor.” He said : “Thou wert Wazir o£ Hindustan, wherefore foughtest thou not with
“ me?” I replied: “ The Amlr-ul-umara of Hindustan was Najib Khan. Behold, here he
“ is present before the Shah’s throne. I said to him : ‘We ought to fight one battle.’ He paid

“ no heed and, without reporting to me, leftDihll and was honoured by admission to this Exalted

“ Gourt. Except this noble there was within the realm no other renowned c ommander having an

“army. Thus, where was the army I could lead into battle P
”

The- Shah said: “It is two years since I sent to you the daughter of Mir Mamin, under

“her mother’s charge, so that she might be married to you. Up to this day you have not been

“ married to her. Repeatedly have I sent for the Begam of Mir Manun, she being my adopted

“daughter, and yet you never sent her tome. Over and above this neglect, you made your first

“ marriage with the daughter of
4 All Quli Khan, whose mother was a dancing-woman, and yet

“you failed to carry out my orders.”

I replied :
“ The Begam of Mir Manun caused me to record a written oath, sworn to upon

“ the back of the Quran, and took it away with her. It was to the effect that after I had

“married her daughter I would never marry another wife. Now, the daughter of ‘All Quli

“Khan. had equally become betrothed to me, but when ‘All Quli Khan died, Shuja‘*ud>daulab.

had endeavoured to get the girl for himself. Thus I was forced to consider my reputation'

“and dignity and name, which were at stake; so I. entered into my first marriage with her and

“thus avoided the breaking of the oath that the Begam Sahibah had forced me to write out.”

Upon this the Shah said :
“ Intizam-ud-daulah (son of Qamar-ud-dln Khan) has filed before

“me, through my ‘arzbegi,
Barkhiirdar Khan-, an agreement under his own seal, offering two

“ hrors of rupees on condition that charge of the office of Wazir in Hindustan is made over to

“ him. The rescript conferring the office of Wazir in India has been written out, and only

“ awaits the seal of my Wazir. If thou agreest to one kror of rupees, thou shalt be maintained

“as before in- that office.”

I said: “This slave could not lay his hands even upon one lakh of rupees.' Whence*

“can I produce a kror ? ” He- (the Shah) answered: “ Thoucanst bring it from Shahjahanabad.”

I represented :
“ I could not collect a kror of broken pebble-stones there. What chance*

.

“then, of getting rupees ? ” He replied :
“ How much treasure hast thou stored in thy house P

”

I said: “Fourteen thousand rupees in cash, two thousand seven hundred gold coins, and

“ four lakhs worth of jewels, silver vessels, and so forth. If it be so directed, I will send for

“-them this day, and deliver them over to His Majesty’s officials.”

On this occasion a slight smile passed over the Shah’s face, and he said to ShahWall Khan*

his chief minister This is the Wazir of Hindustan and you, too, are a Wazir, Take him to

“your quarters aud persuade him. If he agrees to a kror of rupees, then make out the rescript

“for the Wazir'

s

office in his name, and maintain . him in his - old position,” He presented me
with robes of honour of the Qizzilbash style, six pieces in number, and a. jewelled’ aigrette-

holder, with a plume of feathers
;
then dismissing me, sent me away with his Wazir.

Upon this we came back to the chief minister’s tent. He pressed me to the utmost, and.

said the rescript appointing Intizam-ud-daulah to be Wazir of Hind was already made out

;

only his (the chief minister’s) signature and seal remained to be attached. Any sum that™
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I chose to promise ie would get agreed to, and then would have the order made out in my

name. “As the Shah and I too” (he added), “on account of Mir Mamin, are inclined in

“ heart towards you, we have made some delay in impressing the seal on the rescript for

“ Intizam-nd-daulah.”

I replied that absolutely I could not think of taking or attempting iheWazir-ship in

a State where there was no army and no treasure. Nor had I any power of laying hands upon

a lakh of rupees. True kindness and condescension would, in my case, consist at this juncture

in excusing me from such an undertaking. Under no conditions could I accept the office.

The chief minister once more went to the Shah and made a representation of the case.

Then and there the rescript for the office of Wazir was completed in the name of Intizam-ud-

daulah; and it was sent off to him at Shahjahanabad by the hands of a nasaqchi. Intizam-ud-

daulah reeled with excitement, and ordered the kettle-drums to be beaten in honour of his

appointment as Wazir.

Two days afterwards the Shah entered Shahjahanabad. Five hundred horsemen were set

apart to look after me and bring me with them. That same day, that on which the Shah

entered Dihli, he gave an order that the daughter of ‘ All Quli Khan should be marched away

from Shahjahanabad and taken to Balkh. Accordingly, that very day their march began and

their camp was pitched at the town of Badll.

At the time of afternoon prayer the Shah said to me: “ This night the marriage cere-

“monies of Mir Manun’s daughter will be celebrated in my presence. Go away now, and when

“ one watch of the night has passed, be ready for this business in accordance with your own

“customs, and appear then in my audience-hall.” At the same moment he sent notice to the

widow of Mir Maniin.

When one watch of the night had gone by, I appeared at the appointed place. Then, with

his own auspicious hand, the Shah applied henna to my palms, and caused the ritual of

marriage to be carried out in his own presence. He said :
“ From this time I have taken you as

“ my son ;
in every way let your heart be at rest.” He conferred on me a gift of 5,000 rupees

and two shawls he had worn himself. For this I made him my acknowledgments. Then

I sent to the Begam 5,000 rupees on account of the Unveiling of the Bride. The Shah said :

“ To-night r emain where you are, you are a bridegroom.” Then he was pleased to honour his

own sleeping apartment.

The same day there came to the Shah a petition from Rajah Suraj Mall Jat, to this effect.

“ This faithful one is a slave and a servant of your government, I entertain no ideas but those

“ of submission and obedience. My hope from your mercy and grace is, that should an order

“ of the Shah secure the honour of issuing, I will place grass in my mouth and an axe upon my
“neck, and attend to kiss the Threshold, whereby my head will be raised from among my (peers

“as high as the Seventh Heaven.”

The order of the Shah was : “ Let it be written— c Why delay for the issue of ‘an order, if

“ he is a true subject of the Empire, let him appear and attend onr audience.” Considering

the offer of Suraj Mall to be bond fide, the Shah went off to his sleeping quarters and retired to

rest.

When one watch of the night was left before daybreak, the Shah arose and entered his

oratory, and until the time came to say the morning prayers busied himself in reading
portions of the Scripture (wazatf) and recitation (aurdd), and perusal of the Quran. After
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completion of tlie morning prayers, lie entered the Hall of Public Audience and took his seat

upon the throne. At one and a half hours after sunrise the emperor of India appeared*

and they gave formal audience together, seated upon one throne.

The Shah ordered Intizam-ud-daulah to he sent for, so that they might that day collect

from him the first instalment of one kror of rupees. A general order was given to the

nasaqchis (a sort of military police) to visit the houses of the other nobles,— above all, that of

Mir Jumlah, Sadr-us-sudur, who had a treasure-house containing trays upon trays full of

gold, —- and bring in them and their gold.

In fine, from that moment a strange uproar arose within the city, and cries reached the

ear everywhere of 4

4

Bring gold? Bring gold!” An exceeding fear fell upon the dwellers

in Shahjahanabad.

The widow of Mir Manun sent a message to me :

“ At this time the nasaqchis have not
44 given one moment’s grace to Intizam-ud-daulah but have carried him off to the audience.

44A wooden triangle (chobhae qaihchi) has been erected with a view to pu nishment
;
and the

44 Shah has said that this day one kror of rupees, according to agreement, being one instalment,

44 must be collected. If this is not done, he will issue an order for a beating with sticks.”

On hearing these words J hastened off to the Hall of Public Audience, and, making my
obeisance to the Shah and to my own Sovereign, I remained standing in my due place. I saw

that what the Begam Sahibah had said was quite true. Intizam-ud-daulah, his face white as a

sheet, was standing close to the triangle. In a short time the Shah would have lost his temper

and flown into a rage.

Going close up to Intizam-ud-daulah, I said softly :

44 What is the source whence you
44 thought of getting the money?” He said: “By asking for time and forming plans; at
4< this moment, beyond this one ring that I have on my finger, I have not control over even one
44 rupee.” Hearing this appalling reply, my heart sank within me

;
and I concluded that

44 of a truth, this man has not the power of paying in even a few thousands of rupees. This
44 day sees the end of the honour of the house of us Turanls ! Whatever force and torture may
44 be used to this man, will, all of it, in the judgment of the common people, be attributed to

“me Ghiyaz-ud-dm Khan, because he has claimed the TFastr-ship and displaced me. They
14
will say I had planned that he should be either disgraced or slain.”

Therefore, in the most abject manner, I laid my head at the foot of the Shah’s throne, and

•said :
44 May I be thy sacrifice ! May I be the averter of thy misfortunes ! This dignity and

44 honour of the Turanls, of so many years’ standing,— alas ! that in the days of a Shah equal in

44 dignity to Snlaiman, they should be reduced to entire nothingness ! and should become
44 a laughing-stock to the Iranis ! I rely upon the graciousness of the Shaban Shah, that as an

“alms-offering upon his blessed head, they may be preserved from dishonour and granted

44 pardon.”

The Shah said :
44 This day will I have the money

;
I have heard that in the house of

44 Qamar-ud-dln Khan there lie stored twenty krors of rupees
;
and out of this accumulation this

44 son of his has covenanted to pay two krors. I relinquished part, but this day I mean to

44 realize one kror
, be it by gentle means or by torture. Let the position of the treasure-store

44 be pointed out
;

or, if not, I will order a bastonading.”
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Intizam-ud-daulah spoke :
“ Whatever treasure there was, my father caused to be buried

“ within his mansion. The widow, Shu‘lahpurl Begam knows about it.’’ Forthwith the

Shah ordered the Begam to be produced. Unable to. resist,, the poor Begam came to the Hall

of Public Audience in a woman’s litter with a dirty cloth thrown over it. There the Shah

screened off an enclosed space, and called the Begam to his own presence. He- said to her :

“ Thou art as a sister to me
;
nor do I wish to- shew any disrespect to the family of the

44 sovereigns of Taimur’s line, or to that of their chief minister
;
you should give up their

treasure/'

The Begam was shaking and trembling all over, and quite unable to return any answer.

An order was given that if the woman did not tell where the money was, iron nails were to be

driven in underneath the nails of her hand. On hearing these words the poor creature lost her

senses and fell down in a fit. Then Intizam-ud-daulah and I were called to the presence. The

Shah said: Carry this woman away and place her on one side. Find out exactly where the

“ store of money is.*

To make a long story short. After a short time the Begam recovered her senses and said

44 1 am not able to specify the place where the treasure is.. Only this much I know, that what-

“ ever there is of it is buried within a certain mansion.” This statement I reported to the Shah,

He directed that the Begam be carried to that spot. One hundred axe-men and twenty

nasaqcMs were placed on the duty of seeing the ground explored and recovering the treasures

from it.

Thus, for six, hours the earth was excavated, and at the end of that time the treasure was

hit upon. When it had been counted, it was found to amount to sixteen lakhs in coin.

A report was made to the Shah that this amount of buried treasure had been disinterred.

Since, according to Persian reckoning, one lakh is 30,000 rupees, while by Indian rules 100,000

rupees are called one lakh
, the Shah, following mentally the Persian mode of account, under-

stood that something about one Jcror of rupees, more or less, had been seized.20

After the recovery of this money, the Shah pardoned all the transgressions of Intizam-ud-

daulah and conferred on him robes of honour as Wasir., and uttered many apologies- in

connection with ShuTahpuri (Begam). Out of the money found he presented ten thousand
rupees to the Begam. A general order was given that not a soul should slay, plunder, or oppress

within the city of Shahjahanabad. The Shah rose -and retired to his sleeping apartments.

On that day the slaves and camp-followers of the Shah had gone out, by way of foraging,

towards Farldabad to bring in water and grass. It so chanced that Kunwar Juwahir Singh,
son of Suraj Mall, Jat, and Shamsher Bahadur, 21 Marhattah, and Anta Mankher, Marhattab,
were about that time at fort Ballamgadih with five to six, thousand men. They issued from
the Ballamgadh fort and, coming upon the foragers, took them unawares, attacked them, and
drove away one hundred and fifty horses,. while some fifty to sixty, of the men were killed.

This event was reported to the Shah the same evening.

That very moment the Shah sent for
#Abd-us-samad Khan,,who was the commander of

thirty thousand horsemen,, and whispered to him : “ Without delay take out your men and
go against the infidels. During the coming night select a hiding-place and go into ambush

m
STUn WaS (Persian) loMs, and thus not touch more than half a hror.

Shamsher Bahadur, son of Baji Bao, Peshwa, by a Muhammadan dancingrgirl.
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“ Send on one hundred of your men in advance into the open country and induce the infidels to

“ fall upon them. Your horsemen must engage them and, by alternately fighting and
46 retreating, bring them gradually close to you. At that point come out of your ambush and
“ offer them up as food to the relentless sword.’

*

‘Abd-uf-^amad Khan did as he was told. Juwahir Singh and the two Marhaftah chiefs

already mentioned, escaped alive with nine other men, and sought shelter within the fort of

Ballamgadh, among the nine being one Hidayat ‘AH Khan, faujdar of chaklah Shukohabad

Manipur!, Bhongam et cetera .
22 When half a watch had passed after sunrise ‘Abd-us-samad Khan

presented himself before the Shah to make his obeisance, accompanied by about five hundred

infidel heads carried on spears, and captured horses, with other goods and chattels. A jewelled

aigrette and robes of honour were conferred on him.

The Shah ordered his advance tents to be sent out and put up in the direction of Fandabad,

stating that on the following day he would enter that place. To the emperor of India he said :

“You should march along with me, so that wherever there are any rebellious or turbulent men,

“ or any of your enemies, you may issue your credentials, and they shall receive thorough

“ repression and he forced to give proper tribute. My purpose is this — that in order to reduce

“your kingdom to order, so far as by ray hands it can be done, ample exertion of the most
44 effective sort be brought into play.”

The emperor brought forward unworthy objections, and declared then to the Shah : “We desire

“ that between us the ties of brotherhood should be set up, by the marriage of one of the royal

<c
ladies to His Majesty the Shah.” The Shah replied : “I desire no disrespect to the House of

“ Amir Taimur.” The emperor of Hindustan became still more pressing in his request— nay, he said

to the Shah :
“ The longing of the whole body of Begams in the royal family is in secret that this

“ should be done. What harm is there if the daughters of sovereigns are delivered to sovereigns.

“ My pleasure will be consulted by this being carried out.”

Therefore, that very night one of the daughters of Zlnat Mahal was married to him. The Shah

treated this spouse with such honour and respect that he made her the head over all his other wives.

After this ceremony the Shall said to me : “ Thou hast only lately been married. Stay where thou

art.” I answered: “This faithful one will remain in attendance on the felicitous Stirrup. If

“ you allow, I will bring my' family with me. Then, the connections of *A1! Qul! Khan, who form

part of the good fame of this slave, have, by the Boyal orders, marched off to the town of Badli,

“ which lies five hos from Shahjahanabad, on their journey to Balkh. On this subject I await, for

“ the present, whatever you may be pleased to order,”

The Shah said: “Let them he brought back to Dihli. Let them be under the control of

“ <Umdah Begam. When I return to Wilayat, whatever the widow of Mir Manun desires shall

« be done with them,” I made my obeisance of thanks, and, in spite of the Shah declining to take

me with him, I managed somehow or other to march along with him, wanting to see what would

happen.

[Tmad-ul-mulk’s narrative to Sher Andaz Khan ends.]

After this narrative was done, Ghiyaz-ud-din Khan asked the Mir Sahib, saying: « I should

“ like to inspect the memoranda and requests of the Nawab, my brother (that is to say, Ahmad

22 This Hidayat 4AU Khan may possibly have been the father of Grhulam Tpusain Khan, author of the 8iyar-

ul-rauta akhhhinn,

—
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“ Khan), to find out what matters he has prayed the Shah to grant him.” The writer at a sign

from the Mir Sahib fetched the memoranda, which were with a servant in a bag, and handed them

to him (
4Imad~ul-mulk). After he had gone through them, he made alterations in several

places. Thus, for “ Subah Bangalak six Icrors is offered” he wrote “four Icrors and for the

Marhattah country he altered “fifty lakhs'* of rupees into “twenty lakhs
” and in regard to the

Audh Subah he replaced “ two Icrors
19
by “ seventy lakhs

99
Other memoranda were prepared and

made over to the Mir Sahib.

Let us return to our narrative. 4 Imad-ul-mulk and the Mir Sahib were engaged in this

conversation, when a messenger from the Shah’s audience ran up and said :
“ The chief minister

“ has stated the business of Ahmad Bangash to the Shah and his petition has been sent for, you
4 ‘ must give it to me.” Thus he carried off the petition in its bag. The Shah himself read it, and

reassured the chief minister
;
and two mounted nasaqchis were sent off at once to fetch Jangbaz

Khan, who had gone to the town of Mlrafch. Their orders were to bring him hack at once with all

haste.

When the chief minister returned to his tent, he said to the Mir Sahib :
4 4 The Shah has

'•interested himself in the highest degree in the affairs of Ahmad Khan, and has announced that
“ whatever Alpiad Bangash has asked for should be granted/’ He would send Jangbaz Khan back
with his (Ahmad Khan’s) envoy. Accordingly, nasaqchis had been despatched at once to Jangbaz
Khan. In four days’ time Jangbaz Khan will arrive. With regard to you (the Mir Sahib) he
said that the next day being a halt, you are to be presented to him. The chief minister having thus
reassured the Mir Sahib in the most perfect manner, sent him away. At noon he forwarded to
the Mir Sahib one tray of fruit and four trays of food, when the Mir Sahib presented a gift of ten
rupees to the minister’s servants.

The next morning we attended at the quarters of the chief minister. The chief minister
conducted the Mir Sahib to the Shah’s presence. The Shah enquired: 44 You are a Sayyid ?

”

He replied : “They call me so.” The Shah went on :
44 Sayyid, let your mind be easy

;
I have

4

*sent for Jangbaz ghan. In four days he will be here, and I will depute him to Farmkhabad in
“ your company. Write to Ahmad Khan to begin making his plans, and he should be in every way
44 without anxiety. I have entered these realms as an upholder of the Faith and a succourer of the
44 Afghan tribes. My purpose is that the accursed group, the Marhattahs, who have occupied the
44

territories of that tribe (the Afghans), shall, through the fear and power of the Lord, be uprooted44 and expelled by me/’

The Mir Sahib made an obeisance of thanks and produced the list of presents and rarities.
The thmgs were all in the author’s charge, he having attended in the Mir Safcib’s train and being seated

Z ?%
S
i
ah
Q,^

d
c
nCe’ha11, An °rder Was given t0 lay ihe thinSs out for inspection, Mirza

Mustafa, the Shah s Secretary, came up to the author and placed the gold coins, et cetera, and the
rest of the things in large and small trays, then laid them before the Shah. The whole gift was
accepted. He remarked : “The rupee of Farrukhabad is better looking and better made than
that from any other place in India. I have heard that AIjmad, Bangash, is a man of valour,

^though, nowadays, the Marhattahs have got hold of his territories. He ought to eject them, and,

474s m.°.
P“' "a 1 “ks »

. *!!?
tMs speecli, he conferred on the Mir Sahib a robe of honour of seven pieces, together witha jewelled aigrette, a turban of a flowered pattern, a tight-fitting coat of shawl stuff, in addition to
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» pleated over-gown and a yabae (?). with a flowered edging, a waistband, of shawl-stuff, and a pair

of shawls from Tus.

At this point four nasaqchts appeared and made some statement in the Turk! language. The

Shah’s face flushed red, and he said in Persian :
£< Send for Jahan Khan.

9
’ To Jahan Khan he

said : “ Take Najib Khan with you and march this very instant. Move into the boundaries of the

•* accursed Jafc, and in every town and district held by him slay and plunder. The city of Mathura is

“ a holy place of the Hindus, and I have heard that Sfiraj Mall is there
;

let it be put entirely to the

“edge of the sword. To the best of your power leave nothing in that kingdom and country. Up
“ to Akbarabad leave not a single place standing.”

Jahan Khan made his obeisance and marched off the same day. Then he (the Shah) directed

the nasaqchts to convey a general order to the army to plunder and slay at every place they reached

Any booty they acquired was made a free grant to them. Any person cutting off and bringing in

heads of infidels should throw them down before the tent of the chief minister, wherewith to build

a high tower. An account would be drawn up and five rupees per head would be paid them from

the government funds. The next day the march for the territories of the Jafc began.

To the Mir Sahib the Shah said :
“ Sayyid, I have come as an upholder of Islam, The

accursed generation of Marhafcfcahs, how can they withstand me? I will sweep their very

“ name out of this country. In my heart is a firm resolve to pursue them into the Dakhin regions.

“ So long as you are with the army, come daily to make your bow without fail.” Out of those gold

coins he picked up ten and presented them to the Mir Sahib, saying : “ I present you with these by

way of ulash (table money ?),*’ and then in the kindliest way gave him leave to go.

(To be continuei.)

MISCELLANEA.

further traces of totemism in the
PANJAB.

The following instances of clans or sections,

both among Hindns and Muhammadans, which

bear totemistic names supplement those already

published ante
,,

Yol. XXXII. p. 201, 812 ff.

Personally I am by no means convinced that

totemism can be said to exist in the Panjab

or North-West Frontier Province, since there

is clearly no organised tribal system based on

totemism, and most of the instances collected are

explicable as tabus based on verbal resemblances,

or as nicknames.

Kh&gga. — From hhagga,
a kind of fish, so

called because their ancestor Jalalu’d-Din

Khagga saved a boat-load of people from

drowning. Like the Bodlas, the Khaggas can

cure hydrophobia by blowing.

Kahal. — From JcaM or hahil, a weed. This

tribe is found in Bah&walpur, and is an offshoot

of the religious tribe of the Chishtis, with whom

they still intermarry. They are fervent in

religious observances. Their origin is said to be

that a child was born near the Indus, close to

a Jcalu weed. They are quite distinct from the

polygamous Kahals, who live on crocodiles, &c.

LaMn& or Lob&na. — It is tempting to derive

this name from Hn (salt), and I think it means
‘trader in grain,

1 but labana is also ‘an earth

cricket, with formidable jaws, 5 and, in the

South-West of the Panjab, people whose children

have pimples, panl-watra, tied a labdna (or pint-

watrd
,
as the insect also seems to be called)

round their necks, believing that a cure will

result. It is said of the Labanas that a son

was born to a RAthor Rajput with moustaches,

and so he was nicknamed Laban£, after the

insect.

SunArs. — Among the Malr Sun&rs, four

sections merit notice :

—

BaggA. -— The Bagga section claims descent

from R&o ChhabM of Delhi, whose complexion

was bagga,
which means ‘white* in P&nj&bf,

and hence their name.
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The Plaud section claims descent from the

saint Pallava, whose name is derived from

psallava, or leaf, because lie used to worship

under the leaves of a banyan tree.

The Mastin claims descent from a child born

when his mother became sati
t
at the chhcttd or

masdn
, “burning-place.”

The Jaur& section derives its origin from the

simultaneous birth of a boy and a serpent called

a jaurd. 1 The serpent died, but the boy

survived, and his descendants, who are of this got,

still reverence the serpent.

Brahmans. —- Among the Nagarkotia Brah-

mans of the K&ngra District certain snake

sections have already been noted. In addition to

these, the Batehru (Pakk& and Kachchh&)
have the following sections

(vi) Ladhari&, from ladhar

,

a kind of tree.

(vii) G-hurl, a wild goat ;
so-called because its

progenitor cried like one.

(viii) Khajtira, date-palm ( cf. the Brahman
section of this name ) ; so-called because its

founder was born under a date-palm.

(ix) Kkatta, from khattd
, a kind of tree: for

a similar reason.

Br&hmans. — In Amb&la the Br&hmans have

two almost certainly totemistic sections :

—

(i) Pile Bheddi, or yellow wolves
; so-called

because one of the ancestors was saved by

a she-wolf, and so they now worship a wolf at

weddings.

(ii) Sarinke. — They arc said to have once

taken refuge under a sarin tree, and they now
show reverence to it.

(i) Chappal,2 an insect; no explanation is

forthcoming.

(ii) Sugga,2 a parrot ; no explanation is forth-

coming.

(iii) Bh&ngwaria, fr. bhdngdr
,

2 a kind of tree.

(iv) Khajtire Dog?e: Date-palm Dogar, a

section founded by a man who planted a garden

of date-palms, and which originated in the Dogra

country on the borders of JammA.

(v) G-h&brti, 2 a rascal; one who earns his living

by fair means or foul.

Mah&jans.—Among theMah&jane of Kangra
the following sections have been noted :

—

(i) Bkertt,said to be derived from bedhi, ‘ewe’.

(ii) Makkerpu, said to be from malcki, a bee.

(iii) Koh&ru, an axe or chopper.

G-kirths. — Among the Gttiirths of Kangra
the following may also be noted

(i) Pathr&la, founded by a leaf-seller (pattu.

leaf).

(ii) Kh6ra, founded by a woman whose child
was born under a kMr tree.

(iii) Bany&nft, founded by a woman whose
child was bom under a ban or oak.

(iv) Dadd&, founded by a woman whose child
was bom near a bamboo, and laid on the tree.

(v) Kkunia, an animal of some kind. The
name was given to a child as a token of affection.
Hence his descendants are still called by the
name.

Rajputs. — The Rajptits in this District have

a got whose names (sic) end in palds (now
corrupted into Prakash), because their ancestor^

once in time of trouble took refuge under a dhdk

tree. Their women still veil their faces befon*

a dhdk, and it is also worshipped at marriages,

&c., by them.

Jats — In Mianwali, a district on the Indus,

the Jats have a sept, which is thus described :
—

The Thinds, who are owners in several

villages near Leiah, say they were originally

Chughattas,buta boy of that family was found

by the Pir, greased or buttered all over, with

insects clinging to him. The Pir said: “ They
have buttered you well,** and he was called

Thind thereafter.3

Ckkimb&s. — The Chhlmb&s of Maier Kotia

have the four following gots, regarding which no

traditions are forthcoming:—
Daddti, frog or toad. Khurpfi,, trowel.

Tku&n, scorpion. DaurA, penis.

Wasirs. — In Kohat the custom among the

Wazlrs is that after the birth of the first-born

child, the mother walks out of the house, and

names the child after the object, such as a tree,

animal, insect, &c ,
that first catches her sight.

For instance, one tribe, the Gidar EM, is so

called after the jackal.

May 31st, 1908 ,

H. A. Rose.

1 Lit, 'twin.’ a Not m the Punjabi Dictionary of Bhai Maya Singh.
s Thindd z=s greasy or buttered : c/, p. 56 of O’Brien’s Muliani Glossary.
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THE COPPER AGE AND PREHISTORIC BRONZE IMPLEMENTS OF INDIA —
SUPPLEMENT.

BY VINCENT A. SMITH, M.A., I.C.S. (Retd.)

( Continued from Vol. XXXIV., p. 244.)

I
PROPOSE in this short article to complete my review of the present state of knowledge

concerning the copper age and prehistoric bronze implements of India by utilizing

some materials which were not at my command last year.

In December 1901 Dr. Vogel, acting under instructions from the Director-General of

Archeology, deputed his Assistant, Pandit Hirananda, to examine the site at Raj pur in

the Bijnaur District, U. P., and to obtain photographs of copper or bronze implements

reputed to exist at Bith&r or Brahm&vartta in the Cawnpore District, and at Pari&c on the

opposite bank of the Ganges in the Unao District of Oadh. The Rajpur implements are fully

illustrated in Plate I. of my former article. The photographs of the site, which Dr, Vogel

has kindly sent me, show that it is a piece of waste ground adjoining a grove, and marked by

a mound or tumulus, apparently of earth, a few feet in height. There is nothing sufficiently

characteristic in the appearance of the spot to justify the expense of reproducing the-

photographs.

The town of Bithto is situated on the Ganges, twelve miles to the north-west of Cawnpore.

Local legend affirms that the god Brahma celebrated his completion of the work of creation

by a horse-sacrifice at the Brahmavartta Ghat. Dr. Fiilirer states that ‘ numbers of anoient

metal arrow-points are found in the soil around Bithur, said to be relics of the time of

R&machandra’ (
Monum . Antiq N.-W. P. and Ondh

, p. 168 ). By * arrow-points * Dr. Ftihrer

meant the large objects which are more properly described as
1 harpoon-heads.’ Two specimens

of this class and two * fiat celts * of primitive lithic type in the Lucknow Museum have been

illustrated in Plate IV. of my former paper. The photographs supplied by Dr. Vogel

(Plate VI.) now illustrate fourteen more objects from the same site. One of these is

a harpoon or spear-head, with three points on each side below the blade, and the rest may be

called varying forms of ‘celts.’ Four of these with broad rounded edges are slightly

shouldered, and nearly related to the Midnapur specimen previously figured in my Plate II.,

fig. 6. The narrow celts are obviously copies of common forms of stone implements. The

bent implement, figured at the end of the top row of Plate VI., is a new form, but a duplicate

of it occurs at Pariar ( Plate VII. ). Presumably all these Bithur specimens are made of copper,

not bronze, but without analysis it is impossible to be certain what their composition is.

Dr. Vogel’s Assistant has failed to report where the fourteen objects now photographed are

preserved, but probably they are kept in a temple or temples.

Pariar is a village in the Undo District of Oudb, on the Ganges, opposite Bithur, fourteen

miles to the north-west of Unao, as indicated in the Map to my former article. Like Bithur, it

is sanctified by Brahmanical legends of the usual kind, and is frequented as a bathing-place. The

great jhil or swamp, which almost surrounds the village, is called Mahna, and probably represents

an old river-bed. ‘In the temple of SomSsvara Mahad£va on the banks of the jhil are collected

a large number of metal arrow-heads said to have been used by the contending armies [of Lava

and Kusa, sons of Ramachandra]
;
they are also occasionally picked up in the bed of the

jhil and of the Ganges’ (Fiihrer, op. cii. p. 272, erroneously printed as 172 in my former paper,

p. 237 ). The photographs now published evidently are those of implements preserved in the

Pariar temple ( Plate VII. ). One implement, as already observed, is a shouldered celt like

four specimens from Bithur and one from Midnapur, and another is a peculiar bent tool

resembling a Bithur specimen, and, I think, new to science. The pandit unluckily omitted
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to note the scale of his photographs, but in the Progress Report of Panjdb and 17. P. Circle for

1903-4, p. 21, the dimensions of a Pariar implement in photograph No. 114, now reproduced,

are stated to be 6| by 8§ inches. This object must be the round-headed shouldered celt shown

in the Plate, and the scale of the photograph, consequently, is approximately one-fourth of

the originals.

In my previous paper ( p. 243 ;
15 of reprint ) I described * a fine harpoon-head, presented

by Sir Alexander Cunningham to the collections now in the National Museum, Dublin, and

said to have been found somewhere in India. This weapon has four teeth, not recurved

barbs, on each side below the blade, and the loop on one side of the tang, through which the

thong attaching the head to the shaft was passed, is formed by the legs and body of a rudely-

executed standing animal. The general appearance of this object, which is apparently made
of bronze, not copper, is more modern than that of the copper implements from Northern

India.’ By the kindness of Mr. George Coffey, Curator of Antiquities in the Dublin Museum,
I am now able to present a drawing of this unique implement, prepared by a member of his

staff ( Plate VII.). The implement may be, as I supposed in my previous paper, less ancient

than the copper articles from Northern India and Gungeria, but, even if that be the case, it

certainly dates from a period of very remote antiquity, and is characteristically Indian in

form*

I conclude by quoting miscellaneous observations with which I have been favoured by
correspondents interested in my previous paper. Canon Greenwell, the veteran archseologist,

writes s — ‘I did not know that so many [ copper implements ] had been found in India.

It is evident that there never was a bronze cultivation there. Indeed it cannot be said that
there was ever any real development of a bronze cultivation, except in Western Europe.
Assyria and Egypt certainly did not possess one

;
nor can Greece, the Islands, or Asia Minor

be said to have brought it to any high pitch, though there are splendid specimens, such as the
Mykenae blades. Still there is nothing like the fine swords, spear-heads, etc., so abundant in

the United Kingdom, Denmark, France, Switzerland, and Italy. Hungary developed it

certainly
;
but further east and south it never reached to any height, nor have many bronze

weapons, etc., been found in those countries. Spain, too, is very poorly represented, which,
as it had much traffic with the Eastern Mediterranean, seems to point to the bronze culture
not having come through that channel. The Eastern origin of bronze and its development
must be given up

;
and, so far as we have evidence at present, somewhere about the head

waters of the Danube seems to be the most probable place of birth. But we want many more
facts before any safe conclusion can be come to,’ These weighty observations raise a big
question which I am not prepared to discuss at present, but I may be permitted to feel

some satisfaction at having had the opportunity of communicating to the scientific world
a considerable body of facts to help in the final solution of the problems of the origin and extent
of the so-called Bronze Age. Canon Greenwell is of opinion that the Dowie dagger or sword1

is certainly prehistoric, and observes that * the handle has something in common with the
ordinary bronze sword.’ He also thinks, and rightly, that the Norham harpoon was brought
to England in modern times, probably by some sailor. He knows of * several similar finds

;

Carib stone-axes and North American arrow-points have occurred in England,’ and the way
in which they came has been traced.

Professor Ridgeway of Cambridge alludes to Major Sikes’ 1 copper
( for they can hardly

be called bronze ) axes, vessels, and curious rods with a curved end 7 from Southern Persia,
which have been described by Canon Greenwell in the Archmologia, and were discussed at the
York meeting of the British Association. Professor Ridgeway is inclined to think that these
objects are of comparatively late date, the first century B. C., or even the first century A. D.

1 Ante, Vol. 5XXIY p. 243, and reprint of the paper, p. 15, with figure.
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This opinion is based on 6 the very advanced character of the grooved work on the bottom of

one of the vessels, and a similarly late description of the bottom, as well as shape, of the other’ ;

supported by the fact that the owners of Major Sikes’ objects buried their dead. I have not

followed up these references. The Professor is anxious to get 4 more data from Persia itself.’

Perhaps some reader of the Indian Antiquary may be able to supply them. Professor

Ridgeway possesses a copper arrow-head found in a grave near Koban in the Caucasus, associated

with a bracelet and beads of glass, which seems to date from the second century A. D.

Mr. Gatty tells me that a copper celt, quite plain, and roughly made, was found some

years ago by a keeper, under a heap of stones on the moors above Sheffield, in the parish of

Bradfield. Mr. Gatty lived in that parish for twenty years, and collected flint implements, but

never heard of any other copper or bronze article being found. The shape, so far as he

remembers, was like this :—a
These supplementary notes exhaust for the present all the information which I possess

concerning the ancient copper and bronze antiquities of India. Perhaps the publication of

them, like that of my previous paper, may attract the attention of observers and scholars

interested in prehistoric archeology, and help in the elucidation of problems now very obscure.

AHMAD SHAH, ABDALI, AND THE INDIAN WAZIR, TMAD-UL-MULK (1756-7).

( Contributed by William Irvine
,

late of the Bengal Civil Service
.

)

(Continued from p . 51.)

Rubric. — The Shah marches from Earldabad towards the territory of Suraj Mall, Jat
;
he pitches

his camp close to Sherkot
;
on the same day at the request of 4 Imad-ul-mulk he seizes by

force the fort of Ballamgadh, which lay three kos from the camp, towards the left
;

flight of

Juwahir Singh, son of Suraj Mall, Jat, Shamsher Bahadur, Marhattah, and Anta Mankher,

Marhattah, who were within that fort
;
slaughter of the rest of the garrison.

Be it known that the following was the order of the Shah’s march and encamping. One march

was never more than five hos. When there remained one watch of the night he started
;
and

performed his morning prayers upon his arrival at his advanced tents. He had not a single

kettle-drum sounded, nor music at fixed hours, nor trumpets
(
'karrah-nae

)
and such like.

Before the Shah mounted, twelve thousand special slaves assembled, three thousand on each

side of the Shah’s tent. The title of these men was Durrani (the pearl wearers), and from their

ears hung gold rings, mounted with very large pearls. They remained drawn up in ranks at a distance

of one hundred paces, seated on their horses. When the Shah placed his foot in his stirrup, the

twelve thousand slaves, at one and at the same moment, with a single voice, shouted aloud:

“ Blessed be the Names, in the Name of God, peace be unto His Majesty the Shah !” This sound

rose to heaven and reached the ears of the army, thus enabling them to know that the Shah had

started. Then the rest of the army from that time got ready, and at the moment of dawn began

its inarch, and reached its new quarters at one watch after daybreak. The general rule was to

march one day and halt the next; but on some occasions there was a halt of even two days.

The mode of the Shah’s progress was as follows : The Shah advanced alone amidst the ranks

of his slaves, riding a horse, his sword slung from his shoulder, and his quiver on. There

were four bodies of slaves, each of three thousand men, one division in front, one behind, and one

on each side. Each division of them wore a hat of a different style. It was prohibited for a slave

belonging to one division to ride with another division ;
he must keep with his own set. If by

chance any one disobeyed the rule and the Shah noticed him, the man received a beating so severe

that he was left half-dead, or with perhaps only a gasp of life left in him.
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All these slaves were well-made and good-looking, of white and red complexion, with gold-lace

waistbelts and hats of flowered gold lace. On each side of the hat hung flowered-pattern tufts

(turrah-hae), towards the ears, near the cheeks. Their long sidelocks were in cuils.
.

Many of the

slaves, those who were officers, had jewelled aigrette-holders with feathered plumes fixed on the top

of the hat. They rode fast horses of Kabuli breed, and guided them, each in his own station, with

a grave demeanour. They moved at the distance of a musket-shot from the Shah’s person, all

their faces turned towards him. The Shall rode alone in the middle, with an open space aiound him.

In whatever direction he chanced to glance, one slave holding a pipe and another bearing

a porous bottle of water rushed up to him. Then the Shah would take the pipe-stem into his hand,

rein in his horse, and proceed slowly. When done with his pipe, he would rinse his mouth three

times with water from the bottle.

The treasure and the food supplies, the stores of clothes, and so forth were carried in the

following manner. On the left flank, outside the ranks of the slaves, there were one hundred camels

loaded with bread, baked and then dried, two hundred camels loaded with grain, this was called

snrsats^ This grain was given out daily in allotted portions to the nobles and the servants of the

Begams. On the right flank were two hundred camels loaded with clothes and vessels, silver pots,

and so forth. Such treasure as there was came in the rear of the guard of slaves, which followed the

Shah
;

it was carried on mules and two-humped dromedaries,

Shah Pasand Khan and Jangbaz Khan, with the quivdchi-bvshi, were told off to the rear-

guard and held command over its movements. The three thousand slaves, who rode in front as

advance guard, fully armed and ready, bore each a lance whose head was either gilt or silver-plated,

having a decorated
(
muqaiyash) and fringed

(
muscilsal

)
pennant. To the onlooker, owing to the

multitude of lances, it seemed like the glittering of rain. In the rays of the sun the spearheads and

pennants so shone, that you might imagine the stars were sparkling in the sky. It was wondrous

as a garden in springtime, and a sight worth beholding.

On the day that the Shah after the afternoon (zuhr) prayer set out to conquer the fort of

Ballamgaclh, the author in company of the Mir Sahib [Sher Andfiz Khun] was in attendance on

His Majesty. By a lucky chance the ranks of those slaves formed up close to me. In what <>\ or

direction I looked, my eyes rested on countenances lovely as youthful Joseph, as if the slaves from

Paradise, throng upon throng, had descended upon earth, and with their fairy* like dispositions were

seated firmly in the saddle, thirsting for the blood of the children of Adam. By the Lord ! 1 was

so overcome that my head drooped to the pommel of my saddle.

A horseman named Mir Muhammad ‘Ata, by race a Barakki Sayyid, belonging to the troops

of the ‘Usman Khan already mentioned, who, to a certain extent, was proficient in Arabic and
Persian, and used to pay a daily visit to the Mir Sahib, had set up a friendship with the author.

At the time I have been speaking of, he was at ray side. He exclaimed ; “ 0 So-and-so 1 Wlmt
“ is the matter with thee ? Thy complexion has turned saffron-colour and thy eyes red as the planet
“ Mars * The hot rays of the sun have affected thee !

” He offered me water from the chmjal or

leather-bottle that he carried, and I re-opened my eyes. I answered: <( I have no need of we ter”;
and I repeated the following quatrain :

Quatrain.

2h% roz Icih atasli-i-mukabbat afrohht-

,

‘Ashiq ro$han-i-Hshq zi ma'shuq a'molclit

;

Az janib-i-dost sar-zad In soz wa gudaz,

%a dar m girift^i-shama* parwdnah na sohht .

tl The day when the fire of affection was kindled,

“ The lover learnt from the loved-ono the bright-

ness of Iovo

;

u Through a friend arose this burning and

melting,

“ So that the butterfly should not fall into the

lamp and burn.”

2S Turkish, *' requisitions in kind levied from the enemy.*
1*
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He said :
“ Say it over again 1 What is it ? ” I replied :

“ 0 brother ! seest thou not that this

fit crowd of lovely faces with white cheeks and rosy lips has brought affliction on my life and faith

,

‘‘ and robbed me of my heart
;
and these dusky eyes with sword-wielding eyebrows and arrow-like

‘‘ eyelashes, how they stab me as with daggers by their amorous and languishing glances, and spill

“ the blood from many hearts.”

He gave a loud guffaw, and glancing towards them he brought forth a heavy sigh, and

exclaimed: “Thou speakest truth, come on so that we may be closer to them. I am acquainted

“and friendly “with a number of them.” I recited the couplet:—
Harzah-gard4-baqh chun bulbul nayam; panea- “A butterfly ami, no vagrant songster of the

naham ,
grove,

Mitaivaiiam lard parwazi
,

hih has bashad u I can wing my flight, and that is enough for

mara. me.”

Two days afterwards the said Mir, on some pretext or other, brought four of these slaves on

a visit to the Mir Sahib
;
and to some extent an intimacy arose, and they came frequently. The Mir

Sahib (God give him rest) treated them with great kindness, and feasted them and received

them with civility. He even gave them money, as much perhaps as fifty rupees.

One of them sang Persian odes (
ghazal) excellently, to the accompaniment of music, and

possessed a heart-alluring singing voice. Every time he came there was a wonderful crowd. He

got me to write him several c/Jiazals and took them away with him,

One of them is the following :
—

Ghazal'

Tara,st qadd chu sarv
}
wa turd,st rue chu mah

,

“ Thou hast the cypress’ waist, thou hast a moon-

like face,

Yale miyan-i-qabd, iva yoke ba zer-i-katah
,

“ The one girt in thy coat, the other showing

below7 thy cap.

Rabudl at manjan , wa burdt az man dil
,

44 Thou hast robbed me of life, hast carried off my
heart,

Yale ba qadd chu saw , wa yale ba rue chu mah ;
“ One by this cypress-like waist, the other by this

moon-like face

:

Ehabar dahad lab-i-tu, wa nishdn dahad rukh-i-
“ Thy lips tell a tale, and my face reveals it,

man
,

Take zi surWiU-la'l,
wa yahe zi zardU-gdh,

s; Those by their ruby redness, this by its hay-like

pallor.

Bud chu bahht wa qadam,
chashn wa zulf-i-tu

44 Be thy eyes and locks lasting like Fate and the

da, im
}

Ages,

Yale zi hkwab-i-nazhand ,
wa yale zi tdb-i- “These by venerated sleep, those by their two-

du-ffih. fold brightness.

Zidard wa hasrat-i-tu dldah wa dil-am har “ From pain and grief of thee my eyes and heart

daur
' for ever

Yale ml-barad hhun,
wa yale bar-arad ah ;

“ The first rain blood, the other heaves a heavy

sigh :

j$huda,st mue manaz\ranj ‘draz
,
wa~zulf-at,

“ By grief my hair is changed, while my locks

Yale chu shir-i-sufed, wa yale chu qir-i-siyah, “ Are grown white as milk, thine still black as

pitch.”

Praise be to God ! Whither are my words wandering !

Hemistich .

Husn-Mn qissah Hshq ast
,

dar daftar na ml- “ The beauty of this tale is love, no volumes can

ganjad . contain it.”
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To return to the narrative. The retinue of the servants of the Begams, which was called the

retinue of the Eararn of the Shah, inarched in the following order. After the morning prayers they

started. Closed litters Qimdri )
were placed on camels

;
these had curtains of red broadcloth,

some decorated, but most of them plain. On several of the camels were large closed litters, but on

most of them two panniers (Jcajctwah) ,
the furniture of which was also of scarlet broadcloth. There

were about two hundred camels. In the midst of them, which was styled the halb , or “heart,” went

fifteen to twenty persons, carried on tahhts, or platforms, in the Hindustani manner, borne on the

shoulders of haJiars (a caste of litter-carriers).

This procession, from the number of covered red litters, formed a sight worth seeing. In

advance, at the distance of an arrow’s flight, went five hundred mounted archers, and as an armed

retinue
(
qur) there followed one thousand horsemen. At five to six gharis (If to 2 hours) after

sunrise they reached their encampment. The horsemen who came first gave a shout, using the

words Yurkal Yurfra! that is, “Withdraw on one side.'’ In every lane and passage in the camp

through which the retinue of the TLararn took its way, every one, great and small, remained with his

face covered by his skirt, until the last of the procession had gone by. If by chance any one ever

glanced towards the retinue, one, two, or three horsemen would ride at him and without a pause

most relentlessly thrash him. The retinue would take four or five gharl (90 to 11*2 minutes) to

pass any given spot. All the people on their road, through the camp, were in a most extraordinary

condition of apprehension, and you might say each of them was a man afflicted by God.

The camp of the Shah was pitched in two portions. The first was the male and the other the

female quarters. Between the two was left an open space of about the width of two or three arrows’

flight. The female camp was called the Earam

;

the men’s camp had two names
;
where the Shah

sat was styled Khargah and where the scribes of the office were placed was called the VariMmah.
In the screens of the Khargah

,
facing the Darilchdnali ,

there was one large entrance, constructed of

wood, painted of an azure colour, and partly gilt, on which were beautiful flowers of many sorts

depicted by the brush. On the top of the gateway was placed a large dome made of copper, two sides

of which were gilt, This was called the Qubbah-i-Sliah (the Shah’s cupola). It was so high that it

could be seen at a distance of three to four leagues (9 to 12 miles ?). If the light of the sun were

over against it, it shone from afar, and the men in charge of the baggage train were guided by it to

their destination. It was there that the Shah’s own tents would be found.

At each of the two wings of this entrance stood a large standard in a gold-embroidered scarlet

broadcloth cover, From the top of each standard hung a bow upside down, and a flower-pattern

cloth, viz., a waist-cloth, hung down from each end of it. To each bow notch a naked sword was

attached to the bow-string
(
ckillaTi). If a halt were ordered, the two swords were placed upright.

If there was to be a march, then at nightfall, one sword was let down and placed upon the ground.

These were the signals of a halt, or a march.

To go on with the story. When the Shah marched from Faridabad and reached his camp, the

fort of Ballamga<Jh was three Icos to the north. ‘Imad-ul-mulk represented to him that the fort of

Ballamgadh was close by, and the infidel Juwahir Singh, son of Suraj Mall, Jat, with Shamsher

Bahadur and Anta Mankher, two Marbattah chiefs, were within the fort. His Majesty’s wisest

course was to detach a strong force to drive the fumes of overweeningness out of their beads.

The Shah said: “ My scheme is to uproot the forts of Dig and Kumher. What is there for me
“to attack in little forts like this?” He (

4Imad-ul-mulk ) represented: “If these rebellious

“fellows did not happen to be in this fort alive, it would be of no importance. At this moment, when
“ the infidels have taken refuge so near to us, to leave them unmolested and continue our march,
“ will raise many suspicions,”

The Shah replied :
“ Take with you Afzal Khan, the Ghilzab, who is at the head of forty

“thousand men, and invest the fort.” ‘Imad-ul-mulk and the said Khan arranged for the
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investment of the fort. The garrison went on fighting with swivel-pieces and muskets until the

hour of afternoon. The Shah from moment to moment sent off express riders to ascertain progress.

After the afternoon prayer the Shah started himself and soon reached the spot. The Mir Sabah

followed, and the author with him, as related above.

Then the Shah in his own pure person inspected the fort from all four sides. He fixed on one

direction and caused the ground to be measured with a rod up to the foot of the walk and caused the

cannon called Kullah-i^hltunbdrah2^ to be brought, and ordered it to be fired into the air.

Kiillah-i-Jchunbarah sent its charge up to heaven and it returned to earth within the fort* By
concussion its two pieces, which were of iron in the shape of a large casket (durj), split asunder, and,

wherever they went, reduced everything to splinters. What chance had a human being of standing

against them ! The firing continued for four or five gharl (If to 2 hours), the aim being constantly

altered. Changing from one position to another, the balls were sent in one after another. In short,

after the same fashion, four other mortars
(
hullah) were brought into action. A number of the

infidels within the fort were killed, and great confusion arose there.

At this time the Shah was engaged in the evening prayers, and continued to sit on his

prayer-carpet till the time of sunset prayers ( namdz-i-maqhrib ), then night came on. All three chiefs

of the infidels came out of the fort and slunk into the ravines adjoining the river Jaman ( Jamnali).

It was not known in what direction they had gone.

After the lapse of twenty to forty-five minutes, sounds not issuing any longer from the fort, the

Shah ordered it to be stormed. Strong bodies from all directions moved conjointly upon the gates

in close formation and effected an entrance. The gates were broken open with axes, and all persons

found within the fort were put to the sword. But of Juwahir Singh and the others not a trace

could be found. ‘ Imad-ul-mulk himself came into the fort and inspected the corpses one by one
;

but as he reported to the Shah, the accursed one was not among them.

The skirmishers were ordered to keep a watch over the neighbourhood in all directions and take

care that he (Juwahir Singh ) should not get away in safety. In spite of all their activity, no trace

could be discovered. Some days afterwards, Hidayat ‘All Khan, faujddr of Shukohabad, was

introduced to ‘Imad-ul-mulk by the Mir Sahib. This jaujdar told us he was in the fort with

Juwahir Singh. The Jat chief, Shamsher Bahadur, Anta Mankher, and he, (Hidayat ‘All Khan)

dressed themselves in Qizzilbash clothes, and, going through an underground chamber into the ditch

of the fort, they threaded their way through the Shah’s troops, and hid in some ravines near the

Jamnah river.

For two days and two nights they remained concealed in that spot, and got not a mouthful to

eat. Such terror had overcome them that they would not emerge even to drink water from the river*

When the Shah had marched away, they came at night time by a route they knew before to a village,

and there mounting a bullock-carriage reached a small fort in another village. There he (Hidayat

«Ali Khan) went to sleep
;
where the other three vanished to he knew not. All he could find out from

the guide was that ten matchlock-men and one horseman had come with three horses, and carried

them in some direction or other.

To make a long story short, after the taking of Ballamgadb, the Shah told Tmad-ul-mulk to

make out a list of all the cash and goods found in the fort, and produce it before him. Accordingly,

there were found in the fort, twelve thousand rupees in coin, with pots and vessels of silver and copper,

and gilt idols, 14 horses, 11 camels, clothing, grain, and much other goods. All this was

confiscated. The grain was delivered to the sursdt (the food-supply department, see ante). Of the

cash total five thousand rupees were given to Afzal Khan and two thousand to Tmad-ul-mulk. Two

camels were presented to the Mir Sahib. The Shah made a two days’ halt at this place and issued

an order for slaughter and plundering.

2* « The blood-shedding Heel,” probably a mortar, and so named from its shortness or shape.
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It was midnight when the camp followers went out to the attack. It was thus managed
; one

horseman mounted a horse and took ten to twenty others, each attached to the tail of the horse preceding

it, and drove them just like a string of camels. When it was one watch after sunrise I saw them
come back. Every horseman had loaded up all his horses with the plundered property, and atop of

it rode the girl-captives and the slaves. The severed heads were tied up in rugs like bundles of

grain and placed on the heads of the captives, who by the Abdalls are called Hannah
, and thus did

they return to camp.

After afternoon prayer (juhr) an order was given to carry the severed heads to the entrance gate
of the chief minister’s quarters, where they were to be entered in registers, and then built up into

heaps and pillars. Each man, in accordance with the number of heads he had brought in, received,

after they had been counted, five rupees a head from the State.

Then the heads were stuck upon lances and were taken to the gate of the chief minister. It
was an extraordinary display ! Wherever your glance fell nothing else was to be perceived but
severed heads stuck upon lances, and the number could not be less than the stars in the heavens.

Daily did this manner of slaughter and plundering proceed : Wa shab ra az farydd-i-zanan
Mh bah asiri awardah

, ha dnha suhbat mi-lcardand, goshhdi mardum Tear mx-shudand, It was a
marvellous state of things, this slaying and capturing, and no whit inferior to the day of Last
Judgment.

All those heads that had been cut off were built into pillars, and the men upon whose . heads
those bloody bundles had been brought in, were made to grind corn, and then, when the reckoning
was made up, their heads, too, were cut off. These things went on all the way to the city of
Akbarabad, nor was any part of the country spared.

In addition to all this, five thousand Rohelah foot soldiers had joined the army. Each man
procured some thirty to forty buffaloes. The plundered goods, such as jewels and clothes, they loaded
upon these buffaloes, and established a market of their own within the camp, where they sold all

ese things at low prices. Cloth goods worth ten rupees they sold at one rupee, and those worth
one rupee for eighty tanhah. Copper and other vessels that had been broken up were strewed along

e route of the army and no one stooped to pick them up. Excepting gold and silver nothing
was carried away. 6
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enemies may withdraw from his territories. Patents for the provinces of Audh and Bangalah were

in preparation in his (Ahmad Khan’s) name. “Thou, who art of his tribe, hast been asked for, and

“as I look on you as my son, I wish to send you for the execution of this project in the place

“ of any princely heir. I follow after you stage by stage.”

Jangbaz Khan assented, made his obeisance, and straightway sought the chief minister at his

tent. Mir Sher Andaz Khan was sent for. The papers stating the demands of Ahmad Khan were

read. Then he (Jangbaz Khan) said to the chief minister: “I command no more than five

“ thousand horsemen, while Ahmad Khan has not much of an army, nor any funds. How can

“ I eject the Marhautahs or occupy suOah Audh ? Shuja £-nd-daulah possesses a treasury and an army,

“and is the governor of that province. The same thing applies to the territory of Bengal. Thus,

“the undertaking of these enterprises is opposed to reason and wisdom. I decline to go.”

The chief minister said : “ When you were in front of the Shah you accepted and then left his

“ audience without a protest. Now you are raising difficulties. Wliat does this mean ?” Jangbaz

Khan answered : “ I was unable to say these words to the Shah himself.” Then Tmad-ul-mulk

intervened, saying : “ The army is part of the provincial government. Whenever the province has

“ been made over to Ahmad Khan, he can collect as many troops as ever he likes. The whole race

“of the Afghans form his army, there must be two hundred thousand fighting men of his tribe.

“You are only nominally required to impress people with dread of the Shah. Knowing you to be

“ a brother of the same race as himself, Ahmad Khan applied for you.”

Jangbaz Khan would not agree but continued to give a flat refusal. The chiet Wazir carried his

words to the Sliah. His order upon this report was to send ‘Abu-us-samad Khan instead. The

chief minister told the Mir Sahib what order the Shah had given, and asked him to write about it to

Ahmad Khan, and call upon him to state his views The Mir Sahib pointed out that what

Ghazanfar Jang (Ahmad Khan) wanted was the nomination of some prince of the imperial family —
as for the rest, he would see to it himself. JAbd-us-samad Khan commanded thirty thousand horse,

and for the time being the daily expenses of such a force could not be provided. For this reason

he indicated Jangbaz Khan, whose force is only five thousand men.

Then the Mil* Sahib proceeded to the tent of Jangbaz Khan and presented the shawls, et cetera,

the gifts intended for him, as previously detailed. Out of the whole present he accepted only a pair

of shawls and returned the rest, saying ; “Nawab Ghazanfar Jang is the chief man of my tribe, out

“ of politeness I accept a pair of shawls. I am no king or minister that I should extend my foot

“ beyond my due station.” The Mir Sahib insisted much, but not another article did he accept. As

to marching himself, he absolutely declined to do so.

Two days passed in this fruitless discussion. On the third day, when the Shah happened to

make a halt at one of the camps, Tmad-ul-mulk and the Mir Sahib laid before him the proposal

that he (the Shah) in person should march as far as the town of Mathura, and there make some

stay. Then whatever Ahmad Khan proposed, i£ it seemed advisable, could be carried out. The

Shah said: u It is well.”

Bubric. — March of the Shah towards Mathura on the representation of Mir Sher Andaz Khan, and

after reaching it and making a seven days’ halt, he starts on his return to his own country.

On the day that the Shah entered the neighbourhood of Mathura, he crossed the Jamaah and

encamped near Mahman (Mahaban?), where there is a same, built by one Sayyid ‘Abd-un-nabl
,

25

and it goes also by the name of Sarae Nabi
;

it lies two Isos to the east of Mathura.

25 He, was made faujdar of Mathura on the llth Rabi II., 1079 H. (26feh September 1068), and was killed in an

attack on a Jat fort upon the 21st Zu,l IJijjah of the same year (24th May, 1609), Mafisir-i-'alamgiri, 74, S3.
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En route the Mir SaLiib paid a visit to Najlb Khan, who was at Bindraban with Jahan Khan.

These two nobles had marched fourteen days earlier, and had carried out a general slaughter in the

country round Mathura and Bindraban, and had halted there. The author went with him (Sher

Andaz Khan). Wherever you gazed you beheld heaps of slain; you could only pick your way with

difficulty, owing to the quantity of bodies lying about and the amount of blood spilt. At one place

we reached, we saw about two hundred dead children lying in a heap. Not one of the dead bodies

had a head. In short, we reached the quarters of Najlb Khan and sat there some three quarters

of an hour. The stench and fetor and effluvium in the air were such that it was painful to open

your mouth or even draw a breath. Every one held his nose and stopped his mouth with his

handkerchief while he spoke. The Mir Sahib said to Najlb Khan :
44 How can you relish your

“food or a drink of water I” He replied : “What can I do, lam under the Shah’s orders; in

44 default of his order I can move nowhere.
”

When I got to the town of Mathura I saw exactly the same state of things. Everywhere in lane

and bazar lay the headless trunks of the slain
;
and the whole city was burning. Many buildings

had been knocked down* A naked man emerged from the ruins and asked me for a little food.

I gave him some money and asked: 44 Who art thou ? ” He said :
44 I am a Musulman, I was a

44 dealer in jewellery, my shop was a large one. In addition to precious stones and engraved and
44 mounted goods, I had 4,000 rupees in cash in the shop. On the day of the slaughter the Shah’s
41 army suddenly appeared, when nobody had the least expectation of them; it was at dawn.
44A horseman, drawn sword in hand, came at me and tried to kill me. I said I was a Musulman. He
“said: ‘Disclose your privities.’ I undid my cloth. He continued: ‘Whatever cash you have,

14 give to me that I may spare your life.’ I gave him my 4,000 rupees. Another came and cut me
44 on the stomach with his sabre. I fled and bid in a corner. My shop was emptied. For several

44 days past I have had nothing to eat, but a few uncooked grains of corn. Camp followers come
44 in day after day and knock down the houses. In many places buried treasure is discovered and
44 carried off. But still there are hoards left in other places not yet found by any one. If you can
<e take me to the camp with you and place men at my disposal, I will point out the hoards/’

In brief, I made over to him a sheet to cover him, and brought him with me. When I reached

the bank of the Jamnah, I found it was fordable. The water flowing past was of a yellowish colour, as

if polluted by blood. The man said :
44 For seven days following the general slaughter, the water

“flowed of a blood-red colour. Now fourteen days have elapsed, and the colour of the water has
44 turned yellow.” At the edge of the stream I saw a number of BairagI and SuniyasI huts, huddled

close together. These men are ascetics of the Hindu faith. In each hut lay a severed head with the

head of a dead cow applied to its mouth and tied to it with a rope round its neck.

To continue my story. I brought the man above referred to with me and produced him before

the Mir Su-hib. The next morning, with the permission of the cjiief minister and Tmad-ul-muik, ten

horseman of ‘Upmau Khan’s regiment were sent with him and several axe-men. He took them to a
house. After they had applied their axes once or twice, a box was uncovered. It held two hundred
gold coins, several pieces of diamond, half a sets weight of jewelled ornaments, and the same
quantity of plain gold ornaments. After that, several other places were broken open, but nothing

was discovered.

We came back and displayed the property before the chief minister. The Wazir made a sign to

the Mir Sahib saying :
44 Half I give to you and ‘Irudd-ul-mulk, half is mine.” The Mir Sahib

represented that he had never accepted plundered property. 44 All belongs to Your Lordship, for

“ you have come from your own country with the intent of upholding the Faith and expelling the
44
infidel. You are engaged in a Holy War, and this is a special holy place of the infidel” The

minister rejoined : “ Well, I give it you from myself.” But the Mir Sahib still refused.

On the next day the Mir Sahib attended the Shah’s audience. The Shah was inspecting the
lists of booty from Mathura that had been drawn up by Jahan Khan. After he had done this, ho
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conferred robes on Jahan Khan and Najlb Khan, and told them to move on to Akbarabad, where

there were many wealthy men, who are subjects of the Jat. These must be either slain or made

captives, and all their property seized and delivered over to the officials of his government. That

same day they made their first march towards Akbarabad.

At the same audience the Shah said :
et Is there any one who can compose a rhyme on this

« victory ; the meaning must be that I have given Islam peace from the oppression of the infidel, the

« words durr-i-durrani to be included in the date-giving line.” You must understand that the

Shah styled himself Durr-i-Durrdni .
26 At the head of his missives, instead of his own name, he

wrote these words in gold ink with his own hand.

In the Shah’s army was an Afghan poet, a native of Kabul, -whom be knew by sight. His

name was Khawas Khan, and his pen-name was Bezhan. The teaching of Prince TaimuT Shah was

confided to him. The Shah sent for this man and instructed him as to what he wanted, telling him

to reflect on it and bring him the result. The Mir Sahib told this story to me.

Next day the Mir Sahib was at the quarters of ‘Imad-ul-mulk. There Khawas Khan said that

two days had gone by and he was still puzzling over that chronogram and the expressions required

in it by the Shah. He could not get it into shape. The Mir Sahib began to speak of me and then

sent for me. I went to the place. ‘Imad-ul-mulk said to me : “ You, too, must try to think this

“out.” I gave no reply. He went on: “Certainly — you must have a try.” I answered:

* I have no choice left
;
but I must have till to-morrow to prepare it, and I will then produce it.

”

That same day I set to work and got the hemistich for the date, and then composed a strophe

of two couplets, which I made over to the Mir Sahib. The hemistich for the date is ;

Ba Hind adman namud Islam Shafai-durr-i-durrani

1169 Pf.

« c The King of Islam, the pearl of pearls, brought peace to India.”

The morning afterwards, the Mir Sahib stated to Tmad-ul-mulk that So-and-so (z, e. y the

author), after reflecting two or three hours, had written this chronogram in a rhymed strophe.

* Imad-ul-mulk inspected it and approved it highly
;
then he said it was very excellently written and

quite perfect. He sent for the writer and said to me : “ Your Mir Sahib wishes to place this

“ chronogram before the Shah, while I say it is not wise to do so ;
for this reason that the Shah

“ will summon you to his presence, and will doubtless present you with a robe
(
hullali), but he is

“sure to say also,
4 Remain in attendance on me,’ He will appoint a monthly salary and rations,

« carry you off with him. What are your ideas about this ? ” I repeated this hemistich

—

At roshriad-i-taba
4
/ tu bar man bald shudi

“ 0 sharpness of wit ! thou art my damnation,”

and held my tongue. After a moment or two ‘Imad-ul-mulk made a sign again to me, and said

:

“ What is your wish, speak.” I replied :
44 This loyal servant obeying your exalted order brought

“forth ‘moist and dry* (rath yabis'l). So long as the Ml? Sahib does not turn me away, men

“ may offer me lakhs of rupees, and I would not le,ave him. ” He answered : “ The men of towns, in

“particular of those round Lakhnau, who are famed throughout the realm for their noble descent and

“valour, are extraordinary creatures, full of airs and graces (ba an o hdn)B

«6 “ peari 0f Pearls.” No doubt he, like the rest, had worn in his ear a gold ring, mounted with a pearl, when

one of the household slaves of Nadir Shah. Before he rose to power a f&qlr had prophesied his success, and styled

him Durr-i’duTran,
“ Pearl of Pearls.” Hence his epithet of the Durrani t

“ the man of the Pearls.”
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After the writer had returned to his quarters, Tmad-ul-mulk, in ray absence, said to the Mir

Sahib: “ Let me have Muhammad Hasan, and he will live With me as your representative. I will

appoint you to the office of Branding and Verification [of troopers’ horses} and the inspection

“ of the personal rolls of my soldiers
;
it will be your office and he will be your deputy.” The Mis

Sahib answered :
“ Muhammad Hasan is ray right hand

;
if your Lordship designs to amputate ray

•’«

hand, what objection have I ? These speeches were reported to me by the Mir Sahib that night,

and he added :
“ Now let us wait and see what happens. Whatever country or whatever office it

•« be, you will not go away from me.”

To return to our story. As Jangbaz Khan persisted in his refusal, the chief minister and

Tmad-ul-mulk and the Mir Sahib sat from early morning to midday in consultation upon what should

be done with regard to Ahmad Khan’s business. After much argument Tmad-ul-mulk advised

that one of the princes of Hindustan should be appointed to the stibcths of Audhand Bengal, and

despatched in charge of him (Tmad-ul-mulk). Jangbaz Khan should also be sent. If he agrees,

well and good ;
if not — it is the emperor’s country, and in the non-presence of the emperor, the

prince affords a perfect claim and title. Wherever he directs his steps, crowds of helpers will join

him. The kingdom is his kingdom. Not one of the nobles and rajahs of Hindustan, except they

be disloyal, will act in opposition.

Thus they reported to the Shah that if His Majesty had planted in his heart the desire to assist

the emperor of Hindustan, then one of the princes, sons of the emperor of Hind, ought to be sent

for
;

a patent for the eastern provinces should be granted to him, and he should then be sent off in

company with Jangbaz Khan. In this manner the said Khan’s (Jangbaz’s) scruples would be

removed, and all others concerned would be re-assured.

In accordance with the chief minister’s proposals, the Shah considered the plan and held it to

be a good one. At once he wrote and sent off a letter to the emperor of Hindustan, ‘Aziz-ud-dm,

*Alamgir Sara, calling upon him to send a prince at once, without any delay. The emperor of

Hindustan selected two princes
;

the first was named Hidayat Bakhsh, holding the title of Wala
Jah, Bahadur. He was a son of this same emperor of India. The second was Mirza Baba by

name and ATa Jah by title, the emperor’s son-in-law. They were despatched under the care of

Nawab Saif-ud-daulah, the Chief Almoner (,sadr«us.sadur). A patent for the Audh province was
made out in the name of Mirza Baba, and for Bangalah in that of Wala Jah, aforesaid. The emperor

affixed his own seal to these, and handed them to the princes. At the time of leave-taking he said to

Nawab Saif-ud-daulah : “ I make over these two princes to you in trust. If something in the shape
41 my heart desires can be accomplished, my purpose is fulfilled; otherwise, these pledges, entrusted
” to you, I shall demand again. See to it that they fall into no one else’s hands.”

The said Nawab, taking the two princes with two elephants, one riding horse for each, and
a mere soldier’s tent, reached our camp by forced marches. The Shah also issued to them patents for

the provinces in accordance with those given by the emperor of Hind. The chief minister persuaded
Jangbaz Khan, and the Shah added : “My son, I will not leave you to be destroyed, my hand is at

your back.”

* Imad-ul-mulk received an aigrette and a plume. A handsome set of robes, along with
a jewelled aigrette and a feathered plume for Nawab Ghazanfar Jang, Ahmad Khan, were made over
to the Mir Sahib. At the time of leave-taking the Shah said to the Mir Sahib :

“ Sayyid, wherever
“ I may be, if a letter from thee reaches me, whatever request you make, it shall be attended to. Set
“ your mind at rest.”

As the weather was hot and it was the season of the spring harvest, a great deal of sickness
appeared in the Shah s army and it took one hundred rupees to purchase one sSr of tamarind*
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a drink made of tamarinds being prescribed -with benefit. Daily one hundred and fifty men died.

Finding that the climate was adverse, the Shah arrived at a fixed decision in his mind to return to

Wilayat. He despatched the princes and Traad-ul-mulk and Jangbaz Khan to Farrukhabad
;
while

he wrote to Jahan Khan and Kajlb Khan that as soon as they had read his letter, and wherever

they might be, they must start for his camp. Giving oyer this letter to
4 Imad-ul-mulk, he

instructed him, and two days before his own departure started him and his party off for

Farrukhabad. The Shah himself two days afterwards marched from Mathura, and, taking the

route rid Kabul, made his way to Qandahar.

Let us go on with the story. The Mir Sahib went stage by stage with that expedition as far as

Akbarabad. Jahan Khan had carried out a general slaughter in that city as far as Hilah-gnmbaz :

then he invested the fort. Rajah Nagar Mall and others were shut up in it. They finally agreed to

pay Jahan Khan four lakhs of rupees, promising to produce the money on the following mormng.

Three hours after sunrise had passed, when Tmad-ul-mulk and the others made their entry into

Akbarabad. Owing to the general slaughter and the investment, the city was in confusion as if

Judgment Day had come. The inhabitants of the city had disappeared.

Tmad-ul-mulk went straight to Jahan Khan and made over to him the Shah’s letter. After

reading it he said:
41 1 have a promise to be paid four lakhs of rupees to-morrow morning. I stop

<* fiere to-day and up to midday to-morrow. On receiving the sum named from Nagar Mall, I will

begin my march.” Tmad-ul-mulk retorted: “That is impossible. This is imperial territory.

<* 'VVhat damage has been done cannot be helped. But now the Shah is on the march and you have

4

4

got this order. Relinquish the hope of collecting the rupees, for after the receipt of them there

<£ will be delay.”

Jahan Khan said :
44 One lakh has been promised for this evening, get that paid over to me.

44 Then what harm is there if I march.” Thus Tmad-ul-mulk sent word to Rajah Nagar Mall. The

latter thought it a lucky escape and sent the lakh of rupees to Jahan Khan the same day, and that

Khan began his march at the time of evening (maghrib) prayer, and went away.

The day after this we made a halt in Akbarabad, The princes and Jangbaz Khan crossed the

Jamnah and pitched their camp in a line with Katrah Wazlr Khan.37 Then quitting Akbarabad

they moved stage by stage as far as parganah Mainpurl. During these marches two or three

things happened, the record of which is worthy of being dwelt upon.

From Akbarabad, Najlb Khan sent his full brother, Sultan Khan, with four hundred horsemen

in attendance on Tmad-ul-mulk. When the princes, Tmad-ul-mulk, Jangbaz Khan, and Sultan

Khan reached Mainpurl, they consulted and decided to halt there. The Mir Sahib was to go on to

Farrukhabad, aud bring back Ahmad Khan with him. On his arrival, whatever was decided on,

could be carried out. The Mir Sahib left the author with the tent and baggage at Mainpurl and

departed for Farrukhabad. Nawab Ahmad Khan sent t*wo tents with screens for the princes, and

one tent with screens for Tmad-ul-mulk. They wrote to the author that he was to deliver these

tents at their respective destinations and obtain and forward with all speed answers to the letters.

The Nawab himself would join the camp in four days. The author carried out the instructions sent

him by the Mir Sahib.

On the fourth day, iu the morning, a messenger arrived with a letter from the Mir Sahib, saying,

that on that day at one watch after sunrise the heir-apparent, Mahmud Khan, would reach the

camp in advance, and the Nawab himself would reach it in the afternoon. I carried off this letter to

vi On the left bank, opposite Raj Ghat, between Nawabganj and the river ; see Constable’s <c Hand Atlas/’

plate 48.
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Imad-ul-mulk. When he had looked at it, he said: “ Go to Nawab Yahya Khan” (Who had also

come with us28) “and on my behalf say to him that I am mounting to go out and escort into

“ camp Ahmad Khan. He, too, should mount.” I went, gave my message, and returned.

At this point another messenger came in to say that Nawab Alimad Khan must have reached a

place five hos distant, and his son, Malrmud Khan, was in his company. ‘Imad-ul-mulk sent the

author to Jangbaz Khan requesting him to mount and come out to act as escort. I went and said

the Nawab Wazir had sent this message. He jumped up and said : “ Fulan-i-mcin has mounted and
“ is coming to me, what care I, and why should I go out to greet and escort him in.” I came back

and repeated his words to Tniad-ul-mulk. He was putting on his clothes, ready to mount. He sent

the author back again, telling me to say that the Mir Sahib had handed me over to him when he loft,

and what could he write to the Mir. I then left him. At length the said Khan also mounted. He
and ‘Imad-ul-mulk and Yahya Khan went out four lo$ to meet the new arrival, and together with

him they returned to the camp.

Early next morning ‘Imad-ul-mulk went to the tent of Ghazanfar Jang Ahmad Khan. The
two of them then mounted in one litter, and in another litter was Mahmud Khan. In this mode they

went to see the princes. When they reached the entrance there was a long stoppage and both

pallets were struck by men with their maces of office, so that a great uproar ensued at the entrance

and it lasted for some hour and a quarter. Everybody exclaimed that this was a part of the ceremonial

of sovereigns, and nobles look on it as a part of their grandeur. In fine, after an audience, robes of

honour were conferred on both, that is, father and son, with a sword and horse for Mahmud Khan.

In the afternoon Nawab Sultan Khan came to visit Ghazanfar Jang. Upon his reaching the

entrance he attempted to enter. One Mushrif Khan, the chamberlain (‘arz-begi) of Ghazanfar Jang,

said :
“ Be pleased, sir, to wait a moment until I have announced you.” He went in and reported.

The Nawab remarked :
“ Say to Sultan Khan that he must wait twenty minutes while I put on my

clothes.” On hearing these words Sultan Khan was offended, and made off to his own tent.

Ghazanfar Jang remarked : “ What idea had he got into his head ? Is he not aware that he
“ was once in my service, and to this day the descriptive roll of Najib Khan is preserved in my
record-room ? ” The words were carried to Sultan Khan, and he ordered his advance tents to

be sent out in the direction of Dihli, as next morning he meant to start for Shahjahanabad.
‘Imad-ul-mulk interviewed Ahmad Khan that evening, and said whatever the occasion called
for, and gave him advice. An outward reconciliation then took place between the two nobles and
they had an interview. After that Ghazanfar Jang went to Sultan Khan’s quarters, and one day
entertained him at a banquet.

After one week we marched from Mainpuri, and all the chiefs on reaching Farrukhabad pitched
their tents on the Ganges bank close to Fathgadb, Two days afterwards news was received that
Nawab Sa dullah Khan, Rohelah, ruler of Anwalah and Bareli, had come to an agreement with the
Nawab ShujaSud-daulah, and they had exchanged turbans. Then ‘ Imad-ul-mulk proceeded to
Anwalah and prevailed on Sa‘dullah Khan, Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Mulla SardarKhan, Ponde Khan,
Fath Khan,saman, and the other leaders to march for the prince's camp.

At this time news came that ‘Imad-ul-mulk had been made a prisoner by the Rohelahs of
Kafeehr. It so chanced that on the same day ‘Imad-ul-mulk reached Farrukhabad in safety. The
same day at noon another report reached us that the Marhattab army had arrived within two
marches of us, and on that night or next morning would be at Farrukhabad. ghazanfar Jang
brought away from Farrukhabad all the inhabitants, and conveyed them to our camp on the bank
of the river. So complete was the evacuation that there was not a soul left ia the city.

The eldest son of llhan Bahadur, Zahariya Khan, a, former governor of Labor ; his mother and Tmad-ul-
nmlk s mother were sisters, daughters of I f

timad^d*daulah, Qamar-ud-din Khan, the Wazlr who was killed in 1748.
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At the end of five days Sa‘dullah Khan, with the chiefs named above, arrived on the further

bank of the river and encamped there. They were written to and asked to cross over the Ganges

and join our force. This they did, and the whole army was united near parganahs Mihraba&and

Jalalabad.29 The tent of SaMullah Khan himself was pitched three miles (one farsoldi) from us.

Nawab Shuja e-ud-daulah began a march out of his own territory and arrived at parganah Sandi

and there halted. Between the two armies there was a distance of nine Icos. When a week had

passed, he (Shuja^ud-daullah) sent his wife’s brother, Nawab Salar Jang, to Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan,

with a message that if at this time he would espouse his cause in this great and difficult business, it

would be the height of favour.

Then Nawab Shuja -ud-danlah one day left his camp and drew up outside of it, and gave an

order that commanders should report the mustering of their troops. On that day the regiment

MIm Bash! of Sadiq Beg, Mughal, was ordered to parade for inspection. Sardar Khan, the leader of

five thousand Mughals, attended, but of his whole command only twenty-five horsemen put in an

appearance at the muster. All the rest out of fear of the Afghans — they having of aforetime

received a terrible handling from Ahmad Khan — had fled with their families from Lakhnau, and

Banglah, [i. e ., Faizabad], some going to Benares, some to ‘Azimabad, some to Allahabad and other

towns. No man of the Mughal race was left. From that day the said Nawab discharged all of the

Mughals. He was in a high degree anxious and perplexed.

The only course open to him seemed that Nawab Sa^ullah Khan should, in whatever way was

possible, put an end to the war and invasion. Nawab Salar Jang remained several days at Nawab

Sa‘dullah Khan’s tent, while some settlement of the dispute was being arrived at. One day there

was a general report in Shivja6-ud-daulah’s army that Salar Jang had been made a prisoner. At

that time great consternation arose, especially among the men from Shahjahanabad, and the whole

group of Begams was in a great state of mind. Next day they learnt that it was all a mistake.

To continue the story. With Ahmad Khan were about fifty thousand horse, old troops and

recruits, as entered in the lists. The Rohelah force was even larger. Every day i&e princes’

audience was attended by all the leaders, including Jangbaz Khan, Hafiz Bafimat Khan, Mulla

Sardar Khan, Bakhshl, and Nawab Ahmad Khan. They remained. until noon and held consulta-

tions
;
but Sa‘dullah Khan would not agree to appear.

In the end Tmad-ul-mulk said that Sa‘dullah Khan must come to the princes’ audience. That

Nawab paid no attention to this. Still, one day he came and was honoured by presentation to the

two princes, A title was conferred upon him, viz., Shams-ud-daulah, Mubariz-ul-mulk, with the

grant of robes of honour and a sword. The other chiefs admitted that they were willing to obey

the orders of the emperor and of the Shah
;
in whatever direction the princes might advance, they

were ready to follow in their train and take part in the contest and battle-fray. Accordingly these

assertions they supported by an oath. Sardar Khan, Bakhshl, Hafiz Rahmat Khan, and Donde Khan,

went off to see Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan and informed him. He said : “ You may fight, I do not

“ forbid you
;
but not in the very slightest will I become ally or supporter of any man on either side.”

They said he ought to remain with the army until the province of Bengal was recovered
;
no

such opportunity would ever fall to their lot again.
..
The said Nawab, however, refused absolutely,

and repeated his former answer. ~ Then x>ne day a report -came to Jangbaz Khan that horsemen from

the army of Shuja‘-ud4aulah had driven off his camels while- grazing. It was noon-time. As soon

as he heard this, the said Khan lept from his place like a coal from a flaming fire and instantly

went to see the princes, flung his turban on the ground "and said :
<fi At once ’I ride out to fight

;

29 These are to.the north of the Ganges,' on the Andh border.
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« with you I have no concern.” The prince took his own turban and placed it on Jangbaz Khan's

head and said a few words. Jangbaz Khan came out and rode off, followed by his troops. The rest

of the divisions, one after the other, mounted and took the field*

When they had come out two Jcos from the camp, a fierce storm arose, a cloud of yellow dust

rose so high into the air that neither sky nor earth was visible. An hour and a half afterwards

heavy rain came on, which lasted one and a half to one and three-quarter hours. All this wind and

rain blew in their faces. So violent was the torrent of rain that the small streams could only be

crossed by swimming. Jangbaz Khan halted where he was, in the expectation that when the wind

lulled and the rain abated they would be able to move again, and begin the fight.

The wind and rain were so severe that all the tents in the army were blown over, the horses,

pulling up their tethering pegs, dispersed in all directions, and the men were involved in difficulties

and discomfort* The disturbance continued for full three hours, and the wind remained as high as

ever and the rain as heavy.

Seeing no help for it, Jangbaz Khan ordered a return march from that place at three-quarters

of an hour or one hour before sunset, and re-entered his camp. He remarked: “0 friends ! it

“seems as if we were acting against God’s good pleasure. I am convinced now that for a further

“space of time the stay in this region of the Marhattahs and others, our enemies, has been

decreed.”

After two days he sent a message to the princes through Nawab Sa'dullah Khan that Nawab

Shuja c-ud-daulah had agreed to pay five lakhs of rupees to the Shah's army as a tribute. As

Jangbaz Khan had heard that the Shah had started for his own kingdom, he had accepted this

proposal. Next morning a lakh of rupees arrived in cash
;
and a cessation of hostilities was

arranged. Nawab Ahmad Khan lost heart, and was displeased
;
taking with him the princes and

‘Imad-ul-mulk he returned to Farrukhabad.

Two days previously the author had started with a note from princes Hidayat Bakhsh and

Wala Jah Bahadur, in consultation with Nawab Saif-ud-daullah, who to some extent had become

estranged from ‘Imad-ul-mulk
;
and Nawab Ahmad Khan had made several speeches to the Mir

Sai?ib, through which his displeasure betrayed itself. Thus he, too, (the Mir Sahib) was a sharer in

this consultation. He sent the author with the said note to see Nawab Shuja £-ud-daulah.

This was the 3ubstance of the note. If a force were sent to a distance of two or three kos

from us, we will leave this camp on the pretext of a hunting expedition, and come to join that force

and then come on to you. You must also send twelve thousand rupees in cash*

When I (the author) got to Shuja'-ud-daulah’s camp, I obtained an interview through Agha
Mirza Muhammad Sadiq and Mir Ghulam Rasul (alias Mir Manjhle), grandson of Nawab Sipahdir

Khan, deceased, whose grove is at Allahabad.30 Shuja‘-ud-daulah said: “ To-morrow I shall be
u employed in getting together the lakh of rupees that I have agreed to pay. The day after that

I will give you an answer and send you back with Mir Ghulam Rasul Khan.” After this

I went to visit Shekh Sahib Shekh Allahyar31 and Sayyid Nur-ul-liasan Khan « both being

then in the service of Nawab Shuja‘-ud-daulah and commanders of cavalry regiments. With
them I spent the day.

On that same date Nawab Ghazanfar Jang Ahmad Khan and ‘Imad-ul-mulk, taking the two
princes, recrossed the Ganges and returned to Farrukhabad. The Mir Sahib (Sher Andaz Khan)

80 mai1 was %e son of ®an Jahan, Kokaltash, ‘Alamgir’s foster brother. He was governor of Allahabad
towards the end of Alamgir’s reign, and died in 1130 H. (1718). The name of the grove has been now corrupted
into “ Bagh StLbahdar.”

81 Both natives of Bilgram. The former, H. M. Elliot’s "aconrate Murtaza Husain,” is the author of the
valuable $afoqat*ul-aqalMn, also written at the instigation of Captain Jonathan Soott. NSr-nl-hasan Elan finally
moved hxs home to Patnah Azimabad and died there.

* —
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also went back to Farrukhabad, Tbe nest morning, when I reached the site of the camp, I found

nobody but Nawab Sa‘dullah Elan there
;
thus I stopped in his camp along with Mir Ghulam Rasul

Khan. As the zamlndars were out on the roads plundering, it was impossible to proceed to

Farrukhabad. It was with the greatest difficulty that I got a note sent there for the Mjr Sahib,

His answer was that I must stop where I was and begin a negociation to get him (Sher Andaz

Khan) into Nawab Saffiullah Khan's employment. I (the author) obtained an interview with tbe

Nawab through Mir Ghulam Rasul Khan. The Nawab said : “From this day I take you into my
service, and as soon as I reach Anwalah, I will send a panvanah summoning Mir Sher Andaz ID an.”

That same day Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan ordered his army to march in the direction of Anwalah,

while he himself, unattended, went into parganah Pall to meet Shuja‘-ud-daulah. After they had

passed a night in the same place, Sa’dullah Khan returned to Anwalah. When he had arrived he

sent a parwanah^ inviting the Mir Sahib to come with one hundred horsemen. The letter was made

over to one Shaham Khan, whose home was at Mau
,

33 with orders to forward it by the hand of his

own servant to Mir Sher Andaz Khan.

Ten days afterwards the said Khan’s brother sent back the letter unopened and wrote that Mir

Andaz Khan had been appointed faujdar of the parganahs near Anupshahr, which had been granted

by tbe Abdall Sbah to Nawab Ahmad Khan. He had received robes of honour and had departed

for his charge. The two princes and Tmad-uh-mulk had started for Shahjahanabad. Jangbaz

Khan had remained on at Farrukhabad, awaiting the money payment promised by Shuja*-ud-daulah .
33

The author took the returned letter to Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan, or, rather, after I had opened and

read it, I made it over to him. The Nawab signed an order fixing tbe author’s pay at forty rupees

a month, and appointed me one of the gentlemen troopers (yakkah). Jangbaz Khan wrote from

Farrukhabad for the money agreed on, as to which the Nawab (Saffiullah Khan) had made himself

responsible. Nawab Shuja‘-ud-daulah paid one lakh of rupees, and in regard to the remaining four

lakhs he made a promise to pay in fifteen days, and went back to Lakhnau.

When one month had passed and the money had not arrived, Jangbaz Khan came to Anwalah

in person and demanded payment. Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan said that Rajah Min Rae, his diwan ,

was at Bareli
;
u ban he came back a correspondence would be opened with Nawab Shuja‘-ud-daulah,

and in a week the money should be handed over to him (Jangbaz Khan). A week went by, but the

diwan ,
from several causes, was still detained in Bareli and had not returned to Anwalah.

Jangbaz Khan crossed the Ramganga river which flows between Anwalah and Bare! 7

,
and went

as far as Bareli, where he surrounded the house of tbe said diwan> and there was a great disturbance.

That very day he obtained tbe four lakhs in cash from the diwan
,
and then made a start for his own

country. Thus the sum fell to be paid by Nawab Sa'dullab Khan, and not a copper of it was

recovered from Nawab Shuja -ud-daulah.

The author for twelve years remained in the service of Nawab Sa‘dullah Khan. Upon his death34

(May God give him rest and admit him to Paradise), I was two years in the employ of Nawab ‘Abdullah

Khan, the former Nawab’s brother and holder of parganahs Sahswan35 and UjhyanI, ei cetera

.

Having taken a few months’ leave and gone home, I heard there that Nawab ‘Abdullah Khan, while

engaged in playing with a large snake, was bitten by it and expired. I therefore decided not

to return 36

S3 Mau Rashld&bad to the west of Farrukhabad.

s* The Ser Mutaqherin,” HI* 148, says Tmad-ul-mulk had reached Farrukhabad on the 7th Shawwal, 1170 H-

(24th June 1757).
u Sa'dullah Khan died on the 5th Sha'ban 1176 H. (18th February 1763), aged 27 years—TanM-i-Mufyammadi'

Thus the period of service under him could not have exceeded six years.

85 Both now in the Budaun district, United Provinces.

8« 4Abdullah Khan died on the 7th Safar 1180 H. (14th July 17S6)~Tarilh4-Muhammadh
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Nawab ‘Abdullah Khan was an able poet; his pen-name was 4Asi. He was also a capable

musician and painter; and he knew a lot of secrets about snakes, and spent much time in playing

with them. At length his fate came from a snake’s poison and by God’s decree he passed from this

transitory world. May God give him rest.

Couplet.

Dwya>8t dar4-be-baqa
,
‘uqU^t mashrut-i-fana “ The world is a passing show, eternity conditioned

by decay

:

Bas ¥hub shud kiss yad-i-md in ham guzasht
}
an “Enough that in memory of me this and that

lam gmasht . happened,”

[The EndJ

Additional Notes.

The chronology of this invasion may be here farther elucidated from the TariJch-z-Ahmad Shall?

B, M. Oriental MS., No. 196, ff., 62*. to 98*., and Tdrlhh-i-'Alamgir Sdni, B. M. Oriental MS.,

No. 1749, ft., 84*—128*.

Ahmad Shah sent out his tents from Qandahar on the 22nd Sha'ban 1169 H. (21st May 1756)

and marched on the 27th (26th May). About three weeks later Iraj Khan arrived as an envoy

from India. Kabul was reached on the 9th Shawwal (6th July 1756). About the end of August,

Qalandar Khan was seat to India with Iraj Khan. On the 22nd Zu,l Hijjah (16th September) the

march from Kabul began ; the camp was at Jalalabad on the 8th Muharram 1170 H. (3rd October

1756), and his advance troops entered Lahor on the 4th October. The Shah reached Peshawar early

in gafar 1170 H. (end of October), Qalandar Khan received his firsts audience at Dihli on the 6th

gafar (30thOctober 1 756). The march from Peshawar was resumed on the 22nd Safar ( 1 5th November).

On the 27th Rabi‘1 (19th December 1756) Agha Kiza Khan was sent by the Indian Emperor to Ahmad
Shah. Some time in Rabi‘ II. (23rd December 1756 to 20th January 1757) Ahmad Shah moved from

gonpat to Narelah. On the 4th (26th December), after a consultation, the emperor’s tents were sent

out to Katrah Malialdar Khan (close to Badli), and Ya‘qub ‘All Khan, Afghan, undertook to obtain a

favorable settlement from the Durrani. On the 28th (19th January 1757) Tmad-ul-mulk appeared

in the Shah’s camp at Narelah. Ahmad Shah entered the Fort at Dihli, sat on the throne, and

coined money, 8th Jamadal. (28th January 1757). Khan Khanan (Intizam-ud-daulah) had been

made Wazir on the 26th January
;
and the marriage of ‘Imad-ul-mulk to Mu‘In-ui-mulk’s (Mannu’s)

daughter took pla'ce on the 20th of February.

Ahmad Shah „marched eastwards on tbe 21st February and Jahan Khan carried out the

slaughter at Mathura on the 28th February 1757. The two princes, who had been sent for,

left Dihli on the 14th and reached the Shah’s camp on the 18th March. The Shah’s return march
began on the 27th March ; he reached Faridabad on the 29th, and on the 2nd April moved to a place

between Badli and Narelah. From that point his movements do not concern us.

The dates of the ineffective campaign against Shuja‘-ud-daulah may also be given, On the 3rd
April 1757 the princes were at Mainpurl,.and Ahmad Khan, Bangash, joined them. They moved
on to the Ganges on the 4th and Hidayat Bakhsh proceeded to Itawah, while Miraa Baba
remained at Qadirganj till the 19th. When ShujaMid-daulah came out, the prince retreated to

Farrukhabad. The princes recrossed the Ganges on the 30th May and Salar Jang arrived from
Shuja‘-ud-daulah on the 10th June. Terms were arranged, and on the 24th June the princes

crossed back and returned to Farrukhabad. They moved on to Dihli and ‘Imad-ul-mulk followed

with Ahmad Khan, Bangash. They were at Kol (‘Aligarh) on the 14th July, "and four Jcos from
Dihli on the 23rd. ‘Imad-ul-mulk oh the 13th September 1757 introduced Ahmad Khan at Court,
he having been newly appointed Amir-ul-umara (vice Najib Khan).
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' THE CHUHRAS.

BY THE RET. J. W. YOUNGSON, D.D., CHURCH OF SCOTLAND MISSION r SIALKOT,

(Continued from jj. 31.)

8. The Creation.

Awwal itaidd s&jiyfi sab thin p&rd

Pdhi uttoh toriyd, phir sab bayan.

Allah Mauls sdziyd lau9 kalani, samm te

dsmdn.

Chdnd te siiraj sdjiyd tdredh ndl hhanyd

dsmdn .

Barf bare ho gaye ne dqldn de pardhdn

Tdre gihe mjdhge f
kurd haijahdn ,

Ckele sifidh joridh sab hhol bayan.

Boz qiyamat mil suraj akhih. kaddhogd soldh9

Kals te chandoe dtdh iadoh Bhdhidh null- lordh

Otthe Bdld pir karegd Shihidh didh gaurdh

Sdyd hbvctyd- chandoe da
,
baddal didh lordh

Bud suho khdh mbmino, phir sat jugiodli,

Khwdja Eulak Dds ho Ishare nipdlt.

Ek pauh vaggegdjalien, duya chdnd Shdh degd

dikhdli

Allah rasoijieuh lei bah Hess thdlj

Jag sapuran ho gayd, Kulak Bds di vdrt9

Chile siftdii joridh bar hart tiydri.

Otthe Bdla dhhiyd Babb nun, rnerd man sawdl

Allah dd ndm karegt inert kali zdt

- Tussdhjag de vich da nil, dehd dhldr,

Tain jag sapuran hbmgd,
dargdh-i-darbd?

Allah othe Jhamipre ndl
,
ktid iakrdrt

Tere Shdhijag karnge vdr dtho vdr,

Allah dassS-kholke sdre narwdr,

Thdh rakhih pbchhe phulldh de hdr

Chhdndd sdddd rdkhhd awwal viclihdr, -

JDiloh ghundi khdlahge tdh dedhgS diddr

Tdihjag sapuran hrnegd
,
dargdh darhdr

Chele siftdh jbfidn, park ndm chatdr.

Jkaumpre agge Babb de drj gujdn

Jag sapuran na howegd vdr dihd vdriy

Main nuh 6the ghat dejitihe dSzakh di avdri.

ShdM mere rahhhS
,
je ehand sUdre.

Allah dkhed Bdled, ten pdk kamdi

Ape kalam palcar IS, kdgaz te siydhi,

Chauddh tabak bakhshd le sdri Ibkdi,

First- God created water everywhere.

From this beginning all the story then

He gave o£ the creation. God the Lord

Made tablets, pens, the earth, the heaven.

He made

The sun, the moon, and filled the shy with stars.

Full many wise men lived and died, but none

Could count the stars. The world is vain.

All this _

Disciples have in full recorded. Lo,

Upon the Resurrection Day the sun

Will ope bis sixteen eyes; the canopy

With golden poles will shade the SMhis then.

Great priestly Bala then will help the Shahs.

The shadow of the flag will refuge be

Like shadow of a cloud. Believers, hear,

The true-age prayer, when Kalalc Das will

stand

With Khwaja. Both will be our helpers. . Then

Tempestuous storm of wind will sweep the

earth.

The Shah will come, in form a second moon,

And God will sit and eat with him. What time

The offering was made by Kalak Das

It was accepted. Hymns disciples sing,

So carefully preparing. Bala spoke

To God, and said, ‘ My supplication hear.

My kindred black thy name adore
;
do thou

For ever in the sacrifice preside.

Appear to us, and prove our sacrifice

Acceptable to thee within thy court .

5

A promise true God made to Jhaumpra. ‘ See,

Thy ShaMs all must sacrifice — the day,

The eighth, a sacred day must ho.

5 And so

God gave him knowledge of the mystery,

Command to keep the altar swept, and eee

That garlands of sweet flowers encircle it*

‘ The sacrificial portion due to me - -

The inmost be — it is the first and best*

If they their hearts unlock I will appear

And will accept their sacrifice,

5 How read

And ponder well the record of His praise*

So Jhaumpra made petition to his Lord.

* To sacrifice on every eighth is hard

;

For me impossible
;
like moon and stars
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Tert gal nahih pherni jo bar lei sdu

Bdle pir pahar lei, hdgaz ii Mai,

Varhi di jag haroge ih mudddimi,

Bdli pir ummat bahhshd lit Team hoyd dsdni

Chili siftdh joridh, var Durgd Bhowdni .

Cm ih each pauh dhani.

Awwal sift Khudd di child bahde ,

Mdh ti pitd nuh siviih jaih sansdr vihhde .

Devi mdtd sevieh, jaih shabd sikhdL

Pir, paihambar
,
auliyi, Eabb dp bands

Bhunni ddhi bijweh jauh hhitjamde
,

Jihrd lawe ajmatdh sohi oh pir halide

Aggi pahre sack di, huchh ho gage ne kor
,

Sack duniyd thin tur gayd, jhuth paydi jor,

Ldlach laggd sack nuh
,
Eabb bandyd ckor

Jhuthe painch hi manniye
, phireh bare lilor.

Is pahre de ddmi hie bare atatt
,

6rah sifat suhduhi hoi lent nahih rath

Sidqdhwdlf suhahgi besidqdh nahih pah,

Jinhdh suhiyd sidq ndl
9
bihishtih varn beshaqq

Augahhdrd child Uyd Langar Shdk de vdri
,

6h sannhdh bahut mdridh Jhugge bahut ujdre
,

Crab dkatthd dhhe shdhdni dudre
Jitne aib saivdb sdh bahhshd leyi sdri
Os nihhdh dharidh ndm didh dhar stitar chdri
Chile upar nihhdh de chad hit usdri
Ndm bahiyd itnd jdh ambar tdri

Barahat Bdle pir di hoi hanhdr na mdri
Chili sift bahdhdi hi hiti tadbir,

Agge Bdli pir di hdyd ddmangir
Duniyd tdh be hits hdh nahih jag na sir

Aqibat vili baurhd tUh sachchd pir
Sifat slurb ham di man hari bichdr
Sab haqiqat pir di suhdwah zdhir

Bdld pir dyd duniyd ti das autdr
Chili ddniskwand hi hoe lahh hazdr
Unkdh nam hahdyd itnd hoi beshumdr
Ordh nahih dyd ndm dd sab challi nihdr

Preserve my Shahis, even if thou must

For ransom me cast into hell.’ God said,

* 0 B&la, thou deservest well : take pen,

And ink and paper, for I grant thy prayer.

Throughout the world thy followers shall be

saved.’

So priestly Bala took a reed and wrote,
4We make a yearly sacrifice,’ and thus

Great Bala had his followers’ sins forgiven,

’Twas easy. His disciples sang his praise,

Bhfiwani aiding, goddess eloquent.

The Lord of wind and sky alone is true.

The first of God’s commands disciples sing.

To father and to mother honour give,

Who showed the world to us : the goddess too

Who taught us truth. The priests and

prophets all

Were made by God. If perfect seeds are sown
Straight barley grows from out the earth,

and so,

When fruits are good the priest is proved

a true

And perfect priest. The former ages all

Were times of truth, hut truth has left the

world :

Untruth prevails : Desire attacked the truth

With onslaught fierce. God made this thief

desire.

False teachers are received, and proudly walk
Amid an evil age, where wicked men
Do wickedly. All this I must reveal.

The true will hear, the false reject, hut those

That hear with faith at last will enter heaven.

A sinful man am I, disciple horn

Within the time of Langar Shah. ’Twas he
Broke into many a house, and many a hut
He burned. At last he came, repentant he,

To seek the gates of Bala’s shrine, where he
Had all his sins forgiven. The name of God
He made foundation sure, and, as with plumb
And compass, straight he built a hiding place,

The base firm resting on the name of God,
The top far reaching to the stars of heaven.
The blessing Bala gave accomplished this.

There is no room for boast. To write a song
Assayed the priest’s disciple. Thus he caught
The hem of B&la’s garment as he prayed,
And said, 4 0 thou true priest, the world is

vain,

No sacrifice have I, no merit, none :

Be thou my helper in the end. How shall
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Sdddtjdndi tiydridh man hare vichdr

Httkam Bdlepir dd kaddhdh ndmoh qahdr

iSidqdhwdle suhahge hor I6h gaiodr

Jinhdh suhiyd sidaq ndl-dh pa-ye azdboh pdr

4, Story

Andar NanvarkSt de Shdh pir Dhagd nd
t)hdd bdjfi2 purd hoyd dp rehed aniijdnd

Chhe rnahine guzar gaye pir muridijand

Variyd Dilli dnke bar suhd hand.

Agge Chuhrd namharddr si ohddndm Sadhdhd .

Os palang ddhyd pir dd sire te rahh sirhdnd .

Turt ha turbi pir dd chad Jcitd khdhd

Pir vehhe palang te ( vehh harm rahbdna )

Vagdr pet sarhdr dt hohudl bhajdyd.

Thatti vare dhhe namharddr buldyd

Chuhre sabblioM de bddshdh farmdyd

Ai asddddjdh nahih ghar pir e dyd

Ih ddhdd ledId ndng hai bddshdh azmdyd

Is de bdp Ahbar Shdh dd manjd gagan

bhoudyd

Isa Hand didh hotlidh bahhsMdh sohhe than

bahwdyd.

Ndle chdli manjedh dd hald bahhshdyd.

Sawd pahr din charhiyd manjd dhart lahdyd

Ih hi Mid ndhg hai use pir ddjdyd

AsddM ghar sahhdedh mi dj pir e dyd

Chele si/tdh jofidh, park ndm suhdyd
,

Kdfwdl utthbh palteyd Chuhre nahih jdhde .

Wazir amir puchhde tu Tcyuh nahih dhde

Puchhan Khair Bin nu kitthe tur gaye wdndi

I praise thee in a song P My heart would sing

My theme shall be the virtues of the priest.

Ten times did Bala come a priest indeed

Into this world—ten millions had he wise

Disciples—men that thought upon the Name.

But never yet could measure it. They left

The world and went iu wonderment. I too

Will leave it, and my -heart exclaims/ The

priest,

Great Bala thus commands, Adorers of

The Name escape God’s wrath : the righteous

hears,

The rest are ignorant. But those that hear,

And trust; shall be set free from fear of pain.

In Narwark6t there lived a great high priest.

Dhag&na. When his father died he was

A child, hut, six months passed, the time

drew near

When his followers must be visited. He came

To Dehli clad in red. The lamharJLdr

A Ckuhra was, his name Sadkarm, he

A bed prepared all for his priest, and placed

A pillow on it. Then in haste he cooked

His food for him. The priest regards the hed.

How wondrous are God’s works. A messen-

ger -

In haste came running to the Chuhras
5

homes,

And to the headman orders gave to send

The Chuhras all—the king commanded. ‘ But ’

He said,
4 we cannot go to-day—our priest

Has come—beware, he is as dangerous

As any serpent. All this knows the king:

He tried him once, for this child's father sent

King Akbar’s cot straight to the sky, for

which,

He gifted him the fertile village lands

Of Isa Nand, a golden temple too,

And freed him forty villages from tax.

That priest all in the morning caused the bed.

Suspended in the sky to seek tkeearth.

This young priest too a cobra is, the son,

Of him we spake of. This we longed for. Sir,

He visits us/ This song all in his praise
?

His true disciple made. The messenger

Brought word', ‘ The Chuhras will not come.’

The king

of Dhag&iaa.

93 JBAJdt L&l Khfyn
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Kotwdldh te Chuhreah muddhoh vair jinndhde

Ckaukiddr Tchalolce pallid Idyd

CMhre nahih aunde ghar pir ne dyd,

6s de Idp Alcbar Shdh dd manga gagan bhu-

dyd

Gussd hhddd Jahdngir muhh muritd dyd

Uho pir pahar leaund na jdhd pdyd

6hu pkdsi deiid ledhe, Iho huham sundyd

Lashhar bddshdh de chd Mti dhdi

AggS baithd pir si Shdh deh vatde

Bdl aiydhd bah gayd dyd Jag di Khdi

Huliye phere bddshdh dessdh vick sdre

Uho pir pahar leduhd Rabb mere bdp de sirbh

mihhd utdH

Chtihra Ghkappari Rand si ndm Many sadde

Os pir andar luhdyd
, aukld vihhde

Bdrdh haras di larM Idr pir de Idi

Vidh mdtd juri val chhaddi
,
Icauh hatde

Chele si/tdh joridii, parh ndm suhdih .

Jdh kandre naddi de pir child 33 hamde,

Bdrah baras guzdrlte phir vihde ,

Roza bdrah barsdh dd andj na hhde

Muhh ihih Rabb dheaun peyd tap hamde

Shdh namuna ndm si tadbh vir phir akhde

JPir kare tapassiyd chele dkh suhde

Mail Nur Divdni 6dari ulhjangaljde

Jangal suttd pir si. Jd Mali powdndi
Oh dd mds gayd sukM bah Ml buldndi

Talidh jhas jdgaundi munh thin shirmdndi

Jekar Mndd bdl
,
pird, main pei khaddndi

Angah disdd sohhd kyun ddarjdndi

Par main lar laggi tudde meri umar vihdndi
Main ghar baithi tudde bin dammdh bdndi

Pir Dhagdhd uthke dalil guzdri

Bare bare balwant ne ranndh ne mdre
y

Rdwah Lank luidyi Sitd de mare
Kahn churde mundri Guzri pair khildre

Demanded, * 0 Khair Din, why brought you

not

Them forcibly ? Where are the idle folk ?

’

Police and Chuhras are old enemies,

A watchman standing by adds fuel to fire.

5 The Chuhras will not come because their

priest,

Whose father sent great Akbar’s bed sky high,

Is come.’ So Jahangir was angry. Drops

Of sweat stood on his brow. 1 Go/ cried he,

‘Catch

This priest, and see he flee not. Bring him
here,

And hang him 1

5 So the king’s command.

The king

His army marched against him, but he found

No force opposing, for the priest there sat

Transformed into an infant who was brought

To Jagdi Khai, while every province round

Was taught to seek and him identify.

The king commands that he in chains be

brought,

If haply from his father’s name God wipe

The old disgrace away. A Chhappari-band,

A Chuhra, Mang by name, concealed the

priest.

He hid him in his house and showed, instead,

His children. Then in marriage to the priest

He gave his daughter, girl of summers twelve.

'Twas Yidh, the mother, that united them,

And none may separate the pair. Now far

The praises publish that the true disciple

sang.

The priest upon the river bank engaged

In contemplation. Twelve long years he passed.

Twelve years of fasting, solid food he’d none.

He worshipped God, and lived an anchorite.

Then God alone he knew, and so he came

To be a worthy priest, Alone he lived,

Until his own disciples came to say

His wife, his Nur Div&ni, missed him much*

And grieved for him. She ran towards the

wild,

Even where her priest was sleeping. There

she stood

And bowed beside his feet. His flesh was
dried

Upon his bones. She called him
,
standing near

She clasped his feet to wake him modestly.

83 Period of abstraction and meditation.
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Rdjd Bkoj ghord bah gayd, ram ohdbah mdse,

Aivehjadd paihambardh lav moe vickdre

Nam leo immat dd sab ranndh ne mdre

Jahangir Ghugatta bddshdh ,
Dilli de Idre

TJknu gdh gaxji dumhi,
assih hauh vickdre

Pir JDhagdhd uthhe ah ndrd vdhyd

Arsha, azim hambiyd, bhuchdl si dyd.

Maibat dharti Dhaul nuhd dcohh Idli dyd

Khabar Mi dargdk vich, Rabb vehi pmhdyd

JETukam zbrdvardh dd veM bhauhd dyd

Puchhiyd dke pir nu, Tussdh hi farmayd ?

Main died dhariyd adhe vich tel hi pdyd

Batti de chhad bulhe sack bar Khuddyd

De nur aphe nur thin na rakdii trekdyd

Main maujdd Bald pir huh main ih farmdyd,

Le sanehe pir de vehi mur jdndd

Jitnu hdl haivdl si sab dhh suhdndd,

Oh mauj dd Bald pir hai
,
tan rdzi hondd.

Jhol piydre nur dd Babb dast phardndd

Deiii dodh nu vandhe ihhd jehd chhdndd

Ih hi dwih dashe Shdh Bdld dhndd

Mat hoi cheld is di oka gal bhdwdndd

Ih bard zSrdwar pir hai mat azmat Idhhdd.

Sure dvih dashe ihdi ahwdh

Jhdd adab hamd hoi ndl dMydh

Ih ehdd surd ho sid, nahih ant baycm.

Ih chhatti jug jal biml vich kitd ashndn,

Bar sippdh andar rakhiyd hhud ndl dMydh

She said, ‘My priest, had you been still a

child,

I would have fondled you as once I did.

Ah me ! had my dear home resounded sweet

With children’s voices, then I had not thus

Been here. You wed me but my youth, alas,

Is passing swift away. Oh let me stay,

And serve you like a slave/ Dhagana. rose.

And mused
,

4 A many valiant men have been

Undone by women. R&wan lost Ceylon

For Sita. Gujri fascinated Kahn
What time he stole the ring, and Ranja Bhoj

A horse became
;
his wife applied the whip.

And thus the sous of prophets fought and
died.

They said they died for men — for women
Twas

They died. Great Jahangir Chagatta, once

The king of Dilli, gay bridegroom became,

And lost his honour to a dancing girl.

What will become of me ? * Dhaganst cried.

He rose, he shouted, till the heavens shook.

The earth did quake
;
the white ox Dhaul for

fear

Did tremble, and the light of day grew red
Like blood. The voice straight penetrates

Heaven’s conrt.

Forthwith God sends His angel Gabriel.

A message brings he from the Lord
;

lie conies

So speedily all to the priest and asks,
* What seekest thou?’ The priest replied,

‘A lamp

Have I prepared, and placed within it oil.

And eke a wick : light thou the wick. True
God

Who art. Light from thine own light give

to me,

Quench thou my thirst, for BdU priest am I,

A wanderer free. My one request vouchsafe/

So Gabriel, back bearing his request

Presented it, with explanation, ‘Lo,

’Tis Bala, wandering priest, that makes request.

And will not be content till it be given

A cup of sparkling light/ God gave it free.

And placed it in the angel’s hands. He said,

* Give them, the husband and the wife, give

both

An equal share, and say that Bala comes

Into the world again. Let none refuse

To hear him, for he is a mighty man

Of God. He may be angry, in his rage
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Agge gayd cluniyd te nau verijawdn

Run daswih vdri tudh ghar dyd parwdn

Par sadhe ih de ndm tdri 1i6hd qurbdn .

VeM nur dittd vandke dasse pir de ahwdh.

Jehre ih de murid ne ,
bihishti jdn .

Nahih qadr firishtidh ,
ihnu dh buldii .

Juii agge Dharm Bde de khar jd puchdh,

Shdh Bdle de murid nun na pawe dhuwdn

Jitne aib sawdb ne sab bakhshe jdh

Jo Shdh Bdle de murid haih> ndl nek nigdh

Khulle darwajji varegd
,
ho beparwd .-

Massalii jehre bah gaye unhdh di kti nahih jd

Oh Narake ddkliil hohge, dozakh di hhd

Munkir te Nakir bi} phir lekhd mahgah
y

Nekiaii badidh puohhhge, ndle haddidii bhahah

Jq Shdh Bdle de murid haih
y
na puchhah na

jammah .

Ohdd ddar karnd itnd ndle pakhe jhulah

Pir piydla nur dd pi ghar val dyd

Divd baled jot dd ohnu Babb vadhdyd

Nau mahine gujar gaye pir hukhe dyd

Ayd rdt sohdg di mdh shagan mandd
Arshdii thin firishte ziydrat nuh de

Divedh de bdlke shamdddn jagde

Rurdh paridh baitlike sab mangal gde

Ziydrat kareo pir di Rabb p&ri pde

Rdt saniohar vdr di pir Bdld jammi
Balde dive mat h6e uth ddi bhanni.

Gurhii dhi ntir di vioh sone chhanni.

Pahild darshan man kitdjis pdyd thahhih.

Pir dasweh autdr je suhid akhih te kannih .

bavin sadi gujar gayi agge daswih punni
Pir pandit dkhde, Pir bhdre pdo .

He may dishonour some. Go, Gabriel, go,

Declare to them the signs, and see that they

Give him due honour. He is great, so great,

His greatness none will measure. On the deep

He floated six and thirty ages
;
then

He gave oblations ; in the shell I kept

And shielded him from harm. Nine times

before

He has incarnate been, now in thy house

A tenth time he will come. Let all regard,

And sacrifice themselves to him .

5 An equal

share

The angel gave them, and the signs he showed
‘ Who follow him will go to heaven at last,

The angels dare not summon them, nor dare

To bring them to the presence of the king

That rules in Hell. No force unlawful will

Compel the followers of Bala Shah.

Their sins will be forgiven who look with faith

To Bala Shah. All fearlessly they come

And enter free the doors of Heaven, but those

That are Masallis straight will enter Hell,

Where flames await them. Munkir and Nakir

Will strict examine them, a record true

Of deeds, both bad and good, they will demand,

And then theyTl break their bones, but Bala’s

men
Will be nor asked, nor born again. All grace

Will them be shown, and fans be waved on

high

To cool them .

5

Bala drank the cup of light

And homewards sped— a lamp with heavenly

light

Was given him. Nine months passed, a child

was born.

One happy night the mother omens sought,

And lo ! from heaven high came angels down
To see the eMld. Bright lamps were lit, and

placed

On stands
;
bright fays and fairies came to sing,

‘ Behold the priest, and God be with you all/

On Saturday, by night, the priest was born,

The lamps that burned grew dim, the midwife

ran

In fear. The child’s first draught was one of

light

All in a golden cup. His mother looked

And saw him first. She gave him milk and so

The priest was now the tenth time incarnate.

Hear ye with eyes and ears, the ninth is passed,

The tenth great age begun. The Pandits said,
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Bdrah varlie is nun na vd lodb

Scthkt sitdra is da je each pitGhhdo.

Ih deviedh vichchah bard hai; na gal vaclhdo.

j&ujre Shall Mugim de hoi gaddi bhdri.

Pir sdHb de poire saiyicl balhdri.

Kisi dil ft jdke othe chugli mart,

Tdli Chuhreah de }ir di hoi beslmirart

Snhke saiyid pir ne gaddin jordidh

KuhdrS unhdh uthd leye mondhe dhar par

ndidh .

Tali db belli dhhe sab nazrdh harde.

Trae dare bahahge sohhe hdricjar sdf harde.

Phull laggahge takhtidh buhe sohhe bahcle ,

Sohhidh bahidii chauhhidh ,
ghar burdh dhdidh ,

Saiyid apb tick bahshe saldh hat tail di harde

.

Pir Dhagdha jdhe mur arzdh hardd

Ndle pir hahhdd pbyd, Babb thiii clardd

Par chdcha jis nun ahliiye panel chd, nahih

hhardd.

Sayid, zordioar ne
,
Babb hthar ih hardd

Pir T)hagand Saiyiddh de ndl na hoyd hdhld

Hor andar pir hai is tdlvivdld

Tdli hath nahih lauhd, mat hard uckdla.

Saiyid dhnde, ‘ Led , K.hdh, tuh dahhahwuld l

Pir Dhagdha parthe mur ghar ml dya.

Qufal utdr bhdre dd ziydrat pdL

Jitnd hdl hawdl si sahh dkh suhue ,

Pir Sahib de pbtre tdli vadhan ne de

Phir hhdli us ne nahih jduhd bdjh dehkdihhae

Tdli hdbat huohh nahih jag mihhd Ide

BdU nuri bdp nun phir arz suhde

Sddde ddhde sahib di tdli hauh vadhde

Bahhsli zabdni rahm bar sir hhdh ralde

Jehar saya sdhibdd tur dpijde

Pir Dhagdhd dhUd ,
'Tussih bid aniydiie ,

* The child must hide twelve years in darkness

drear
;

j$o light must see— his star is powerful. He.

If you the truth would know, among the gods

Is strongest. This keep secret.*

SMh Mugim 84

Had his last resting place where Saiyids brave.

His grandsons, lived. An enemy brought

them word

The Chuhras dared them cut their shisham tree.

The shisham tree the priest of Chuhras loved

Is great. The Saiyid priest, this hearing,

yoked

The oxen to the wagons. Saiyids took

Their axes, shouldered saws, and stood beneath

The shisham tree. Regarding it they said,

* Yes, three good doors the tree will make, the

wright

The boards shall plane; we’ll carve them fine

with flowers.

So beautiful they’ll be — and lovely chairs

We’ll make — our wives will run to own

them.’ So

The Saiyids talked with purpose fixed and

firm,

To fell the tree, but Pir Hhagana came.

He begged them to have patience, not to cut

The tree. A priest he was and spoke them fair

As fearing God. A man may make request

And humbly say ‘Friend, help me with my

load.’

The friend thus meekly asked no aid affords.

Just so the Saiyids harsh comply not. What

Will God do now ? Dhagana, priest, was calm.

He to the Saiyids said, ‘ The Master is

Within
;
touch not the tree

;
you’ll rue it else/

The Saiyids angerly cried, * Who’s the man

That will prevent us? ’ Priest Hhagana came.

Unlocked the door that led to chambers dark

Beneath the ground, and looking on his son

The rightful priest, the story told him thus

< The grandsons of theMuslim priesthave dared

To come with purpose ill to fell the tree,

The shisham tree. But learn they must to

feel,

And recognise, our power. The tree itself

Is little worth ;
the insult offered us

Is great. The world will scoff/ But Bala said

s* Mugtm for Mukim : of. rmgaX,
which is probably for mukai.
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Andar is bhbre de b&rah sdl vihdne

Am utthoh nashe hat dukh vihdne.

Ndl dage de mdrde Nathoh bdj chhaddhe

Be parwdidh mdidh oh dpe jdhe

Bdle Nurt dkhiyd
, hyuh hdl gowdo

Main nun aphe dukh dd hh6l paid suhdo

.

Khare upar chdrhke mainun cha nuhdb

Chhatii sdl di bandagi lekhe bade Ido .

Je manjiin Sdhib di, fateh upar pao.

Faqr namtine us nun ik gal suhdi ,

Euhe duha bijvdh jauh hhet jamdih
Jihlcar dve jitke fath upar pdih.

Nahth td dheri aphi ddde hoi jamdih.

Lehe izan bap dd pit kdre taiydri
,

Bhaha neze vdng hai andaroh hole bdri

Andar oh cs dargdh de pir Ide tdri

Duniyd utte glialiyd
,
main nun bah gayji bhdri

Tudhe parde kajiie bar madadgdrt
Kehd Babb pir nun hyuh soch guzdri

,

Takabbar hath talwdr hai nahih chaldi kdrx .

Qabza hUl talwdr dd tu banh le dhari.

Saiyid dl rasul di panje sher de mdrih
Ghele siftdh jbridh park ndm chatdru

Pir bhdreoh nihliyd md lendi vdri

Okda mathd Bdle chand dd jteuh asmdne tdre

Chand jiveh dsmdn tejiveh chamhdh mare

Mr matiU dd chamahdd lendcl UsUdre
Pir poshdhdh pahihidh nahdhe Upar hkdre.

In answer to his father, * Who will dare

To cut the tdli tree, which is the Lord’s,

Forbid me not and I will lay in dust

Their heads
;

if on me rests God's power,
behold,

Like chaff they go.' But priest Dliaganasaid

‘You’re still a child—within this cell you’ve
lived

For twelve long years : defeat meaus dire

disgrace,

And if you’re killed, a hawk escaped, alas,

Is not more swiftly lost to sight than you.'
‘ The Lord is all resourceful/ Bala said,

‘ Why weep you P Tell me all your grief, and
seat

Me on a basket, bathe me, glorify

The Lord who gave me grace to worship Him
For six and thirty years. If He appears,

My adoration paid, then victory

Undoubted will be yours/ The father then,

Like hermit true, made this request. 1 Essay
Your power : a grain of corn sow, which sown
Shall in an instant grow if victory

Is ours. If not, then insult and a grave
Beside your fathers will your portion be/
The boy, his sire assenting, now prepared
To go. Like burning coal he went in wrath.
With speed as of a spear. His heart was

fixed

In prayer all close within God’s presence.
‘ Thou,

0 Lord, didst send me to the world
; behold,

Thy servant now is troubled. Succour me.’

The Lord addressed the priest, ‘ Why art thou
sad?

Pride grasps a sword in vain
;
no wound it

makes

:

Grasp thou thy sword’s hilt, sharpen it and
cut

Clean off the lion’s paws, Muhammad’s race/

These songs are sung, compiled by followers

true.

Oh read and sing God’s name. The priest

emerged

From out his dark seclusion. Giving alms
His mother kissed her son— his forehead

high

Was like the moon. It shone as do the stars

That shine in heaven, or like the moon aloft

That beams and glows. The beauty of his

face
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Atar te amir ne utte ham vichdri

Fir hhorioh hikliyd saldm md nuh hardd .

A icivai sevdh tuclh nuh merd pir hai hhardd

Futrjdh den te md ddji nahih hardd.

hsaih howen gindhdoli, rag halejd hhardd ,

Bihi dkhe Skdk nuh hiveh ih najde

Mdh pair ral baithhe chd heth vadhde

Isaim nir na thiliyd duhh halejd hhde

Fir hdhld ho peyd mat tdli ivadh le jde

Vidid hoyd pirji , mdh hhair pukdre.

Khalqat di hamdhe , log pind de sdre,

’Arzdii harn hath banhke sab dar de mare

Shir te bhagidr de
,
hauh ugdki dkdri

Tdliivdld pir hai
,
har hist nuh jdppe

Chhinj tamdshd vehhhe log agaye ape

Log tamdshagir ne, holjhwrde mdppe

Fir Dhagdha dhhdd Allah hare sujdppe

J)oveh ikatthe ho pai jut pae ne sdni

Fir ih dkhe
, Saiyidd, hoi de nishdni

,

Tali vadhdhane a gaeoh tainu Mi girdni.

Aithe hi mar javehgd hojdehgdfdni .

Gussa dyd Saiyid nuh , aggdh dyd

Fir nuh jhirahhe os hohdrd chdya

Pir panjd ughamd magar Saiyid de Idyd

Jitnd lahu sarir dd sab bdhir dyd

Zamin te jd peyd na bole buldy

d

Manji utte paki sir nafrdh Ghdyd

Khudiwctle nuh mdrda Babb e dp farmay&

Jadoh child ravdnnd har rehd jadoh vaddhan

nuh si dyd

Shah Dhigdhd dhhdd pir lakh hajdri

Ik miydn nahih meondidh huh do talwdrih.

Pei pair nahih jiundi ra{ ihse thdU

Jan Nishaurd mall bakdjidi mund Khiydlj.

Like izan bdp dd pir ghore charhiya

Majjaloh majjali&yd a Nishaure mriyd

Agge choudhri Rdm Chand si, jis vdggah te

phariyd

Bahjajhandd lake, kihd Jiariyd bhanyd.

Shot dazzling rajs. The priest on basket

bathed

Now fully dressed and scented, issued forth.

He made obeisance to his mother, who
In reverence said,

4
’Tis I shall worship thee,

0 priest of all the house.* She grieved and

wept

At parting from her son. Her eyes were full

Of tears, her heart was breaking. 4 Husband

mine.

Prevent him.’ So she spake and sat her down
Beside her son, and fondly him embraced.

Her eyes dropped tears, her heart was wrung

with pain.

The priest must leave her, for the tdli tree

Was in dire danger
;
so he went and she

Cried ‘God speed* after him. A crowd of

friends,

The village folk, with folded hands, implored

The priest to stay — they feared for him. 4 A
wolf,’

They cried,
4 or lion who can face P * But he

Was Taliwala priest — his name and fame

Brought all the country round to watch the

sport,

And view the wrestlers, for they love to see

A worthy match. The parents of the priest

Were sad. Dhagana said, 4 God succour thee.
’

So face to face they came, an equal match.

So thought the people. * Saiyid !
* cried the

priest,

‘ Show me a sign — why came you, tyrant,

here

To cut the tdli tree ? Now die you shall,

And perish quite.’ The Saiyid angry grew";

He cursed the priest in surly tones, and he

But laid his hand upon the Saiyid’s back,

When out there grushed a stream of blood,

and prone

The Saiyid fell. They laid him then, bereft

Of sense and speech upon a bed, and brought

Him from the arena borne. God kills the proud:

It is his Law. And so it was that day

The brave disciple faced the Saiyid when

He came to fell the tree : Dhagana said,

4 A mighty priest art thou. 0 never shall

Two swords one scabbard occupy : we may

No more as son and father eat one food.

Naushera by Khiyali is thy home.
?

The priest; obedient mounted then his horse.

And reached by stages sure Naushera. There
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Bdld nuri pir si, rahhdd muhh suchche. Ram Chand,the Chowdri,seized 3iis horse’s reins,

Chhattre, bahre, koh Uye mullah nuh napuchche. And cried, 'Dismount! Unfurl your flag,

and dwell

0 blessed man, with us/ Enlightened priest

Was Bala, pure and holy. Food unclean

He ate not, for he killed his own, both sheep

And goats. No Muslim priest he asked,

5. Story of D&n&.

Ate Immindbdd hi dur naMh k&i lammi mukhe,

6rak khabarah hbhgidh Vdnd vi puchche ,

Raj si Chugattidh Villi rich pherd

Jahdngir Chugattd Badshdh niydh hare tfian*

gird.

Ddne nun mil dkhdd
,
JJstdd hai merd,

Mainuix karna aundd terd adab bahuterd.

Vuniyd tS naMh duhd mur dujjd pherd,

Lai lai muhhoh mangke koi mult changerd.

Ddnd qdzi dtl vich dalil guzdri

Be chhadd Immindbdd di bddshdM sari

Kiti men na mure pTiir Villi tdfi

Saldl hardm nakher san chaupdydh tori

Immindbdd likh ditto, Jahangir Shdhzdde

Kite ham Khudd de phir naMh duradde

Shard hull Panjdb di vas tere te sddde

Chugli jehrdjd hare clink dedh duradde

Dana rdzi hoke Imminabdde d vardd

Shahr dyd homake lok nazrdh dharde

Jfchabar ho gayi Panjdb vich d Band vardd

Shahrih Brahman kambde Robb kikar ih kardd

J6 kbi Immindbdd vich vidh rachde

Pichhoh mel dundd awwal Band jde

TJhnuh khdnbh koi na mbrdd jd khde so khde
,

Tambbbl lindd lihh, dp neohdrd na pde,

Mare dar chaugaitedh k6i gal na hilde

Aukhe I6g Ddnd thih kuehh pesh na jde

Ddnd Immindbdd vich rdj si baitha kardd

Vardd Immindbdd vich koi d gadd na kardd
,

Koi musdfir d mre huqqd piye ndl dardd

Faqirah nu dar itnd jo azdb qahr dd
CheU siftdh joridh pbyd ndm hiparhdd ,

Shdh Vauldfaqir si, hai si dariydi

Lagajdndd Gujrdt n&h kar lammi dhdi

Rdh vich Immindbdd de uhnuh kann hatae

Yariyd shahrb jdkb jd sada bulai

Sakhti vekhfaqir di mil Ddnd jdi
4 Kalmi panj band hii main&h dkh suh&ihdJ

Naushera town is near by Imminabad,

And Dana heard of Muslim law profaned,

Chugattas reigned in Dilli. Jahangir,

The king, did justice. Dana was his friend,

He said, and teacher. So the king decreed

Him honour great, and said,
4 1 come not here

Again — man lives but once — make thy

request,

And I will give thee province good/ He
thought,

And said, this Dana Qazi, ‘Give me all

Imminabad, without appeal to thee

In Dilli : I will cleanse the land of all

Unlawful things/ Great Jahangir bestowed

Imminabad on him. The Lord’s great works

Are wonderful. Said Dana, ‘ Panjab law

Js ours to make or change : who disobeys

Shall exiled be/ In gladness entered he

Imminabad. Allmen brought gifts. Through-

out

The Panjab it was noised that Dana made

This entrance to the town. The Brahmans

feared.

They knew not what the Lord would do.

Whene’er

There was a wedding. Dana first of all

In Imminabad was called, the best of food

He chose, and, though no gift he gave, yet he

Kept count of others’ gifts. None dared

complain,

As fearing the Chugattas. D&na, was

A king among them. Beggars feared to beg,

And strangers ceased to smoke
;
faqirs indeed

Shrank from him as a man shrinks from a

grave.

This song of praise the true disciple made
To glorify the name.

Shah Doulah was
A famous saint who loved the streams. He
made
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6 Main Allah dd ndm jdhndh,
hor parhiyd

nahihm

Ddndt Myd qahrwdn sir Ihdr chxikdi
,

Lohdh dkh vekhki faqir chhuddyd ,

Us munde magar Idke agge bhajdyd,

Ittdh mdran vdvehidh agge bhannd dyd

Khaim tan ei chaddiydje shahroh bdharsi dyd .

Bdvd NdfiaJc Guru si sab dd sdnhjd

,

Oh purd kardmdt dd tdh guru saddndd

TJhnuh Hindu malhd tekde oh jit val jdhdd

Sail kare sahsdr dd duniyd ajmdnld .

Edh vioh Immindbdd si oh var gayd vdndd

Thdkur dudre Jake Bdbd deni lde s

Shahr dyd hamdM log nazrdh li di

Hindu, mathd tekde
,
Sdddd sat gur e dyd

Khobar ho gayi Bant nu oh ape de

Dana qdzi baithke uhnuh gal suhdi,

Jo tainuh mathd tekde sab jhuth lokdi,

Hiniudh dd tu guru haiii zahiri kald dikhdih

‘ Miih sat Gur dd ndm jdhhdh
,
kuchh parhiyd

nahih?

Agge Bdbd boliyd, “Sun, mulld Qdzi,

Pir piikwibar anbye sab vadde qdzi,

Sdni nahih koi Rabb dd sab jhutht bdzi.

Paqr Allah di zdt hai
,
sun ahmaq qdzi„

Band hoyd qahrwdn charh gussti }di

Bdbd andar dike chd chakki chohde

.

6h purd kardmdt dd utte chddar pdi

Jitnd ddhd shahr dd ho did pihjdi

Azmatpuri tdh gayd phir naske jdi

,

Chile siftan joriah path ndm suhdih .

Mirdliiodle dd mulvdhd bahut kitdbdh parhdd
,

Ae gays nuhohirdd dhigdhi si lardd

Aid khbke faqirdh dd Bdne koi khardd

Chela dkhe gdvieh Babb kikar ih hardd.

Jdndd jihri gali val, ranndh peyd darde ,

Mauli maihndi dhart surmdh koi na pdi

,

Banndh nuh dyd dar itnd koi phul na handde

Koi mard kisi ndl gal hare oh kafarat lagde

Mulld aisd phiftiyd vaddi chird khde

Child aggih gdondd sdri gal suhde

,

His way to Gujrat by stages long

And entering Imminabad he begged an alms*

Bat all unhappy met with Danil, who
‘ To try him asked the Kalinas five.

4 1 only know/ said the faqir 4 the name
Of God. Nought else I know.’ D&aa was

wroth.

He laid a load upon the poor man’s head,

Despite the people’s prayers to let him go.

He set the city boys upon the saint,

Who stoned him from the town.

Then came a saint

Whom all men owned to he a teacher true.

The Guru Nanalc, Hindus bowed to him,

As here and there he wandered trying the

world.

In Imminabad he stayed : the people brought

Their gifts to him and said,
4 Sat Gur has

come.’

But Dana came to see him, questioning,
1 Men honour you without a cause : what sign

Show yon that I should honour you who teach

The Hindus ? * Nanak said, 4I know but

this,

The name of my Sat Gur. Oh Muslim judge.

All priests and prophets, makers of the law,

Called men of God, are nought ’fore God. A
play

It all is — God alone is the true saint.

Oh foolish Qdzi.’ Dana angry grew.

He locked the saint up — made him turn the

mill

To grind their corn. So Nanak spread his

sheet

And ground the corn of all the town without

An effort. Fleeing then the town he showed
His power so. This song of praise was made
By true disciple. Read and glorify

The Name.

Miraliwala Mulla read

So many books, he met all men in strife

Of argument. He sent the poor saints’ alms
To D£n&. Let us see, the Chel& sang

What the Lord does. The mulla’s wont was to

Insult the ladies, who left off to use

Their lace and henna, ceased to dye their eyes

And wear their jewels
;
even wreaths of flowers

They dared not wear, and, if a man should

hold
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Galltih ohdidh karde Bave te Sddi

Mulldh Mirdliwdli dd kdi pakkd hddi

Muchch&h dhditih kakkidh ddrhi si khodi.

Mulld befarmdn hat uhdi bhairi vddi ,

Namdz rdza nahih jdhddchaur ustad bahah di.

Guilt lendd jumer&t di ghar ikoijbhi

Mirdljwdlidh tur piyd Gahhd mulvdhd

Agge garh NishaurS d gayd velche jag

shahdna9

VeJch sirishtd pit dd Gahhd ghabrdhd
,

ChattrS bahre koh le saddeh nothin mulvdhd ,

Sarbal k6ld h6 gayd Gahhd mulvdhd ,

Chela dkhe , Gahned
,
ih jag hi shahdnd

K61 pir de dnke Gahhd hare baydn t

Ghchhattre bahre kohndeh karndih tu gydn,

ShardwdU mulvdhd, ten haddh tenge jdn .

Shamas Tabrez pir si vich Multan,

Shardvjdle mulvdhe 6s di ulti hhall lahdh

Oh dd bhdndd hitd adrd ndl deh na khdh.

Us suraj tikkd bhuniyd tdh muhh lagd si pdh .

Jtthdh kikar bachehgd sdnnuh das baydn

Chhattre bahre sddde aphe shard hai tuhaddi

Shard nahih mangah aaih gaye tainu larn di

hat vddi

Bhdji tainuh nahih ghalliyd vich pd rikdbi,

Sdnnhh teri Tphabar nahih tu kehre thdh dd

qdzi

6h Gujrdnwdle na gayd
, oh Jmmindbdde

dhdhd

Bdh vieh rSnddjdonddh Gahnd mulvdhd

Agge majlis Dane qazi di bthe jd kurldhd.

Fag Uhke pitiedijd Gahnd mulvdhd

D&ne qdzi dkhiyd Ihnuh pakar bahdo. -

Jdh hist ihndh mdriya main ndh puchh suhao

Jdh ihnuh kuehh lar gayd k6i mantar pdd
Ghhil Kaihsardd hhauf hai ihnhh andar pdb,

Lokdh uhnu pakariyd Gahnd tad hi tappe

Converse with any maid, a blasphemer

He straight was judged. The mulla grew

full rich

With bribes, and fat — the story I will tell.

The Babas and the Sodhis talked about

The mulla. ‘Rogue and rascal he,* said they,

‘ Mustaches brown and beard but scanty his.

He has no principles, his ways are bad.

The fasts and prayers are nought to him
; he

would

Be called a teacher— takes his Thursday bread

From all the houses.’

Mulld Galina, marched

To Garh Naushera : there he saw the rites

That Chuhrds practised in the sacrifice.

Their priest killed rams and goats himself,

nor once

Called in a Muslim priest. And seeing this

Gahnd grew angry like a glowing coal.

* Oh Gatina/ the disciple said, * observe

The way the Skahis sacrifice.’ But Gahnd said,

‘ You kill both rams and goats, how dare you

have

Such rites ? We that do know the Law of God
Will kill you. Know you not that Shams

Tabriz,

Priest of Multan, was by the masters of

The law hung up by the feet and flayed, because

He broke the law. They cast him out. They
would

Not let him eat. The sun approached, and he
Did roast his fish and ate his scanty meal.

They spared not him, then how will you
escape? *

The priest replied, ‘ The rams and goats are

ours,

The law is yours. We do not want your law,

Nor have we called you. Yours it is to seek
A quarrel. Go. We know not you, nor where
You dwell and execute your law.’ But he
Went not to Gujranwdl, but took his way
To Imminabad, to see the Qazi. So
He went in tears. Gahnd the priest appeared
Before Dand the Qdzi. There he wept
Such bitter tears, and threw his turban down
So vehemently, and beat his breast so sad
That Dana Qazi cried * Take hold of him.
Here seat him—and see he has been beaten, or
A serpent poisonous has stung him, so

Use charms. Or mayhap he has some disease.
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Chugli Bali pit di agge Dana de disse,

Chuhriah da pir hai vioh Nishaure de vasse ,

Chhattre before hoh laz, mullah nu nx puohhe.

Dana hahe sipdhtdh nuh Uth Jcaro taiydri
,

Asvdr ho jdo ghoredh hhioh 16 talvdna .

Fir nuh gal ham na dedni phir d ijji vdri.

Aithe pahar ledand, piri vehhd igd *dri,

Chhattre hohhd vehh Idh ,
oaddd bjlkari.

Chele siftdn jofidh , Rabb paij savdri,

Sau asvdr tar piyd ghoridh ie charhke ,

Control him—and shat him up indoors/

They tried

To hold him, but he cast them off and railed

Against priest Bala, saying to Dana, * He,

The Chuhras* priest, lives in Naushera. He
Kills rams and goats himself, and disregards

The Muslim priests.* Thus spake he. Dana
gave

His soldiers orders to prepare to mount
Their horses, ride away, and draw their swords,

Nor let the priest resist by even a word.

He must not have their leave to utter word,
4 Go bring him here in chains, his priesthood I

Will prove. Fll see it he kills rams himself,

The headstrong man.’ His own disciple wrote

This song of praise. May God vouchsafe us

peace.

(To be continued.)

BOOK-NOTICE.

The Tgbab. By W. K. R. Rivers, Fellow of

St. John's College, Cambridge. With Illustrations.

London: Macmillan & Co., 1905, pp. xviii, 755, 40

Tables and Map.

Every visitor of Ootacamund has met the

sturdy, shock-headed aborigines of the soil, who

first greet him with a merry * saldm * and then

naively and confidently ask him for his tribute

in the shape of an Hlldm

*

(as the Arabic word

in'"dm is pronouncedby them). Their little colonies

of barrel-shaped huts are scattered all over the

Nilgiri plateau. Two of them are on the very

outskirts of the summer capital : one near Sylk’s

Hotel and another close to the Government

Gardens. Others occupy some of the most

picturesque spots in the environs : near the

Marlimund Reservoir, near the Umbrella Tree, at

the top of the Sigur Ghat, in Governor’s Shola,

&c. From the time when the hills were first

visited by Europeans ( which is less than a century

ago), the Todas have excited much interest, and

a pretty extensive literature has grown up

regarding them. No observer, however, has made

so deep a study of them as Dr. Rivers, whose

special accomplishments as an anthropologist,and

whose previous experience of similar work in the

Torres Straits,enabledhim to gather very accurate

and detailed information about their customs and

beliefs. The result of his stay among them is the

delightful volume to which I seek to draw the

attention of all friends of India.

Dr. Rivers gradually examined nearly every

individual of the whole tribe, which numbers

about 800 people. With the help of two
interpreters— a catechist and a forest ranger—
be estn-cted from them a vast mas3 of valuable

items cl
1

information, which he checked and
verified by cross-examination and independent

statements. He found these uncultured savages

extremely intelligent, veracious, and far from

reticent except on certain tabooed matters.

The Todas are a purely pastoral race and do

not possess any wealth or means of subsistence

except their fine, fierce-looking buffalo-cows, to

the care of which their daily life is devoted. No
wonder that in their belief milk has become

a sacred substance and the dairy a place of

worship. f The milking and churning operations

of the dairy form the basis of the greater part of

the religious ritual of the Todas ’ (p. 38). Besides

the 4 ordinary buffaloes
’
attached to any village,

there are herds of sacred buffaloes which are

tendedby dairymen-priests. The holiest kind of

daily is the U, and its priest the
j
paid} ( i. e,,

.

milkman). Dr. Rivers gives a full description of

the complicated dairy ritual, plans of the dairies,

and photographs of the dairy-vessels, the priests,

and their attendants. The most sacred object of

the dairies are certain buffalo-bells (mani), which

are kept in- the innermost room of the dairy

-

temples, and to which a miraculous origin is

imputed. The picture on p. 51 will interest Sans-

krit scholars, as it shows the native method of

churning, which is frequently alluded to in Hindu

literature. Most of the dairies resemble in form
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the ordinary dwelling-hats ;
hut a few, such as

the so-called ‘Toda Cathedral’ (pp.44,46), are

circnlar, with a conical roof. To keep oil cattle

and wild beasts, both huts and dairies are

surrounded by walls and hare a very small

opening, which can be passed only by creeping,

and is closed by a sliding door on its inner side.

The interior has two raised portions on which the

people sleejD.

One of the most striking customs of the Todas

is polyandry combined with polygyny. ‘ Wives

are constantly transferred from one husband, or

group of husbands, to another, the new husband

or husbands paying a certain number of buffaloes

to the old
9

( p. 523), and 4 a woman may have

one or more recognised lovers as well as several

husbands’ (p. 529). The catechist who translated

the Commandments wras met by the serious

difficulty that there is no word for adultery in the

Toda language. Dr. Bivers has taken the trouble

to work out, and has published, as an Appendix,

the genealogies, as far as they were remembered,

of nearly the whole of the Toda community.

These pedigrees are valuable in various respects-

They illustrate the complicated system of Toda

kinship and provide statistical material for the

study of the marriage regulations. The older

census records show a considerable excess of

men over women. Dr. Bivers attributes this fact

to the practice of female infanticide which, as

his new tables prove, has now almost entirely

ceased.

As may be expected, Dr. Bivers' volume

contains a full account of the funeral ceremonies

of the Todas. I have witnessed cases of both

varieties : the so-called ‘ green funeral
?

at which

the corpse is burned, and the ‘ dry funeral
5

at

which certain relics — a lock of hair and a piece

of the skull — are finally cremated. On these

occasions the fire is produced by friction, as

I am able to confirm from personal knowledge.

Before the cremation various articles, which the

deceased person is expected to require in the

other world, are placed near the body. As a

conditio sine qua non some buffaloes have to be

killed, which will supply him or her with milk

and ghi in the future life. * Formerly it was the

custom to slaughter many buffaloes at every

funeral. This impoverished the people and was

prohibited by the Government about forty years

ago, and since that time the number of buffaloes

killed at each ceremony has been limited to two

for each person
5

(p. 338). The two victims are

caught and ‘dragged to the appointed spot, where
they are’ dispatched 'by striking the head wit

4

the blunt side of an axe. The racing of the

infuriated and frightened animals by muscular

youths, the dignified bearing of the more aged

spectators (who remind us of Boman senators),

the lamenting of the mourning women, the

musical (F) strains of the band of Kotas (who

receive as their fee the flesh of the slaughtered

buffaloes), — all this combines with the grand

contour of those lovely hills in producing a wernd

scene which no visitor will ever forget. The Todas

call the abode of the dead ‘ the world of Am, 5
i . e.,

of the Hindu god Yama. It is believed to be

situated to the west of the Nilgiris, and to

reach it a river near Sispara has to be crossed

by a thread bridge. Wicked Todas cannot

cross it, but fall into the river, where they are

bitten by leeches. When they get out on the

further bank of the river, they have to stay in

a sort of purgatory before reaching their final

destination.

I conclude 'these hasty notes on Dr. Rivers

important work by reprinting from p. 386 the

translation of a funeral dirge, which alludes to

Ootacamund and its lake and the boats on it,

and betrays the influence of the Zenana Mission,

under whose protection the author of the poem
had lived for some time :

—

“ 0 woman of wonderful birth, renowned were

you born, O flower of the lime tree! Having

found a proper husband, you married ; having

found a proper wife, I married. I gave my best

buffalo to Piedr for you. I took you as a beauty

to Kuudr. A house we built, bracelets and
buffalo-horns we made in sport. I thought we
should have hadmany children and many buffaloes

should we have enjoyed. Liberal you were and
refreshing like the shade of the umbrella tree.

We thought that we should live long. We went

together as we willed. We bought strong

buffaloes and we prevailed over injustice.

Peacefully we paid our fine. We lent to those

that had not. We went to see the bungalows and

the reservoir. Many courts we visited and ships

also. We laid complaints before the native

magistrate ; we made bets and we won. We said

that we would not be shaken and would fear the

eye of no one. We thought to live together, but

you have left me alone, you have forsaken me.

My right eye sheds tears, my right nostril smarts

with sorrow. I bewailed but could not find you.

I called out for you and could not find you.

There is one God for me.”

* E. Hultzsch.

Halle
,
9th March 1907.
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ARCHEOLOGY IN WESTERN TIBET,

BY THE REY. A. H. FRANCES.

(Continued from Vol. XXXV. <p. 333.)

Ill, — INSCRIPTIONS AT BASGO AND NYEMO.

THE villages of Basgo and Nyemo are situated on the right bank of the Indus, at the two

ends of a long plain which is the site of the important Battle of Basgo, when the invading

armies of the Mongols and Tibetans were defeated with the assistance of the army of the Mughal
Emperor of India. The strong fortress of Basgo, the ruins of which come into sight, when the end
of the large plain between Saspola and Basgo is reached, was not destroyed during the Mongol
war, but by Dogra troops between 1834 and 1841 A. D.

( a ) The Portress of Basgo.

This fortress is mentioned twice in the ZaddlcM Chronicles before the great siege of
c. 1646-47.6 We first hear of it as one of the possessions of Dragspa’abum, the rival king

to ’aBumlde, c. 1400—"1440. Dragspa’abum may have found some fortifications in the place, but

he seems to be the man who made a really valuable stronghold of it, and it is probable that all the

thick ancient walls and round towers were bnilt in his time. The supply of water in the fortress

must have been continuous, as is shown by the length of the Mongol siege, and the existing brook
was probably included in the fortifications. Also, there could have been during the war no lack of

food, as the grain-stores of all the Ladakhi castles were almost inexhaustible, owing to the custom of

adding some grain at every harvest. The castle store-houses sometimes look like very deep round

wells, and at Wanla I was told that the grain stored there of old was not even yet emptied out.

The most conspicuous building in the fort, and the one which alone is still entire, is the Chamba
( ’aByamspa) Monastery, built by King Sengge-rnam-rgyal, e. 1590—1620. It contains

an image of Maitreya, made of copper (clay and wood ?), gilt, in size “ such as ho will be in his

eightieth year” (as the Chronicles say), i. e ., about three stories high ! The face cannot be seen in

the lower story, as is often the case with these statues, because the head reaches through the ceiling

and must be inspected from a higher place.

Of the once famous Royal Palace here, called Rabstan-lha-rtse, there is not much left.

A small building, which is locally known as the Seljang (probably ySer-lcang) Monastery, is

to be found inside the ruins. There is a court on the roof with covered galleries all round it, in fair

preservation. There are here some very rude Lamaist paintings, with explanatory inscriptions in
modern dBu-med Characters. One portion of the wall is covered with a very long inscription

in black ink in dBu-ean Characters, which probably tells of the construction of the galleries and

the decoration of the palace. It is certainly of some historical value, but in such bad preservation

that I could not make much of it. The middle and lower portions are quite gone. I tried to fiud

a king’s name in it, and the Lama who assisted me in the task, occasionally pointed to certain

words in the inscription. When he took his finger off the wall, away went the word which he had

pointed out, and I believe that it is in this way that the most important parts of the inscription have

been destroyed. There is, however, some hope left that it will be possible to fix its date

approximately. The inscription contains a great number of names of state-officials and similar well-

known persons, whose dates will, no doubt, eventually become known by a collation of the various

inscriptions in these parts. I copied one of the many names, that of a Lama, Stag-thsangba-ngag-

dbang-rgya-mthso. The term Stag-thsangba plainly indicates that he must have been a disciple or

6 I find that the date of the siege of Basgo has been preserved by Bernier, the friend of the Moguls (see

Pinkerton's Travels). He speaks of this battle as having taken place 17 or 18 years before 1664, i.e. 1648-47. I am
convinced that a date preserved by a European is more deserving of our acceptance than one preserved by the

Tibetans, on whose authority 1586-88 h^s been accepted up to the present as the date of the siege.
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successor of the great Lama Stag-thsang-ras-ehen, who flourished during the reign of Sengge-
rnam-rgyal, mentioned above, and thus the date of the inscription has to be fixed at any rate

about 1600 A. I), or a little later. The Lama Ngag-dbang-rgya-mthso is mentioned as

a contemporary of Sengge-rnam-rgyal on an inscription from Saspola.

( b ) Hymn in Honor of Sengge-rnam-rgyal.

(On Stone.)

This hymn
( in dBu-can Characters ) is found on one of the numerous walls which are

built along the trade- road, below the Fortress of Basgo. Close by is a tablet on stone, containing
a hymn in honor of Nyima-rnam-rgyal, but the stone has become so much weathered that hardly
any part of the inscription, besides the name of the king, can be made out. I also noticed in the
neighbourhood a tablet containing a hymn in honor of bDe-skyong-rnam-rgyal, but it has not yet
been read.

Tibetan Text.

skye dgu phan bdei sbrang char silili

uang bde dgabai lotog sosor smin

snyanpai rnga chen nam mkhai ltongsnas rdungs.

gragspai dpal ldan xiboi rtsenas yyo.

dpung thsogs dragpoi dar skad ’ururu

dge beu ’adzompai smon bya thiriri

dar rgyas skyidpai glu len gyururu

yulla yyang chags sala ’adurdu mtho

chos rgyal pho brang rab brtan la rtse dang

de sogs ’adzam gling yongsla dbang bsgyurpai

’ajigsmed sengges btegspai khri stengdu

Nya khri btsanpo zhes byai sa bdag byung

mkhyenpa rab rdzogs ’ajampai dbyangs dang
mthsungs

mkha mnyam sa skyong thugs rje chenpo ’adra

thub bstan skyongba ysangbai bdagpo bzhin

chos rgyal chenpo sengge rnam rgyalgyi

Translation,

The rain which is of great advantage to all

beings, makes silili

And the different kinds of fruit (harvest) ripen,

pleasing in their own beauty,

The great and melodious drum of heaven is

beaten in the zenith,

And shakes [the air] from the zenith of the
famous and glorious mountain.

The strong voice of the noble company [of gods]
makes 1

ururu.

The prayers in which the ten virtues are

gathered, sound thiriri.

The song of the spreading happiness sounds
gyamru.

In the land pleasure grows, and high joy on the

earth.

The palaces of the kings of faith, Rab-brtan
lhartse,

And the others, were raised by the fearless lion

who

Really is the wielder of might in Jambudvipa.
On the throne

Originated a lord of the earth, called Nya-khri-

btsanpo.

He is like the perfectly wise ’aTam-dbyangs.
(Manjnghosha).

He is like the protector of heaven and
earth, the great Merciful (sPyan-ras-yzigs

;

Avalokitesvara).

He is like the protector of the doctrine of

Buddha, the Lord of mysticism (Phyag-rdor,
Vajrapani).

May the life-time of the great king of faith,

Sengge-rnam-rgyal,
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sku thse brtancing dbu rmog mthoba dang

chab srid bcassu rtagtu rgyas gyur cig

sgrolmai rnam sprul bskal bzang rgyalrao bzhugs

sras dang longs spyod chab srid rgyaspar shog

yzugs mdzes spyan legs lhai sraspo nono rgyal

sras

bDe ldan rnam rgyal sras Indra Boti rnam rgyal

stod

Ibayi srasmo ycesnia Nor ’adzin rgyalmo bzhugs

yab ynm drungdu cbosla dgabar shog

chos blon chenpos dgn dga rnangpo dga.

Remain firm, and his helmet remain high !

And may also his political power spread

!

There resides also queen bSkal-bzang, the incar-

nation of the (white) Tara.

May her children and abundance increase !

Praise to the princes of beautiful shape and

good faces,

bDe-ldan-rnam-rgyal, and Indra Boti-

rnam-rgyal

!

There resides also the daughter of the gods, the

beloved princess Nor-’adziiu

May [she] rejoice in the religion before father

and mother

!

The great ministers of faith are enjoying

ninefold happiness.

Notes.

mem bya; the word bya is probably related to byedjja
,
and the meaning of the construction

would be * doing prayer, ’ pray.

’adurdu , the exact meaning of this word I find it impossible to ascertain. In my translation

I have considered it parallel to yyangs-chags.

Uab-brtan-lka-rtse is the vernacular name of the castle at Basgo.

Indra-Boti-rncim-rgyal

;

according to the rGyal-rabs
,
the Dame of the second son is Indra-

Bhodhi-rnam-rgyal. The name testifies to Sengge-rnam-rgyal’s inclinations to Hinduism, which are

also mentioned in the rGyal-rabs. The last lines are somewhat injured and cannot be read with

absolute certainty.

(e) The Ancient Ruined Monastery of Basgo.

Outside the present village of Basgo, a little to the east of it, on the plain between Basgo and

Nyemo, tbere are the ruins of an ancient monastery which is generally known as Sogpoi mGonpa,
the Mongol Monastery, It is locally believed to have been erected by the Mongols during the

siege, e. 1646-47, but afc Basgo and Nyemo almost everything ancient, of which there is no

certain record, is nowadays thought to be connected with the Mongols, who are also believed to be

the erectors of many a ruined mchod-rten. In most cases, however, it is quite improbable that the

Mongols had anything to do with them.

As regards the Monastery, it is quite probable that it existed as such at the date of the Mongol

War and was destroyed during that war. This supposition is strongly supported by the fact that

there are mapi-walls along the two paths which branch off from the main road and lead to the ruin,

because mani-walls were hardly built before 1600 in Ladakh, as a study of the votive tablets

on them proves ; and it is not likely that wa^i-walls would be constructed on a road to a ruined

building which had lost its significance. These considerations go to show that these two particular

7w<m-walls were constructed between 1600 and 1646.

The Monastery consists of a large ball, twelve paces square. On the right and left of the

East side are two smaller rooms which project out from the east wall, and probably formed the ends

of a gallery that once connected them. The walls are still in existence, but as the roof has long

fallen, rain has destroyed the paintings with which they were once decorated. The only traces of

paintings now existing are the raised medallions, the forms of which are still quite distinct. In

the plate attached the arrangement of those on the West (fig. 1) and of the North and South

walls (fig. 2) are shown. The East wall had none, but contains the door. Their existence

creates the presumption that the Monastery was built by Kashmiri monks.
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Monasteries with raised, medallions on the walls are Yery rare, and, as far as I know,

only in a single instance, that of the Chigtan Monastery, are the original paintings on the

medallions, or at least traces of them, still preserved, a fact which makes the Chigtan

Monastery to be of the greatest importance with regard to the ancient Kashmiri form of

Buddhism in Ladakh* A Muhammadan mullah is said fco have covered the paintings there with

mortar, and when I visited the place, the mortar was still on them. But possibly the mortar

may prove to have been the means of their preservation, for I can quite imagine that, by

working carefully over them with a brush, these ancient pictures, overlaid and hidden probably

in the eighteenth century A. D., can be brought to light again.

There are some ancient ruined mchod-rten at Basgo, which probably go back to the first

days of this monastery, say, between 900 and 1000 A. D. Most of these are to be found in

or near the gorge, W^est of the village, on the road to Saspola. Several of them take the

form of a staircase-pyramid, with a ground-plan of star-shape. They thus remind one of

the ancient ruined mchod-rten at Alchi.

(d) The Ruined Nunnery at Nyemo.

On a rock above the Eastern part of the village of Nyemo, near the gorge leading up

to the plain between Nyemo and Phyang, are the ruins of ancient buildings, which are

popularly known as Jomoi-mgonpa, the Nunnery. There is but little beyond the

foundations to be seen of it now, and, besides potsherds of the ordinary sort, there is nothing

on the spot to remind one of its ancient occupants.

South of Nyemo, on the right bank of the river, there are ruins of a huge castle built

in. cyclopean style, of the origin of which even local tradition knows nothing; and not

very far from this castle, which is called Chung-mkhar, in a little enclosure of rough walls, is

a stone image of rather rude make and very ancient appearance. This is generally known as

the Aphyi-Tomo-rDorje (Grandmother Nun rDorge), and is apparently believed to represent

one of the ancient abbesses of Nyemo. The figure wears a crown of five points on her head,

and carries a crozier in her right hand (see fig. 7). Such croziers are not used nowadays, so

I am told. On her face is a black spot which is due to the hot butter which is smeared over it

at times ;
for the cult of this old image has not yet ceased, and on certain occasions, especially

on New Tear’s Day, the whole village assembles, and drums and clarionets are played before

the image for several hours. For the rest of the year, the image is in the care of a peasant,

called the Chung-mkharpa ,
who is the owner of the ground near the castle.

By the name of the ancient abbess, said to be thus represented, one is reminded of the

famous rDorj-ephagmo, Vajravar&hani, who is nowadays continuously incarnated in the
abbesses of the Samding Monastery on the Yamdok Lake. But it is practically impossible

to decide now, whether in the name of the image at Nyemo the ancient name of the abbesses of

Nyemo has been preserved for us through popular tradition, or whether the name merely

represents the fame of the abbesses of Samding.

Between the ruins of the Monastery and the Castle are several ancient mchod-rten and
traces of rows of mchod-rten, which seem to have contained 108 mchod-rten each. These
rows are the predecessors of map.i-walls. Popular tradition assigns these relics of a former
age to the Mongols, and says that the Mongols constructed all of them during their siege of

Basgo. This is, however, quite improbable, because after and during the reign of Sengge-
rnam-rgyal (o. 1590—1620), the building of majii-walls became a popular custom, and
entirely superseded the former rows of 108 small mchod-rten. This obliges ns to date all rows
of mchod-rten before 1600, and especially those rows at Nyemo, which are in a particularly
dilapidated condition and probably several centuries older than the mani-walls. Historical
information about the Nunnery is hardly likely to ever become available, but the stone-image
of the abbess appears to belong to 10th or 11th century A. D.
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Description of the Hate.

Fig. 1. Western wall of the ruined monastery at Basgo, showing arrangement of

medallions.

Fig. 2. Southern wall of the ruined monastery at Basgo, showing arrangement of

medallions.

Fig. 3. Dress from the historical pictures in the ruined monastery at Alchi. Dress

white, the spotted parts red.

Fig. 4. Flag from the historical pictures in the rained monastery at Alchi
; black, white,

and red.

Figs. 5 and 6. Hats from the historical pictures in the ruined monastery at Alchi.

Fig. 7. Rough sketch of the sculpture of the abbess at Nyemo.

Fig. 8. Ground plan of the mined monastery at Basgo
; /, central hall ; c/e, side halls ;

d
f
door

;
between a and b was probably a wooden gallery.

IF. — INSCRIPTIONS AT DARU.

The village of Daru is situated a little above the trade road on the large plain, which

extends between the villages of Nyemo and Phyang. It is of little importance and hardly

ever visited by travellers. It has, however, a ruined castle, which is said to have been built

by the ministers (bha-blon) of Daru, who were servants of the kings of Leh.

(a) Inscription of King Lhachen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal.

Not very far from the trade road, South-West of the village, there is a boulder, about

nine or ten feet high, which has two walls abutting on its Eastern face, and having the

appearance of being the remains of a hall. The face of the boulder, which formed one side of

the hall, has on it five or six sculptures, among which the figure of Vajrap&iii is the most

prominent. Besides the sculptures, there are several inscriptions on the boulder in various

stages of legibility and possibly of different times ; those on the right side being carelessly

executed and having the most modem appearance. One of the clearest of all the words is the

name of the king, which has still the traces of its original red colour.

The present writer also found a number of inscribed fragments of stone-tablets lying about

the boulder, which he took to Leh and deposited at the Moravian Mission. But in spite of much

time spent over them, it was found impossible to fit any two together, and they seem to belong

to several different tablets. There may be more fragments under ground, which might be

brought to light by the spade. On one of the fragments the syllables rGyalmo-rTan ....
Queen rTctn .... could be read. Had the historiographers of Western Tibet thought

it worth while to mention the names of the various queens of the country, such fragments

would have a great historical value.

Of the inscription on the rock, which is mo'stly in dBu-can Characters, I was able to

make out the following portion :

—

Tibetan Text.

Chi the left side,

cam, cam palun

lha chen gun dga rnam rgyal.

lag ygo (or mgo) ’ajam yangs skyab khomd ( ? ) shi ( ? )

Under central figure,

blon chen pbyag rdor jo, log bas ( ?

)
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To the right of central figure.

pbyagna rdorje

bio bzang don ’agrubo

dkon mcbog bkris dang ....

To the right of the preceding.

. . . e zhen

.... grubpa

bkris.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

It is almost impossible to give a translation of the inscription; because those parts which

can be read with some amount of certainty, consist only of names, and it is in several cases

doubtful whether they belong to human beings or to mythological conceptions.

cam is probably a defective writing of the word leant, spouse. The first name would be

that of a queen : spouse (or queen), Palun (perhaps Paluna), She is not mentioned in the

rGyal-rabs, but, as already stated, the names of only a few queens are given in that work.

Lka chert gun (kun) dgd mam rgyal is doubtless the name of a real king (see below)
;
gun,

instead of Ittcn, corresponds to the actual dialectical pronunciation of the word.

’ajarn gangs, is doubtless the word ’ajam dbyangs (Manjughosha) ;
but, as the 'other words

in the line are not clear, we do not know, whether it is meant as a name of the mythological or

a real person.

shyah [s], help, in the same line, may be part of a personal name; but it may also be

part of a prayer to ’aJam dbyangs .

Abont the other words in this line, there is not much certainty. Lag means ‘ hand, ’ but

the connection is not clear.

blon chen phyag rdorfo ;
blon chen means ‘great minister

9

;
phyag rdor is VajrapEni; jo

means * lord.’ If the inscription refers to the mythological being, the title ‘ great minister
’

remains strange. There may have been a real minister of such name.

phyagna rdorje is once more the Tibetan name of Vajrapani. This name in its Sanskrit

and Tibetan forms is carved also on the west side of the rock several times.

bLo bzang don grub is either the name of an ordinary person, or that of the third disciple

'

of Tsong-khapa ,
who lived about the year 1500 A. D. One of the sculptares may thus refer

to him. If that could be proved, we should have to date this part of the sculptures and

inscriptions at any rate after 1500 A. D.

dKon mchog bhrasMs (bkris) may be the name of a locally famous lama or a state-official.

e zhen is too incomplete to suggest any translation.

grubpa
9
fulfiller, is probably the second part of the name of a lama.

bkris
(
[bkrashis), happiness, may also be the second part of the name of a lama or other

person.

Identitification of king Lhachen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal.

This name, which can be read with the greatest certainty on the boulder at Darn, cannot

be found in the rGyal-rabs of Ladakh. Does this mean that he was a Tibetan king of a line

different to that of the kings of Leh, although bearing their dynastic name ?

If the ministers (bka blon) of Daru are the descendants of some old line of local kings or

chiefs,* that line cannot have remained independent long after the arrival of Central Tibetan

Dynasty, about 1000 A. D. Also it is not likely that any chiefs of Daru could be in possession

of the same dynastic name as the kings of Leh, So Lha-chen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal is not
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likely to have been a local Darn chief, and he cannot have been one of the Pnrig chiefs, becanse

their dynastic names were quite different. Nor can he have been a Balti chief, becanse the

Baltis were Musalmans at the time that they overran Ladakh. And, lastly, there is no

history of the arrival of any Central Tibetan kings after 1000 A. D.

These considerations preclude any identification of this king outside the line of Leh,

and there is, moreover, much to show that Lha-chen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal must belong to that

line. The names of the Tibetan kings generally consist of two parts : the dynastic name, and

the proper name. The dynastic name of the ancient line of the kings of Lhasa was bTsan or

bTsanpo, and is found in many of their names, e, g., Nya-khri-btsanpo, Srong-btsan-sgampo.

The dynastic name of the first dynasty of the kings of Leh was Lha-ehen, and is found in

most of their names, e. g., Lha-ehen-dpalgyi-mgon, Lha-chen-naglug. Whenever it does not

occur, as iu the name bKrashis-mgon, it may be presumed that the king was not the eldest but

a younger son of his predecessor. As the second dynasty of the kings of Leh was descended

directly from the first, the name Lha-chen was added to many of their names at their

pleasure. The dynastic name of this second dynasty was rnam-rgyal, and it is found at the

end of every one of their known names. This dynasty is particularly well known, not only

from the chronicle rGyal-rabs, but also from its many inscriptions. Such a name, therefore,

as Lha-chen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal would be that of a king of the second dynasty, but it is

curious that the name kun-dga-rnam-rgyal does not occur in the chronicle, although even

after the second dynaty had been robbed of its power by tbe Dogras, the syllables hundga

occur as part of a very long royal name in ,aJigsmed-(etc)-rnam-rgyal.

If, then, Kun-dga-rnam-rgyal is to be held to have been one of the kings of Leh,

and cannot be found among the list of kings of the second dynasty, it remains to be seen

if be can be placed among the kings of the first dynasty. There is a passage in the rGgyal-

rabs, hitherto held to be doubtful, which may enable ns to so place him. Karl Marx’s MS. A.

of the rGyal-rabs puts king Lha-chen-jo-dpal directly after king bKrashis-mgon, but Marx

notes that Sehlagintweit’s text of the rGyal-rabs (which is quite in accordance with his own

MS. A., at any rate in those early parts) places a king, Lha-rgyal, between them.

Lha-rgyal, taken by itself, is a strange form, and suggests the omission of something

between lha and rgyal. My explanation of the circumstances is as follows : — The ancient MS.

from which both Karl Marx’s MS. A. and Schlagintweit’s original MS. were copied had some

fault in the place where some such name as Lha-chen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal originally stood.

Several things may have happened to create the omission
;

e. g.> the right bottom corner of

a page may have been torn off in such a way that only Lha remained of the first part of the

name, the last syllable rgyal being preserved on the left top corner of the next page. If

a European scholar were to find a MS. in such a condition, he would feel it to be an obligation

to inform his readers of the fact. It is different with a Tibetan. He believes he has done

wonders if he copies all he can make out. Usually he simply leaves out a doubtful passage

altogether, and goes on as if nothing were missing. These habits will account for tbe difference

between Scblagintweit’s and Marx’s MSS.

Tbe presence of the dynastic name of the second dynasty in the names of this king creates

a difficulty
;
but it may be pointed out here that the name rnam-rgyal was not new when it was made

a dynastical name in c. 1500 A. D., but can be found in central Tibetan names about the year 1000

and perhaps earlier.

If, therefore, this theory of the identity of Lha-chen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal with the

Lha-rgyal of Schlagintweit’s MS. of the rGyal-rals be correct, we have to date this king

c. 1250—1275 A. D., which date would very well account for the ancient character of this part

of the inscription.
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(b) A Passage from a Votive Tablet of King bDeldan and Prince

(or King) bDe-legs.

On one of the mcni-walls, a little below Daru, towards Pbyang is to be found a votive tablet

containing the name of Prince bDe-legs, beside that of his father bDe-ldan, in the form

which was usual, while bDe-leg3 was the heir-apparent. I have not yet found any votive tablets

containing the name of bDe-legs as king, but on a tablet at Domkhar can be read the name of

bDe-legs alone, with the title rgyal-sras
,

prince. This is remarkable because votive tablets of

bDe-leg’s father and son (Nyima-rnam-rgyal) are not at all rare. The easiest explanation of the

omission of the reign of bDe-legs from votive tablets is that the Lamas forbade the people to

mention this king on them, and destroyed all those bearing his name which were in existence,

because after the battle of Basgo he was obliged to become a Musalman. That mcna-walls were

constructed during his reign, we know from a votive tablet at Myurla (sMyungla). On this tablet

instead of the name of a king, that of a high Lama, Mi-pham-mgon, is given who is styled

rGyal-thsabs or Viceroy. After the battle of Basgo, the great Lama Mi-pham-mgon, for whose

aamq rQyal-rabs wrongly inserts that of Mi -pham-dbangpo,7 was sent to Ladakh by the supreme

government of Lhasa, to conduct the peace negotiations, and the authority of bDe-legs was so much

shaken that the great Lama took the place of the king in the minds of the people.

Text.

(In dBucan Characters.)

. . . lha chen bde ldan rnam rgyal bde

legs rnam rgyal, dbu rmog mtho zhing chab

arid rgyaspar shog *

Translation.

. . , the great gods, bDe-ldan-rnam-
rgyal [and] bDe-legs-rnam-rgyal, their

helmets being high, may their reign (or

progeny) spread ! * . . .

Mote.

The reason why the inscription was not copied in full was want of time and the fact that some
parts of it were in such bad condition that the reading proceeded very slowly. I may here mention
that another tablet containing the names of both these kings was discovered at Phe, on the Indus,

below Daru*

(c) Sanskrit-Tibetan Votive Inscription by the Minister

Thse-dbang-dongrub, c. 1800 A. D„

(On &tone.)

Along the wall of the present government garden at Daru there is a mani-wall, which is

furnished with two large votive tablets. Although both the wall and the tablets arc only about
100 years old, the latter are not in particularly good preservation. The state of preservation of an
inscription depends eatirely on the kind of stone selected, and tbe softer the stone the shorter the time
the inscription lasts. The Tibetan part of the inscription was originally copied in full, but the
paper containing the latter portion of the inscription has unfortunately been lost,8 and I can now oSer
only the first part of the Tibetan text.

T Mgon and dbangpo are almost synonyms, which explains the fact that the name occurs in two forms*
* Together with the copy of the Alchi Bridge Inscription and others.
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Text.

( In dBucan Characters.

)

Sanskrit.

Om namo(m?) E[h]agavate aparimita ayur

dznyana subbaniisitastana tsoradzaya ;
tatha-

gataya
;

arhafce samyaksambuddbaya ;
tadya-

tha
;
om [punye punye] mahapunye aparimita

punyer dznyana sambbaropatsite ora sarvasam

samskariparisbudba dbarmate gagana samu-

nagate subbava bisbudhe (vishudhe ?) maha-

naye parivariye svaha !

Tibetan.

Mi dbang cboskyi rgyalpoi phrinlas ysergyi

sbing rta gyendu la drenpai ’akborlopa bka

mdzod thse dbang dongrnbkyi skn tbse

mdzadpa stobs

Translation.

(Of the Sanskrit by B. C. Dutt, C.LB,)

Om, adoration to the Lord, the immeasurable,

the life of contemplation, the soul fixed on

holiness, the Tathagata, the Arhat, the

awakened, the self-existent

!

Om, to him of perfect holiness, of great holiness,

of immeasurable holiness, of unmeasured

righteous knowledge, of radiant soul !

Om, to him who has done all saci aments, to him

of pure religion whose way is high as the

heavens, to the well purified, to the great

teacher and traveller in the righteous path,—
Glory

!

(Of the Tibetan ,)

When the great minister,Thse-dbang-dongrub,

the upwards driving coachman of the golden

carriage of the works of the king of faith, the

powerful over men died, power

Notes.

La drenpa, an idiom meaning about * driving upwards/

hid mdzod ,
literally ‘ treasure-house of words. ’ I translated it by 6 minister/ but it may more

properly mean 4 wise man. ’

slu thse mdzadpa,

*

making his lifetime,’ used in the sense of completing his lifetime.’

V. — THE ROCK INSCRIPTIONS AT SHEH,

There are three inscriptions at Shell, one accompanied by various sculptures on the rock on

which the castle is built, and the two others on the Maitreya Rock, a little below the village on the

Indus, which is now popularly known as Sman-bla.

There are traces of several other inscriptions on the Maitreya Rock, in both Persian and

Tibetan characters, which have been effaced, probably during some war. It is probable that when

either the Balti or the Dogra armies marched up the Indus valley, they destroyed the Tibetan

inscriptions, and carved others in Urdu or Persian on their place. If this happened, the Ladakhis

would in turn destroy the new inscriptions, as soon as the hostile army had left the country.
^

The

two very ancient Tibetan inscriptions that have escaped destruction owe their escape to their positions

on the rock. One is carved so high up that it cannot be reached unless special arrangements ate

made, and the other was hidden behind a masonry-wall so that it could not be read, until the wall

was broken down by the missionaries in January, 1906. Indeed, I am told that some lines have not

even yet come to light.

Nos. I. and III. of the legible inscriptions have been copied by bLo-bzang-thar-rnyed,

meteorological observer at Leh ;
No. II. by bBechen-bZodpa.
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INSCRIPTION No. I.

Position: High up on the Maitreya Bock .

Text.

idkon mchog ysumla phyag ’athsal dang, nga

(da?) skyabs su ysolte, rgyalpo cbenpo, tsan po

lha sraskyi sku yondu mngarisikyi ’ abangsla

rigste, phyogs bcui aemscan thamscadkyi

bsodnamssu bsodsnas, 'aphagspa byams dpal,

khor tang bcaspai ska yzugs ......
, . . pa mthar brtan ......
bgyis.

Translation.

I greet the three highest beings (Buddhist Trinity)

and ask [them to come] to my help. Making

it as an offering of the great king, the Tsanpo,

the son of the gods, and for [the benefit of] the

subjects of mNgaris, and for the benefit of all

the beings of the ten regions, the images of the

august Byams dpal-(Maitreya) with his

attendants stfipa made.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

ysolte

;

the style of the writing used for this word reminds us of the Ender© Inscriptions

in Turkestan, where we find the final consonant of a syllable written not after, but below
, the

preceding one. In this case the l is written not after, but below the s.

mngarisi,
instead of later mNgaris. This is the ancient name of Western Tibet, as is

proved by the rGyal-rabs,
though in more modern times it has been restricted to the most Eastern

part of that country.

rigs is the classical sgrigspa
,
arrange, &c. See Ladakhi Grammar, Law of Sound, No. 3.

bsodsnas
;
I take this word to be another instance of placing the second consonant under the

first. Otherwise the word would have to be read bsngosnas
,
which would give it the sense of

4 resolve to go the way of Nirvana,’ according to Sarat Ch. Das’ Dictionary

.

byams-dpal, the glorious Maitreya. This shows that the inscription refers to the figure of

Maitreya with his attendants carved along with it on the rock, giving the same date both for the

inscription and its attendant sculptures.

vnthar-rien. I am told that this refers to a particular kind of stupa .

INSCRIPTION No. II.

Position : Behind the masonry*wall at the same site.

Text.

dkon mchog ysum dang, ’ajigrtengyi mgonpo

kunla skyabssu ysolnas, kbyaba phagspa

byamspa ’akhor dang bcaspai sku yzugs kbra

svalpa ffithai bardn choskyi ’akhorlo dampa
myurdu bslobpar skulla ysoldcing, dus mchod-
kyi rkyen sbyardpala sogspai bsodnams dang,

’aphagspa rnamskyi byin rlabs kyis, btsanpo

lha sras ydung rabs dang phyogs bcui semscan

phalpo che . . . . thamscad, bdeskyid phun-

sum thsogs shing, blanamedpai sangsrgyassu

myurdu grubpar stonte ’apliagspai sku yzugs
rdo ’aburdu bgyispao, yyaskyi dgebai bsbes

nyen rnamskyis kyang thson ysal bur bgyiba

dang brtanpar bgyio.

Translation.

Asking the three highest beings (Buddhist

Trinity) and all the lords of the world [to

come to my] help, the image of the august

Maitreya with [his] attendants [was made].

Praying that the glorious (bright shining) one

may quickly teach and admonish the holy

wheel of religion until the ends (of the earth),

and that there may be the merit of the

confirmed effect and such like of the periodical

sacrifices
j

and through the blessing of the

exalted ones, may the btsanpo
,
the son of the

god3 and (his) family, and the ordinary as

well as the great beings of the ten quarters

remain in perfect blessing, and be taught to

attain soon to the very highest Bud&hahood.

[For all this] the image of the exalted one

was made of stone. All the friends of the

virtue of the right hand will [from time to

to time] renew the colour (make clear colour)

[of the image] and protect it (make it safe).
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Philological Notes.

khyaha-aphagspa, I am told that this is a locally well-known title of Maitreya
;
but what

Myaba means I have been unable to discover.

khra svalpa (or ysalpa), I am told that this expression means * very bright, shining.’

sbyardpa, perfect stem of the infinitive sbyor[d']pa.

rdo ’aburduj used in the sense of ‘ according to stone,’ * of stone,’

Epigraphical Notes.

Though the characters of this inscription are of the ordinary dBu-can type, there are a few

pecularities in them, which point to its antiquity.

(a) The letter ng has a stroke attached to the right end of its lower line, which makes it look

almost like a dBu-can p . This peculiarity has not yet been' observed at Badere (Stein Collection),

nor anywhere else.

(
b
) The i sign has not always the position of the Devanagari short i, but often that of the

long i

,

as is also the case in the Endere MSS., and many other ancient inscriptions.

(c) The second or final consonant of the syllable is written below the first consonant. Of

this we have one certain and one probable case in the previous inscription. This peculiarity is also

found at Endere and in the ancient Balti Inscriptions.

A Comparison of the Ladakhi and the Endere Inscriptions

.

It will he useful here to review the peculiarities of the Endere relics, as they are the oldest

datable specimens of Tibetan orthography, and to compare the most ancient West Tibetan

Inscriptions with them. The question is a very important one, because on it the possibility of dating

the Tibetan Inscriptions depends.

The peculiarities of the Endere MSS. and Sgrafitti (8th century) are the following : —
(a) The i sign takes the shape of the Devanagari long and short i interchangeable.

(
b) In several cases the final consonant of the syllable is written below the first consonant,

(o) The masculine definite article is in most cases phd and pho, instead of modern pa and po.

(e?) In many cases the ordinary c and ts are replaced by oh and tk$ ;
and both ch and ths

have y, d,
or b prefixes attached to them, whilst in the classical orthography they are furnished only

with a and m prefixes.

(e) When m comes before i or e, ay intervenes,

(/) Words ending in r, I, or % are furnished with a d suffix, called drag.

A comparison of the ancient Ladakhi inscriptions with those of Endere discloses the fact, that

several of them exhibit some of the peculiarities of the Endere epigraphy, but not all. This leads

to the supposition that the six characteristics of Endere orthography were not dropped all at once,

but one by one, and Dr, L. D. Barnett has observed that, according to the Endere relics, the drag

was even then on the point of disappearing (8th century A. D.).

In Ladakh., the peculiarities of the Endere epigraphy are exibited in the following

inscriptions :

—

(a) Interchange of long and short i is found in Inscriptions at Sheh; at Alehi-mkhar-gog

(but only in the oldest)
;
and at Sadpor (Baltistan).
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{b) Subscription of the final consonant is found in the inscriptions at Shell
;

in one at

Khalatse (at the bridge) ;
and at Sadpor.

(c) The masculine article pha
,
pho has so far only been discovered at an ancient gold-mine

near Nyurla, where a personal name is spelt danarnapha (or perhaps tanarnapha).

(d) ch and ths for c and is are found in the Ealu-mkhar Inscriptions.

(e) y intervening between i or e and initial m is found in the Sheh Inscriptions (see

Inscription No. III., below)
;

in the Alchi-mkhar-gog Inscriptions (the oldest); in those at Sadpor
;

at Khalatse (at the bridge)
;
and at Balu-mkhar,

(/) The suffix drag is found in the Sheh Inscriptions.

The latest peculiarity of the ancient orthogragphy to disappear would appear to be the

intervention of y between an initial in and i or e, as this is exhibited in all the ancient inscriptions
;

and the latest of them which can be dated with some amount of probability, is the Khalatse Bridge

Inscription (probable date 1150 A. D.). Peculiarities which disappeared much earlier are certainly

the masculine articles pha
,
pho and the suffix drag.

The Sheh Inscriptions exhibit the interchange of long and short i, the subscription of the

final consonant, the intervening y ,
and the suffix drag.

This last point is of great importance, as the use of the drag was supposed to be on the decline

at Endere, I propose, therefore, to put their date between 900 and 1000 A. D.

The King of the Inscriptions.

Both the Maitreya Rock Inscriptions are plainly by the same king, and both refer to the

same subject, the carving of the image of Maitreya. The personal name of the king is not given,

but this omission seems to have been customary at that time, as the Khalatse Inscription also speaks

simply of “the great king.” We find, however, two dynastic names, in the Maitreya Rock

Inscription, the name bTsanpo and Lhayi-sras. The former is the dynastic name of the

Central Tibetan Dynasty, from which the Western Tibetan kings descended, and the latter,

which means ‘son of the gods,’ not only reminds us of Lha-chen, ‘great god,’ the dynastic

name of the earliest Western Tibetan kings, but is also used interchangeably with Lha-chen by

the later kings. We may thus, with some confidence, attribute these inscriptions to one of the kings

of the bTsan-po-Lha-ehen line of Central Tibet and not to local chiefs. The first of this

line of kings was Skyid-Ide-nyima-mgon, the conqueror of Western Tibet, who reigned, according

to Grrinwedel’s Chronology
,
c. 975—1000 A. D., or, according to SaratCh. Das’ Chronology

,
20—30

years earlier, and I believe that it was under him that both sculptures and inscription were set

up. Votive offerings of this nature were mostly made by the kings, not so much for their own
spiritual benefit as for that of their parents, as we learn from the rGyaWabs

, and my belief is

that the king caused the figures and inscription on the Maitreya Rock to be set up for the spiritual

welfare of his father, who may have died when he was in Western Tibet. This supposition at once

explains the use of the word bTsanpo
,
as Nyima-mgou’s father was the last of the bTsanpos in the

family, and the word btsan was actually part of his name, Lde-dpal-’akhor-btsan. It is of some
interest that, in the Inscription, the wish is expressed that the sculpture may be a means of blessing

to the people of Western Tibet. Apparently, the king wished to please his new subjects with it.

The result of this examination of the Inscriptions is that they must be most probably dated
c. 950—1000 A. D. and must be assumed to be by Skyid-lde-nyima-mgon, the conqueror of

Western Tibet, for the spiritual benefit, in the first place, of his father Lde-dpal-’akhor-btsan,
and secondly, for that of his new subjects. In any case, the probability is that they are earlier, and
not later, than 1000 A. D,, and refer to some Central Tibetan king. At the same time it is difficult
to see why any king earlier than Skyid-lde-nyima-mgon should have taken an interest in the village
of Sheh, as it apparently became the first capital of Western Tibet after its conquest by him.
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INSCRIPTION No. III.

This inscription is carved high up on the rock below the castle of Shell, above an image of

Maitreya, and can only be read with the greatest difficulty, even with the help of a field glass. It

is impossible nowadays to get close to it. The following is bLo-bzang-Thar-rnyed's reading of it

Tibetan Text,

dkon mchog -ysumla bstaste, phyog cu gyal khangs myo zanggi bter . . * . . chos khal ga

phulbai byang lha byamsbai nyu ku rdo ’abar (’abur?) gi mckodpa dang ku sdob
;
kho

chengyi zhir myig tsang cing byorbar byas . skyong dang tsangyis (or : skyongba

tsangyis) en skarba .........
Notes.

A translation of this is impossible, as it is evident that it has not only become more

weathered than the others, but is also written with a more careless orthography. From the few

words, which can be made out, it looks very much as if it dated from about the same time and

referred to a similar object.

dkon mchog, &e. The first line means ‘ looking at the three highest beings * (Buddhist Trinity)

phyog[$ 6]cit, the ten regions.

byamsbai (or pat), of Maitreya.

rdo ’aburgyi rtichodpa
,
‘offering of a stone statue, image.’

myig tsancing
,
probably ‘the eye getting clear’

;
myig instead of mig is a case of the ancient

orthography.

skyongba tsangyis
,

1 by the protector, by the Tsanpo.’ Thus, the king at Sheh would appear

to call himself Tsanpo, as a descendant of the famous Tsanpos of Tibet. The term may perhaps,

however, signify a name of Pbyag-rdor, similar to the form Thub-bstan-skyongba.

APPENDIX
The Age of the Buddhist Stone Images of Ladfikh.

All the stone images of Lad&kh are in relief. They are found on the living rock as well as

on raised slabs of stone, and are in varying states of preservation. The following have come to my

knowledge :

—

(a) Outside Leh — The images at Dras
;
the famous Ch&mba (Byamspa) at Mulbe

;
the

medallion at Sadpor in Baltistan
;
the rGyalba-rigs-lnga at Spadum in Zangskar

;
the images at

Kartse in Puiig $ a stone with sculptures at Tingmogang ;
a similar stone at Saspola

;
several reliefs

on the living rock at Spitug; the stone abbess at Nyemo
;
the Vajrapani at Daru; the Sruan-bla

and figures near the castle at Sheh
;
the Maitreyas at Igu, with ancient frescoes close to them.

(5) I am told by Dr. F. E. Shawe, who made a collection of photographs, that in Leh and its

'environs there are a great number of them. Of these the best known are : — four stones with

images on the Ifarkandi road
;
one stone with several sculptures at Changspa

;
three stones with

single figures about the brook near Changspa, and another in the village ; one figure at Gonpa, above

Leh ; an inscribed figure in the garden of the present Moravian Knitting School
;
one, painted red,

near the palace of Leh, close to one of the former city gates
;
one on the plain, south of Leh, in

a mane-wail among a large number of mchod-rten
;
one at Skara, below Leh

;
and one below king

bDe-idan-rnam-rgyaTs main-wall on the Sheh road. This last has figures on all four sides.

With regard to the date of these figures we can safely say that they are never made nowadays,

and, according to local tradition, it is a long time since they were made, a fact which does not hinder

the people from still worshipping some of them. As a few of them have inscriptions, it is possible

to assign approximate dates to them. The figures thus made dateable are the following:

—

The Maitreyas at Sheh, c. 950—1000 A. D., as shown above; the Sadpor reliefs (pictureAnd
inscriptions, vide Miss Jane E. Duncan’s A Summer Side through Western Tibet), c. 1000 A. D>
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from the orthography employed ;
the Dras figures, with inscriptions in Kashmir iarada characters,

mo«t probably of the Kashmir Buddhist emigration to Ladakh, which was at its height 900—1100

a/d.; the Vajrapani at Daru, c. 1250 A. D. (or 20-30 years earlier according to Sarat

Ch Das’ Chronology) ;
the figures at Spadum in Zangskar of the time of the Mons, before the

Tibetan conquest, which took place c. 950-1000 A. D.
;
the figure in the garden of the Mission

Knitting School at Leh, c. 1000 A. D., from the accompanying inscription. On the whole,

although one of the dates is as far forward as far as the thirteenth century, I feel much inclined

to believe that the year 1000 A. D. should be taken as roughly the date of these images.

I would draw attention to the striking similarity which many of these sculptures have to the

ancient Budhhist images at Gilgit, one of which is reproduced in Biddulph’s The Tribes af the

Hindoo Kush. And although the art was continued for some time under the rule of the Tibetan

kings of Leh, I feel much inclined to believe that it is Pre-Tibetan, and probably Dard in origin.

At any rate it is Indian.

The inscription on the Maitreya at the Knitting School, Leh, runs thug :
—

Text. Translation.

nga zharba

ma shii bardu rje

sam ehodching rkyan

bai bsodnamskyis

grol bya sem ....

I, a blind one,

Until death

May offer high thoughts and

Through the adorning [religious] merit

May (or will) be delivered, the soul , . . .

Notes.

rkyan is probably for rgyan.

Signs of age in the Inscription are : three inverted i signs; diing instead of cing
;
and the

form of the sh, which reminds us of zh.

THE TRAVELS OF RICHARD BELL (AND JOHN CAMPBELL)

IN THE EAST INDIES, PERSIA, AND PALESTINE.

1654—1670.

BY SIB B. 0. TEMPLE.

(Continued from Vol . XXXV> p- 210.)

Parting from them, my boy & I tooke Councell w°k way to sfceere
; My boy advized a

back way, for that y
0 people of that Gontrey weere verry bad, and theires a Towne 12 Corse

[Teds'], wch is 6 English mile of; Theire we will goe & buy pvitions, wch we did, And after

Travelled 17 days w^out touchiuge at either towne or bowse till we caime to y° great Citty

Guzzurratt. These Contreys [Rajputana] are not as 0thers, but haue many Kings. Some
haue not abone 600 people feigbting men vnder them, some 5000. I got safe to Guzzeratt, tho

very weary of all my Travells. This was y® first iunct money [chmgam, custom, poll-tax]
I paid, otherwise cald bead money, soe much for a Man & doble as much for a borsse.

I lived in that Citty 17 days privatt in a brammonists [[brahman’s] bowse, by reason my
sarv* told me I must live as bis' sarvj if I intended to travell safe in that Contrey, w cl1 1 did,

for in those parts they are great Enemies to a Xpian.

They Mervelled to see a whiteman, never seing one before in that Contrey, Caused my
Man, then My Maister, to say he bought me in the Bloches Contrey, & I was his slaue. Next
morning, I rideing out to water wth my borsse, y® people stareing on me, A Naagg [ndik], f
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is a greatman, mett me, And askt me in his Lingua who I served. & followed me home to y*

howse I lodged at, being I had not the Lingua. My man, then Master, discorsing wth him,

y® Naagg demanded wn Lingua I could speake. He told him I was but a new sarv* & could

speake noe Lingua. Then, Sa y® Naag, how doe y
u vnderstand him. He replied, by Signs.

He was verry ernest to buy me, but my Man put him of, telling him I was his Brothers sarv^.

The cause of my staying soe longe amonge them was, Wee could not Travell, They being in

warrs one wth an other.

I had not scaped Sellinge but y
fc my boy was trusty, w cl1 is rare of a Cannarry [Kanarese],

for y
1 Contrey he was.

From Guzzeratt to Brampoore [Burhanpur] is 400 Leagues. I was 4 Months in goeinge

it. When we caime to Junkann [custom-house], I lighted of my horsse & gote on y
e Os, w cl1

carried y
e boy & things, & the boy mounted On my horsse as Maister Att seuerall villages,

for theire was noe Cittys on the way
;
forts theire weere, but we went out of the way to misse

them. In every 40 Leagues theire was Junkanns [custom-house officers], who tooke head

money. Wth much troble wee past, My man haueinge y
e Lingua, but I not. And the people

weere verry inquissitive what I was, being a white man, wch was rare in y
4 Contrey. When

we caime wthin 60 Leagues of Brampoore, my Man told me, this is y° great Junkinn Towne

called Halloe [Halabas, Allahabad].

When we caime wthin sight of the towne, beinge on the edge of a hill, Sd my sarv*,

Maister stay here, I will observe if we can miss the towne. I told him he knew it was

daingeros to goe out of y® roade way, but left it to his discretion. MT
,
Sd he, I beleive jo*

money is almost gon. I sd , by tow such Cotte [Bhai, tu sack Lahta], Brother, thou speakest

trewth, Sd he, after we had Consulted together (but I had y* about me mysarvt knew not of),

we haue a way we may passe, but if not, y
u haue freinds at Brampoore, & y

u shall pawne me

heere till y
u send releife. After we had refresht or seifs, my boy said, Haw’dow’ea’noun

challa [Khuda ke nam, chalo], Lets goe in the naime of god. Am’ar’ra ser’vp’ra bout’bos’hey

[Samara sir upar bakut bhoj hat], I haue, sd my man, for he was gray w th age, A great Charge

vppon my heade. Am’arW, Jou’row char, be’te Amorra Zam man hey [Barnard, joru
,
char 5el2,

hamara gamin hat], My wife & Children lie at stake for me to yor freinds if y
u get anie hurt.

Hodah io’hey [Khuda ilc hai], Sd he. Theirs but One god, Se’de’ra decking’ga’ [Sldhd m
dikhaehge], wch shall direct vs y® right way. When we had past y® towne Holloe [Allahabad]

towards Brampoore [Burhanpur], we mett a Company of horssmen, wcl1 had taken 24

Marchants, w cil had past & not paid theire Jnnkin money. Sa ray man, these are Rogues
;

They haue laid wait both wayes, because they knew y® Marchants would pass by y
e vpper way

to save theire Jnnkin money. Ou’ta’ amora’ bail asway [Z'tho, hamara bail aswar], Alight

psentiy [at once] & get vppon y
e Ox, He mounted psently on y

e horsse & rid towards them,

And said to me. Ton asta asta pecha hey [Turn ahiste ahiste ptchhe 55], com you Softly behinde.

Comeinge to them, he knew one of the horssmen, who askt him from whence he caime. He Sd
,

I caime from Gusaratt, And I and my man are goeinge for Brampoore to buy some swords and

knives for such a Naag [:naik] in Guzuratt whose sarv* I am. When I caime neare, Sd my
Man, then Maister, to me, Get y

u a heade, this boy is a foole, & caId me naimes, Telling his

accquaintance of me was but small. Sd y® Man, Kiss was ny marra [Us waste nahih ward],

Why doe you not beat y® Rogue, Sd my Mr
,
Ka’poyn’ge’ as ham du’han’na o’mar’ra’ga

[kya pdungd is ham diwarid mdregd], What shall I get by beating a foole. My man puld of his

girdle gaue it y® horseman, wct pleased him well. Tam’con a
,

marra*sad ca’poss [turn kaho

hamara sahib Ice pas] woi is, When y
u se my Maister, (Sd he to y® Marchants, who weere for

Guzzerat), ham is voc’cat dalgeer [ham is waqt dilgir], I am at this tyme sad & Mellencolly,

because he sent asarv11 wtl1 me I am forst to be a nurse to. The Marchants replied, & y® Soldiers,

Tom bar’ra sa’fect’ adam me* hey’tom better ny gente Kiss wast to mor’ra pass Chocke’ra leta
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[turn bara safcd adml hai, turn behtiar nahih jante; Ids waste tumhara pas cholera leta], y
n are an

Antient gray man ; methinks y
n should vnderstand better then bring a Child in yo* Company.

He tooke bis leaue, I beinge got a full English mile before them. When my man caime vp

full speed a head, he asked me laughinge, ham ho’pe* sad ne \hctm WiUb sahib ne ?], Am not I a

good Maister. I told him, yes. Sd he, now its yo* tyme to be Maister
;
I did this for yor saife

deliverance Ynder god. In 3 days afterwards we arrived at Brampoore [Burhanpur], Where I was

in saifty out of all trobles. The Gouerner theire is cald Dowd Caune [Daud Khan],94 wth whome

1 had formerly beene In armes, This beinge in the Magulls Contrey. He treated me Terry well,

but was Jealous [suspicious that] 1 had runn away from y
€ Magull, yet Sd nothing to me, for he

knew I could not pass wthout his leaue, questioned me many things but I resolved him nothinge.

Beinge theire 6 days, weary when I caime but now well refresht, In that tyme caime the french

Embassador who had beene att John a Badd [Jahanabad], y
e Magulls Court, But wth litle hone*."

These 2 Embassado*8
,
One from ye ffrench Kinge for his pticuler 96 to greet y

e Magull, One

from him for y
e East India Company,9? in ah 1638, when they Caime mare y

e Court, y
e Emperror

had notis & Wee the EngLsli. They caime not in y
t state vsually y

e Engl or Dutch come in, Soe

y« Emperror thought himselfe vndervallewed, And sleighted them, Commanding them stay

2 Leagues from Court when they expected to come to rights. Besides the Embassador for the

K[ing of] ffrance had Express order from his King to deliver his Letters to y
e Emperro18 owne

hand, w ch was refused. However, the English had leaue to vizitt the f
r [French] Embassador

& did send them theire tents & other nessarys they wanted. The Embassador, Concluding y
e

Emperror affronted them, they pvide to goe back, wch the Emperrot had notis of, & Commanded
them to be brought back wth

all theire goods and attendance, Saying, did they thinke to goe out

of his Contrey wthout Leave. The next night The Embassador& weer assalted in theire tents,

robbd of all, 3 or 4 Sarvts kiicL & they sadly affrighted. In this Condition They staid a day or two.

But after[wards] Theire Money & Goods weere found & restored & they ordered to come to Court,

The English accomping. When they caime at y
e Court gate, theire armes weere taken from them

& theire pocketts sercht, But y
e Engl went in wth sword & Target & pistolls by theire sides, wch

greived y
e Ebassado?5

.

M*1
;

1 This affront was ptly ocationed by y
€ Contrivance of y

e EngT, for that, in y
c tyme of ye last

Dutch warr, y
e french caused y

e English letters to be given y
e Dutch, wcl1 was delivered into theire

hand to be Conveyed for y
€ est India Company.

They98 would [have] psented theire letters to y
e Emperror, but they weere not pmitted. They

then desired ye fr [French] father99 might interpret them, but ye Emperror Askt y® Engl if they
could not doe it, they being in Lattin. Mr White sd yes, Soe they weere delivered to him. The

This is probably DaSd Khan Qurcshi, governor of Allahabad in 1670. Mr. Irvine tells mo he is mentioned
by Mamzeei.

“ The author is inoorrect. Only one of the French ambassadors (Beber) oame to Burhanpur from Agra (not

Mr Irrine^

10 °°mpSIly °f TaTernier* at tle end of 1637. I am indebted for this, and the two following notes, to

“ ?e la Bonillaye LeGouz was the King’s man. He went eastwards to Patna, and was never after heard
of again. He was probably murdered by his hired guard, who mistook his bos of books for treasure

lengiun^v
e“ * **^ India Company. The story of the embassy is given at

98 i. e., the French ambassadors

.

tha,t tlie
"
rrench fatIiei ” may possibly u Father Bnse

'
e

’ s - j-> a Fiem»s. was “
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Embassador for y
e Company had his desire granted, his deport humble, Soe they weer dismisfc, iao

And from Brampoore I travelld V th them as followes. But to returne to y
e Gouerner who sfcopt me,

haueing seut to y
e Court to know If I had come wthout license. But they redy, y

e EmbassadoTS
,

I showed the Gouernor my pass from y
e Empr

,
wch gaue me my liberty, And in 28 Days we arrived

at Surratt, wch is but 60 Leagues from Brampoore. Att Surrat I staid 14 Days, Sr George Oxenall

[Oxinden] 1 psident their for The East India Company, with whome I had seuerall affairs, And
haueing dispatcht, I left it, But he was Terry importun[ate] wth me to know how I succeeded in

my Jurney into Prester John
;
but I knew well what I should tell him would be in England before

me. But some things I told Mr Bob1 Smith, the Minister.

From Surratt I went to Madderaslepotan [Madras] in Bengali, in wch is the Kingdome of,

Gulcandar [Goleonda], Wher are all the Dymond Mines, w cl1 is A Months Jurney or about 600

English Miles
;
from thence to MasLepotan [Masulipatam], w elt is 60 Leagues

;
Thence to Checacull

[Chicacol, Ganjam district], a great Citty, wcl1 hath a Kinge of it selfe, a yerry stronge place
;

Thence to Muscatt, wcU belongs to the Arrabbs, the King of it called Wyley2
;
Its a place was taken

from the Portugalls.3

In that time I was theire. they sent- an Armadoe to retake it, but in Vaine, beinge wth loss &
shame beaten away. After this, King Wyley [the wait] sent out 11, Elleaven, vessels w<=Zl about

800 Men to y
G Portugalls Coatrey, to a Citty eald Dew [Diu], A stronge fort & Garrison. They

Landed, stormed & Plundered the Towne & brought 800 psoners away, Men, Weomen & Children,

8 Chests of Silver, 4 Caests of Gold. This I, John Cambell, se brought into Muskatt in the

Month of August 1668, All don in 14 Days.*

This was great dishono* to y
e Portugall affaires, they cominge to looke out for the Arrabbs

^ had gon on y« Pertian Coast and tooke A litle money Dew to them for custome out of Conge

[Kung] and returned, On wch
,
Sd y

e kinge of y
e Arrabbs in my heareinge, They haue com out to

seek me
;
I will now goe to seeke them, And offerd me great rewards to goe wth him. but my

answer was, they weere Christians And I was one, Soe could not gratify his desire.

Att my beinge in Goa, in Anno 1668, was a Portugall ship
;
the Capt. of hir5

had not only y
e Command of the ship but all y® Ladeinge. And beinge One day at a Gameinge

how3e (for play at Dice is much vsed theire), And theire beinge many ffydalgoes [fidalgo],

verry rich, this Cap1 fell in to play wth them, And lost not Only ship, but all his Ladeinge, wch don,

in great troble he went to a Surgion, And caused him cut of his left hand close at y® wrest

;

y
e Surgion haueinge don his Dewtie, he, y

e Capt, bought a box iust fitt to hold y® hand Cut of,

& it beiug put in & y° Key in his pockett, he tooke it vnder his Cloke & went to y
e Gameing bowse,

wheere was at play y
e feialgoe who had won his ship & goods wth a great heape of money & gold

100 in a letter from Surat to the Court of Directors of the East India Company, dated 26th March 1667, there

is the following account of the French embassy s
— “ The Transactions of the French have bin much wondered att

by all, one of the Two that came hither and went upp to Court, he that was sent from the King of France with

letters Recommendatorye hath bin much slighted and att last is gone away alone, some say to Bengalla, Leaving

his consort, who after a tedious attendance, finding none that would prefer his cause to the Kinge, in regard he

came Empty handed, was Returning hither, but was robd of all he had, one dayes Journey out of Agra, and

Received three or Fonre wounds, which oomming to the Kings eare, tooke pitty on him, sent for him backs, gave

particnler order for his care, and afterwards admitted him into his presence, Received his petition, Gave order he

should be paid out of his Treasury what was pretended to be taken from him.”— India Office Records
, Factory

Records,
Miscellaneous, Yol. 2.

1 Sir George Oxinden was President of Surat from 1662 till his death, on the 14th July, 1669.

* The author mistakes the Arabic title wall, a governor, for a proper name. 3 In 1650.

4 In a letter to Surat, dated from Ispahan, 5th Sept. 1669, Stephen Flower refers to “wt. had past at sea

between the Portugalls and Arabs in this Gulfe and to
u
the Arabs proceedings at Dio,” but there is no record

of the occurrence, as given by Campbell, in 1668.

5 Hiatus in the MS.
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before him, & he haneing j
e Dice, f Capt puts downe his box & sd

,
para esta. At it, sd ye fydalgoe.s

Theire grl
.
play is passage, & its y« play theire, if y

e Caster throw awmes,? ace & a tray, he paya

doble j
e stake he throwes at. The fydalgoe or K‘ threw awmes, ace & a tray, & seing it, said,

open yor box & tell yor moLey, pushing his heape to him. Hold, said y
e Capt., & toolce out ye

Key of his box & opend it & showed his hand & y
e arrne it was Cut of, & sd

, y
u liaue lost both yor

hands. They cairne to Composition & y
e Capt had his shipp & goods and doble hir yallew. The

Cap* is now in Lisbon, And knowne to me Jn? Cambell & many others, who se his hand & Arme

it was Cutt of.

Att the same fcyme in Goa, I was Carried to see a father, counted a holly man of y
e Order of

ye Pollistians,8 borne in Dunkirk, who had beene deade almost 12 Monts before, but lay aboue

ground to be seene by all y* caime; & of seuerali Nations round about theire cairne, viz* And see

him lie as at ye tyme of bis death vnbowelled, or wth out anie art don to him saue y
e shaueing his

face every weke & paireing or Cutting his nailes, wth a Naturall fresh Culler, The faime of it caime

to y« Pope, as nothing don almost in Anie p
4 of y

e world, but theire are padreys to give advice.

The Pope sent for the boddie of this Padre
; y

e Pollistians who are y
e richest Scotietie of fathers

in y
e world, denied it. But the Pope demanding his right hand, it was granted & Cutt of,

Jn? Cambell then psent, and it bled as fresh as if it had been Cutt from y
e Boddie of a liveinge man.

They iudeavord after to pserve him from Corruption but could not, soe 3 days after he was buried.

One day, I sittinge wth King Wyley [the wall], 3 brave Weoineu psoners weere brought

before him
;
2 Weere Brammonists [Brahmans] wifes, theire husbands being kild. The 3d was

a Portugall, wch I freed. She told me she had to pay me what I laid out, & Did 3 doble, when

I delivered her in Conge [Kung]. Sd
y
e Kinge to me, will you free thother two. I sd this is

a Christian & I an other, They Gentries.

Two of King Wyleys Sarvts
.
being by, w*h Katars [daggers] by theire sides, These 2 Brammonist

weomen drew each a Katar from them & before y
e Kinge rip vp their Bellys & Dyed.

The next day, about 8 Clock in the morninge, theire Arrived A ship of ours from Bunibay,

220 Leagues by Sea from this place. Wyley y
e Kinge of y

e Arrabbs sent for me & sd ,
w t4 doe y

u

make this ship to be. I S<1

,
English. Welcome, Sd be, y

ts or Brother. Comeingc into y
e rode,

h|B Ladeing was rice & Butter & Coquer Nutts, woh was great Reliefe to y
t Contrey, for, Except

ye great Ones, they eate only Tammer [ta’ama'], vizt., Dates & fish. The contrey is very barren,

& haue great respect to y
0 English y

t furnish them wth pvitions, for they are often vexed w*h

fammin.

Cap* William Hill was commander of the vessell & was verry glad to meete Yf
t an

Englishman theire, y
fc king Wyley esteemed, & could Speak y° Lingua, for y© Cap* could not.

I delt w*11 the Kinge for him, for his Rice Butter & y© rest of his Ladeinge, & truekt wth
y
e Kinge for

350 psoners, Both well pleased, And for my Curtesey Kinge Wyley psented me w*h a Black boy

& Cap1
: Hill a Dymond Ring, w©h I accepted.

From Muskatt I went to Conge, in y
e Pertion Dominyon, wth my Lady psoner, for soe she was,

& hir husband slaine at Due [Din]. I was much made of & gratified.

Thence I went for Commerroone [Gombroon], wch the English haue A factory at,9 & Receive

halfe Custome of it for theire good Service in helping y
e Pertian to take y

e famous Ormous, Once

9 Mr. Donald Ferguson suggests the following reading of this passage

“

The Captain put down his bos and
said, ‘ Pare esta

’

[
c
I wager this — cairn = box]. ‘ Atido

*

|_‘ Done ! said the fidalgo.”
T i, e., ambs-ace, double ace, the lowest possible throw at dice.

a Paulinist, the local name for the Jesuits. John Campbell seems to be alluding to the shrine of
S* Francis Xavier, whose body was removed to Goa in 1.554. According to his wont, Campbell alters dates to suit
his. purpose so that he may appear to have personally witnessed the events he describes. The right arm of the
Saint was sent to the Pope in 1614. See The Voyage of Francois Pyranl of Laval (Hakluyt ed,}, Vol. VI. p. 61 ,

f. n.
The English factory at Gombroon was established after the taking of Ormuz, in 1622. In a letter to the Court

from Surat, dated 2nd Nov. 1688 {Factory Records
, Miscellaneous

, Vol. 2) the Council remark that they have
a Right to the Gulph of Persia and port of Gombroon, by a firtne League and Covenant made and Concluded att
tho Expulsemge the Portugall, which cost our nation both men and money to purchase.”
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soe ominent in ye portugalls fcyrae, from whorne It was taken by y® Pertian, 10 That its said of it, If

y
e world weere a Kinge, Ormous was ye Dymond in it.11 But now in the Dust, And Bossara

[Basra],13 wch is 15 days Jurney from Commoronne, y
0 great port.

Wee had not beene at Commoroon 2 days, but advice eaime Capt. Hill was arrived at Due,

haueinge soe good a voyage by my means, Mr Gayrey,13
y
e March4

,
not knoweinge me, writt to

Mr fflowers14 that if such an English man caime, discribinge me, wheere he had Cognizance or

interest y* he would serve me, though, Sd he, meaninge me, he did me a disco rtesy once, yet hath he

now served me beyond my Expectation & made me trebble mends [amends].

The discortsey I did him was in Conveyinge Sr Humphry Cooke out of India,15 for Mr Garey

would [have] sent him to y
e Company because he traded in India in y

e Companys goods.

My Lord Cooke 16 his father being sent by y
e King of England to be Gouerner of Bumbay,

a Towne Given by y
Q Portugalls as part of y

Q Dowrey of o r Royall Queene Katheran,17 lyeinge 24

howers Saile from Surrat <fc is an Isleland and the besi port in India The Christians haue.

My Ld was sent wth 600 English Soldiers, & y
e vice Roy of Portugall had order to deliver it

to y
e sd Ld Cooke, but tooke snuff [offence] y

t lie was not treated or respected aboard y
e Engl

vessell as he expected, set them a shore in a part of y® Isleland wheere they had noe fresh water &
would not dd [deliver] the Towne Bumbay till most of ye sd 600 soldiers wee[re] kild w411 a flux by

drinking brackish water.13

Mr John 19 Flowers facter for y
0 India Company at Spahawne [Ispahan] & Commaroon,

My Kinsman, I left him att Commaroon & went for Spawhowne & by Mr fflowers order had y
e vse

of y® Companys howse theire for my entertaining

io Ormuz was taken by Shah ‘ Abbas, with the help of the English, in 1522.

U Thomas Herbert gives the proverb in this form
“ If all the world were made into a ring,

Ormus the gem an I grace thereof should bring.” — Some Years Travels, ed. 1638, p. 105.

12 The Company established an agenoy at Basra, in 1640.

13 Henry Gary was Acting Deputy Governor at Bombay in 1367, and assumed the title of Governor after the

death of Sir Gervase Lucas, in 1658. He was never confirmed in the office, and waB censured by the Court for his

arrogance in 1671.

14 Stephen Flower, with whom Campbell claimed kinship, was a factor in the E. I. Co.’s Servioe. He was
** second ” at Gombroon in 1333 and ** Chief ” from 1635 to 1339.

16 I can find no foundation for this story.

16 Sir Humphry Cooke was Governor of Bombay for the King, from April 1385 to the end of 1666, during which

time there was constant friction between him and Sir George Oxinden, the Company’s representative at Surat

1T In 1631 Bombay was ceded to the British Crown as part of the dowry of Katherine of Braganza, wife of

Charles II. It was transferred to the E. I. Co. in 1668.

18 This statement is incorrect.

is Stephen Flower was the Company’s servant at Ispahan and Gombroon. It is strange that if Campbell really

were his kinsman, that he should mistake his Christian name. A paragraph in a letter from Flower to Surat, dated

Gombroon, 21st January 1369, shows Campbell in a very different position from what he leads us to infer, at this

time “ On a J$uke y* (in Company eight more from Sciuda) lately arrived att Congo laden with goods, ete.

provitions, came passenger one John Cambell who had served y
e King of India as a Gunner seven or eight yeares

and having obteined licence to depart for his Country (to wch his freinds had often sollieited him) his resolutions was

to travell overland for England, (wt*- w* moneys etc. .hee had gained in ye time of his service to y
e valine of 7

or 8000 mp3.) towards w^ hee was advanced as farr as Scynda, when in Company of about 40 persons more in y
e

Caphila, they were unfortunately mett w^ by ye who robbed them all of their money and goods stripped him

to his shirt and hardly escaped with his life, in wch miserable condition at his arrivall Scynda finding noe remedy,

hee chose rather to proceed on his Intended Journey though with nothing than returne againe to the service of his

old Master, and about six dayes since repaired hither for my assistance, upon y
e relation of which sad story, I have

taken his present condition into consideration, and furnish’d him with w? necessary to carry him to England, where

God sending him safely to arrive, I have hope of receiving from himselfe or friends satisfaction, in two or three

days more he departs in Compa : a Portugall Padre to Busara where I shall Commend him to ye fathers courtesy

there for his safe proceeding to Alleppo, and there noe doubt but ye consul! to whom I shall alsoe write will

befriend him in what further needful], It would bee a shame not to commiserate and assist in such cases as tins

our owne country man from whose misfortune God defend us.” — Factory Records, Surat, Yol. 105.
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But from Commoroon I tooke in the way to Spawhawne [PLar] w Ql1 is 70 Leagues from

Commeroon, haueing a note from M* Jn? fflowers & y® Cornmendore of ye Batch, we English

haueinge noe howse theire but the Dutch had, y^ I might haue eutetainm* tlieire
; 3 days I lodged

theire w was in the tyme of Gouerners fast, soe could not speake w tlx him. But at night, After

l had spooke wtl1 him, that night caime a letter from Mr fflower to me,20 Telling me of Monsier

Demingoes invitation of all y® English, ffrench & Dutch, w fcl1 sarvants, to a ffeast he had made,

being y® ffrench Agent at Commoroon.

The french Agent at Burner Dranke to y® Dutch Cornmendore ; y
e Dutch Cornmendore had

noe sooner pledged, but s'* to Monseiur Demingo, I am poysoned. Sr
,
Sd Monsier Demingo, theirs

noe poyson in my howse, & tooke vp the same Glass & drank of it. He had noe sooner dranke but

he fell alsoe to vomitt, & Sa
,
I think its poyson indeede. This broke vp y® Mirth, they both sick.

Thanks be to god, noe other tasted of it, But had it beene given when we had after Dinner begun

to drinke as vsuall, all y
e Company had beene lost,21

We Exammoned y® Attendants & found it to be Contrived by y
e great Banion [Banyan]

who ought [owed] y
e Company of y® Dutch 30000 Tomaine [toman], every tomaine 30 Ropees, w<*

is Eng? money 3* 7? 6d . And Thretinge ye Boy who fild y
e wyne, He Contest y® Bannyon did

hyer him for 20 Tomaine, & gaue him the poyson to poyson his Maister & all the Company. This

boy or slaue went away psently w 1)11 y® Banyan & his sonn. They herd they went towards Larr.

Mr fflower writt to me at Larr & desired me for his honors sake to lay hold on them, for we haue

laid hold of all ye rest heere, telling me y® Cause as aboue. They comeing to Larr, herd of

a strainger there, tooke me for a Dutchman Soe tooke y® Gouerners howse Vockeele \yakiiy&

I had my spies abrode, wcl1 told me they had giveu & pmist [the] Yockeell money & pmist to turne

Moores [Muhammadans]. On wch I tooke horsse & went to y® Gouerner howse, A mile from my
Lodgeinge. When I caime, I sent word into y® Gouerner I desired to speak w th him. He gaue

me leave to com in to him ;
his naime is Augugee [Aghajl].

When I caime in & wth my armes, not vsuall for a Strange [r] to doe in y fc Contrey, One of

his men tooke my Armes, y Gour bidinge me sitt downe. I showed iny letter. Sd he, I cannot

vndersfeand it. I told him my grevance. Is theire, s
d he, such persons hecre. I told him, yes, in

[the] Vockeeis howse. He sent for [the] Vockeel & the 3 persons wtb a gard to bring them

Before he questioned tfhem, he sd
,
poyntinge to me, Doe y^ know this man. They said noe. But

theire songe was they would be made Moores. The Gour askt theire reason, saying, we never knew
a Gentue or Banyan turne Moore, but for some great fait. The Casa \_qazi\ being by, Sd ,

can

deny to make a heathen a trew Beleiver, I, heareing this, sd to y
e Gouerner, shomma me danney

che gusta \shwma ml dant cha\ gufta], doe y
u know what yu say. Sd he, be’ne’she’en [65

nishtn], sit downe, be not soe ferce. I sd these are y
e men, & I charged him w*h Shaw Sollyman

20 From Flower’s own account, given in the next note* the * feast ’ seems to have taken place at Gombroon
and not at Ispahan.

31 In a letter to Surat, dated at Gombroon, 10th April 1669, Stephen Flower gives the following account of tbe
poisoning affair :

“ The heats being entred many begin daily to fall sieke of feavours & others dead, among whom
y® Kings Vixeere Sonne to his Exceeding greife, but 3 dayes since it were well if this were the onely hazard yb
poore Europeans are subject to in these parts, where many come to untimely ends by poison, both of English &
Dutch, by theire Qwne Servants and ye brokers as too apparent appeares and hath bin proved by a late accident and
Example of that nature, hapned in y e house of Deputy Marriage, where himselfe and y° Commadore by drinking
and tasting a oupp of heare had allmqst lost their lives as might the rest of y

e Company (among whom I was
present) had itt not pleased God by a timely discovery to prevent soe greate an evil), for wc

l* and all his mercies
and deliverance this or at any other time I hope I shall remaine truely thankfull, for a particular relation and more
satisfactory acco* of this sad story I desire you will be referred to the verball repetition of SS Nioolo Vidall and
others.

9 ’ - Factory Records, Surat, Yol. 105.

32
i. e., took refuge in the vakiVs house.
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de Roy [Shah Salaiman’s duhai].^ When he herd y
e word, he rose vp & made 3 Sallams towards

his hinge. I told him, these are ye men haue, or would [have] beene y
e death of 25 Marchts besides

theire Sarvants
; y

u haue them in yor Custody
;
looks to them

;
I am goeing for Spawhawne. Sd

ye Gouerner, two of these men looke like gr{ mem Pray, sd I, question them, He then questioned

them & said, tell me trewth, lie make y
u Moores, & then yu are fre from all barme. He found they

weere gilty of I accused them of, And Committed them to a Roome
;
Soe I left them,. The

Gouerner att ptinge [parting] Sd
, y

e Engl, Dutch & french are or goodfreinds, Shall we loose 3 places

for 3 men, in woh are Thowsands.

Next morning he sent for me betimes & askt me wheere I was bound. I sd for spawhaun.

He askt what service I would command him. I told him noe service, but desired Good iustice.

He is Gouerner of Conge, Commoroon Larr. While I was thus talking, eaime in 3 wth chaines

& Locks on theire hands. Said y
e Gour

,
how like you this; I Sd well, & yt y® Engl Dutch fr &

portugalls would Commend his good iustice.

Sd y® GouT
, I haue don this on yor word & cansed a letter to he written & I to set my hand to

it & my seale alsoe, y* if I had abused them wthout cause, the franks must give acet of it, and that

before I left Spawhawne.

Next morning they weere sent away wt]l 20 horse as a gard to Gomroon, w& a post before, w0*1

would goe y
fc in 3 days (I was 7 in comeinge), & demanded of me to stay till answer was returned.

The 5th day after came answer from y
e Gour [of] Comroon that they had hanged the Commendores

slaue, And 2000 Tomaine was gathered by v° Banyans, 1000 for y
c Gouerner of Comroon, y

e other

1000 for y
e Gouerner at Larr & 80000 for to be derided amonge y

e Merchants [who] weere theire,

franks, To saue the Banyans lives
;
& never anie Banyan to Broak or serve in business to y

9

Christians On that Coast, wcl1 is 100ds of thowsands to theire losse, for they did all business for

y
e factories.

From Larr I tooke my Jurney for Serash [Shiraz], 140 Leagues from Larr. First I came to

ye padreys theire. Next day caime y
e English Broker to me & told me It was not fit I should be

here & Carried me to y® English bowse.

The Gouerner of Serash being a great Caune [Khan], y* is Lord, & for some reason then not

kaowne, forsake his meaues And betook him to a Mountaine privat, & for 2 mo had a day noe more

then y® quantity of a penny white loafe. His desire after some tyme theire was to know how all did

wfo his fammily. A spirritt appearinge to him told him he could not goe to see his family wtfJont

he would doe one of y
e 8 thing when he caime theire he would ppound to him, vizfc He wth his

Mother And Daughter or be Drunke. He answerred y
e last he would Doe. He went to his bowse

& great pvitious was made, And being Over come wth drinke he lay w£h Mother & wth Doughter.

Nes morning, Remembering what he had don, tooke his Doughter, it being in the tyme of y
e raines,

and Threw hir into a great Tauke. She was taken vp by others & knowne to be such a Lds

doughter. The Ld
,
after he had thrown® in his doughter, went to y® Justices & told him what had

past, & Y
t he iudged himselfe not worthy to live.

The iustiGe & Governer past it by, but sent for the Mother & Doughter & askt if it was as the

Ld had told. They both denie it. In caime y
e Men y* took vp y

e Doughter out of y
e tanke, &

herd what they Sd & Quest how she caime theire
; y

e Ld hir father made answer I carried hir theire.

Sd y® Doughter, father now I must speake, begg yor pdon, I confess jon forst me to it. A counsell

was held & y
e Ld was put in Irons. His Brothers sonn, then Gouerner, Sd

,
my vnkle since he left

y® Gouermf hath drank bangg <& post,24 w®* makes him talk Idley.

{To be continued.)

23 pryer gives the same spelling * Deroy, an interdict.’ It is an appeal to the King for justice.

2* Bhang and post, a preparation of opium.
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Band pakki bahut hare, vdgdh t6h pharke,.

Agge dhar leduhd, ndi M&d pharke

Ethe pahar leduhd vekhdge na Tiharlce-

TJnhdh ghdre la$ hhajd Atdvd langhe

,

Kite ham Khudd de phir hbhge change

.

Sdhhe rang oh ne jihre Mauld rangS,

JPeyd dyd gaj dd Itikar Idmbe lagge ,

6h varS Nishaure dhhe, mile ohnah Jdmu ndi

Jitnd hdl hawdl si sab dkh suhdi .

Pir pahile pcthr Idl je phir jaiodn hojdey

Bigar ndlr ’ctif hai buddhvd saddL

Dihdr§ langhe eh, trae umar handde.

Kum ndlr halim de koi bari ddndi

,

Apne dp sambhdted
,
main hahndd je ndi,

Jlc sipdhi parthe, jd arts suhdi

Asih tdh tere guldm hah, Band peyd kohde,

Chille charhiyd tir hai pasittd najdi

Agge bhdveh na pohe , holdhnibe jdi.

Chele siftdh joridh parh ndm suhdih .

Pir sipdhidh nun puchhdd ; Band Mfarmdi.

Na kuchh 6hdd ehuhiyd na churd lede,

Na us sdmin hohe sdrmu ddne dalde.

Tuhdnnu sdri hhabar hai tussih utthdh AS

Bang sipdhi dd udded, kuchh chdrd na challe.

Jichar ku vasdi ghar vich Mwah tharthalle

Ik din na lagdi hhdvand di galle

Gal tMh pakarke kaddhd na kuchh banhdi

pallS.

Vdiid rang sipdhi dd, kuchh chdrd na challe
,

Iho vas sipdhi dd (pir ji !) kuchh mdh nahi

palle,

Bdl$ pir dil vich dalil gmdri
Pir paikambar chal gaye d gayi sdddi vdri .

Bhaihsar hdte chal gayd tarloke de vdli

A hundred' horsemen marched—they rode in

force,

And Dana gaye them orders strict to seize

And chain him
;
thus to bring him quickly, nor

Take time to look again towards him, but

To hasten back. They spurred their horses—

passed

At&wa, all the Lord’s great works are good.

Those lines- above are beautiful that lie

Has painted — Lo a thunderstorm is here.

How will it pass ?. They to Naushera came.

And first a barber J&mu met them. Straight

He told them all about the priest, the man
Who had been boy till just that morning, since

The boy had in a, trice grown man, assumed

The form of age in the afternoon, and so

Was called old man — all in a single day

He reached the third stage — youth and mid-

dle age

He passed; and entered white old'age. To talk

With calmness is the property of age

And wisdom : therefore said he calmly, f

Sirs,

Beware of harm. I do not seek to vex

Or injure you.’ A soldier then approached

And said ,

4 Your servants we—Judge Dana calls

You. Fixed upon the bow the arrow lies :

It cannot miss you. If it does, His ours

To throw again, to make it sure.’ Disciple I

Have made this song. Repeat it. Asked the

priest,

fi What wants your judge with me ? I have not

bought

His property
;

I have not stolen his goods

;

He gave for me no pledge that I might have

Sufficiency of corn. What reason is

That ye have come from him ? ’ The soldier’s-

face

Grew pale
; he nerveless grew, just like a,

shrew

That while she stays makes neighbours trem-

ble, but

A day comes- when rebellious she denies

To do her husband’s will, and he grows fierce;

Rough seizes her, and casts her out disgraced..

So stood the soldier, (Braise the priest),,

abashed

;
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Musd nathd maut thih chdre kuidh bhdljh

6rah qabre jd peyd khd gird pohdU

Aide aide chal gaye maut hist nahih tdlt.

Bdli pir dil vich phir pdi jalli

Ahbar hate dial gayd, chhad gayd ne DUli

Edi jad paihambardh jinhdh dharti malli

Mann picfihe lar moe nS, hot mat na challi

Bale pir di sum gayi dargdh-i-farydd,

Likh chiththi Eabb ghalliyd phir hitd ydd*

Baithd tu hyuh Bdled\ phir ho ndrdz
,

Jo tere khdss murid ne vich bihishtdh vds,

Phir chhattre hhdh nuh‘ milahge khdhge ndl

mizdkh

Chele siftdh joridh bar ijij niydz.-

Tk Chuhredh vidioh nihalhe bah masalU bahinde,

Betmdn muft de dujjd dozabh jander

Pichhoh pachhoidngejadbh agge najdnde,

Child- dhhe MusallU,
hyuh dozahh nun jdnde.

KoVPir de bdlihd Mull&ni Shdk dey£ kunk&rd

Shah Bale dd bdlihd lagge bahut piydrd
,

Athah hohdii vich skahr hai hull sabbho sard

Jhandd tali te dhar lawdh, na lagge hhdrd .

Pdhi vagge Rdvi dd, Pir j$, hoi beshumdrd

Har Ravi vich 6rh sdh ,
rurh jae sard

Vichhe Ddna rurh jde shard puchhahwdld.

Chelea siftdh joridh har aql niydra .

All shamed and helpless, of authority

Divested. Bala priest thus thought in heart
4 Both priests and prophets* ail have run their

race

;

Mine may be ended. Men like Dhainsar died,

And those that ruled three realms are gone.

One ran

From death, even Moses-— sought he hard to

hide

From death in all the quarters of the earth,

But no, he fell at last in weariness

Into a grave. Such men have died and failed

To conquer death/ Then Bald thought of

God.

Great kings like Akbar died and left their

state

And Diili all behind. A great prophetic host

Have graves that fill the world. They
fought once here,-

Espoused a woman’s cause, hut perished r all

Their plans were frustrated, but God did hear

Our Bala’s prayer. The Lord a letter wrote

To him. He summoned him, and thus he

said,-

* Why sitst thou there, 0 Bala, why shouldst

thou

Be so disconsolate and sad ?. Be sure

Thy followers will enter heaven : for food

They shall have rams, yes, more than need

demands.

They shall be fed to all satiety/

JTwas his -disciple made this song with all

Humility. Some traitors are that false

Desert the Chuhras, and become great knaves,

Musallis. Yainly thus they go, for nought

It boots, and then, besides, to hell they go.

Grieved will they he some day when from

God’s face

They are excluded.- ‘"Why, Musallis, why

Go straight to hell ? ’ the true disciple asks.

Multani Shah, disciple, stood beside,

A follower true of Bala, much beloved.

Who said, ‘The length and breadth of this

good town

Is eight full miles— I will take up the flag,

It is not great beyond my strength to raise.

And then the Ravt will o'erflow its banks

And flood the town and judge. In it 111

drown

The town, and D&nfi, too, will perish with

The rest, because he dared insult our law/
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-£%r Mhd Multdnz Shdh, Phir Babb thin dariye
,

Sai mandh dijir ndn ik sa*ai janye,

JBabb pde ni mudmale sir utte dliariye

gkahr vasse ammi jammi dial galldii kariye*

Bale pir nah&ke posMlc hai pat

Bole hand amari bddald narma safedi.

Zari dishdld pahinke pag sohni baddhu

Bdhar dyd ptr ji
,
lig dekhan seiji

Bale ptr charhn nu ghovd mangdyd.

Utte ghatUdh urdlcdh zin doshdle piwde ,

Muhh kandiydli dike hath vdgiii pde .

Charhe rikdbi lat de, hath hanne pde

.

Charhtal Bali ptr dt phir lakht najtie.

Mundt savin akh na,
siiraj lachkde.

Joh rdt devdllt Hindudn chardg jagde .

Chile surat ditihid
,
tail sifat bahdi.

Bdld ptr charh piyd
,
jhagre ti turiyd.

Budhwdr dd riz si mdh Bhddrih ,
charhiyd,

Dhnppe turdi oh vejinliaii aukhidh bahtydii

Ohiuh sdyd baddal hi gayd phir pdhi didh

kahidh

Jhahdi jholi vd de ndli sukhmani&h,

Trae pir de bailee Bishan Shdh ti Militant,

Trtjd Hajrat Kailedhwdld,Mihrm lharjaivani

•

CJihinwen barer charh si ndl Dadu Bhdgu

giydni.

Sahbhi hath hannliki, phir ’an suhdi

Asiii ti tiri madad hdh
,
Pir ji, Pd Jeydh nahih

jani .

Chile siftdh jiridh
,
park nam dhihdne.

Pir kahi phir Bdlakii ,
tnsth sabbho ho mundit

CMr dvi hist ndh kauh jArdh vahdi ?

Sddde thdh pakarM Band kindh mange ?

Bang sohni ill ni,jihrd Mania 'range.

Paindd dhi itnd jedh khiydU langhe,

Kite ham Khudd di jihre hohge changi

,

Pir Nishaurioh tur piyd chaudhrt si Gujrdh-

wdli

Uhridhjdki dassiyd Sham barwdli
,

6h pir kittM hai jih di ndl baihndd sain dare.

With prudent judgment the disciple made

This song. The priest said, * 0 Multan} SMh.

Let us fear God. Even though our strength

could lift

A hundred maunds, we must show patience.

God

Has sent this grief. Let us bear* up like men,

And let the town live prosperously in peace.

We go to talk with DjfcuV So he bathed,

And dressed himself to snit the interview.

A silken girdle donned he on a coat

Of velvet
;
vest of white, a silken shawl,

A turban beautiful. Thus from his house

He came. They flocked about him. Then he

called

For’s horse, caparisoned in gold — rich shawls

Were placed for saddle — bridled was the

steed,

And Bala caught the reins. lie lightly placed

His foot in stirrup, laid his hand upon

The pommel — but in writing who can show

The grace of Bala Fir ? Eyes could not stand

His glory — even the sun could not endure

To look. ’Twas like (the) DevalH with its light

Of many lamps, which this disciple saw —
He therefore wrote this song. So Bala rode

To this great controversy. Wednesday it was

Of the week, the month of August. They

who make

A journey in the sun must needs have care.

A cloud o’ershaded him
;
small drops of rain

Began to fall, a gentle cool breeze blow

Refreshing. Happy was lie
; with him were

Multan}, Roshan Shfib, and IJnzrat of

Kaileanwala — doughty wight was he

By grace of God, for ninety-nine crorcs

Of soldier angels, Dadu Bhagn too,

The hards, did follow him. With Folded hands

They made petition to him thus, 4 0 priest,

We are your helpers, be assured.’ This song

A true disciple made. 0 read and seek

With reverent heart the Name. The priest

but said :

* 0 children mine, all young you are, untried ;

If one receive a wound who then shall share

His pain ? My capture and not yours

Will please this Dan&. Only hues that are

God made
Are beautiful.

5 The journey, though ?twas long,

Was quickly made. Whaie’er the Lord does

must
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Uhnuh pei sipdhi sham * de, IS gape sirk&re.

Chaudhri uthoh uthiyd hath hath&h te mare*

Chile siftah joridh park ndm chitdrS .

Jitnd tappd Saihs&riaii didh ghoridh sab

mangwutdh ,

Muhh kandhedlidh dehe utte kdtMdh poi'didh,

Charhe rihdbt lat de haih vclg&ii chdiydh .

Ghoridh jdt valaiyati bhar leh haldidh.

Atdvi de mundhjdhe wdrhdh mil diydh .

Chaudhri otte joke mur de diihdidh

Chaudhri puchche pir nu Terihi si saldh,

Aeon tu anpuchchiyd jdhd sdi hhwdh ma

Ichwah.

Assih tdh jat gdwdr Mh hoi be nawd .

Dhdih pdnde gimnhe ate dd gah .

Iho sdddd harm hai, pir ji
,
dhahke dd rdh .

Maiii te baddhd jdndd tor Dilli di rdh .

Sipdhi dkhah choudhri hyuh paindeh saurd

Othe aidd ham nahih koi lammd chciurd.

Aj6i mur dvegd,
nahih dur Nishaurd .

Othe masle di bat hai hi matlab terd ?

Pir dhhe chaudhri tu kachchi khd layi

Ddnd khdte pawegd terd find ujuri,

Kalind bhahnde l&h nun vich dharhe ihdli
,

Allah dd kam vehh hhdh na kar tu hdhti .

Chaudhri dhhe pir nu varh ndU challe,

Panj sai meri ghori hai kar pavegi halle.

Vdrh piclihdh nu mar son mird vas na challe

l

Te khdlije main mur giyd hi kardhgd palle

Be good. The priest had left Naushera when
The headman came from distant Gujranw&l.

Sham, village watchman
,
went and told him

all.

* Where is,’ he cried,
4 the priest that used

to sit

And talk withyon within the rest-house here ?
’

4 The minions of the law have seized him, Sir,

And taken him away to judge him.’ Up
The headman sprang and struck one palm in

grief

Against the other. The disciple made
This song, and thinks upon the Name. Forth-

with

From all the land the Sainsaris’ mares were

brought,

And bridled all and saddled, so forth rode

The Sainsaris, firm grasping with their hands

The reins. The mares were good, of Afghan
breed

And swift. So near Atawa met the bands.

With threats the headman faced the captors

of

The priest, and to the priest, he said, * Why
did

You go and leave us? Say, what were your

plans ?

And why, if forced to go, you told me not ?

All rough and ignorant are we, but fear

We know not, No. We bruize our Hour when

you

Do knead it, and we knead our rice when you

Do thrash it. This our way. 0 priest
;
our

law

Is forced The priest replied,
4 A prisoner I

Bound hence for Dilli.’ Quoth the soldiers,

4
Sir,

Be patient. No great business calls him there ;

To-day he will return— it is not far

From your Naushera. Only here we ha^
A slight dispute about religion. For you

There is no business there.
? The priest

said,
4 Take,

My friend, no foolish step, for Dana will

Become your enemy, and ruin your home.

Why break a lump of salt in earthen plate ?

Wait on the Lord, nor e’er impatient be.’

To whom the headman, 4We our hand retain.

Five hundred horsemen have I, fighting men,

Without them what can I? And if I go

Without you to my village, what will then
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Ik sipdhi dauvke mur Ddne Ml jtie,

Jitnd hdl hawed si sabh dhh suhae,

Fir pahzle pahar hdl hai, mur jawdn Mjde.

Digar ndl zaif Tiai
,
buddKd sadhae.

Dihdrd langhdd ih Si trad umar handde

Mli sdyd haddaldh
,
phir kahidh pdih.

Aggi tiri mai'zi j6 izan farmdih.

Shirkih bdj djd
,
ih hhali hai, bhui,

Euh Mohammad ydr dd Babb dp bandy&

.

Zamin te dsmdn kahndi liable dp bahaya

Na phir sdyd haddaldh ? Na kahidh pae ?

Jdh garbebandd bdWcd? Baddal char di kh<u ?

Jdh Udyd ilm Bangdim, piya umar mtdL

L6k dhndi auliyd hai, Ddnd azmde.

Kdrigar sab shahr de, Ddne mangwde ,

Shahr de vich bdoli othi 14 jdi.

Bharidn ohdidh panridh banere bhanwde

,

Kii amlar kdgatdh Dane rangwdi,

JJtte satle van de bhdr kakh na chde,

Rakh qd’be nun sdmhhd,
mirdb bahde .

Kandhdh labbah pakMdh
,
puhi phirwdL

Jiine dshig Rabb dd Ddnd chd likhwde .

Hulcm Dane qdzi dd phir Mi na more
,

Masit ditdlU Mhjiyi , ittdh te rore.

Kei phar kasturtdh Ddnd cha rorhe.

Jihrd langhi koldoh oh daurdjde.

Bdliki dhndi ptr nun, sun murshid mird,

Immindbdd dis piyd, huh 4 dgayd nere.

Do*gharidh nun machahge sab jhagre te jhere

,

Paihd vas mulvdheah, ho jdn chauphere.

Parke hoi Qurdn di, rivdiyatdh ni jihri

,

Quran ti Jeitdbdh de, pir ji, masli hain uhhere.

Sdddd lahd-Jchushk hi gayd, addo addi here.

Sdmd khil suhd khdh, ki palli tire.

Ikki sachchd ndm hai, sahaihsi ndih.

Babb dittd si jor Bar Ndshak tdih

,

Usi aphd dp japd Uyd, nikke, vadde tdih,

Ohntih thammdh vichoh baurid, Rabb jdtd tdih

.

My people say P ’ A soldier ran to tell

The tidings of the day to Dana, how

That coming this same priest was but a boy,

And, strange, at noon he was full grown, and

then

When evening fell an old old man was he.

And people called him Old Man— just a day

Had seen the changes three. And on the way

A cloud o’ershadowed him, and rain came

down

Refreshing. * Do your will
;
you may •

command.

But do not spiteful be. It will not serve.

Muhammad's soul, God’s friend, was made by

God

Himself. This heaven and earth proclaim.

But how

Did never cloud o’ershadow him, nor rain

From heaven refresh him?’ ‘Nay,’ said

Dana, ‘Nay.

A babe is he who’s newly born. The clouds,

How could he summon clouds P As for his

form,

He may have learnt in Bengal arts for this.

The people say he is a man of God.

I’ll try him.’ So he summoned artisans

And led them to a well within the town,

And gave them orders to fill up the steps.

To raze the higher part, and even it

Close with the ground
;
to dye great spreading

sheets

Of paper, which he laid on the well mputb.

So thin it would not hear a straw’s weight.

Then

A paper mosque he made around it, with

Its mihr&Vtowards the Qaba, and its walls

So brick-like painted, and white-washed, with

names

Of God’s most faithful written upon it. For

The will of Dana must be done, and none

Dared disobey. He caused his men to sweep

The court, remove all dust, and handfuls sweet

Of fresh kasiuri35 throw, that passers by

Might tempted be to enter. To the priest

A follower said, * 0 hear us, teacher mine.

In sight is Imminabad, quite near ; soon will

Disputes arise. The mullas will with zeal

Surround us. The Qor&n they know. They

know

35 Mask.
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Oho ctiiJcM veld assdh te, Jtabh baure sakaj

subhdih,

Bdlihe dhhde pir nun
,
tu Bald pir saddiid,

Atthih pahrih roz tu dargdhe jdild,

Raima parheh 6k Ih da, ham hareh hamdnd,

Galldh hareh Jandb ndl, sdnnu azmdhd ?

Lot bhagat Kdbir de gkar sddhu de,

Ghar arm na sujje pamdh, bhuhhe trihde
,

Lot ne deh gahhe gkathe chha sddh rajde
,

6rah qarza deuhd,
bahiye holjde,

Agge baiihd bdhiyd pkulldh ckhej vichhdL

Lot dkil na rahhiyd charh chheje jde

,

Ihdi hdhM Babb ne shitdbijde.

Sainat har gayd Dhaul nun, dharti hilde

,

Bahiye de man vassiyd muhh mamma pdL
Te Lot vdngan baure Rabb dhil na Ide

,

Immindbad shakr de die peye mundre ,

M loh hamdhe ziydrat de mare ,

Bhannidh jdh hdvdridh var mahganhdre

"Far deS pird bande laggah baihut piydre .

Pir murdddh dittidh bar ars nature.

Chile siftdh joridh, park ndm chitare,

Jitne qdzi miCtbar Dane liye sadde,

Sabbhojdhe bah gaye masit de dudlle,

Beth MchMiy&h shutranjidh galichi ni dale
,

Sdmhhi hohi bah gaye pir dehhah de mare,

Qdzi hoi masit di baithi mall maiddn.

Maid pahdyd qdzidh Shah Sandalwait mahdn,

Traditions also — intricate and deep

Their doctrines are — our blood is dried for

fear—
We tremble. Tell us plainly if you have

The gift of superhuman power/ Said be,
4 1 have the One True Kame — which has in

the world

A thousand different forms. God gave great

power

To great Har Nashak, him who caused all men
To worship him in place of God, Polad

Obeyed him nob. He bound him fast in

chains

;

From red hot pillars God released him. God

Was then believed in, and even now He will

In this great trouble aid us in His own

Good time/ Then the disciple,
4 Bala priest

Art thou. Thou goest to the house of God
Once every third hour of the day. One God
Alone thou worshippest and wonders dost.

The Most High is thy friend : thou triest us

To prove us true. Once on a time the Sadhs

To Loi came, the wife of Saint Kabir.

She had no food or water in the house

And they were hungry, thirsty all, so she

To feed them sold herself, and then at last,

As debtors must, she went to pay, and he.

The Baniya creditor already had

With flowers prepared his bed, but Loi quick

Ascending straight the couch, God heard her

prayer,

And made a sign to Dhaul to shake the earth.

He touched the Baniya’s heart, who like a

child

Began to suek her breasts. As God helped her,

He will not then delay to succour me/

The towers of Imminabad were now in sight,

The people came in crowds to see the priest.

The maids to get good husbands made request,

4 0 priest, a blessing seek we—husbands good

Whom we may love.’ He granted their

requests

As they preferred them one by one. These

songs

Of praise the true disciple made
;
he reads,

And still he glorifies the Name. Resume

We Dana’s story. Priests and lawyers all

Sat round the mosque on rugs and carpets

spread

All in the open field, a great concourse,

Desiring they to see the priest. The saint
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Tainuii sdri khabar hat, zemin te asmdii.

PM ihdi vehh de phir harhb dhiydn,

Sandalvdli pir ddjd hare diddr,

Babb teri&h qudratdh tu apar apdv,

Ik miydnbh bdhar hai sdn charM talwdr,

TS Ddne de harm hine ho gaye harmdii dittisu

hdr .

Qdzi Sandalvdli nun leke, bahh durdddL

Ki huchh dyd vehhhe
,
das agge sddd$,

Jhuthd mahr pir dd hi divd jdge,

Bank hathiydr larigd hi agge bhdge,

Sandalwali dhhdd pkir ndl imdn,

Jhuik main nahih dhhndh, jahd chhad jahdn,

Ih hhambdnwdld sap udd charluyd dsmdn .

Kauh bahegd mdndri
,
hauii patdri pdh .

Akhe meri lag jdo , na baho aiydn.

Saldm bar deo sir o pd, tu Tear de ddn .

Qdzi gusse ho peyd,
vat mathe ghatte

,

Terejehe darinde ghalliye phir chor uchahhe,

Tu hi Immindbdd de tuhre hath chahhlche .

Sack nahih td dhhdd
,
phir hdl hai zdhiry

Main garib faqir je tuhre mang hhdndd hdh

char
,

Bhdveh haddh chhad hhdh shakroh bdhar vdr
,

Vdng baiere taraph deo huhjdl taiydr
,

Mate lagge dhhe na jhagre jute,

Qdzi ham ahdhdh, pir ndl oh puthe
,

Shard tudh nahih samajhiyd hyuh chhattre

huthe ?

Shard uttoh sir varde y pbb puttr n& puchche.

Murddr Ichdhwdledh chhattre nahih parwdn,

Eardm dhhe murddr nfih phir hull jahdn.

Shamas Tabrez pir si phir vich Multdn.

ShardwdU usdi ulti hhall Ibhdn ,

Pir jb dhhed Daned
,
chizdn chdr hardm.

Khdndedh mar jdiye
,
mauhrd ih hardm

.

Shah Sandal they addressed, ‘Thou knowesfe

all,

In earth and heaven. Try this man's right to

be

A priest by insight spiritual.' He went,

And seeing the priest he cried, * 0 Lord

bow strange

And wonderful Thy works ! This is a

sword

Outside its scabbard, whetted, ready drawn

;

The fate of Dana now is sealed
;

*tis clear

That fortune is against him/ Leading then

Aside Saint Sandal all the lawyers wise

Interrogated him, * What hast thou seen ?

How can the lamp of falsehood of this priest

Keep on to burn ? Say, will he fight or See P
*

But Sandalwali said,
4 No lie speak I.

As sure as death is sure, he is in truth

A winged serpent. He can fly aloft

And touch the sky. There's none can charm
him

And dump him in a basket. My counsel hear,

Be not like children — yield obeisance meet.

And give him gifts/ The Qazi straight

grew wroth.

He said,
4 Away with such as you, you thief,

You rogue 1 For nought you eat your share

of food

In Imminabad. You lie. You seek to save

This priest from shame.* But Sandalwali

said,

‘

'Tis plain. I am a poor faqir

;

I beg
My four poor bits of bread from door to door.

Expel me if you will, but know that like

A quail you're fluttering — the net is spread,

And ready for you/ So the Q&zi did

Not dare to meet the priest in argument,

But trifled with him, saying, * You have no law.

Why did you slaughter sheep P Men give

their lives

To uphold the law
$
a father for it will

Behead his son. And those that eat the dead

Must not kill rams. The dead, as all men

know,

Are food unclean. Even Shams Tabrez the

priest

In far Multan was hanged and flayed, because

The law abiding willed it/
4 Dana/ said the

priest,

4 Four things unlawful are
;
poison that kills,
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Dujjd paisa dhi dd, iriyd gussa har&m,

Ti murddr khaki muharnd chauthd tu hardm
,

Panjwaqt namdz guzdrdd bah andar parhdd
,

Taldsh Jcareh Qwrdn di hitdbdh parhdd

Murddr ahhth nazr jo dwi us wal qadain nahih

dinardd,

JVdz karih Babb dd muhh tilth kalma parhdd.

Bdned
,
kalma parhnd muhh thoh tuddh Babb

nahih ydd,

Murddr atthe pahar khdke Uindd rahiii swdd.

Sira hhdeh sdti dd vaddd bhar rikdb
,

Murda dabbah tdh denhdeh je li lend ashdt.

Ih farmuda Babb dd murdedh nun IcadSh kadi

lagi zakdt.

Kehri gallon Ddried, murddr thih hand tupdk?

Ddne nu pata lag gayd murddr dd told lish-

kdild ,

Chuliredh ddpir hai
, koi bard saiydhd.

Galldh hare Jandb didh
,
vehho Babb dd bhdhd.

Parhiyd hist mastt na, na mid sujd/id.

Pir dkhedy Bdned, hath Babb de bdzi
,

Zdtih Babb nahih rijhid
,
bhagatdii te rdzi.

Aide aide maulavi
,
Jdtthi khdngdh tusdddi

,

Pichhoh dassdh Icholke, qirdfdt tusdddi .

Tarlphdhdh de gharoh kadhki tussdh ih pai-

kambari sdzi.

Chile siftdh joridh kar himmat bdzi .

Ddne dkhiydptr nun
,

6

4

Pardhdur hojaih

Gussa bard hardm hai, mat huchh qahr hardih

Mihiie deveh sire de
,

pailcambardh nun

tarkhdh bahdeh.

Tainuii tdh chhad sdh, paid Idhe dikhdih

Adar Hindu lok si, nit ndm dhihdwe,

Qasab hare tarkhdh dd, thdkur nit bah dive,

Shahr mch khar vSolidd, nit rdzi pdive,

Ohddputr Ibrahim si
,
ik din bichahjdwi .

Tdngth rassd ghattki dhur bdzdr ISjdwe,

Qtmai ledwe deodM, Idh hhat ledwS

Ihdu aggS pcdkamhari hot park suitdwi.

Chile siftdh joridh park ndm suhdwe.

Chauddh tabaq jdohki. Rabbi dp bahdi.

A price paid for a daughter when she weds.

An angry outburst, and the nse of food

Unlawful, Carrion you eat and straight

Deny, for five times in a day you pray,

You read
;
yon search your old Qoran

;
yon

read

Your books, and will not even look towards

A creature dead. You preach; the kalma too

You oft repeat, but only from the lips ;

Heart of godliness you know not. Carrion

Is sweet to yon the whole day long. You love

The taste of food that’s given the seventh day

past

A burial — a full dish yon devour, nay

Interment you forbid unless the fee

Is paid. Is this God’s will F Who forced a

tax

Upon the dead P Is this not proved to be

To eat the dead ? Speak Dana. 5 Dana

learned

What real carrion is — he saw the priest

Was wise, and in his heart he said,
i He speaks

Of godly things — how wonderful the ways

Of God are. See this man has never

learned

In mosque, or been to school to any wise

Philosopher.
5

‘ Dana,’ the priest said,

* Learn

That he whom God gives victory will win,

He hates our castes, and worship true he

loves.

Great teachers ye, but where are seen your

shrines.

I tell your errors, those that lived before

Your prophet, made them idols false just like

Your carpenters. That’s where your pro-

phetship

Arose.
5 The true disciple without fear

Composed this song. Said Dana to the priest,

* Begone ! Excite me not to sin, for rage

Is sin. You taunt me with the gift of food,

My right to the interment of the dead.

Yon call the prophets carpenters. 5Tou must

Full satisfaction give.
5 The priest replied,

< Adar, a Hindu, once addressed the Name.

A carpenter was he, his work was sale

Of idols, which he made and hawked about

The streets. His son was Ibrahim, who went

One day to sell his idols. He tied a rope

To the idol’s leg, which dangled from his

arm,
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Khwdhish mbi pailcambar dt muhh thin

farmde

Oh dd ruk rehd vich Tcutab de, duniyd te

pichchoh de

Paihambar vadde tussdii tilth hot park suhde

,

Daned, na zamin dsmdn si na qalara siydhi

Adam paidd ham dt Babb khwdhish pdi.

Hoyd huham firishtedh, mitti ahvdi.

Aql challi phir Babb di unhdh go bandit

Sfihhd but bah gayd
,
chihra bandd nahin,

Agge pdh Jandb de, unhdh arz suhdi.

Allah Ta'dla dlchiyd phir aphi zabdnt

Pdhi valloh vehho hhdh har shisht nishdni.

Pdhi firishtedh ditthiyd Bdldpir di peshdni

Bdzi firishte ho gaye, ham hoe asdni,

Chuhrd aggoh milah dt ih pahhi nishdni.

Paihambar vaddd peyd dhhnd eh, phir aphi

zabdnt .

Nindiyd hareh paihambardh hath ummat
nishdni,

Jinhdh ditte agge Babb de putr qurbdni .

Bar huthe qible ; sdmhhe Jcadli hard miydnin .

Allah dumbd bhejiyd hiti mihrbdni

Pir jo dhhe
,

u Ddned, hai bard imdnwdld.

Jdh tun masla dkhndeh
, vich rahheh did

Trahhar dharke toliyd Babb ne sidq paiham-

bari dd Sard,

Paihambar ahhih badhidh, putr lago sdpiydrd.

Kdhdd rah gayd Babb dd oh bhagat piydra ?

Chile siftdii jcridh har
5

aql niydrd,

Bdld nuri pir si Lai Beg d$ autdr

.

Bahndd taraf Kashmir di Mi vich ujdr

As to the market place he carried it.

The price rose twofold and the boy made
more

Of profit than his father. Tell me now
Was ever greater saint than Ibrahim? 1

The true disciple has compiled this song

To praise the Name. The fourteen spheres

God made,

One half the earth, one half the heavens. He
made

Them all in wisdom — so the prophet wished

God said and it was done. The prophet’s

soul

Was then in Polar star so high. It came
To the world, A greater prophet let us name
Than yours. 0 Dana, neither earth nor

heaven

Existed then — nor pen nor ink was there

When God made Adam. Angels at his word
Brought earth, and fashioned it ; the face

they could

Not make. Therefore to God himself they
went

With a petition. Then the Most High God
Spake thus himself, 4 Look into water pure
And steady look.’ They saw great Bala’s face.

With joy the work was all completed. This
Is why, when anything that’s great must needs
Be done, a Chuhra’s face is omen good.
You call your prophet great, but only great

Because you say it. Said Dana, 4 You speak
ill

About the prophets who have children still

Among us. Gave they not their sons to God
In sacrifice? Unsheathing knives they gave
Their sons to God with faces Mecca-wards,
But God in mercy sent a ram instead.’

The priest said, 4 Dana, good and faithful,

yon

In such discussion keep a window in

The wall. You err. God has with perfect

scales

Weighed prophets’ faithfulness; a bandage
On his eyes did Ibrahim the prophet place,

Because his son was dear to him. Was this

Done like God’s lover true ? Ah, no/

’Twixt right

And wrong the true disciple makes, with care,

A difference. He sings God’s praises. Priest

Of light was Bala, who became Lai Beg
Incarnate. Lived he in Kashmir* among
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Dove usdi bdl sdh, rahin maid ndl ,

Nau d&nu panj devte Rabb lai laye ndl.

Matthe tikke lake vis unhdh dhdle
,

Jineu mdldh pdhihki dhoti parnd lai
,

Peri Bdle pir de, jd ham sawdl.

Tu Bdid pir bhagat hai, sdddd vart updr

Jo ghar di jdiddt si, pir sabbhi lai vaggi.

Shahr varejake ralclie bdiiiyi de agge.

Vechi ndl lifdde hath ddiii lagge ,

Pir partlyd kohl ndl
,
ghar jag suragge.

Bdle nari pir ni chhe chakkt chuhdi

Pir dhndd kdfli nu mere sddh rajdih

Loh Mdi mdld dhar ditti
,
parsdd pakdi

.

Ann pakkd par dher si, raid kami na kdi

Ao rmoi jiiuh 16, mere Thdkur sdih .

Chile siftdh joridh, park ndm suiidih

Sddh hhdh nuh d gayi karke Rabb di ds.

Rati khdhd vekhki ndl riddhd nahih mds

.

Assdrt te Bdld pir samajhid sdhi hoi Rabb

dd dds.

(Chile sift diijordd ho be visvds)

Assdrt te suiiiyd sdih bhagat iu hoi Rabb dd

bhdra.

Aivih val bahdoi hi kitoi kdrd.

Huh tdhjdke mangde, kdi rdj divdrd

Mds pakdke khud kdh,
jag kar khdh sdrd

.

Sddh challi ruske kauh manduhhdrd.

Chile siftdh joridh kar
f
aql niydrd.

Bdld nuri pir si mandwah jdih

Miliyd jdki sadhudh lamme qadam chaldi,

Milfydjd ujdr vich us arz sundi,

BhuIeM duniyd dher hai, phir vich lukdi.

Merd kuhkd chaleo chhadki H dil vich di.

Cheli siftdh joridh, park ndm suh&ih

Sddh aggoh parthe phir sukhan sundi,

Do tire ghar bdl ni chir dighi pdih

Je sat vdri hhwdhish hai tdh mor li jdih.

Je Rabb piydrd tudh nuh tdh bdl hhovdih.

Pir mandke sddhudh mur ghar val dyd,

Bdldh dovi khiddi bdhrih mangwde .

The ruins there. Two sons be bad, Mahin
Their mother lived with them. Nine genii

And angels five God took with Him. They

had

The sacred marks upon their foreheads —
Threads

And rosaries they had, and garments used

By holy men. All in this guise they came

To Balmik’s house. They said, ‘ A priest of

God
Art thou, 0 Bala, give us food our fast

To break/ The priest took all his house-

hold goods

And sold them iu the towu to purchase corn

Enough to satisfy them. Home he came.

And set six mills agoing. * Kafli, see,
9

Said he, 4 the men of God be satisfied/

Then Mother Mahiu cooked their food upon

The fire. Enough there was and more. ‘Now

come/

Said Bala, £ dine, ye men of God, my friends/

This song the true disciple made —• tell forth

The glory of the Name. Those godly men

Sat soon to dine, with hope in God. * It is

But bread/ they cried, * There is no flesh,

We thought

That Bala was a servant of the Lord/

(Without a fear the true disciple sings.)

1 We heard thou wert a mighty man of God.

And hast thou entertained ns with such food

As this is? What is this that thou hast

done ?

At some king’s door we might have begged

for alms.

Cook flesh and feed ns, make a sacrifice

Complete/ They rose dissatisfied. Who

could

Restrain them ? Reason’s eyes had then the

true

Disciple when he made this song. A priest

Of light was Bal&, therefore ran he quick

To plead with them. He met them in the

wilds

And made request. * There are a many men

That wander in the world. Why did you not

Taste my poor offering : what thought kept

back

Tour favour ?
9 The disciple framed this

song.

They answered him, * Thou hast two sons at

home,
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JPdht garm Tear(Ike phirjhol nuhde
,

Ear huthe Allah sdmhhS Shdh hard challde*
1

Mahin mdtd. Ml vehhdi, jis god hhidde ,

Nainin nir na phuliyd na gairat Wide ,

Bdlak hath Rabb de, ohde lehhe Ide.

Chele siftdh joridh parhmm sunde.

Larhe chir chdrke degdh dn dhardidh

IAn visdr dodhidh ink marchdh pdiydh

Jdh degdh sdh riddkidh chd hethdh Idiydii

Ao rasoi jirnii IS, mere Thdhur sdidh .

Gurzdh sdddidh chuh le, dial Widiye chhdndd

Rahddri dd thdh hai, mat hot chub lejdndd.

Chor howe aggdh pichhdh man pachhStdndd,

Ghar aphd sambhdliye hauh chor saddndd.

Fir sddde nu I)dried, Rabb dp azmdndd

Chele siftdh joridh parh ndm suhdndd.

Gurz ih main paharJce le chaindh dere,

Jdh main itthe laithhd tuhadde pds valeve,

Eis hhode Rabb nu puttardh de here,

Chele siftdh joridh parh ndm vadhere.

Gurzdh sdddidh chaudah thuh eh si vdri,

Chuhhi jande nun velchsi phir parjd sdri
,

Jag sapuran hSwegd gal hSwigi niydri

Sohbd teri hSwSgi hhalaq Allah sdri «

Fir gurzdh harhe ihatthidh hare nazr dhiydn

Main nun peiydh neh chuhhidh ih Rabb dd
fdrmdn.

Ghat bdih bal chuMdh chhdti gayd trdh

Eau ddnu pang devte <velch hSe hairdn

Is chuhhidhnS chauddh
, sdnnuh ih nahih mdh

Them dress and boil if thon in truth dost wish

To take ns with thee. Prove thy love to

God,

And feed ns with thy sons.’ The priest

consents

And leads them back. The boys were sent

for from

Their play : hot water straight was bronght

;

the boys

Were bathed: in sight of God the Shah

himself

Did kill them; Mother Mahin, who had held

Them sporting in her lap, was standing by,

Nor ever shed a tear, nor sorrow felt,

Her sons were God’s, His gift. This song

The true disciple made and of the Name
He sings. The boys were ent in pieces, and,

The pans being set on the hearth, they were

with salt

And yellow dye, and liquid spices, red

Hot pepper too, well-cooked, and set before

The strangers. ‘Come, my friends, ye men
of God,

And eat,’ said Bala. ‘Lift,’ said they, ‘onr

clubs

Of iron. We will go to dine* We need

To careful be, for if some one should steal

Them, we should grieve, and some one would

be called

A thief.’ Give heed, 0 Dana, thus our

priest

Was tested by the Lord himself. To sing

The Name the true disciple made this song.

‘ I can,’ said Bala, * lift an iron club,

And home convey it, or to guard your clubs

I’ll sit beside them.’ Who has given to Gocl

The flesh of his own sons to eat? This

song

The true disciple, thinking of the Name,
Has made. ‘We have,’ said they,

*
clubs

fourteen told,

Uplift them all, the world will see thy might,

Thy sacrifice will be complete
;
tby griefs

Will end. All men will praise thee.’ So he

made
A bundle of the iron clnbs, and said,

* Lift them I must* ’Tis God commands.’

He put

His hands about them, then with effort strong
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THE INSCRIPTION ON THE PIPRAHWA YASE.

BY A. BARTH, MEMBRE DE L’INSTITUT.

( Translated from the French by G. Tamson, M.A , , Ph.D.; Gottingen
, )

[ The original article, of which a translation with the authors permission is given here,

appeared in the Journal cles Savants for October, 1906, p. 541 ff. M. Barth, who some eight

years ago, almost simultaneously with the late Professor Biihler, first translated the Piprahwa
vase inscription, has examined in it the interpretations which were afterwards given of that

interesting document by other eminent scholars
;
and a translation of his paper will be sure to be

welcome to all to whom the French Journal is not readily accessible. Those who are interested

in the matter must be aware that the discussion on the meaning of the inscription has been

carried on by my friend Dr. Fleet, in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1907,

p. 105 ff. — F. K. ]

THE Academy of Inscriptions was the first to be made acquainted with this short but interesting

document.1 I had the honour of laying it before that body3 more than eight years ago, when

the steatite vase on which it is engraved had just been discovered. The vase was found under a large

Stupa, near the hamlet of Piprahwa, at the north-eastern extremity of the district of Bastx, still

in [542] British territory, but only about half a mile from the Nepal frontier. The following is the

text, which I reproduce as I then received it from Dr. Fiihrer through M. Foucher, and as it was

accepted till quite recently. I add the translation that Biihler3 and myself gave of it immediately,

almost at the same time and independently of each other :

—

yanam

iyam salilanidhane budhasa bbagavate saki sukitibhatinam sabhaginikanam saputa-

dalanam.4

“ This receptacle of relics of the blessed Buddha (
is the pious gift ) of the Sakyas, the brothers

of Sukirti ( or Suklrti and his brothers5 ), jointly with their sisters, their sons and their wives.”

This short inscription, of which more careful fac-similes that came in soon after had

left not a single letter doubtful, and the sense of which also seems at first sight sufficiently clear, has

since that time continually occupied the specialists and even been brought before a larger public
;
for,

the daily press deigned to be interested in “ the tomb of Buddha,” and all that has been written on

the subject would fill a volume. Yet, as all these controversies presented only solutions that, in

my opinion, could not be accepted, and did not bring forward a single new fact, I for my part did

not wish to re-open the discussion. But now a new fact has been disclosed, against all expectation.

One of the scholars that have rendered the greatest services to Indian epigraphy, Dr. Fleet, has

rectified the order in which the inscription should be read
;
and from the result thus obtained— a result

which, in my opinion, strengthens rather than weakens the position taken up by Biililer and

myself from the beginning — he has drawn a different interpretation and far-reaching considerations

which his great authority, as well as the minute learning and the confident tone with which he has

produced them, [ 543 ] might cause to be accepted as established facts. I have, therefore, thought

it my duty to take up the whole question again and in some detail. I do not, however, intend to

1 This article reproduces a lecture delivered before the Acad4mie des Inscriptions at its meeting of 15th June

1906,

3 Comptes rendus de VAcademie, 1898, pp. 146 and 231. 3 Journ. Roy. As, $oc, 1898, p. 887 ff.

* The two syllables yanavh are engraved above the line. Of course, the words are not separated in the original,

which forms a single continuous line.

6 Three interpretations are possible; the two given above and "the Suklrti brothers.
n In support of the

second one I know of no other example in epigraphy, For the third we have the case of *the three Yasubandhu

brothers, 'but it is only given in documents derived from China, in which misunderstandings may always be suspected.

Thus, the first one remains, of whieh also there is no exactly similar instance, but which is supported by the

analogous use of the metronymic replacing the name. It is at the same time the most natural one, and, upon the

whole, the one I deem preferable. It must be assumed that the donors thought themselves sufficiently indicated

by what was probably their common surname. —- [ Compare now also Prof. Hultzsch in JSp. Ind, Yol. VIII, p. 317,

note 1. — F. K. ]
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draw up tie bibliography of it, which would be too great a trial of the reader’s patience. Of the

numerous opinions expressed I shall examine only the principal ones, those that are the most

characteristic and really original.

The first objection — first, if not in order of time, at least by the authority of him who raised

it — came from Professor Rhys Davids.6 The word sukiti, which corresponds to the Sanskrit

sukirii and means “glorious, illustrious,” instead of being the name of some unknown person,

would in his opinion here denote the Buddha himself, and the Stupa of Piprahwa^would be the

identical one that, according to the ancient account preserved in the Mahaparinibbana-Sutta
, the

Sakyas of Kapilavastu, — here “ the brethren of the Illustrious One,” that is to say, the men of his

clan,— had raised immediately after the Master’s death over their share of his ashes. The Stupa of

Piprahwa, which is only about eight miles south-west of Rummindei, the site of the ancient

park of LumbinI, the birth-place of the Buddha, was certainly, if not at Kapilavastu itself, in close

proximity to that ancient city, the exact position of which has still to be determined. On the other

hand, Professor Rhys Davids has learnedly demonstrated— and on this point I entirely agree with

him— that we must not take too literally the legends that show ns king Asoka breaking open

(with the exception of a single one, that of Ramagrama, which is not that of Piprahwa) the eight

Stupas among which the relics were said to have originally been divided, and distributing their

contents among 84,000 new Stupas, miraculously constructed by himself in one day at the four

corners of his empire. The explanation, therefore, is a very attractive one ;
it is, at the same time,

so natural that it must have presented itself to the minds of all who have dealt with the inscription.

And, in fact, Professor Rhys Davids is not the first to whom this idea occurred : from various

quarters and immediately after the discovery, it was brought forward in Indian newspapers.

Kor have I any doubt that it was considered by Biihler, and at any rate I myself thought of

it. If, nevertheless, we both of us set it aside, it may be supposed that we had our reasons for

doing so.

Among those reasons I will not reckon the objection raised by Professor Rhys Davids himself,

namely, that sukirti is not a current epithet of the Buddha. The fact is that hitherto it has not been

noted as such either in Pali, or in Sanskrit, or in the Prakrit of the inscriptions; nor is it found

among the 81 appellations collected from the Mahavyutpatti
,
nor among the 58 in the shorter list

published by [544] Minayev. But we might readily admit that, after having expressly mentioned the

Buddha, the author of the inscription should afterwards have referred to him by a simple laudatory

epithet; Kor do I attach any importance to the fact that neither to Fa-hian, nor to Hiuen-tsiang,

was any Stupa shown containing relics of the Buddha, either at Kapilavastu itself or in its

neighbourhood. But the two following considerations appear less easy to be set aside.

In the first place there is the writing, which is so perfectly identical with that of the

inscriptions of Asoka engraved in the same characters that it seems impossible to separate the two

by an interval of more than two centuries. Biihler, who with good reason was ever on the look-out

for any facts that might prove an early use of writing in India, simply declared that he considered

the inscription to be anterior to Asoka
;

but he died, without telling us by how much or why.

I suppose that his sole reason was the absence of any notation of the long vowel. But, in addition to

the fact that this notation is practised with a certain amount of laxity in the authentic inscriptions

of the king7 -— ( it is well known that in the other system of writing which reads from right to

left it has never been in use ) — it is entirely absent from one of the inscriptions of Ramgarh-Hill,8

which no one ha^ yet desired to date before Asoka, and it is equally absent from the copper-plate

inscription of Sohgaura,9 with one single exception. And it is this very exception that, as it would

.
6

,
Jwrto* Boy. As. Soc. 1901, p. 397 ff.

'
* ^or.example in that of Rummindei. Commies rendus de VAcadimie des Inscriptions, 1897, p. 258.
8 Coring Jhscr, Ind . I. PL XY, Ind. Ant, II. p. 245. C/, A. Boyer, Jouni. Asiaiique, III. (1904), p. 485, and

ft. Pisohel, mUmgshricHe of the Berlin Academy, May 1906, p. 494.
9 Proceeding® As. 8oc. Bengal, 1894, p. 84. —[Now see also Joum- Boy. As. Soc. 1907, p. 509 ff. — Bn. ]
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seem, ought to give us a hint as to what was the real state of matters. The simplest explanation

clearly is to see in the general absence of the long vowel the result of an intentional simplification,

and to regard the exceptional occurrence of it in the plate as a mere slip of the writer or engraver

who at the very end and in this one case only reverted to a practice that came familiar to him,

not, as Dr. Fleet wishes, as a sign of the still uncertain use of a newly introduced notation.

In our inscription, on the other hand, there is no similar inadvertency
;
here the simplication

is a consistent one, and is moreover justified in this kind of graffito, where the characters, slender

and somewhat cursive, are traced distinctly but very slightly, as if cut with a knife, but yet without

presenting either in detail or in their general aspect any trace of those modifications that usually

reveal a difference in time. It is certainly rash to judge of the age of a document [545] from

simple paleographic analogies. But when, as is the case here, there is a complete identity, not only

as to the component parts, but also as to the style, with memorials of the same origin, hesitation is no

longer permissible. It would require an incontrovertible proof to make us separate our inscription

from the neighbouring ones of Nigllva and Rummindel by two centuries or more.

This argument concerns only the age assigned by Professor Rhys Davids to the inscrip-

tion, The following one touches the very core of his interpretation, namely, the descrip-

tion of the Sakyas as “brethren of the Buddha. 5 ’ In Sanskrit, as well as in Pali, the

word that here occurs in the Prakrit form of bhaii properly signifies “ brother,” and in the

present case, where it is immediately followed by the words for “sister, son, wife,” there is,

a priori
, every probability that it has been employed, like these, in its proper sense. In certain

cases it can also be used, by extension, for a very near relative, such as a cousin. Now we do

not know of any “ brothers ” of the Buddha
,

10 and the cousins whom we know he had have

nothing to do with the matter in hand. For more distant degrees of relationship we have

jiiati , vamsya,
bandJiu, sagotra, and others, but never bhrdtri

;
at most, this word might be

employed in such a sense in direct address, but in that case with a shade of familiarity which

would be absolutely out of place here. Even spiritual brotherhood does not admit the use of

this term; we find Buddhaputras
, Sakyaputras,

“ sons of the Buddha, of the 'Sakya,’
5 but the

religious language knows of no “ brethren of the Buddha.” When ascetics meet, they address

each other as “venerable one,” or with ayuslmat (equivalent to “ may you live long”), never as
** brother” and when a monk accosts a nun and calls her bhagini

, “sister,” it is in a very differ-

ent sense, so as distinctly to mark the purity of their relations. All the more would pious laymen

have scrupled to use, in an authentic document, the familiar term of “brother” in connection with

Buddha Bhagavat, “ the Saint, the Blessed Buddha,” the exalted being who in the oldest books

of the sect is called “ the Master of gods and men.” Even for the period contemporaneous with

that of the Buddha the supposition appears to me improbable, and I may add at once that it

would be still more so if the inscription were of a later date. Professor Rhys Davids asks

himself if the sole reason of the sceptics, who feel doubts as to his demonstration, might

perhaps be that “ it is too good to be true.” And, indeed, there is something in this, but there

is something else besides.

Professor Pischel has arrived at the same conclusion as Professor Rhys Davids, [ 546 ]

but by another way .
11 He objects to the word expressing the idea of gift or of pions act

being nnderstood, although the case frequently occurs, perhaps in one out of every three

similar documents
,

12 and even though in the present case the word need not really be under-

stood at all. It is so, in fact, only for us, in consequence of the requirements of onr languages

;

in the original it is sufficiently expressed by nidkana
,
“ receptacle, repository,” this nidhdna

18 Tradition ascribes to him a half-brother, Nanda, who became a monk.
11 Allgemeine Zeitung, Beilage, 7 Jan. 1902; Zeiisckrift der deutschen morg. ^Geselhchaft, LVI. (1902),

p. 157 f. ; SiUungslertchte of the Berlin Academy, July 1903, p. 710, and May 1905, p. 526.
i® A quite similar ellipsis is the rule in inscriptions on coins and seals, where the name of the king or of the

owner is simply put in the genitive, without a governing word.
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being that of the Buddha whose relics it contains, as well as that of the Sakyas, whose work

it is. Professor Pisehel, nevertheless, seeks for this superfluous word, and finds it in suhiti
,

which, according to him, stands for the Sanskrit suhriti, “ pious foundation.” No one

will deny either the sense of the Sanskrit word or the possibility of the Prakrit equivalent,

although according to the analogies of the Pali and of the Magadhi of the inscriptions one

would 'rather have expected sukati or suhati. But all the same the expression is found nowhere

in the numerous inscriptions of that period, which are nearly all deeds of gift or of consecration

and in which stylistic formulas abound
\
so we find in them dana, danaTnuhha, deyctdhamma

,

dhammdeya, dhamma, but nothing resembling suhriti . However, passing by these objections,

which certainly make one suspicions, we have the translation :
“ This receptacle of the relics of

the blessed Buddha is the pious foundation of the Sakyas, of the brothers with their sisters,

with their children and their wives.” In this translation we at once feel the halting character

in the original of the construction proposed by Professor Pisehel. The genitive bhaiinam

stands in the air. We are not “theSakya brothers,” any more than we are fcv the French

brothers” or “the German brothers we are “the brothers of somebody.” It is necessary

that this genitive, striding not only over suhiti but also over sakiyanam, should go on to attach

itself to budhasa bhagavate,
where it has not even a grammatical connection, — a kind of

verbal gymnastics perhaps admissible in the artificial style of the poets, but one which would

* be surprising in this language of the inscriptions which, though often elliptical and involved, is

always direct. For surely this is how Prof. Pisehel takes the matter : these Sakyas are the

brothers, that is to say the distant relatives of the Buddha ;
and as he is accustomed to speak out

plainly, he asserts as an established fact that the Stiipa is “ the very tomb of the Buddha,” and

that the inscription, the most ancient hitherto found [ 547 ] in India, was engraved immediately,

or shortly, after his death, exactly in the year 480 B. C. After what has been stated above,

namely, that there is little suitability in this fraternal relationship and that it is practically

impossible to date the writing so far back, I hardly need add that Professor PischeTs

interpretation appears inadmissible to me.

Professor Sylvain Levi, too, has turned his attention to this patient, so obstinate in not

allowing himself to be cured. 13 Pursuing the course of investigation started by Professor

Pisehel, be also sets upon the word suhiti, but he makes it an adjective corresponding to the

Sanskrit suhitin

,

“ meritorious, pious,” and qualifying “the brothers.” From the point of

view of the dictionary, nothing could be moro legitimate
; what is much loss so is the joining

together, in a compound, of this adjective with bhatinaih. For, in this languago of the oldest

inscriptions, an adjective which is simply used as an epithet does not ordinarily compound
with the substantive it qualifies, unless the two together constitute a standing expression.

These “Sakyas, pious brothers,” then, are naturally the brothers of the Buddha, which
produces another difficulty to which I need not return again. I shall only remark that

Professor Levi, who points out the “awkwardness” of Professor Pischel’s construction,

proposes another which also is not very good, for with him, too, bhatinmh is separated in

a most untoward fashion from the word by which it is really or logically governed. Professor

Levi gives us the choice of two interpretations. According to one we should havo the relics

of the Buddha consecrated by the Sakyas, his pious brothers, together with their families-

This, on the whole, is the conclusion of Professor Rhys Davids, with a less easy construction,

and I think I have explained why I cannot accept it. In one point, however, a single one?

Professor Levi has improved it : he has clearly seen the difficulty of dating back this writing

to the time of the Buddha, and he .has not failed to warn us against the robust faith

that allowed Professor Pisehel to set it aside. He therefore supposes that the inscription

merely recalls a more ancient consecration, and that it was probably cut on the occasion of

13 Journal des Savants, 1905, p. 540
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a reconstruction of the Stupa, such as tradition ascribes to Asoka, and, who can tell ?, perhaps by
order of the king himself. Out of discretion, in which l hare little faith, the promoter of the

new consecration would have withheld his name. The improvement is a welcome one ; but all

the other difficulties continue to exist : one of them, the epithet of brothers bestowed on the

Sakyas, happens to be even increased, as this qualification was no longer conceivable at a time

when the Buddha, in the eyes of his followers, was invested with all his superhuman dignity.

According to the second interpretation, which Professor Levi prefers, [543] we should no
longer have to deal with the relics of the Buddha, but with those of the Sakyas, his

pious brothers, who, in the well-known legend, are massacred by Viruclhaka, together

v’ith their wives and little children. The monument, no doubt erected afterwards, as the

writing seems clearly to indicate, would perhaps be the Stupa mentioned by Fa-hian, or
one of the numerous Stupas seen by Hiuen-tsiang on the field of the massacre. The
explanation is certainly ingenious

;
yet I doubt if it will bear examination, on account of

the many difficulties it raises. There is, first, the construction, wTbich, this time, is decidedly

defective : with the meaning proposed, sukitibhatinaih would have to come before sahiyanau

i

and immediately after budhasa bhagavate . Then there is the absence of all mention of the

promoter or promoters of the consecration. The researches in the Stupa have brought to

light no trace of it
;

it ought therefore to be found here. On reliquaries this absence only

occurs where the inscription, a very short one, is a mere kind of label. 14 For the moment, at

least, I know of no other example of it in a formula so fully developed as this one. And the

fact is easily explained. The recording of such names was certainly not a case of mere ostentation,

on objects destined to be buried deep undei ground and never again to see the light of day.

When we see how on the reliquary of BhaUiprolu, for instance, 15 which presents so striking an

analogy with ours, there is a long enumeration of names not only of the promoters of the foundation

but of ail those who took even the least part in it, — and, I will add, when we see how in onr own

case also, if the inscription is understood as it ought to be, the brothers of Sukirti associate in

their work their whole house, — we are bound to reflect that there was in this something more

than a gratification of vanity, and that a mystic efficacy was attributed to the recording of such

names. The invention of the “ pious brothers ” does not compensate us for this deficiency.

There still remains the erection of the Stupa in honour of those iSakyas and the

consecration of their relics. Professor Levi calls it a canonisation, and so it would be, but a strange

one. These Sakyas of the legend are by no means the innocent victims that Professor Levi presents

to us. On three occasions, we are told, the Buddha averted from them the vengeance that they

had brought upon themselves by their arrogance and bad faitli
;
on the fourth time, he calmly

allowed their fate to overtake them. In general, and in spite of forced eulogistic amplifications,

tradition does not deal tenderly with the Sakyas : it represents them as pioud, obstinate, and

quarrelsome
;

it by no means hides the fact that the Buddha had no reason, exactly, [549] to be

satisfied with his people, and that, in his case too, the proverb was verified that a prophet hath no

honour in Iiis own country. That afterwards people should have been moved to pity by this catastrophe,

real or not so, of Kapilavastu, and that Stupas should have been erected in honour of the victims

so as to indicate the traditional locality of the massacre, is most natural. The Chinese pilgrims

saw these Stupas, and the fact that in recent times Dr. Fiihrer took upon himself to invent them

anew and to manufacture for each of them a nice epitaph in Pali, is not a reason for doubting their

naif testimony. But this is a long way from the existence of a worship of relics. For, what we

find at Piprahwa is neither a tomb nor a simple commemorative monument ;
it is a veritable repository

of relics. Even without any inscription, the objects discovered there would prove this,16 namely,

some pieces of bone mixed with mahgalas,
ornaments in gold, gold beads, pearls, small trinkets

and images, &e., all that is usually found in similar cases. And these relics must have been

i* As on those of Sonar! ; Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, p. 317.

is Archaeological Sum, of India, Imp. Series, XV. For the inscriptions, Biihler, Wiener Zeitschr V£. p. 143,

and JEpigr. 1mI. II. p. 326.

is gee the Report of Mr. Peppe, Journ. Roy. As. Soc, ISOS, p. 573 ff. Cf. Archceol, Svrv. of India, Imp. Series,

XXVI. 1 ; PL XIII, XXVII, XXVIII.
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of the very first order, for the Stupa is one of large dimensions
;

even now, washed as it

has been for so many centuries by the diluvial rains of that region, it presents a structure of

considerable bulk, and excavations to a depth of 28 feet were necessary to reach the sacred repository

consisting of steatite vases, two of which were large urns of the finest finish, and of a precious

crystal casket of admirable workmanship. That this should have been done for laymen —- to the

number of 9,990 myriads according to the statement of Hiuen-tslang — who never passed for saints,

who, still for Fa-hian, 17 were only srotaapannas, simple candidates for sanctity and such only

in articulo mortis
,
appears to me, of all suppositions, the most improbable.

Such was the state of matters when, by a simple remark, Dr. Fleet put things in their proper

light.18 He informed us that, hitherto, we had all of us misread the inscription \ that it does not

begin with iyam salilanidhane. To prove this, he had only to draw our attention to the fact

that it must necessarily end with sahiyancmi, the last two syllables of which are

engraved above the line. The inscription is written in a circle round the neck of the vase, 19

and, as the circle was completed before the inscription, the engraver was forced to add the end

by placing it above the line. This is clearness itself. That it was not [550] perceived sooner, is owing

in the first place to the apparent exactness of the first copies, and next to the fact that the faulty

arrangement they gave raised no important difficulties. The copies which Biiblcr and myself

had at first received, indeed, presented the inscription expanded into one or two fines
;
we did know,

it is true, that it was written in a circle, like most epigraphs on reliquaries
;
but it was not till

later that we learned that this circle was quite complete, and then the matter had taken its bent.

For my own part, I might even plead an additional lame excuse : in my first copy the text began

not with iyam ,
but with the puzzling reading yam

;
the i had been taken for a Iloiirisli and

represented as such in the copy, and in my turn I was naturally bound to see in it one of those

symbols often placed at the head of this kind of documents.

However this may be, Dr. Fleet’s correction, though late in the day, is none the less

certain
; and what definitely proves it is that it removes the last anomalies and

difficulties that might still have remained in the inscription. VVc have in fact now the

following translation in telegraphic style :
—

“ Of the brothers of Suklrti, with sisters, with sons and wives, — this receptacle of relies of

the blessed Buddha of the Sakyas.”

Here, everything is in order : the string of genitives, which might have given rise to objections

pa the first arrangement, is distributed in an irreproachable manner
;

first, the donors or founders
;

then, the nature and object of the foundation, which is the normal construction
;
equally normal,

as M. Senart reminds us by referring to numerous instances,20 is the genitive plural at the end,

saldyana w*i, to indicate the tribe or sect
;

applied to the Buddha, it is a development of expressions

like Sdhjamuni, iSaltyasmlia
,
“ the hermit, the lion of the Sakyas.” So tins first interpretation,

which Bcihler and myself gave, has been confirmed, with the exception that the promoters of die

consecration are no longer described as Sakyas. In their own time they were no doubt great

personages
;
but, as in the case of so many others, we know nothing of them but their name.

The detail, however, is not without importance
;
for it is not very probable that, at the period

indicated by the writing, Saltya should still have existed as an ethnical designation.

And, at the same time, there is an end of the other interpretations that I have just examined.
The one least affected is still that of Professor Rhys Davids; but [551] it, too, is affected, and deeply

;

for sulciti, having again become decidedly a proper name, but now coming at the beginning, and
being no longer an epithet used as a reminder, can no longer indicate the Buddha. Still more
impossible are Professor Pischel's “pious foundation of the brothers,

,!
’ and Professor Levi’s “pious

brothers,” who would no longer be connected with anything. Except as a previously adopted

** ^r£mslafcion by Regge, p. 67. 36 3cum, 1loxj. As. $oc. 1903, p. 680 if.

See the reproduction I gave of it, after a copy by the hand of Dr, Fiihrer, Commies rendus de VAcad&mie
ties Inscriptions, 1898, p. 232. In this reproduction the outlines of the letters are accurate, but the strokes are
too thick.

20 Journal Asiaiique, VII. (1908), p. 135.
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conclusion, there can be no longer any question either or
e< the tomb of Buddha,” erected shortly

after his death, or of relics of the Sfikyas massacred during his life-time. These interpretations

fall to the ground so completely that I might even have been dispensed from discussing them, if

Dr, Fleet himself had not forced me to do so by his attempt to re-establish them, at least partly,

by a new interj^retation, in my opinion as untenable as the others. As it would have been necessary,

in any case, to combat them, it was as well to do so in the order in which they were brought forward.

Dr. Fleet accepts, in effect, Professor Rhys Davids* now so improbable interpretation of sukiti

as a designation of the Buddha : from Professor Levi he takes over the latter’s general conclusion

that we have to deal with the relics of the victims of the massacre. But then the sakiyanmh

at the end can no longer be an ethnical name, as
4 ‘the Siikyas of the Buddha” would have no

s ense in any language. So he makes it an adjective, representing it as from the Sanskrit

sval&ya
,

“ suus, proprius,” with the meaning of “relations, kinsmen,” which the word

really has ; and he thus obtains the following translation21 which I reproduce while preserving

as much as possible the order of words ot the original •

—

“Of the brethren of the Well-famed One, with {their) si$ter3, with {their) children and

wives, this deposit of ( their ) relies — of the kinsmen of Buddha, the Blessed One.’*

I shall not return to the weak points, already sufficiently discussed, which this interpretation

has in common w:Ji the previous ones
;
I shall examine only those that are peculiar to it, the

.Oi.sirujtion by wLLh it has been obtained, and the manner in which it disposes of the ethnical sakiya.

And first as to the construction. By merely casting a glance at the above literal version,

we notice at once that it is a strange one
;
that the first part of the inscription and the last one,

which are in apposition to each other, are awkwardly separated by the medial clause, the mention

of the reliquary. .Neither in the Indian dialect nor in English is this clause in its place
;

in English

this place would be at the beginning
;
in Indian it would be at the end, [ 552 ] And what shall we say

of the tautology of the whole wording? After having indicated “the brethren of the Well-famed

One,” was it necessary to add that these brethren were kinsmen ? And is it not as if the authors

of the inscription bad themselves felt the want of precision of the first designation ? But then why

should they have chosen it ? This ancient epigraphic language, anxious to say what is necessary,

and notLing but what is necessary, does not usually express itself in this redundant manner.

It will be seen that to bring to trial Dr. Fleet's construction is at the same time to bring to trial

1 is interpretation of sakiya . I really do not know what he has against this ethnical term. la

Sanskrit we find it under the form of Scikya
5
in Pali we have Sakha, Sakya, Sdhiya

;
the Prakrits of

the inscriptions show us Salta, Sakya ,
and here Sakiya which probably is not to be corrected into

Sakiya. Of these forms, of which Dr. Fleet has drawn up a very useful list,22 none is suspicious ;
they

are all in eonfinnity with what we are taught by innumerable analogies of the phonetic or simply

orthographic variations of these idioms
;
moreover, they all enter into phrases which correspond

without the least discrepancy. Why, then, should we expel this term here, where it fits so well, for

the benefit of a substitute which the lexicon undoubtedly furnishes, but which fits so badly ? Is it,

perhaps, because the tradition gives various and fantastic etymologies of it ? We should be carried

a long way in following this track. If I correctly understand Dr. Fleet,— for his theory is somewhat

complicated and is not easily summed up in a few words, — he does not deny the existence of

a nearly similar ethnical term, but he will have it that all the forms in which the name occurs in

epigraphy, and, with a single exception, in Pali literature, arise from a misunderstanding, and should

be referred back to the possessive adjective svakiya. By dint of calling the members of the commnnity or

of the clan of the founder Bucldhasya svakiydh ,
“ the kinsmen of Buddha,’

5

they would finally have been

called simply the svakiydh. The hypothesis is ingenious, but 1 doubt if it will find many supporters.

At least instances of the use of this prolific phrase ought to be produced, and hitherto, as far as I know,

none has been cited, except the one in this very inscription understood as Dr. Fleet understands it.

21 Journ . Roy. As. Soc. 190?, p. 149 ft. Dr. Fleet did not all at once arrive at this translation ;
another one

will be found ( ibid. 1905, p. 680 ), with the same interpretation of sakiyar, which is still more improbable. I shall

Bay nothing of it, as Dr, Fleet appears to have abandon© d it himself.

22 Journ . Boy. As. Soc. 1905, p. 645 ff.
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Yet on this frail basis Dr. Fleet would build an entire chronological edifice. In our inscription,

which, moreover, does not maTk the long vowel— (I have already stated what should be thought of

this omission),— salciya would still be taken in its original sense; [553] the inscription must,

therefore, be anterior, by at least a full century, to that on the pillar of Asoka at Rummindei (the

middle of the 3rd century B. C. ),in which the notation of the long vowel is established and in which

the designation of the Buddha as JSalci/a7nuni, ** the hermit of the Sakyas/’ shows that the possessive

adjective has had time to change into an ethnical term. The inscription would, therefore, be far

more ancient than any yet found in India. Dr, Fleet does not venture, positively, any further than

about half way between the reign of Asoka and the date generally accepted for the death of the

Buddha : tor he is too experienced an epigraphist to carry back this writing, without more ado, to the

very time of the nirvana . Yet he allows us to perform the rest of the journey at our own risk. On

the other hand, he does not disguise his hope that, thanks to the light the document has now

thrown on the true history of the name of the Sakyas, a methodical investigation into the use of the

various forms of this name may lead to important results in connection with the chronology of the

books of the Pali canon. We may wish that such an investigation may be made
;
but we must give

a warning against too hasty conclusions being drawn from it.

One word still as to the construction proposed by Dr. Fleet. I have already referred to

the strangeness of it
;

I must add that this, but not the other anomalies of the redaction, would be

more or less attenuated if the inscription were in verse. Now, quite recently33 Mr. Thomas thought

he actually recognised in it a very irregular Arya stanza", which Dr. Fleet afterwards proposed to

scan as an Upagiti [or TJdgiti] almost as irregular. It is always difficult to recognise ail isolated

Arya, especially when it presents anomalies as great as would be the case here. But the fact is that

in Pali and mixed Sanskrit some are found which are hardly better, and that, if such a one were mot

with among the verses of the Thenigatluzs
,
for example, to which Mr. Thomas refers, it would really

have to be accepted as an Arya. It is true that, in that case, there would remain the expedient,

which we have not here, of suspecting the manuscript tradition. Without believing it very probable,

I will, therefore, not absolutely reject the suggestion
;
but I wish to point out that it would in

no way jvrejudiee the meaning to be given to the word srikiyanam. Whether the latter really

corresponds to a Sanskrit 'Sahja or to a Sanskrit svalciya

,

it would still have its first syllable short
;

for, long ago Professor Jacobi has shown 24
that, if Pali and Prakrit necessarily shorten the vowel in

position, Pfdi often and Prakrit still oftener do not restore the long quantity when position has

been removed.

£554] In conclusion, I therefore believe, with M. Senart
,

25 with whom I am happy to be in

entire agreement, that we may admit the following as a definitive translation of our inscription :

—

“This receptacle of relics of the blessed Buddha of the Sakyas ( is the pious gift)

of the brothers of Sukirti, jointly with their sisters, with their sons and their wives.”

In short, we must be resigned : the inscription teaches us none of the sensational novelties
that some interpreters have thought they found in it

;
it does not afford ns any testimony

contemporary with the Buddha, whom it leaves in his vague and legendary twilight, and whose
" tomk ” ik ^ot allow us to visit ; it in no way tends, even indirectly, either to strengthen or
to weaken the accounts of the distribution of the ashes, or of their removal by Asoka, or
of the destruction of Kapilavastu and the 'Sakyas ; nor does it supply us with materials for
constructing a chronological system,* it simply makes us acquainted, together with the name
of an unknown personage, no doubt some local raja , with the existence (after so many
others, teeth, frontal bone, alms-bowl, hair, even the very shadow) of new relics of the great
reformer, relics probably more ancient, and which we may, if so inclined, suppose more
authentic, than any others. This is little

; but a negative result is better than illusory data.

The relics are now at Bangkok, where, after so many centuries of oblivion, they once more
serve for the edification of the faithful.

23 Journ. Roy. As, Soc. *1906, p. 452.
2S 3own. Asiatique, VII (1906), p. 186.

24 Zeiischr, f. verghich Syrachf., XXIII. p. 594, and XXV, p, 292.
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THE TRAVELS OF RICHARD BELL (AND JOHN CAMPBELL)

IN THE EAST INDIES, PERSIA, AND PALESTINE.

1654—1870.

BY SIR R. C. TEMPLE.

( Continued from jo. 105.)

Tee indge answerd (y
e Ld brought on tryall before him), wenmsiiudg according to Law

w cil condems this fact. I tooke my iurney after this to Spawhawne [Ispahan], wch is 50 Leags.

This Ld was sent to Spawhawne & Confest all before Shaw Sollymon [Shah Snlaiman] Kinge

& his iustices, & I saw him beheaded. He might [have] beene sailed but was willinge to die.

This was end Aug 1668.23

Att Spawhawne, y® court of King Sollymon, Empr of Perfcia,26 1 did lodge at y
e Companys

howse
;
6 dutchmen, 4 frenchmen, Kinge Sollymons Sarvt5

, wth
y
e padreys caime to see me,

I haneing lettrS ont of India. We weere Terry merry at y
e English howse. The first 2 clays

I was in y
e citty we kept wthin doores, the Kinge haneinge made a Crooke [{jurucj} 27 wth his

Weomen A if any mankinde abone Elleaven yeares old be abroad dnreing the tyme of the

Crook he is kild, [whether in the] Citty or Contrey for 2 leagues, for Notis is given y
e day

before he make y® Crooke. Its only to be merry wth his weomen, wcb ride in all manner of

habbits as they best fancy for Mirth. This was told me by y
e Wife of a Engl surgion, One of

them before she married.

The 3d day, about 3 clock in y
e afternoone,y e Crook broke vp, y

e Kings 2d or adviser, Sketh

Alley Cowley Cawne28 [Sayyid ‘All Qnli Khan], sent for me & demanded if I belonged to y®

Company. I sd I was a poore Snbiect of my King. What, sd he, is not y* Cap*1 of y
e company

Gome, meaning Mr fflowers. I told him he would come in 4 or 5 days. Newes caimc y® King

satt out. He rose in hast to goe to Court. I took my leane. He said, you mast goe before

y
e Kinge. I went & made my Obeasience after y

G Industan Manner & phrase, bemg in that

babbitt, Sollam Alley [As-salam alalhum]. He Sd
,
Allegan Solam [alaiimm as* sala??i]

t y
ts you

are welcom. Wheere, Sd y® King, haue you lernt y
t phraise being an Engl man, & laught.

I said, I had served ye Magull Oram Zebb. Sd
y
e K., he is my enemy, soe yo11 are welcom

from him ; y
e Kinge out of bis gate showed me some of his great Gunns w c!l lay disorderly,

And two Mortars wct none in his Court knew how to vse. I told him I would charge them &

show him y® vse of them. Sd he, are they to be discharge[d] iy
fch stone shot. I Sd ,

wth a shell Sd

lie, pray show me this, wch I did, y
e King giveing ord* to y

e Nasa [nastr],29 wch is Mr of all his

Artillary, I should haue what desired. I cast 2 shells. In 4 dayes tyme I had them redy Coted

25 f 1669. See note 19 on p. 103, ante. 26 Shah Snlaiman reigned from 1633—1604.

2t “Kourouk signifies a Prohibition to all Men and Boys above seven years of age, upon forfeiture of Life, to

be seen in any place where the Kings Wives were to pass, if lie were in their company. All the ways are hung on

both sides with snch stuff of which they make their Tents, to prevent the Women from being seen. And notice is

given to all the Men to retire home at such an Hour : besides that, the Guards at two Leagues distance round

about, were ready to prevent any one from coming near the Places so eanvast in . . .It is“said, that during the

five Months from the Coronation of the King till the year 107S of the Hegira, which answers the Spring of our 13:7.

the King commanded no less than sixty-two Kourouks, going abroad with his Wives every time, and visiting the

Places round about Ispahan.’
7— Chardin, The Coronation of Solyman ill, p. 77, ed. 1391.

as por an account of “ Hali-Kouli-Kaan’s ” restoration to favour on the accession of Shah Sulaiman and of the

various offices conferred on him, see Chardin, The Coronation of Solymm TIL, p. 79 f., ed. 1G91. See also

Tavernier, Persian Travels, Book V. ch. Till. p. 21S, ed. 163L

29 “ Yhe Nazir or Seeer ;
Superintendant General of all the Royal Demesnes

;
and who also takes particular

care of the Treasuries, Furniture, Buildings, Manufactures, Magazines, Stores and Servants.” — Chardin, The

Coronation <?J
Solyman III., p. 13, ed. 1691.
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over all w* ye Carriages. The Kinge plact himself On a Hill wheere seats weere mad for f
purposs \nd his Ladyes wthin a Koome wheere they might see. The King caime after nearer &

demanded wlutt should be don them, if A marks was to be set to shots at. I Sd
,
bringe men or

sheepe, k y
e Execution would show how to reveng himselfe On his enemis. Sheepe weere brought,

And one of y
e Shells fitted y.

e way we call hen & Chickens, woh shell does y
e greatest Execution Sc

made the kinge Amazed seinge it die, & s
d

,
it flies in the aire

;
it will doe noe Execution.

I returned answer by y° Ld that brought yt word from ye Kinge, yo* shall psently se w*t

Execution it will doe. It flew at ye higlit 244 Minutes & fell amongs y° sheepe & kild 250 besides

wt lamcl. Immediatly ye King sent me a horss & rich furniture (the same horse & furniture was

that day led before him), & said, Bircala [baraht’llah], Well don.

The other shell fell amonge An other flock 230 paces of. The height it amended was 43

Minuts & fell & kild 182 sheepe. The kinge was Terry Joyfnll of this, for the Mortars his

Grandfather had taken from y® turks, he driyeing them out of Pertia.30

Hecaldme to him & bid me sit downe. I begd his pdon, being hote, weary & black, & desired

leaue to refresh my selfe. I tooke leaue, y® ff [French] & Dutch aecompaning me to y English

bowse. He Sent for me againe & I had the honor to eate & drinke wth him & weere verry merry

wth Musique & Danceing weomen (one of these weomen toss vp 7 : 8 : or 12 balls & keepe them all

in play aboue ground), & had w tfc elce desireable. The Kinge desired, me Serve him. I s<* I could

not, my King had Comanded me home. Sd he, yor kinge is my Brother & what service you doe

me, he wilbe well pleased wth it. He vrged it noe more, but sd
,
lets be merry, & drank 8 small

Gobletts One after an other, standing vp to ye King of England his Brother. I was to pledg out

of a Golden ladell31 q* [containing] a pinte & and was to drinke 3 of them, woil I did, & all ye

xpians theire, Abondance of Lfls & other Courteers by
;
& his weomen see vs, but we not them, from

aboue. The Kinge danet amonge vs & some of y Danceing weomen.32 Ye King would set his

hands a side & laugh heartily, saying, spare me not, when tugg was or Cushings flyinge, I am at

this tyme as one of you
;
oure wyne mad vs equall. But none of his IAS drank a drop. This was

in Supper tyme, dishes standing & tost downe. But they & the Carpetts then spred weere taken

away & fresh Carpefcts brought. After he Commanded one of his ffrench sarvants to play on y°

violin, And drinke in that tyme was plentifull w& y
0 franks

; y
0 Kinge did not drinke as we weere

obliged as to y® Quantity.33 Verry merry we weere, & y
0 King verry pleasant & iocouse. This

french man yt plaid comes vp to y
0 Kinge 3 seiiall tymes & tells him such a Nobleman was fitt to be

his Gen*1
. The king bid him sit downe, Sayeinge, I know how to make Gennalls. This french

man, Drunke, vrged it againe; Soe y® Kinge Commanded him be ript vp & given to y
0 Doggs,

wch is Death for offend* in that Contrey, & others out of Christendome. But y
e King gaue

some privat notis f he should Only be carried into an other Roome & stript, & soe stood naked for

3 bowers, w<* tyme we past in Merfch, & mist not y
e french man. The Kinge, seing vs farr enough

in Drinke & Nodinge, caime and shoke me by ye Shoulder, & Sd
,
rise vp, its tyme to goe home.

Wlieeres^ yo* Brother, & brought me his Clothes, & sd , Carrie them to him. This was about
2 Clock in ye Morninge.

Sulaiman’s grandfather was Shah Safi, 1629-1642. He did wot drive the Turks out of Persia. On the
contrary, Murad IV. recaptured Bagdad from the Persians, and its possession was confirmed to the Turks by
a peace made between the two nations in 1639.

31 See Tavernier, Tertian Travels, Book IV. ok XVII. p, 181, for a description of tie Golden ladle in which
he pledged Shah Abbas.

33 For the way in which Sulaiman gave himself up to drinking and dissipation, see Chardin, The Coronation
ofSdyman 111., pp. 77, 78, 87, 88, 128, 129, ed. 1691.

35 Chardin, writing of events in 1668, says, “ the young Prince had forbom wine all the last year, by reason of
an Inflammation in his Throat oooasion’d by his hard drinking.”— The Coronation ofSolymm III. p. 130, ed. 1691.
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Two days niter, we weere sent for, & Mr Slower being come home from Cammerroon [Gombroon],
[who] had a psent for the Kinge from the Company,34 went w^ me. Y® Kinge askt me what
I had brought from India rare, & sd

, theirs few travellers by land but bring rarities wth them. I Sd ,

Only my person. Sd y® King, we haue seene many french, but few Engl travell home by land, &
y
Q french bring not only theire persons. I then told him I had a Stone [Bezoar] would Expell

poyson. \ e Kinge desired to see it, I showed it
;
he sleighted it, sayings this is but a stone, what

vertue can theire be in it. I Sd
,
giue me poyson you can, & then y° vertue will be showne.

One of bis Capons [eunuchs] brought a Glasse of poyson. Mr fflowers then left me w*h

a looke as if he would [hare] kild me.

One of y® Kings Cheife Docters gaue it to me. I dranke it, y® Kinge first desireing me sit at

a distance & sd, freinde, if y«. kill yor selfe I haue noe hand in it
;
haue a care.

I cald for a Basin. A Jarr of gold was brought. I then tooke my poyson stone & put it into

a glasse of wyne q} [containing] § of apinte & kept y® stone in y® wyne a quarter of an hower or more.

Sd the Kinge, his Nobles & Docter by, when I had dranke. He stumbles not at it. Sd the Doeter,

he hath as much as would kill Ten Ollyfants
;
he cannot live; Its the wyne makes him soe Curagious.

With that I drank of my wyne & put y* stone into a little warme water (y° quantity I had dranke

of wyne), & drank it. Immeadiatly I fell vommittinge. Sd the Kinge, now hes deade. I yommitted

| of an hower
;
y* don, I tooke water & washt my mouth and face & cald for a glass wyne. How

s
u ye Kinge, I se y* stone hath vertue. Not, Sd the Docter, for a Kingdome would I doe soe much.

I must, Sd y° Kinge, haue y
e Stone, & what it Cost or y

11 will haue for it, I will give y
u

;
But first

purged me on my Oath w*t it cost me. I, on my Oath, told him it cost me 3000 Ropees, wch is

33711
? 10s Engl money.33 He then said, ask a Gift. (Mdd. This was but a peeee of A Stone.)

In then comes my Cozen fflowers.36 Sd the Kinge, yor freind is not deade. Sd Mr fflowers to

me, now y
u haue a good occation if y^ vallew my honoT or the Company, Ask y

e Arreeres at

Commerroon wch weere for 4 yeares. I was silent. Sd he Kinge, aske. I askt y® arreares.

Y° Kinge granted it, & caused thee Accompts to be stated, wch caime to Two lack of Abasses,

wcii is about 50000 fifty Thowsand pounds Engl money.87

When y® Lds gaue y® Kinge this acc? , The Kinge Sd to me, had y
u not better [have]

asked for yor selfe. A smaller thinge would [have] contented y
a

, But my word is past, &

yoTS granted.38 But will not y
u

,
yor word beinge granted, be willinge to serve me. I replied,

wth all my heart, but I must obey my Kinge. Give, Sa he, it vnder yoT & M> fflowers hand, if

jou come not, y
u will furnish me wth 3 as good men. Mr ffiowei* past it vnder his hand.

The King gaue me a Serpaw [
saropa], that is Sash, cote & Girdle worth 300 Dollars.

84 This was Flower’s second visit to Ispahan. In 1365, at the time of the Coronation of Shah Sulaiman, he

was sent by the President of Surat to the Persian Court. He had orders to keep an eye on the Dutch deputation and

their “ great present ; to attend their motion and observe att Court, and learne what their business is, as also by

his personals appearaunce checks the liberty which they would otherwise take in abusing you our Masters and

the nation.”— General Letter from Surat to the Court, Factory Records, Miscellaneous, Vol. 2. On the occasion

spoken of in the text, Flower arrived at Ispahan on the 9th Aug. 1669. Writing to Surat on the 5th Sept.

(Factory Records, Surat ,
Vol. 105), Flower remarks that “ The King with his Court lately retired to one of his

Gardens with purpose after 8 or 10 dayes stay to proceed towards Gundeman (QOfe farr from Bussera) being Jealous

for the Turks who are masters of it.” Flower gives an account of his interview with the “ Ettamon Dowlett ” on

the 3rd Sept, and of the minister’s promise to “ Acquaint the King with onr Complaints,” but does not say that he

had any personal interview with the King, nor does he allude to Campbell. For Flower’s first embassy to the

Persian Court, see Chardin, The Coronation of Solyman III,, p. 68, ed, 1691.

S5 i, e., at 2s. 3d. the rupee,

se I have not been able to traoe the relationship between Campbell and Flower. See note 19 on p. 103, ante ,

where Flower writes of Campbell as of a stranger.

87 The author’s calculation cannot be right. Sir Thos. Herbert in 1677 rates the Abassi at Is. 4cE. This would

make the two lac amount to £13,333 6s. 8d.

88 The records of the time make no allusion to any such concession by Shah Sulaiman.
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The Snowes beinge then in pertia, in y end of y
e Month Angnst, & soe Extreame j* , in

0r way to Spawhawne, my Sarv? lost his toes, w<* w* extremity of cold rotted of. Soe left

him Mr fBowers, he being my Slaue (my other Hamstring* in my voyage to Prester Jakn»

[andl hanging wife & Children at Bagganogare [Bhagnagar, Hyderabad, Deccan], I g-ane f

vallew of 601° to carrie him home. He would not [have] left me but I Considered his wifiei

Children, soe pted [parted],

Leaveinge Spawhawne y
0 first day September 1668," I w* my slaue, a black, A french

Padre & 2 Dymond Marchants of Paris, One Monsier Jordan a protestant, & Monsier Basin11

Roman Catholic, tooke o* Jnrney homewards, Beinge Accompanied out of f Citty all f

Kugi french & Dutch, 2 Leagues, & after returned.

My Kinsman, M* Slower/2 knoweinge in part what Charge I had wth me, Sd to me, Woe

is me y* I cannot pswaid y* against this inrney
; y

u vndertake it against my will. Doe mot

yu know Sr Humphrey Cooke, who y* Conveyed out of India/3 how he was served, die,

imbraceinge me, told me, tho I caime not saife home to England, my service don to y
0 Company

& for his honor
, wcl1

y
u know Cozen y

u haue vnder my hand, shall be made good to yor fattier,

Or vnkle Whitfcy ;
Soe we parted. The 2 dymond March**, I, My Sarv*, & y

e Padrey I bxonght

from Surratt in India, whose naime is Farre Capusena [Capuchin Brother]. The next Wne
from Spawhawne was 60 Leagues cald Pannuloe; ^ in 5 days wee Arrived theire, all in belt!.

Theire we consulted whether we should goe by y° way of Bagdatt Or Towreys [TauriB,

Tabriz]. Sa ye Dymond March*8
,
we desire for Bagdatt but haue a great Charge

;
Towxeys is

the surer way. We agreed to goe by Towreys, and all went wth
y
0 Oofflla or Carravam,

consisted of 40000 feightinge men, y
e whole (horsses, Cammells, & asses), 100 000.

The next great Towne from Pannuloe to Towreys was 80 Leagues of, cald ,
15

We, 8 horsemen, wth sarv*3
,
leftye Coffeloe & caime to Radie [? Rai close to Teheran], a ver-iie

great Citty, in 9 days tyme; Thence for Towreys. In the way was noe Citty, only villages &

Serays. Ye distance was 172 Leagues, wch we went in 28 days, all comeing to Towreys in

helth. Four days before we got to Towreys, theire was a french Docter y* had cut 8 slames

for y
e Gouerner to make Coides [Khwaja, Coja, Eunuch] or Efnukes [in modern Greek]

them to psent to y
e Emperror of Pertia his Maister, Shaw Sollyman Kinge.

But y
e Condition of y

Q Padreys or fryers in those parts, as elce where out Chrissen-donae,

if not in, is y
fc noe Man, how good an artist soever, should live wlieere they are, they ptendLng

to all arts, & by that meanes get into places & make prosolites.

A french Padrey in y* citty went to y
e Gonerner & told him he could cut Cheaper & sa^er

then y° Docter. The Gou* had giuen y
e Docter 40 Tomaines/6 w^h y® padrey knew. Ye padxrey

was reced, w*h ye Docter knoweing, Left y
e Citty, takeing 2 Sarv*3 & 2 Mules, & tooke his way

towards Smyrna, woh is cald in y* pertian tongue, Cashmcer [Ismir], & weere in the way buried
in ye Sands.

89 See Vol. XXXV. p. 177.

*® Campbell must surely mean 1609. See the note on bis departure from Gombroon, ante, p, 103.
41 Monsieur Raisin was known both to Tavernier and Chardin, M Monsieur Raisin of Lyons, a Person ofV©ry

good Repute, and my Companion in my former Travels, embarkt himself once more in this sort, of Trade;
though we differ'd in our Religion, Yet for all that we liv’d Peaceably and in Unity together.” —-Chardin, Travels
into Persia, p. 2, ed. 1691. See also Tavernier

, Ball’s edition, Yol. XL p. 304.
See ante, p. 127, note 35. On Blower’s return to Gombroon he fell under the displeasure of the authorities? at

Surat on account of the involved condition of his affairs. He eventually satisfied the Company's demands on hum,
and, though he lost his appointment at Gombroon, ho was, in July, 1671, ordered to “ succeed in the Customhow
of Mayhim if Mr. Barton dyes.”— Factory Records

, Swrat, Vol 104, and Miscellaneous
, Vol 2.

** I oan find no verification of this story. See the note on Sir Humphrey Cooke, ante , p. 1 03, note 36.M ®®&*m.loe may he the modern Kash.au, but it is difficult to trace the route followed by Campbell.
45 Hiatus in the MS. here. The town meant may be Kum or XCasvin,
46 Fryer* in 1677, gives the value of a tomaun as £3 6s. Sd. See Hobson*Jobsont s. v. Tomaun.
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The Padre Oufct 4; all Dyed. Newes beinge carried of it, y» padrey Kild himselfe, wch

thing brought a pludice [prejudice] to all frenchmen in y
4 Citty.

Nest day caimea Coffeloe from Cashmeer [Smyrna], yt said theymett a X$ian,2 Sarvants,
2 Mules, wth a horsse (wch was starved) by them, and all deade. The Gouerner, when Monsier
Jordan §* Rasing went before him, told vs the aboue relation, demanding we 3 weere, They
Sd , they weere fr [French] men. I S*, I was an Engl man. S* he, all french men are Haram
Zadds \Jiaramzada\i Deceivers. For Engl men I haue not to say of them, never haueing anie

tryall of them.

Must not, Sd he to y
e ffr. men, yor Padrey be cald to Acc, for y® men hes kild & himselfe,

besides he, being to y
u as our Casa [qazi] is to vs, cannot answer it to God.

I am, Sd y
e Gour

, not soe sorrie for him and y® Slaues As for the Docter, y
4 Goodman,

who by his meanes I slighted, and is now lost,

Wee tooke our leaves & went to y
e Seraie, But y

e Padreys of that place invited vs to

theire Convent, wch Monsier Jordan & Rasin did refuse by reason of y
e Gours language.

4 Dayes wee staid in tbe Seraie
;
every day the Gour sent vs 6 dishes of Meate. Our

Coffelo
[
[Jcajila , caravan] beinge gatherd to a heade, & redy to goe, we went to y

e Gourr to

take leave & pSented him some small gifts
;
but he refused them, & Sd

,
when y

u come- this

way againe, bringe me some Europe token. Soe we parted
;
& went thence wth ye Coffiloe 23

Leagues before wee caime into y® sands. 17 Days we travailed in y
e Sands wth great losse of

Men & Cattle, viz* Cammells, horsses, and Asses. In all y® 17 days, wee weere not liable to

see or horss lenth before vs, or One an other, Or to open o r mouths or eies; but when we would

eate or Drinke, y
e Sand got in like to Choake vs

;
yet we had Muffellers Over our faces.

They Stringe 100 Cammells together to follow One after an other, And every 100 haue

a man On y® formost Cammell wttl a howse in w8h he sits In, y
e howse Coverd both day and

night, And in it Is a light & a Compass to gnid y
Q Cammell y° way, for y

e sands drive soe w£h

y
e wind, its not possible to see.

Wee haueinge 1 monts Jurney more to goe ere we should be Cleere of y® Sands, and o*

Cattell died soe as wee weere forst to put two loads on One Back, I said, letts tnrne back,

And, Consultinge w& y® eminentest Marchant, an Arminyon, & yQ 2 frcbmen, Judged it best

to hyer a guide to pilote vs or way an other way Towards Neneveigh [Nineveh], w cii was

a nearer way
;
& Leaueinge y

e Coffeloe, we could goe in One day 3 times as farr as wth it.

15 Armynion Marchants (horssemen), y
e 2 fr:men, my selfe, and or sarvants went, giveinge

11 Dollers a heade for Pilot money.

Wee had 140 Leagues to Neneveigh, neither pile gras, water or Ought elce in or way for

refreshmen4 but what we carried w4Jl us. Our Guyde brought vs to Neneveigh in 23 days all

verry weary. We staid theire 7 Days, and in that iyme refreshfc orselues verry well.

From Nenevey we went to Comway in 12 Days, wch
,
at 20 Mile a day, I gess to be

about 75 Leagues.

From Corneway we went to Kirkway [Kirkuk], y
e fr; men & I then only in Company ;

we went it in 7 Days, w0*1 is about 60 Leagues.

From Kirkeway to Bagdatt, 120 Leagues, in 13 Days. We arrived in Bagdatt in helth,

but left or Boyes in Kirkway & tooke fresh horsses there, or Boys to follow to Bagdatt.

We had but beene 4 days theire, when y® 2 ffreneh Marchants feel sick, it being soe hote,

yt wth y®Brees of y
e Sunn, it kild tbe Natives; & Many 1 saw, as white as Engl men, kild

immediatly & turnd as black as a Coale.

u See ante, note 42 on p.-128.
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I my selfe beiuge at noone in the Snnn, a hote breese hath taken me & skind my face.

Those yt weere scorcth wth
y
e Sunn, was of y

e Bashaws [Pasha’s] Soldiers, w0l) lay w^out ye

Citty, for ye Bashaws of Bagdatt. Kirkway & Neneve weere goeing w‘h theire Armies in

ye Grand Senio” service agst Bassora, now in y
e hands of y

e Arrabs. This was in ffebruary

thus hott, & in Spawhawne in August soe Cold as my Sarv* in Pertia had his toes rotted of.

jjda I fl-ent to old Babbylon wch is 12 Leagues from Bagdatt, and assended the Tower, &

plnmd it w«> a line I carried for y‘ purposse, & its iust 60 fathom from y
e top to ye earth

; but

theires a great depth of earth aboue y
e foundation, woh depth is not knowne

;
its *a

foote broade at top. They are every day loading a way from it stones to Bagdat or new

Babylon.

In Bagdatt I staid 28 Days, And On y
e 4th Day of ffebruary I tooke my Jurney for

Alleppo, And in the way, the first great Citty was Hanna [Anah], A Citty wthin a ffort in

ye Middle of a River [the Euphrates] wch goes to Bossara, The River Tygrisse & it joyneing

theire to gether, And on each side of the River a Citty, And is distant from Babylon 130

Leagues. This Hanna is in y° Wildernesse of Arrabia.

The ffrench Padrey hyred a guide in Bagdatt, & had security by his wife & 4 Children

& an Arrabian Marchant that this guide should bring vs saife to Alleppo & bringe vs every

2 days wheere we should haue water. All was On my charge, And I would not haue

patience to tarrie till y
e Coffelo went. We tooke wth vs noe more then One days water, My

Company beinge with my selfe, The padre & his sarvant, My Slaue, the padreys horss &
sarv*? Mule, My horsse & slaues Mule. All of vs beinge wthout water 2 days, I questioned

y® Guide, & he gaue me Crosse language ,* Soe I shott a pis toll at him to scare him, but after

drubd him wtl2
- my stick. Y® Padre desired me, for Gods sake, to let him alone, Now we are

in y
0 wildernesse <& know nob whether to turn or selves. I was vexed, being redy to Choak,

Bound y&Gayds hands behind him, thretned him & cald him naimes, and said, if wee die, we
will all die together. This was about 7 Leagues short of Hanna. Wthin 2 Leagues of y

e

place y* I bound him he Cried, Aga
[
Agha

,
my Lord], water. Give me, Sd he, my life & I

will show y
Q water. We had not rid a league & halfe, but he lights & Sd

, heeres water,

J° Well impossible to be found but by y® guide, for it was not a yard over, and Turft as if It

had beene firme ground. These Guides Conseale y
e water, they geting theire liveinge for

Conducting travellers & releiveinge them w fcil water in y
i Jurney throw the Wildernesse of

Arrabia. The Guide drew out a line he brought for that purpose, and a sheeps skin, [and] tyd

Yc 4 Comers to gether [for] y
e Buckett. The line was 60 fathom Longe & would but iusfc reach

y® Water. I, Jealous [afraid] y® Rogue would ruu away, I bound him againe. The Padrey
& my slaue neere, both sick for want [of] water. But, refrest a little, we mounted, & psently
I spied 7 horssmen, wch caitne vp boldly wtuin 500 paces of vs, On wch I fyred a pistoll. They
then retreated back. The guide then addrest him to y0 Padrey to make his peace wth me for
his liberty, Sweareing by his beard, his god & Mahommett, he would not run away. On
y: I unbound him, & we weere 5 days in gettinge to Hanna [Anah], y

e Padre & my Slaue sick,
wch was y® cause.

By perswation of y® Guide we past aboue Hanna a league and a halfe On purposs to saue
°r head m°aey. We past the Towne and caime to a river 5 Engl miles beyond it, & theire sat
downe & refresht o* selves. Sa the Guide, heere are Rogues. S<? I, all Arrabs are Rogues.
Before we could mount, caime 28 horsse and carried vs back to Hanna on foote, for that we
ad past ye Oitty indeavring to saue or head money. It Cost me 144 Dollers & all y

e excuses
l could make to ye Gouerner. We staid at Hanna 49davs

W®' had not left ye towne 2 Leagues but 7 horssmen caime ridinge after me. I Sa to y
e

guide, who are these. He Sa
, Haram [haramzada], Rogues & Robbers. Sa I, will y

u stand to

** 19 -Hiatus in the MS. here.
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me. Yes, Sd lie, if j
u will let me kaue One of yor pistolls. Sd I, noe, y

u haue bow & arrowes,

& if I see yu stand not to it, tliou shall} be ye first lie kill, tho I die afterwards.

The guide answered (We seinge them Exercize theire lances), I was 4 yeares agoe Guide

to Six Xpians, 4 dymond Marche and two Padrees who went this way, & by fyering a pistoll,

wcb wounded an Arrabb in the thigh, was y
e cause they all lost theire lives by haueing theire

heads cut of. This is a great trewth & told me by y
e padreys at Babylon, who advized me by

noe meanes resist if we mett anie [bandits], And would [have] had me left my Armes & other

things of Concerned^ I Sd I had not anie. Said y
G two ffrenc’n Dymond Merchants I left

theire Sick, espetailly monseir Jordan, Wee know he hath a Charge 50 & One Dymond wcl1 we

haue beene all about & [Hor] or Kinge, & could never attaine to it. Except he left it at

Spawhawne, we are sure he had it.51 The padreys did vrge me againe, & Sd,
what ever I left

wth them should be safe Conveyed to me to what place I pleased ;
but by noe meanes doe

y13 travell wtbout y
e Coffeloe wfcil a Charge. I denied y* I had ought. Sd they, if y

a haue, it

wilbe y
e cause of y

e loss of yor owne life & Company.

The 7 horssmen Caime vp againe. They had only lances
;
I w fchstoo& them, haveinga cace

of pistolls, bow <& ai’rowes & a Cutlace. Ye Padre cried, for godsake haue a care w tfc

y
u doe .

if we resist not they will not kill vs. I was angry, & Sd
, if he would not feight, I would kill

him. He Sd it was not his Religion to feight. The Guide & he then run into y° enemy. The

enemy Cried, surrender yoT selfe & yon shall haue noe harme. I would not. Y° Padre cal cl

tome, y
u had better Surrender; if y

u doe not, y
Q will loose yor life; I haue saved mine.

I told him, in y
e Portugall tonge, I had some Consernm1is about me.

I left him wtb
y
e Rogues & past forwards, faceing about everie Minute for y° lenth of an

Enel Mile. They followed me, & when they se they could not pvaile, they returned y
e padre

& Guide. My korss beinge weary wth faceing them too & againe, I went a League further, &

by a river side refreskt or selves
;
on thother side of vs was a Bogg, and but One way to come

to vs, soe as One Man was as good as 20 in an other place.

My Guide Sd
9
these weere noe rogues but only tried xpians weere ;

they had noe

Sadies On theire horsses.

After 3 towers stay, y® Padrey haueing got a napp, Sa to me, those weere Rogues, & my

heart [misjgives me they will follow vs ;
what y“ haue, berry heere or give me. I had sent

ye Guide to"get grasse for o* horsses, for, in y° Wilderness of Arrabia, is grass m most places

vp to y® Belly, but noe rode but w“ Deere make or Wyld Beasts.

While ye Guide was gon, I tooke out my th.ngs out of y® Padd of my Sadie & gaue ye padrey

some, & some I kept my selfe. When y® Padre see them, he Cried & S4
,

these wilbe y® ea j o

vs both. He had :

—

8 Dymond stringes wtb Crosses

2 Stones yc Expell poyson [bezoar]

2 Great Dymonds

a Blood Stone

a greene stone

120 Saphers

4 Dymond Binges

3 spetiall Rubies

Kept by my selfe, vizf — a great dymond, wth Kings arms on it, 8 other great Dymonds.

In y® meane tyme comes y® Guide wa grasse, &, packing vp y® things those I had m a

litle purss, [I] ty’dtW about my members. About an hower after, we see 14 horsse men, 7 of them

rc This does not agree with Campbell’s condition of destitution as desoribed by Flower. See note 19 on

p. 103, ante.

51 For the diamond with the King of England’s arm3 engraved on it, see ante, Vol. SXXV. p. 133.
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v t had beene me in ye Mominge. This was 3 Clock in y
e afternoone. We see them before

they could see v*. Sa ye padre, we are betraid. I askt y® gide who these weere. He Sd, men

goeinge to ye next great towne, soldiers. Y» lie, y» Boogne, sd ye padre
;
y» haue betraid vs.

I was at a stand, consideringe what to Doe best. Ye Guide Sa ,
lets goe. Noe, Sa y® padre,

lets stay heere till night. Did not y«, Sa y
e Guide, agree w* me in Babylon, w* I haue given security

to performe, & y« are to march when I say goe & to stay when I say stay. I replied, will y» bears

vs harmless. He sd
,
yes I will. W‘h y* he went out, ptending to see if y

e way was Oleere &

staid from rs § of an hower, fy retnrninge, he bridled or horsses & Sa ,
vp, y® way is cleere.

We had not rid a League, but we spied y® 14 horsmen in ambush in a valley. They let vs pass

till we eaime to y® top of y
e hill, & then spred them selves. 4 caime One way, 4 An other, 4 the

3d & 2 more, all wcU Compassed vs about. I had made my bridle fast to my horse legg & made

my bow arrowes redy, but they caime poothering soe fast, y
6 all theire lances was about me in

a trice, & Sd,
we haue now got Gunns, fyer if y

u darr, for if y“ either fyer or shoot arrow, y
u are

a deadman, & y
e rest.

The Padre cried, do not slioote. In y® meane tyme, they struck in wth me & stript me

Naked, all saue my hoots, wch saued me some thinge. They weere all muffeld vp
;

I could only

see theire eies. Some few Dollers I had about my Midle, w ch they psently eased me of, And,

Starke Naked, made me lead my horse to a valley. I went not fast enough, Soe One gaue me a

push wtJi
y
e butt end of his lance, wch put me on my Nose. In that fall he spied ye pursse <fc

Snatcht it away ; I was affraid all had gon together. Bemge in y
e Valley, made me sit a side

till they parted my things, vizt. My wearinge Clothes & Lynnen, 3 Serpaws [sarojpa ,
dress of

honour], One Prester John gaue me, One Oram Zebb y
e Magull from his owne boddie, &

One Shaw Sollymon King of Pertia,53 wth other things of Vallew. The Rogue Guide, after

Derided, Oast latts who should haue this & who that Share. Besides these, there was 3 of his

Mairi®s Great seales y
e Magull gaue me, being had On y

e occation hefore Expreat.

They caused likewise ve Padrey to be stript, & set downe likewise, & set us both downe to

cut of or heads. Sd 'ye Guide, my wife & Children is pawne for y
9 padre; 53 Cut of y

e head of

y
e other. They gane y

9 Padrey his Coate againe, Settinge me by my selfe wth a lance at my
back <k 2 swords Over my heade, sayinge, take yor leave of y° world. I desired them suffer me
to say a few prayers, wci* they did, & in that tyme they tooke Councell, And mutined amonge
themselues. 3 went one way, & sd they would goe & complatne

;
3 followed them to bring them

back. He wcl1 tooke my Jewells from my members, said, Is it not enough we haue taken his goods,

but we must take his lifej'Theires a God. They made me come to them, & fall downe & Kiss

every One of theire feete, & say they had don well in takeing away wtt I had, & to say God
blesse them for it, And houe me a Cammeel Coate, sliaweing vs the way. I would [have] gon
ffor Babylon but they would not let vs goe that way.

Wee had not gon an Engl Myle, but two of them caime after vs, & co,meinge vp to vs,

demanded my slave (woh was a Black as Those Arrabs are), & tooke him and My Mule, sayinge
he was not to travel} that way,

Wee travelled all that night, & next day, weary, haueing neither mans meate nor horss-
meate, And haueinge lost our way, we caime to a den at whose mouth lay about 20 dead sheepe.

It was about 3 Clock in y
9 afternoone, S d

y
e Guide, wee are all vndon, iudgeinge it a Denn of

Lyons Or Tygers
;
But we see noethinge to hurt vs. Att 12 Clock at night, we, redy to die and

our hoisses quite tyred, we caime to a River cald Olspn, wc^ runs into Tygris. Then weere wee
from anie inhabbitant 9 (Nine) days iurney had noe pvitions. By Gods providence caime
downe the River Men vppon Rafts of Wood w tl1 tents vppon them, Goeinge for Bossera. Wee
weere affraid, but o’nessessity sent y

9 Guide, who spooke Arrabb, to haile them, The whilst y®

52 See ante, p. 127, 63 See ante, p. 130.
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Padre & I sculkt. The Guide got of them 40 Cakes of bread, Cost 2 Dollers, w<* served vs to
an old Citty cald Tyabe [Taiyibeh, Taiba]. We travelled 14 days, day and Night, ere we could
reach it, and iudge it from Hanna 130 Leagues, for ye Certan Leagues in that Contrey is not
knowne, but they reckon days iurney aeeordinge as they & liorsses are liable.

When wee caime to Tvabe, theire weere we heart broken, haueing neither meate, money,
nor freinds, And must pay head money, 10 Dollers a heade. ffor want of it, we weere put in

preson & weere 3 Days theire, but they sent vs meate, & cared for or horsses. The 4th day
caime A merchant from Alleppo, And caime to vs, & askt me I was. I s'

1 a Christian.

Sd he, theire are of That Cast seuerall, As Ittall [Italians], Spanyards, ffr : [French] and
others, of wch are y* . I S'1

, An English man. Sd he, give me a note vnder yo* hand & I will

give yu ye Money y* desire, wch was 24 Boilers, & take it Att Alleppo. I tooke y® Money
& gaue ye Note as he desired. Wee p

d oT (paid our) heade money And tooke Our Jurney
ftrom Tyab towards Alleppo, esteemed 40 Leagues or 4 days Jurney. Its all a hard sand. In the

Midest of or way Mett vs a partie of Arrabs, wch
- fyred at vs before we caime wthm shot of them.

Wee sent a yong man, wcJl caime from Tyab wth vs (y
e Marchants sarv fe y* lent me y

e money).

He returning, Sd ,
they are Rogues, y

u haue nothing to loose but yor horsses, & if y® will give

me 2 Dolls a man, I will secure them. We did, by parroll.

These Arrabbs had taken a Caffeloe of 16 or 17 Cammells and some 20 small assenegers51 of

theire owne Contrey mens. Wee askt the reason why they robbd theire neighbors. He Sd
, theire

was an Arrabb Singe in the Hills y
6 the Marchants had agreed to give him soe much p

T Cammell

for fre passage, but had not pformed
;
Soe he made bold wth y° first he mett. Its common to

agree thus in those parts for every carrier, wth y° Arrabbs that lie in his way, ffor they say,

when Jacob had gott all the blessings, Esau caime & askt
;

soe his father told him he had given

Jacob all & he must take what he could get. They owne them selues of that race, and Soe

soone as vp in y
e morninge, doe pray a good prize may come in theire way, as we doe for our dayly

breade, & take it wt]l as much fredome as if really it had beene sent them.

The first towne we caime at from Tyab was Sallammity, Two Leagues from Alleppo.55 We
rested theire a night. Sd I to ye Padre, now we are out of all Dainger. But ye people where we lay

had sent to y
e Kinge of the Arrabbs, not far from them, and told him for 56 Dollers they would

Deliver two X§ians into his hands. We had not gon a league but we Overtook a drove of Laded Oxen.

Sd y
a Guide, come lets put on ;

Now wee are out of Dainger. We put a head of these Carriers or

markett people, Arrabbs too, and psently I espied twenty (20) horssmen eomeinge easily downe

a hill. When they see vs get a head, beinge 4 horssmen, They caime poweringe downe vppon vs.

Sd I to y® Guide, who are these. Sd he, Rogues. We made all speede back we could, to gett

amongst the Oxen, But they weere vppon vs. I left my horsse and [ran] into the throngs of y«

Carriers, & gott behinde an Old Arrabb weornen for shelter. She Cald them Rogues, and railed

at them for hindering travellers, but Carried I was to theire Kinge, but did not part wth my Old

Arrabb weoman. Comeinge before him, y
e Kinge askt what I was. I said, a pooreman, Robd

eomeinge from Babilon. Well, Sd he, thou lookest like noe richman. He caused y
e weoman, by

whome I held by, to serch me. Fyndeinge noethinge, Sd he, my luck is nought, y* I mett not

wth yu before y
u weere RoM, And askt me wheere I had yt horsse. The weoman Sd

, he is

mine. I haue lett him ride, he beinge foot sore. He Sa in Arrabb, Gome Gidde [quml jiddah’]51

wcb is get y
a gon, yu Cuckold. Att last we pted, k I gaue y

e poore weoman a Doller, wet made ye

teares start out of hir eies for joy of it.

Att 12 Clock the 58 day of August 1669 I caime into y« Consulls In Alleppo, Rich. Bell59

then at Dinner wth him, & saw in wfcfc a Ragged & weather beaten Condition I caime thether in

;

And of or [? after] Examiti°a of o* Guide, whose life I had offerd me by y
e Caddie [gazi] in

54 Asinego (Port.), a young ass. 55 This place does not appear in the modern maps.

** Hiatus here in the MS. *

5T Q£mi jiddah, vulgarly pronounced gum% giddak = get up grandmother, and was addressed to the old

°
«• Hiatus in the MS. here. 59 This is the first mention of him, although he figures as the author of the MS.
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Alleppo, but reserved him to bring out y
e things I was robd of, I depossited him into the hands of

Consul] Delakoy FDe Lannoy]60 & parson Frampton,61 wth whome I left full power to ackt on my

behaife, [they] ptending great kindenesse, not only for my sake, but theixe Deere frend, Mr. John

[? Stephen] flowers at Spawhawne.

The Padrey I had brought out of India wth me, 3 dayes after I had beene in Alleppo, caime

to see me, <& askt me when he might waite On the Consul! & Minister. I askt, & gaue him a

tyme, but was in hopes, when I see him, he had saued some thinge & was come to bring me

them
;

for, from the time I was Robd, he never told me he had Saved ought, nor did I aske him

;

But he see me weepe frequently & tooke notis of my heavy & disquieted spirrit, but gaue m, not

y
e lest hopes to expect ought I had given him

;
Soe y* w fc I had, I was to thanke my Bootes for.

But the next day comes The Padrey, wth
y
e Padrey Gouernedore of y

8 Scotiety of y
e fathers

ffrench in Alleppo, And askt me if it weere seasonable to vizitt ye Consull and Minister. I carried

them In, & left them All together. Sd the Padre Gouernedore, One of yor nation, now in yor howse,

hath beene at Greate Charges w th this ffather of ors
,
And to show to y

u or honesty And thanks

for his charge & Loue, We come to give him what is his, he trusting or padrey (& he hath saved

them for him), & tooke theire leaue, leaueing the jewells on the table.

I was cald in, & noe sooner in the roome, I se what I knew well, & laid at first dash my
hands On them. Sd y

e Consull & minister, y
u said weere Rob(J

. Heeres more than anie K*

in England hath. Besides we haue advice Mr ffiowers hath returned to yor father for y
u 2700

pounds,62 wob if y
u had noe more, is enough for anie honestman to live well on. Yes sd I, I was

rohbd, wch the padre witnessed & swore to, as before related.

I began to put vp my Jewells. Sd y
e Consull & Min* ,

If y
n please, we will lay them by for

yu
f wcn j refused. Then, sd the Minister, theires a stone y

e Consull thinks wilbe a fitt psent to his

wife in England, & would by it. I said it was at his service ;
but, said he, he will not haue it a

gift, but will buy it
;
make yo* price. S (l I, it cost me in India 2000 Ropees,68 besides y

e hazard

y
u know Sc loss I haue had in getinge it bether; But he shall haue it as it Cost me first penny.

They told me out 100 Lyon Dollers, wch is 20lb English money. I looked coldly on it. Come,

sd ye Consull, I will put him to it 50 Dollers more. I was ill pleased. Sd then the parson, can

y
n denie the Consull

;
he is y

T freinde & canbe serviceable to y
u

,
& y

u haue enough and more.

Yes, Sd the Consull, besides what Mr fflowers hath writt. (Harry, bring my papers) Sd the

Consul], he hath 20lb
p
r an [per annum] his father gaue him, & 50lb p

r an left him by his

vakle Whitty
;
And soe bated me, y

t I was whedled out of my Jewells.

They gaue me 60 lb fox what was worth 200 lb
, & gaue me a Bill payable by One M* Chilling-

woith at Legorne, w^ he could not pay
;
But I haue both theire hands & seales for it. And

this theire vnkindness to me in ye tyme of my Anguish tor my loss hath disobliged me, & I

haue revoked y
c trust I gaue them, & put it into the hands of Mr John Shepperd, March* in

Alleppo, by writeing, the 2d Jany 166 9.64

Dated from Roome [Rome], & witnessed by

Rich. Bell & Joseph Kent

in

Roome.

(End of Part I.)

Benjamin Be Lannoy was Consnl fo r the Levant Co. at Aleppo at this time.
61 Robert Frampton was appointed as Chaplain at Aleppo on the 30th August 1655. He held the post

.

He was the seventh to fill the office, and was chosen for his “ extraordinary merit.” He
paid a visit to England in 1665, when he gave an account of the abuses suffered by the English at Aleppo.

final return from the East, he became Bishop of Gloucester. In 1691 he resigned his see as a non-
juror, and died in retirement in 1708. Eor a fuller aooount, see A Biographical Sketch of the Chaplains of the
Levant Company

f by J. B. Pearson.

_ _
92 ^ Campbell were really as destitute as Flower describes him to be (see note 19 on p. 103, ante), it is

difficult to understand how he could have acquired so much property in a few months.
v. e.f £225, reckoning the rupee at 2s. 3d. 6* it e,

t 1669-70.
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THE CHUHRAS.

BY THE REV. J. W. YOUNGSON, D.D., CHURCH OF SCOTLAND MISSION ; SIALKOT.

( Concluded from p. 116,)

Jh sattdn zimidh dd bhdr hai, satte haih

dsmdn ,

Pichhe chuksdn Eajrat Shdh sdh
,
ok bard

jawdn.

TJs godedh tikar dndidh sab tut gayd samdn.

Kumb karri Daiiisar ajehe jinhdn di choli

dhur dsmdn

,

Jh dhan Bdld pir hhagat hai dargdh-e-parwdn

Fir j6 gurzdh chukke lag agge paindd

Tdh us swdmi mdrke mur ghar nun dnde ,

Sudmi mange* dachhhd, bhojaii nahth khdnde
,

Na unhdh lagi bhukh hai, na andar jdhde
,

Khdiid kikar khdiye tuddh hatted kiti

Sakkd nahth auldd dd, gal hurt dh kttt.

Assdh te kehd si hasdidh ,
gall ohS kiti

Bdlak tu javdl lai jih bhagii dh kiti.

Na main kiti bhagti na kbi kamdi

Merd sddhi trai hath vii hai, Babb dhande Idu

Tu hard hhagat mahdh bait hai, pur azmat Idi »

Tu Machh agasbh Id laid de dhamak kaldi .

Tu Ndme hhagat n&h baureoh mde gait jawdi.

Sip saldmdh dhariydh, biptd kctiwdz,

Dhahakh dhare sir sehre Sitd Rdm maldi

,

TuddM Bdht DrSptt dikdtdh kajwdih

Tu jag geoh Baldev di, tain db vadiydi,

Daihisar kd sir katiyd Bdm ne Laink lutdi,

Tu rdt Bhavisar katiyd hbeoh sant sahdi ,

He lifted them. The genii and gods

Did wonder. 4 Fourteen clubs,’ they cried,

amazed,

‘ He’s lifted
;
one’s enough for us. They weigh

Seven earths and seven heavens. Once

Hazrat Shah,

The strong, did lift them, but even he could

lift

Them only to his knees; then his great

strength

Did fail him. Dhainsur, tall as heaven, could

show

Such power, and only he. But Bala, priest

Of God beloved, is great.’ The priest

marched on

In front, and so he brought the saints back

to

His house. . They ask for dachnd, sadhu's

fee.

They seek not food, they are not hungry,

nay,

They even refuse the house to enter, saying,

4 How can we eat thy food ? Thou’st murder

done.

Thy sons thou lovedst not ; we but jested
;

wrong

Thou’si done. Raise now thy sons to life, if

thou

Hast worshipped God.’ The priest made

answer,

< I have earned no merit. But three cubits

and

A half my body is ;
and even so

It full of trouble is, God given.’ They said,

« Thou art a mighty saint, with honours

crowned.’

The priest replied, ‘ O God, thou once didst

send

The fish, and from the heavens the bow

:

Thou didst
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Ten chdrjugdh vadidi hai char Tedd gawdi.

Ndhak, Angad, Ama/ Dds,
red bhagat kawidi,

Tig Bahddur
,
Guru Govind Singh daswiq

badshdhi

,

Itnedh bhagatdh baureih vdri meri di
,

Ihde parde kajhe phi/ hi sahdi.

Bdled,
na zamin dsmdn si na Tcalan siydhi

Terd ruh rehd vich sip de, tiri umar vihdhi
,

Na tun tihddhd ann si> na pUd pdhi.

Tdh ndm merdjap leyd Tear amrit bdhu
Tdh qarzdi hdyd main vaddd dhi

,

Bdlak id jagd le, phir suttejdhi.

Bachchhd main le lend tdh roti khdhu
Chile siftdhjondh park amrit bdhu

Bidhjidh nun pakar le chad vech bdzdr
,

Jdh kid gdhak sadledo Hi dasse kdr,

Bachhhd pdrd learn nilh barobar mdl
%

Ndle sddhdh vekh liyd sab hdl hawdl
,

Mdjt {

hoke khd leyd bah vart 6 pdr,

Chile siftdh joridh parh ndm chatdr.

&ddh rdzi hoke oh baithi dh *

Bdlak dive dhki Ml khaliti dh.

Sddh bdlak vekhke hi rehe hairdn ,

“ Ni bard bhagat mahdh ball hai phir vich jahdh .

Ulldh sdri vikhki, ho gayi qurbdn
,

Qtarb drift hundt istarah, kar samajh baydn .

(Jheld dkhi
r
Bdnea

> ihjag hi parwdn •

Help Nama once, thy servant, and didst

raise

The cow to life again. And Balmik's shell

Salaamed thee — Balmik thou didst take

from out

It. Janak once adorned fair Sita’s head

With, flowers. Thou once didst send her

R&m to be

Her husband. Dropti too thou veildst, all

To hide her nakedness. Thon wentest once

A guesfe when sacrifice BaldSo made.

The glory thine. The head of Dhainsur

thou

Didst lop, and helpedst Ram to plunder once

Ceylon. Bhavisar too thou stayedst a night

With. Helper always thou art to thine

own.

In every age thy glory is. The V6ds

Give witness. Nanak, Angad, Amar Das,

United all to worship thee, and Tegh
Bahadur, Guru Govind Singh, the tenth

Great leader of the Sikhs, were all by thee

Assisted. My turn comes: ’tis thou that

can,

Save me from all disgrace : now help thou

me.’

God said, ‘ 0 Bala, when there was no

earth,

Nor heaven, nor pen, nor ink, thy soul then

lived

In pearly shell for many ages. Food

Thou atest not, nor didst drink of water cold

A draughc, but with sweet words thou oft

didst take

My Name. I owe a debt to thee which I

Will pay. ISTow raise thy sons believing

them

Asleep. My fee Til take, and then Pll dine/
In language sweet th.e true disciple made
This song. The priest caught up his sons,

and straight

To the market place to sell them, or to hire

Them out to work, that he might have a fee

To give the holy ones in full. They saw,

They undertsood
; they broke their fast and

dined.

The true disciple has compiled the songs
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Kalio, Veined, pailcambar Babbe dp baildel

Ld nazdih bahdhe Iiabh pds bah tie,

Ihndh paikambaruh ndl Babb hhdi ehdre pde,

Musa roll varjiyd Babb sad hhowde.

A ide aide darsh ne j
yaikambardh Ide,

Kauii rtsdri harange , ammdii de jde.

Pir dkhed, Ddried, haiii Mussaim dn,

Wdz bareh Babb dd tere vich nahih imtln,

Maihmdni Musd varjiyd Babb na hitd hax

panvdn.

Chhe mahine ann pakhdke phir hor pahdh.

Nuri jhubbd pahiiike, Babb mahgah jdh,

Sariyd mandd dehe paihambar , magrdii dhakhe

Idii.

Magvoh maggari Babb nun, phir saddah jdh.

jSarid mandd vikhd ditid sab tut gayd mdn.

Gaddi ann laddke, phir naddi le jdh ,

Khdlhd ann je machchhidh gayd samajh

jahdn.

JJoyd jag sapuran na, vich dargdhe panvdn.

Chele siftdii joridii sab hhol baydn.

Shahr Dhanisar vich si, ikpdndd bhdrd.

Pastah jad 6h vdchdd, disse arsh mundrd

Shahri I6g uhnuii dhhde jotashi bhdrd.

Van naMh oh chukdd uhnuii Bdm piydrd.

Jdh ghar $ dice pdndhd dalildh hard it,

Kaleja merd hhd U6
t
jad6ii main mardd.

Aireh vich chihhdn de chetd sar mardd

Of praise. Now read — adore the Name.

Were pleased

Those holy ones. They sat, they ate, and near

Them close the brothers stood to their sur-

prise.

* A mighty devotee is this,’ they said,

‘And full of power in the world/ The

people saw,

And loved. This Dana was, confess, a good

And proper sort of sacrifice. This sort,

The Chela says, is acceptable. Say,

0 Dana, did not God the prophets make 1

God made them his own friends, and seated

them

Beside Him. Moses once invited God

To dine^ He went to call him. Such great

things

The prophets did. Who are their equals P

None.

There is no mother now to bear such sons

As they were, ‘Dana,' said the priest, ‘thou

callst

Thyself a Muslim, preachest God, but faith

In thee there is not. Moses called the Lord

To dine. In vain he called, Moses cooked

For full sis months, when God, enrobed in

light,

A pauper came to beg, but Moses thrust

Him from the door bestowing on him one

Burnt cake. Soon after Moses went to call

His guest, but there, when showed the cake

which he

Had given the pauper, greatly shamed was he

And carted all his fresh made cakes to feed

The fishes in the river. This the whole

World understood. The sacrifice was not

Accepted/ Thus the true disciple gave

In song a full account.

There lived one time

A Hindu teacher in Dhanesar town

Who read wise books, and had great love.

He was

A great astrologer, received no alms,

And loved great Bam. One day from thought,

he said,
4 My liver eat when death comes

;
do not let

It burn upon the funeral pile — who eats
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Jihrd Ithdegdjsalejd jodndkfl. hai ghar da.

Jdfi ghar dive pdndhu ih saldh pahde,

Pdndhd blidrd howegd, jo hatijd hhde,

Suhke gctllflh Jastri nit hannih pde.

Te vdld hath Bhagwan de jihnu Bdm dawdo ,

Gaiie na Ichute jbsiye, d punnd leal,

Ythi ne jind kaddh lei
,
sdhs nilsle so ndl.

Pet cldh J:ar led no kalijd bhdl,

ChidLl:£ ntte rakhtye rich haj rumdl
,

Muhhkdne suchche oh tur page ohdd ham

slishl'dr,

Chile siftdh joridh park ndm chitdr

.

Jastri tis gal nun nit pci puhdre .

Us kalejd chhikteoh Idh leyd munh rahh do

larc,

Bdhar shahroh tur gayi muhh rahh ujdre,

Chetd hoi ghar e duke, mat mainuh mare .

Jistri turke pahautid jdke banbds•

Ih lakh tapiyd tap kardd si hitd niwds.

Tapidh Ml Jastri gayi vdr 5 vdr

Chile maldni labbhiyd Bdle pir de darbdr .

Jastri Bdle pir de jd sdmhhe baithi

,

Tu merd hai bdp jt, main teri hah belt.

Pir jd dkhe Jastriye
,
phir sun tu beti

Bahiid Stjhiid dhann hai, phir karmdh sett

Chiihredh dd main pir hah, tu Brahman beti,

Harm piydrd, pir ji, jihrd Babb nuh bhdwe
,

Main tapiye dd vekhke hull sabbho sure.

Daniya de rich tapi ne, pdndhe mulwdhe
,

Lokdh nuh das tdrde dp dozalph jdhe.

Narak de rich tapi hath, pdndhe mulvdhe,

Main labbhiyd hai bhdlke phir chhad nahih

jdnd.

Pir jo dkM Jastriyi, sun bibirdhi,

Jo kuchh Bhagwdn likhiyd amrit kar jdhih
,

Dittd Bhagwdn dd khdke
,
bah umar langhdni

Mdl sdddd chdr khdh vichjuh babdni,

Jastri kailidh chdrdi, koi bari aiydhi
,

Kailidh jdke chugdtdh vich juh nhvdnt

Sdrd din oh chdrdi piydndi si pdhi,

Derc dive pir de, jdd rain vihdhz.

Buhke galldh pir didh rdzi bah bdni,

Mj liver will succeed me. * This he told

To all. ‘ Whoever will be teacher great

Mast eat my liver.’ Jastri often heard

And well remembered it. She thought, In

God’s

Good time some one will have it. Death

approached

The old astrologer, his breath grew short,

The angel of grim death took out his life,

He ceased to breathe, — they opened him,

they took

His liver ont — they hung it in a bag

Suspended from the roof and hidden in

A handkerchief. Then fasting, at the dawn

Of day they burned him. The disciple sang

These praises. Read and think about the

Name.

But Jastri well remembering his last

Bequest, took down the liver, swallowed quick

Two parts, and went towards the desert, for

She feared the people of the house. A lad

Of holy men were in the wild, ’mong whom

She lived. She went among them till at last

When fnll six months had passed, she fonnd

herself

With Bala face to face. ‘Thy daughter I,

My father thou/ she said. The priest replied,

* My daughter, hear. It is not right that thou

Shouldst sit with me a Chuhra priest, and thou

A Brahman’s daughter. Go seek thou, my
child,

Another/ But she said, * That caste, 0 priest,

Is good that God loves. I have seen them all,

Hindu and Muslim priests that lead to heaven

And go to hell themselves — yes there there

are

Bo\h. pdndds and mulvdnds

;

I have found

And will not leave thee/ ‘Jastri/ said the

priest,

‘ My gentle queen, what God decrees, be sure,

Is living water
;
eat what He provides.

Here live, and tend onr herds within this

wild/

A child she was. She tended his black kine

In pastures low. All day she herded, and,

At even she led them to the water. Then

At night she heard the words of B&la with
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Bere babide rat nuh hare ndm handhi.

Jastri sddhni Ink hai , Fir Udle tdri,

Dtiniyd uhnuh yili nahih
,
math vilidi hdh hi

kovdri
,

,

r«c/ nahih uhnuh verve
, najdnpiydri.

Jastri ho gayi sddhni

,

£6? Bhagwdn ne tdri.

Ik din hailidh chdrdt, pei rdh de ndl

,

Bhanne jande 16k ne, hoi beshumdr
,

jVc£ sdthi ik dd na hoi dujjd ndl
,

Khaloti Jastri vekhdi, £2 hawul ?

Fhir Jastri agge, pir de, d arj gujdri
,

Bhannijdndi , bdpji

,

aj duniyd sari,

Bdh nahih hoi vehhdd, pae jdn ujdrL

Aggoh nahih main puchhed, shanndh di mdri.

Fhir Jastri nuh pir dasdd, suM 7j7iOZ baydn,

Bhalhe meld bmnb dd vaddd ashndn.

n'ehjklde phir nahatedh pdp sarirdh jdn

,

Eh6 meld humb dd
,
log bhanne jdh .

Jastri dhndi pir nuh chale ch'iVye asih

,

Ajihd nahduh sigIi dd chalo nahdciye asih

Fdji hoke tor bdp ji, dvdh rdt ajjb h%

Sunke galldh Jastri, ho taiydr khaloti,

Kumb nahduh d Jastriye, phir ek palkdrd.

Us vole hoi nahd lave, oh dhzrm dovdrd,

Utte bahiiid thdkurdh phir ik palkdrd

Us vele hoi nahd lawe
,

harmdh wdld.

Jo veld ydd hai mdr pairuld sdrd .

C/ie£e siftdh joridh* kar’aql nihdrd.

Jastri dhndi ptr nuh , fozr manoh vichdr
,

Thdhardh de bahh di nahih mainu sdr ,

Ajehd nahduh such dd, chad mainuh tdr.

siftdh joridh, park ndm chitdr.

8avd pahr din cliarhiyd, Thdhardh de bahh di

vdri,

Mam pdhi bhar ledvdhgd ek gadvd khari

Tu ghare M bahke nihd leih
,
pat pdp utdrih

Jd tu rich ujdr de, pel hailidh chdrih,

Ik Bdhmah Idl umar si, dehi kushth satand,

Lolcdh uhnuh dhhiyd, Bdhmahd ho siyand.

Great reverence. She sat within his hut
And heard strange stories of the 27ame. A

saint

Is Jastri. Bala blessed her. She the world
Forgot, nor eared to be a wedded wife,

Xor cared for life itself — a nan she was.

God blessed her. Caring for her cows one day

She saw great crowds of people mil, and

wondering

She asked the priest, 4 0 father, all the world

Is hasting to the jungle, shunning quite

The road. Xo questions dared I ask.’ The

priest

Explained, 4 We have to-morrow morn the

great

Kumb-mela, when they bathe in Ganges

stream.

At season opportune a bath one takes

In Ganges water washes all one’s sins

Away. This is Kumb-mSla. People run

To it.’ Said Jastri, 4 Let us also go

And bathe, or else send me, my father, I

Will straight return to-night.’ He gave her

leave,

And Jastri in the twinkling of an eye

Will bathe before the world. All such as

bathe

At such an hour are meet for heaven. The

gods

Will sit a moment at the river's mouth

And happy he who bathes at such a time.

If you, such fortune have, go all the way. #

With wisdom has the true disciple made

These songs. Said Jastri to the priest,
4 Thou

knowest

The time when gods sit
;

if indeed to bathe

Ensures such blessing, help me to obtain

It,’ The disciple made these songs to sing

And praise the Name. The priest said,
4 When

one

And one full quarter of the morning watch

That sees the sun has passed the gods sit. Stay

At home. A basin full I’ll give thee. Bathe.

It is enough to wash your sins away.

Then herd your cows again.’ A Brahman

was,

.

Who once became a leper. People said,

4 O Brahman, wisdom learn, to-morrow is

The bathing day.’ So he prepared his flour,

And grain, and when they asked him whither he

Was going, 4 To the Ganges,’ said he,
4 1
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Bha\ke meld hum 1
) dd, td 6die jund,

Palle March pd Idyd did td d&ivi

,

Puchhan uhnuh IC-jjad, Almda main Qangd

jdkd,

Child siftdh jiridh, mange fad rahbdnd,

Bdhmah rdhdh ghushe pai gayd njdn,

OhdC Kkh matthC dd kind g nje
,

Idti mastah

ydrU

Aggt Jastri rich njCtr de, pel hailidh eh tire.

Piichehiyd Jasti %, Bdhmah d, tdri ddM hat

litan,

Jann diiid si mdpddh
,
clvhh Rabb chd Ide,

ftdhe pint pardbtbhat, tainuh dh mildyd,

KikK vaddd bhhrd ne, phir sabbho vihl'de
,

Bhdhlldh sdvdnidh jbihdh Ldhhjde ,

Main chahyd nahduh humb dd, Rabb kbrh

gov'dd*

Kami nahduh d Bhmahd, phir hai nahih veld,

Tainuh dtlidjdndedh hdjdd ku veld,

Pichchdh nun mnr jd Ihdh
,
ghar jd saverd

,

Burah harsi do si, phir ilia veld.

Bdhmah 7naih andth sdh, dukh Rabb did Idyd,

Ddha paid pardlabhat, tainuh dh mildyd
,

Bdhmah Hath chchd jvrdd, phir

Hath jdried kJurd hdgayd, sir qadamdii td

Idyd,

Mihr d gaijt man Jastri, dil tarsnh dijd
,

Bert sdddd dial khdh, jikar pir e dud.

J uncle Bdhmah rdhi nun Jastripd liyd bdhdhd
,

Jeuh Sir pattail ton mdrke.ghar Rdvjhd dhdd.

Jeuh sassi pattail raalliijd
,
ghar Punnii dhdd.

JSun Schili duhbi rilr vich
,
nit ’ashy satdhdd.

Jcun Redd mdrdh khadhidii Mare kurldndd

Jditn magar Baloch de bhannd si jandd.

Jastri dhhdl pir nil, Tainuh harm rahbdnd

,

Ih Bdhmah hai andt\ dehi kushth satand.

Mdred hoyd kbrh dd, dhndd main Gang d jand
Ihdi kayd sudh hojde, ih jag hat shahdnd.

Pir de dil tars dgaijd, man su dgayd mihr
,

Ikkbgadvd pdhi dd,sdnnuh trehdydii nun dher>

Gangdjal ta satke, hath pinde plier
,

Pir Bald baunld nahih Idndd der.

Pir jo dkhe Jastriye, chanphere vbkh

chanphere,

Gangd jal tti sat deth, ih hath pinde ph etc,

Bukh ihdd phir kaijye, ghar jde savere,

Bdhmah de haqq Jastrijem pdiide male,

Mast go.’ The true disciple has composed

These songs — he seeks God’s grace. The
Brahman lost

His -way, but fate marked on^his forehead

helped

Him — fortune him befriended. Jastri fed

Her cows in the jungle. ‘Why/ she asked,

‘ look you

So swollen ? ’ He said, 4 My parents gave me
birth,

But God has smitten me. My bread, and fate’s

Gift, water, brought me here to you. I have

Both elder brothers and some younger too.

But I an outcast am. My sisters have

Fair children. Now I go to bathe on this

Great Kumb day, that my leprosy my God
May cure/ 4 0 Brahman, now there is no

time

To bathe in Kumb. Go home, and twelve

short years

Will bring the blessed time again/ 4A poor

And hapless Brahman I ! God sent this ill,

A water and my fate have brought

Me here/ The Brahman stood with folded

hands

Before her
;
placed his head upon her feet.

She pitied him. 4 Come to the hut/ she

cried.
4 The priest may now have come from Ganges
stream/

She captured him as Hir did Banja when
She made him leave the boat-bridge on the

stream

;

As Sassi sat on the bridge and brought

again

Her Punnu
;
just as Sohni for her love

Was drowned, being sick of love
;

as Boda
cried,

Being beaten. He ran after the Baloeh.

And Jastri said,
4 0 priest, God-blessed art

thou.

This Brahman, leprous, goes to wash himself

In Ganges stream. If he is cured indeed

A Shahi sacrifice we see/ The priest

Was moved—a basinful of water was
A stream for thirsty souls. ‘The Ganges

stream

Pour on thy body
; rub thyself/ The priest

Great Bal& helps, and lingers not. He said
4 0 Jastri, find a pond and straightway throw
The Ganges water in, and in it let
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Jastri utthi podiyd hathdh te pdhi
,

Ih bt shag im tadoii cld, phir jug kahdhi
,

Rizq mohdrdh chukidh, phir ddhe pdhi.

Child dkhe Jastri , Bdhmah lejdiiu

Chappri vikhi Jastri, bhanni te gahri
,

Gmgdjal us saitiyd
,
tubhhe Bdhmah mdri

,

kxydh suddh hogayi, jeuh lal angiydrt .

Dajji tubhi mdrki
,
pfor dalil guzdri,

Mere lekh maihe te khid gai 9
phir mastak

s&ri.

Jh merd Bhagwdn hai9 hot kishan autdri

,

Muhh utte hath phirke ,
Bdhmah tubhi triyt

xndri%

Jastri mang lain di dil vith dalil guzdri,

Us ochhalleoh pdhi sattiyd
, fdri$

Bdhmah puchchi Jjstriyi9 Vidhi hai
, kovdri ?

Bdhmah dkhe Jastriye ndl mere jdih

Pairih kiridh pdke ham el handdih
}

Nath, dandidh, drsi, sir chauhk chd pdih.

Ndl mere tar pad, Bdhnahi saddlh

Jangal vich baithki , hi bandeii ?

Trevar lai lai pat d& bhuri chd Idih
,

Jastri dkhi, Bdhnahd, ih gal hai hurt,

Main charnth lagi hdn pir dt, miri pai gayi

purt

Na trevar lend pat dd, main nun changi hcd

bhuri. „ ...
Na d6li charhnd shagah di, na hhdhi chart .

Tu jdkar Jc6i Bdhnahi, main bunhi hdn

chiihri.

CMli sijtdh jm idh9 karke manjuri.

Bdhmah aggi pir di, kiti arzbt

Tussi jangal, rndar ho rahe, nahih tabbar ML
Ghar iuhdddi Jastri, kithuh paidd hot

Him bathe, and whole return,
5 So Jastri,

just

As Hindu priests on Ganges' banks are used

To do, poured water on his hands. From
thence

The eustoni rose in the world. ’Twas then her

bread

And water took their rise. The chela says,

* 0 Jastri, thee the Brahman will take clean

Away.’ The pond that Jastri found was full

Of mud and stagnant water, so he poured

The Ganges water in, and forthwith dived.

His body grew like burning coal, quite whole.

A second time he dived and in his heart

Conceived a thought. * Fate’s impress on my
brow

Has helped me— now my fortune’s clear—the

priest

Is like a God to me—he is for me

Krishn incarnate.’ Once again he rubbed

His face in his hands, and dived a third time.

Now
He firm resolved to ask fair Jastri. Then

He splashed and swam, and said,

6 0 Jastri, say

Are you a virgin or a wedded wife ?

Come, Jastri, come with me — I’ll give you

gifts,

Feet ornaments and necklace you shall have,

A nose ring, ear-rings, thumb ring, golden

crown,

All these, and you will be a Brahman’s wife.

What have you here in this wild jungle? Put

You ofi: your plaid, and you shall have a gown

Of silk.’ But Jastri said, 4 0 Brahman

this

Can never be, for I have humbly sat

At this priest’s feet, and he has blessed me. I

Care nought for silken clothes. I love my
plaid.*

I care not for a palanquin, how good

So e’er the omens be. Bich food is not

My choice. Go wed a Brahman girl, I am

A Ghuhri.’ With great pains these songs

were made.

The Brahman humbly made request before

The priest.
4 The jangle is your home

;
you

have
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Chili sifidh joridh kardd arzbi.

Main phir jaddi Bahmdh hdh, na Bum na

Ndi,

Tire buhi ti dhke, main sevd hai Idi

,

Jastri mainun chd de, gast mandi sahi,

J§ phir Jastri na di eh, mardh hatdri khdi,

Pir jo dkhe ,
Jastiiye , velch Bdhman binavd

,

Huh jhuldd dukh nun,
hurt mangdd vidh9

Ndl Hide phir tur pad, sir Wiun na charhd

,

Yas mere phir huchh naMh, magar andoh ild

Jastri aggi pir di
,
Id baithi chdrd

,

Kyuh rah bhuldhd haqq dd, lei Jcarnd kdrd

,

Magar meri pai geoh, Bdhmahd gawdrd
,

Ranndii phirnd bhdldd
,

aje huh sdih duk

hiydra.

,

Bale pir Jastri nun
,
ik gal suhdi,

Sitd si sat vanti
,
ghar Ram vidhi di,

Harichand Idvdh le liidh, pari arshoh tin di,

Loi bhagat kabir di ghar vidhi di,

Kubjan di ghar Jcdhn hoyd, Bashdev vidhi,

Jis Bdba Ndhdk jammiyd, dhan hai oh mdi
,

Kithoh vadhe pirmathi
,
gal bahdi nahih,

Chile siftdii joridh, parh ndm suhdi .

Chup kar gayi Jastri, dyd sharmdh dd veld,

Bdhmah di ndl jd khdh
,
dan dim changerd.

Jad nau nize pdhi vaggiya si, aemani gherd

Tiri }kuttiyd sukki rijii si, pdhi nahih ghattiyd

phird.
-

Tu b% sukhi rehd sdhih, harm kitd changird,

Diitidh M\6h mang lid, chand, suraj, zamin

hai tird•

6h dan di khdh, mang khdh changird.

Child sijidn joridh, kar ’aql vadhird.

Bali pir us vile siklaump kardi,

Chand grahh M ddn dittd phir Jastrv tdih.

No -wife
;
how could fair Jastri be to you

A daughter ? ’ This the true disciple makes

These songs with lowly heart. * A Brahman I,

No bard or barber, I sit at your doors

A suppliant — give her to me, a boon.

Or else I will with knife relentless take

My life.* The priest said, ‘Jastri, look at

this

Weak Brahman—but a moment gone he was

A sorry leper, now he wants to wed.

Go with him — let him not for your sake do

Himself an injury. And blame me not,

For you yourself did bring him,’ Jastri then

Began to make excuse in presence of

The priest. ‘ Why send me hence away

out of

God’s way ? Why should I take this step ? Oh
why,

0 Brahman, have you followed me ? But now

A leper, you come women to pursue/

The priest to Jastri'said, A virgin pure

Was Sita. Harichand did marry her

To Ram, the fairies in attendance. Once

Too Loi fair became the wife of saint

Kabir. Kubjan gave birth to Kahn, the wife

Of Bashdev was she. Blessed was the one

Who bore great Baba Nanak. Thus the world

Was peopled.’ The disciple made these songs,

Then sing and glorify the Name. So still

Was Jastri, bashful grown. ‘ Go/ said the

priest,

1 This Brahman wed* I’ll give you dowry

large/

She said, * When once a flood full nine spears

deep

O’erspread the earth, the sky was dark with

clouds,

Then thy house only stood as dry as dust

When all the world was flooded. Thou did’st

get

A blessing from the gods— the moon and

sun

Are witnesses. That blessing give to me.

The privilege of begging, which is good/

The true disciple has compiled these songs

With wisdom. Bala gave to Jastri right

To alms and gifts at every eclipse
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Betd terS vichoh howegd, ndm Vedvd dhardih

Chand grahn mmg khdhge
, r6z qiydmat tain

Sddde ddn ditto , DdnSd
, aj dedh aiydhidh

tdih ,

Jhfithe masle karke , kisi Mussalmdn nun

sundin,

Ddne dhhe pir nun
,
Mussalmdn hojdirt ,

Musalli Jcardn palk vich, shartdh harvdih,

Raima parhe Muhammad dd, momin ho jdih,

Mazhab ’Adam dd saddiye
,
bihishti jdih,

Fir jo dhhi, Dined
,
siwi

Ntf r&fl rakhiyd
,

namdz ,

ifa
9Adam de mazhab dS vich ham, na halme

do sdth
,

Pichchdh dassdh Jchblhe
,
sdri qurdjdtf

Bdve 9Adam led si, vich bihishtdh vds
,

(7s hhddhd hahak dd

,

pe* bharvds«

maild dund
, ih bhairi bdsh,

Eukm kitd Babb bhed nun

,

ws sw bhdsh.

Us te shard challdi paikambardh, maile te kitd

na visvds.

Zifozr khddhi, Bdned, bhed
,

paikam bardh

pdk.

Das, Jpadoh tu rehd sdeh vich bihishtdh rdt ?

Kihri othe ditthi sdht, il Babb di zdt ?

Us dd kalma parhdhge, karke ikld s.

Chele siftdh jdridh h6 be vasvds.

Je t$ shard chaldi paikambardh, oh chtz nahih

makr&hdt,

Mussalmdn khduhi phir ndl ravdit
,

Paikambarjihri kar gaS, phir hull hikdit

,

Assdh tarnd usde ,
Az'd&t.

Pir jo filched, Bdned, paikambardn di sabh

jhuth kahdhi,

Bhed nahih si maild chaddiyd,
tdh nahih si

khdhi

Shartdu Ind, did tetri] didh,
dhnde Babb di

farmdhi,

Chaudah tabak kahndeo, nau qutb rabbdni,

Phir Ukar dohtre mar gaye, phir bdjbh pdhi
,

Cheli siftdh joridh parM amnt bdni.

A7a r&a fta artjterf, na hajj *id guzdru

Of the moon, and said, * My child, from thee

will spring

A people called V6dvas, who till the day

Of Resurrection will take alms, the moon
Eclipsed. 0 Dana, know that Vedvas take

Due gifts, this blessing being the cause.

Repeat

False teaching to some Mussalman/ ‘Be-

come/

Retorted Dana, * Mussalman yourself,

Musalli I can make you in a trice.

The way I know — repeat the kalima

Of our Muhammad
;
be among the true

The faithful. This is Adam's faith, that will

Bring you to heaven/ The priest replied,

f Fasts we

Have never kept, nor offered Muslim prayer,

We know not Adam, nor the kalima

Shall I to you your history tell ? Know then

Your father Adam lived in Paradise.

Where once of greed he ate a grain of wheat.

That in him caused corruption, which the

sheep

At God’s command did eat. All refuse is,

Therefore, forbidden. But the sheep you

eat,

And it is all unclean. When did you Spend

A night in Paradise P What caste was there ?

His kalima'Vll speak with all my heart

Who came from thence.’ The true disciple

made

These songs, being free from care. Danl*

replied,

‘ The law allows us ; we will eat such things

As history approves. The prophets gave

A perfect law —- we follow them,’ Then

said

The priest, * 0 Dana, false are all the tales

That are of prophets told : the sheep did not

Abstain from food forbidden. For your wives

Yon gamble, saying, God bade you, Fourteen

parts

You say the world contains, with nine great

poles

And all Muhammad’s. Why then sadly died

His daughter’s children without water V
See
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Na 'Adam de mazhab di lor hai na kamle

di vdri,

Tu bt hhblhe das hhdh ,
aphi gur parntili,

Ohtie sifttin jbritih Babb paij sawdr i.

Fir jo tikito a, Dansd, sun stidditin btitah9

Bat'd
9Adam thin hoidh ?ii, phir sabbho zdtdh

Magroh uttpati hoi hai Brahma thih jeuh

shakhdh,

Main jug chhatti rehti stih vloh jal bhimb de

ratah,

6the kalma parhiyti us ek dd} dujjti kehrti

ttkhaii,

Chele sifttin joyitih, hkol sackchidh b tittin,

Chaudhri Ram Chand tad tilchiyti
}
sun Dtineti

qtiz%

Galltih kar U muhh ntil
,
na harm dartizi.

Fichche Dilli da tal/ht hai
, chugatte Gtizi

,

6thbh iikar jtihgti, Gharh ghoriah ttizi
,

Dtina dkhe, Chbudkri
, phir tu Icijtiheh

,

Jth iihkttih hhtike, pairaheh jjarchhdveh,

Sanghht lassi pike, hai tu peyti vtikeh,

Is paihambar di shard nun, assi jtinnetih

muhtihe

Devi Btis Khatri hot mtiyti dhtiri
,

Us parvarish Mti pir di , hoi beshumdri
,

Faisu ohdti vartde f Khatri hath pastiri.

Farhe de vich hhaloM ws arz gmtiri
,

Sun iu9 Dtind qtiziyti, mat teri mtiri

Asstih t& ihdi vehh le% auliytii stiri

Asstjo Hindu loh htih, patfhar nun sevoh,

Moti deride litih hhdh nuh3 led patthro, jevoh,
Tiled mathe lake turaj nun sevoh

7

The true disciple made in language sweet

These songs, and sings them. ‘ Fasts we
keep not, nor

Do we keep Hindu days, nor go pilgrims

To Mecca, nor keep festival like you,

Nor Adam’s faith we follow, nor repeat

The halima< Speak of your own quite plain.,

The true disciple has composed these songs,

God victory gives. The priest said, 4 Dana,

hear

My true defence. From Adam sprang the

castes,

And after him like branches people grew
Of Brahma. None else has there been. For

six

And thirty ages floated I in deep

Dark water, where I the creed did say

Of him who is the Only One. Whom then

Can I call equal to him?’ None. These
songs ~

The true disciple made, and vindicates

The truth. Then outspake Chaudri Ram
Chand, * Hear,

Thou, D^na, teacher of the law, speak as
-

Thou pleasest. Use no force : in Delhi
rules

A brave Chugatta. I will swiftly ride
To him.’ Said Dana, * What knowest thou,
my friend,

To eat eight loaves, and sleep in the shade, or
drink

Cnrd water, or go plongh the fields. The law
We doctors only know.’ A Khatri was
Eich Dgvi Das, who showed ranch kindness

to

The priest. So rich he was that other men
Did borrow- from him. This man standing
np

Amidst the crowd said, -DibS, doctor of
The law, yon have become a fool. We saw
The priest’s strange powers, although I am
Hindu

And worship stones, and offer bread and
say

To idols
,

1 Eat
;

’
the sun we worship, see

The marks upon our brows. We doff our
clothes
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Tare dualloh Idhke nah&voh U dhovoh,

Devi Das dkhiyd, Hindu merd nd.ii,

Main kadi nahih gal chhapdi
,
hurt chhapdndd

ndhtin,

Divd bhariyd pdhi dot, vich batti ih pdi,

Divd de chkadd bdlkS, gal sachohi ih tdih,

Divd jekar na bdliyd shard jhuthi hat tdih ,

Ddne ikatthe bar leye sdre mulvdhe.

Vaddd dp qdzidh, dd tafsirdhjdhe,

’Alimfdzil mauhi ravaiyatdh ivdle,

SabbM jdhe bah gaye
,
phir dive de dmvdlle,

6h de heth dharn Qurdn hi ,
kitdbah vdrn .

« Innd tuainnd kulldhu,
9 parhn, muhh thin

parhkS pukdran-

Fazl UdM mangde, parh sahifdh mdran,

Divd pdiii dd baldd nahih,
hath kanndh nil

mdran

,

Jhuthe qdzi ho gaye, phir hath na hdran,

Bhdwdh jhuthe hojdh, pae rauld e mdran,

Dane qdzi dkhiyd
,
Divd Dir Shdh bale

Khaloti Mi hhalqat hai
,
phir sabh dudlle

,

Sabbho mathd tekahge, ral qdzi sdre

,

Phir sir 6 pd deange ,
Idjde dudlle,

Bdle nuri pir ne Ndm, Dhdri sadde
,

Dadd Bhaggxi gidni
,
agge hath ne baddhe,

Chdp rabbdnd seiche, Pir Bale agge,

Ndmjappo khdh Dhddhio, phir divdjdge .

Bdle nuri pir ne phir ndrd vdhyd
,

Divd bhariyd pdhi dd Pir Shdh jagdyd

dhdidh Allah lajjah rahhidh dp madad si dyd.

Ldl hhdh ddpotra Pir Dhagdhe jdyd.

Ddne qdzi dkhiyd, Til surd purd,

Vich masiti chal baho hhdh hawk tainith dhndd

Chuhra,

Tu divd pdhi dd bdliyd ham kito pfird,

Asih tdh tere chile Mh, td pir hai purd.

Suhkipir masit di dargdhe jde,

Jd khard dargdh vich,jd arz suhdi,

Lakh rupiyi lake qdzi masit banwdi,

t)h de otti parda pdhi, meri maut su bandi

,

Tuddhe pardi kajhi mur hi sahdi

Chile sifbdh joridh var Durgd mdi.

Allah dkhe, Billed, tu pir hai bhold.

And washing don them. Hindu I, I speak

The truth and fear not. Here a lamp filled full

Of water stands— a wick I place in it.

0 doctor, light it by a miracle*

We then shall know you true : unless you cau

Your boasted law is proved a lie.* He called

The teachers all, did Dana, and he sat

With all the learned men around the lamp.

The book Qoran they placed beneath it, then

They ranged their books about it, while they

said,

6 Innd tuainnd fmllohu and breathed

Upon the lamp. They asked God’s grace, they

threw

Their verses at the lamp, but all in vain ;

It would not burn, and they were ashamed

indeed,

But still they kept their spite, and made a

noise

In anger. Dana said, * Let the Pir Shah light

The lamp. The whole assemblage will bow

down

Their heads before him, and a robe we’ll

give

Of honour, which he’ll wear and go.’ The

priest

Great Bala, priest of light, sent for those that

Revere the Name, and Dadu, Phaggu, who

Proclaim the truth, stood up with folded hands.

They warmed their wooden dram and sat

before

Great Bala, priest. 4 0 sing,’ cried Bala, e sing

:

Sing hymns in praise of that great Name. The

lamp

Shall lighted be.’ So BaIS, priest of light,

Did shout, and lo, the lamp with water filled

Burst into flame, and Bala’s fame was saved,

By God who helped him. This was grandson to

Lai Khan, the son of Pir Dhagana. 6 Thou,’

Cried Dana Qazi, ‘art a doughty weight.

Sit in the mosque. Thou art no Chuhra, thou !

A wonder thou hast done— disciples we

Are henceforth. Thou art a saint.’ When the

priest

But heard the name of mosque he went into

God’s presence, where he standing made

request,

* This Qazi here has made a mosque that

cost

A Idkh of silver, and a curtain he

Has curiously contrived to kill me t
Come,
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Bhangure le le gaib de te uddan hhatold
,

Sail karih masit dd na rakhih rauld

,

Babb hist naldh tekhiyd, mdssd hi told
,

Bald dkhe Babb nun, de yak pahdh,

Kdl mere tur mo, phir hoke saoh nam.

Jadoh masit varengd Win aggoh vekh,

Main samite hn khalovdhgd faqirdh de bhekh ,

Babb baiidye ,
Balia, tere uchche lekh

,

Tird sdni nahih Mi, ho de hain anek,

Bald pir parike masit valjdeh,

Agge khalotd Rabb si, ohde sdmhe jdih*

Mailut teke Babb nun Shdh sis natvdi,

Chile siftdh joriclh park ndm suhdih.

Bald pir masit vich, bah arzdh kardd
,

2Vale pir kahdondd ntile Babb thin dardd

Bang waqt namaz guzdrda bah andar parhdd
,

Mang dud Babb thoh pir pair bdhar si dhardd.

Pir matitoh nikliyd
, ho agge ndloh changd

Kandhah diggidh girrake , khuh ho gdyd nangd.

Shahr sdrd si vekhdd, Id dil di sanga.

Lainat dende BdnS qdzi mil, Team kitd nahih m
changd.

Pir masitoh mkalke
,
phir bdhar dyd,

Bane qttzi dil viGh, hot shugal jagdyd
}

Pir roti jde khdke sir 6 pd mangwdyd,

Bmdh jdh na deuiid, pir kadM nahih dyd,
Karigar sab shahr de BdnS mangwde,
Gh$6 die khand de chd dher lagde,

hnssah dumbe bakre Shdhjab gha/r de,

Andrasse kaclaurtdh kardh bahwde
,

Ghee maide moke,pakwdh kadde,

Bmbatti te mushkahdn
, chdwal mangwde,

Tarh$ laggmi puldo nun hhushboe jde

,

Child siftdh joridh park ndm suhde ,

And help me, save me from dishonour/

The

Disciple has composed these songs, by help
Of Durga, goddess eloquent. God said,
4 0 Bala, thou art simple, take for me
Strange vehicles unseen, and flying beds,

And move about the mosque unharmed. Let
not

This thing remain disputed. None has seen

God, nor does any know what weight or

size

He is/ So Bala said to God, 4 Give bread,

Even holy bread to me, and with me be

A true Name/ 4 When I enter look on me

:

I in the garb of holy man will stand

Before thee. God made for thee, Bala, fate,

Good fortune. Second hast thou none, al-

though

Pirs there are a many/ Bala Pir returned
And straight advanced towards the mosque.
God there

Was standing, Bala went to Him, and bowed
His head. The true disciple has composed
These hymns, and reads them to proclaim the
Name.

Within the mosque our Bala sat and prayed
To God. A priest was he and reverent.

Five times he prayed, and then appeared un-
hurt

Without the door, when crash the masjid
walls

Fell flat
;
the well lay there exposed to view

Of all the world. The whole town saw and
stared.

They cursed the Qazi Dand, saying, ‘Thou
Hast meanly done/ But Bala stood before
Thera in the open. Dana planned again.

> Hie priest/ he said, and sent for
him

A robe of honour. 4 We’ll not let him go.
We 11 say he never came/ And so he called
The cooks most skilful of the town and loads
Of ghi and flour prepared, and said, 4 1 will
Kill rams and goats when Bala comes to be
My guest/ So cakes and rice and all things
good

He had— the flavour spread afar. These
songs

The true disciple made, and sings them for
The Name. So Dana thought, ‘This priest

shall not
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Dane qdzi dil vich dalil daurdi,

Pir aiveh iur najaeh
,
phir Ms azmdeh,

Ghar di kutti billi oh zabh harde

,

Kimiyd hhub bahdye
,
phir sompi ndi,

Ihnuh ghe6 vich bkunhd
,
pdni mul na path

Binnhin hhub bahdke , muhhoh parda na hatdih

Ik klidhi Bdle pir ne
,
sdnnu dujji pain.

Chele siftdh joridh park ndm sundin.

Kutti UUi suhhe pir dargdhe jde

Jd khard dargdh vich
,
ja arz suhdi

,

Kutti billi vekh let charh riddhi hoi

,

Ptr paikambar auliyd nahin kluindd hoi ,

Muhh bismillah parhke, hath chukpdih thdl,

Kutti billi uthegi, hukam mere de ndl
,

PaihWi kutti uthegii phir billi ndl,

Kdhl karke chuk leih thdl uitoh rumdl9

Bdle pir Babb nun, ik gal suhdi,

Ik zandni utri us ydrvih chdhi

JJhnuh Babb murdddh dittidh, us beidjdi.

6hdd putt jawdn ho peyd, buddhi kdj rachdi,

Mel mandal us saddiyd, dholki bajwai.

Janj vidiyd ho pei, ndl iuriijd ndi,

Agge rdh vich jdndedh ik nadi si di,

Janj pdr langh gayi, mdllah lei millahi.

Janj pahuti jdke, nnhdh ddre hahdi,

Te paisd dheld vartiyd, rdh changi di,

Poll vidiyd ho pei, ndl tur pei ddt

Agge rdh vich jdndedh, oho nadi di,

Sane janj d6lj dub gayi, phir bdhar na di,

Bdrdh varlie rondi rahi phir Babb ds

pahunchdu

Jdn Bdle pir nil saddd Jcareo, agge farsh

bichdohd

.

Nafrdh jdke Shdh nun MM, rbti khd nurbdnd

Agg$ Shdh de sdvd t6ta, zikr kare subhdna,

Eukam kitd Shdh BSshan tdih, Samajhe

kaisd khdhd ?

Amar Ildhi vehi dyd
9
moyd tuddhjdiodha

Ddne Jjhudi dharb kamdyd, Babb n$ mul na

bhdhd.

dad hhdm uttoh parda lahiyd, Myd hhel rab-

bdna.

Kutti billi zinda ho gayi,
chumme gadam

shahdna.

Manje utie gayd baithd udde ud asnuindh,

fflthan JDdnd hare saldmdh dur Myd habvdna

.

Without good trial go.’ He killed and hashed

His cat and dog, and gave them to be cooked

By the village barber, saying, 4 Fry it well,

And put no water in. The lid do not

Lift oif, and Bala will partake.
5 The true

Disciple made these songs. Proclaim them

for

The Name. The priest in due course heard

about

The dog and cat, and going into God's

Most holy presence said,
4 1 saw the dog

And cat which they have cooked. Priests?

prophets, saints,

Have never eaten food like this.
5 God said,

4 Whenever thou shalt put thy hand within

The dish, say 4 In God's Name,’ and catand dog

Will rise at my command, the dog and then

The cat, But quick the dish uncover.' So

He told to God a story.
4 Once there was

A woman, who to God gave one-eleventh

Of all her income. Gifted he her with

A son, who in due time was married. Then

The drums were beat, and the party with

The barber took their way. A stream they

crossed.

The boatmen got their fee, the journey full

Was made, and all and sundry dues being paid

Homewards they came, the barbers wife

herself

Being with them, but midway across the stream

The bride with palanquin, and all the rest

Were drowned and lost. The mother wept for

twelve

Xiong years, and God restored them.' Dana

called

For Bala, spread a carpet for him, sent

His servants with a message, 4 Come, my lord-
5

A parrot white did shout loud praise to God,

But B&la Shah said to SMh Roshan, 4 Dost

Thou know what sort of food this is ?
5 then

came

A heavenly message, ‘Thou shalfc raise the

dead,

For Dana has deceived thee. God doth like

Him not.’ The dog and cat were presently

About the feet of Bald, licking them.

And Bala on his cot rose to mid heaven.
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jyhaeii upar manjd dyd, nioh nioh harS saldmdh

Ddnd surd purd Isakndd,
ditihby sah nazrdnd ,

Sat sure mdih agge dittke ,
TcarlcS gctye saldmdh

Guru Ndhah nun phar andar dittd
,
chaklt%

palcar shamhdna.

Shdh Dauld Map langhdd main tlih,
munda

magar bhajdhd.

Taindii surma Robb bandyd, bahhshe merijdndn

Rdzi ho Shdh nazrdh leidh ,
dydt vich malcdnd

Sdmidh Shdh di shuhar bctjayd
,
sharm rahhi

Rahmdna ,

Vick nishariijkandd layd, ndM gor zandnd
,

Rande vdh pakaru pird,
muskJdl karri asdna.

Aid akhdre BdU kite, ditthdjumal jahdha.

Main auganhdrd ndm japandd,
hhair Jandboh

pdiid.

Oh ih ih sack Ndm dkani,

Then Dana bowed, his pride was broken
$ and

« Asurd ’ said he, giving gifts. He said,

* I many holy men have seen, who me

« Much honoured
;
Baba Nanak made I grind

My corn
;
Shah Daula fled; the boys I made

Eject him ;
thee alone has God made great*

Oh spare my life.' The Shah accepted all

His gifts, and homewards went ;
his followers

thanked

Great God, who saved him from dishonour.

Raised

He his fair flag, and made his grave where all

The people go to pray for help in pain.

Such wonders Bala did — the whole world

saw.

A sinner I repeat the Name. From heaven

Give gifts. There is one Name, Eternal,

True*

ARCHAEOLOGY IN WESTERN TIBET.

BY THE EEY. A. H. FRANCKE.

Supplementary Note.

In the Plates attached I exhibit three photographs by Dr. E. Neve of Srinagar, Kashmir,

which are of special interest, as the objects represented have never before been depicted

for the information of scholars. Two are from Alchi Monastery near Saspola (ante,

Vol. XXXV. p. 325 ) and the third from Khalatse.

Alchi Monastery.

Plate I. shows a portion of the gallery with its trefoiled arch and wood-carvings, Plate II.,

fig. 1, shows a portion of the interior. The fresco of the monk behind the statue of Buddha is

said to be a portrait of Lotsava Rmchen bZangpo.

Dogra Fort near Khalatse.

Plate II., fig. 2, represents the most ancient inscription on stone (whitened before

photographing for clearness) in Lad&kh according to Dr. J. P. Vogel. It is situated a few

yards below the Dogra Fort at Khalatse. The characters are Indian Brahmi of the Maurya
period. Dr, Vogel reads them to represent the word Bharad[v]ayasa. (See Arnml
Progress Report, Archceological Survey, pp. 31-32.)
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ON THE NAVASAHASAKKAOHABITA OF PADMAGUPTA OR PARIMALA.
BY THE LATE PEOFESSOE G.BBHLEIt, C.I.E., LL.D., AND BE. TH. ZACHAEIAE.

( Translated from the German by May S. Burgess.)

I. — The Manuscript .

1

THE following short account of a hitherto unknown Mahnkavya is based on one manuscript only.

This manuscript belongs to the little-known collection of James Tod, preserved in the

Library of the Royal Asiatic Society in London, and is numbered 118, It consists of 185 ( written,

and a number of blank) palm-leaves, with two to four lines on the page, in old Kagari writing. The
two first, with the two last leaves, have been completed by a later hand, apparently because the MS. had

been injured at the beginning and end. The date of the MS., if it ever was given, has not been

copied by the writer of the 185 pages. It may he presumed, however, that the MS. is of great age,

fr.om the fact that the numbering of the single leaves is carried out on the right side by means

of the usual figures, and on the left by letters : compare Kielkorn, Report on the Search for Sanskrit

MSS. (Bombay, 1881 ), p. viii. If. Besides, manuscripts, such as the one under consideration, have

been so often described, — e. g by Kielhorn in the report just quoted — that further description

would be superfluous.

The manuscript is, on the whole, very well preserved. Only on a few pages is the writing

blurred and indistinct. Leaf 82 is broken and part lost. Corrections on the margins of the leaves,

as also completions of verses or parts of verses, are often carried out in Sarada writing.

If the manuscript shows errors and defects — the text is not as a whole quite so correct as one

could wish, — it is at least complete, and in this respect, in the meantime, unique. It is, indeed,

still possible, that in India complete manuscripts of the Navasaliasahkach ariia may be found. Still,

with each year that becomes less probable. Manuscripts which have become known up till now are

incomplete. This is also true of the two manuscripts, which, according to Burnell ( A Classified

Index to the Sa?ishrit MSS. in the palace at Tanjore, p. 163 a), are found in Tanjor. While the

work of Padmagupta (Parimala) consists of 18 sargas, these manuscripts only contain 17 sargas.

Besides, as one of them is not inked, and the other ( written about 1650 ), imperfect aud much injured,

it may be taken for granted that the manuscript material at Tanjor would not be sufficient for an

analysis or even for an edition of the work
;
— for the rest, the title of the Kavya is, according to

Burnell, Sdhasdhkacharita ,
and the name of the author, Parimala Kalidasa (!),

, Also the manuscript, which the publishers of the Subdshitdvali
,

Messrs. Peterson and

Durgaprasada, have brought out, was imperfect.2 The “ fragment ” includes “ several sargas
55 and

extends at least to the sixth sarga, as may be gathered from the account of the scholars just

mentioned. The beginning of the work, however, is assuredly not preserved in this fragment,

otherwise Peterson and Durgaprasada Would doubtless have drawn up a more exact chronology of

Padamagupta than that given in the words :
** In his Navasdhasdiikachanta Parimala or Padmagupta

refers to Kalidasa, somewhere between whom aud Kshemendra he is therefore to he put. His Kavya

is in praise .of a king of Avanii” ( SubMshiidvali,
Introd. p, 58). Further, it is shown below

that the date of Padmagupta may be fixed as precisely as possible in the literary history of India.

1 This paper appeared in the Siimngsberichie of the Wien. Imp. Akademie of Sciences for 1888, in the

Phil.-hist. Class ( Bd. CXVI, Hft. i, S. 582—630 ). The first 20 pages of the German are hy Dr. Zaohariae, and

the last 27 by Dr. Buhler.

2 Conf. Subh&shmvaM of Yallabhadeva ( Bombay, 1886 ), Introd., p. 57 ff. Here also in Peterson’s small

pamphlet, the AuchiiyUaMra of Kshemendra (Bombay, 1885), p. 25 f„ is found ejected all that is known

concerning the poet Padmagupta and his works.
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II. — The Author, his time, and his work.

The name of the author is Padmagupta : so he is called in the colophon to the first sarga of

the X'jrasdhasdnhacharita in the manuscript before us, in the first ot' the four tail verses which are

attached to the poem ;
—

Jjjtctd vintirdliumudad'}]utiPadmaguptah

Sri Sindh urdjanripates ohafitavn babandkcfi ll

in the Wsarilpa (ed. Hall, p. 96 ) ;
and in the Subhdshitivali under Mo. 168, another name —

and as it appears the more usual name — of Padmagupta, is Parimala. He is almost always

called so in the sarga signatures of the manuscript before us
;

also, for example, in the

Ganaratnamahodadhi, p. 117.

Padmagupta’s father was called Mrig&nkagupta, as given in the colophon to the first sarga.

The period of Padmagupta is easily fixed. Padmagupta composed the Mahakavya

XavasdhasdKk achariia, which treats of the winning of the snake-king’s daughter &afciprabh&

CSasiprabhdUUhcth ), for the glorification of his patron-king Sindhur&ja alias Mavas&hasMka.

This is clearly and distinctly expressed in the concluding verses- of the poem — compare the

passage quoted. Who was this king Sindhuraja, however ? Where did he rule? This point is

explained tor us in the first sarga, especially in these two verses- —
Sarasvati halpalataihahandam

vanddtnahe Vdhpatirdjadevam \

yasya prasdd&dvayamapyamutra

havindi'achirne pathi samchardmah U 6 ll

divaik yiydsurmam vdeki mudrd-

madatta ydni Vdlcpatirujadevah
|

tasyanujanmd Icavibdndhavasya

bhinatti tam samprati Si'ndhurajdh 4
II 7 ll

Padmagupta was therefore court-poet to V&kpatir&jadeva, a friend of poets ( havibdndhava ),

and after his death, court-poet to Sindhuraja, who is called a young9r brother
( anujanman ) of

Yakpafcir&ja. [Now we proceed to find Sindhuraja described as Avantipati, M&lavaminaketana,
Paxam&ravani&aketu, &c., thus if appears quite certain that, in Vakpatiraja and Sindhuraja, we
have two well-known kings of M&lava, belonging to the dynasty of the Param&ras. The time

of the rule of these kings is ascertained pretty closely from inscriptions,& and from that the date

of Padmagupta may be fixed. The period of the literary activity of Padmagupta falls in
the last quarter of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century A. D.6

8 Tins story of ike celebrated king* Sindhuraja, which is beautiful as a full-blown white lotus, Padmagupta has
composed.

* We praise the one (incomparable) root of the wishing tree of the Sarasvati, king VSkpatir&ja, by whose
grace we also wander in the path trodden by the poet princes.

The seal, which Vakpatiraja put upon my song, when he entered heaven (by his death), the place and
allowance of a court poet I lost, and ceased to compose poetry : Now Sindhursja, brother of that friend of poets,
frees me.

5 Conf. Ind. Ant. Yol YI. p. 48 ff., especially p. 51 ff. ; and Vol. XIV. p. 159 ff. Bezzenberger’s Beitmge
«ur Kwnde der indogerman. Slacken, IV. 71 ff. Sindhurdja was the son of Slyaka (as mentioned in the
Smas&haamachanta, 8, 77 ; 11, 85 ; 13, 59 ) and father of the renowned Bhoja of Dhdra.

,

« Theperiod of Padmagupta is first correctly fined by Zaohariae in the article : Sanskrit vichchhitti, Cosmetic,
a supplement to the science in Bezzenberger’s Beiiragen XIII., 99 ; Anm. 2. It points ont also that Padmagupta
iras a contemporary (it is added : andanintimate fellow-countryman) of DhanapHa, the author of the Paiyalachchhi.
%.Bha»pM»,'Bonf. Bfihlsr, vt supra, IV. 70 ff., and in the BitmngslericUen der Bhil.-Ust. Cl. der K. Aiad. der
Wissenschagten zu Wien, 1882, p. 568 ff.
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This is almost all we cau extract from the Navasdhasdhhachanta respecting Padmagupta.

It may be mentioned than, according to his own statement in the fourth concluding verse, he

composed his poem at the command of king Sindhuraja, not from poetic pride
( ajriaiva helur

* . . na kavitvadarpah ). In the colophon to the whole work, the author is called a hritikavi#

a clever poet — a title which was held as specially honourable.

7

As regards the title of the Kavya Navasdkasdhkacharita it must be remembered that there

is another work of this name not yet discovered : Sriharsha is also known to have composed

a Navasdhasdhkacharita .
3

It may be accepted without dispute that Padmagupta wrote other works besides the

NctvasdhasdhJcacharita. There has even been expressed a conjecture as to the contents of a lost

poem by Padmagupta. Eshmendra, in the Auchitydlamkdra namely, quotes a number of verse3

under the name of Parimala, which, it may be remarked, do not appear in the Navasdhasdhkacharita .

Prom these verses Peterson has concluded that “the theme of the (lost) poem was that expedition

into Gujarat despatched by Tailapa under a general of the name of Barapa,” against Mularaja, the

founder of the' Chaulukya dynasty of Anahilapattana, who for some time was hard pressed, though,

according to the Gujarat chroniclers, the general was eventually defeated with slaughter. “The

striking verse in the KdvyaprdkdsaP : Bdjan rajasutd na pathayati tndm (p. 450, Calc. Ed. 1876)

wears every appearance of being from the same work, for which we should be on the outlook” (The

Auchityalam of Kshemendra, p. 26). Peterson’s conjecture may be looked upon as a good one, in so

far at least as there is nothing against it from a chronological point of view. Tailapa, king of

Kalyana and Parimala, were contemporaries. One only wishes that Panmala’s lost poem could be

found.

III. — Quotation from the Navas&has&nkacharita.

As the time of Padmagupta can be pretty exactly fixed, it will be of interest to find out, on the

one hand, which poets he names in his Kavya
;
on the other hand, by which authors verses from the

Navasdhasdhkacharita are quoted.

Unfortunately Padmagupta very seldom mentions earlier poets, and only those whom we know

were earlier than the end of the tenth century. They are the following KAlid&sa, 1,5,2, 92 ;

Gun&dhya, the author of the Brihathathd. 7, 64, in a play on words ( srutd gunddhyasya

brihatkathd tava ) ;
finally B&na and Mayftra in a verse, which, in some degree, recalls the

well-known verse of Rajasekhara — aho prabhdvo vdgdevydh .
10

sa chifravarnavichchhiltihdrinoravanisuarah \

Sri Rarsha eva samgha ttam chalcre banamayurayoh M

The place has been described in detail by Zachariae in a sketch on Sanskrit vichchhitti11 in

Bezzenberger’s Supplements, XIII, 100.

7 Conf. Fikramdhkadevachariia, 18, 101, and also Jacobi in the Liieraturblatt fur Orientalische JPhildogie,

III., 66.

8 Conf. Naishadhtteharita 22, 151 ; Vikramdnkadevacharita, ed. Biihler., Introd., p. 2.

9 In the Calcutta edition of 1866, p. 292, the veise is quoted with variations also in the Sarasmtikxnthtibharana,

ed. Borooah, p. 255, in which is added : atrdnayoktibhahgyd $unyikriidrinagarasya narajoateti haschit yraifihcm

variuzyaU (p. 256 ). — Incidentally attention is directed to the verse Vdsishthaib SarasvaWc, p. 549, 17, upon which

Aufrecht has already remarked in the Catalogue, p. 497 n.

le Quoted for example in the Subh&shit&uali, Introd., p. 86.

n Here a correction and addition is acknowledged. The expression varnavichckHiU means with regard to the

arrow of king Sindhuraja “ putting together of letters/’ arrangement of syllables. The arrows of the king were

marked with his name — The rare Sanskrit word viahchhitU is also used in Navasdhasdhkacharita, 17, 19.

Ltindh samUlani subhat&sipattrcri h,

sdhasradah $oniia$tka[rd"\rdrdfy t

tittdlavaivasva iat&lavfinta*

vichchhitiim tiktify karikar^atdldh \\
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We must give greater attention to the quotations which are to be found in grammatical,

rhetorical, and other writings of India under the name of Padmagupta or Parimala. A number of

such quotations have been already collected by Peterson and Durgaprasada in the introduction to

the SubhdshitdvaU, p. 51 ff. These quotations will now have to be gone through with the greatest

possible avoidance of unnecessary repetitions.

The phrase namo namah ledvyarasdya tasmai in SubhdshitdvaU

,

No. 168, is taken from the

introduction to the Navasdhasdiikacharita, Sarga I., v. 13. The verse cldtravartiny api nripe
,

which Dhanika quotes in the commentary to the Dasartipa, II. 37 (compare Hall’s publication,

Preface, p. 36 n.
;
Petersburg Dictionary, Supplement under Padmagupta), occurs Navasdh. 6, 42.

This is the only verse which Peterson and Durgaprasada have found in the fragments accessible to

them. All other verses, which have been quoted by these scholars chiefly from the Auchityamchdra-

ckarchd of Kshemendra, as belonging to the Parimala, do not appear in the Navasdhasdhhacharita
,

and must therefore, in so far as we do not accept another Parimala beside our Parimalaparanama

Pa&maguptah, be derived from lost poems of Padmagupta’s. One thing is still to be remarked

that the strophe adhdksMn no Lahkdm can hardly belong to Parimala. In the work or works

where it is ascribed to Parimala there is probably an error. It is to be remembered that the fourth

Pada of the strophe ( Hanumantam , fyc. ) is quoted by Ujjvaladatta ( at Un I, 11, p. 6, 10, ed,

Aafrecht ) under the designation brihatprayoga. This expression means12 something like 48 renowned

example,” “ classical example.” Is it to be accepted that Ujjvaladatta — or his authority — has

honoured a passage from a work of Parimala’s with this designation ?

In a systematic examination of certain classes of literature quite a number of quotations might
perhaps be pointed out, either given under the name of Padmagupta (Parimala) or anonymous.
There are indeed often verses quoted without naming the author. We can here furnish only a small

supplement to the groups in the SubhdshitdvaU (above referred to). Parimala is quoted13 (which
Peterson and Durgaprasada have overlooked

) also in Vardhamana’s Ganarutnamahodadhi (p. l\7
f

7, ed. Eggeling) : efidpo dhanuh
\
yathd Parimalasya .

Vipahshahridbkahgalcritd- nitdntam

bhrulehkayd hurichitayollasantyd
|

n diedramdtrena paramtapasya

yasydnvahdri hriyaydpi chdpah ||

-Navasdh. I. 74 ;
yasya, i. e., Sindhurajasya, Tlie Navasdhasdhhacharita is quoted anonymously

four times in the tenth Ullasa of the R&vyapraMsa, p. 323, 2 (in the publication by Mahesa
Chandra Nyayaratna, Calcutta, 18G6).

Bhimbaushtha 6va ragastc tanvi purvam-adrisyata
|

adhund hridayepy-esha mrigasdvdhshi lalshyate ||

" Navas^> 6, 60 ; BShtlingk, Indmhe Sjtriiehe, No. 4461. The verse serves as an example for
the figure parydya .

Kavyapr., p. 335, 7, 11, are givep as examples for the figure vishama

kzrishddapi mridvangi hveyam-dyaialochand
|

ayctih leva eha Jeulculdgniharhaso madandnalah l|

~ Navas&h. 16, 28, where the third Pada begins with esha hva cha ; and—

ZaeSJS
°°nf- tie to Ganaratnamahodadhi, 1.9;-aaonanae, m%trag& zur. %nd, Lexioogra^hie, p. 75. note I. The * . . , )

Bohtlingk takes brihatprayoga for the title of a work Aafrecht 1

v

P
* TV9* * nldariana -

~
BHhcdMM , (coaf. the Pet. Dictionary under BriUtpr^fga

)

UP°“ * M abbreviatl011 of

11 Rotated out by Zaohariae, Gottingar Gelehrte Ameigen, 1880, p. 922.
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sadyah harasparsam-avapya chitram

rane vane yasya Itripdnarehhd I

tamdlanilit saradindnpdnd

u

yasas-trihlcyabharanam praside | $

=s Navasah. I. 60 (with immaterial variations). The first of these verses is found besides in the

Alamk&ravimarfeini of Jayaratha (Deccan Coll. MS. No. 28, fol. 160 h
) according to Pisolid.

Gott, Gel. Anzeigen
, 1884, p. 511 ;

the second in the S&hityadarpai^a,u under No. 720. Both

verses are, to all appearance, copied from Jayadeva15 in his Gkandrulika
, Y. 85, 86 :

hveyani sinshamrzdvangi kva tdvan-mcvlanujvarah \\

hirtiih prasute dhavalam kyamd tava kripanila H

(in Jibananda’s publication (Calcutta, 1874), Finally the KdnjapraM&a, p. 389, 9, is quoted as

an example for the figure ehavali).

purdm yasydm savardiigandni

vardhgana rupapurash;itdiigyah \

rupam samunmilitasadmldsa-

m-astram vildsdh husumdyudhasya \\

from the description of the town Ujjayini, Navasah, I. 21 (purani yasydh savardiigandni, MS.).

No single passage from the Navasdhasaidsackarita is quoted in the Sarasvatikanthdbharara.

This is rather remarkable, for Bhojadeva, the recognised author of the Sarasvatikanthdb'karam ,
1J

must have known the court-poet of his uncle (Yakpati) and of his father (Sindhuraja). The

possibility that the verse Ydsishthaih Sarasvatih , p. 349, belongs to a lost work by Parimala has

already been pointed out, p. 151, note 9.

If, on the other hand, verses by Parimala are seldom quoted in Anthologies, it may be

understood from this, that his poem is poor in fine phrases and maxims ( subhdshita ).

IV. — The Navas&has&nkacharita.

The Mahakavya of Padmagupta contains 18 Sargas, which, as in other poems of this class,

bear special names. In the manuscript under notice all these names are not given completely. So

far as they are preserved they will be given below.

The total number of the strophes is roughly 1525. With reference to the investigations by

Jacobi17 as to the use of the metres in the Mahakavyas we ought, at least, to give the measures

Padmagupta has used. The chief metres are : in 1, 9, 14, 17 sarga, Upajdti
;
in 2, 6, 11, 16,

Anush tubh
;

in 3, Vushpitdgrd ;
in 4, 7, IS, Yamasfha

;
in 5, Aupachchhandasika; in 8,

Ratkoddkaid
;
in 10, ManjubhdshM ;

in 12, YaitaUya; in 15, TJdgatd ;
in 18, YasantatilaU.

Besides this, in the closing verses of single sargas, the following are used' as side metres;—

PraharsMni Manddhrdntdi
Mdlini,

Vanamdld
,
Sdrdidavikridita Sdlini, Sihharint, Sragdkard,

Marini. Thus 19 metres are used in the Navas ciliasdizlcacharita, that is, exactly as many as in the

epics of Kalidasa. It is also to be noticed that Padmagupta is free from all metrical tricks.

M Xn the English translation, p. 416 t. His (u e., Sindhnraja’s ) sword, wonderful to say, dark as it is like the

Tamala tree, in every battle having obtained contact with his hand* engenders at the very moment a fame, white an

the autumnal moon glorifying the triple world.

is pjseheTs assertion ( Rudrata’s ISrihg&ratilaka, p. 8, 17 ) that Jayadeva, with one exception only, uses his own

examples, must be somewhat qualified.

ic BJiojah Sarasvaiihanthdbharanakartd, Ganaratnamahcdadhi, p. 2, 11.

i7 Coni. Die Eyen Kalidasa's, p. 135ff. Verhandl, des 5teB Ini Orient. Congresses, II. 2, and Zeit&shrift des dent,

morgenl. GeselUchafi, 38, 615.
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Three or more verses, which, according to the meaning, form a unity, are expressed as such by

the expressions hakipaha,

18 hulaha
,
tildkci

,
and samddnitaha . The last two of these expressions have

been till now used but sparingly
;
besides, their use does not always agree with the rules of the

Indian theorists. Thus samddnitaha as a rule is used in order to combine two verses, through which

one and the same sentence runs, while this expression, for example, according to the Sdhityadarpana
,

No. 558, serves to join three verses.19 If in sarga 14, 79—85, seven verses, is called a tilaka
,

20 this

is apparently merely a slip of the pen for hulaha .

Padmagupta’s language is, on the whole, pure, simple, and easily understood. In individual

cases the want of a commentary is pressingly felt.

The story which Padmagupta relates in his Navasdhasdnhacharita with the peculiar breadth

of the Mahakavyas, has, without doubt, a historical background. Not only the hero of the

poem, king Sindhuraja, did really exist
;
the other people too, who appear in the poem as Nagas,

Yidyadharas, Asuras, &c., have played a part as comrades or enemies of the king. Meanwhile it will

be difficult to fix the true names and positions of the historical characters which appear in Padmagupta

and must be left to others (conf. below, p. 171 ).

The following analysis of the poem is given in brief. It will merely be a sketch. The endless

speeches and long-winded descriptions, which fill up a great part of the poem, without essentially

affecting the narrative, will not, as a rule, be taken account of.

Pirst is an index of the characters ( speaking or acting ) which appear in the Navasdhasdnha-

charita :—
Sindhuraja alias Navas&has&hka, king of Malava,

Ya&obha$a alias Ram&hgada, his minister.

Sahkhap&la, a king of the Nagas.

Sa&iprahM, his daughter.

Anahgavati, )

Kal&vati, /

M&Iyavati,
(

Friends of Sasiprabha.

P&tai&,
J

Narmada (Rova), the goddess of the river of the same name.

Vanku, a Muni (Maharshi).

RatnachCLda, a young snake-demon.

Safcikanda, a king of the Yidyadharas.

M&lati, his wife.

Vajr&nku&a, a king of the Asuras.

Vi&v&uku&a, his son.

V.— Analysis of the Poem.

The first sarga bears the title nagarinarendravarnamm. The town, that is, Ujjayini, is described,
Vv. lb—5o. The rest of the sarga is dedicated to the narendravavnanam . The king is called
Sindhuraja. Other names of the king are, Navasahas&hka and Kum&ran&rayaija. Of these

- 7/
Without doubt these names of Sloka-connections are referred to in the TriJc&ndaSssha III, 2, 23, under

mVifamviseshahaii, &c. , which, like so so many other statements in this Lexicon, has been misunderstood ( see
aria6

c<

111 ezzen e*grer s Bettragen, X. 122 ff.). In the Petersburg Dictionary under Kal&paJca we meet with the
meaning “ sect marks on the forehead.”

y^ba
fa.

teases mMs AUihUratilahai elcena elihandasS, muktalcam
I dvOMydm pgurniimMMmtalmn cte

| tnbhn mmJwhm
| .UriU) lal&pahm

I dvddai&ntait, hulaUm. India Office MSS. No. 2543.

MonihSnff si

°a^ mar-k’” is w<>r<3 of the same meaning vUeshaka according to the

indischen Lexicographic, p,

7™ M!/&m titakmh Homni Mstriydm), Conf. Zaehariae, Beiirage nir
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names Padmagupta uses the first pretty often (also Navinasahasaiika, 6, 11, 11, 102) ;
the second

never. The usual designations of Sindhuraja are, besides, Avantifevara (1, 15) Faram&ramahi-

bhrit (2, 51) M&lavar&ja (3, 19). The minister and constant companion of the king is called

Yafcobhata, or aparena n&mnd
,
Bam&ngada. At the close of the Sarga Dhara is mentioned as

“the other town” {apard puri) of the king, as the “capital of his race.”21

The real narrative begins with the second sarga (ohitrainrigdvalohanam). The king is engaged

in hunting on the Vindhya mountains (vv. 1—32). Here he catches sight of a spotted antelope,

which bears a golden chain round its neck, and excites the king’s highest curiosity. It withdraws

into the thicket, but is wounded by an arrow shot by the pursuing king. The arrow, which the king

has shot, is inscribed with his name
(
'svandmadheyacMhna

,
as the arrow of Ayns in the Ytlzramorva-

siya). The king is dissuaded from the further pursuit of the fleeing ante] ope by the advice of his

minister. King and minister spend the night at a lotus-pond, and start next morning to seek for

the wounded antelope.

Third sarga (Mraldbha) : the king vainly endeavours to find the spotted antelope. On the

other hand he discovers a swan ( sitachchhada ),
which bears a string of pearls ( tdrakdra )

in its beak. The king is successful in obtaining possession of this string of pearls, as the swan

alights at a lotus-pond and lets fall the heavy pearis. The king in this way receives the first news

of his future wife. Characters (akshar&ndm tatih), found on the pearls, disclose to him the name of

the owner
;

it is the ornament of SafeiprabM, which has fallen into his hands. The king is seized

by a longing for the unknown.

In the fourth sarga
(
Pfitaldvaloltanam

)

a new vision is granted to the king. He observes a young

maiden, who wanders in the wood, apparently trying to find something which is lost.

We find out who this maiden is in the fifth sarga,22 in which she gives a detailed account of

herself and also of Sasiprabha in a long speech (vv. 2—57). The speaker is a snake-maiden called

PAtaia, a daughter of the snake-demon Hema. She belongs to Sasiprabha’s retinue and holds the

office of fan-holder Qsitachdmara&lidrane nhjuktcl).— SaSiprabM, who, on account of her adroitness

at the game of ball, also bears the name of ASugA, is a daughter of the demon-prince SafikhapAla.

She loves to wander around on the mountains— on the Harasaila (Kailiisa), on the Malaya mountains,

on the Himachala. One day as she was wandering on a spuT of the Vindhya, named Kusumdvachula,

her pet animal, her Mimriga (antelope, kept for her amusement), ran away. This is the “ spotted

antelope,” which the king, while hunting on the Vindhyas, pursued and wounded with an arrow.

While the king spends the night at the lotus-pond, SafeiprabhS. rests on a sand-bank of the river

Sasankasuti (?.°<?., the Narmada, or Reva). The wounded antelope, which she and her friends seek

for in vain, is seen by the snake-king’s daughter next morning standing beside her couch. On the

arrow, which is sticking in the wonnd, she reads the name of the marksman, “:Navas&has&nka,’ ,

Immediately the love-god enters her heart. Meanwhile a swan— the same, whose acquaintance we have

just made in the third sarga— steals the string of pearls, which has slipped from the couch of

Sasiprabha. He takes the pearls for a lotus-root (mrindlasanM). The snake-maidens in the retinue

of Sasiprabha, among whom is P&tala herself, are sent out to seek for the robber of the ornament.

How the king has come into possession of this ornament and thus discovered the name of

Sasiprabha is now told.

In a second speech (w. 69—78) Pataia advises the king to go himself to the river Revfi and

there to meet SasiprabM. So the king sets out led by the snake-maiden Patala.

21 Jcular&gadh&ni ;
Dhara is also thus expressed, 18, 59.

52 Possibly the -name of the fifth sarga is: ntalOsmnbUsUmm. The title is wanting in the colophon of the

manuscript.
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Ia the sixth sarga
(
narendradarsanam)

we are introduced to the love-sick Sasiprabhfi

surrounded by her friends. She is deep in contemplation of the royal arrow, which bears the

inscription

:

Navinasahasahkasya kamadevakriter-ayam \

Malavaikamrigankasya Sindhurajasya sayakalj (j

Sasiprabha asks her friends, who this Sin&hur&ja may be, who is designated in such a manner

55 a (new or second) Sahasiluka. She is answered by M&lyavati, the daughter of a Siddha, whom

the king had once seen at Ujjaymx at the feast of Mahakala (.MaJidlcdlaparvani). She gives information

about the king, and sketches a picture of him on a stone. This likeness is not such as to lessen the

love-sickness of Sasiprabha 23 The words also of Anangavati, another friend, are prompted too

much by timidity and hesitation, for the snake-king’s daughter to hope for a union with her beloved.

On the other hand, Kalavati, the daughter of a king of the Kinnaras, gives her encouragement.

King Sindhuraja is certainly somewhere in the neighbourhood. The friends, who have been sent into

the wood to seek the swan, would meet the king. Kalavati closes (v, 94):

sthira bhava nripena tvam-iha samyogam-apsyasi |

yatha kanvasrame purvam duhshyantena sakuntala n

Scarcely has Kalavati finished, when Patalu appears, and with her king Sindhuraja.

The seventh sarga
(
phanirdgasutdsamhMslianam)

describes the meeting of tbe king with the

snake-king’s daughter. Besides the king, his minister Ramangada and Malyavati are represented

also as speaking. Sasiprabha, who sits silent while the king is speaking, betrays, by a sign, her

partiality for him.

Eighth sarga ( ndgaloMvaidra ). Sasiprabha disappears, together with her friends. She is

'carried away by invisible snakes to the snake-town Bhogavati in the underworld. The way, which

Sasiprabha has taken, is pointed out to the king, by Reva, by the mouth of the Sarasa bird. In

accordance with this direction, the king flings himself into the stream of the river, with the intention

of following Sasiprabha. He says nothing of his intention to his minister, as he is afraid he might

hinder him from his rash deed (esha vighnam iva sdkasotsave "kalpayishyati mama). The minister,

however, follows, when he sees what danger his master is about to put himself into. The king passes

over the river, in spite of all hindrances which meet him. On tbe other side he reaches a golden

palace. In the court-yard of this palace he is about to lay himself dowu on a golden Madhaviranke
to rest, when a beautifully attired woman steps out of the palace. A parrot calls to the astonished

king; the Narmada is actually standing before him and wishes to extend hospitality to him.

The ninth sarga24 contains the Narmaddsam&Mshanam
, the conversation between the king

and the Narmada. The river the goddess gives the king news about Sasiprabha, completing what
Patala has told him, and discloses to him under what conditions he may gain possession of his
beloved (?. 35— 65): When Sasiprabha was born, the house gods declared that the daughter of the
snake-king, who has been given signs of good omen, will at one time become the wife of a ruler of the
middle world, and accomplish the death of 'Asura Vajr&nku&a, a mighty enemy of the snakes
(updgateyam nUhcmdgraduii Vajrahhusasya), Whereupon there was great joy in the snake-world.
After Sasiprabha was grown up, her father, pressed by the gods Siddhas and Mahoragas, fixed at
a gathering the conditions (the price, sulkasamstkd 16, 88) under which he would give the hand of his
daughter to a suitor

; “In the pond, beside tbe well-watched pleasure-house of Vajr^nkusa grows
a lotus with golden flowers. He who makes these golden flowers into ear ornaments for my daughter.

" ^ Tu this connection, Padmagnpta’s verso quoted by Dhanika appears. Dmartipa II.
represented in the picture.

37, on the king (Sindhur&ja)

21 The first seven verses of this sarga, beginning on page 82,
only partially preserved.

are, according to the remarks above, on p^ge 149,
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she shall be his wife. Up till now no one had fulfilled this condition. Narmada affirms, however,

that king Sindhuraja has been set apart by fate to kill the Asora, to obtain the golden lotus flowers

and thus to win the hand of 'Sasiprabha. Narmada further narrates that at a distance of 50 gavyuii

lies the town Ratnavati built by the skilled Maya. This is the chief town of the A sura prince

Vajrahkusa. There the king is to go. Finally Narmada projjhesies to him that the Muni Yanku
will appear to him on the way to Ratnavati. After this announcement the river goddess placed her

own bracelet on the king’s arm, spoke a blessing and disappeared.

The tenth sarga (Batnachudasampresliamm) begins with a conversation between the king and

minister, who is of no further importance in the narrative. 25 The minister wishes to undertake the

expedition against Asura Vajrahkusa alone
;
the king, however, will not consent to this. Then the

parrot, which we have already met with at the end of the eighth sarga, appears again and relates : he

is a snake-youth
(
nagadaraka) called Ratnachuda from the race of the Sahkachuda. A disciple of

the Muni Kantha had cursed him once and changed him into a parrot. Softened by his petitions,

the Muni had declared to him, that he should resume his form again if king Navasahasanka should

entrust him with a message to Sasiprabha. — The king acceded willingly to the desire of Ratnacirdda

and sent him with a love message to the snake-town (Rhogavati),

Eleventh sarga (Yahlcima]iarslddarsanam)
i
the king and minister proceed on the way pointed

out by Narmada. In this way they reach the grove of the Muni Yank'd. He greets them, treats

them hospitably and asks the race and name of the king (that one such stood before him he had

recognised at once), and the object of the journey into the nether world. Upon this Ramangada

takes up the conversation (vv. 49—112) and gives Vahku the desired information. In this he goes

far back
;
he relates the origin of the Paramara dynasty — beginning with a description of the holy

mountain Arbuda (vv. 49—63) and gives the line of kings from Faram&ra to Slndhtir&ja. The

Muni declares himself satisfied and prophesies a successful ending to the undertaking of the king.

Upon the request of the Muni to stay a litile in the ascetic grove the king takes his place on

a seat ornamented with precious stones.

Twelfth sarga (
pJiamrd/amtusvapnasamagama) , The king, overcome by sleep, sees Sasiprabha

in a dream as she wanders in his pleasure grove at his side wearing the golden lotus flowers. The

poet puts into the king’s mouth a long address to Sasiprabha (vv. 16—65).

In the thirteenth sarga (Yidyddharddhipasam&gamd) the story is continued. After the king

awakes he converses with the Muni Vanku about the affairs of the upper and under world. Just as

he is about to break off and take farewell of the Muni, he sees a monkey standing before him, who is

carrying a pomegranate, of a pale red colour like the cheek of an intoxicated Kerala woman.26

The monkey offers the fruit to the king
;
the king is about to take it, but lets it fall to the

ground, out of it falls a multitude of sparkling gems. The king, as much astonished as rejoiced,

makes the monkey a present of the bracelet, which he himself had received from the river goddess

Reva. Immediately the monkey takes the form of a man and bows before the Muni, the king, and

his minister, and to thS question of the Muni, who he was ? and how he became a monkey ? relates

the following : I am called Bakikhanda : my father is Sikhandaketu, a prince of the Yidy&dharas.

My dwelling is in the mountain BaSik&nta. Once a rumour was spread, that a representation of

Yishnu made of sapphire had risen out of the sea. The curious women of the town streamed out to

see the wonder. My wife also, called M&latl, overcome by curiosity, persuaded me to accompany

her. So I leapt up with her into the air. Immediately the sea presented itself to our gaze. While

I hovered over the sea on the blue cloudway my wife lost her head-parting jewel (simantamani).

as Yerses 14—20 enumerate the princes and peoples, who (ostensibly) were conquered by SindhuiSja. The

following are mentioned : the Prince of the Hunas and Kosalas : the inhabitants of V&gada and Lata : the Muralas.

% madfomatiakerdliJcapolavat ; cf. Kti.da.mbart, ed. Peterson (1st ed.), p. 195 ; MdUtimcidhavat
ed. BMpdarkar,

p. 115, 3.
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The jewel fell into the sea
;
I endeavoured to get it up, and the sea shut me off by a great wave

(taramgahastemhariva) from return to the air and drew me with a great roaring into the depths of

the nether world. As I wandered about in astonishment here, I saw a maiden, who carried the jewel

in her hand, and was about to enter an ascetic grove. As the maiden, in spite of my repeated

entreaties, would not give up my wife’s diadem, I wrenched from her neck “
little jewel ornaments 2?

in the form of foot-prints of the love-god upon which the Makara was carved.” At the maiden’s

cries a Muni appeared, cursed me, and, as a punishment for my monkey-like trick, changed me into

a monkey. Later the Muni was softened and decreed that I should again receive my former shape

on the day when the son of Suj&ka (t. e,, Sindhur&ja) should lay the bracelet of Narmadd in my

hand before the eyes of the Muni Vanku.—• Thus to-day, in thy grove, after I have spent a thousand

years as a monkey in the nether world, the curse has fallen from me by the kiug s act.

The grateful VidyMhara prince Sasikanda caused his troops to appear in order that they might

help the king in his progress against the Asura Yajrdnkusa.

Fourteenth sarga (Pdtdlagangdoagdhanam). The king departs from Vanku’s grove with his

comrade’s army. The king's war chariot is lifted into the air by Sasikanda’s magic. In a long

speech addressed to the king (vv. 7—76) the minister Ramangada describes the progress of the army.

First a wood23 is reached, then the Triiuargaga (the Grange). On the shore of the Ganga Sasikanda

causes a halt to be made and camp pitched, and the king enters a pleasure-house, which had been

built for him of crystal.

In the fifteenth sarga29 love plays — especially the jalahridd— are described as in the eighth

sarga of the Bisupdlavadha.

Sixteenth sarga
(
hanaMravindaprdfthamm). Pa tala appears and hands to the king (who

enquires after the health of Sasiprabha and her friends) a love letter (anangalekha

)

from Sasiprabha,

written by Malyavati. After Ramangada has read out this letter, the king sends Patala into the

snake-town with the message that he will soon come himself and hand over the lotus flowers. The

Mng proceeds now with the army of the Vidyadharas. On the way he meets the snake army under

the lealership of Rafcnaehuda, who in the meanwhile after he had delivered the message to Sasiprabha,

had taken his own form again. Both armies make a halt in a wood before Ratnavati. The minister

Ramangada is now sent to Asura Vajrankusa in order to effect the delivery of the golden lotus flower

in an amicable manner
(sdmnd). Ramangada has to return without having effected his object. The

allied armies surround the town Ratnavati.

The seventeenth sarga30 contains the description of the battle between the Asuras, who
break out of Ratnavati, the Nagas and Vidyadharas. The allied armies win the battle. Vi&v&hkufca,
son of Vajrankusa, kills the miaister Ramangada

;
king Sindhuraja himself kills Vajrankusa. The

town Ratnavati is overcome; the snake-youth Ratnachuda is made governor over the kingdom of

the Asura princes. The king takes possession of the golden lotus flower and proceeds toward
Bhogavati,

Eighteenth sarga ( Sasiprabhdldbha ) Sankhapftla comes to meet the king and hands him
a gift of honour, Sindhuraja makes his entry into Bhogavati amid expressions of astonishment and
joy on the part of the inhabitants. His glance first falls upon a holy place ( tungam manimandiram)
of Sirasi under the name of Sri-Hitake&vara. He enters, offers gifts of flowers, and gives

27 makar&hMie manmathamtnapd&uhe. Tlie translation is according to a proposal of Buyer’s.
28 The entertainments in the wood are described, vv. 27—76, Conf . M&ghaMvya, Sarga VII.
28^ *xtl

.

9 of ^ sarga is 331 the man'asoript : FdtdlagangdvagdAanam, as also that of the 14th. The true
title might bejetlakrid&vartymarii.

30 The title — something like yuddhmarmnam — is wanting in the manuscript,

S.r.’lSft

d87° mtak9lrarajEh^ is al8° in the description of the snake-town Bhogaratf, sar*a
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praise to Siva. In the same place, is also the spotted antelope, which the king has once seen in

the Vindbya mountain. Brought by Ratnachuda, at the command of her father, Sasiprabha appears,

in wedding dress, accompanied by Pafala and her other friends. The king, at Malyavati’s request,

hands the golden lotus-flower to Sasiprabha. He ha3 hardly done this when the spotted antelope is

changed into a man, who bears a golden staff in his hand ( sakemavetrah ). The king asks, who he

is, and why he has been changed into an animal ? The staff-bearer relates the following : I, the

doorkeeper of yonr father Sti-Harsbadeva ( i. Siyaka ) was once cursed by the Muni Mriganda

because I refused admittance to bim at tbe door. On the day on which king Navasabasahka should

give the golden lotus-flower to the daughter of the snake-prince I should regain my former shape.

The marriage of Sindhuraja and Sasiprabha takes place in the orthodox manner. Sankhapala

makes the king a present of a crystal Sivaliftga made by Tvashtri. This linga— so Sankhapala

relates— VyAsa once received from the purdnamuni (i. e., Siva)
;
then it came into the possession

of Adikavi ;
32 Adikavi presented it to the exalted Maharshi Kapila ; and Kapila finally gave it

to the snake-prince.

At the end of the marriage festivities king Sindhuraja, accompanied by Sasikanda and

Ratnachuda, proceeds first to Ujjayini, then to Dhara, “the chief town of his race.” He

entertained his guests according to rank, and dismissed them to their homes ;
Sasikanda returned

to the mountain Sasikanta, Ratnachuda went to Ratnavati, the chief town of his newly-won

kingdom.

VI. — The Historical Events from the Navas&has&nkacharita.

For no period of Malva’s history are there so many different sources, as for that of the

Param&ra kings of the tenth or eleventh century. Besides a not unimportant number of

inscriptions, which fix the succession of the king3 completely and determine approximately the length

of the reigns of most of them, many isolated chronological notes are found in the works of

Brahman and Jaina authors, as well as detailed biographical descriptions of individual governors,

especially Munja’s and Bhoja’s. The fifteenth and last extract of the first Prakasa in Merntnnga’s

Prabandhachintdmani (
completed on full-moon day of the month Yaisakha, Yikrama-samvat 1362,

or in April 1306 ) is dedicated to the former. The life of the latter follows immediately and fills the

greater part of the second Prakasa. The same prince has been desciibed in two later works, the

Bhojaprabandha and the Bhojacharita, which have been long known and quoted in Europe, as well as

edited in India. Under these circumstances, it might well be believed, that Padmagnpta-Parimala’s

Navasdhasdiikacharita cannot add much that is new or important to the history of the Paramaras.

In spite of this the contrary is the case. Padruagupta’s narrative completes and extends the

information about the inscriptions, and shows more plainly than these, that the historian eannofc

trust to the Prabandhas and Charitas, and can only make use of them with great caution. The

Prabandhas are founded exclusively on the traditions of the bards and the Jaina monasteries, in

which Munja and also his nephew very soon became mythical personalities. Whoever seeks to

combine the statements of the inscriptions, with the narratives of the Prabandhas will find

a mixture of truth and fiction, in which the contradictions are apparent.

The extract of the Navasdhasdiikacharita, which is of the greatest importance to the history of

the Paramaras, is to be found in sarga XI., 64—102, and, according to a photograph33 of

sheet 106a 109a of the London manuscript, is transliterated thus : —
Atisvadhinanivaraphalamulasamitkusam I

munis-tapovanam chakre tatrekshvakupurohitah II 64 ||

w tam&t Ml&havip&nitalatlijagima MS. ;
Adikavi ( =Yalmiki ) is a supposition of Btihler’s.

ss Communicated by Zaobariae along with an imperfect inscription found by himself. It was known to him

for several years, but circumstances delayed tbe publication.
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hritva tasyaikada dkenuh kamasurgadhisununa
|

Kartavlryarjimeneva Jamadagner-amyata ii 65 ||

stlullasrudharasamtanasiiapitastanavalkala [

amarsbapavakasyabhud-bhartub samidarundbatl |] 66 II

atbatharvavidam adyab samantram abutim dadau l

yikasadvikafcajvalajafcile jatavedasi ll 67 II

tatah kshanat-sakodandah kirifci kanobanangadalii I

ujjagamagnitah kopi sa-hemakavachah pnman II 68 ||

dutaih samtamaseneva visvamifcrena sa brita |

tenaninye muner-dhenur-dinasrlriva bhanuna H 69 II

tatas-tapasakanyabbiranandasrulavankitah I

kapolah paniparyankat-sadhupujyad-apasyata || 70 II

Pararaara iti prapat-sa muner-nama cbartbavat i

mnitanyanripacbcbhattram-adbipatyam cha bhutale II 71 ||

pravartitatiyistlrnasaptatantnparamparah l

puranakurmasesbam yas-chakaramblionidheli payalj II 72 |I

stbapitair-manipitbesbu mnkta-pralambamalibbih
|

bbur-iyam yajvana yena bemayupair-apuryata || 78 ll

prasantachitta samtaiie chirena na-sucbitvisbi |

amocbyatastadaityena yenersbyakalabam Sacbi u 74 II

vaiiisah pravavrite tasmad-ad irajan-manorIva i

mtab suvrittair-gurutam nripair-muktapbalair-iva || 75 ||

tasminpritbupratapopi nirvapita[karana]lah
|

Upendra iti samjajhe raja suryeadusamnibhah H 76 ||

sada-gatipraTrittena Sltochchhvasitahetuna |

Hanumateva yasasa yasyalangbyata sagarah ll 77 \[

saiikitendrena dadbata putam-avabbiithais-tamim
|

akari yajvana yena bemayupankata mabl || 78 n

atyacliebbadasanodgaebcbbadaihsulekbStararbgibbih
l

dirghair-yasyarinarlnam nihsvasais-ckamarayitam ll 79 ||

tasmin-gate narendreshu tadanyeshu gateshu eba |

tafcra Yakpatirajaldiyali partbivendur-ajayata
|| 80 ||

dirdhena cbaksbnsha laksbmim bheje kuvalayasya yah I

ndrinam disatanandam doshna satarakena cba u 81 |i

sitbilikritajxvasa’ yasmin-kopon.namadbbnyi
i

ninynh. siramsi stabdhani na dhaniimshi natira nripah II 82 ||

Vainsimha iti prapaj-janma tasmaj-janadhipah
|

klrtibhir-yasya kundenduvisadabliib satayitam || 83 ||

Verse 65— °ydrjaneneia0— MS,
» 66— stMl&srup — MS.

d<x$rw MS. The syllables °niparyafolc&sddliu$djcidct$(tj0 are added on the margin in &>&rad&
characters

j dim and ja are indistinct : the correction given above is not certain.
« /*— nasucMtvishi — MS.

„ 75 — vamsa, and gurunfit,— MS.

”
I!
~ Tbe sylhhles “ brackets are wanting m'the MS. and are conjectural

j» The last syllable of sanUtendrena is indistinct.

» 80— °rdjOMya—MS.
» 81 —* disaiCmanda — MS.

*> 8®— dhanfishi raiim— MS.
? — vmd&bMj— MS

.
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paulomiramanasyeva yasya chape vilokite I

1

ehakitaih saraslva kshma rajabaxiisair-amucliyata n 84 U

Bn-Siyaka iti ksiietram yasasam-udabliut-tatah [

Dilipapratimah prithYisuktimuktaphalam nripah l| 85

Lakshmir-Adhokshayasyeva sa&imaaler-ivambika |

Vaclajetyabhavaddevl kalatram yasya blmr-iva || 8G ll

akhaiulamamsaleiiapya prajapunyfm-mahodayam t

ka-lisaiiitamasam yena vyamyata nripenduna tl 87 I!

vasikritakshamalo yah kshamamufcysyatam dadhat \

rajasramam-alarachakre rajarshika&aclilvarah |l 88 II

smitajyotsnadaridrena vashpacthyeua makhenduna l

sasamsur-vijayam yasya Badupafcipatistriyah It 89 It

akankaaamakeyuramamlpuramamekhalam \

Huuavarodham vaidhavyadlkshadhanam vyadhatta yah ll 90 II

ayaih netrotsavas-tasmapjajSe devapitripriyah t

jagattamopaho netrad-atreriva nisakarah ll 91 |l

Srlmadutpalarajobhud-agrajosyagramh satarn l

Sagarapatyadattabdhiparikhayah patir-bhuvah H 92 li

atite Vikramaditye gatestam Satavahane I

kavimitre visasrama yasrain-devi Sarasvatl II 98 H

cbakrire vedhasa nunam rurvyajaudaryasalinah. I

te chintamanayo yasya nirmane paramauavah H 9*1 It

yasobhir-industtchibhir-yasyachchhataravarijaih \-

apuryateyam brahmandasuktir-muktaphalair iva \\ 95 11

siiyarn nilabjakantya yah pxaaayibhyo dadau drisa 1

aratibhyas-clia sahasa
j
ah re nistrimsalekhaya ll 96 U

amsah savalkalagranthih sajatapallavam sirah
|

chakre yen-ahitastrmam-akshasutrahldtah karah 11 97 ll

puram kalakramat-teaa prasthifeenambikapateh I-

maurvikiuahkavatyasya prifchvl doshni nivesifca U 98/1

prasasti parifco. visvam-TTjjaymyam puri sthitah |.

ayam- Yhyati-Mandhatri-Duhshyanta- Bharatopamafr ll 99 ||

anenastafe. kapoleshu paadima ripuyoshitam |

samahrityaiva tadbharfcriyasaso bahusalina |t 100 11*

sada samakarasyasya Lakshmlkulagrihasya clia 1

Sindhuraja iti vyaktam nama dugdhodadher-iva ll 101 11

anena. vihitanyatra yatsahasasafcanyatali I

Havlnasahasahkoyam yiragoshthlshu glyate ll 102 \\

Verse 84— chalci^ai — MS. .

88 — dadhan— MS. The manuscript has prima mznn, — r&j&bTiramalaihchalcre. ASaradasr sands

over the deleted bhra, and a §arad& ma under latii.

90 — The first syllable of Hhmatii is uncertain, before it stands plainly dihshyd*.

92 - 0tpaUbhM ;
“grajesyS.gray.l- MS. The correction (as Zaohariae proposes) is proved to be correct

" by Kshemendra’s and Dinifca’s-aeootmts. See below, pp. 163-169, pankh&yD, - MS.

94 —• nirMd.n& — MS.

„ 96 — ya pranayi0 — MS.

93 __ ^uiM or pftchcM chushU nivestidL — MS.
’’

99 — omujjavanym— MS. Ujjayani is perhaps the correct form of the name.

j00 — The MS. seems to require samdJirityeveta0 ; yasasd — MS.

” m~ Samalakesy&sya--US. The ya of the^econd sya is written below in feada character.

102 - Behind this verse stands a sign which, looks exactly like the numeral 80 of the Aksharapalli, and x*

,

s

’ probably meant to indicate that the portion on the Paramfira kings is concluded.
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Translation.

64. There (on Mount Arbuda) the wise house-priest of the Ikslmku made a sage’s grove rich

in wild rice, fruits, roots, firewood and Kusa-grass 34

65. His wish-granting cow was once stolen and carried away by the son of Gadhi, as was that

of Jamadagni, Arjuna,35 of Kritavirya’s offspring.

66. Arundhati, upon whose bosom the si'llr garment was bathed with streams of tears, became

a log, on account of her husband’s wrath.

67. Thereupon the first of the judges of the itharvana songs,36 with holy sayings, threw an

offering into the fire, which, kindling up with broad flames, seemed to bear an ascetic’s

hair braid.

68. Quickly a man sprang out of the fire, with bow and crown and golden armour.*'7

69. By him, the cow of the wise man, led away by Visvamitra, is brought back, as the sun

brings back the light of day, which has been led away by the thick darkness.

70. Then the grore-maidens took the cheek, wet with tears of joy, from the supporting hand

which is worshipped by the devout.

71. He received from the prophet t'he fitting name of Paramara — killer of the enemy —
and a ruler’s power over the globe, before whom ail the parasols of all other kings were

shut.

72 . (From him), who, bringing a multitude of great offerings, only left the ancient tortoise,58 —
73. (From him) the sacrifice!, by whom this earth was filled with golden altar staves, which,

resting on foundations of precious stones, were ornamented with wreaths of pearl-

strings,39 —
74* (From him), by whom, when he conquered the Haityas, Sachi was freed at last, with

a heart at rest from jealous wrangling with the race of impure splendour,
40 —

75. From him, who resembled the ancient King Manu, sprang a raee, who obtained high

esteem by virtuous kings, like beautifully rounded pearls.41

u A temple of Vasisbiha, which, through local tradion, is closely connected with the holy mountain, is still

found on the south side of Abu or Arbuda. The inscriptions in its vicinity proye that it was kept up by the prinees

of Chandr&vatL To the right of the temple stands the statue of a warrior, which, according to a tradition,

represents the mythical Paramara. See J. Tod, Travels in Western India
, p. 116

36 The story of the theft of the K&madhenu and its recovery differs widely here and in the narratives of

the bards of UajputSnS and Gujarat, from the classical, and is
,
of course, merely a local representation.

36 T&sishtha is naturally a better judge of the Atharavaveda, the great collection of charms and incantations

than the Purohijba*

87 On the origin of the PaTam&ras, who, according to the various modern bardic traditions in the Agnikuncla,
sprang from Mount Abfi, and belonged to the Agnikulas. See also J. Tod, Annals of MjastUn, Vol. I. p. 88 ff.,

and specially p. £6 (Madras ed. ). The account in the Nagpur Prasastf, verse 13 (Zeitsehf.d . Kundedes
Morgenlandes* Bd. Til, 194 ) and that in Somegvara’s Prasasti, verse 32 ( Kirtilcaumudi, App, I., p. 4 ) agrees
exactly with Padmagupta’s.

88 I e., he killed all other inhabitants of the ocean by his horse sacrifices and other Satiras, which required an
incredible amount of slaughter. Only the tortoise upon which the earth rests, was left.

39 On the golden, i e„ gold-plated stakes for the sacrifice, see J. Tod, Annals of MjastUn, Vol. I.pp. 71-72, and
specially note 1 on the latter page.

Probably this merely means that the Param&ra exterminated the Daiiyas, “ the race of impure lustre,”
and so pacified Sachi, troubled about India’s lordship.

" J
1 The poet, as often happens in other works, plays on the word suvriHa, "

virtuous ” and “ beautifully round-
ed.* Possibly a second play of words is intended with vamm race and “ bamboo rod.” Thus the end of the verse
might be translated : a race . . . . ( and that, therefore ) resembles a bamboo rod, which is made valuable by
beautifully rounded pearls. Referring to the Indian belief, that pearls grow in the bamboo rod.
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76. Into tbi3 race a king was born named tfpendra, who, although of great power, still

lightened the burden of taxes and therefore was like the sun and the moon, of which the

former is endowed*witk great heat and the latter cools the fire of his beams.*12

77. His fame, which always spread further, and which was the subject of the song of Situ,

reached over the ocean and (therefore) resembled the (monkey) Hanuman, who always

moves about restlessly, who sprang over the ocean in order to comfort SitaA*5

78. This sacrifices, before whom Indra was afraid,
44 whose body was made holy by sacrificial

baths, decked the earth with golden altar staves.

79. The sighs of his enemies’ wives, the rays of light from wbo-e glistening teeth broke into

waves, cooled him like fans.
45

80. When he and other rulers of men besides him wore departed, there was bom into this

race a moon among the princes called V&kpatir&ja.

81. His almond-shaped -eyes shared with the water-lily her beauty, and his ornamented arm,

which afforded ecstasy to women, caressed the Fortuna of the globe.40

82. When the earth trembled before bis .anger, the princes, whose hope of life sank, bowed

their proud heads, they drew not their stiff bows.

83. From him sprang a king, Vairisimha by name, a lion to his enemies
;

his fame, bright

as jasmine and like the diood, was as a mane to him.

42 Tie frequent play of woirds with jorat&pa, ‘heat * and ‘power,’ also with kara,

*

ray ’ and ‘ tax,’ naturally do

not escape Padmagupta.

*s The words saMgatigravritia and sttochchh vasiiahetn have double meanings. The first has no difficulty.

A really fitting explanation for the second as an adjective to yasas, is found, it seems, only when, on the other hand,

SttA is regarded as a proper name and iichehh vasita as synonym of iMna, " a song of the pouring out of the heart.’

UcJicUvas
,
literally '* to breathe out,” appears elsewhere also in this interchangeable meaning. A poetess Slta,

or m appears in the Bhoja legend. For traces of her, and especially the words ascribed to her in the

Bhojaprabandha, see Pisohel, “the poetess SttA” in the Festgrus* an BShtlinffh, V . 92 91. In the Prabandhcr

chintimani, completed in 1306 A. D., is mentioned a SU&^vlitS.pralanJJia, the contents of which are shortly as

follows : “In the time of Bhoja there lived in his capital the mistress of a cookshop («#&«>» )SrM by name.

A pilgrim, for whom she cooked, died from' taking Kangani oil. She determined to kill herself by drinking the

same Instead of dying, however, she became very clever. She then studied the sciences a little and went with her

young and beautiful daughter Vijaya to court. Sifea greeted the kingwith the verse

gauryam sateukulakshay&vadhi yaso brahmandabhandavadhi

tyagastarkuhavanchhitavadhir-iti kshoni samndravadhih I

* graddha parvataputrika-patipadadvamdvapranamavadhi

grimanbhojamahhipate niravadbih iesho gunanam ganah \\

The merry (vmodaSnya) king then Challenged the beautiful YijayA to the Uchavwnana. She answered with

a corresponding couplet to the above :
—

*

Unnahaschibukavadhirbhujalatamulavadhih sambhavo

vistaro hridayavadhih kamalinisutravadhih samhatifi I

varnah svarnakathavadhih katinata vajiakarakshmavadhi-

stanvangyah kuchamandaie yadi param lavanyamastavadi i\

Hso purely legendary in this part. On the other hand, it may certainly be expected, that there was a poe ess

jsttd as all the characters appearing in Merntunga are historical.
.

4 i Indra feared the king, because he offered so many sacrifices and on the 100th would have driven him r

lipTcMtinnally and thus oaused waves in the beams, which emanated from their flashing t^ .

« Mya is used twice, and is to be translated the first time by “ waterlfiy,” the second by globe

( brbhH

)

( Zachariae ). The star on the king’s arm is on the bangle.
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84 .

85 .

86 .

87 .

88 .

89 .

90 .

91 .

92 .

93.

94,

95,

96 .

97.

TThen the kingly swans saw the bow of this prince, who was like Paulomi’s husband, they

forsook the land, as the regal swans forsook the pond, when they saw India’s rainbow !
^

From him sprang a king, Sri-Siyaka by name, a field of fame, a pearl from the mussel

of earth, who was like Dilipa.

As Adhokshaya’s Lakskmi, as the moon crowned god’s Ambika, so was the queen.

VadajA — this ruler’s wife — like the earth .

48

This strong man, a moon among the princes, who, on account of the piety of his subjects,.

attained to perfect happiness, banished the thick darkness of the Kali age .
49

This king set up a retreat, subdued his thoughts, practising great patience, was clothed in

the grass robe of a. royal sage.

With countenance like the moon, covered with tears, from which the sparkle of laughter is

missing, the wives of the Lord of Eactftp&ti proclaimed his victory.

He made the harem of the Huna princes, from whom the bracelet, tile sprangle, the foot-

ring, and the girdle were taken, into the dwelling-place for the consecration of.

widowhood.

As the moon from the eye of Atri, so sprang from him this delight of the eyes, a favourite

of the gods and his parents, who banished darkness from the world .
60

His elder brother was the illustrious Utpalar&ja, a leader of the band of nobles, the

lord of the earth, who surrounded Sagarals sons with the ocean as with a grave. 61 -

After Vikram&ditya was departed, after, Satav&bana had gone home, the goddess

Sarasvati reposed beside this poet-friend .
62

In the creation of this truly generous ( prince ) the creator actually used desire-granting

jewels as particles.

The shell of the universe was filled with his fame, which,, of splendour pure as the moon,

sprang from his flashing sword ( and therefore ) resembled pearls, which, pure as* the

moon, spring from the clearest water .
53

With the glance ( of his eye ) which sparkled like the blue water-lily, he gave his friends

happiness and suddenly he robbed his enemies with the flash of hia sword, which glanced

like the water-lily.54
'

He fastened the knots of the grass robe upon the shoulder of his enemies’ wives, wound

ascetic plaits round the head, and wreathed the hand with roses .
55

Wien the rainy season-comes the K&jahamsas go north..

18 The first two comparisons are compliments to the king and his -wife, who are compared with Vishnu and
Sira, as also with Lahshmi and Parvati. When it is also said, that Vadaj& “ is like the earth,” Styaka’s wife, it is

to be remembered that, according to the Indian style of expression, the earth is invariably the first wife of each
king.

A%y<t is divided into d + dpya ( ! )

co This ” delight of the eyes,” is the ruling prince Sindhur&ja ( Zaehariae-).

63 On Utpalar&ja. See below, p. 168,

62 By Yxkmm&ditya is meant the author of the era of 57-56 B. C., who is also mentioned as ruler of Ujjain
( Zachariae ). The Satav&hana, who is meant here, is HAla, the compiler of the QdtUkosha.

SB The composite, achchhaiarav&r$jaih
}
is to be divided the first time into achohfta-tara-v&rt-jai

h

, i.e., sphumt-
Mmgenajaidtaih; the second time into achchhata^vdrijai^ i. atymtaiuddhajalem janiMih. Aecording to the
Indian legend, the pearl mussels come to the surface of the sea and open on the day of the Mflaik-Thflr!. If it is
raining, then each raindrop becomes a pearl.

* belongs to dnsd as well as to nisirimMeHayd and must therefore be twice translated.

v f Tb
l meaningr is *hat the kin£P™1®* kis enemies into the wood and forced them to live as hermits. Pallavahmmm the meaning given in the Koshas ( vistara ).
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98* Through Mm, who, in course of time* departed to the town of the husband of Ambika,

was the earth laid in the arm of this ( our present lord ) who is represented by the striped

bow.56

99.

Residing in the town of Ujjayini, he rules all around, he who was descended from (the

ancient rulers) Yay&ti, Mandhatri, Duhshyanta and Bharata.

100.

Through this
(
hero

) was the white colour laid with a strong arm upon the cheeks of the

wives of his enemies after he robbed their husbands of their fame.57

101. It is easy to be understood ( that) the name of this ( prince) who always possesses Alakaras,

and is the ancestral dwelling of Lakshml, is like that of the milk-ocean Sindhur&ja—

*

‘sea king.* 58

102. Because here (on earth) he accomplished hundreds of brave deeds, he will therefore be

sung at the festivals of heroes as the new Suhasanka.

The preceding extract and the previous single notices quoted from other parts of the

Navasdhastfhhacharita result in the following genealogical tree of the Paramara kings of Dhara and

Ujjain, who might at once, on account of the notices contained in the published inscriptions, be

compared :—

•

I. Navasahasahkacharita.

Paramara

II. Kagpur Prasasti.63

Paramara

III. Yakpati’s and Bhoja’s

Land-grants.63

Upendra

Yakpatiraja

Yairisimha Yairisimha

Krisknaraja
'

J'

Yairisimha

i

Siyaka

Siyaka or

Sriharshadeva59

Utpalaraja or Sindhuraja or

Vakpafci raja II 60 Navasahasdhka or

Kumaranarayana61

Siyaka

Munjaraja Sindkuritja

Bhojaraja

Yakpatiraja or

Amoghavarsha or

Prithvivallabha or

.

Srivallabha 974 and 979 A. D.

Sindhuraja

Bhoja, 1021 and 1042-43 A* D,

56 1. e.
s
after Utpalaraja died, the now ruling king Sindhuraja became his successor.

6T According to Indian expression fame is “white.” The king takes his enemies’ fame and so wins a white

colour, which he puts on the cheeks of the wives of his enemies which become white with sorrow and anxiety.

58 The king possesses always Makaras, i. €., armies formed in the Makara Order ( Manu, VII. 187 ;
Ktfonandciki

Nitisdra) just as the ocean is full of sea-monsters called Makara, i. e., sharks. Fortune is always on his side as was

the case with his fathers ; he is thus the heir of Lakshml. As the goddess of fortune, Lakshml, rose out of the

Milk-ocean at the stirring of the Nectar, this is therefore also bis inheritance.

63 See above, p. 159. se See above, p. 161. 61 See above, p. 154.
^ ^

82 The inscription was at first badly published, with a very imperfect facsimile by Bal G&ngAdhar SMstri in

the Jour. Bombay B. JR. As. Soc . I. p. 259, The second publication of it by Lassen in the Zeiisch. /. d. Kunde des

Morgenl. VII. p. 194 fit., is much better j it is made from a transcript of the copy found in Sat&ra on a copperplate.

This isnow no longer sufficient for present requirements and a new copy is much to he desired. Lassen calls Siyaka’s

younger son Simha&eva and he remarks { loc. cii. p. 311 [211], note 23 ) that this is distinctly the reading in his

copy, while that of the facsimile in the Bombay Journal can no longer be read with any certainty. It is quite correct

that the letters in the latter are defaced. The name looks like (p. 274, No. 15) grUtidrardjo. Mr, J. F. Fleet, who

possesses a paper impression of the inscription, kindly informs me that the original has &H~Sindhurdjo. The form

Simhar&ja is no doubt owing to the copyists of Lassen’s transcription having made an unlucky conjecture

as pandits often do.

63 qq# oldest Sfis&na of king VAkpatir&ja is published by Dr, F. 33. Hall, Jour . Bang. As. Soc., XXX,

p. 195 ff., and with a facsimile by N. J. Kirtane in Ind. Ant. VI. p. 48 ff. The later of the same king by

Dr, B&jendralAl Mitra in Jour. Beng. As. Soc. XIX. p. 475 ff., and' by Dr. Kielhorn, hid. Ant, XIV. 159

Bhoja’s gift is published by Kirtane, loc. tit, p, 53, with a facsimile.
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The origin of the Param&ras, placed by the tradition of the bards, which reflects the above-

quoted verses xi. 64, 72, in the holy mountain Abu-Arbuda, the most southern arm of the

Aravali chain, which rises on the boundary of Rajputana and Gujarat and in the grey far-off time

when the great feud between the head Brahman Yasish{ha and the Kshatriya intruder Yisvamitr

a

was fought out. The bards also relate much of the early developed power of the Paramaras, of

their manifold ramifications, and their great kingdom in Western and Southern India.
64

There is,

however, no sure trace of them in Indian history,65 before the appearance of the dynasty of Malva.

The Param&ras first come into power in the town of Dhara, which lies in the western part of the

province, and from there they conquered the east of Malva with the capital Ujjain. This proves with

more certainty than the tradition of the hards that Padmagupta repeatedly (p. 159, above) calls Dliarfi

the family residence of the Paramaras. The period of the first development of their power cannot

be fixed with certainty. It must, however, have been about 800 A. D. as will be shown further on.

As the Paramaras of Malva believe in the legend of the birth of their eponymous hero on

Abu. this may lead to the supposition that they came from the north-west. The old Port of

Achalgadh on Abu, and the town of Chandr&vati south of Abu, have been for centuries in the

possession of a Paramara family, who rendered homage to the Chaulukyas of Anhilvad from the

eleventh century. Somesvara’s Prasasti of Yikrama Samvat 1287, recounts an older line, Dhtimar&ja,

Dhandhuka, Druvabhata, and others, also a later and entirely historical one which consists of

B&madeva, Yafeodhavala, Dh&r&varsha, PrahJ&dana, Somasimha and Krishnar&ja. The

last six kings may be recognised from other works and ruled between 1150 and 1231 A. D. This

connection between the Param&ras and Mount Abu makes clear that it and nothing else had been the

foundation of the legend of the rise of Param&ra from the Agnikunda there. Now, as the

Param&ras of Dhar^ possess the same legend, it is easy to suppose that they are a branch of the

ruling race of Achalgadh and Chandravat£
?

Upendra.

The first king Up8ndra sung by Padmagupta was not the immediate predecessor of the next named

Yakpatiraja I. Between them reigned other princes. The plural shows that there must have

been three. On no consideration may the reign of Upendra be placed later than about the

year 800 A. D. As the first king, for whose reign we possess several fixed dates, Yakpatiraja II.,

died, as will be shown further on, between 994 and 997, the date of his first land-grant is the

year 974. As his brother Sindhuraja reigned sometime after him, then the beginning of his owq

64 J. Tod, Annals of R&jastft&n, Yol. I. pp. 83-84.

eB lessen, Ind. Alterthumk. III. p, 822, thinks that Ptolemacus mentions the Param&ras undey the name Porvaroi

and adds : “ Their name in this form comes nearer to the oldest (Pramdra) than to that of the present time Punwar
or Powar of which we get the second in Powargarh, i, e„ Powargada, Port of Powar ; the name of Champanir, the

old capital of a district in north Gujarat.” The identification of Porvarai with Param&ra is, however, doubtful, as

the first word means a people, the second a Kshatriya family, which, so far as is known, has given its name to no district

in India. Thus it is to be remarked that the present Powars or Puars certainly give themselves out as Paramaras,
since a member of their family rules DharS, the modern Dhar. They are, however, Marathas and not K&jputs. Their
genealogical claims are certainly officially recognised, but native scholars in MfilvS never speak of the story of the

relationship of His Highness the Maharaja Anandrao with the Maharaja Bhoja without a meaning smile and do not
believe in it. The grounds against the derivation are — 1st, that Powar or Puar do not agree well in sound with
Param&ra ; 2nd, that in Rajputand and Malva the real successors of the Paramaras call themselves Parmars, not
Puars. Ihe Puars settled in Mdlvd and Bundelkhand might all he successors or relations of the Maratha Jesvant
Rfio Puar, who received the title of king of Dh£r in 1749 (conf. Malleson, Native States of India, p. 207). Finally, as
regards the name of Powargarh, this is a result of the Gilchristic method of transcription. The mountain fort
which is not, as Lassen thinks, identical with Champ&ntr, and lies, not in northern, but in middle Gujarat, is

c$M©dmGu$ar|ti, P$vAga4h, and in Sanskrit, according to an inscription of Samvat 1525 {Ind. Ant., Vol VI.
p» 1 f£. ) P&vakadurga, the Port of the P&vaka, perhaps <f the fire.” The name has nothing to do with the Paramaras,
who have never, so far as js known, possessed Pfivagadk.

G* Kiriilammdt, App. pp. 4-6, 14-15, and K. Forbes, Ms MM, pp. 210-211.
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reign must have fallen about the year 970. Between Vakpatiraja II. and Vakpatiraja I. are two
generations, and between the latter' and Upendra at least three reigns. If one reckons 25 years to

a generation, then there are 150 years between the beginning of the reign of Vakpatiraja [I. and
the end of Upendra’s. Of course it is not to be supposed that there is any degree of certainly in

this statement, as the number of the kings omitted may be much greater. But it is the latest that is

possible. Padmagupta’s verses concerning Upendra assert merely that he diligently attended to the

Srauta sacrifices and was a great warrior. If the translation of verse 77 is correct, a poetess Situ,

who perhaps lived at his court, sang of him (see note 43, p. 1G3).

Dr. F. E. Hall67 and Sir A. Cunningham68 identify Upendra with Kpishnar&ja, the first

king in the inscriptions of Vakpatiraja II. The supposition is natural, as Krishna and Upendra are

synonymous. It may also be correct, though Kpishnar&ja stands immediately before Vairisimha,
the third king in Padmagupta’s list. The text of the inscription merely says that each of the kings

mentioned “ thought respectfully of the feet” (of the before-mentioned). Usually this phrase is used

in connection with an immediate predecessor. There are, however, cases in which it is used in

connection with a king further removed 69 Those who reject Hall’s identification must agree that

the next king in Padmagupta’s list likewise bore the name of Krishnar&ja, which also is not

impossible.

Vakpatiraja I.

Padmagupta’s description of this king is purely conventional. According to what has been

already said, the beginning of his reign falls about 895 A. D. His name seems also to appear in an

Udayapur inscription. Dr. F. E. Hall does not recognise the existence of two Vakpatirajas. He
says, however, loo. cit, : “ Vakpati had issue in Vairisimha, and Vairisimha had a son Harsha.”

This only applies to Vakpatiraja I.

Vairisimha.

Of this king we only hear that he was his predecessor’s son. Hi$ reign may have begun about

920.

Siyaka.

Matters improve somewhat with Vairisiihha’s son, who, according to Navas. SI. 85 and the

inscriptions, also called Siyaka, according to Navas. XVIII. 40 (p. 155) Sri Hsrshadeva. As

regards the first name till now unmentioned, it may be remarked that Siyaka stands lor Siiiihaka,

In the tertiary Prakrits of Western India, in place of the Sanskrit siriiha in a proper name, either

singh or si is used. Thus, for Amarasirhha both Amarsingh and Amarsi are found
;
for Padmasimha,

Padamasingh or more often Padamsi
;

for Narasimha, very often Narsi. In the present case, this

explanation is proved by the fact that Merutunga in the Munjaprciba%dha calls the father of Munja

and Siihdhala, Simhabhata ,
70 This was doubtless the original Sanskrit name of the king. Siyaka

is a half Prakrit pet-name. The second name Harsha or Harshadeva appears in the unedited

Udayapur Inscription and also in other Sanskrit works.71

67 Jour. Beng . As. Soc. Vol. XXXI. p. 114, note. Dr. Hall seems to have found the names in the inscriptions

from Udayapur mentioned there. He incorrectly calls him “ the grandfather of Bhoja’s grandfather.^

68 Arehmol. Jtef. Yol. X. p. 84, note 1.

69 See Ind. Ant . Yol. YI. pp. 184 and 194, where it says, that Durlabha of Anhilv&d thought of the feet of

Oh&munda, while his immediate predecessor was his brother Yallabha.

I 0 See also K, Forbes, B&s M&1&, 2nd ed. p. 64.

Conf. below, p. 168. What is said here about the identity of Siyaka and Harshadeva, as also that of

Utpalarf.ja and Vakpatiraja, rests chiefly on Zachariae’s communications. He has made these discoveries and

gathered the notices belonging to them.
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Padmagupta describes Siyaka-Harshadeva first as a royal philosopher doing homage to

fjii'etisoi and asceticism and then as a warlike ruler. It will be necessary to reverse the order,

and take for granted that Siyalca, like so many Indian kings, after an active life, turned his

attention to the achievement of Moksha, without, at the same time, perhaps, retiring from his

position as ruler. His warlike achievements were the conquering of the “ Lord of Ra4up&$V’ 72

and the killing of a Hftna prince. Who these kings or chiefs were, and where they ruled, has not

as yet been ascertained. As to the Huna, who is mentioned very often in the inscriptions, it may

be remarked that the earlier favourite identification of them with the white Huns is not tenable. It

is quite correct, as Dr. F. E. Hall remarks,’73 that the Hunas, or more usually Hunas, mentioned in

the inscriptions of the middle period were an Indian Kshatriya family. In bardic lists they are

counted among the Rajput races, and the accounts of their alliance with the Kulachuris show that

they are counted as such. These facts naturally do not preclude the possibility that the Huna

Kshatriyas sprang originally from Huns. As the Kskatriyas have adopted foreign elements in

a remarkable manner. Siyaka’s wife was called Vadaj&.

VAkpatir&ja II0

Like many other Indian princes ,’

™

Siyaka’s eldest son?5 bore many names and was called

^Akpatir&ja, Utpalar&ja, Mufija, Amoghavarsha, Prithvivallabha and Srivallabha. The

first two names are found in Padmagupta (p. 150, above), and, according to the suggested alteration

in XI. 92, they are also to be found in Kshemendra and Vallahha. The former quotes the

well-known verse, ahau vd hdre , in his Auchityavichdracharckd,
and ascribes it to the esteemed

Utpalar&ja ( snma&utpalardjasya ), while the SubhdshitdvaU of the latter names VAkpatiraja,

son of the esteemed Harshadera, as author. 76 Padmagupta’s account leaves no doubt that

Vakpatiraja is the son of the esteemed Harshadeva, Vakpatiraja II. of Malva, nor that Kshemendra

means the same prince. Because the person mentioned by Kshemendra bears the title srimat

and (leva, only a king caa be meant, and, as according to the Navasdliasdnlcaoharita
,
XI. 92,

V&kpatir&ja, the son of Harshadeva-Siyaka, had another beginning with Utpala, thus, in view

of Vallabha’s remark, the above conclusion is unavoidable. Another case in which Vakpatiraja II.

is called Utpalar&ja is mentioned further on. That V&kpatir&ja II. is identical with Muftja,

Dr. F. E. Hall recognised and repeatedly expressed77 in the Bengal Journal A. Soo.
9
XXX.

p. 114, note, and Dasarupa
, p, 2, note. The proofs for it are : (i) the genealogical tree given

above, where Munja appears in the place of Vakpatiraja; (2) the fact that Dhanika, in the

commentary to the Dasarupa
,

p. 184 and 186 (ed. Hall), ascribes one and the same verse

“to the esteemed King Vakpatiraja” and “to the esteemed Munja.” However strange such

a method of quotation may seem to us, it is quite usual among the Indians, who thought nothing

of mentioning a many-titled man under two or more of his names. Finally, the identity of*

V&kpatir&ja-Amogbavarsha of the laud-grants with Padmagupta’s Vakpatiraja II. is made
quite clear by the list of reigns.

All that Padmagupta says of V&kpatir&ja II,, apart from conventional phrases, is, that he
had a liking for poetry and poets, was extraordinarily generous and warlike. Twice, I. 7 ( p. 150, above )
and XL 98-94, he calls him emphatically a friend of poets, and says, I. 6, that he was led by him to

72 This may be a town or a country (conf, AnahilapAtaka and Medapata or Meva£).
M Jour. Beng. As. Boo. XXX . p. 117, note 11, and Jour. Am. Or. Soc. YI. p. 528.
W See» for sample, the genealogical tree of the RAshtrakdtas of Manyakheta, Ind. Ant Yol. VI. p. 72, and

the table in Meet’s Dynasties of the Kanarese District
, pp. 92-93.

<

** Tite dement of the legends in Merutunga and others that he was a foundling seems to me untenable.
V Eetewon, Jour. Bomb. B. R. As. Soc. XVI. p. 169. Peterson’s views there expressed are probably more correct

than those in the BubhdshitdvaU, p. 115, accordingto which only the one verse, No. 3414, should belong to YAkpatirAja.
” This view was aeeepted without hesitation by A, Cunningham, Arch&ol. Rep. Yol. X. p. 84, note 1.
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tread the poets’ path. From accounts gathered from other sources we may complete his statements.

Vakpatir&ja II helped other writers besides Padmagupta. Among these are the two sons of Vishnu,
Dhanamjaya and Dhanika, the first of whom composed the Dasarupa

,
while the latter commented

upon it. Dr. F. E. Hall does well to express himself carefully and say ;
“ it may be suggested, that

Dhauika — one of his
(
Dhanamjaya’

s )
commentators and possibly his own brother — was living

about the middle of the tenth century.*'?8 Now, however, since it is clear that V&kpatir&ja, MufLja,

and Utapalar&ja are names for one and the same person, all doubt as to the age of the two

authors disappears, the one of whom, according to his own words, was famous for his wit at the

court of king MuSja, and the other describes himself as maMsddhyapdla of the great and

esteemed king TJtpalar&ja .
79 In the time of Vakpatiraja II, also falls the activity of the

lexicographer and poet DkanapAla, whom the Prabaudbas erroneously make a contemporary and

favourite of Bhoja.80 The date of his Prakrit Kasha, Yikrama Saihvat 1029, i. e 972-3 A. D.,

makes this very apparent. Likewise Hal&yudha, the commentator of Pingala, according to his own

statement ( Subhdskitavail, p. 115), lived under the rule of this prince. Yakpatir&ja’s own activity

in poetry is shown, not only by the numerous verses ascribed to him in the Prabandhas but more

certainly by the quotations in the anthologies, among which the one mentioned above in Kshemendra

deserves special consideration, as Kshemendra writes about 50 years after his time.

If Padmagupta speaks merely in ordinary terms of the warlike undertakings of his first patron,

doubtless the reason is that the sad death of Vakpatiraja made it seem unfitting to describe the

latter in detail. His words,81 “ The seal which Yakpatiraja put upon my song as he mounted to

heaven, is now broken by Sindhur&ja, the younger brother of that friend of poets,” shewed

distinctly that the fate of his first master had affected him deeply. It is therefore not to be

wondered at that he does not allow himself to go into details. From the inscriptions and the

Prabandhas one gathers that Yakpatiraja was at war with his eastern and southern neighbours.

The unedited inscription mentioned by Dr. F. E. Hall tells of a successful war against one

Yuvar&ja of Chedi, the father of Kokalla II, during which he is supposed to have taken the

capital of the Haihayas, Tripura .
83 DRan&p&la’s account probably refers to him, that he wrote

his work when the king of DMr& had plundered M&nyakheta, As in the introduction to the

edition of the Paiyalaohchhi is shewn the capital of the R&thors of Mtaekir or M&lkhed must

be MAnyakheta, and the conquered enemy was the last prince of that race, Karka III, called

Kakkala or Amoghavarsha. Yakpatiraja II doubtless helped to accomplish the fall of the Southern

Rathor kingdom. He remained also the enemy of the real destroyer of it, CMlukya Taiiapa II

of Kalytaa, who entered upon the possession of the inheritance of the Rathors. Sixteen times,

says Merutunga,83 did Munja conquer Taiiapa before he undertook his final march against him,

and therefore scorned him. Although the number may be an exaggeration, and the Paramara’s

fortune in war not always favourable, still so much is certain that Vakpatiraja Munja waged war

with Taiiapa II for a considerable time. At last he was unsuccessful, suffered a decided defeat, and

lost his life in the south. The Prabandhas give Munja Yakpatiraja’ s last march in detail. They

assert that he undertook it against the advice of his minister Budr&ditya, was taken prisoner by

78 Dasarupa, p. 2.

79 D
t
asantya, End, and H. H. Wilson, Hindu Theatre, p. xx. ( ed. Rost ). That given by H. H. Wilson, and in

a notice appearing in one of Dr. HalFs MSS. is wanting in the publication ,* notwithstanding its at first

apparently inexplicable character, it is, however, entirely credible. Such historical notices 'are often left out in the

MSS The extract from the B>'ihatkathdmanjan of Kshemendra, inserted at the end of the first Prak&sa, is, of

course, an interpolation. It does not appear in all manuscripts.

'

»® See above, p. 150, note 6.
81 See above, p. 150.

sa Jour . Beng . As. Soc. Vol. XXX. p. 114, note, and Cunningham, Archwok Rep, Vol. X. p. 85.

88 Sapaihaddnapurvalam nishklhya, iath pura shodha nirjitamityavajmtaya paiyamatireJcavasdtidm saritam

utftrya skandhdvdram nivesaydrmsa \\ (from the Munjaprdband!ia).
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Tailapa, and sometime afterwards, when he made an attempt to escape, was first treated shamefully,

and at length hanged on a tree.** The narrative is adorned with so many touching scenes, and so

many verses, which the imprisoned king is said to have composed, under different circumstances,

that its legendary character is unmistakable. The details are therefore not to be depended on. But

that Tailapa II killed Vakpatiraja-MuSja is correct, as two Chalukya inscriptions mention this

famous deed.85 Also Rudraditya was, as Lassen has remarked, really Yakpatiraja’s minister, as

he is mentioned in his Sdsana of 979 A. D. The fact that Yakpatiraja was killed by Tailapa II

makes it possible, with the assistance of a note in a Jaina work, to fix the time at which his march

took place and his reign concluded, within a limited period. Amitagati completed his

Subhdslutaratnasamdoha ,
Yikrama Samvat 1050 or 993,94 A. D., during the reign of king Munja,

and Tailapa II died shortly before or in the Saka year 919, i. e., 997-98 A. D., which is the first

year of his successor. Munja’s death, therefore, occurred in one of the three years 994 to 996.88

The beginning of his reign lies before Yikrama Samvat 1031 or 974 A. D. : the date of his oldest

land-grant must not, as has been remarked, be far removed from the same.

Sindhur&ja.

According to the accounts of the Prabandhas,
bitter enmity existed between V&kpatir&ja-

Mufija and his brother Sindhur&ja, to whom they apply the pet-name Sindhula or Simdhala.

Sindhuraja had to flee trom Malva, and lived long as a fugitive “ in the town of Kasahrada ” in

Gujarat. Later he returned to his home, and was at first received kindly by his brother, but was

afterwards blinded by him and confined in a wooden cage. During his imprisonment his son Bhoja

was born to Mm, whom Munja, alarmed by the prophecy that he would be bis successor, endeavoured

to kill. Bhoja, however, was enabled to obtain a reprieve from his executioner and, by a letter,

so to change the king’s opinion that he chose him as his successor to the throne. After

MtmjaT
s decease, Bhoja was anointed as king.87 Padmagnpta’s poem completely discredits this

narrative, which excludes Sindhuraja from the throne and proves what must also be concluded

from Blioja’s land-grant of 1021-22 A. D. that he ruled over Malva for sometime. The

only grain of truth which the Prabandhas may contain is perhaps that for a time the brothers

quarrelled. The condition of things cannot have been serious. As otherwise, Padmagupta, who

had served under Yakpatiraja, would not have been a favourite of Sindhuraja’ s. In support

of this there is the poet’s utterance in verse 98, that Yakpatiraja ^whep he departed to the town

of the Lord of the Ambika, laid the earth on Sindhuraja’s arm.” Taken literally this means, that

Yakpatiraja on his death-bed appointed his brother as his successor. It may perhaps be accepted,

therefore, that Sindhuraja, whether immediately before Vakpatiraja’s fateful expedition or still earlier,

had attained to the dignity of yuvarrfja.

84 See If. Forbes, B&s Jf&ld, pp. 65-S3, and lessen, IncjL Alteythumsh. III. p. 840. The above accounts are
found in Merutuhga. Respecting his death ft says :

—

Tadann Manjemprishtam tezyd mpiranavidambemaya maim murayishyatha
j
vriJtshasdhhdvalambanui ....

tadanu iaih Munjam niJiatya tacJichhiro rojangane SdH’kaprotarh Tcritva dadhivilipiam JcdrayanmniJa7Yi-a7iiar sham
puposha II

85 J. Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts
, p. 40.

86 D* Bhdnd&rkar, Report on the Search for Sanslcrit MSS., 18S2-3, p. 45, has accepted this chronology.
Heplaoesthebeginningof theTikrama era, however, in the year 56 B. O., which does not suit for M&hrft

3
as is

clearly shown from the dates iu Vakpatir&ja’s second land-grant. There, it is said, the gift was made V. S. 1036.
KArttika-p&r$im&, at the time of an eclipse of the moon, which took place on Nov. 6, 079 A.D., while the §&sana was
composed^ V. S. 1036, Chaitra badi 9. The Yikrama year in Maly& began, according to this, not in K&rttika
sndi I., but in Chaitra sudi I., and the calculation went by the northern Purnimdnta system i see also Ind. Ant,
YoL XIY. p.,15p, and especially note 2.

?T See also If. ForbeB, MsMM
, p. 64. Forbes identifies K&sahrada with Kdeindra-Pdladi at Ahmed&b&d.
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According to the poem, Sindhuraja bore the surnames of Kum&ran&r&yana83 and
Havas&has&hka, “because he undertook hundreds of hazardous enterprises ( sdhasa ).” Several of

these bold deeds are enumerated. A number of princes and peoples, whom Sindhuraja is said to

have conquered, are presented in X. 14-^20 J
39 Among the names mentioned are found a prince of

the Htinas of the same race as he, with whom Siyaka waged war, and a prince of the Kosalas.

Further is mentioned the subjection of the inhabitants of Yagada, of the eastern part of the

province of Kachchb,90 of Lata, middle and southern Gujarat, and the Muralas, of a people in

Southern India, that is perhaps identical with the Keralas, the inhabitants of Malabar. The word of

an Indian court-poet, when he speaks of his lord’s victories, must not be put in gold scales. Every

Indian hero must have made his digvijayayatrd,
“ his march to the conquest of the world, ” and must

have been successful.- When the actual facts did not give material enough, poetic fancy was ready

to fill up ths gaps : though expeditions against the Huna, against Vagad, which belonged to the

kingdom of the Chanlukya of Aninlvad, and against L&ta where ruled the dynasty of B&rapa,

also conquered by the Chaulukyas, were not at all unlikely. So far as the relation between the

Chaulukyas and the Param&ras is concerned, it was always bad. The Jaina Prabandha# relate

that the cause of the strife was an insult offered to the second Chaulukya King Chamunda.

When the latter had retired from the throne in favour of his sou, 1010-11 A. D., he made

a pilgrimage to Benares, On his entrance into the country of Malva, the king caused his parasol

and the other signs of his rank to be taken away. He was forced to let the insult pass : on his

return, however, he commanded his son to take revenge. Thus began the enmity between Malva

and Gujarat, which lasted till the destruction of both kingdoms by the Muhammadans.91 This

narrative sounds rather incredible. Still the long feud between the two states, which brought first

one and then the other to the brink of destruction, is an indisputable fact. Its ground probably lay

not in a chance occurrence, but in the old race-hatred between the Paramaras and the Chaulukyas

or Chalukyas and the necessity of expansion of both neighbouring kingdoms. Thus Padmagupta*3

report of a certain temporary conquest of Vagad is quite credible. Also it is quite possible that

Sindhuraja waged a successful war against his neighbour in the south-west, the king of Lata.

Barapa and his family also belonged to the Chaulukyas and in nearer relationship to Tailapa II.

On the other hand, it is difficult to understand how Sindhuraja could overcome the Muralas, if by

these the Keralas are to be understood. If it may be understood, however, that Padmagupta — as

often occurs with Sanskrit poets — uses the expression inexactly and means some inhabitants of

Pravidian India, nothing can be said against his statement. For, from the Vikram&hhadeva&harita

it is certain that the straggle of the Paramaras of Malva with the Chalukyas of Kalyana continued

after Mubja’s death.92 .It is therefore not at all improbable that Sindhuraja undertook an

expedition to the south. Of the war with Kosala nothing trustworthy can be said. It may only be

remarked that the kingdom of Kosala spoken of embraced parts of the Central Provinces of to-day

and Berar 99

The story from the personal history of Sindhuraja, which represents the true object of

Padmagupta’s work, is unfortuuately surrounded with so thick a mythological covering that it is

impossible, without the help of accouuts containing only sober facts, to give particular details with

certainty* Those who are familiar with the court poet’s method of description and the Indian

inclination to change historical events of the most recent past, for purely poetical reasons, into

myths will not doubt for a moment that Padmagupta ’s seemingly fanciful legend rests throughout

upon a historical basis. Analogies in other poems are not rare. Take, for example, Bilhana’s

88 See above, p. 155.
89 See above, p. 157, mote 25.

98 Conf . JM. Ant. Yol. ¥1. 9, 184.

gi Forbes, R&s M6X&, p. 52. Merutnnga asserts that the king of M61v& referred to was Mufija.

gemaehandra is not guilty of this anachronism in the Dryterayakosha ; he gives, however, no names.

©2 Vihram&nkadevacfiariia; p. 27. 05 See Sir A. Cunningham, Aw, Geog. p. 519 ff.
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Vikram&nkadevacharita, the god Siva appears regularly when the poet’s hero and patron

Vikram^itya-Tribhuvanamalla comes into combat with the moral law. The latter’s birth also

is a gift promised by Siva personally and it is celebrated by showers of blossoms and sound of

trumpets. Finally, in the description of Vikramaditya’s courtship, his chosen Chandaladevi
is never mentioned by her true family name as a SilaMra princess, but always called Vidy&dhari9*

in conformity with the mythological tradition. Very similar mythological representations are to be

found in the parts of the Dvy&Srayakosha, which Hemachandra dedicates to his lord and patron

Jayasimha Siddhar&ja ,
95 as also in Some&vara’s report of the events which caused his yajamana

Viradhavala of Dholka, to found an independent kingdom.96 To these examples from works of

the 1 1th, 12th and 13th centuries, we may add one from an inscription which belongs at latest to the

second century of our era. The Andhra king, Pujum&yi, asserts in perfect earnest in his great
deed of gift, in Nasik cave-inscription No. 15, that his father, Gotamiputa Satakamni I., .won a battle

in which 44 the wind-god, the bird-man Garuda, the Siddhas, Yakshas, Rakshasas, Vidyadharas, Bhutas
and Gandharvas, as also sun, moon, and stars, took part. 97 Besides these analogies, we may add to
the above-expressed opinion that here and there perfectly prosaic details appear in Padmagupta’s
poems. For example, when one hears that the town of the demon-prince Vajrankusa lay
50 gavy&tis

, i. e., about 1OO7<?0$ or 150—200 English miles distant from the Narmada, one gets the
impression that the poet speaks of an actually known town, not of an imaginary picture of one
As regards the explanation of the story, only one point can be held as certain, namely, that the
Naga-princess Basiprabha was not a snake-goddess but the daughter of a king or chief from the
far-spread race of the N&ga-Kshatriyas. The existence of NAga-kings in Rajputana and
Central India is accredited by inscriptions,98 and their successors must certainly have remained long
in these regions. To venture further on this point is not advisable, while we have no assistance from
inscriptions. It may, however, still be mentioned that the Maharshi Vanku appearing in the
narrative corresponds with the geographical name Vanku in the Nagpur-Prasasti, verse 54.
Lassen erroneously reads Vankshu, and believes that the river Oxus is meant. The minister
Ya&ofohata-Ram&hgada is also of course a historical personality.

Although so much in Padmagupta’s accounts of the history of Sindhurfija is dark and
indistinct, still it gives us the fact that the latter reigned for some time. Years must have passed
after he mounted the throne, before the Navas&has&hkacharita was written, and the composition
of it cannot be placed earlier than the first decade of the 11th century. Hence it is necessary to
place the beginning of Bhoja’s reign further down than is usually done. Various synchronisms
demand this, and lead to the supposition that Bhoja was not a grown man in the lifetime of
Munja," as he only mounted the thrown towards the end of the second decade of the eleventh
century. Unfortunately we have only two dates of the time of his reign, that of his land-grant,
Vikrama Samvat 1078, Chaitra sudi 14, which probably corresponds to 30th March 102L and
that of his Karana of the Edjamrigdnka, Saka Samvat 964 or 1042-43.1" At any rate, the legends
of the wicked uncle Munja, which disfigure Forbes’ and Lassen’s work, and which’ until quite
recently, always reappeared, may now be considered as abolished.

Of the earlier history of Malva, Padmagupta merely mentions that the friend of poets,
Vikram&ditya of Ujjayini, formerly ruled there. This notice shows at least that the Vikrama
egend was developed m Malva m the same way as it was narrated in the Jaina JErabandhas of
the 13th and 14th centuries.

84 See Vihram&nTcadevacharita
, pp. 28-29, 37—89, note 1.

86 KirtiJsauwiudif. II. 76—107, and Ind. Ant, Vol. VI, p, l£9,
87 Burgess, Archaol. Rep. West. India

,

Vol. IV. pp. 109-110.
the name of Siri-Pulu.

95 Ind. Ant. Vol. XV. 235, 265.

Siri PulumSyi is mentioned by Ptolemseus under

95 Ind. Ant. Vol. XIV. p. 75, and Sir A. Cunningham, Arch. Rep, II. 310.89 It is indeed improbable that Bhoja, at the time when Padmagupta wrote, had reached manhoodbeen aYuvar&ja, there would not have been wanting a compliment for him199 The date in a copy of the Jesalmir MS. is : Salco vedartmando . . . .

Had he
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(Continued from p. 184:,)

.Appendix to John Campbell’s Narrative.

Additional Note on Thomas Pratts

Thomas Peatt was not actually in tlae Company’s service, but was employed by the Agent at

Hugli as a representative ol the English at Dacca, In the Hugli Consultation Book,€6 tinder date

9th November, 1663, there is the following entry with regard to Pratt and the expenses he incurred

at Dacca

A Noate of wfc demanded by Thomas Pratt Pr. Month for bis expences in servants

wages diett & his owne sailary.

L

For 10 peones Pa* M° ... « • • •

.

• ft# 21 .

For 20 pikes [paik] & a mange [manji] • ft# ... ft ft# 34. 15.

For 4 pikes more ... *## ... • ft# 6

A Cooke Buttler flagman ... ... ••• • ft* 10. 20.

To my diett ... ... ... f ft • 30

To a writer ... ... ... ... • ft ft 5

To 6 Caharrs
[
kaliar] ... ... ... • ft • 12. 15.

a washerman mussallye (
masalchi) ... ... ... • ftft 4

Hollencore [haldlkhor] ... ... ft ft# 2

To my owne M° sallary ... ... • ft# 40

For extraordinary expences at y© Durbar ••• ... #*# 10

This is y
9 Calculation W* I present to y

r vewe, how you will accept of it knowe not, but this

much I desire you would take notice of, y» I will freely give any man 50 Rup* p' m? more to beare

my monthly expences. In w* nature y9 Dutch live here is not unknown to some Englishmen time*

yet theire businesse hath not gone better forward in 3® Durban nor they betur respected hitherto,

although theire expences hath beene 4 times as much; and likewise pray Consider when any great

more ?Moorl y
9 Dutch, or any P^on of quallity come, whether it is a small expence to give

them entertaynement, for I have here no investmemts y* I can ence an Acco : by Charging it upon

another but every expence must appeare in its owne shape. Y* servant, Thomas Pratt.

'

'

Earlv in 1664 Pratt became embroiled in a quarrel at Dacca. The account of the occurrence

™SS <0 b.i ft. mh ».U » •»*-* M‘<- - “7“ *"

Sorrvto ready® Vnhappy accident y‘ befell Thomas Prat, hee did very rashly to give the occa-

sion but when hee was besett round wee know not w? a man may bee provokt to doe, especially

wa ks life is engag1 ,
wee are pswad* to thinke y® Nabob may bee reconciled when hee shall take

into Consideration the Oruell attempt made upon him by fyreing the house about his Bares. In

Julvof the same year Pratt was still m disgrace, for, in a Consultation at Hugh on the 11th

ofL Month we xLl« that the determination of the 9th. June to stop Thomas Pratts wages of

;80 rs was confirmed “ until he shall give satisfaction for w* laid to his charge or that we

find thereby that we may lose the Nabobs favour by w°* our Masters business may receive a greater

prejudice/’
ti

—
. es Factory Records, Hugli , No, 1.

66 See page 135. 6s Factory Records, Hugli, No. 1.

6T Factory Records, Surat, No. 10*.
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A year later, Pratt was still at Dacca. In July, he wrote to the Agent, M r Blake, at

Hugli,69 with regard to the mental state of Mr Marsh, the Company’s servant at Dacca. Pratt

declared himself unable to restrain Marsh and desired that someone might be sent to look after him.

In September of the same year, the Council at Hugli wrote to the Directors in England,76 “ Thomas

Pratt remains at Dacca to prefer our complaints and to endeavour redresses.
”

The later career and end of Thomas Pratt is given by Manucci and the details have

been supplied me by Mr. Irvine. Pratt had been employed by Mir Jumla to build and equip boats

for him, but he was suspected by Daud Khan Qureshi, the Governor of Dacca, who sent to seize

him. Pratt fired on his would-be captors, and then escaped by his back door to his ship in the river

and embarked for Arakan.

Here he intrigued with the King of Arakan and planned an attack on Bengal. Daud Khan

sent a letter to Pratt, couched in friendly terms, and arranged that it should fall into the hands of

the xlrakan King. Suspecting treachery, the King removed Pratt’s goods from his ship, bound

his crew, and then sent him and his ship to the bottom.

[II. — Narrative of Richard Bell.]

An acco1
of y

e Voyage fy Travells of Rich : Bell from Lisbon to Jerusalem fy other places

in ano 16tf9.

May 2B tJL 1669. I tooke boate from Lixn [Lisbon] to goe aboard y« Ship Mary and Martha *

Capt Dyer Bates71 Commander, his strenth 30 Guns, 50 Saylers, then Rideing in the bay Wagers

[Oeiros?] agst Passe Darkas[ Pa?o d’Arcos ].
72

We Weighed ankor of Tewesday at 4 Clock after none, y® winde faire & a fresh gaile, soe as

we arrived at Tangeere73 y
e 31 day, & caime to anker before y

e towne at 4 Clock in the morninge.

In Tangere7* litle remarkable saue y® Mould [Mole], wch is not in litle tyme like to be finished

for what wth some years laber & great Cost was built, is a great part washt downe, & more

like [to be] every day,75 w6hout better artists be imployed. Many good howsesare wfcllin y
e walls.

It lies on y
e side of a hill

;
wthout y

e walls theires a howse and Garden built and planted by

CoS Alsup,76 who then had a teak [tenant] in it, who sold beere, wyne & Sallets. It [is] Cald

White Hall in Affrica. We drank ye King of Englands helth in it, & at 4 Clock in y® afternoone

went aboard, & y
e winde faire, we weighed, Capt, Cod of Yarmoth and a ship of Bristoll in

or Company both bound for Genoa.

In oT way to Messena, y
t being y

e first port we weere to touch at, we past ye Islelands of

Maj & Minyorke [Majorca and Minorca], & by ye Isleland Sardna [Sardinia], of wch lay

becalmd 47 saile french Men warr & vittellers bound for the releife of Candia. In Sardenia is

6® 0. C. 3060, 70 o. C. 3069.
71 CaPt- Dyer Bates is mentioned in the Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series

, 1 Sept. 1670, as commander
of the Mary and Martha. Oovel, Parly Voyages in the Levant

,

p. 101, calls him Oapt. Dier Boles.”
72 PaQo d’Arcos, a town on the north bank of the Tagus, near the mouth, 91 miles from Lisbon. Mr. Ferguson

suggests that “ bay Wagers ” may represent the Bay of Oeiros, this town being miles beyond Pago d’Arcos.“
3 Then a British possession.

w Ia Tangier was made part of the dowry of Catherine of Braganza, wife of Charles II. A fine mole
was constructed, at a vast expense, to improve the harbour. The works were destroyed in 1684 and the place
was abandoned to the Moors.

78 Compara Pejn/s Diary, Wheatley’s ed., Vol. VIII., p. 2S5, "Sir H. Cholmley talking . . . of Tangier
spatters . . . troubled from some reports . . .of some decay to the Mole, and a breach made therein by the
sea to a great value.

’

'

” A “ AlsoPP’ ‘be King’s brewer ” and contractor “ for yiotualling of Tangier ” died 27 July 1664 See'
174< 1761 178>m W5’ I98 ' FeAaPs “Coll Alsup" mentioned by

Bellwas a son of the King s brewer,”
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y® herbe woi if a man eafce he dies laiSnge.77 On y
e day June, we weere beeahiid amonge j°

burninge [Lipari] lslelaads for 2 dayes. They are called, 1 Strumbelo [Strombeli] 2 Yulcaa

[Yalcatio], 3rd Valcanello. We, y° 3M day, had a fresh ga :
le, wc^ past vs betwixt y

e povnts

of Silla aad Charibd[is], the oae Oa y
e Islelaad of Scicillia, thother Oa y

e Gallabria, y
e Popes

Coatrey. And, in two howers after, Moored oT ships before Messena, & had prattick73 in 2 howers

after.

This Messena is y
e 2 (l Citty in y

e greate Islelaad of Scicillia. At y® tyme of or being

theire, came 16 Gallies of y
e popes & Maltezes, & 8 days after eaime 14 Gallys of y° French

;
all

weighed, & weere for the releife of Candia. 79

Messena hath ye farest mould [Mole] of anie place in Xgiandome, and its most of it natural!.

The Key, cald j® Marreene [Marina], is a very faire one, & On it, for neare a mile, stately howses,

all vniforme, faceing y
e Sea, wch

it bounds, soe as y
u may step of ye Key into a ship of 300 Tuns,

theire being water to make hir swim w fcl1 hir full Ladeing. Seuerail faire Castles, Convents,

Monasteries & Churches are in it, As also faire Conduits & beautifull streets.

The Manufacter is silke, y
e greatest quantity made wrain 4 or 5 Miles about y® Towne

wcl1 1 se drawne from y
9 Cod [Cocoon] into skeynes, wch is an art verry Curious to vnderstand

y
e well doeing of it.

From Messena wth Mr John Morgan, Mr James Stannier & Capt. Bates, we imbarked in

a ffelukeso w cl1 we hyred to Carrie vs to y° Citty of Cattenia [Catania], 25 Leagues by Sea from

Messena,

In o* way we see Regium [Reggio, in Italy] y
8 ' plat St Pauli preched

,
at, on y® Callabr[i]a

side, & S fe Paulis piller errected in memory of him. We past 3 leagues further on y
e Callabra

cost, wcl1 is y
e popes Contrey, well peopled, & good buildings & fruitfull, tho verry Moun-

tanous. We after boarded to y
e Scicillian coast, on w ch are seuerail small Castles fronting y® Sea,

& soe are theire on y
e Callabria, all to pvent y® landing of y® Turke, wch vex often those pts

& steale away y® xpians. Tho Hilly, yet verry fruitful! for Ollives & come.

In y® morninge & Evenings we see troopes of Weomen, Girls & boyes deeend the hills,

wch are yerry steepe, to fetch water, wch they beare on theire heads in earthen pitchers from

ye springs at y® foote of y
e steepe hills

;
theire habbit verry meane.

Arriveinge at Cattania, y® 3d Cheife Citty of Scicillia, we^vewed the towne, left almost empty

of inhabitants by reason of y® Eruption of Mount Etna ais Mongebell [alias Monte Bella] si

wch Sharrie or Mettell [ Scoria or lava ] wch it vommitts as a streame from a river in many

Channells, hath run dowue y
e w»U of y

e Citty in Seuerail places, & run dowue about 30 dwell-

ing howses in f Citty, 4 or 5 churches, 2 or 3 Monasterries and Nunaries; & surrounded the

Citty on 3 parts & a large Castle w* out y® walls, raiseinge it selfe in some places aboue y® Sur-

face of y® earth 10, 20 and 30 yds hight
; y

e bredth in some places 7 Engl miles at Cattania

(w<* lies on y
e .Sea 2 Miles), & its Channells when I [was] theire led into y

e sea 2 Miles

7T The author is apparently referring to the Cannabis sativa, hemp plant, which Campbell would know in

India as Bhang,
ts Pratique — Permission granted to a ship to enter a port.

candia was besieged by the Turks in 1567, and, after a most heroic defence by the Venetians, who lost

30,000 killed and wounded, was forced to surrender in 1659

.

8® Felucca, a small vessel, used chiefly in the Mediterranean for coasting voyages.

si Compare Lithgow, Painefull Peregrinations, p. 300, “ ^tna, called now Monte Bello or Oibello, signifying

a faire Hountayne” The eruption of Etna in 1639 is the most violent on record. Twenty-thousand persons are

said to have perished.
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bredth & then had fild vp y® cha [channel] in 6 & 7 fathom water, & raised it selfe in some

places 5 & 0 fathom aboue y
e surface y

Q water
;
Makinge y

e Sea soe hotfc in y* depth as I could

not suiter my hand in it.

We hyred horsses & 6 soldiers to gard vs, for its a dangerous Contrey for anie to travell in, to

Conduct vs to y
e foote of Mongebell, wheere this erruption was, it being 14 Miles from Cattania,

and we went all the way alonge the Mettle [lava] it had throwne out. Att y
e foote of this Hill,

a litle aboiie y
e vent, is 2 hills a quarter of a Mile in bight, all Ashes throwne vp by Mongebel]

since y« Erruption. It was soe terrable to looke in at ye vent or hole wcl1 first this meile past out

at, as I trembled to see it & durst not stay. Its 20 yds longe and 10 yds brod, all of such

a flaime as cannot be greater Imagined, Its 10 or 15 yds lower then ye surface of y
e earth formerly

it had run over.

Iu o r way to it we rid over topps howses & trees & townes & ways not formerly passable

but now levelled w*1
* y® abondauee of Ashes wch Mongebell vommitts Out

;
for 15 & 20 Miles

it hath don this.

The people, in seuerall townes weere Coverd, weere gefcinge out theire howshold stuff, &
in seuall vineyds bareing theire vines, woh they told vs woud y

e next yeare beare y% better for it

for it inriches theire land much & makes y
e barren ground fruitful 1.

?

In Cattania & seuerall other towns weere written Over theire Doores Santa Agothia [Agatha]

et Santa Marea [Maria] ffogo [faoeo] noli me tangere
;

82 ys people had left theire howses. The
Metle it runs is of 2 sorts, both w®11 1 haue, & alsoe a paper full of the Ashes.

After 3 days we imbarqued for Messena, in' wch Citty I lodged at the howse of Mr. Parker

Marehant & by him Mr. Wilkin3on, Mr. Morgan & Mr. Hill, Mr Stannier & Mr. Meade

(all Engl"), was kindly treated.

The Day of June we weighed Anchor for Seanderroone83 in Turkey, y® winde faire, and
sailed by y® west end of Cajidia, vnder wch land lay 10 saile of Turks men warr belonging to

Argier [Algiers], wch had beene in ye Service of y® grand Senior ag Candia, And gaue vs chace

from 10 in y
e Morninge till 7 at night, at wch hower we could not avoid speakeing wth them. They

Commanded vs hoyce out or boate. O r Capt possefcively told them he woud not. We weere all

in rediaesse, or yards slunge, and everyman to - his quarters, resolved to die or sinke by them,-
They Chased vs wtl1 french Cullers [colours], but when they haled vs, put out theire Swalloe
taijes.

When they see we woud not hoyce out o r boate, theire Admiral! hoyced out his & sent his
Deavetennant aboard to Comd o* Capt [command our captain] aboard him, but Cap* Bates would
not, nor anie other in y® ship. At last We iudged it fit to send [some one] & all refusing I«
went. Many questions he asket by y® runnagado English,83 but I answered as I thought good.
At last it- hapned soe well that inptede of beinge iu y® bottom of y® sea, or Carring* water in'
Argeor the one of w<&~we se -noe way to avoyd, all 10 sayle being Come vp, we got Cleere &
arrived saife at Silena87 in Cyprisse.

82 The author has mired up Latin and Italian in his quotation,
82 Scanderoon, or Alexaudretta, the port of Aleppo.
^Apparently, Itiohard Bell.

' ‘

m - i“rf—-w— <» «*— .

'
' TS.” ^ ^ °^®raS ' — Er' 3Vaw!t in ike Matt in Pinkerton’s. Toyagss, ToL X.

.
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Being becalmed, lay tlieire a day, in wGh tyme cairn- vp to vs Cap* Mm-rLsi C*'-mmandr of

ye prevalence from Scantierroone bound for S* John De Am, w th 3 passengera One M r lira :

[Francis] Hemsworth, One Mr .... Blunt. M r Sa : Oodseall, all 3 intending :or Jerusalem.

I then left Capt. Bates and imbarqued in Capt. Moirisse, it Lciuge ye 1:0 day of June 1069.

We arrived at S* Jn° de Acra y
e 29 June, & weere receive-! at the Chamber of Seno1* Antonia

De Antonia Consull of y
t place in y° Cano [KIhok Sari]. & niett tlieire M r Hunt & Senior jrranclsco

Consult, formerly at Trippiloe [Tripoli] a Jennerous [generous] pun. Thoire was alsoe Captain

Midkton CorudL of y
e Alargentt, who had a banderetta55 given him by y

e Padre Guardian of

Jerusalem, who entertained vs respectfully aboard#

30th of June, wee hyred horsses & a Jannasary & 2 Arrabbs to gide vs for Nazereth. We
got to it- that night at* 12 Clock And weere received at y° Convent, w^1 Consists of 5 ixranciskians,

1 The padre guardia, 2 Joseph, 3 Peiro, 4 Nicola, 5 MarteeuoA9 Padre Nieolo accotnpaaed vs in

all or Jurney to tyberious [Tiberias] A Mount Taber wtl1
}
D Janascrry & 3 Arrabbs.

At Nazareth, we se y
e howse of ye Virgin Mary on w ch seems to haue beene built a spations

Church, sa by Queue Ilellena y
e Mother of Constantine y

e Emperror.' 0 2d the place wheere

ye Angell appeared to hir at prayer
; in the same place now is a Chappell vnder ground,91 3, the

fountaine of Si Peeler; 4, the Senagog of y° Jewes; 5 tlie stone on wch or Savio1’ and his

Appostles vsed to eate; 6 y
s howse of Joseph.93 Noe thinge elee in Nazereth observable, Saue they

make in it about Two pounds and a hake of Silk in it in Twelve months.

Betwixt Gana & The Blessed mount is a vail T about 5 Engl miles in lenth & 2 in bredth,

in wch valley it was y
Q desiples pluckt the ears of Corae. Its verry rich earth, but for want [of]

tilling only thistles grow, wch are as bight as a man On horssbaek.

July 2669. Wee parted from Nazereth for the sea of Tyberious. On the way, about

3 Miles from Nazereth, stands y« ruins of y
e Metropilis of Gallile, formerly c&ld Cana, Wheere

we drinke out of y
e same fountaine out of w cil Caime y

3 water was made wyne at p Wedding by

or Savior . Alsoe y
e ruins of y

e howse was showne vs in web the Merraokle was don.93

Seaven Aides from Gana is ye Mount of blessings, On ye top of woh seemes to haue beene a

chappell built in Remembrance of <T Savior sermon93 & y
e Merraokle of y° 5- loaves & 2 fishes,

wok [q& yQ Multitude at y° bottom, of y* hill 2 miles from y
e top. 3 miles further is the sea of

Gallile, & iu y
G way my horss fell & brused my knee. This sea bcares 3 seuerall naimes from the

3 seuerall Coatreys border on it, viz 1
. 1, y

e Sea of Gallile
; 2,

ye Lake of Genazareth
; 3, y« Sea of

Tyberious. The Sea of Gallile, for y- it borders cn it the Lake of Genazareth, for y Genazereth

borders On y
e east of it, downe w cIi hill ran ye herd of Swine

;
The Sea of Tyberious, from the

Citty Tyberious, w*& stands on y
e west side of it. On y

G east is ye Desert of Arrabia.

88 i. e., a Bannerette, a small silk banner.

89 Compare Maundrell, A Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem at Easier, 1§97» ed. 1C10, p. 151, Nazareth

. , . . At this place are as it were immured, seven or eight Latin fathers, who live a life truly mortified,

being perpetually in fear of the Arabs, who are absolute lords of the country.” Compare also Chiswell Journey

to Jerusalem, in 1397, Add. MS. 10623, “18th April . . . Nazzaretk . . . The Convent here is a small

and very mean Building, and the Poor Bathers who are sis or seven in Number, lead a Life truely mortifyed being

frequently Molested and Constantly in fear of the Arabs who take from them what they please, and abuse them

besides — also their Lodgings were so nasty and full of Yinnin, their Yietualls so Ordinary, and Wine sower, that

Our stay here was Very uneasy.”

se see Maundrell, Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 151.

91 See Pococke, Travels in the East, p. 455. 92 See Maundrell, Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem
, p. 152.

o® See Pococke, Travels in the East
, p. 457 f.
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The Ciity Sa&jt [Saphetp* is seene from Tyberious, it being On a bill shewes it selfe verry pla

[plain] tlio 20 Miles of tbe Hill vnder wch is Damaskns is also plainly seene from thence, tho it be

esteemed 50 Engl miles or 2 days iurney.

In ye Citty Tyberious, wch is 3 parts incompost [encompassed] wth a wall sleight but shows

new,05 y
e 4 tl1 wth y® sea, in all its compass about an Engl Mile And hath Only One litle gate in

wcii yu enter. In this Citty is a Church cald y® Church of S* Peeter, .some part standing as of

Old05
, But vsed Only for Carle to shelter themselues from y

e Sunn in the heate of the day.

In this Citty is of all Ages & Sexes about y® nomber of 50 psons but not a howse w^in

y
c walls of ye Citty, Only ruins95 in y® walls of w ch they live & dwell. The people speak Arrabb,

theire babbit wild & poore like y® Contrey about them, wGb affords noething worth mentioninge,

not y
fc the soyle is not good, but the people Idle. We had for or food while we staid a night

& a day, Milk, Cake & Honney.

In former tyrue, 25 years since, was a boate on y® Sea of Tyberious, wch belonged to some

Jewes wlIi previlidge to fish, paying 50 Dollers yearly to y
e Bashaw of Safhett, wcb boate tooke

fish & furnished all y
e Contrey round about

;
but the Bashaw raised it to 200 Dollr®, soe

y
e boate was taken away & it never fished in since to this day. We see abondance of fish play

neare y
e shore, for some part of y

e mins of a great howse runs into y° water 20 yds.

A quarter of a Mile w^out ye now wall of Tyberious is a natural hot bath, soe

hot I could not goe into it till modderated wtix Cold water
;

95 its wtbin a stones cast of y
e Sea of

Tyberious, vnder a great hill, & It seemes as if the Old Citty wall had Compast it, by y
e ruins of

many buildings & an old wall runs beyond it.

2* Jnfy 1669 v Wee parted from the Citty Tyberious to Nazereth, In y
e way wee vewed

two Caines [fflaws] or Castles, places in that rude contrey for Marchts. to lodge themselfs, Goods

& Cammells in safe from Robbers. The farer is cald Inocth Nu tow Jar [Al-luMndatuH-tujjar]?*

this is wthin a day3 Jurney of the place wheere Josephs Bretheren sold him to y
e Ishmalites.97 This

Caine hath its naime from a fountaine was wheere it stands,

A mile beyond this, at y
e foote of Mount Taber, we kild a yong boar, & rosted it and & eat it

On y® top of Mount Taber. On y
e verry top of this Mount is y® ruins of 3 Churches, in One of

weh are seene y® 3 tabernacldes Queene Hellen built in memory of or saviors transfiguration.98

Ffrom the top of this Mount wcl1 is two miles high, in or assent we se, 1st Ender, wheere K. Saull

went to y® witch; 2nd, the plaiues of Jezraell
;
3rd, Mount hermon

; 4, the place wheere y® widdowes

son was carried to buriall [Nain] & raised to life; 5Iy Mount Gilboa
; 6, the sea of Jordan

;

7, the sea of Gallile
;
And at y® bottom of this hill is y® piaine wheere Cissera was discomfeted [the

plain of Esdr&elon] & y® place wheere y® blood of y® slaine ran into y
e sea of Gallile;

9, y® Middeterranian sea. Att y
e west end of this Mountaine is y® viljage of Debora 98 And a Church,

in wcb
y
e 9 Appostles rested when or savior went vp the mount wth ye other 3.9

®

July. "Wee departed from Nazereth at 11 Clock at night, & y® 4 July we, at 5 in

y* morninge arrived at S* Jn° de Acra. The Charge of this Jorney Cost each man 13 Lyon

Dollers99 besides his gifts.

u See Maundrell, Journeyfrom Aleppo to Jerusalem
, p. 155. ®5 See Pococke, Travels in the East, p. 459.

m The to of the merchants .* the Commercial Inn.

tT See Haundrell, A Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem
, p. 156.

* See Pococke, Travels in the J6asi
t p, 456. A Dutch coin bearing the figure of a lion.
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5th July 1669. Att 7 Clock at night we imbarqued In a feluke we hyred for Joppa, wlieere

we arrived the 6 day at 3 Clock in y
e afternoons. In y

e way we see Cesaria PMllippi, but durst

not goe ashore for y® Arrabbs wGh are theire & take Gopher100 3 Boilers pr man.

In Joppa is a ruined castle & Symon the tanners howse,i now a place wheere wyne is sold.

Theires a great trade theire, it beinge the port lor Jerusalem, Much Cake sope, ffalladoes2 & Gotten

Lynnen wte & blew is sold theire Cheap.3

7th July 1669 . We departed from Joppa to Ramah in y
e Phillistines Goutrev, wclj is

10 Miles from Joppa, & all y
e way throw a greate plaine & fertile Contrey. In y

e way was 100

tents of Arrabbs together w th theire fammilies, Cattle & Gammelis. When they haue eaten that

part bare, they remoue further fh to fresh pasture.

We arrived at Ramah at 9 in y
G morninge, So at 10 Clock at night we mounted horss for

Jerusalem. In Ramah is much tobacco planted, & its a great towne, & hath faire Moskeys in

it. Their3 a Convent w ch does receive all ffranks wch belongs to Jerusalem, wheere we arrived the

8th July 1869 at 7 Clock in the Morninge, spending that day in the Ceremoneys of the Convent,

Cald Lyon Convent, The Padrey Guardian washinge o r feete.4 & after w fch Candles in o r hands,

went in psession [procession] about y
e how'se and church in it, wheere we ended y

t day wfch

devotion.5 Our entrance was aty0 gate cald y
e gate of Bamaskus. Weweere reced byy® Drugga-

man [Dragoman] & y
9 Caddies [cadi, <jadi] officer

;
the former conducted vs to y

e Convent,5

w cl1 is wheere was y
e howse of Sfc John y

e Evangelist.5

9? Beinge fryday, in the morninge we weere accompaned out Towne w tll fratre Thomas0

throw y® gate of Bethlem. On y
0 west side w+h y° towne is a small castle built by y

e Pesans7 in

wch is a guarde of Turks soldiers. Passing southward, neare y
e Citty wall, is y

e Valley of

Goehennon, & in y® Midle theire of, theire seemes to haue beena a pool!, wch is sd to be that

wheere Barsheba [Bathsheba] was seene by Bavid bathing hir selfe, & dwelt by it, beinge vnder &
neare Mount Zyon, wheere was ye pallas of king David & Over looks y

e Pooll.8 A little further is

the potters feild bought wth
y
e 30 p

s silver Judas returned.8 On woh small peece ground is a

building levells it w fch adioyneing rock. At y
e top of w°h rock are 3 holes, throw wffh are let downe

the bodies of y
e deade into a valt about 20 yds deepe, wch earth is of such nature, it consumes the

flesh in 24 bowers after put in.9

(
To be continuedL )

loo Khafarah , a premium for defence, a tax for safe passage. Compare Maundrell, A Journey from Aleppo to

Jerusalem, p. 4,
“ Oaphars are certain duties which travellers aTe obliged to pay at several passes upon the

road, to officers who attend in their appointed stations to receive them/
7

l See Pococke, Travels in the East
, p. 407.

3 Mr. Ferguson suggests that this word may be the Spanish follados,
an ancient kind of trousers, very baggy,

and that possibly the kind worn by Arabs is intended. On the other hand, “ Falladoes, may be the Turkish

feraje, a cloak worn out of doors by women,

s See Pooocke, Travels in the East, p. 407. 4 See Pococke, Travels in the East, p. 415.

s See Pococke, Travels in the East, pp. 411, 413, 415.

s Compare Pococke, Travels in the East

,

p. 414, “ it is the office of one of the lay-brothers to take care of them

[European pilgrims] . . . the lay-brother . , goes always out with them.”

r Compare Pococke, Travels in ihe East, p. 412,
<{ The castle, which is now called the tower of Bavid * * .

is said to have been built by the Pisans in the time of the holy war.” See also Maundrell, A Journey from Aleppo to

Jerusalem, p. 35.

« See Maundrell, A Journeyfrom Aleppo to Jerusalem
, p. 135.

s Compare Maundrell, A Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 135,
ft One moiety of it [the Potters Field] is

taken up by a square fabric twelve yards high, built for a charnel house. The corpses are let down into it from the

top, there being five holes left open for that purpose. Looking down through these holes, we could see many

bodies under several degrees of decay ; from which it may be conjectured, that this grave does not make that quick

dispatch with the corpses committed to it which is commonly reported. See also Pooocke, Travels in ihe East,

p. 424.
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LOOK-NOTICE.
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tlessEHEN, TuN P. W. Schmidt, S.V.D. Vienna,

lyfO. (Reprinted from the Sdzuu’jtherichie thr Kals .

AkiOiuiie **£)’ WUcto.isutcjtbn.)

Pat":: TV. Schstidt’s researches into the Mon-

K::Uiyr dialects are well known. In
^
1904

aj [•eared his Grnudznge einer Lauthhre tier

Kl'!Ft~*rniclie, and in the following year his

Gwn einer Lavtlehre dev Moa-Khmer

Bprachen, In these works he so carried on the

enquiries begun hv Logan and Forbes and placed

on a {scientific footing by Kuhn, that we hare

now a definite knowledge as to the mutual

relationship of the various members of the

group.

It will be observed that the works to which

reference has just been made deal only with one

aspect of the subject, — the Lauthhre, Phonetics,

Pater Schmidt was quite aware that even more
important from a philological point of view would

be a comparative study of the laws of the word-

formation, in its widest sense, of these languages.

But for this purpose trustworthy tests of two or

three of the principal forms of speech were an

absolute necessity, and while such were forth-

coming for Khmer, for the other leading tongue
Mon, nothing was available beyond three short

fables in the Haswell-Stevens Grammar and a few
translations from English of doubtful value.

Pater Schmidt was therefore compelled to refrain

from carrying his researches further till, through
the kindness of that accomplished authority on
Malacca languages,. Mr. C. 0. Blagden,, he came
into possession of the manuscript of the work,
the name of which heads this notice. It is partly

ft life of the Buddha and partly a history of the
Mon Kingdom from the middle of the 12th to the
middle of the 18th century, A. D., mostly written

m the Mon language. He lost no time in editing

it, both in the native and in the Roman character,

and has supplied in addition a valuable
Introduction, Translation, and notes. In
Appendixes, he gives lists of words which do not
appear in any Mon vocabularies hitherto
published. These words amount to a consider-

able number, and as ho has succeeded in
ascertaining the meanings of most of them, the
Appendixes form a substantial addition to Mon
lexicography.

In the Introduction, besides the necessary

particulars concerning the manuscript, Pater

Schmidt gives an abstract of its contents and a
summary of the information available about

other Mon MSS. at present known to exist.

Forchhammer in 18S0 made a list of 53 Mon MSS.
which are said to be now in the Bernard Free

Library in Rangoon, and besides these there are

a few catalogued in European collections. Owing
to the Mon character being practically the same as

the Burmese, these last have usually been classed

as belonging to that language,— scholars in Mon
being so rare in the West, that apparently no one
has yet been found capable of reading them. Now
that attention has been drawn to the fact, it is

possible that other works in the same language

may be found in European libraries, similarly

hidden under a Burmese classification.

While we can most heartily congratulate

Pater Schmidt on being privileged to introduce

Mon literature so successfully to British students,

it is not easy to repress a feeling of patriotic

envy that the first serious attempt at dealing

with an important Oriental language, spoken by
nearly 175,000 British subjects, should have

appeared in Vienna, and not in London or

Rangoon. One resource there is, and I hope it

will be soon adopted. This is to translate Pater
Schmidt’s excellent work as quickly as possible

so that it may become accessible to scholars in

India who are not acquainted with, the German
language.

George A. Grierson

Readers of th.e Indian Antiquary, who interest

themselves in Iranian studies, will be glad to

learn that Professor Bartholomae has issued

a supplement to his monumental Altiranisches

Worterbuch which appeared in 1904. It appears

under the title of Zum altiranischen Worterbuch
Nacharbeiteu unci Vorarbeiten, and is- published

at Strasburg by Karl J. Trubner.

Tbe book, which contains about three hundred
pages, includes not only additions and corrections

to the main work, but also replies to criticisms'

and a special excursus of 68 pages devoted to a

consideration of the vowels and vowel signs in the

Iranian manuscripts lately discovered in Turfan.

It is hardlynecessary to say that the importance

of the subjects dealt with, a.nd the eminence of

the writer, render the book indispensable to all

students of Old Iranian literature,

G. A. G.
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A PLAN FOR A UNIFORM SCIENTIFIC RECORD OF THE
LANGUAGES OF SAYAGES.

Applied to the Languages of the Andamanese and Nicobarcse .

BY SIB BICHAED C. TEMPLE.

Preface.

pOME years ago, I published ante, Vol. NXYIII. (1900), 197 fL, 225 fL, a Theory of

yj Universal Grammar as applied to a Group of Savage La;\ i;:ges, and in Yol. XXXI.

(1902 )* pp. 165 fL, this theory was successfully applied by Mr. Ray for the elucidation

of a short statement in sixteen unrelated and morphologically distinct languages. While compiling

Yol. III. of the Report on the Census of India, 1901, Andaman and NicobaT Islands, I had an

opportunity of applying it in detail to the languages of the inhabitants of those islands. In

1904 I had another opportunity of revising the Theory in a lecture to the British Association

at Cambridge. I now publish the Theory as revised on that occasion, and its application to

systematic grammars of the languages of the Andamanese and the Nieobarese. In this

matter I have had the advantage of the assistance of Mr. E. EL Man, the greatest expert on

the subject.

The following abstract of the ideas elaborated in the succeeding pages may be of use to the

reader.

During the last SO years the careful record of “ savage ” languages has been frequently under-

taken, and a serious difficulty has arisen, owing to the accepted European system of grammar, which

is based on a system originally evolved for the explanation of highly inflected languages only,

whereas in many, if not in most, “ savage ” languages, inflexion is absent or present only in

a rudimentary form. The European system has therefore been found to be unsuited for that

purpose. During attempts to provide a suitable system a Theory of Universal Grammar was evolved.

The root idea is that, as speech is a convention devised by the human brain for inter-

communication between human beings, there must be fundamental natural laws by which it is

governed, however various the phenomena of those laws may be.

The Theory starts with a consideration of the sentence, i . e., the expression of a complete

meaning, as the unit of all speech, and then seeks to discover the natural laws of speech by

a consideration of the internal and external development of the sentence.

In explaining internal development, the sentence is ultimately divided into words,

considered as components of its natural main divisions, in the light of their respective functions.

This leads logically to a clear definition of grammatical terms.

From the consideration of the functions of words the Theory passes to that of the methods

by which they are made to fulfil their functions. It shows how words can be divided into classes

according to function and explains their transfer from class to class. This leads to an explanation

of connected words and shows how the forms of words grow out of their functions. The growth

of the forms is next considered, involving an explanation of roots, stems, and radical and

functional affixes. This explanation shows that the affixes determine the forms of words.

This is followed by a consideration of the methods by which the affixes affect the forms.

The sentence, i. e the unit of speech, is then considered as being itself a component of something

greater, i. e., of a language. This consideration ol its external development leads to the
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explanation of syntactical and formative languages, the two great divisions into which all languages

naturally fall, L e., those which depend on the position of the words, and those which depend on the

forms of the words in a sentence, to express complete meaning.

Syntactical languages are then shown to divide themselves into analytical, or those which

depend for comprehension mainly on the position of the words, and into tonic, or those which

combine tone with position for the same purpose. So also formative languages are shown to

divide themselves into agglutinative and synthetic, according as the affixes are attached without or

with alteration. Formative languages are further divided into premutative, intromutative or

postmatative, according to the position of the affixes.

The Theory farther explains that, owing to a fundamental Law of Nature, no language can have

ever been left to develop itself alone, and how this leads to the phenomenon of connected

languages and thus to groups and families of languages. It also explains how, again according to

a Law of Nature, no language has ever developed in one direction only or without subjection to

outside influences, leading to the natural explanations of the genius, or peculiar constitution,

that each language possesses.

It is believed that every language must conform to some part or other of the Theory and it can

be shown that children and untutored adults in learning a language act on the instinctive assumption

of the existence of such a Theory. Assuming the Theory to exist and to be correctly stated, it

is of great practical importance as leading to the quick, accurate and thorough, because natural,

acquirement of a new language.

In brief, the Theory is based on the one phenomenon which must of necessity be constant in

every variety of speech, viz .9 the expression of a complete meaning or technically the sentence.

Words are then described as components of the sentence, firstly as to the functions performed by

them and next as to the means whereby they fulfil their functions. Lastly, languages are

considered according to their methods of composing sentences and words.

Phonology and orthography, i. e., pronunciation, spelling, and alphabets, are not considered,

as these belong to other branches of the development of the human mind.

I.

The Theory of Universal Grammar.

(a) The Theory.

The existing European system of Grammar is an old growth based on ancient Greek and

Latin Grammars, which embodied the results of a system originally evolved for recording the

observed laws of highly synthetic or inflected languages. It is naturally engrained in all European

scholars. The objection to it for general use and to my mind the overwhelming objection, is

that it is in essentials unsuited to a very large number of languages, which are not synthetic or

inflected, or at any rate have synthesis or inflection present only in a rudimentary form. It is

entirely unsnited, for instance, for recording English, and in order to use it for that purpose, terms

suitable for describing Greek and Latin have to be forced to new and unsuitable uses.

As regards the civilised and deeply studied languages, scholars and students have naturally

become so imbued with the ancient system, that it is hardly to be expected that they can be

induced to adopt any new or radically different system, and it is not now proposed to appeal to them

to change that which is so well established. It is rather sought to find a way of recording

on a uniform system the languages of savages nowadays so frequently reported, and, owing

to the lack of a suitable and settled method, much too often on a haphazard plan, to the detriment

of their successful handling.
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Thirty years ago this subject was forcibly brought to the present author’s notice when trying to

represent, with Mr. E. H, Man, the purely 44 savage ” language of the Andaman Islanders, in which

work the active and very competent assistance of the late Mr. A. J. Ellis, F. R. S., President of the

Philological Society, was secured. Some years later Mr. Ellis, finding the accepted grammatical

terms so little suited to the adequate representation of savage speech for scientific readers, stated

in his Annual Presidential Address to that Society for 1882, that : — u we require new terms and

an entirely new set of grammatical conceptions, which shall not bend an agglutinative language

to our inflexional translation.” In 1883 he started the author on the present enquiry, and asked

if it were not possible 44
to throw over the inflexional treatment of an uninflected language.” Ever

since then, as opportunity offered, the enquiry has been taken up and has resulted in the evolution

of a Theory of Universal Grammar, which is of necessity a plan for the uniform scientific

record of all languages, though, for the reason already stated, it is now sought to limit its

application to “ savage ” languages only.

The Theory was applied in part in Poriman’s Comparative Grammar of the South Andaman

Languages in 1898 and again in an article on the same languages by the present author in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1899, and elaborately and fully in his Census Beport of

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands for 1901, in which the languages of both groups of

islands were discussed and explained in full Grammars. The Andamanese Languages

are agglutinative and represent the speech of savages of very limited mental development : the

Nicobarese Languages are a highly developed analytical form of speech, like English.

In both, inflection is only present in a secondary and rudimentary form, as in English. The

Theory was also applied in outline by Mr. Sydney Ray in the Indian Antiquary for 1902 to sixteen

selected languages of every type— synthetic, agglutinative, analytical, syntactical ( monosyllabic )
—

from the most highly civilised and developed to those of the most primitive savages. In the

opinion of these writers, the theory succeeds in describing on a uniform plan every language to

which it has been applied, as indeed it must succeed in doing, if it be a correct theory.

The very great importance to anthropologists and observers of savage tribes and peoples

unknown to Europeans of a uniform scientific system in this matter is so obvious, that no excuse

is made for bringing it once more before the readers of this Journal.

The root idea of the Theory is, that as speech is a convention devised by the human brain

for intercommunication between human beings, there must be some fundamental natural laws by

which it is governed, however various the phenomena of those laws may be. The business of the

Grammarian is to discover and report the laws. These considerations form the basis of the Theory

of Universal Grammar, the practical application of which at the present day must, on account of long

formed habits, be limited to a Plan for Uniformly Recording the Languages of Savages.

In building up a Theory of Universal Grammar, it iB necessary, in order to work out the

argument logically, to commence where the accepted Grammars end, «w., at the sentence, defining

the sentence as the expression of a complete meaning, and making that the unit of language.

This is the fundamental argument. Nothing is an intelligible communication, unless it is complete

enough to be understood. It is by observation of the internal and external development of the

sentence or complete meaning that the natural laws of speech will be discovered.

A sentence may, clearly, consist of one or more expressions of a meaning or ‘
* words,”

defined as single expressions of a meaning. The difference between a word and a sentence may be

shown thus : — 4

4

go” is a sentence, as it says all that is necessary ;
but 44 cow” is merely a word,

because something must be said about the cow before the communication is complete.

A sentence can also consist of two separate parts — the subject, i. e., the matter to be

discussed or communicated, and the predicate, i, e the discussion or communication. Thus,
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“the badly hurt cow” would be the subject and 11 died suddenly yesterday” would be the predicate of
a sentence.

And when the subject or predicate consists of many words, it mnst contain principal and
additional words. In the sentence already quoted, the words “cow” and “ died” are the principal
words, and the rest are additional.

This leads to the argument that the components of a sentence are words, placed either in
the subjective or predicative parts of it, having a relation to each other in that part of principal
and subordinate. Therefore, because o! such relation, words fulfil functions. The functions
then of the principal words must be to indicate the subject or predicate, and of the subordinate
words in the predicative part of the sentence to illustrate the predicate, and in the subjective part to
explain the subject or to illustrate that explanation. Thus, in the sentence already discus:al the
functions of each word are quite clear. “Cow” indicates the subject and “died” the predicate.
“The” and “hurt” explain the sort and condition of the cow, i. e., of the subject. “Badly”
illustrates the explanation of the subject by stating how much the cow was hurt. “Suddenly” and
“yesterday” illustrate the predicate by stating how and when the cow died.

Again, as the predicate is the discussion or communication on the subject, it is capable of

extension or completion by complementary words, which form that part of a sentence recognised

in the Grammars as “ the object.” Thus, in “the policeman found the dead man,” the communi-
cation made in the predicate “found” is completed by the complementary words “ the dead man,”
which form the complement or object.

These observations complete the first stage of the argument leading to a direct and simple
definition of grammatical terms. But speech obviously does not stop here, because mankind speaks
with a purpose, and the function, of his sentences is to indicate that purpose, which must be
one of the five following in any specified sentence : — ( 1 ) affirmation,

( 2 ) denial, ( 3 ) interrogation,

( 4 ) exhortation, ( 5 ) information. Now, purpose can only he indicated in a sentence by the’

position, as in English, or by the tones, as in Chinese, of its components
; or by variation of their

forms, as in Latin
;
or by the addition of special introductory words, as in most languages. Also it

is obvious that when purposes are connected, they can be indicated by connected sentences, and
that these sentences must be in the relation of principal and subordinate. This relation can
only be expressed by the position of the sentences themselves, as in English

;
by variation of the

forms of their components, as in Tamil, Turkish, and many other languages, or by the addition of
special words of reference. In English, subordinate sentences usually follow the principal. When
they do not, this rule is recognised by saying that the statement is inverted. The use of special
words of reference is shown in such a statement as “ I am certain John died on Sunday because
Mary told me so,” where “because” is specially added to the subordinate sentence to ’connect
it with the principal sentence.

A word of reference must act in one of two ways, either by merely joining sentences,
or by substrtuting itself m the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to
which it refers. In 1 1 caught the man who ran away,” the word of reference “who” connects the
subordinate with the principal sentence. “ John ran away. He had killed his mother.” Here are
two connected sentences, the subordinate following the principal and connected with it by the
words “he and “his” substituted for “ Johu” in the principal sentence to which they refer.

Further, as there is a necessary interrelation between the words in a sentence, this can

of fornTn^tJ\ t !°t f
SPeCia

] ,T
eCtinS WOrds

> or b? Tariation correlated variation

-

th6^
f?

Ut
,

J°hn Was told me yesterday,” the intimate relation between “stoiy”and John
.

is expressed by the connecting word “about.” In “descensus Avemi” inflexion ofone o ffo intimately related words is used for the same purpose, just as in English the special
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connecting word 44 into” would be used in such a corresponding expression as 4

4

descent into Hell.”

Agreement or concord between adjective and noun, or verb and noun, in the inflected languages has
exactly the same object. In the Persian “ism-i -sharir ” (noble name), the relation between noun and
adjective is expressed by the connecting word 44

i.

These considerations complete what may be called the second stage of the argument leading

to clear definitions of grammatical terms. The argument thereafter becomes more complicated,

taking us into the explanation of elliptical, i. e„ incompletely expressed, forms of speech, and
into those expansions of sentences known as phrases, clauses and periods. But, to keep onr

minds fixed only on that part of it which leads to plain grammatical definitions, it may be

stated now that functionally a word must be, inventing new terms for the purpose, one of

the following :

—

(1) An integer, or a sentence in itself (imperatives, interjections, pronouns,

numerals),

(2) An indicator, or indicative of the subject or complement (object) of a sentence

( nouns ).

(3) An explicator, or explanatory of its subject or complement ( adjective ).

(4) A predicator, or indicative of its predicate ( verbs ).

(5) An illustrator, or illustrative of its predicate or complement, or of the explanation

of its subject or complement ( adverb, adjective ).

(6) A connector, or explanatory of the interrelation of its components (or words,

conjunctions, prepositions)*

(7) An introducer, or explanatory of its purpose ( conjunctions, adverbs).

(8) A referent conjunctor, or explanatory of the interrelation of connected sentences

by joining them (pronouns, conjunctions).

(9) A referent substitute, or explanatory of the interrelation of connected sentences

by substitution of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal

sentence to which it refers (relative pronouns, conjunctions).

These then are the terms it is proposed to use in the explanation of the functions of words,

and the arguments out of which they grow. Of course, grammarians will know that all this is

syntax, and it must now be explained why the Theory makes it necessary to consider it far more

important to study function than form or tone, as essential to the correct apprehension of the

nature of words, and that accidence arises properly out of syntax and not the other way

round, as so many of us have been taught.

It is obvious that any given word may fulfil one or more or all the functions of words, and

that therefore words may be collected into as many classes as there are functions, any indivi-

dual word being transferable from one class to another and belonging to as many classes as

there are functions which it can fulfil. This is to say, that words are divisible into classes

according to function as just explained, and that the same word can belong to more than

One class, as it does constantly in English. Thus, the tiger returns to his kill,
44 Shall we

kill the horse P,
” 44 Shall we cross at the bridge higher up, or shall we bridge the river here at

once ? ” And so on ai infinitum. In the above examples .the same word has been transferred

from the indicator (noun }
class to the predicator ( verb ) class. And the same words in English

and many other tongues are constantly nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs, simply according

to the function they happen to perform for the time being.

The function a word fulfils in any particular sentence can be indicated by its position

therein, without and with variation of form, as in English and Latin respectively ; or by its
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tone, as in Chinese. And because of this, the form or tone which a word can be made to

assume is capable of indicating the class to which it belongs for the nonce. In Chinese

the same word can become a noun or verb and so on merely by the tone used in uttering it

:

tone being to Chinese what inflexion is to Latin. So the Latin stem domin by changing its

form does all sorts of things and belongs to all sorts of classes. As domin-us it is an indicator

(noun) : as domin-or it is apredicator (verb) : as domm-ans it is an explicator (adjective) : as

dorntn-i it may be a subordinate noun showing its intimate relation to some other word or it

may be simply a noun according to context i as domm"0 it is, again according to context, an

illustrator (adverb) of a verb or a complementary indicator, i.e., a noun governed by a verb, as

we have all been taught to say : as domin-um it is always a complementary indicator : and so on.

It is further obvious that words transferable from class to class belong primarily to

a certain class and secondarily to the others, that a transfer involves the fulfilment of a new

function, and that a word in its transferred condition becomes a new word connected with the

form fulfilling the primary function, the relation between the forms or tones, L e., the words so

connected, being that of parent and offshoot. Form and tone therefore can indicate the class

to which a parent word and its offshoots respectively belong. In English it is not usually

difficult to detect primary and secondary function, or parent and offshoot words. Thus, in

the case of 44 bridge” the noun and 44 bridge” the verb : of 44
kill

99 the verb and 44 kill
v
the

noun, or in the case of 41
kill ” and 44

killer. ” In the inflected languages it is never easy, as all

the observable forms are probably connected secondary forms of some older lost word. It is

not easy to say offhand what should be affixed to domin as the form of its primary function.

But the principle of the application of every existing inflected form is precisely that above

explained.

It is by the above induction that one is led to the argument that form grows out of

function, or, to put it in a familiar way, accidence grows out of syntax, because when con-

nected words differ in form they must consist of a principal part or stem, and an additional

part or functional affix. The function of the stem is to indicate the meaning of the word,

and the function of the functional affix to modify that meaning with reference to the function

of the word. This modification can be expressed by indicating the class to which the word
belongs, or by indicating its relation or correlation to the other words in the sentence. All

this is illustrated in the words just quoted. The meaning of those connected words lies in the

stem domin, and this meaning is modified, and the function in the sentence and relation to

its other words of each individual is determined, by affixing us, or, ans, i, o, urn and so on*

But the stem itself may consist of an original meaning and thus be a simple stem, or it

may contain a modification of an original meaning and so be a compound stem. A com-
pound stem must consist of a principal part or root and additional parts or radical affixes, the
function of the root being to indicate the original meaning of the stem, and of the radical
affixes to indicate the modifications by which the meaning of the root has been changed into
the meaning of the stem. As simple examples may be instanced, the modern English words,
“ form and 44 information,

9

of which the former is a simple stem and the latter a compound,
stem, built up of the root 44 form ” and the radical affixes 44

in
99

and * at
99 and the functional

affix
44 ion” So too the stem domin already mentioned is a „ compound stem with root dom,

having the sense of 44 (to be) set,” modified into the sense of 44 mastery
99
by a radical affix, which

has tfyere the form of in*

Further, since words fulfil functions and belong to classes, they must possess inherent
* indicated by qualitative affixes and by -tones. - There are many English

words, whom, modem- loms. are however chiefly old decayed inflexional forms, which can illustrate
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.
this point. Thus, “ bury ” is always a verb ; so too are “ believe/’ “ give/’ and so on. So also by

form dominari would always be a verb, and dominus a noun.

Thus it is that affixes determine the forms of words, bringing into existence what is usually

called etymology or derivation. They are attachable, separably or inseparably, to roots and

stems and words by the well-recognised methods of prefixing, infixing and suffixing, either in their

full or in a varied form. It is the method of attaching them by variation of form that brings about

inflexion in all its variety of kind. This is an important point. Affixes are additions to roots or

stems. Those to roots are both prefixed and suffixed in most languages and are sometimes fixed

into the roots, dividing them into parts, as in Arabic with much inflexion, and more plainly in

Nicobarese: e . p., in the latter casepa-koa, to fear
;
pa-ma-hoa

,
a coward ; d-ak

,
to come

;
d-am-ak,

a guest. Prefixed affixes to show function are the rule in the South African Languages, infixed

affixes in Arabic, suffixed affixes in the European inflected languages.

Such is the line inductive argument naturally takes in order to work out the grammar of any

given language or group of languages logically, starting from the base argument that speech Is

a mode of communication between man and man through the ear by talking, through the eyes by

signs, or through the skin by touch, and taking a languageto be a variety or special mode of speech.

The grammar, i. e., the exposition of the laws, of any single language stops at this point and to

carry the argument further, as one of course must, is to enter the region of Comparative Gram-
mar. In doing so one must start at the same point as before, viz., the sentence, but progress on

a different line, because hitherto the effort has been to resolve the unit of language into its

components, and now it has to be considered as being itself a component of something greater,

i. e., of a language.

To continue the argument. Since a sentence is composed of words placed in a particular order

without or with variation of form, its meaning is’ clearly rendered complete by the combination of

the meaning of its components with their position and tones or form or both. Also, since sentences

are the units of languages, and words are the components of sentences and languages are varieties

of speech, languages mn vary in the forms and tones of their words, or in the position in which’

their words are placed in the sentence, or in both. And thus are created classes of languages.

Again, since the meaning of a sentence may be rendered complete either by the position of its words

or by their tones and forms, languages are primarily divisible into syntactical languages, or thosg

that express complete meaning by the position of their words ; and into formative languages, or

those that express complete meaning by the forms of their words* These are the two great

divisions into which all languages fall. The order of the words and the forms of the words

in the sentence determine the particular natural laws to which a language chiefly conforms

.

Now, since syntactical languages depend on position, or on position combined with tone, to

express complete meaning, they are divisible into analytical and tonic languages. Of such

English and Chinese are respectively typical examples.

Further, since words are varied in form by the addition of affixes, and since affixes may be attached

to words in an altered or unaltered form, formative languages are divisible into agglutinative

languages, or those that add affixes without alteration, of which Turkish is a good example
;
and

into synthetic languages, or those that add affixes with alteration, of which any inflected language

serves asafl example. And lastly, since affixes may be prefixes, infixes or suffixes, agglutinative and

synthetic languages are each divisible into (1) premutative, or those that prefix their affixes, like

the South African Languages; (2) intromutative, or those that infix them, like Arabic; and

(3) postmutative, or those that suffix them, like Latin, Greek, or Sanskrit*

Thus inductive argument can be carried onwards to a clear aiyl definite apprehension of the

birth and growth of the phenomena presented by the varieties of human speech, i. e„ by languages.
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But, as is the case with every other natural growth, in obedience to a fundamental Law of Nature,

no 'language can ever have been left to develop itself alone, and thus do we get the

phenomenon of connected languages, which may be defined as those that differ from each

other bv varying the respective tones, forms and position, but not the meanings, of their words.

And since variation of form is affected by the addition of altered or unaltered affixes, connected

languages can vary the forms of the affixes without materially varying those of the roots and

stems of their words. In this way they become divisible into groups, or those whose stems

are common, and into families, or those whose roots are common. On this definition it is possible to

gather French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and the “Latin” Languages into a Group. Hindi,

Hindostani, Bengali, Uriya, Bihari, Panjabi, Marathi and the “ Prakritic” Languages could

be formed into a Group. Latin, Greek, Persian, Zend, Sanskrit, Pali, and the Prakrits would

belong to a Family.

It is also against natural conditions for any language to develop only in one direction, or

without subjection to outside influences, and so it is that we find languages developing on

more than one line and belonging strictly to more than one class, but in every such case the

language has what is commonly called its genius or peculiar constitution, i> e ., it belongs

primarily to one class and secondarily to the others. This point cannot be too strongly insisted

on. No language has ever developed entirely on one line of development, hence the “ irregu-

larities ” that vex the souls of learners. English is fundamentally analytical, but there are

many highly inflected forms and functional inflexion occurs in many instances. There is

also intromutation present in such forms as “ man, men, ” “broad, breadth,” ts know, knew.

Such highly inflected languages, too, as Greek and Latin have points in common with

analytical languages.

I have long thought and I believe it can be proved that every language must conform to

some part or other of the Theory just outlined, and in that case the Theory would be truly,

as I have ventured to call it, a Theory of Universal Grammar. That the facts for such

a Theory exist in Nature and only await unearthing I have no doubt whatever. Mankind, when
untrammelled by teaching, acts on an instinctive assumption of their existence, for children

and adults alike always learn a language in the same way, if left to themselves. They
copy the enunciation of complete sentences from experts in it to start with, learning to divide

up and vary the sentences so acquired afterwards, and this is not only the surest but also the

quickest way of mastering a foreign tongue correctly. Its natural laws, i , e. ,
its grammar, as

stated in hooks about it, are mastered later on, and in every case where they only are studied

there comes about that book-knowledge of the language which is everywhere by instinct

acknowledged to be a matter apart from, and in one sense inferior to, the practical or true

knowledge. I use the term “ true ” here, because, unless this is possessed, whatever knowledge
may he acquired fails to fulfil its object of finding a new mode of communicating with one’s

fellow man.

Book-knowledge of a language is only useful for ’scientific and educational purposes, but
if the laws laid down in the set Grammars were to follow closely on the laws instinctively

obeyed by untutored man, and to do no violence to what instinct teaches him to be the logical

sequence of ideas, the divorce between practical and linguistic knowledge— between knowledge
by the ear and knowledge by the eye — would not be so complete as it is nowadays. And
not only that, if the laws could be stated in the manner above suggested, they could be more
readily grasped and better retained in the memory, and languages could consequently be more
quickly, more thoroughly and more easily learned by both children and adults than is now
practicably

s
toi ^he ^ordinary learner. Looked at thus, the matter becomes of the greatest

practical importance.
.
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This is what the Theory attempts to achieve > but assuming it to be fundamentally right

and correctly worked out, it should explain the workings of the untutored mind of the

savage as exhibited in his speech, although it reverses the accepted order of teaching, alters

many long accepted definitions, and while admitting much that is usually taught, it both adds

and omits many details, and taken all round is a wide departure from orthodox teaching.

How wide the following observations will show. The familiar terminology has been changed

in this wise. The old noun, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition and conjunction have become

indicator, explicator, predicator, illustrator, connector and referent conjunctor, while interjec-

tions and pronouns have become integers and referent substitutes. Certain classes also of the

adverbs have become introducers. Gender, number, person, tense, conjunction and declension

all disappear in the general description of kinds of inflexion :—the object becomes the

complement of the predicate and concord becomes correlated variation.

The Theory is based on the one phenomenon, which must of necessity be constant in every

variety of speech, viz., the expression of a complete meaning or technically the sentence.

Words are then described as components of the sentence, firstly as to the functions performed

by them and next as to the means whereby they can fulfil their functions. Lastly, languages

are considered according to their methods of composing sentences and words. Assuming this

course of reasoning to be logically correct, it must, when properly worked out, explain every

phenomenon of speech ; and when its dry bones have been clothed with the necessary flesh for

every possible language by the process of the direct natural development of every detail, a clear

and fair explanation of all the phenomena of speech must be logically dedncible from the general

principles enunciated therein.

The Theory takes no count of two subjects introduced into all formal Grammars for

obvious reasons of convenience — phonology and orthography. It has no concern with

pronunciation, spelling, and alphabets. These are subjects which do not affect it and belong

to other branches of the development of the human mind.
*

(b) The Course of Grammatical Development.

The Sentence is the Unit of all Speech.

I. — The Sentence and its Components.

() A Sentence is composed of words.

() A Word is the expression of a meaning.

(c) A Sentence is the expression of a complete meaning.

(d) Words required to express the meaning of a sentence are (1) integers, (2) indicators,

(8) predicators, (4) explicates, (5) illustrators,

II. --The Interrelation and Intimate Delation of the Components.

(a) Interrelation of components can be expressed by variation in form.

(b) Intimate relation of components can be expressed by correlated variation in form

(agreement),

(c) Words required to express the interrelation of components are (fi) connectors.

III.— The Sentence and its Function.

(a) The function of a sentence is to express its purpose,

(b) Words required to express the function of a sentence are (7) introducers.

(c) The function of a sentence can be expressed by variation of the tones of its components.

(d) A Tone is a point on a conventional scale of the voice in speaking.
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XV.—Expansion of the Sentence into the Period by the substitution of Phrases,

Clauses and Connected Sentences for Words.

(a) A Phrase is the substitute for a Word by the collective expression of a meaning by two

or more words.

(5) A Clause is the substitute for a Word by the collective expression of a complete meaning

by two or more words.

(c) A Period is a Sentence expanded by Clauses or Words.

V.— Interrelation of the Components of the Expanded Sentence or Period.

(a) Connected Sentences express connected purposes.

(
h) Words required to express the interrelation of connected sentences are (8) referent

conjunctors, (9) referent substitutes.

VI.—The Functions of the Components of the Sentence.

(o) The Essential Components of the Sentence are (1) indicators, (2) explicators,

(3) predicators, (4) illustrators, (5) complements.

(b) Complements are indicators or explicators.

(c) The Optional Components of a Sentence are (1) introducers, (2) referents, (3) connectors.

(d) Referents are referent conjunctors or referent substitutes.

(e) An Integer is a sentence in itself.

(/) An Indicator indicates the subject or complement of the sentence.

(gr) An Explicator explains the subject or complement.

(Ji) A Predicator indicates the predicate.

(?) An Illustrator illustrates the predicate or complement or the explanation of the subject

or complement.

(J) A Connector explains the interrelation of the components.

(fc) An Introductor explains the purpose of the sentence.

(Z) A Referent Gonjunctor explains the interrelation of connected sentences by joining them.

(m) A Referent Substitute explains the interrelation of connected sentences by the substitu-

tion of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to

which it refers.

(%.) The Subject of the sentence is the matter communicated,

(o) The Predicate of the sentence is the communication made about the subject,

(p) The Complement of the sentence is the completion of the predicate.

VII.— The Classes of the Components of the Sentence.

(a) Class indicates the nature of a word.

(b) Form, tone and position can indicate the class of a word.

VIII.—The Interrelation of the Classes of the Components.

(a) Connected words indicate their transfer from one class to another.
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IX.— The Interrelation of the Functions of the Components.

(a) The Root indicates the original meaning of a word.

(b) Affixes comprise prefixes, infixes and suffixes.

(e) Affixes modify the meaning of a word.

(d) A Radical Affix modifies the meaning of a root.

(
e) A Simple Stem is the principal part of a word indicating its meaning.

(/) ^ Functional Affix modifies the meaning of a stem in relation to its function.

(<g) A Compound Stem comprises a root and its radical affix.

(ft) A Qualifying Affix modifies a word by indicating its nature (inherent qualities) in

relation to function or class.

(z) Connected Words comprise stems and their affixes.

(/) Inflexion is caused by alteration of the form of inseparable affixes.

Qt) Inflected words conform to particular kinds of inflexion.

(l

)

Tone is a substitute for inflexion.

X. — The Position, Form and Tone of the Components.

(a) The meanings of the components combined with their positions or with their forms

or combined with the positions and the forms or tones complete the meaning of

the sentence.

XI. — General Development of Languages from the Sentence.

(a) No Language has ever developed along one line of development only.

(
b) The sentence by the forms or positions of its components or by their forms or tones

combined with their positions causes the development of all languages.

XII. — Development of Languages from the Sentence into Classes.

(a) The positions of the components of the sentence cause the development of

Syntactical Languages.

(5) In Analytical Languages position governs the class.

(c) In Tonic Languages position combined with tone governs the class.

(d) The forms of the components of the sentence causes the development of Formative

Languages.

(e) In Agglutinative Languages the affixes developing the forms are attached unaltered.

(f) In Synthetic Languages the affixes developing the forms are attached altered by

inflexion,

(g) In Premutative Languages the affixes developing the forms are prefixed.

Qi) In Intromutative Languages the affixes developing the forms are infixed.

(t) In Postmutative Languages the affixes developing the forms are suffixed.

XIII.— Development of the Interrelated Classes of Languages from the Sentence.

(a) Affixes to stems develop Groups of Languages.

(b) Affixes to roots develop Families of Languages.

(c) Variation of tone, form or position in Families develops Connected Languages.

(c) Skeleton of the Theory.

Speech is a mode of communication between man and man by expression. Speech, may

be communicated orally through the ear by talking, optically through the eye by signs,

tangibly through the skin by the touch. Languages are varieties of speech.
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The units of languages are sentences. A sentence is the expression of a complete

meaning.

A sentence may consist of a single expression of a meaning. A single expression of

a meaning is a word. A sentence may also consist of many words. When it consists of more

than one word, it has two parts. These parts are the subject and the predicate. The subject

of a sentence is the matter communicated or discussed in the sentence. The predicate of

a sentence is the communication or discussion of that matter in the sentence.

The subject may consist of one word. It may also consist of many words. When it

consists of more than one word, there is a principal word and additional words. The predicate

may consist of one word. It may also consist of many words. When it consists of more than

one word, there is a principal word and additional words. Therefore the components of

a sentence are words placed either in the subjective or predicative part of it, having

a relation to each other in that part. This relation is that of principal and subordinate.

Since the words composing the parts of a sentence are placed in a position of relation to each

other, they fulfil functions. The function of the principal word of the subject is to indicate

the matter communicated or discussed by expressing it- The function of the subordinate words

of the subject may be to explain that indication, or to illustrate ^the explanation of it. The

function of the principal word of the predicate is to indicate the communication or discussion

of the subject by expressing it. The function of the subordinate words of the predicate may

be to illustrate that indication, or to complete it. The predicate may be completed by a word

explanatory of the subject, or indicative of the complement. Therefore, primarily, the words

composing a sentence are either—

(1) Indicators, or indicative of the Buhject.

(2) Explicators, or explanatory of the subject.

(3) Prodicators, or indicative of the predicate.

(4) Illustrators, or illustrative of the predicate, or of the explanation of the subject.

(5) Complements, or complementary of the predicator.

And complements are either indicators or explicators. Therefore also complementary
indicators may he explained by explicators, and this explanation may be illustrated by

illustrators. And complementary explicators may be illustrated by illustrators.

But, since speech is a mode of communication between man and man, mankind speaks with

a purpose. The function of sentences is to indicate the purpose of speech. The purpose of

speech is either (1} affirmation, (2) denial, (3) interrogation, (4) exhortation, or (^Information.
Purpose may he indicated in a sentence by the position of its components, by the tones of its

components, by variation of the forms of its components, and by the addition of introductory
words to express it or introducers.

Also, since the function of sentences is to indicate the purpose of Speech, connected
purposes may be indicated by connected sentences. The relation of connected sentences to

each other is that of principal and subordinate. This relation may he expressed by the position

of the connected sentences, by variation of the tones or forms of their components, or by the

addition of referent words expressing it or referents, A referent word may express the inter-

relation of connected sentences by conjoining them,, or by substituting itself in the subordinate

sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers. Referents are therefore

eonjunctors or substitutes.
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Also, since the words composing the parts of a sentence are placed in a position of relation

to each other, this relation may be expressed in the sentence by the addition of connecting

words expressing it or connectors, or by variation of the forms of the words themselves.

Also, since predicators are specially connected with indicators, explicators with indicators,

illustrators and complements with predicators, and referent substitutes with their principals, there

is an intimate relation between predicator and indicator, indicator and explicator, illustrator

and predicator, predicator and complement, referent substitute and principal. This intimate relation

may be expressed by the addition of connecting words to express it, or by correlated variation

in the forms of the specially connected words or by their relative position or by their relative tones.

Since speech is a mode of communication between man and man by expression, that communi-

cation may be made complete without complete expression. Speech may, therefore, be partly

expressed, or be partly left unexpressed. And since speech may be partly left unexpressed, referent

words may refer to the unexpressed portions, and words may be related to unexpressed words or

correlated to them. Referent substitutes may, therefore, indicate the subject of a sentence.

Again, many words may be used collectively to express the meaning of one word. The

collective expression of a single meaning by two or more words is a phrase. The relation of

a phrase to the word it represents is that of original and substitute. A phrase, therefore, fulfils the

function of its original.

Since a phrase is composed of words used collectively to represent a single expression of

a meaning, that meaning may be complete in itself. Therefore a phrase may be a sentence.

A sentence substituted for a word is a clause. A clause, therefore, fulfils the function of its original.

Since clauses represent words, a sentence may be composed of clauses, or partly of clauses and

partly of words. A sentence composed of clauses, or partly of clauses mid partly of words, is a period.

Therefore a word is functionally either—
(1) A sentence in itself or an integer,

(2) An essential component of a sentence, or

(3) An optional component of a sentence.

The essential components of a sentence are (1) indicators, (2) explicators, (3) predicators,

(4)

illustrators, (5) complements. And complements are either indicators or explicators.

The optional components of a sentence are (1) introducers, (2) referents, (3) connectors. And

referents are either referent conjunctors or referent substitutes.

To recapitulate : Functionally a word is either —
(1) An integer, or a sentence in itself.

(2) An indicator, or indicative of the subject or complement of a sentence.

(3) An explicator, or explanatory of its subject or complement.

(4) A predicator, or indicative of its predicate,

(5) An illustrator, or illustrative of its predicate or complement, or of the explanation

of its subject or complement.

(6) A connector, or explanatory of the interrelation of its components.

(7) An introducer, or explanatory of its purpose.

(8) A referent eonjunetor, or explanatory of the interrelation of connected sentences

by joining them,

(9) A referent substitute, or explanatory of the interrelation of connected sentences

by substitution of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal

sentence to which it refers.
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An individual word may fulfil all the functions of words, or it may fulfil only one function, or it

may fulfil many functions. When a word can fulfil more than one function, the function it fulfils in

a particular sentence is indicated by its position in the sentence, either without variation of form, or

with variation of form or by its tone. There are, therefore, classes of words.

Since a word may fulfil only one function, there are as many classes as there are functions.

Also since a word may fulfil more than one function, it may belong to as many classes as there are

functions which it can fulfil. A word may, therefore, be transferable from one class to another
; and

this transfer may be effected by its position in the sentence without variation of form, or with

variation of form or by its tone. The class to which a word belongs may, therefore, be indicated

by its form or tone.

When a word is transferable from one class to another, it belongs primarily to a certain class

and secondarily to other classes. But, since by transfer to another class from the class to which it

primarily belongs (with or without variation of form )
the word fulfils a new function, it becomes

a new word connected with the original word. The relation between connected words is that of

parent and offshoot. Since the form of a word may indicate its class, both parent and offshoot may

assume the forms of the classes to which they respectively belong.

When connected words differ in form, they consist of a principal part or stem, and an additional

part or functional affix. The function of the stem is to indicate the meaning of the word. The

function of the functional affix is to modify that meaning with reference to the function of the word.

This modification may be effected by indicating the class to which the word belongs, or by

indicating its relation or correlation to the other words in the sentence.

A stem may be an original meaning or simple stem, or it may be a modification of an original

meaning or compound stem. A compound stem consists of a principal part or root, and additional

parts or radical affixes. The function of the root is to indicate the original meaning of the stem.

The function of the radical affixes is to indicate the modification by which the meaning of the root

had been changed into the meaning of the stem.

Since words fulfil functions and belong to classes, they possess inherent qualities. The

inherent qualities of words may be indicated by qualitative affixes or by tones.

Affixes are, therefore, functional, or indicative of the function of the word to which they are

affixed, or of its relation or correlation to the other words in the sentence
; radical, or indicative of

the modifications of meaning which its root has undergone; qualitative, or indicative ©f its

inherent qualities.

Affixes may be —
(1) Prefixes, or prefixed to the root, stem, or word ;

(2) Infixes, or fixed into the root, stem, or word
;

(3) Suffixes, or suffixed to the root, stem, or word.

Affixes may be attached to roots, stems, or words in their full form, or in a varied form.
When there is variation of form, there is inflexion or inseparability of the affix from the root,

stem, or word. All the functions of affixes can, therefore, be fulfilled by inflexion
; and inflected

words may conform to particular kinds of inflexion.

Since a sentence is composed of words placed in a particular order, with or without variation of

form, the meaning of a sentence is rendered complete by the combination of the meaning of its

components with their position, with their tones, or with their forms, or partly with their position

and partly with their forms or tones.
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Since sentences are the units of languages, and words are the components of sentences, and
since languages are varieties of speech, languages may vary in the forms of their words, in the

tones of their words, in the position in which their words are placed in the sentence, or partly in

the forms and tones and partly in the position of their words. There are, therefore, classes of
languages.

Since the meaning of a sentence may he rendered complete by the position of its words, by

their tones, or by their form, languages are primarily divisible into syntactical languages, or

those that express complete meaning by the position and tones of their words ;
and into formative

languages, or those that express complete meaning by the position and forms of their words.

Since syntactical languages use either position or position and tone, they are divisible into

analytical languages and tonic languages.

Since words are varied in form by the addition of affixes, and since affixes may be attached to

words in an unaltered or altered form, formative languages are divisible into agglutinative

languages, or those that add affixes without alteration
;
and into synthetic languages, or those

that add affixes with alteration.

Since affixes may be prefixes, infixes, or suffixes, agglutinative and synthetic languages are each

divisible into (1) premutative languages, or those that prefix their affixes
; (2) intromutative

languages, or those that infix their affixes
; (3) postmutative languages, or those that suffix

their affixes.

Languages are, therefore, by class either syntactical or formative. And syntactical languages

are either analytical or tonic, and formative languages are either agglutinative or synthetic. And

agglutinative aud synthetic languages are either premutative, intromutative, or postmutative.

A language may belong entirely to one class, or it may belong to more than one class. When

a language belongs to more than one class, it belongs primarily to a particular class, and secondarily

to other classes.

Since the meaning of a sentence is rendered complete by the meaning of its words in combina-

tion with their forms or position, languages may be connected languages, or those that vary the

forms, the tones, or the position, without varying the meanings, of their words.

Since variation of form is effected by the addition of affixes in an unaltered form, connected

languages may vary the affixes without variation of the roots or stems of their words. Connected

languages whose stems are common belong to a group. Connected languages whose roots are

common belong to a family ;
and, therefore, all connected languages belonging to a group belong

to the same family.

(d) A Brief Exposition of the Theory.

All speech expresses a communication between man and man by talking or by signs*

Languages are varieties of speech. The unit of every language is the expression of a complete

communication, i . <?., the sentence. All sentences are divided into incomplete expressions of

communication, *. e., words, and are as naturally multiplied into languages. Thus there is

a development both ways from the sentence.

The necessary primary division of every sentence made up of words is into the matter communi-

cated (subject ) and the communication made about it (
predicate ). The words in each of these

divisions are of necessity in the relation of principal and subordinate, which involves the fulfilment

of a function by every word.

The function of the principal word of the subject is obviously to indicate the matter communi-

cated and of the subordinate words to explain the indication and illustrate that explanation.

Similarly, the principal word of the predicate indicates the communication made and the subordinate

words illustrate the indication or complete it.
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Therefore, in every language the essential words in a sentence are :
—

(1) indicator, indicating the subject or the complement.

(2) explicator, explaining that indication.

(3) predicator, indicating the predicate.

(4) illustrators, illustrating the predicator or the explicator.

As all speech expresses a communication, it has a purpose, and the functions of the sentences

is to express one of the five following purposes : — (1) affirmation, (2) denial, (3) interrogation,

(4) exhortation, (5) information. The methods adopted for indicating the purpose of a sentence are

(1) placing the components in a particular order, or (2) varying their forms or the tones in which

they are spoken, or (3) adding special introductory words. When the purposes of speech are by their

nature connected together, this connection is naturally indicated by connected sentences in the

relation of principal and subordinate, which is expressed by methods similar to those above noted,

r»., placing them in a particular order, or varying the forms or tones of their components, or

adding special referent words of two kinds, (1) simple conjoining words, (2) words substituting

themselves in the subordinate sentence for the words in the principal sentence to which they refer.

The relation of the words composing the parts of a sentence is also expressed by the similar

methods of adding special connecting words, or of varying the forms or tones of the words
; and so,

too, the intimate relation between indicator and predicator, indicator and explicator, illustrator

and predicator, predicator and complement, referent substitute and principal, is similarly expressed

by special connecting words, by correlated variation of the words in intimate relation, by their

relative position, or by the tones used in severally expressing them.

Complete communication can be, and is habitually, in every language, made without a complete

expression of it in speech, and so referent words are made to refer to words unexpressed and to be

related or correlated to them, and referent substitutes are made to indicate the unexpressed subject

or complement of a sentence.

The function of the sentence and the interrelation of the words composing it are therefore in

all speech expressed by three methods : position, variation, or addition of special words. Every
language adopts one or more or all of these methods.

Therefore, in every language the optional words in a sentence are : —
(5) connector, explaining the interrelation of the components,

(6) introducer, explaining its purpose,

(7) referent conjunctor, joining connected sentences,

(8) referent substitutes, indicating the interrelation of connected sentences or

unexpressed communications.

To the essential and optional components of the sentence must be added (9) the integer, or
word that of necessity in every language expresses in itself a complete communication, i. e., is

a sentence.
?

Thus is explainable the natural resolution of the sentence into its component words, but any
one word can be, and habitually is, extended to many words, used collectively to express its meaning.
Words thus used collectively form a phrase, which is substituted for its original. When a phrase
contains in itself a complete meaning, and thus is a sentence substituted for a word, it becomes
a danse. Therefore, clauses and phrases are merely expaaded words, fulfilling the functions and
bearing the relations of the words for which they are substituted in an expanded sentence or period.
Therefore also, the period is a true sentence in the sense of being the expression of a complete
meaning, and so the unit of every language adopting it.

• •+

In speeo
.

h
’ words are ma(ie t0 indicate the functions they fulfil in a sentence by their position

in it, with or without using tones, and with or without variation in form, and this habit gives rise of
necessity to clauses of words according to function. And as any given word can naturally fulfil more
than one function, it becomes as naturally transferable from its own class to another, the transfer
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being indicated by position in the sentence with or without variation in form or tone. The class of

a word thus indicates its fnnction
;
and its position, alone or combined with its form or tone,

indicates its class.

So when a word is transferred from its original class, it necessarily fulfils a new function and

becomes a new word, connected with the original word in the relation of parent and offshoot, each

equally of necessity assuming the form or tone of its own class.

The functions of words in a sentence, and consequently their classes, are therefore in all speech

expressed by two methods
:
position or position combined with variation or tone. Every language

adopts one or other or both.

"When in any language connected words differ in form, they are made to consist of a principal

part or stem and an additional part or functional affix. The stem is used for indicating the meaning

of the word, and the functional affix for modifying that meaning according to function, by indicating

the class to which the word belongs, or its relation Or correlation to the other words in the sentence.

A simple stem necessarily indicates an original meaning, but a stem can be, and habitually is,

used for indicating a modification of an original meaning. It then naturally becomes a compound

stem, He., made up, by the same method as that above noted, of a principal part or root and of

additional parts ' or radical affixes, each with its own function, the root to indicate the original

meaning, and the affix its modification into meaning of the stem.

As all words differing in form or tone of necessity fulfil functions and belong to classes, they

must possess a nature, i. e„ qualities inherent in themselves, and these, in all languages using such

words, are indicated by the addition of qualitative affixes or by the tones in which they are spoken.

Every affix is of necessity fixed in the midst of, or prefixed or suffixed to, a root, stem, or word,

the affixing being naturally effected in full or in a varied form. Whenever there is variation of form

amounting to material change, there is necessarily inflexion, or inseparability of the affixes.

Inflexion can therefore be made to fulfil all the functions of affixes, and inflected words to conform

to particular kinds of inflexion, in order to indicate function and class : and as tone can be equally

made to indicate the functions and .classes of words, it takes the place of inflexion.

Words are therefore made to fulfil their functions merely by the tone in which they are spoken or

by an external development effected by affixes, and to express modifications of their original meaning

by a similar use of tones .or of internal development. In the case of both internal and external

development the affixes are prefixes, infixes, or suffixes affixed in full or varied form or by inflexion.

All languages, nstDg variation of- form for cansing the components of sentences, t. e., words, to

fulfil their functions, adopt one or other, or all the above methods of effecting the variation.

Therefore in all speech, communication expressed, in a sentence is rendered complete by the

combination of the meaning of its components with their position, tones or forms, or with position

combined with form or tone.

The methods adopted in developing the sentence, i. e., the unit of speech itself, are found to

entirely govern those adopted in its further development into a language or variety of speech.

Languages differ naturally in the position of their words in the sentence, or in their forms

or tones, or in the combination of position with form or tone. Thus are set up naturally two

primary classes of languages^— Syntactical Languages, which express complete communication iy

the position, and Formative Languages, which express it by the forms of their words;

As position alone or combined with tone can fulfil all the functions of speech, the Syntactical

Languages employ one or both of those methods, and thus are created respectively Analytical

L

^Again, in all speeX^iety of form k secured by affixes attached to words in an

unaltered or an altered form. Formative Languages necessarily therefore divide themselves
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(e) Methods of Analysing the Sentence

according to the Theory of Universal Grammar.

I. — By its Components.

Definitions and Notes.

1. A sentence is composed of Words.

2. A Word is the expression of a meaning,

3. A Sentence is the exj>ression of a complete meaning.

4. Words required to express the meaning of a sentence are (!) integers, (2) indicators.

(8) predicators, (4) explicators, (5) illustrators.

Analyses .

1. An Integer completes the Sentence.

2. The Subject apd the Predicate make up the' Sentence,

8. An Indicator completes the Subject.

4. The principal word (Indicator) and subordinate words make up the Sentence.

5. Illustrators and Explicators make up the subordinate words.

6. The Predicator completes the Predicate#

7. The principal word ( Predicator ) and subordinate words make up the Predicate.

8. Illustrators and the Complement ( Object ) -make up the Predicate.

9. An Indicator or an Explicator completes the Complement.

10. The principal word { Indicator or Explicator
) and subordinate words make up the Complement,

11. Illustrators and Explicators make up the subordinate words.

II. -r By the Interrelation and Intimate Relatiqn of its Components?.

Definitions and' Notes.

1. Interrelation of component words is expressed by variation in form.

2. Intimate relation of component words is- expressed by correlated variation in fprm
(agreement and government).

3. Words required to express the interrelation of component words are (6) connector.

Analyse^,

1 . Connected Words complete the Sentence.

2. Component words with variation in form and connectors make up tlie Sentence.
3. Indicator and PredicaW^Indicator and Explicator, Illustrators and Predicator, Predicator

and Complement fqrm the Component Words.

- f i

0o
!
r®kted Variation Jn^iorm expresses the intimate relation between' Indicator and

Predicator, Indicator and, Explicator, Illustrators and Predicator, Predicator and Complement.

. III.V By its T’unetion,

Definitions and Notes.

1. The function of a sentence is to express its purpose.

2. Words required to express the function of a sentence are (7) Introducers.

1. Affirmation, Denial, Interrogation, Exhortation, or Information, completes the Sentence.

Information.

6 °f th° SentellCe is either Affirmation, Denial, Interrogation, Exhortation,

8. Words varied in tone or form indicate the function.

position of the words indicates the function.

8. Ah Introducer indicates the function.
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IV.— By its Expanded Components.

Definitions and Notes.

1. The Components are expanded by the substitution of Phrases,Clauses and Sentences for Words.

2. A Phrase is the substitute for a word by the collective expression of a meaning by two or

more words.

3. A Clause is the substitute for a word by the collective expression of a complete meaning

by two or more words.

4. A Period is a sentence expanded by Clauses or Words.

Analyses .

1. Clauses substituted for Words complete tbe Expanded Sentence or Period.

2. Phrases or Clauses substituted for Words and Words make up the Expanded Sentence or

Period.

V.—By the Interrelation of its Expanded Components.

Definitions and Notes .

1. Connected Sentences express connected purposes.

2. Words required to express the interrelation of Connected Sentences are (8) Referent

Conjunetors, (9) Referent Substitutes.

3.
,
A Tone is a point on a conventional scale of the voice in speaking.

Analyses.

1. Connected Sentences complete the Expanded Sentences or Period.

2. The Principal Sentence and Subordinate Sentences make up the Connected Sentences.

3. Referent Conjunetors indicate the Principal Sentence.

* 4. Variation of the tone, form and position of the words indicates the Principal Sentence.

5. Variation of the tone, form and position of the words indicates a Subordinate Sentence.

6. In Subordinate Sentences the Subjective part is indicated by referent substitutes

with correlated variation in form, with or without variation in form, and with or without tone.

7. In Subordinate Sentences unexpressed communication is indicated by referent

conjunetors with correlated variation in form, with or without variation in form, and with or

without tone.

VI. — By the Functions of its Components.

Analyses .

1. Essential and Optional Components make up the Sentence.

2. An Integer completes the Sentence.

3. Indicator, Explicates, Predicate, Illustrators and Complement form the Essential

Components.

4. Indicator and Explicators complete the Complement.

5. Indicator, Explicators and Illustrators make up the Complement.

6. Connectors, Introducer, Referent Conjunctor, and Referent Substitutes form the

Optional Components.

VII. — By the Classes of its Components.

Definitions and Notes.

1. The Class indicates the Nature of a Word.

2. The Form indicates the Class of a Word.
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Analyses.

1. Fulfilment of function by component words combined with position completes the

Sentence.

2. Fulfilment of one, many, or all functions produces the transfer of component words

from class to class.

3. Fulfilment of one, many, or all functions indicates the class of a component word.

4. A Component Word, without and with variation of form and with and without

tone, by position fulfil one, many, or all functions.

Till. — By the Interrelation of the Classes of its Components.

Note .

1.

Connected Words indicate their transfer from one class to another.

Analyses.

1. Connected Words in the form of their Primary Class or of their Secondary Classes

together with other Component Words make up the Sentence.

2. The Parent Word and Offshoot Words form the Connected Words.

3. Classes of words consist of the Primary Class which forms the Parent Word and of

Secondary Classes which form the Offshoot Words.

4. Secondary Classes by fulfillng new functions and by transfer from the Primary Class, with

or without variation of form and without or with tone, form the Offshoot Words.

IX. — By the Interrelation of the Functions of its Components.

Definitions and Notes .

1, The root indicates the original meaning of a word.

2 Affixes comprise prefixes, infixes, suffixes,

3. Affixes modify the meaning of a word.

4* A radical affix modifies the meaning of a root.

5. A simple stem is the principal part of a W ord indicating its meaning.

6. A functional affix modifies the meaning of a stem in relation to its function.

7. A compound stem comprises a root and its radical affix.

8. A qualitative affix modifies a word by indicating its nature
( inherent qualities )

in relation

to function or class.

9. Connected words comprise stems and their functional affixes.

10. Inflexion is caused by an alteration in the form of inseparable affixes.

11. Inflected words conform to particular kinds of inflexion,

12. Tone is a substitute for inflexion.

Analyses.

1. Connected words and other component words make up the Sentence.

2. Qualitative Affixes indicate the inherent qualities of classes of connected words.

3. Simple stems and compound stems make up connected words.

4. Functional Affixes, by indicating class, interrelation and correlation, modify simple stems
and compound stems.

5. Radical Affixes modify roots into compound stems.

6. Prefixes, Infixes and Suffixes attached separably in full or varied form to root, stem or

word form Affixes.

f, Prefixes, Infixes and Suffixes attached inseparably by inflexion (altered form) of one or

many hinds to root, stem or word form Affixes. -
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X. By the Position, Tone and Form of its Components.

Analyses

.

1. TLc meaning of the components with position or torm completes the Sentence.

2, The meaning of the components with position and form or tone completes the Sentence#

General Development into Languages.

Note.

1. No Language has ever developed along one line of development only.

Analyses .

1. The Sentence by the forms or position of its components creates all Languages.

2. The Sentence by the forms or tones combined with the position of its components creates

all Languages.

XII. — By Development into Classes of Languages.

Analyses .

1. The Sentence by variation of the forms or position of its components creates Classes of

Languages.

2. The Sentence by combining variation of the forms and position or of the tones and
position of its components creates Classes of Languages.

3. The Classes of Languages comprise the Syntactical and Formative Languages.

4. The position of the components of the sentences create the Syntactical Languages.

5. The forms of the components of the sentences create the Formative Languages.

6. The Syntactical Languages without tones form the Analytical Languages.

7. The Syntactical Languages with tones form the Tonic Languages.

8. Formative Languages by varying the forms of the components of the sentences by means

of unaltered affixes form the Agglutinative Languages.

9. Formative Languages by varying the forms of the components of the sentences by means

of altered affixes ( inflexion
)
form the Synthetic Languages.

10. Agglutinative and Synthetic Languages by means of prefixed, infixed and suffixed affixes

form respectively the Premutative. Intromutative and Postmutative Languages,

11. Syntactical and Formative Languages which are by nature of one Primary Class are Parent

Languages.

12. Syntactical and Formative Languages which partially adopt the nature of Secondary

Classes are Offshoot Languages.

18. Parent and Offshoot Languages comprise all Languages.

XIII. — By Development with Interrelated Classes of Languages.

Analyses.

1. The Sentence with or without varied affixes to the stems of its components creates Groups

of Languages.

2. The Sentence with or without varied affixes to the roots of the stems creates Families of

Languages.

8. The Sentence by variation of the tones, forms or position of its components in

Families of Languages but without variation in the meaning of the components creates Connected

Languages,

4. Connected Languages by conforming to one Primary Classes or by conforming partially

to Secondary Classes comprise all Languages.

(To be continued.)
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NOTES ON THE CHINS OF BURMA,

BY THE BEV. G. WHITEHEAD.

( Formerly Missionary to the Chinsf S- F, G<

)

Religion.

The religion of all the Turanian races has been Animism or Shamanism. The general

lines of the religion of all the hill-tribes of Burma may be given in brief in the words in which

Prof. A. H. Savce in the Encyclopedia Britannica1 describes the religion of the Sumerians of

Bab)*Ionia of three thousand years B. C. ie According to the Sumerian idea every object and force

in nature had its z

i

or £ spirit/ which manifested itself in life and motion. The zi was sometimes

beneficent, sometimes malignant, but it could be controlled by the incantations and spells which were

known to the sorcerer-priests/
5

The chief objects of worship among the Chins may be divided into three groups : — (i) the

Great Parent of all
;

(ii) the spirits who live in earth and sky, who send rain or withhold

it, who watch over the village, the rice-fields, the jungle, or some one tree or mountain, &c.
; and

(iii) the penates, i. e., deceased forefathers, whom they fear rather than love, for while they

dread their anger they expect little in the way of blessing from them. The Chins do not worship

any images ; nor do they make any carved representations of any of these objects of worship.

The Great Parent of all is regarded as a female, Mother ‘Li, and they do not think that

she has or had any male counterpart. Perhaps one may rather say that they believe that sex does

not enter into ‘Li’s essence. Mother ‘Li reigns “ on her throne in the heavens,” “never growing old

and never dying.” She created, of her spittle, the earth and the sea and the sky, and brought forth

by her power all life, animal and vegetable. She created man and imparted to him all the material and

mental and spiritual blessings that he enjoys. All mankind are her children, and she loves them all.

She has given to each nation its bounds and language and letters. She is wholly good.

Reasoning, as I imagine, from the analogy of daily life, the teachers or priests have told the

Chins that Mother ‘Li herself has not existed from all times, but had, as parents and ancestors, Yin,

Aw, ‘Ken and ‘Kyen, who are now dead, and, like other departed spirits, much more apt to trouble

the living than to assist them
;
— so much so that the names Yin-Aw are sometimes used to denote

in brief all the spirits
(
Mother ‘Li alone excepted ), and that in a very unfavourable sense. It was

too much, however, for the Chin mind to go back one step further, and to ask whence Yin and Aw
came. They have never really faced the question of the First Cause.

The genesis of the human race in general, and of the Chins in particular, is thus told by

the Chin teachers. In the beginning, after Mother ‘Li had made the world, she laid a hundred
eggs, which she hatched in cotton-wool, and from which sprang a hundred pairs of human beings,

the progenitors of the different races of mankind. She laid yet another egg, a little one, which

was most beautiful to see, and which she specially cared for. In her affection she did not put this

one in cotton-wool, but kept it in an earthen pot, and so it did not hatch. After a while, thinking

that the egg was addled, she threw it on to the roof of the house. It fell from the roof into some
rubbish under the eaves, and was not broken. Afterwards when the rains came, it was borne down
by the water with the rubbish into a stream, and finally lodged in a yang-lai ( or gyin-ye ) bush.

Here the ashun, or king-crow, spied the egg, and carrying it off, hatched it
;
and from this

egg came a boy and a girl, the progenitors of the Chin race. It was only a small hamlet of

nine or ten houses where the Chin race was hatched
;
but as to the race of the people who lived in

1 Tenth Edition, Vol. XXVI. p. 46.
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that hamlet, tradition naturally says nothing. To this day, out of gratitude to the benefactor of

their ancestors, the Chins will not kill or eat the king-crow ( or the long-tailed edolius )

which they will still speak of as their father and mother.

“After the boy and girl were born they were separated. When the boy grew up, as he

had no mate, he made a bitch his wife. The Chin girl also grew up by herself, and was carried

off by a bear, who placed her in a tree and kept her there. From this captivity she was delivered

by a bee, which came to her and directed her to tie a piece of cotton to his tail, by means of which he

guided her to where the male Chin was living in the valley of the river called by the Burmese, the

Chindwin. In commemoration of this, when children are born a piece of cotton is tied to their hands.

The man wished to make this woman his wife, but the woman objected, because the bee had told her

that they were brother and sister. To settle this dispute they went to their Mother fiLi. Her order

was that as the man had married a bitch, the bitch should be sacrificed, and the man should

then marry the woman
;
that their sons and daughters should also intermarry, but after that the

brother's daughters should marry the sister’s sons. Hence arose the Ghin customs of offering up
a dog to the household spirits and of giving the daughters of brothers in marriage
to those brothers’ sisters’ sons.

“Mother ‘Li loved her youngest born son, but before she found him she had already partitioned

off the world among her other children, and there was nothing but inhospitable mountain ranges left

for the Chin. These she assigned to him, and she gave him also elephants and horses and cattle,

and directed his Burman brother to look after his education. This Burman brother, however,

turned out to be a very wicked and unscrupulous guardian. He pretended to educate the ‘ ignorant

wild Chin,’ but he showed him nothing but the blank side of his slate ; so that he never learned

3 single letter. Before he put him on an elephant, he rubbed the elephant’s back with cowhage,

which so tickled the poor Chin’s bare skiu that he refused to have anything to do with such animals

in future, and gave them all to his elder brother the Burman. The buffalo, too, the Burman

managed to deprive Mm of. When the Chin tried to ride it, the Burman’s wife put herself in the

way and got knocked down. The Burman complained to Mother ‘Li, who decided that the buffalo

should be given over to the Burman in compensation for the injuxy done. Ultimately of all the

animals which had been given to him, goats and fowls and pigs were the only ones which remained in

his possession.

“ The grasping Burman did not even permit his brother to remain in undisturbed possession

of his mountain home. When the boundaries of the different countries were marked out,

the Burman took care to mark his with permanent objects, but the Chin set up no marks save some

twisted knots of grass. These were burnt up by the jungle fires, and then a3 the Chin had no

marks to show, he was ordered to live wherever the Burman allowed him. Thus his race has never

had a country of its own, and wanders still over the mountain ranges of Burma.

“ The origin of ©very Chin law and custom is religiously assigned by the Chins to

the orders of Mother *Xii, the great mother of the human race, who is said to have laid

down a complete code of laws for the guidance of her Chin progeny.” 2

As Mother ‘Li gave letters to other nations, so she did to the Chins also. The Burman

paid not very much attention to the gift, but wrote the letters on leaves and stones
;
the Chin in

his veneration tovrards the Giver wrote his language on parchment (deer’s skin ) ;
but when no

one was in the house, the dog came along and ate the skin. The Chin submitted as patiently

as he could to the loss, but he still hopes, when he eats the flesh of his young dogs, as he

3 Col. Horace Browne, Gazetteer of Thayetmyo (1874), pp. 48, 49.
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frequently does, to imbibe some of the wisdom which that progenitor of the race of dogs

then swallowed.3

Like the other hill-tribes, the Chins are much addicted to drinking ‘kaung, or

rice-beer, and this gift is also attributed to Mother ‘Li, and the Chins say that when it is

prepared in the orthdox fashion it has the same consistency as Mother ‘Li’s milk. It was given

them, they say, to maintain their strength after the lake of milk with which Mother ‘Li had

hrst endowed" them was dried up. ‘Kaung, however, is not offered to Mother ‘Li, though it is

always offered to the spirits (penates, or otherwise), and forms an essential part of every Chin

marriage or funeral. Among the wild Chins, I believe, at the end of a big wedding, often

not a single man, woman, or child is sober ;
and charges made before the village elders of

adultery committed on such occasions have been summarily put aside on the ground that there

was no person present at the time who was sober enough to know and to remember what took

place. The Barmans, as Buddhists, are all, at any rate in theory, total abstainers from

alcoholic liquors
;
and the Southern Chins, who have come very much in contact with them,

have, at least, learnt to believe that it is not meritorious to get drunk, and many of them are

free from the vice of intemperance. It should be added that it is not the Chin custom to drink

^anng regularly, hut they are addicted to very heavy drinking on the occasion of a feast or of

making sacrifices (to the spirits).

Tribal System.

The Chins are divided into forty or more of clans, called a‘so, each, clan having its

common ancestry, called ‘kun. The *hms are often spoken of as male. There is also the

(n)zo-yai ancestry worshipped only by the women, with an offering of dog’s flesh
; but of

this, and of another tribal distinction called *k6 r little information can be got. The .

(
7i)%Q-yai does not seem to be a female ancestry, but it is reckoned to be in the female line of

natural birth. One may be adopted into a different ‘kun, for the name is used of the

clan, as well as of the original ancestor and of his deceased descendants, male and female
;

but one’s (n)zo-yai can never be changed.

The Chin clans are all exogamous, i. e ., a man may not marry a woman of his own
clan

;
but, as we shall see later on, after the marriage ceremonies are over, the wife is

initiated into her husband’s clan, and has her wrists wrapped round with cotton-yarn as

a witness to all evil spirits that she is under the guardianship of the ‘hun of her husband. So,

too, all children, four or five days after birth, are admitted in like manner into the ‘kun
;
and at

the same time children have their ears bored. As to the origin of this last custom, the Chins
have a strangely childish tradition. They say that if F6i ‘Kleuk, the Lord of the
Underworld, spies a man who has not his ears bored, he will think that this is not a man but
a rabbit, and will give chase. So to avoid this mistake, and the disaster that might attend it,

all Chin infants have their ears bored.

If a Chin dies leaving a widow with young children, some months after his death she will

return to her parents or elder brother, and she will be readmitted, with the children also, into

her ancestral ‘kun* Afterwards when the children are grown up, they may be readmitted into

their father’s ‘hun. The widow, too, may marry again
j
and in that case will,, of course, be

8 Of recent years the American Baptist Missionaries have, with somewhat modified success, adapted, for the
Chiu language, the Pwo-Karen alphabet, which is again a modification of the Burmese one. They have also
published in that form a Chin Bpelling-book, an elementary catechism, a hymn-book, and a translation of St. John,
i—vi. They are, however, I understand, doubtful as to the advisability of continuing to.use these characters.
In 1S92, Mr. Bernard Houghton, I.O.S., issued his “ Essay on the Language of the Southern Chins " (with
grammar, vocabularies, and sentences), in which, he used the-Roman characters, and this has been found far more
suitable for the purpose, although as there is as yet no reading public very little has been produced in that
form.
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admitted into the 'kun of her second husband. If the string were not tied round their

wrists on their admission into the *7$im
,
they would probably soon come to an untimely end,

and on their death they would not be permitted to arrive at the land of Pdi ‘Klenk.

When two Chins who are strangers meet and enter into conversation, the first question is

ordinarily,
u What is your clan ? ” All of the same clan are regarded as brothers/ Like all

the hill-tribes and the people of the plains, too, of Burma, the Chins are hospitable according

to their means, — and more especially so towards their brethren; of the same clan.

The explanation which the Chins themselves give of their origin of the clans is that

long, long ago each tribe, or clan, lived by itself on one mountain side, e. £/., that the Mendet

tribe originally lived in Mendet village. Nowadays even a small village may have members

of an indefinite number of tribes.

Some of the clans, as the Mendet and Talau, are to be held in more honour than others ;

but as their daughters must marry into other clans than their own, and their own wives also

must have come from other clans, there is a complete absence of caste feeling.

Certain sacrifices to the guardian nat ( the Burmese name for “ spirit ”
) are performed

by the Mendet and Talau clans alone. When they make these sacrifices, one person from each

house, partaking in the sacrifice, brings a small measure (sale) of uncooked rice with a little

cotton-yarn on the top of it. A pig is sacrificed, and the rice is cooked. A stand for the

offering to the nat is erected before the house where the worshippers assemble, and all the

persons taking part in the sacrifice have their wrists wrapped round with the yarn. Then,

after the pa'san 'sayd (their teacher or priest) has uttered the incantations, and the nat is

satisfied and gives permission, they all fall to and feast.

Every year each clan will have a special sacrifice to their deceased forefathers, and

will offer them pork and rice and 4haung . The pa'san 4sayd invites the spirits to the feast,

calling over their names, and if there have been any comparatively recent deaths (say within

two or three years ) in the clan, the spirits of these their relatives are enrolled in the lkun.

Propitiatory Ceremonies.

The Chins have a custom of offering first-fruits to Mother Ceres, whom they call P6k

Klai, They say that if she gives them but one look they wili have plenty of rice, and they

tell a somewhat gruesome story to explain the origin of the custom of offering first-fruits.

« Once upon a time a woman had a daughter. Before her death, as she lay adying, she said

to her daughter, 4 After I arn dead and cremated, I shall return, wearing my intestines as

a necklace. You must remain on the stairs. I shall come up by the back stairs and verandah.

When I come you must throw some of the ftadu-water (with which the corpse had been

washed) over me. If you throw it I shall become a human being again/ Now when her

mother came wearing her intestines as a necklace, the daughter was afraid, and durst not

throw the hadu-water upon her mother ; so, because she dared not, this woman could not

become a human being again. Yet afterwards, her mother showed her where the cucumber

seeds and the sweet cucumber and pumpkin seeds were,5 and, giving her a command, said :

* My daughter, eat the first-fruit of the corn in its season/ So to this day the Chins eat the

first-fruits of their corn, as a religious function. Before the men eat they make offerings in

their yas (corn, or vegetable patches) for their deceased ancestry to eat/’

* Perhaps “cousins” would be the better rendering1

;
for the Chins, like the Burmese, call their cousins of the

first, and even of the second or third remove, by the same words as are used for “ brother ” or “ sister.

i. taught her how to grow the vegetables required for their curry.
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The Chins also propitiate the rain fairy, Blaung ‘Saw, with offerings of cattle, pigs, and

chickens, and, of course, with rice and 'haling too. When this sacrifice is being held all the

women must remain standing from 9 a,m. to 3 p.m.

When the Chins have sown their corn, they gather together in their fields and pray the

Earth to lend herself (*. e., her increase) to them once again. If they do not thus petition the

Earth to lend herself to them, but thanklessly and gracelessly clutch at what they can get

without even so much as ‘ By your leave/ they may espect poor crops, and their children

too will fall sick of fever through possession by the spirit. So they make an offering of

a pig, a fowl, and a pot of ‘kaung , and also of three large and one small wicker-basketfuls of

rice. They also wrap cotton-yarn on a piece of bamboo about three-quarters of a yard long,

and pour some water from the bamboo on the baskets of offerings and on the worshippers.

Again, as has been already stated, after the harvest is reaped, they assemble in the fields to

make to the ancestorand others an offering of the first-fruits, and then they can eat the new corn.

In their houses, too, some Chins will, before they take a meal, call upon their ancestral *Torn
,

or some other spirit, and then throw away a little ball of rice for the summoned spirit to eat

;

but of late the custom has not been performed with much devotion, even where it is still kept up.

Chins will also offer on sundry occasions to their ancestors the flower of the thabye

or eugenia , stones, cooked glutinous rice, and cotton.

The Chins have no images of Mother ‘Li, of their penates, or of the other spirits whom
they fear ; and the figures of the king-crow and of the elephant, which are often carved on the

top of the memorial posts placed in their ancestral cemetery, are not worshipped by them.

Neither have they any chapels, temples, or other set places for assembly and for worship.

Possession by an evil spirit does not connote with them either madness or moral turpitude, but

merely sickness or some untoward accident.

Sickness or other trouble is supposed to be due to the animosity of some spirit-being,

who has been provoked by something some one has done, probably unintentionally and in

ignorance; but the consequence is the same, the spirit holds the man in his grip. The spirits

are considered as capricious rather than wicked; though the people do not shrink from
saying that they worship them because they ( the spirits ) are had and therefore dangerous to

them.

If a naan strikes his naked toe against the ground, for they wear no boots or shoes, and his

foot grows more and more painful after two or three days, he must propitiate the spirit of

the ground, (n)pek<san<put, by au offering of cooked rice, which is placed in a small

bamboo basket, and buried at the place where the man hurt his foot. So, it is hoped, the spirit

may be appeased by the food given him.

Immediately after the birth of a child, nats have to be appeased by the offering of two
chickens made underneath the house

;
otherwise they would cause the child to be for ever crying,

and to be in bad health.

The Spirits.

The names and number of these spirits is legion, and the duty of the teacher is to
show the people how to perform the sacrifices duly, and to utter the right incantations

;

otherwise the offerings would be ineffective. The common name for the teacher is yai-shen,
(called by the Burmans pa^an or ok,-mi if skilled and respected. All these teachers recite

rhythmically the customs relating to Mother ‘Li, which they have received orally from their
own teachers, and all of them are much given to the drinking of ‘Icaung . The lai-lo, who
holds forth at marriages, is a less esteemed teacher, and is especially fond of liquor. The office

of teacher is not hereditary
; neither are they intent on keeping the knowledge of their sacred
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lore to themselves. They are, at least among the Southern Chins, agriculturists like their

neighbours, and a villager who is not skilled enough in the traditions to be a yai-shen may

yet be a mong ‘ten (*. e., of “skilled lip”) and able occasionally to make certain

offerings in the absence of one more skilled than himself.

Some spirits may be satisfied if a chicken is offered in sacrifice, and a little of the flesh and

some cooked rice thrown on the ground for them to eat ; but generally a miniature house has

to be constructed for the spirit (or mot, as the Burmese would call him), and offerings made of

do^s, or pigs, or bullocks, or buffaloes. Sometimes whatever offerings may be made, the mind

of°themat cannot be appeased: and in such cases, of course, the man dies. The pa'san ‘sayi

would not find the people so ready to listen to him, I imagine, were it not that the occasion

of a sacrifice is almost the only time that the Chins eat any other than vegetable curry with

their rice.

Cosmology.

The Chins conceive of the world as a flat surface, which is supported by. two giants

(n)S6ng and (n)HoL Sometimes to ease their shoulders they change the position of the

load somewhat, and this is the cause of the earthquakes. The weight of the earth has caused

awful sores on their shoulders, and as, after the manner of Chins, they do not wash the sores

freely, much less use antiseptics, maggots have bred on their wounds, and these maggots are

as big as elephants, so I have heard them say.

Forked lightning is considered to be the work of a spirit called (n)Glet; and

meteorites sometimes found are called (n)Glet’s teeth. Of the sheet lightning, so common

in mild evenings, sundry accounts are given ;
but there seems to be common to these varying

traditions the attributing of the lightning to two spirits (one or both female), the. one placed

in the east and the other in the west, who wink at one another out of mutual affection.

The rainbow is called the yawning of the dragon, and when they speak of an eclipse of

the sun or moon they say that “ the dog bites ” or “ catehes ” them; but I have not heard

from any Chins tiie explanation of these sayings.

Witches,

The Chins are afraid of witches ;
bat, as has been the ease with other peoples, they find

great difficulty in learning for certain whether a given woman is a witch or not. If they knew

it they would certainly drive the woman out of the village, and perhaps resort to farther

violence Like the Burmese, they believe that witches have the power by tbeir incantations

to introduce foreign matter into the bodies of those whom they hate, and so to cause,them to

sicken and die. It is the custom of the Chins to cremate the dead, and they think that

when a witch is cremated, her bowels, which they conceive to be anything but hnman in their

formation will explode with a loud noise ;
and so the relatives of one who is suspected of

bein* a witch will, when she is cremated, take care to put some big bamboos on the pyre, along

withthe cntch wood which is always used on sttch occasions, so that when the explosion takes

place they may be able to affirm confidently that it was not her body that exploded, but the

bamboos.
TiftW

In the former days the Chin elders would decide all manner of questions and disputes

that might crop up in a village, in accordance with Chin customary law; and the expenses

of litigation were but pots of ‘hating, and sometimes also a pig for sacrifice and consumption.

Nowadays the powers of the elders are limited to their religious customs, including, of course,

questions of marriage and divorce. Other matters come before the Government representative,

theM (i. e., head man), to whom they must give “ the cost of a quid of betel (commuted

in these jungle villages at one rupee), on referring any matter for his decision. The Ohm
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national custom of taking an oatli was to hold a sprig of the Eugenia (ihabye) in his hand whilst

giving his evidence. It may be noted that the Burmese when victorious in war would crown

themselves with chaplets made of the leaves of the same tree. Disputes are not frequent in

Chin villages, and even under the British rule, which in practice unfortunately seems to foster

litigation, it is very rare that the Chins ever appear in any case in the courts.

Manner of Life.

The Chin manner of life is of the simplest, and before the days of the British occupation

they were very chary of leaving their homes. The Chiu requires very little, excepting salt

arid a dd (or chopper), which he cannot get for himself ;
though he frequently nowadays has

all kinds of luxuries unknown to his forefathers, e. g ., ngapi (i. e pickled fish, generally more

or less putrid), earthenware jars, matches and lamps. The bamboo alone gives him material

for the walls, floor, and roof of his house, for his mats, cups, and waterjugs, for handles to

his tools, for his weaving implements, for his baskets of all sizes, and for his substitute for

twine. By rubbing two little pieces of bamboo together he can at once make a fire
;
and he can

also make musical instruments of sorts from the bamboo. He grows his own corn (rice), and

threshes and pounds it himself. In his ya he also grows all the vegetables he requires for his

curry, beyond what can be found growing wild in the jungle, and cotton too, which his wife

spins into yarn and weaves into garments and blankets. The dyes which he requires, and he

has a considerable number of them, including indigo, he manufactures himself mainly from

plants, either wild or cultivated. He grows his own tobacoo, though, like the Bnrman,he spoils

it in the drying, and he manufactures his pipe from a little bamboo. Formerly the Chins

were only able to take up the laborious and wasteful taung^yd method of cultivation, whereby

fresh patches of jungle must be cleared each year for that year’s crop, as they had no

paddy-fields (Z*j) and often neither bullocks nor bufialoes
;
but of recent years they have slowly

been improving their condition. In all his work, excepting the cutting of the jungle for ya
,

or the cutting down of bamboos and timber genei’ally, and in ploughing, in the few cases

where he has paddy-fields, the wife and daughter of the Chin take their full share.

The Chins are a very simple-minded people, and have not that facility in lying which most

Orientals seem to possess
;
that is to say, the Chins may lie freely, but they cannot ordinarily

lie boldly and consistently. I have been told by a magistrate who had lived among the

Northern Chins, a savage people whose greatest delight, until the British occupied the country

a few years ago, was to go head-hunting along the neighbouring mountains, that a bold liar was

considered a great acquisition in any of these villages, and that whenever a Government enquiry

was to be made on any point u the liar ” was brought forward to answer all questions. The
Chins have been, and are, perpetually being defrauded by their more wily Burmese neighbours,

who keep up the character ascribed to their ancestor in Chin folklore. The Chins have

a saying that w the Barman language is the most simple and straightforward of languages, but

the Burmese man is the most crooked and deceitful of men.”

Tattooing.

Until a few years ago every girl on reaching the age of puberty had her face tattooed*

In the Northern Chin Bills this tattooing is done chiefly in rings and dotted lines
;
but among

the Southern Chins, who were hemmed in by the Burmans, the whole face from the roots of

the hair on the forehead, round by the ear to the neck, including even the eye-lids, was tattooed,

and that so thickly and darkly that at a distance the whole face looked indigo and. only a close

inspection would disclose the patterns worked on the face. It is not the Chin hereditary

custom for boys or men to be tattooed
;
but now they mostly have their body and thighs tattooed

as the Burmese do, whose manner of dress they also generally follow. The reason generally

given by the Chins themselves, and by others, of this .strange custom of tattooing ,their

women’s faces is that they wished to make them ugly, so that there would be less danger of their
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being forcibly carried oif by the Burmese
;
though some Chins attribute this custom also to

Mother ‘Li’s injunctions. I should imagine that the custom of tattooing the faces of the

women goes back far beyond the time when the Burmaus grew strong euough to harass

the Chins.

Burmese Influence.

In the days before the British occupation of Lower Burma, the Southern Chins who had

been driven down southwards along the mountains by pressure from their fellow countrymen

in the north, had found for their abode a land naturally more fertile than tlieir old home
;
bnt

they were perpetually harassed by the Burmaus. Whenever a Barman was seen near a Chin

village, the whole population would flee, if there was opportunity
;
for the Burmese, and more

especially the officials, seem to have regarded the Chins as their legitimate prey. In those

days the Chins were desperately poor : sometimes a man would be sold into slavery, or

would sell his children, on account of a debt amounting to no more than a shilling, and few

Chins had any cattle. Occasionally a band of Barmans, villagers who lived perhaps a day’s

march away, would surround a Chin village and carry off forcibly as slaves all the youths and

maidens ;
on such occasions they would sometimes give Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 to the parents, as

a proof, I suppose, should the matter ever possibly come to the ears of the Government, that

these were slaves lawfully purchased. Sometimes the women were set free after a number of

years when they had ceased to be attractive to their captors or purchasers, and when they could

no longer get through as much work as when they were young. At other times the Chins fared

still worse. The village would be surrounded by armed men, generally headed by a Government

official, and the men who were not able to make good their escape into the surrounding

woods were slaughtered. The Chin women, too, were first ravished and then slaughtered
;
and

sometimes even the babes would be thrown up in the air and caught on the points of spears.

The village, and all that could not be carried away, was burnt or destroyed
;
and many even of

those who had escaped into the woods died of starvation and exposure. As the Chin who told

me said, “ those were terrible times.
”

Latterly, the Chins have largely copied the language and dress of the Burmans, and

to some extent their religion and other customs, — though without throwing over their

own hereditary practices altogether, “ If you do not know the fashion in dressing your hair,

follow the mode in your village,’’ says a Burmese proverb
;
and certainly, if we may jndge from

their acts, the Chins seem largely to approve of that motto. In some few villages not only

have the Chins given up most of their national customs, but the children do not eveu know the

Chin language. In the Census Reports, decade by decade, a larger percentage of the Chins

and other hill-tribes is returned as Buddhist ; thus in the Prome District in 1872 there were

15,200 persons returned as animists, in 1901 the number was 8,682.
44 Nor is Buddhism yet

a moribund faith, for it is still attracting to it Shamanist or nat-worshipping Karens that

have not yet fallen within the influence of the Christian missionaries .... The fact that

no attempt at proselytising is attempted by the Buddhist clergy is probably an inducement to

the uncultured to join them. The savage looks upon the missionary with suspicion. He cannot

readily understand that the missionary’s motives are disinterested, whereas he sees the advantage

of joining such a religion as Buddhism, as it raises him in the social scale.6 Moreover, he need

not abandon his tutelary gods. It is this easy tolerance that has facilitated the spread of

Buddhism. It may be taken as an axiom that the more thorough the conversion from one

religion to another is, the more difficult it becomes to obtain converts. Bnt this easy tolerance

of Buddhism has led to its becoming adulterated in the process of absorption of the wilder

creeds.7 As a matter of fact, however, the Chins are at present between two stools and there

is much. room for Christianity as a means of raising them. As a rule they will more or less

$ He thereby ‘practically becomes a Barman, much as the Turcoman becomes a Bussian by joining the

^Orthodox faith.

? Census Mepori (Burma), 1801, pp. 50*80.
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frequently kneel before tbe Buddha’s image and join with the Burmese in their festivals, and

yet they follow the customs of their forefathers. They dread the evil spirits and revere the

name of the Great Parent of all good, but hardly worship that power. Their worship

is mainly a propitiation
;
and what need, think they, is there to propitiate their Parent who

loves them dearly, and ever does them good? Very few Chins have any real affection for

Buddhism, though they can see the beauty of the moral law laid down as binding on the

Buddhist 4 householders ’ or laity. Since the British occupation the Chins have been less

attentive, as I have been informed by the people themselves, to the religious ordinances

incumbent on Buddhists than they were before
;

for now they do not need the material

protection which the profession of Buddhism used to give them, by raising them from the

state of
4 savages, ’ the lawful prey of any one, to that of civilized men.

Marriage Customs.

When a little girl is born she is placed under the guardianship of an elder brother, or

cousin or uncle, on her father’s side, and when she grows up she may not marry without his

consent, — though this is rarely denied when there is persistence on the part of the sweet-

hearts. Of course, the parties to a Chin marriage must be of different clans, and the

ancient customs must be followed. Pre-nuptial chastity does not seem to be very highly

esteemed among the Chins, and the parties often, if not generally, live together openly before

marriage. Infidelity after marriage is not very common in the remote villages. Girls are

generally married at fifteen years of age onwards
; boys when two or three years older. If

a girl reaches twenty or twenty-five years of age and is yet unmarried, she is counted an old

maid and avoided by the young men
;
indeed, it is not considered creditable, and hardly

reputable. A marriage should take place only in the hot weather, on or just before the full

moon of the months of Tabodioe and Kafsong. If the parties elope together, the youth may
then, or afterwards, be fined Rs. 60 ; but this is rather a following of Burmese customary law.

Borne time previous to the marriage the youth will have gone with some comrades to the

house of his prospective brother-in-law, taking some 'haling with him. This time nothing is

said about marriage ;
but, I suppose, if the 4 haung is tacitly accepted it implies consent on the

part of the guardians of the girl. After that the parents of the youth will go with him to her

brother or parents, and formally ask for her in marriage for their son. The girl’s parents or

brother will then settle what kind of wedding feast the youth’s parents must provide, that is

to say, what pigs have to be sacrificed for the feast. On the day fixed for the wedding the

friends and relatives of the bridegroom will assemble very early at the bride’s house, the men
bringing the pigs required, and the girls carrying 4 haung in gourds. Sometimes there will be

as many as twenty or thirty girls thus carrying 'haung. These will all sit on or by the steps

of the house where the bride lives, and none of the bridegroom’s party may go in without
contributing a pot of

4 haung. Tbe friends and relatives of the bride also bring 4 haung in pots,

and in addition chickens and rice for the feast. The 4haung is pub into a huge jar into which
two bamboo tubes are inserted, and through these they all suck the beer.

In the meanwhile a little porker has been killed, and the village elders examine its liver.

If certain marks are seen on the liver, it is declared to be inauspicious, and a second porker is

killed. When the bridegroom is in real earnest, if this second liver, too, is pronounced to

be inauspicious, a third little pig is offered
; but if now, too, the fates declare against it, the

marriage may not take place. The brother or parents of the girl would not allow the
marriage, for there would be no children born of it, or, if there should be, they would die

early, or some other dread misfortune would befall them. So the wedding is stopped, and they
give the youth a present on account of the expense and inconvenience he has been put to, and
this present is called a 44 wiper away of tears/’ But if, as is ordinarily the case, the fates have
been more propitious, the ianzb pig, of medium size, which has been presented by the youth to

his father-in-law, is slaughtered and cooked to serve as food for the bride’s company,
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the
c< superior ” company as it is generally called. The bridegroom’s or “inferior” company

on the other hand eat of the chickens provided and cooked for them by the “superior”

company. This rule about eating is strictly kept, or at least any breach of the rule brings

about a fine of a pot of ‘ liaung. The two companies sit and eat separately, but drink from the

same jar, though through different tubes.

The two pigs mentioned above are always killed at a Chin wedding, and sometimes the

bride’s brother or parents insist also on the offering of a huge tusker, and occasionally even of

a fourth pig as a special offering to the spirits. Under certain special circumstances yet other

pigs may have to be offered, over and above what may be demanded to satisfy the appetites of

the guests. The “inferior ” company cook the pigs which they have brought, and wait on the

bride’s relatives and friends at the wedding breakfast
;
then these in their turn serve those with

the chickens and rice they have brought. After that, all young and old men and women drink

freely. The marriage is considered as settled and confirmed when the bride s brother eats of

the pork which the groom’s party have prepared.

After that one of the bride’s party, or some other of their friends who may be skilled in the

precepts of Mother ‘Li, will recite these to the bridegroom. Presents are also interchanged, and

her parents give the bride her share of their property. Before and during the marriage the

bridegroom has to pay very great deference to his elder brother-in-law. The bridt groom is also

exhorted to treat his wife kindly and with clue respect. “ Do not beat our sister,” say they,

“ so as to make blood flow, or to raise a festering sore. If she is stupid and will not obey you,

correct her by word of mouth, or at least with moderation. If you beat her so as to break

a bamboo over her, or to break her bones, she will run away back to her brother.” After this the

drunken lai-lo “ teacher” also recites rhythmically the precepts of Mother £Li amidst his liberal

potations of 'kaung . Soon after mid-day the function is over, and the bridegroom’s friends are

summarily dismissed ; the (t superior ” party will pour water over them, or beat them with

the tubes through which the ‘ Jsaung has been drunk. The bride is then conducted to her father-

in-law’s house, where she is admitted into her husband’s clan, the bridegroom’s mother and

sisters wrapping cotton-yarn round her wrists. She afterwards gives them a chicken or a pig,

varn or money for this service. After a woman has been married, and the young people have

been established in anew home, she has by Chin law no more inheritance in her parents’ house.

Should the young husband be violent in bis treatment of his wife, she can demand to be

separated from him, receiving a full share of their united property and also in addition

a bullock as compensation. More frequently, however, matters are settled peaceably by apologies

and offerings of pigs and of ‘ hating for a feast. Husband and wife may mutually agree to part,

and then, as is the Burmese custom, they divide equally their acquired property between them.

If the husband alone wishes to separate, he must give his wife Rs. 60 over and above her half

of the property ;
and very few Chins have so much money. If the wife wishes to leave her

husband without any offence on his part, she must leave behind everything she possesses.

Still there are among the Chins but few cases of separation, i. e t , of divorce, and the husband and

wife generally get on fairly well together. In these days it is more customary for the young

people to continue to live, until perhaps a second child may be born, with the parents of one

of them
;
and if with the bride’s parents, they would only receive the dowry when they set

up house for themselves. A few days’ labour, or a few weeks’ labour, would make all the

difference between a mean house and one above the average,— and this built at no other cost

than their own labour at a time when they might otherwise have been doing nothing.

Sometimes, on account of the expense, a man is unable to marry the woman with whom

he lives, and who may have borne him two or three children. Should she die without ever

having been lawfully married, the husband is bound to go through the marriage ceremony with

the corpse; and the wife at last will be admitted into the ‘bun of her husband.
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Burial Customs.

All sickness or accident is, as lias been already stated, supposed to be directly due to the

action of some supernatural being, and when this spirit refuses to be appeased by the offerings

made to him, the man must die. The body is then washed with water, in which the leaves of

the kadu plant have been steeped, and the hair is combed. A small chicken is killed, and

tied by a string to the big toe of the deceased. This chicken will accompany the deceased to

the other world, and will peck at the caterpillars lying in the way, which might otherwise

incommode the traveller to that far-off land. Other chickens are sacrificed, and pigs also
;

and if the man was fairly well-to-do, buffaloes and bullocks too, — for the welfare of the

deceased and to provide a feast for the visitors. Whenever bullocks or buffaloes are

sacrificed, the blood is mixed with rice or “ bread ” and then put into the large intestines and

roasted. A portion of this, too, is thrown away for the spirits to eat, and the rest is eaten by

the gnests.

Bice-beer pleating) is prepared before a man dies, for it takes four or five days to brew
;

and were all left to the last, there might not be found time to make it before the body would

have to be disposed of. Should this happen, or should there be no yai-shen present to utter

the incantations, the corpse is buried ;
and then after a year it is unearthed, and the burial

customs are duly performed. Chicken and rice and
*

"hating are from time to time given

to the corpse to eat
;
and the yai-shen, sitting between the liquor and the corpse, chants the

customs of Mother ‘Li. All the village, and many visitors from a distance, fiock to a big

funeral; but if the body is to be buried there will only be a very few present. Often the

women, and formerly the men too, would dance in front of the dead man’s house.

A piece of wood, nearly four feet in length, is carved with a figure of the bird (the king-

crow) or an elephant on the top of it
;
or in the case of a poor man a piece of bamboo is cut,

and the end of it is made into a fringe. This is called the (nYklo-seung , and is put into the

dead man’s hand. The yai-shen utters his charms, and the spirit of the deceased is bidden
to take up bis abode in this stick. Before the corpse is removed from the house, the

(iiyido-seung is taken away and set up in the ground somewhere outside the village.

Frequently, too, a wooden spear and a wooden gun were put into the hands of the dead
man ;

or in the case of a woman the lath of her loom. There is also put into the dead man’s
hand money to pay as ferry-charge over the stream of death. Sometimes a pice or two, or

two annas it may be, or sometimes as much as Rs. 10, or even more, is given. This money,
as well as the little chicken tied to the big toe of the deceased, and the pawn-zeng thread is

burnt at the cremation of the body. Five small pieces of bamboo, wound round with thread
(red, white, black, green, and yellow) called pawn-zeng , are also put into the hands of the

deceased for him to take with him to the land “ over there.” The neighbours make an offering

of a pig for sacrifice, also called pawn-zeng ; and the master of the house gives a big pig (called

lawn-gd ) for the guests to eat. A wake is kept up the whole night before a funeral
;

“ There
can be no sleeping.’* The whole village attend the corpse to the burning-ground, which is not
far away

; but all, excepting a few men, return before the cremation actually takes place. The
funeral pyre is of no great height, and is made of cutch-wood, as this is found to be the best
for burning. The few who remain by the fire imbibe still more lkaung

> and keep the fire up
until the body is consumed. Then they gather the charred bones and put them in a new
earthen pot of the ordinary kind, such as are in daily use. The pot is for a time, at least in
the rains* or when the people are otherwise busy, placed on a small stand made for it under
a tree outside the.villajgo fence. Afterwards, at a convenient season, the bones are conveyed away
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to the ancestral burial-place, which is generally situated in some remote jungle. It is usual

for a person to be cremated about three days after his death, A burial would normally take
place within twenty-four hours of the death.

The spirit of the dead man should take up its abode in the (nyhlo-*$eung

;

but the living are

much afraid that it may not do so. They do not believe that the life
Ci over there ” is a very

joyous one ;
being rather of the view of Achilles, whose shade told Ulysses that it was better

to be a slave on earth than a prince in Hades. The dead man is told that he may not linger

more than seven days in his old house; for they believe that the spirits of the dead look with

envy on the living, and that they will harm them. The night before they take away the

charred bones to the cemetery ( ayodaung ) they interrogate the pot of bones. They ask him
what disease he died of, and will say “ Let it be that he died of fever if the pot feels light

;

of some other disease if it feels heavy”
;
and then they test it. Again they ask him if he is

still lingering about here, or does he now inhabit u that country,” and the answer is given in

the same way as before.

Next morning they start off early, and if the deceased was a person of any means at all,

they will carry with them an elaborately carved memorial post of cuteh-wood to erect in the

cemetery. On the top of the post will be carved the figure of an elephant or of a bird; and

beneath that six-parallel circles will be cut round the post in the ease of a male, and five in the

case of a female. In the case of an unmarried girl all her private belongings are taken and

deposited by the pot of bones, and in every case rice, chicken, ngapl, chillies, betel, and tobacco

will be left for the soul of the departed to enjoy.

I do not find it possible to reconcile all the traditions and ideas held by the same

individual Chiu
;
and perhaps it would be too much to expect that they should admit of

being harmonized, — and more especially so with regard to matters concerning the future life.

Certainly the Chins generally do not seem to believe in the doctrine of the transmigration of

souls; yet my chief informant gave me the following information in Chin writing ; — We,

Chin people, must die when the rice given to our spirits on their departure from their former

existence is finished. We can only remain in this existence as long as that rice lasts. The

people who had much given them [ lit• ** brought much with them” ] live long. This rice is

put in small baskets outside the village fence before the corpse is removed from the house for

cremation.” The writer went on to add, what is indeed more in accord with the general

traditions, but scarcely consonant with the above. “ When a woman dies her husband will cry out

by the corpse, * when you come to Poi ‘ELleuk tell him that I am left behind here ; and ask him to

call me before long.’ Now when [he adds]} people with some little property die, bullocks and

buffaloes are offered in sacrifice that they may find favour when they present themselves before

Pdi ‘Kleuk
;
but if the people are poor they make offerings of pigs and fowls.

But to return to the funeral. When the people convey the pot of bones to the

cemetery, they take with them some cotton-yarn, and whenever they come to any stream or

other water, they stretch a thread across, whereby the spirit of the deceased, who accompanies

them, may get across it, too. When they have duly deposited the bones and food for the spirit

in the cemetery they return home, after bidding the spirit to remain there, and not to follow

them back to the village. At the same time they block the way by which they return by

putting a bamboo across the path.

The spirit, however* has not finished his travels yet. It must go on until it comes to the

stream of white water, on the other side of which dwells the Liord of Hades, Poi Kleuk.

He will cry out to Pdi ‘Kleuk, and after he appears will let the breeze waft, streamer-like
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across the water, the thread which is let loose from the patvn-zeng bamboos that

were burnt, along with the corpse at the cremation
;

for the shades of the little chicken

and of this thread have accompanied the deceased on his journey to his comfort and assistance.

Then, after the thread has been duly fastened, the spirit goes across to receive his judgment
for the deeds done in the body. Sometimes a spirit is terrified on account of his past misdeeds,M will endeavour to escape. But though the spirit may run, there is no remedy

; for

Poi ‘Kleuk has a dog, who will bite the runaways, and they dare not face him. In his terror

the spirit will climb the tree of hell
;
hat the mighty Poi 4 Kleuk will shake the branches, and

the poor wretch will fall into the cauldron of hell, which is full of boiling water. Or, if he

climb to the top of the tree, the dreadful vulture, hak-hyi, will devour his vitals. There is no

escape. He must come down and receive his just punishment. There is no need to utter

the sentence of condemnation. Poi ‘Kleuk merely points to them with his fourth, called “the
nameless,” finger, and they go away to be roasted in hell.

The Chins have some belief in a happier land, but their ideas on this subject are not very
tangible

;
and it is difficult to know how far the hope, which they sometimes express, that they

may be enabled to go by the straight and narrow way into the presence of the Great Parent of

all good, and there for ever abide, is derived, directly or indirectly, from Christian teaching.

BOOK-NOTICE.

Die Mon-Kmeb-Youbeb ein Bint>egi»tei> zwrscsEN

VOBXEBN ZENTBA.LASIENS TJND AUSTBONESIENS.

Yon P. W. Scsmiyr, S.V.D. Brunswick, 1903.

(B©printed from the Archiv fiir Anthropologic, Nene
Polge, Band v. Heft 1 n. 2.)

This work, also from the pen of Pater Schmidt,

appeared originally in the Archiv fiir

Anthropologic, and has been reprinted in another

form at Brunswick in the same year. In it, we
have the summing up of the author’s I'esearches

into the Mon-Khmer languages and his final

conclusions as to their relationship, whether
mutual or to other forms of speech. A detailed

account of its contents would occupy too much
space, and moreover can be found in the pages of

the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for

January 1907 by those who are interested in the
subject. J confine myself here to stating the
results to which his enquiries have led Pater
Schmidt, and which, in my opinion, he has
conclusively proved. Briefly, they are these

(a) There is agroop of languages called Mon-
Khmer, which is closely connected not only with
several tongues spoken on the Burma-Chinese
frontier, such as Paiaung, Wa, and others, but
also with the speeches of certain aboriginal
tribes of Malacca, with Nicobarese, with the
Kh&si of Central Assam, and with the Munda
languages of Central India. It is further to be
remembered that under the last head must be
included a number of extinct sub-Himalayan
dialects, reaching as far west as Kan&war, traces
of which stall plainly survive in the Tibeto-
Burman languages spoken by the descendants of

those who employed them. To this group of

Mon-Khmer-Malacca-Munda^Nicobar-Khasi lang-
uages Pater Schmidt has given the name of
“ Austroasiatic/* and he shows that not only ai*e all
the different forms of speech mutually related, but
that their speakers have the same physical type.

(6) Informer works the learned author showed
the existence of another group of languages, the
“Austronesic,” which included three related
sub-groups, the “Indonesia,” the “Melanesia,”
and the “ Polynesic, ” covering the areas
indicated by their respective names. In a second
pait of the work under notice, he undertakes the
task of comparing, by rigorously scientific
methods, the Austroasiatic and the Austronesic
languages, and of proving that these two groups
of speeches are ultimately related to eachother,
and form together one great united whole which
he calls the “ Austric” family. This speech-
family is the most widely spread of those whose-
existence has been established since the birth of
comparative philology. The tract over which it
extends reaches from the Panjab in the West to
Easter Island, off the coast of South America, in
the East; and from the Himalaya in the North to
New Zealand in the South. Such a result,—and
I do not think that any one can seriously impugn
the arguments on which it is founded, — amply
justify us in maintaining that Pater Schmidt's,
work is one of the most important contributions
to comparative philology which has issued from
the press in recent years.

. Georgb A. Grierson.
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A PLAN FOR A UNIFORM SCIENTIFIC RECORD OF THE
LANGUAGES OF SAVAGES.

Applied to the Languages of the Andamanese and Nicobarese.

BY SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE.

(Continuedfrom p. 208*)

II.1

Tb.© Tliaory of Universal Grammar applied to the Andamanese Languages.

Prefatory Remarks.

I.

The Andamanese are divided into twelve Tribes belonging to three Groups or Divisions,

as under, from North to South (ride Map attached) :
—

*

1. The Yerewa or Northern Division, consisting of the Ghariar, Kora, Tabo, Yere and

Kede Tribes.

2. The Bojigngiji or Southern Division, consisting of the Juwai, K6I, Bojigyab, Balawa

and Bea Tribes.

3. The Onge-Jarawa or Outer Division, consisting of the Onge and Jiirawa Tribes.

Port Biair is situated in the Bea Territory, and that Tribe and its language are consequently

by far the best known and the Bojignglji is the best known Group or Division.

Every Tribe has its own set of names for itself and all the others, and these names have constant

conventional prefixes and suffixes attached to them, making the names long and unwieldy . In this

Grammar the Bea set of names has been adopted, and for convenience of presentation they have been

stripped of the habitual prefixes and suffixes attached to them ( vide Appendix C).

Also, except where otherwise specially stated, all examples and all vernacular words quoted

are taken from the Bea (aka-Bea-da) speech. Diacritical marks are not used except where

unavoidable.

a Lastly, it is necessary to note that Colebrooke's Jliraica Vocabulary made in the XV Illth

Century was gathered from one individual of the Tribe and not from several persons, as has been

hitherto supposed.

I. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION,

a. — Philological Value.

The Andaman Languages are extremely interesting from the philological standpoint, on account

alone of their isolated development, due to the very recent contact with the outer world on the part

of the speakers. Of the speech of the only peoples, who may be looked upon as the physical

congeners of the Andamanese,- the Samangs of the Malay Peninsula and the Aetas of the

Philippine Archipelago,— no Vocabulary or Grammar is available to me of the latter, and the only

specimens of the Samang tongue I have seen bear no resemblance or roots common to any

Andamanese Language.

The Andamanese Languages exhibit the expression only of the most direct and simplest thought,

show few signs of syntactical, though every indication of a very long etymological, growth, ate

purely colloquial and' wanting in the modifications always necessary for communication by writing.

The Andamanese show, however, by the very frequent use of ellipsis and of clipped and curtailed

words, a long familiarity with their speech.fTUiUO, C» AVXlJij *
.. . - - ~

T Largely "reprinted with additions and many corrections from Chapter IV. of Parti- ot the Centus Report.

India 1901 Vol III. Since this article was written, Skeat and Blagden’s Pagan Races o) the Malay Peninsula has

appeared, but I have not been able to collate it for the present purpose.
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The sense of even Proper Names is usually immediately apparent and the speakers invariably

exhibit difficulty in getting out of the region of concrete into that of abstract ideas, though none in

expanding or in mentally differentiating or classifying ideas, or in connecting several closely together.

Generic terms are usually wanting, and specific terms are numerous and extremely detailed. Narration

almost always concerns themselves and the chase. Only the absolutely necessary is usually employed

and the* speech is jerky, incomplete, elliptical and disjointed. Introductory words are not much
used and no Forward references are made. Back references, by means of words for that purpose are

not common* nor are conjunctions, adjectives, adverbs and even pronouns. An Andamanese will

manage to convey his meaning without employing any of the subsidiary and connecting parts of

speech. He ekes out with a clever mimicry a great deal By manner, tone and action
;
and this

habit lie abundantly exhibits in the form of his speech* His narration is, nevertheless, clear, in

proper consecutive order and not confused, showing that he possesses powers of co-ordination.

b. — Savage Nature*

The general indications that the Languages give of representing the speech of undeveloped

savages are confirmed by the intense anthropomorphism exhibited therein. As will be seen later

on, the Andamanese regard not only all objects, but also every idea associated with them, as
connected with themselves and their necessities, or with the parts of their bodies and their attributes.

They hare no means of expressing the majority of objects and ideas without such reference
;
e. g

they cannot say “head” or “ heads,” but must say “my, your, his, or 5
s, this one’s, or

that one’s head” or “ our, your, their, or or these ones’, those ones’ head’s.”

But though they are* “savage” languages, limited in range to the requirements of a people
capable of but few mental processes, the Andamanese Languages are far from being « primitive.”
3n the evolution of a system of pre-flexion- in order to intimately connect words together, to build up
compounds and to indicate back references, and in a. limited exhibition of the idea of concord by
means of post-inflexion of pronouns, they indicate a development as complete and complicated as that
of an advanced tongue, representing the speech of a highly intellectual people. These lowest of
savages show themselves to be, indeed, human beings immeasurably superior in mental capacity to-

the highest of the brute beasts.

c. — Agglutinative Form.
The Andamanese Languages all belong to one Family, divided into three Groups, plainly

closely connected generally to the eye on paper, but mutually unintelligible to the ear. They are
agglutinative in nature, synthesisbeing present in rudiments only. They follow the general grammar
of agglutinative languages. All the affixes to roots are readily separable, and all analysis of words
shows a very ample mental mechanism and a low limit' in range and richness of thought and in the
development of ideas. Suffixes and prefixes are largely used, and infixes also to build up compound
words.. As with eveiy other language, foreign words have lately been fitted into the grammar with
such changes- of form as are necessary for absorption- into the general, structure of Andamanese
speech.

— Samples of ' Minuteness in- Detailed Terms.
The following are examples of the extent to which the use of specific terms to -describe detail^

of importance to the- Andamanese is carried by them;

Stages in the growth of fruit: — Otdereha, small : chimzti, sour : putungaij, unripe:2 cheba
;

hard: ielebtcb, seed not formed: gad, seed forming : gama, seed formed: tela, half-ripe: munukel,
ripe: wichat fully ripe : otybb, soft: cMrore

,
rotten.

Stages of the- day:

—

Wdingala
, first dawn: elawainga

y before sunrise : bodola dmtinga
,

sunrise: wainga, early morning : bodola Mgoinga, morning : bodola Mgnga, full morning:* bodo

% Jbit, black skin*

«
V** morni“3 s iUma> llli> earlJ moving that is-past.: diVmayajmmalen, Wya,minga, thismorning : wcwiya dihirreatei, early evsry morning.
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chanag, forenoon : bodo chatty noon: bbdoln lfiringa
,
afternoon : bodo Vardiyanga* full afternoon:

elardbjamja
t
evening : dth\ before sunset: bodo la ibtinga

,
sunset : eldkddauya

,
twilight: elaritnga ,

dark : chau, midnight.

e. — Specimen of Andamanese Method of Speech*

The following account of a story, abstracted with corrections from Portman, of an imaginary

pig-hunt as told by a Bea eremt&ga (forest-man) for the amusement of- his friends, will go far

to explain the Andamanese mode of speech, and the form- that its Grammar takes.

The narrator sits on the ground, facing a half circle of lounging Andamanese. After a short

silence, he leans forward with his bead bent down. Suddenly he sits'erect witli brightening eyes and

speaks in a quick, excited way; acting as if carrying on a conversation with another person. ‘*In

how many days will you return ?” And- them answering as if for himself: “I will come back early

in the morning, I am off pig-hunting now.’’ A pause. “I am- going.” Very suddenly. “You stay

here in my place.”' Moving as if going away. “I am going away.” Squeaking like a young pig

with pantomime of shooting it. “It is only a little pig. I will' bring it to
sthe hut.

,5r Moving his

shoulders as if carrying. “ They can roast it here.” Wave of the hands signifying that the

pig was of no account. Pause. “I will start early to-morrow morning after a big one, a big

pig.” Motions of hands to show length and breadth of pig. To an imaginary friend. “I will

sharpen pig arrows to take with me. Come after me and we will hunt together.” Imitation^ with

the hands of a pig running, shooting arrows, slap on the left breast, squeals of several wounded pigs,

and so on. A pause. “You bring them in readiness to cook for me.” Directions by pantomime

to other persons as to the pigs. tk They were cooking them for me in the lint, cooking them well.”

Brightens np and begins again. u I will bring several more.” Pretends to listen. “We have got'

them here. The dogs -have* barked.” And so on for hours.

The actual expressions for such a story are :

—

KiChilean—tun ? dr la—V—edte ?igo bn . Wainga —len do bn . Nd do reg

Bow -many? day past you: come. Morning—in I come. Then I pig

dele Kam wai dol, Kami wai do bn * D’

—

driog—len

hunt. Here- indeed £ . Here indeed I come (go). Me-place—in'

led . Wai do jala lee. Reg—ba . Ram wai do tie bn

here. Indeed- I go~away do. Pig—little. Here indeed I take come.

Wai ka . eda otjdi . Da- lilti doga — laU Meg

Indeed here they roast. I (in—the )r-early—morning4 big — (pig)— for. Pig

doga- Do ela Vigjit he. V’

—

oltunumu—lean.5 Kaich d'— drolo.

big . I pig-aiTow sharpen—do. I —go ——do . Come* me—affcefc.

Do—nif --igdete. DT —okotelima Ik on VTai cP —at otjdi - ka

I —you--hunt

.

Me—before take come. Indeed me—sake cooking —were
bud—fan. Tun rbicha—heringa-—Ice. m do- ikpagi —he . Ik —re ka .

hut—in . More ripe—good

—

-do.- Then I several—do. Get—did here.

Wai eda ikkanawa—re .

Indeed they bark did.

Nothing could show more clearly how “ savage” the speech is in reality, how purely colloquial,

liow entirely it depends on- concurrent action for comprehension. When the party, who were out

with Mr* Vaux when he was killed by the Jarawas in February, 1902, returned, they explained the

occurrence tb their friends at the Andamanese Home in- Port Blair by much action and- pantomime

and few words. The manner of«his death was explained by the narrator lying down and following

hfs movements on the ground.

*'
i, e., of to-morrow. 5 This is not a Bea form j probably borrowed from Bojigy&b.
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II. — GRAMMAR,

a. — History of the Study.

I have taken so large a share in the development of the knowledge of the Andamanese tongue

that a brief personal explanation is here necessary to make clear the mode of presenting it that now

follows.

The first person to seriously study the Andamanese Languages and reduce them to

writing was Mr. E. H. Man, and in this work I joined him for a time soon after it was

commenced, and in 1877 we jointly produced a small book with an account of the speech of the

Bojignglji Group, or more strictly, of the Bea Tribe. We then worked together on it, making

such comparisons with the speech of the other Andaman Tribes as were then possible and

compiling voluminous notes for a Grammar and Vocabulary, Which are still in manuscript.

In 1882 the late Mr. A. J. Ellis used these notes for an account of the Bea Language in his

Presidential Address to the Philological Society.

.
In compiling our manuscript, Mr. Man and myself had used the accepted grammatical

terms, and these Mr. Ellis found to be so little suited for the adequate representation for

scientific readers of such a form of speech as the Andamanese, that he stated in his Address

that : — We require new terms and an entirely new set of grammatical conceptions, which

shall not bend an agglutinative language to our inflectional translation.” And in 1883 he

asked me, in a letter, if it were not possible 44
to throw over the inflectional treatment of an

uninflected language.”

b. — History of the Theory of Universal Grammar.

Pondering, for the purpose of an adequate presentation of Andamanese, on what was then
a novel, though not an unknown, idea, never put into practice, I gradually framed a Theory of

Universal Grammar, privately printed and circnlated in that year. This Theory remained
unused, until Mr. M. V, Portman compiled his notes for a Comparative Grammar of the

(South Andaman) Languages in 3898, based avowedly, but not fully, on my theory.
These notes I examined in a second article on the Theory of Universal Grammar in the Journal

6 la addition to the article mentioned in the Preface to this article.
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of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1899, which again was subjected to the faroarable criticism of

Mr. Sidney Ray, who has since successfully applied it in outline to sixteen languages/ selected

because unrelated and morphologically distinct,

1. English.

2. Hungarian.

3. Latin.

4. Khasi, Hills of N.-E. Bengal,

5. Anam, French Cochin China.

6. Ashanti, West Africa.

7. Kafir, South Africa.

8. Malagasy, Madagascar.

9. Olo Ngadju or Dayak, South East

Borneo.

viz., —
10. Nufor, Dutch New Guinea.

11. Motu, British New Guinea.

12. Mortloek Ids, Caroline Group, Micro-

nesia.

13. Mota, Banks’ Islands, Melanesia.

14. Samoan, Polynesia.

15. Awabakal, Lake Macquarie, Australia.

16. Dakota, North America.

c. — Position of the Andamanese Languages in the General

Scheme of the Theory.

The next point* for consideration is : — Where do the Andamanese Languages come into

the general scheme P This will be shown in the following general account of them, and as the

grammatical terms used will be novel to the reader, the corresponding familiar terms will

be inserted beside them in brackets, wherever necessary to make the statements clear in

a familiar manner. Diacritical marks will only be used when necessary to the elucidation

of the text.
d. — Examples of Sentences of On© Word.

The Andamanese Languages are rich in integer words, which are sentences in themselves,

because they express a complete meaning. The following examples are culled from Portman’s

TABLE OF INTEGER WORDS.

English.

Hurrah

I don’t know

Bea.

We
Uchin *

Balawa.

Yui

Maka

Bojigyab.

Yui

Konkete

Juwai.

Yui

Koien

Yery well : go
^

(with a lift of llJchik Kobale Kol Kol

the chin) J

Humbug

I

Akanoiyadake Akanoiyadake Omkotichwake
f Okamkoii-

\ ckwachin.

Oh : I say 1

(ironical) J

It’s broken

j>

Petek

Turushno9

Ya

Tnruit

f Kalaiitata 1

l Kalat /

Turush

Yokokene

T’ruish

Back me up

Say ‘yes’

Not exactly

Nonsense

Yes (ironical)

What a stink

^

Jego

Kak
Cho
W'ai (drawled)

Change

Jego

Kak
Ya
Wai (drawled)

Chunye

Jeklungi

Kaka

Aikut

Kole

Chunyeno

Atokwe

Alo

Kene
KTe
Chunye

How sweet \

),

(smell, with a (
« Pue Pue Pue Pue

puffing out of
j

the lips)
,

-

T See ante, Vol. XXVIII. pp. 197 fi., 225 ff.: Vol. XXXI. p. 165 ff.

« Portmau is so frequently inaccurate that it must be understood that throughout this article, wherever he is

quoted it is with corrections.

* This is doubtful.
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English. B*£a. Balawju Bojigvab. Jowal.

It hurts Ijl Yi Yi (drawled) Eyo (indignantly)

Oh (shock) Yite (with&gasp) The Yite dite

Don’t worry Ijiyomaingata Idiyomaingata Iramyolano Remjolokne

What r Where? Tan? Tan? Ilekot? Alech?

Is it so ? An wax ? An yatya ? En hole ? An k’le ?

Lor KAkutek Kakate Keleba Alobai

e. — Elliptical Speech.

Portman’s Vocabulary shows that the habit of speaking by integers, L e single words, or by

extremely elliptical phrases, is carried very far in Andamanese, and the Fire Legends10 themselves

give the clearest instances of it, in so far as these legends have been recorded by Portman.

The Bea version winds np with the enigmatic single word u Tomolola, ” which has to be

translated by “ they, the ancestors, were the Tomolola.” In the Kol version occurs the

single-word sentence “ Kolotatke,” lit . “Kolotat-be,” which has to be translated :
— ‘‘Now

there was one Kolotafc.” In the first instance, one word in the indicator (nonn) form

completes the whole sense ; in the second, one word in the predicator (verb) form does so.

Such elliptical expressions as the above and as the term of abuse, “ Fgabgorob” (ng +ab -f gorob,

you + special—radical—prefix + spine), would be accompanied by tone, manner, or gesture to

explain its meaning to the listener. Thus, the latter would be made to convey “ You
humpback,” or “ Break your spine,” by the accompanying manner.

f. -*• Portman’s Eire Legend in the Bea Version dissected

to illustrate Grammar.

The Andamanese sentence, when it gets beyond an exclamation or one word, is capable of

clear division into subject and predicate, as can be seen by an analysis of the sentences in

a genuine specimen of the speech, Portman’s “Eire Legend” in the five languages of the South

Andaman ( Bojignglji) Group, In the Bea Language it runs thus :—
Bea Version of the Fire Legend.

Tol-Voho-tima-len Puluga-la mdmi —ha . Luraiut-la11 chdpa tap—nga omo—re .

(a Place) in God asleep—was. (a Bird) firewood steal-ing bring-did.

clidpa-la Puluga-la pugat ha . Puluga-la hoi ha . Puluga-la chdpa

firewood God burning—was. God awake—was. God firewood

eni ha . a tla chdpa lik Luratut Vot-puguri—re ,
12 jeh Lurat&t-la

seizing—was. he taking firewood—by (Bird) throw-at —did. at-onbe (Bird)

eni ha . a Tdrcheker13 Vot-puguri—re . Wota-Emi- baraij-—Ten Chavga-tdbanga

taking—was. he (a Bird) throw-at —did. Wota-Emi-village-in The —ancestors

oho —dcil-reM Tomolola .

made-fires . Tomolola.

g.

Portman’s Rendering (amended).

God was sleeping at Tol-l’oku'via. Luratut came, stealing firewood. The firewood

burnt God. God woke up. God swiped the firewood; took the firewood and threw it at

Luratut. Then Luratut took (the firewood)
;
he threw it at T&rcheker in Wota-Emi village,

( where then ) the Ancestors lit fires. ( The Ancestors referred to were) the Tdmolola.

12 C/. Man’s IncTaman Islanders
, p. 99. 11 One of the (?) six kinds of the Andamanese Kingfisher.

12 This expression means “threw a burning brand at,” a common practice among the Andamanese. It has
been extended to meet modem requirements to denote “ shooting with a gun,” the flash from which is likened to

that from a burning brand when thrown.

.

1S Probably an error for Ch&ltekar, the generic term for the kingfishers.
14 This expression is elliptical. Ch$><pa

i firewood: ch&pad'ulal, the eye of the firewood, afire': ch&pa-l’okodal-
Jce, firewood-eye-do (make), make a fire.
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h. — Subject and Predicate.

Taking tliis Legend sentence by sentence, the subject and predicate come out clearly

thus : — ( P. — predicate : S. = subject).

( 1 ) Tollokotimalen (P.) Palugala
(
S.

) manuka ( P.) t

( 2 ) Luratutla ( S. ) chapatapnga ( S. ) omore (
P. ).

( 3 ) Chapala ( S. ) Pulugala (P.
) pugatka ( P. ).

(4) Pulugala ( S. ) boika
(
P.).

( 5 )
Pulugala ( S. ) ehapa (

P.
) enika ( P. ).

(6) A (S. ) ik (S.) chapalik (P.) Luratut (P.
) lotpugurire (P.).

( 7 ) Jek ( P. ) Luratutla ( S. ) enika ( P. ).

( 8 )
A ( S. ) Tareheker ( P. ) lotpugurire ( P. ).

( 9 )
Wota-Emi-baraijlen ( P. ) Chauga-tabnga ( S. ) okodalre ( P. )•

( 10 ) Tomolola { S. ) ( P. unexpressed ).

i. — Principal and Subordinate Words.

That the words in the above sentences are in the relation of principal and subordinate is

equally clear thus :
—

( 1 ) In the Predicate, Tollokotimalen is subordinate to the principal mamika.

( 2 ) In the Subject, Luratutla is the principal with its subordinate chapatapnga .

( 5 )
In the Predicate, ehapa is subordinate to the principal enika.

And so on, without presentation of any difficulties.

j.

— Functions of Words.

The next stage in analysis is to examine the functions of the words used in the above

sentences, and for this purpose the following abbreviations will be used : —

*

Abbreviations used*

ini#] ... integer. intd, ... introducer.

in. ... indicator. T. C. refer3U t conjunctor.

e. explicator. r. s. ... referent substitute.

P- ... predieator. c. in. ... complementary indicator.

ill. ... illustrator. c» e* u* complementary explicator.

e. ... connector. c. ill. ... complementary illustrator.

In this view the sentences can be analysed thus :
—

( 1 ) ToU’okotimalen ( ill. of P. ) Pulugala ( in. ) mamika ( p. )•

( 2 ) Luratutla ( in.

)

chapa-( c. in. )-tapnga ( p., the whole an e. phrase) omore CpO*

( 3 ) Chapala ( in. ) Pulugala { c. in. ) pugatka (p.)*

( 4 ) Pulugala ( in. )
boika ( p. ).

( 5 ) Pnlugala ( in. ) ehapa (e. in. ) enika (p. ), *

(6) A (r. s., in.) ik ( e. ) chapalik ( ill. ) Luratut ( c. in.) Totpugurire ( p.).

• C7 ) iv' Cf) X-watatla ( in. ) enika ( p. )<

(8) A (r. s., in. )
Tareheke ( c. in. ) Fotpugurire (p> ).

( 9 ) Wota-Emi-baraijlen {ill. phrase of P. ). ehaugatabanga ( in. phrase) okodalre ( p. ).

( 10 ) Tomolola ( in. P. unexpressed ). -
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k. — Order of Sentence.

By tlais analysis we am re at the following facts. The purposes of all the sentences is

information, and the Andamanese indicate that purpose, which is perhaps the commonest of

speech) by the order of the words in the sentence thus :
—

-

(1) Subject before Predicate :

Pulugala ( S. ) boika (P. ).

(2) Subject, Complement (object), Predicate :

Pulugala ( S.
) chapa ( c. in. ) enika ( P.)»

(3) Indicator ( noun) before explicate* (adjective) :

Luratutla (in.) chapa-tapnga (e. phrase) omore (p.).

(4) Illustrator of Predicate (adverb ) before Subject :

ToU’okotimalen ( ill. of P.
) Pulugala ( in. ) mamika ( p. ).

But illustrators can be placed elsewhere, 15 thus :

A (r. s. used as in.) ik. (p. of elliptic e. phrase, c. in. unexpressed)

chapa lik ( ill. ) Luratut ( c. in. ) l’otpugnrire ( p. ).

(5) Referent conjunctor (conjunction ) commences sentence :

Jek (r. c.) Luratutla (in.) enika (p. ).

( 6 ) Referent substitutes ( pronouns ) follow position of the originals :

A (r. s. in.) Tarcheke ( c. in.) Totpugurire (p.).

From these examples, which cover the whole of the kinds of words used in the sentence,

except the introducers and connectors, the absence of which is remarkable, we get the

following as the order of Andamanese speech : —
A. (1 ) Subject, ( 2) Predicate.

B. (1) Subject, (2) Complement ( object), (3 ) Predicate

C. ( 1 ) Indicator ( noun ) before its explicator ( adjective ).

Dn Illustrator (adverb) where convenient.

E, Referent conjunctors (conjunctions ) before everything in connected sentences*

We have also a fine example of an extremely elliptical form of speech in the wind up of

the story by the one word “ Tomoloja” as its last sentence, in the sense “
( the ancestors who

did this were the) Tomolola.” Jek Luratutla enika is also elliptic, as the complement is

unexpressed.

1.

— Order of Connected Sentences,

Connected sentences are nsed in the order of principal and then subordinate :

Pulugala chapa enika (principal sentence) and then a ik chapalik Luratut Votpugurire

( subordinate sentence), after which jek Luratutla enika ( connected sentence joined by “fek, at

once”), and then a Tarcheher Votpugurire ( subordinate to the previous sentence).

The sentences quoted show that the Andamanese mind works in its speech steadily from

point to point in a natural order of precedence in the development of an information ( story,

tale ), and not in an inverted order, as does that of the speakers of many languages.

m.— Interrogative Sentences.

It may also be noted here, though no interrogative phrases occur in the Fire Legend, that

the Andamanese convey interrogation by introducers (adverbs) always placed at the

commencement of a sentence or connected sentences.

15 We tare tins in English '

“ suddenly John died ; John suddenly died ; John died suddenly.”
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The introducers of interrogation in Bea are Ba ? and An ? And so, too, “ Is ?

or ?
9

are introduced by “ An .? an ?” Either these introducers

are used, or an interrogative sentence begins with a special introducer, like “ Ten ? Where
Jlichiba ? What P Mijola ( honorific form ), or Mija ? Who ? ” and so on.

n.— The Mode of expressing the Functions and the Interrelation of Words.

But the Andamanese do not rely entirely on position to express the function of the sentence

and the functions and interrelation of its words. By varying the ends of their words, they express

the functions of such sentences as convey information, and at the same time the functions of the

words composing them.

Thus, the final form of Pulugnla
,
Luratutla , chapala , Tomolola proclaim them to be indicators

(nouns) : of mamika, boiha , pugatha , omore, ohodalre
,
V otpngurire, to be predieators (verbs) : of

chapa-tapnga (phrase) to be an explicator (adjective): of Toll'okotimalen (phrase), chapahl.

Woia-Emi-baraijlen (phrase) to be illustrators (adverbs).

0. — Expression of Intimate Eolation.

The intimate relation between words is expressed by change of form at the commencement

of the latter of them.

Thus in Luratut (c. in. ) Votpugurire ( p. ), where Luratut is the complement (object ) and

Votpugurire is the predicator ( verb ), the intimate relation between them is expressed by the

V of Votpugurire . So again in Tarcheker Votpugurire.

In phrases, or words that are fundamentally phrases, the same method of intimately

pining them is adopted.

Thus Tol-Voho-tima-len means in practice “in Toll’okotima,” a place so named, but

fundamentally

To! T okotima-len

Tol ( tree ) ( its ) corner— in

means “in (the encampment at, unexpressed) the corner of the Tol (trees, unexpressed).”

Here the intimate relation between tol and olotima is expressed by the intervening l\

The actual use of the phrases is precisely that of the words they represent. Thus,

Wota—Emi—bai aij len

Wota—Emi—village in

Here a phrase, consisting of three indicators (nouns) placed in juxtaposition, is used as

one illustrator word (adverb).

p.— Use of the Affixes, Prefixes, Infixes, Suffixes.

It follows from what has been above said that the Andamanese partly make words fulfil

their functions by varying their forms by means of affixes.

Thus they use suffixes to indicate the class of a word. E. g., la, re, to indicate predieators

(verbs): la, da, for indicators (nouns) :nga for explicators (adj.) : len , lik for illustrators

( adverbs ). They use prefixes, <?. g., V

,

to indicate intimate relation, and infixes for joining up

phrases into compound words, based on the prefix l\

It also follows that their functional affixes are prefixes, infixes, and suffixes.

It is further clear that they effect the transfer of a word from class to class by means of

suffixes.

Thus, the compound indicator (noun) TolVolotima is transferred to illustrator (adverb)

by suffixing len : indicator (noun) chapa to illustrator (adverb) by suffixing lik: indicator

(noun) phrase Wota-Emi-barai] to illustrator (adverb) by suffixing len : predicator (verb)

tap {-ke, -la, -re) to explicator (adj.) by suffixing nga.
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A very strong instance of the power of a suffix to transfer a word from one class to another

ocesrs in the K61 version of the Fire Legend, where Kolotai-ke occurs. Kolotat, being a man’s

name and therefore an indicator (noun), is transferred to the predicator (verb) class by merely

affixing the suffix of that class. The word Kolotatke in the Kol version of the Fire Legend

occurs as a sentence by itself in the sense of “ now, there was one Kolotat/ 5

q.

— Differentiation of the Meanings of Connected Words by Radical Prefixes.

Fortunatelv in the sentences under examination, two words occur, which exhibit the next

point of analysis for elucidation. These are :
—

chapala Pulugala pugat-

firewood God

and then

-ka

burning—was

a Tarcheker l’otpuguri-re

he (a Bird) throw-at—did

a ik cliapa—lik Luratut

he taking firewood-by (Bird)

l’otpuguri - re

throw-at—did

Here is an instance of connected words, one of which is differentiated in meaning from the

other by the affix ot
,
prefixed to that part which denotes the original meaning or root (jmgaU

puguri ) of both. Therefore in Andamanese the use of radical prefixes ( prefixes to root ) is to

differentiate connected words.

The simple stem in the above instances is pugat and the connected compound stem otpuguri.

Similarly okoiima, okodalre, occurring in the Fire Legend, are compound stems, where the roots

are lima and daL

r.— Indication of the Classes of Words — Qualitative Suffixes.

The last point in this analysis is that the words are made to indicate their class, %. e., their

nature ( original idea conveyed by a word ) by the Andamanese by affixing qualitative suffixes,

thus :
—

ka, re to indicate the predicator class (verbs): nga, to indicate the explicate (adj.)

class : la, da to indicate the indicate (noun) class: lik, len to indicate the illustrator

(adverb) class.

s.— Composition of the Words.

The words in the sentences under consideration can thus be broken up into their

constituents as follows :—
Using the abbreviations R. = Root : S. = Stem : P. F. = Prefix, functional : P. R. =

Prefix, radical : L = Infix : S. F. = Suffix, functional : S. Q. = Suffix, qualitative.

(1) Mami (S.) —ka (S. Q.).

Sleeping was.

So also pugat-ka, boi-ka, eni-ka.

(2) Chapa (8.).

firewood.

(3) Tap (S.)-~nga (S. Q.).

steal ing

(4) Omo (S.)— re (S. Q.),

bring did.

(5) Chapa (S.) — la (S. Q.).

. firewood
( honorific suff.).

<«)•*.&)>
He,

(7) Ik (S.).

tak — (ing).

(8) Chapa (S.)— lik (S. F.).

firewood by.

(9) r (P. F.)—ot (P, R#)—-puguri (R.) —-re

(S. Q.).

(referent prefixes) throw-at— did

(10) Jek (S.),

At-once.

(11) Baraij (S.) — len (S. F.).

village in.

(12) Oko (P. R.) — dal (R.) — ,re (S. Q.)-
— eye-make—did (lighted)*
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t.— The Agglutinative Principle.

Words are therefore made to fulfil their functions in the Andamanese Languages by

an external development effected by affixes and to express modifications of their original

meanings by a similar internal development. Also, the meaning of the sentences is rendered

complete by a combination of the meanings of their component words with their position and

form.

The sentences analysed further show that the Languagesexpress a complete communication

chiefly by the forms of their words, and so these languages are Formative Languages
;
and

because their affixes, as will have been seen above, are attached to roots, stems and words

mainly in an unaltered form, the languages are Agglutinative Langnages. It will be seen

later on, too, as a matter of great philological interest, that the Languages possess premutation

( principle of affixing prefixes ) and postmutation ( principle of affixing suffixes ) in almost equal

development : intromutation ( principle of affixing infixes ) being merely rudimentary.

u.— Identity of the Five Languages of the Southern Group of Tribes.

The above observations, being the outcome of the examination of the ten sentences

under analysis, are based only on the Rea speech, but a similar analysis of the sentences

conveying the Fire Legend in the five South Andaman Languages ( Bojignglji Group ),

as given in Appendix A, would fully bear out all that has been above said. With the aid of

this Appendix is here attached a series of Tables, showing roughly how these languages agree

and differ in the essentials of word-building, premising that they all agree in Syntax:, or

sentence-building, exactly. An examination of the Tables goes far to show that the

Andamanese Languages must belong to one family.

Comparative Tables of Roots and Stems of the same meaning occurring

in the Fire Legend.

English. Bea. Baiawa. BojigyIb. Juwai. K6l.

Indicators (nouns).

camp haraij baroij tt* ••• poroich

fire chapa choapa at at ' at

Predicators (verbs).

seize eni ena di, li ... • • *

take ik ik ik ... M.

light-a-fire dal dal kadak kfidak kodak

sleep mami ... pat ema pat

steal tap ... ... top •••

bring omo omo leehi • ••

burn pugat, pnguri puguru ... • ••

wake boi ... konyi **•

Referent Substitutes (pronouns).

he a h eng ong a ...

(they) • •ft ongot n’ong ... n’ a

Comparative Table of Affixes occurring in the Fire Legend.

Ehglish. Bka- Balawa. BojigyIb. J0WAI. Koii.

Preflxes, functional, of intimate relation.

(hi-, it-)-s r- r- i’~ m f- r-

(hi-, it-)-s ... **# k*~ »*• k-

(their- )-s •** ... • •• n’*
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English. Bea. Balawa. Bojigyab.

Prefixes, radical.

JUWAL. Kql.

ot- oto- oto- otam-, oto-

atak- ... atak- ...

oko- oko- oko- oko-, oko- oko

... o- ... a-

... ar- «•* ir-, iram-

i- i- • • • ... ...

.. • ong-

Suffixes, functional.

on- •••

by -Ilk -te -ke • •• -lak

in -len -a -in, -an, -en -in -en

to ...

Suffixes,

-len

qualitative.

din -kete

was -ka -kate, -ia ... -chike -ke

“ing -nga -nga -nga ... ...

did -re ~t, -te ’-ye, -an -t -an, -chine

(hon, of in.) -la, -ola 4e -la *«. -la

Many further proofs of the existence of the Andamanese Languages as a Family,

sub-divided into three main Groups, will be found later on when considering that great

difficulty of the Languages, the use of the prefixes, and it will be sufficient here to further

illustrate the differences and agreements between those of the South Andaman Group by

a comparison of the roots of the words for the parts of the human body, a set of words which

looms preponderating^ before the Andamanese mental vision.

Comparative Table of Roots and Stems denoting Parts of the Human Body,

English. Bea. Balawa. Bojigyab. JUWAI. Kol.

head cheta chekta ta t6 toi

brains mun mun mine mine mine

neck longota longato longe longe longe

heart kuktabana kuktabana kapone pokto poktoi

hand kfoo koro kdre kor6 kdre

wrist, shoulder togo togo to to to

knuckle kutnr godla kutar kntar kutar

nail bodoh bodo pute pnte pute

foot p% P°g ta tok tok

ankle togur t6gar togar togar togar

mouth bang boang pong pong pong

chin adal koada teri t’reye t’reye

tongue etel atal tatal tatal tatal

jaw ekib toa ta t6 teip

lip pai pa pai paka pake

shoulder-blade podikma p6diatoa bea bea bein

thigh paicha poaicho baichaio boichatokan baichatokan

knee lo lo lu lu lu

shin chalta chalanta chalta cholto cbalto

belly jodo ]6do chute chute chute

navel Sr akar tar takar takar
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English, Bea. Balawa. Bgjigyab. Juwai. KGl.

armpit awa okar korting kdrteng korteng

eye dal dal kodak kodag kodak
eyebrow punyur punu bein beakain beakiu
forehead mugu mugu mike mike mike
ear puku puku bo boko boko
nose choronga, choronga kote kote kote

cheek ab koab kap kap kap
arm gud gud kit kit kit

breast k&m koam kome kome kome
spine gorob kategorob kinab kurup kurup
leg chag cbag cbok chok chok

buttocks dama doamo tome tome tome

anus tornur bang tomur kolang kolang

Pulled to pieces, Andamanese words of any Group of the Languages seem to be

practically the same, but this fact is not apparent

with their appropriate affixes, thus :
—

in actual speech, when they are given in full

English. Bea. Balawa. Bojigtab. Juwai. Koh.

head otchetada otchekta otetada ototolekile otetoiche

knee abloda ablo abluda alulekile oluche

forehead igmuguda idmugu irmikeda remikelekile ermikeche

Any one who has had practice in listening to a foreign and partially understood tongue

knows how a small difference in pronunciation, or even in accentuation, will render

unintelligible words philologieally immediately recognisable on paper.

III.— etymology.

a.— The Use of the Roots.

As the Andamanese usually build up the full words of their sentences by the simple agglutina-

tion of affixes on to roots and stems, the word construction of their language would present no

difficulties, were it not for one peculiarity, most interesting in itself and easy of general explanation,

though difficult in the extreme to discover : experto crede.

The Andamanese suffixes perform the ordinary functions of their kind in all agglutinative

languages, and the peculiarity of the infixed V occurring in compound words depends on the prefixes.

It is the prefixes and their use that demand an extended examination.

b.— Anthropomorphism colours the whole Linguistic System*

To Andamanese instinct or feeling, words as original meanings, roots, divide themselves

roughly into Five Groups, denoting

—

(1) mankind and parts of his body (nouns) :

( 2 ) other natural objects (nouns)

;

(3) ideas relating to objects (adjectives, verbs)

;

(4)

,
reference to objects (pronouns) :

(5) ideas relating to the ideas about objects (adverbs, connecting words, Proper Names).

The instinct of the Andamanese next exhibits an intense anthropomorphism, as it leads them to

differentiate the words in the First Group, *\e„ those relating directly to themselves, from all others,

by adding special prefixes through mere agglutination to their roots.
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c. — The Use of the Prefixes to the Hoots.

These special radical prefixes, by some process of reasoning forgotten by the people and now

obscure, but not at all in every case irrecoverable, divide the parts of the human body into Seven

Classes
;
thus, without giving a full list of the words in each class

—

Badical Prefixes in Words denoting Parts of the Human Body by Classes.

Class. English,

{

Head
)

Brains f

Neck f
Heart

)

fHand ^
1
Wrist

l

tt j
Knuckle {iL ^ Nail

Boot

^Ankle j

III.

(
Mouth

\
Chin

< Tongue

j
Jawbone

( ^'p

IT. -<

fShonlder Q
Thigh

|

Knee J

Shin )

Belly

Navel

Armpit

fEye
Eyebrow
Forehead

j Ear

I

Nose

j

Cheek
r Arm -

~

(.Breast

i

!

YII. Waist

Bea. Balawa. BojigyIb. Juwai. Kol.

ot- ot- ote- oto- oto-

ong- ong- ong- on- on-

aka- aka- 0- oko- 0-

ab- ab- ab- 2r 0-

i-, ig-

ig-, ik

i-

id- ir- re- er-

ar- ar- ar- ra- a-

oto-

d* Prefixes to Words referring to the Human Body.

Next, in obedience to their strong anthropomorphic instinct, the Andamanese extend their

prefixes to all words in the other Groups, when in relation to the human body, its parts, attributes

and necessities, and thus in practice, refer all words, capable of such reference, to themselves by

means of prefixes added to their roots. In an Andamanese Language one cannot, as a matter of

fact, say 44 head,” “ band, 44 heart, ” one can only say

—

my
your

his

( so <& so )
— *s

.
( that one )

— ’&

-4 this one) — J

s

head, hand, heart.
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©. —* The Prefixes of Intimate Relation*

It is thus that the otherwise extremely difficult secondary functional prefix (always prefixed to

the radical prefix, which is usually in Bojignglji le- or la- (but practically always used in its

curtailed form Z’-, or F-, f- in certain circumstances) is clearly explainable. It is used to

denote intimate relation between two words : and when between two indicators (nouns) it corresponds

to the English connector (of), the Persian izdfat (-{-), and so on, and to the suffix denoting the

*« genitive case” in the inflected languages. The Andamanese also use it to indicate intimate

relation between predicator (verb) and complement (object), when it corresponds to the suffix of

the “ accusative ease” in the inflected languages, and indeed to "cases ” generally.

f .
— The Prefix System,

Starting with these general principles, the Andamanese have developed a complicated system o:

prefixes, making their language an intricate and difficult oue for a foreigner to clearly apprehend

when spoken to, or to speak so as to be readily understood.

As examples of this, let us take the stem beri-nga good : then d-beri-nga
,
good (human being)

;

un-beri-nga (good hand, ong pref. of hand), clever ; ig-heri-nga (good eye, ig pref. of eye) sharp-

sighted
;
dkd-beri-nga (good mouth or tongue, aha pref. of month and tongue), clever at (other

Andamanese) languages
;

ot-beri-nga (good head and heart, ot pref. of both head and heart),

virtuous
;
un-tHg-blri-nga (good hand and eye, ong pref. of hand, ig pref. of eyet joined by t

*

pref. of

intimate relation), good all round.

So, too, with jabag, bad : ab-jabag
,

bad (human being) ^un-jdbag
t
clumsy; ig-jabag , dull-

sighted; dkti-jabag,
stupid at (other Andamanese) languages, also nasty, unpalatable; ot-jabag

,

vicious ;
un-t’-ig-jabag, a duffer.

So again with Idma, failing: un-ldma (failing hand or foot), missing to strike ;
ig-ldma

(failing eye), failing to find; ot-ldma (failing head), wanting in sense; dkbrldma (failing tongue).

Lastly, in the elliptic speech of the Andamanese, the root, when evident, can be left unexpressed,

if the prefix is sufficient to express the sen3e, thus :—
i-beri-nga-da ! mag mean, u

kis-_(face, pref. t-)-good-(is).” That is, "he is good-looking

!

n

d'-dha-chdm-ke ! may mean “ my-(mouth, pref. ^-)-sore-is. ” That is, “ my mouth is sore !*

g.— Prefixes to Words relating to Objects-

The system of using radical •prefixes to express the relation of ideas to mankind and its body is

extended to express the relation of ideas to objects in general. Thus:

ad-hefinga, well (of the body) : ad-jdbag. ill (of the tody): blco-lama (applied to a weapon),

failing to penetrate the object struck through the fault of the striker. - So ig-beringa means pretty

(of things) : dU-heringa, nice (to taste) : all in addition to the senses above given.

This is carried, with more or less obvious reference to origin, throughout the language.

Thus :

—

In Bea : yob, pliable, soft. Then a cushion, was or sponge is ot-yob, soft: a cane is Sto-yob,

pliable: a stick or pencil is SiM-fob, or dho-yob, pointed : the human body is al-ybb, soft
;
«ass IL of

its parts (band, wrist, &c.) are eng-yob, soft; Mien trees are ar-yob, rotten ;
an adze is tg-yob, blunt

So again, in Bea: cborognga, tying up (whence also that which is usually tied up m a bundle,

*&., a bundle of plantains, faggots). Then 6t-chdrognga is tying up a pig s carcase : dMorognga,

tying up jack-fruit: ar-chorognga, tying up birds : ong-chSrognga, tying up the feet of sucking pigs.

_ General .Sense of Prefixes to Roots.

.

Possibly the feeling or instinct, which prompts the use of the .prefixes correctly could be caught

up by a foreigner, just as the Andamanese roots might be traced by a sufficiently patient etymologist,

bat it would be very difficult-end would -require deep study. The Andamanese themselves, however.
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unerringly apply them without hesitation, even in the case of such novel objects to them as cushions,

sponges and pencils
;
using ot in the two former cases, because they are round and globular, and

ak.i in the latter, because they are rounded off to an end. In both these cases one can detect an

echo of the application of the prefixes to the body : ot of head, neck, heart, &o.
;
dhh of tongue

chin, &c.

Portinan gives somewhat doubtfully the following as the concrete modifying references of such

prefixes to the names of things :

—

ot- * « • ... round things

oto- • • * ... long, thin, pointed, or wooden things

aka-, oko- ... hard things

ar- • mm ... upright things

ig- • «« ... weapons, utensils, things manufactured

ad- ... •mm ... speech (noises) of animals

With this habit may be compared the use of numeral coefficients in Burmese and many other

languages.

From Portman also may be abstracted, doubtfully again, the following modifying abstract

references of some of the radical prefixes :

—

ot-, oto-, oto- ... ... special relation

ig-, ik-, i- ... reference in singular to another person

iji- ... ... reference in plural to another person

eb-, ep- ... ... reference to ideas

akan- ... ... reference to self

ar-, ara- ... ... ... plural reference to persons generally

ar-, ara- ... ... ... (also) agency

ad— ... ... ... action of self

ab- « .

.

•M ... action or condition transferred to another in singular

olyo- ... ... action transferred to others in plural

The following preliminary statement of the function oE the radical prefixes can, therefore, be

made out : viz., to modify the meanings of roots by denoting—
(1) the phenomena of man and parts of his body:

(2) the phenomena. of objects.:

(3) the relation of ideas to the human body and objects :

(4) reference to self

:

(5) reference to other persons ;

(6) ideas
; i. e., (a) actions of self,

(
b) actions transferred to others, (c) actions of others

(agency)

:

(7) reference to ideas.

i.— The Use of the “ Personal Pronouns.”

The habit of the Andamanese of referring everything directly to themselves makes the use of

the referent substitutes for their own names (personal pronouns) a prominent feature in their speech.

These are in full in, the Bojigngiji Group as follow :

—

The, “ Personal Pronouns.”

English. Bba. Balawa, BojigyIb. JUWAI. Kon.

I d’ol-la d’ol t’u-le Pu-le la-t’u-le

Thou ng’ol-la ng’ol ng’u-le ng’a-kile la-ng’u-le

He, she, it ol-la el u-le a-kile laka-u-le

We m’oloi-chik m’olo-chit, m-u-le m’e-kile la-m’u-le

ng’dloi-chik ng’olo-chit ng’uwe’l ng’e’l-kile la-ng’uwe’l

Ihey bloi-chik olo-chit n’u-le n’e-kile kuchla-n’u-le
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j.— Limited Pre-inflexion.

In combination with and before the radical prefixes the “ personal pronouns ” are abbreviated

thus in all the languages of the Bojigngiji Group :

—

I,ny ...

thou, thy

lie, his, &c.

we, our...

you, your

they, their

this, that one

that one

Abbreviated 6

4

Pronominal 99 Forms.

( d*- in Bea, Balawa

( t’~in Bojigyab, Juwai, Kbl

ng’- in all the Group

... ... not expressed in the Group

m* - in all the Group

( ng’ - in Bea, Balawa, Bojigyab

J1 in Juwai, K61-l nar

C not expressed in Bea, Balawa
... i * »

( n - iein Bojigyab, Juwai, Kol

k’ - in Bea, Balawa, Kol

not expressed in Bojigyab, Juwai

t* - in all the Group

In this way it can be shown that there are no real “ singular possesses ” in Andamanese, as

the so-called “possessive pronouns” are merely the abbreviated forms of the “personal pronouns”

plus la ( -da), &e. = belonging to, (property) rthus—
“Possessive Pronouns.”

Balawa. Bojigyab. Juwai.

<Pege t’iya-da t’iyea-kile

ng’ege ng’iya-da ng’iyea-kile

qctq iya-da eyea-kile

English.

my, mine

thy, thine

his, her, its

Bea.

d’la-da

ng’ia-da

la-da

Kul.

t’iye-che

ng’iye-dele

iy e-dele

The “plural possesses ” have been brought into line with the expression of plurality by radical

prefixes, as will be seen later on.

Now it is easy enough to express on paper the true nature of the above abbreviations by the use

of th^ apo'strophe, but in speech there is no distinction made. Thus, one can write yun-lu,na-y

I missed (my ) blow,” but one must say “ dunUmare." So one can write y ot-jabag-da. you

(are a) vicious (brute),” but one must say ngotjabagda. So also one can write:

dr-tam d'vn-t’ig-jabag Vi'da-re

formerly I-hand-eye-bad exist-did

dchitih d'wi-t ’ig-beri-nga

uow I-hand-eye-good

( once I was a duffer, now I am good all round ).

But one must say ••*«&» duntigjdbag hdare, dchitih d.ntigberiaga." It would, therefore, be

correct to assert that, though Andamanese is an agglutinative tongue, it possesses a very limited

pre-inflexion, i. e„ inflexion at the commencement of its words.

Limited. Correlated Variation (Concord).

The Andamanese Mm»t, «.<! th. “P«m«.l P~” with their

predict™ (verb.) by . correlated variation C
post-inflexion m the form of concord

)

of forms thus :— * ,

mami-ke mfimik-ka -

sleeping-is sleeping-was sleep-did s p D
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Then,

do mami-ke .. ... I am sleeping

da mami-ka... • •• ... I was sleeping

da mamire ... ... I slept

dona maminga ... I (me) sleeping

This peculiarity is shown in all the Bojignglji Group, except K61 ;
thus :

—

English. Bea. Balawa. Bojigyab. Juwai.

“In the Present Tense” (ke).

I do do tuk te

Thou ngo ngo nguk nge

He, she, it a, o ong nk a

We moicho mot m6t me

You ngoicho ngongot nuk ngel

They eda ongot net a

« In the Past Tense ” (ka and re).

I da do tong te

Thou nga ngo ngong nge

He, she, it a ong ong
;

a

We meda mongot mot me

You ngeda ngongot ngonget ngel

They eda ongot net ne

“In the Present Participle” (nga).

I dona •*• tong ton

Thou ngona •• • ngong ngon

He, she, it oda ong on

We moda ... mot non

You ngoda ... ngowel ngowel

They oda ... nong ne

1. — Expression of Plurality by Radical Prefixes.

The examination of the “pronouns 99 shows that the Andamanese can express things taken

together (plural) as well as things taken by themselves (singular). This in their language

generally is expressed by changing the forms of the radical prefixes, in Bea and Balawa

habitually and in Kol and Juwai occasionally. Thus : —
Sing. Plu. Sing. Plu.

In Bea.

Sing. Plu.

ot~ otot- ong-, on- oiot- ig-, ik-, i- itig-

ab~ at- ar-, ara- arat* aka- akat-

oto- otot- eb- ebet- iji- ijit-, ijet-

6ko-

en-

okot-

et-

ad- ad-

In Balawa.

akan- akan-

6t- otot- ong- ongot- id- idit-

ap- at- ar-, ara- arat- aka- akat-

bto- 6tot- eb~ ebet- idi- id.it-

oko-

en-

okot-

et-

ad- ad- akan- akan-
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Sing. Plu. Sing, Plu. Sing. Plu.

In Juwai.

ir- ir- al> at- iche- iche-
iram- iram- in- ...

In K61.

re- ri- a- o- ecbe- iche-

rem- rim- en~ in-

As lias been already noted, tlie plural of the “ personal pronouns ” in the “possessive”

form has been made to fall into line with the plan of expressing plurality by means of the

radical prefixes. Thus :

—

Table of Singular and Plural Possessives.”

English. Bea. Balawa. Bojigtab. JUWAI. Kol.

Sing. my diada dege tiyeda tiyeakile tiyiche

Pin. our metat matat miyeda miye miyedele

Sing. thy ngiada ngege ngiyeda ngiyeakile ngiyedele

Plu. your eta fc ngatat ngiyida ngiyel ngiyil

Sing. his lada ege iyeda eyeakile iyedele

Plu. their ontat atat niyeda niye niyiche

m.— Qualitative Suffixes.

The suffixes of Andamanese are ( radical ) qualitative ( expressing the class of a word )’

or functional ( expressing its function in the sentence ). The radical qualitative suffixes

usually employed are :

—

Por Indicators (Kouns).

Bea. Balawa. Bojigyab. JtiWAI. Kol.

-da -da, -nga, «ke da -lekile, -kile -che, la

-la, -ola -le -le ... -le

-la, do -o, -6 -o -0 -o

-ba

The first of these is usually dropped in Balawa, and in all the languages also unless the

word is used as an integer, or sentence m itself. The second is an honorific, and is always added

in full. The third is “ vocative ” and is suffixed to the name called out. The fourth

is a negative: thus, dbltga-dd, a child
;
abliga-ba, not a child, a boy or girl.

Por Explicators (Adjectives).

-da • •

-la • • •

-re -et, -ot, -t

The second is honorific : the third applies to attributes, &c., of human beings. Generally

these affixes follow the rule for those of the indicators ( nouns ).

For Predicators (Verbs),
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The iast three suffixes are added to the suffix nja in Bea, thus

do mami-nga-ba

I sleep-ing-not (I am not asleep )sleep-ing-not (I am not asleep )

dona

I sleep-ing-will ( I shall sleep)

kurama dol-la kop-nga-ta

)30vr me-by cutt-ing-(was)-not ( I was not making a bow)

n.— The Functional Suffixes.

The usual function al suffixes in Andamanese are :

—

Table of Suffixes.

mami-nga-bo

English. Bea. Balawa. BojigtIb. Juwai. K6l.

In, to, at -len -len, -kan, •a -an -an -an

From -tek -te, -le -e, -te, -le -e, -lak -e, -la

To, towards -lat -lat -lat -late -late

Of -lla -lege -liye -leye -liye

For -leb -leb -leb -lebe -lebe

After -lik -le -le -le -le

o. — The Functional Suffixes are Lost Hoots.

Attempt at Recovery.

It mar be taken as certain that the functional suffixes are roots, now lost to Andamanese

recognition, agglutinated to the ends of words by the usual means in their languages, as

exhibited in the prefixes; viz., by prefixing to them V-, t’~, h'-in the manner already explained.

The roots of some of the suffixes can be fairly made out thus, from the Vocabularies :

—

(1) Len
,
kan, a

,
an, “in, to, at,” seem to be clearly V-, k?- + the root en

,
e, ih

,

“take, hold, carry, seize.
”

(2) Tel', te, le, e
1

lali
,
lake, hate, “ from 5

’ seem to be l*-, f-, 1c - the root ih, i,

eak< “ take away. 5 9

(3) Lai,
late

,
“ to, towards, 55 seem to be V- + the root at, ate

,
“ approach.

55

f 4 ) Lla, lege
,
liye, lei/e

,
“ of

55 seem to be V- + the root ia
,
ege, ii, eye

,
“ belonging to.

,r

( 5 )
Led, lebe

,
“ for

99 seem to be V- + a root not traced.

( 6 } Lih, le, “ with, after
99 seem to be Z

r- -f the root ih, e
,
ah, <(

to go with, follow on .

,r

IV. — PHONOLOGY,

a. — The Voice of the Andamanese.

The voice of the Andamanese, though occasionally deep and hoarse, is usually pleasant and

musical. The mode of speech is gentle and slow, and among the women a shrill voice is used in speak-

ing
;
but though the tendency is towards a drawled pronunciation, they can express their meaning

quickly enough on occasion, too quickly, indeed, for a foreigner to clearly follow the minutiae

of pronunciation without very close attention. The general tone of the voice in speaking is low.

On an examination of the prevalent vowels and vowel interchanges and tendencies in the

languages of the South Andaman (Bojignglji) Group of Tribes, as described by Portman, it may be

said that they relatively speak thus from a close to an open mouth :

—

Juwai ... ... ... with closed lips

Bojigyab and Kol ... with flattened lips

Balawa with open lips

Bea ... ... ... with lips tending to open wide.

It Ib interesting to note that the above results carry one straight from North to South,
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b. - History of the Reduction of the Language to Writing.
The Andaman speech, as it is now studied, was first committed to writing on a system devised

by myself, which was an adaptation of the system, invented by Sir William Jones” in 1794 for
the Indian Languages, and afterwards adopted, with some practical modifications introdnced by
Sir W. W. Hunter, by the Government of India as the “ Hunterian System.” My method of writing
Andamanese was subsequently modified for scientific purposes by Mr. A. J . Ellis in 1882, and having
so highly trained and competent a guide, one cannot do better than use here a modification of his
system,. adapted to the needs of a general publication. Pertman, unfortunately, has, in his
publications, gone bis own way to the great puzzle of students.

In this view, there is no necessity to say anything of the consonants used, and as to the vowels,
the following table will sufficiently exhibit them in the Be a Language

The Vowels in Bea*

English. Bea.. 'English. Bea.

u ... idea, ct&fc -alaba 'O indolent boigoli
a cur ba, yaba 0 pole job
a ... easa eiaka b17 ... -konig (Ger.) to

a ... father dake 6 pot polike

.a ... fathom jarawa 6 awful togo

e ... bed emej tl irifiaance biikura

... fade akabeada ii pool pud re

e .v. pair er -ai ... bite daike

i ... lid igbadigre au boase ehopaua

i ... police yadi au kaus (Ger.) chan

... oi bofl boigoli

c. — Peculiarities of Speech.

Stress in Andamanese is placed on every long vowel, or on the first syllable of the root or stem.

Peculiarities of pronunciation in the South Andaman Languages are as follow:

—

Bea.

.‘Sibilants tend to become palatals, s to ck? o and 6 •are interchangeable : final open A and e tend

to a *and e : t is an indistinct palato-dental.

Balawa.

4 is palato-dental and lisped, cf. Irish pronunciation of English t and cl. The a vowels tend to

he drawn out : a to become o
,
and d to become od. There is also an incipient sandhi in words ending

in gutturals : e. <7 ., rdh%
pig

;
rdg-doamo

:
pig^s flesh,

Bojigy&b

•oh is palato-dental and tends to t9 and the ch of Bea tends in Bojigyafo to become s
;
i . palatals

tfendio became sibilants,

Juwai*

Short vowels are not clearly marked : e and a are interchangeable : final e and e tend to %.

Vanishing short vowels are common and are shown thus, frSnga-px 0 is often drawled too:

penultimate e is lengthened to e, and stressed $ is drawled to ecu There is sandhi of final and initial

vowels iiu connected consecutive words. Dental, palatal and cerebral t all exist : palatals tend to

'dentals, eh to t
: j? tends to soften to ph and almost to f

K6L
a interchanges with 0 : d tends to ed, cf, old English pronunciation gyardcn for garden :

e tends to & : final open vowels are uncertain.

it Pound in Onge only.
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V. — THE NORTHERN AND OUTER GROUPS,

a. —Proofs of the identity of the Northern and Southern Groups of Languages.

Of the Five Languages of the-Northern (Yerewa) Group, two, K6ra and Tabo, are still quite

unstudied, the knowledge of the existence of the Tribes speaking them being, of less than two years’

standing, and the Language of the Yere Tribe is very little known. Portman has, however, preserved

long lists, unfortunately to be treated with much caution, of Kede and Charier words, together with

many sentences, and it will be sufficient, here to give a series of roots and stems, showing where the

Northern, and Southern Languages meet and bow. closely related they are by roots : premising that

the syntax and word-structure of the Northern Group is identical with that of the Southern Group,

and that affixes, notably the radical prefixes, are used precisely in the same way in both Groups.

It is in the names for common objects and things that languages show their; relationship, and the

Bojigngiji and Yerewa Groups form no. exception, to this rule..

Table of some Bojigngiji aml Yerewa Roots, showing a common origin.

English. Bill. BojigyIb,. Kede. ChariaR.

pi*S reg re ra ra,

turtle (bawkbill)’ tarn tare toro toro

clam* chowai chowai chowai. choa<

grub. butu peti pata pata

fish yfit taiye tajeu tajeu

bow ( N.

)

chokio chokio

»

chokie* chokwi

bow ( S.

)

karama ko ku ku

wooden arrow” tirlech tolo tirleich. tirleit

wooden pig a. paligma-, paligmaj paligmat paligmaj

wooden a. head' charm cham. ehom chom,

harpoon string- befcma. kori betmo- luremoi

bamboo bucket gob hire- kup. kup
shell-dish chldii kar kar kar

shell-cnp (<nantilns) : odo kor knr kor

adze wolo> wole wo olo

baby-sling chip. chep©' chipa chiba !.

cord-ornament, ra ra ro iku

leaf-wrapper - kapa*. kaba kobo- kobu 1

red-ochre koiob> keyep keip- keip

stone hammer,- tailibana, me mio meo
stone anvil rarap rarap rdrop r6rop^

canoe roko ro< ro rna

c. outrigged’ charigma charikma chorok' chorok'

The same community of roots-ia to be seem in the names of the trees on* the islands, establishing.

Beyond doubt the close common origin of the Andaman Tribes of the Yerewaiand Bojigngiji Groups,,
though it will, of course, be understood that in full form, with; prefixes and suffixes, very nearly,

related words are in. practice unintelligible to the ear. There are, equally of course,„a greaimumber
of words, the roots^of which, while -common to each other in the Yerewa Group, differ entirely from;
those common to the Bojigngiji Group : thus

—

Table of varying Bojigpglji and Yerewa Roots;.

English.. Bea*. BojigyI®. Kede. ChariIr.
ornamentalnek rab. rap chirebale chirbale -

jungle-cat. baiam beyen cham chau
belt, round; bod bel tot6 mo
b. fia%.broa<L rogunt rogan, kuto. kudu
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English. Bea. Bojigyab. Kede. Chariab.

iran fish-arrow tolbod pot rautul rautul

larvse1 in comb- to to 3°tU‘ jbto

honey aja koi tumel tumel

black honey tobul tipal' ma-ro marc

cockles 61a tale bun bun

It is to be observed' that in the above list, the compound stem in Bea for iron fish-arrow, tolbod,

is made up apparently of the roots pot and tul in the other languages quoted : while rautul seems to

have become transferred from the pig, ra, to the fish, tojeu. A similar transfer has taken place

between timel, the “ black honey” of the North, and tbbul', tipal, the “ honey” of the South-

All the above observations tend to confirm the close connection between, the Tribes and: the

Languages of both Groups. ^
H), The Outer Group (

Qnge-Jara'wa ) examined.

In turning to the ftnge-Jarawa Group, one finds that the hostility of the Jarawas,.and the

only recent friendliness of the-Onges, combined with the inaccessibility of the island they inhabit, has

caused the knowledge of their language to be but slight. However, we have the careful Vocabulary

of Coletorooke made in 1790, and those made by Eortman and M. Bonig1* just a century

la-ter An examination of these affords sufficient results for the present purpose : vie., proof of the

fundamental identity of the language of these people with' that of the rest of the Andaman Tribes.,

and what is,, perhaps, quite as interesting, proof that Oolebrooke’s informant really was a Jarawa.

G' — The limited knowledge- of it.

A comparison of such of Portman’s words as can be compared with Colebrooke’s, when shown,

with roots and affixes. separate^ and reduced to one-system of transcription, produces the following

results- noting that in. their actual lists, both enquirers fell into the- natural- error of taking the

prefixed inflected “personal pronouns ” to be essential parts of the- words to which they were

attached::—
.

..

English*- Golebsooke^Jarawa . Portman’s Ongbs*

arm pi-li

arrow batoi batoi

*

bamboo^ o-ta-li o-da-le

basket. tere'-ngQ id-le

bead tahv taiyv (stone)

beat- ingo-taiga (b. a person) yokwd-be

belt* olo-go-le are-kwa-ge'

bite m-o-paba-be (b.-me) oni-6<zga-be (b.* aperson),*

black;- chigiu-go be

bloodt ko-cfee-nge ga-o/ie-nge

bone* ng-i-to-nge (your b.) oni-cfa-ge

bow* *a-nge ( P wood)* ta-hi

(as'Shown in ng-i-tahi)*

(your, bow)

.

aau

breastr ha ga-^a-ge"

canoe’ lak-k& du-ngz

chin> pi-fo-nge - (c. bone) ibi-ta-nge (c. bone)

cold choma bn-f/ife^be (to be c*)

cough* ihgo-fo-lie (?^-be) (to e.)) zidu-be

drink -m-inggo-b$ (I- d.) » injo-be

ear hwa-ge

'

ik-bwa-ge

earth totanga-ge' tutano-nge

Bonig’s-Onges.

oai-fo-le

bato

0-

da-h

to-le

hwoi

ou-ydhwo-be

oni-baga-bt -

1

-

bin

ohe-nge

ae

da~nge

udu-be *

See Appendix’©
19 Boots shown in italics.
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English. Colebrooke’s Jarawa. Portman’s Onges* Bonig’s Oxges.

eat Ingo-Zo-lia (? imp. Zo-ba) bni-lohwale-be bm-hwawo-he

elbow m~&ti&-lajebe (my e.) sika-lagebbi

eye jebe ~6m-jebai om-jebbi

finger m-ome (my f.) ome ono-boda-nge

fire m-ona (my f.) tu-ke <fw-ke

fish ga-bohi cho-nge chau-nge

hair otti ode ode

hand sng-oni (your h.) ome <oi\-ome

m-oni (my h.). »»• • «r

head tebe iSm-tolagibbi (man’s head) on-ofa-be

honey lo-ke tanjai tanja20

house bede bedai ...

iron (adze-head) dalii doii dau

jump i-to-le (a j.)
2Lkwa.-tokwa-be (to jo) ...

knee ingo-Ze-ke (man’s k.) o-Za-ge ...

laugh onke-»2£-be onge-w«-be • a #

nail m-0'bgeda~ng& (my n.) m-o-bedu-nge (my a*) ...

neck tohi om-ngito ...

net bato-li chi-kwe chi-kwe

nose m-e-li (my n.) om-nyai-hoi ...

paddle m-ehal (my p.) taai tae

path echo-li iche-le ...

PJg stwi hvji ...

pinch ingi

—

gini—cha

body -pinch -don’t

(don’t pinch me).

‘om-gini-be gi-gine-he

plantain-tree chole-li yoZo-le chago-lvk, gaulo-la

pot bwGhuhi buchu buchu

pull toto-be (+ tigikwa) toto-be (go) ...

rain oye gujo-nge lega

run ng-aha-bela-be (you r.) aha-6sZtf-be

scratch mg-bea-he SL-kwea-be
• ••

sing goloo-be gogaba-be

sit ng-ongtahi (s. you) on-antoko-be namtoko-be

sleep ng-omoka (s. you) omoha-he M •

sky madamo 5e-nge~nge (flattened out) ill

sneeze o-Ghe-ke (a s.) e-c&t-be (to s.)

spitting Inga-ftwa-nge ona-taz-nge • ••

star chilo-be (? shines) ohilome-be (moon: p shines) kbia-koia

stone wu-h taiyi Tcwdi

sun eke ehe ehe

swim hwa-be Tcwane-be
• ••

take up ng-z-toha (you t. u.) genge-be 1-do-be (t. away)
teeth m-ahoi (my t.) m-alcwe (my 4j.)

tongue tfa-li &lan-d«-nge a*.

walk bunijwa-be bujid-be 6«?o-be

water m-igwe (my w.) i-nge i-nge

weep wana-be wana-be w<ma-be
wind tomjame toibte

wood (tree) ta-jxge da-nge tada-nge

m Bonig has Jot for honeycomb.
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In addition to this list of words offering comparisons, the following from Golebrooke can more

or less clearly be made out on the same lines :

—

Colebrooke’s Jarawa Words.

English. Jarawa. English. Jarawa.

(white) ant do-nge friend padu

bat witwi-le leg ehi-ge

belly ng-a-poi (your b.) man ng-amo-lan (you are a man

bind to-be, toto-be mouth m-ona (my m.)

bird lohe seed kita-nge

bracelet a-le smoke bali-ngi »

charcoal wabi swallow bi-be

crow nahe thigh poi

flesh wuhi wash (self) igna-doha-be

Portman is unfortunately always difficult to follow in his linguistic statements, as they are so

uncertain. His vocabularies are apt to differ frequently from the statements in his lists of sentences,

and where his vocabularies can be compared they are inconstant: but at p* 781, Vol. II- ,
of his

History of our Relations with the Andamanese, he gives a comparative list of Jarawa and Onge

words from his own observations :

—

Portman’s Onge-Jarawa Words.

English. Jarawa. Onge.

arrow bartoi bartoi

axe doii doii

bamboo otale odale

bow aaii aai

bucket uhu ukui

crab kagai kagaia

drink injowa injobe

eye injamma unijeboi

fire tuliawe tuke

foot monge muge

hair enoide inode

hand mome mome

iron tanhi doii (iron adze)

leaf bebe bebe

nantilns gaai gaai

navel inkwa onikwale

net bortai chikwe

nose inama uningaiboi

road iscbele icbele

run ahabelabe akwebelabe

sea etale detale (Passage Id, an islet in the sea)

sit down aton unantokobe

sky baingala bengonge

sleep omohan omokabe

String etai ebe

stone nli taiyi

tooth anwai makwe

water enule inge
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In some of the above words, where Oolebrooke differs from Portman, it will be found that

Colebrooke’s forms, when reduced to a common transcription, are nearest the Onge.

d. — Becovery of Colebrooke’s Jarawa Vocabulary of 1790.

By pulling the words in the first list to pieces, the identity in race of Colebrooke’s native

( Jarawa ) with Portman’s natives ( Onges ) will be at once evident. Many roots and affixes

are common, and the words are clearly built up precisely as are all other Andamanese words by

radical prefixes to roots relating fundamentally to the body and its parts and by qualitative

suffixes. In addition to this, the prefixes are joined to the “ personal pronouns ” by pre-inflexion

in the manner peculiar to the Andamanese languages. And although we have nothing more

on record of the Jarawa tongue than Colebrooke’s list, supplemented by Portman’s, of

any value, we have thus enough to establish the relation of Jarawa and Onge as languages of

the same Group, and the relation of both as languages of the same Family as the other

Andamanese tongues.

In Jarawa the h of Onge tends to interchange with \ and by inference the Jarawas appear

to use ngg for the Onge ng and to say i-nggo in place of onge.

Leavino* the roots to explain themselves, the inflected forms of the

themselves, thus :

—

Onge-Jarawa u Pronouns.”

“ pronouns *’ show

English. Jarawa. Onge.

I, my m’ - m’ -

You, your ng’- ng-

The qualitative suffixes appear to be as follow :

—

Onge-Jarawa Qualitative Suffixes.

for “nouns” -li, -le -le

for 4 * verbal nouns” -nge, -nga, -ge, -ke -nge, -ng, -ge, ke

for “verbs” -he
,

-be, me

The radical prefixes are given in a great vaiiety of forms, which will probably disappear

closer knowledge of the languages.

Onge-Jarawa Radical Prefixes.

.Tarawa. Onge.

. . . ..... f oni-, ona-, onu-, ono-, onan-, ina-, ine-, ene-
ingo-, ragi-, inga-, onke-, ong-, o-

j eni.
# 6nge..

’ °

uni u-

0-, i-, ot- 6-, b-, a-, e-

i- eje-, ichin-, e-

pi- ibi-, ebe-

i- akwa-, akwe-, ako-, ik-, ig-, i-

aba~, a- aha-, a-

omo- omo-

ok*- are-

alan-
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Of these, as prefixes relating to mankind and its body, the following occur :

—

Class 1.

bni-, a general prefix of the body, and then,

... oni- head, lip, neck, nose, navel, hip, testicles, stomach

Class 11. ... ik-, ig-, i- cheek, ear

Class hi. ... ibi- chin

Class IV. ... 0- fist, knee, nail, throat

Class V. ... alan teeth

That the relation between concrete words for the parts of the body and those for idea"

belonging to them is shown by the prefixes, comes out neatly in ilc-ltwa-ge
, ear : ilxiibene , deaf*

So. too, the words ichin-da-nge and i-to-nge given for “bone” probably refer to a bone of

Class II.

e. — Grammar of Onge.

Mr. Bonig made a slight attempt at this by providing a few sentences and phrases. It is only

an attempt, but it shows that the principles of the Onge are those of Andamanese generally. Thus

we have :

—

ode, hair.

oa-ode, animal hair,

miga m’ode, thy hair,

ngi m’ode, your hair.

otangka g’ode,
j j

hair.

jeloto g’ode, our hair,

gbtaloto g’ode, the hair of all of us.

yetadakwe g’ode, some one’s21 hair,

otiedaka g’ode, their hair.

This would seem to give m* as to the

not the * self.’

oduleda, sick.

miga-m’oduleda, I am sick,

ngi m’oduleda, you are sick.

otangka g'oduleda,
j j

sick.

jeloto g’oduleda, we are sick,

gotalota g’oduleda, we are all sick.

yetadakwe21 g’oduleda, some one is sick,

otiedaka g’oduleda, they are sick.

of * my ’ and * your,’ 9’ as the prefix of all persons

The few sentences are very obscure,

on-ibiti dode, what have you ?

on-ibiti dah ilekwale-be, what are you saying ?

g’ati biima, what do you call this p

wanawe otang, where is he ?

on-akuchobe otang, call him.

otangka akuchwa, you are called,

g’oangkinko-be, you go away.

le chune, there it is.

m’injaiehe nene, I don’t understand.

f#_ Proof of the Identity of Onge-Jarawa with the other Groups,

Among an untutored people, so long isolated even from the other Andamanese, one

would hardly look for many roots now in common with them, but the following, which occur

in such short lists as those available, sufficiently establish a common origin for the Family

Some Roots common to the Andaman Languages.

Onge-Jarawa. Remaining Languages.

bat
* witwi wot, wat, wot

00!d choma cbauki(Bea)

21 xfce sense is that the person referred is absent.
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English.

red ochre

net

sneeze

“ God 5 ’

turtle

water

bone

wood

Onge-Jarawa.

gyalap

chi

che, chi

Uluga : ( oluge, thunder )

ehobe

U ig

to

ta, da

Bemaining Languages.

bilap, npla

chi

chiba (Bea, Balawa)

Puluga, Bilak ( Bea, wul-nga

,

storm )

chokbe (Kede, Chariar)

ina ( Bea, Balawa)

ta, toa ( Bea, Balawa )

ta, toa, to

Colebrooke showed all sorts of impossible things to his Jarawa to name, and one interesting

result is the following :

—

English. Jarawa. Onge.

cotton-cloth 1 pa — nge be be— nge— be

paper J flat - become - is fiat - become - is

Of course, no Jarawa had ever seen before anything approaching to either object, and

this man's one expression for both means 4

k

it is (has been) flattened, ” which is what the savage

meant to convey, when asked anything so impossible as to name them.

In Appendix B will be found a further list of Onge words to aid in the study of this

interesting language.

g. — Derivation of MincopiQ.

We are now in a position to solve a great puzzle of ethnographists for a century and more :

why were the Andamanese called Minoopie by Europeans ? What word does this transcription

represent ? It can now be split np thus ;

—

M-o nge—be

I—man-kind-am

( I am an Onge )

Or, as the Jarawas perhaps pronounce the expression, “ M-inggo-be, ” or even w M-injo-be,”

I am an Inggo (Injo). The name given by the Onges to themselves is a “verbal noun,”

oritge, man-being. So that when questioned as to himself by Colebrooke, his Jarawa replied

t
4 M’inggobe, ” or something like it, which compound expression by mistranscription and
misapprehension has become the well-known Mineopie of the general ethnological books in many
languages for an Andamanese. The Onges call their own home, the Little Andaman,
Gwabe-l’Onge. Jarawa is a modern Bea term, possibly radically identical with Yerewa, the

Bea name for the Northern Group of Tribes.

It is just possible that Colebrooke’ s Jarawa misunderstood what was wanted altogether and
simply said, “I am (will be, would be) drinking : m-inggo-be

, I-drink-do.”

I have now to record a great disappointment. The proof that the method herein adopted for

recovering the Jarawa Language was correct lay in the fact that the word i^nge for “ water ” was

ascertained from a little Jarawa boy captured during an expedition in February, 1902, and the

identical word was quite independently unearthed from Colebrooke’s and Portman’s Vocabularies as

Onge-Jarawa for “water.” The only other word clearly ascertained from the boy, walu-ng for
4< pig, has not been gathered independently as yet. This little boy was the last of the prisoners left,

who were captured on that occasion, as the women and small children and girls were all returned and
only two boys kept back for a while, in order to get their language, &c., from them. Of these, the
elder died of fever, and on the very day that their language was fairly recovered, and we were in
a position to set to work to learn quickly from Wm, the younger died very suddenly of pneumonia*
without any warning illness.
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APPENDIX A.

The Fire Legend in the Bojigngiji Group,

(The Bea Version has been already given,)

Balawa Version,

Dim-Ddra — le rita Keri-Vong-tower — te Puluga Vi toago choapa V — omo

(a Man) long-ago (a Place) — by God his platform fire bringing

— kate
|
ong ih akat-pora pugurit — t V — a — re

[
Bohib Tea Tarkdr.

— was
|

lie taking all—men barn —
* t di — d

J
(a Man) and (a Man)

ka Bilichau ongot oto —jurugmu — t— ia
[

ongol at— yokat mo

and (a Man) they in-the-sea-wen — t — did
[

they fish becom-

— nga
|

ongot oaro— tichal-ena — te Rokwa-Var-tonga-baroij — a oho — dal

— ing
j

they carry-taking— by (a Place) -village— in fire-mak-

— nga V — a — re

— ing di — d

Portman’s Rendering. — Dim-Dora, a very long time ago, at Keri-Pong-tower, was

bringing fire from God’s platform. He, taking the fire, burnt everybody with it. Bolnb and

Tarkor and Bilichan fell into the sea and became fish. They took the fire to Rokwa-l’ar-tonga

village and made fires there.

Bojigy&b Version.

Tol-Voko-tim — an Bilik Vong— pat — ye
|

Luratut
[
Vong at ab — lechi — nga

|

(a Place) — in God sleep— did
j
(a Bird)

j
he fire bring— ing

[

Luratut Vong — di — ye
j

kota ong Bilik Vab — bilci — ye
J

kota Bilik Vong— konyi

(a Bird) seiz — ed
|
then he God burn — t

[
then God awaken

— ye
|

Bilik
|
Vong at U — ye

|

ong e Luratut Voto —
• toi-chu — nga

[

— ed
|
God

j
he fire seiz — ed

|

he then ( a Bird ) (with ) fire hiti— ing
|

kota kol ong e Tarchal Vote — toi-chu — ye
J

Chatter Vong — di — ye
|

then again he then (a Man) (with) fire-hit — did
[

(a Bird) seiz — ed
|

ong Lau-Cham — len da — nga
J
Wola-Em — en ota Lau-Cham

]
n’ong o — kaddk—nga.

he ancestors — to giv — ing
j
Wota-Emi — in then ancestors

|
they fire-mak-ing.

Portman’s Rendering.*— God was sleeping in Tol-Foko-tima. Luratut went to bring fire*

Luratut caught hold of the fire, then he burnt God. Then God woke up. God seized the fire*

He hit Luratut with the fire. Then again he hit Tarchal with the fire. Chalter caught hold

of it. He gave it to the ancestors. Then the ancestor made fire at W5ta-Emi.

Juwai Version.

Kwo-fon-mik—* a Mom Mint— la
|

Bilik Voko — ema — t
j

peakar at — to top
|

( a Place ) in Mr. Pigeon
]
God slep— t

|
wood fire— with stealing

j
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— chtlte at laicke Lech — lin a
]
totals a oho — kodak — chine at — lo

was fire the-late (a Han) — to he
j

then he fire-make — did fire — with

Karat-iatah — emi— in

(a Place )
— at

Portman’s Rendering.—Mr. Pigeon stole a firebrand at Kuro-t’on-mika, while God was

sleeping. He gave the brand to the late Lech, who then made fires at Karat-tatak-emi.

K61 Version.

Tol-Voko-tim — en Bilik — la pat — Tee
\

Luratut — la Oko-Emi — t at leek — an
|

( a Place ) — in God asleep -— was
|

( a Bird ) (a Place )
— in fire too — k

J

Kolotat — he
|

lin V — a — chol »— an Min-tong-ta — Icete
|

Min-tong-ta — kete— lak

(a Man) —was
[
by (he) — w'en — t (a Place) — to

|
(a Place) — to — by

V — ir bil —an
|
Kolotat Vir — 'pin

.
Vir — dob —an

|

leirtm— kodak —an
\

(it) —out-wen—*t
[ (

a Man ) charcoal break —did] fire-make-did
|

rCa n
7
otatn — tepur — an

]
at *— ke n ote — tepur —* an

[
Min-tong tok-p6roich—

they alive — became
J

fire — by (they) — alive — became
|
(a Place) village —

in Jangil
]

n’a Voko — kodak — an
]

in ancestors
|
they fire-make — did

[

Portman’s Rendering. — God was sleeping at Tol-Voko-tima. Luratut took away fire

to Oko-Emi. Kolotat went to Min-tong-ta, (taking fire with him from Oko-Emi). At
Min-tong-ta the fire went out. Kolotat broke up the charred firewood and made fire again,

(by blowing up the embers). They ( the people there ) became alive. Owing to the fire they

became alive. The ancestors thus got fire in Min-tong-tok village.

APPENDIX B.

Onge Vocabularies.

The “ Outer Group” of the Andamanese (Onges and Jarawas) bears. the closest resemblance

in customs, &c., i. e., assuming them to bear any at all, to the Semangs jmd Aetas, of all the

Andamanese Tribes, 'and hence there is much interest exhibited ii* their languages. In this

Appendix, therefore, is gathered together as much of the Onge Vocabulary as can be with any degree

of safety extracted from Portman’s Andamanese Manual
,
the information in which is not, however^

unfortunately as clear a§ is desirable. - -
” * -- -

Subsequently to the compilation of this article, Mr. M. Bonig, Assistant Harbour Master at
Port Blair, made, at the present writer’s request, several trips, in January 1903, to the Little

Andaman, the home of the Onges. He brought back with him three Onges from Kw&tiny&boi
Creek on the East Coast of that island, named Takoate, Antidk&ne,and Antfdeokane, “with the
object of learning their language. When these men were taken home again, four others, named
Jdaboi, Gogamin, Agodele and Nyaboi, of the Palankwe Sept were- induced to go to Port Blair.

Mr. Bonig found that they understood the words he learnt from the East Coast, but altered a good
wny, showing that Portman’s words were collected in Ekita Bay,, which belongs to the
Palankwe Sept, and that differentiating dialects exist on the island.. . _

In the first of the accompanying Vocabularies
,
wherever Portman’s words have been verified by

Mr. Bonig, the fact is shown in square brackets *[ J. In the second are recorded the words as to
which Mr. Bonig either entirely differed from Portman or whichJie collected in addition, la both
the roots have been separated frqm the prefixes and suffixes.
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I. — Portman’s Vocabulary.

Monty's variants in square brackets.

abundant

abuse (to)

ache (to)

acid

adze [chisel]

ant [small black)

apron (women’s)

armlet [fibre]

arrow (iron) [reed]

arrow (wood)

arrow (fish)

arrow (pig)

arrow-shaft

ashes

awake (to)

bag (of netting)

bale out (to)

bamboo

banana

bark

barb (arrow)

basket

beard

beat (to)

beetle [dung]

belt (round)

belt (broad, fiat)

binder

bite (to)

black

blood

blow (to) [out fire]

boil (to)

bone

bone (human) _ .

bow
break (to)

breast

breathe (to) _

broom

bucket (wood)

bucket "(bamboo)

butterfly

call (to)

cane

gene

onu-kweba-be

oni-dang-wule-be

(? bones a.)

a-noii

doii [dau]22

chantibo-de [van
0
]

ga-kwinyoga-le

iibi-kwe

batoi [bato]

tota-le

tome

takoi

takete-le

tongku-ie [tong°]

loga-be

kumumwi, taugu-le

gaiye-boko-be

6-da-le [o-da-lej

yolo-le

gangwi

tome

to-le [to-le]

bn-ga-bo-de

[on-]yokwb-be [yokwo°]

todanchu [°ran°)

m-are-kwa-ge (ray b.)

.

m-ino-kwe (my b.)

tu-kwe
on-i-baga-be [ditto]

be

ga-che-nge [che-nge]

a-kwobo-be [ta-kuwo0]

tamboi-(be)

ichin-da-nge

on-i~da-nge

_a-ai [a-e]

gi-kwa-be [gi-kwa°]

ga-ka-ge [ga-ge]

kwaib-be

da-ge

ukwi [uku]

kubuda-nge

bebe-le [ditto]

on-gyo-be, on-ai-waba-be
j

tafci [ditto]

cane-necklace

canoe

cast away (to)

cheek

chin

clam

dap (to)

clay (white [yellow]

for smearing [the

body]
)

cloud

cocoanut

cold (to fee]:)

come (to)

copulate (to)

cough

crab [large edible]

creek

cyrena-shell (scraper)

dance

dead (to be)

deaf

dish (wooden)

drink (to)

dugong

ear

earth

eat (to) .

ebb tide

embrace

eye

fall (to)

fastening (a)

feather

fern (sp.)

fever (to have)

fight (to)

finger

fire

fish

fist

flip (to)

flood tide

fly (a)

i-deda-le

da-nge [ditto]

yobobine-be

gig-boi (your e.)

ibi-da-nge

taga-le

ak o-bana«bekwe-be

wo [63]

baije

da-ge (F wood, tree)

ongi-te-be

inai-oba-be, onu-kwange-

me [on-aiya°]

go4616 -be

udu-ge [ditto]

kagaia [kaga]

kuai

totu-le

on-ola-ge

bechame-me

ik-aibene

da-nge-, (wood)

toba-nge

injo-be

twowe

ik-kwa-g e

tntano

on-i-lokwale-be

ga-de

ku-ge

on-i-jeboi [ditto]

i-teka-be [gi-°]

gwi-kwe

go-de

tomojai, lakakai

ungi-te-be

bn-ttkwe-be

ome

tuke [ditto]

cbo-ge [ehau0]
o-beke [on-°]

on-i46t6ge-be

kobakwe-le

ngonoi [ngono]

'

' 22 This reads like a corruption of the Indian and Burman M, a universal instrument used as a knife, axe, adze,

sword, &eM as the result of “recent intercourse with strangers.
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food (to take) gi-da-be

foot m-u-ge (my f.) [on-u-°]

forbid (to) go-bokwe-be

glad (to be) a-kioko-be

g° (to) on-i-toto-be (come)

God Ulu-ge

good i-wado

grass tokwongoye

green totanda-nge

gun on-ini-nye

bail* ra-ode (my h.) [ode]

hand m-ome (my h.) [on-ome]

head-dress (cane) ng-i-deda-le (your h. d.)

heavy (to be) ga-tnkwo-be

hip on-i-boi

hiss ng-ik-iki (yon h.)

hit (with arrow) gai-be

honey tanjai [°ja]

hook (for fish) tome

hop (to) ichin-kwole-be

hot (to be) jonjome-be

how much ? chib ?

hum (to) gojai

hungry (to be) bn-gi-ai-me

hut ' bedai [ditto]

I, my mi

Indian (an) i-nene

iguana giti

iron (knife) lea

jawbone (human) ang-bo-de

ornament.

jump (to) akwa-tokwa-be

kick (to) bn-i-tekwome-be

kiss (to) (? smell) nyonyo-be

knee m-ola-ge (myk.)

kneel on-o-lakwbchb-be

laugh (to) onge-ma-be

leaf be-be (to be flat)

lick (to) gi-tome-be

lie down (to) ng-ainyi-be (you 1. d.)

up bn-gome

lizard [sp.] ko-ge [koichai]

man on-i-agi-le (married m.)

mangrove

.

tun-da-nge (tun-tree)

mangrove fruit kwea

marry (to) on-ya-be

mat (sleeping) emai

micturate o-cholb-be

moon_ chile-me [chilo-me]

mouse,

.

ala-nge

much liwa-nga

murder (to) ololaji-be

nail m-obeda-nga (my n.)

nautilus-shell (cup) gaai

navel on-i-kwa-le [on-o°]

neck on-a-ngito

necklace m-a-ngitoke (my n.)

net chi-kwe [ditto]

nose on-i-nyaiboi

orchid (sp.) koyo

ornament (of shav-

ings)

kwibo-le

outrigger i-bedu-ge

paddle taai [tai]

paudanus fruit ba-le

path iche-le

peel gangwi

Pig kwi

pinch on-i-gini-be [gi-gine 0
]

prick on-i-takwa-be

pot (cooking) buchu (to4e
f its case)

[ditto]

quick, be l ing-ko !

rain gujo-nge

red ochre alame

red wax kwengane

resin mone [ditto]

riugworm jwichwi

rope kwola-ge

rub (to) eb-ele-be

run (to) [bn] akwe-bele-be

[akwa-beta0]
saline ngie

saliva ina-kwe-nge

salt inje

sand belai

scar on-i-bare

scratch (to) akwe-o-be

sea i-nge (water)

shampoo (to) bn-i-o-be

shark kadu

sharp gi-echare

sharpen (to) totokwe-be

shave on-o-tale-be

shell todandwi

shoot (arrow) gai-be [ditto]

sing (to) go-gaba-ba [nyo°]

sit (to) bn-nantoko-be

[nantoka0]
skin gangwi (peel)

sky bengo-nge (what is flat)

sleep (to) omo-ka-be
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small baiai

smoke on-o-taboi

snake tomogwi

snake (sea) tebu-le

sneeze e-chi-be

sore (a) on-i-bai [ditto]

spill (to) gi-bu-be

spine on-o-noda-kwoi

spitting cm-a-kwa-nge [on-akwi
2
]

sprinkle (to) on-a-nadi-be

squeak (to) gi-lako-be

squeeze (to) on-ege-be

stand doka-be

stomach on-a-nga-nge

stone taiyi

stool (to) on-i-yu-be

stretch (to) on-a-kwombwoke-be

stretch (to s, oneself) gi-goto-be

strike (to) kwoke-be

string (to) e-be

stroke (to) on-a-oe-be

sun eke [ditto]

surf baiame

swallow (a) tugede-le

sweep (to) tote-be

swim (to) kwane-be

take away (to) ge-akingko-be

take hold (to) ge-nge-be

tattoo (to) ng-ulukwone-be (you t.)

tear (to) i-dokwo-be

testicle bn-i-kwo-ge [ditto]

II. — Bonig’i

Portman's variant

i

adze (small, for canoes) gan-kwe

ant (large, red-tree) lalu-laln

arm bn-ibi-le

arise dobinkate-be

arrive gi-gu-be

awake (to) gi-tanji-be [loga-be]

bad i-bi-te

bath on-a-kwantamule

bee gu-H

bird no-kai

black i-kiu [be]

blind nebobene

bottle bota-le

breast, to support the on-wetaka-be

(women)

bring back ga-tiko-be : che-be

brow ejala

bundle (palm-leaf) na-nge

thorn tundankie

throat b-ngito

throw waikwo-be

thunder oln-ge (“ God 5
'

)

tiptoe (to be on) uii-u-jagaib-be

tongue alan-da-nge

tooth m-a-kwe (my t.)

torch to-kwe [ti-kwe]

tray (for food) toba-ge

tumble (to) i-teka-be

turtle nadela-nge [ditto],

turtle eggs

takwatoai

kwagane

tusk (pig) a-lcwe

umbrella (leaf) o-modu

untie (to) i-lebu-be

vomit (to) o-buld-be

walk bujio-be [bujo-be]

water i-nge [ditto]

wax (white bees’) chileme

weep (to) wana-be

whetstone tijib'-be

whisk (for flies) tomo-ge

whistling on-i-anga-le

white tonkute

wife on-i-au-le

wind totote [ditto]

wound on-i-ba-le [i-bai]

yawn (to) on-a-langbtb-be

yes bn-a-laije

Vocabulary.

in square brackets.

burn duleji-be

burn (oneself) 6n-o-mama-me

buttock on-nena-bdi

call (to) bn-a-kucho-be

carry

[on-gyo-be

:

on-ai-waba-be]

yegote-be

catch (to) gi-bogula-be

chew on-i-lokwale-be

child o-chile

climb (to) o-twake-be

close (to be) gai-chebene-be

cloth kwelabS

cohabit (to) ga-ele-be [go-tolo-be^

collect, heap up (to) gi-mbu-be

cook (to) gi-wolai-be

coral

crab (large, edible) kaga
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creep (to) bn-a-lakachyo-be hurt (to) on-ega-be

cry (to) wana-be iron (or any metal) take

cut (oneself) akite-be knife cliule [lea]

cut (iron) ngatike-be knife-handle chule-yan-kwe

cut (with a knife) gi-ji-be leaf tomoji

cut (with an adze) gb-ete-be lift (to) ga-ntakwa-be

dance (a) wanda-nge light (lamp) mone

day ekuje limp (to be) ga-ji-be

deep oma little b-kiwea

dirty ga-bitima liver gide

dog (generic term) i-kita : wbme lizard (flycatcher) ketekete-le

dog (female) chinge-ge lost (to be) logukonji-be

dog (male) takwado man gae-le [bn-agule.

dress (to) toikute-be married m.]

drift (to) gi-buko-be month bn-a-ngume

[dry unkata ?] mosquito kwina-nge

dull ngi-kuno mushroom kwatikwa-ge

eat (to) on-i~kwawo-be night o-tebebelan

[on-i-lokwale-be] orchid (sp.) tomotui

egg aie pack (a bundle, to) gi-kwe-be

empty out (to)23 gi-bu-be pain on-a-ngitbwe

fern (sp.) tikwanchute-le perspiration bn-o-tage-le

fetch (to) alemaji-be pigeon (imperial) umu-ge

HD wotangie-be pigeon (Nicobar) tntutu

few giwe plantain chagola
;
yaulola

fin gi-bole present (to) gi-bone-be

linger on-o-boda-nge [ome] rain beja [gujo-nge]

finished l (I bare no on-a-ngele recover (lost article, to) gi-tekwabeche-be

more !)
recovery (from illness) gi-gangula

fire-brand gi-dakwe red i-jedo

firewood name return (come back, to) bn-i-katako-be

dame (to dame up of boloji-fce rub (to) on-kweta-be

fire) run away (to) alemake-be

flower totibull row (paddle, to) o-glanji-be

forehead ejala scar ge-ki-nge [bn-i-bare]

forenoon ekeome screwpine mane

fry (to) gi-ga-be see (to) ga4eaba-be

full (of the belly) i-bo*dia shallow i-kata

give (to) eboieka-be sharp ngi-gi-lekuta [gi-echare]

go (to) gb-anglrinko-be shave (to) kwedale-be [on-o-tale-be]

[on-i-tote-be] shell tenje [todandwi]

hammer kaula-le sick o-d.uleda

head on-ota-be silent (to be) kwemetamoi-be

headache o-duleda skate (fish) dugadode

hide (to) bn-a-kwe-be skin gati [gangwi, peel]

hold (to) ge-nge-be small mintainene
:
giwe [baiai]

hook (large, iron) adu smear (the body, to) on-a-kwawe-be

honeycomb lai smoke (to) nanto-be

hot (to be) o-bentelenene-be speak (to) gi-lekwalinka-be

[jonjome-be] spear gi-takwatewe

25 But see “ oollect, heap up.”
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star koiakoia tickle (to) on-a-ngedegede-W
stear gi-ngulu-be to-morrow ekajetu

sting (of a mosquito, to) on-i-bulukb-be tongs (bamboo, to use) wako-be

sting (of a bee, to) on-a-e-be tortoise-shell o-dati

stone kwoi [taiyi] turn over (to) jule-be

stop (to) kwalakaji-be understand 1 bn-ilokalema

!

stout on-i-deame wash (to) gi-kwantai-be

sunrise (to) (eke)2* gi-bete-be wax (black bees’) tibii

sunset (to) (eke)2* gi-otukitibieji-be white oikala

sweep (to) gatie-be [tote-be] whistle gwana [on-i-anga-le]

take away (to) i-do-be [ge-akingko-be] wood tada-nge

tall midokwalenene yam kaiu

throw toko-be [waikwb-be] yellow gi-kita

tick nana-ge yes niai [ba-a-laije]

APPENDIX C.

Tlie Andamanese Tribal Names according to the Aka-Bea Language.

Full. Abbreviated.

Aka-Ohariar-(da) . . . Chariar

Aka-Kora-(da) ... Kora

Akli-Tabo-(da)
^

... Tabo

Aka-Yere-(da) (also Aka-Jaro-da) Yere

Oko-Juwai-(da) ... Juwai

Aka-K61-(da) ... Kol

Full . Abbreviated*

Aka-Bojigyab-(da) ... Bojigyab

Aka-Balawa-(da) ... Balawa

Aka-Bea-(da) ... Bea

Onge ... Onge

Jarawa-(da) . ... Jarawa

Below is given a table of the names given to themselves and each other by the five South

Andaman Tribes or Bojigngiji Group, traditionally sprung from one tribe. It brings out tine

following facts :— in each language of the Group the prefixes and suffixes differ much and the

roots remain practically the same throughout for the same sense. These facts strongly indicate one

fundamental tongue for this group of languages.

Table of the names for themselves and each other used by the five South

Andaman tribes or Bojigngiji group.

Sense. Tribe.
|

Bea. Balawa. Bojigyab. Juwai. Koh

Fresh-water Bea ... Aka-Bea-da Akat-Bea O-Bea-da Oko-Beye- O-Bea-che

lekile.

Opposite-side Balawa Aka-Bala-

wa-da.

Akat-Bale O-Pole-da Oko-Pole-

lekile.

O-Pole-che

Our language Bojigyab Aka-Bojig- Akat-Bo- O-Pnchik- Oko-Puchik- O-Puchik-

yab-da. jigyuab- war-da. yar- war-che.

Dga. lekile.

Patterns cut on bows Juwai ... Aka-Juwai- Akat-Juwai O-Juwai-da Oko-Juwai- O-Juwai-

A
da. lekile. che.

Bitter or salt taste Kol .. Aka-Kol-da Akat-Kol O-Kol-da Oko-Kol- O-Kol-che

A

lekile.

So too Yere, Jeru or Jaro for the Aka-Yere Tribe means a (sort of) “canoe” in all the

languages and (jnge means “ a man ” on its own language.

2* eke means the sun,

{To be continued.)
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MISCELLANEA.

SURVIVAL OF OLD ANGLO-INDIAN

COMMERCIAL TERMS.

BY SIR R. C. TEMPLE.

Ant one who has had occasion to struggle

with such a book as Stevens’ New and Complete

Guide to the Hast India Trade, 1775, or with

Anglo-Indian terms occurring in the old Com-
pany’s Factory Records and similar documents

will appreciate the value of settling precisely

what is meant by Anglo-Indian commercial
terms. There is a chance of doing this in certain

instances by an examination of the Indian

commercial newspapers of to-day, as many more
of the old terms have survived in commerce than

would at first appear possible to the outside

public.

Here are a few taken from a Supplement to

Capital
,
published in Calcutta in 1902.

Surviving Anglo-Indian Terms.

Coir. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1510.

“ Coir fibre. Demand has somewhatimproved.”

Doll ; dal. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1673.

** Dal or split peas. Demand for all kinds is

slack .... Masnri dal and Khari Masuri
.... Oridh or kolye dal ...

. gram
dal ... . greenpeas dal ... . arhar

dal . . . . khasri dal khasari

or mutta.”

Gingerly. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1726.

- “ Jinjeli, sesamum or tilseed oil. Prices con-
tinue very high owing to light supply.*’

Gunny. Oldest quotation in Yule , c. 1590,

“ Australian Gunny Market, bags and bag-
ging.”

Gram. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1702,

“ Gram supplies have overtaken deliveries.”

Golah. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1785,

" Balt. The market continues steady and the
sales during the week are as follows

; ex ships

..... ex golahs .....
Madapollam (piece-goods), Oldest quotation
inYule, 1673 : see Bowrey’s Countries round the
Bmy of Bengal (1669—1679), p. 100, n. 1.

* Grey Madapollam.”

Myrabolam. Oldest quotation in Yule, c, B C
340.

’ ’

.

* Myrabollams .... There has been no
life in the trade : • . . . for export to the
Australian Colonies for some Bimlinuts.”

Shellac. Oldest quotation in Yule (s . v. Lac),
c. 1343.

“ There is a fair enquiry for ready parcels
.... Button lac, a small business is pass-
ing: garnet .... there is nothing to
report .... There is very little movement
.... 300 cases button arrived this week in
free condition for the American market.”

Tincal. Oldest quotation in Yule, 1525.

The article is selling .... superior
Cossipore is reaching.”

Weights.

Maund, Oldest quotation in Yule, 1610.

[This very old word and its variants at the
present day are well worth comparing with the
old books.]

“ The Indian Maund is 82| lbs. . the Factory
Maund is 74 Us. 10 oz. II dwt., the Bazar
Maund is 82 lbs. 2 oz. 3 dwt.

:

1 cwt., i. e.
112 lbs., equals Bazar 1 md. 14 seers 8-V
chUtacks.”

1

Modern Terms.

Kerosine Oil. « Indian named brands
Mango, Ram, Sumatra, Rangoon.”

Rice. “Commercial terms for Bengal Riee:
table, white Patna, Brushed Seeta, Seeta, gross
Seeta, chunichalla, khud or B. T., cleaned
gross, prime Patna, gross Patna.”

Names for Boiled or Brown Rice : « Boiled
Patna, ballam, nagra, moonghy, zaree, kazla
kuttuck.”

f

$ugar. Names for Indian sugar; “Cane,
Benares, Shomsara, Dummah, Tally Gour,
Bobarab, Akharah, Goburdanga and Jadurhat
Dollo, Akrab.”

Names for refined sugar.: “Cossipore,
Cossipore Grossery, Madras and Arcot granu-
lated, China granulated, Penang, Mauritius.”

Tea. Names for Indian tea: “Assam,
Cachar, Sylhet, Darjeeling, Dooars, Term.”
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HINDUISM IN TOE HIMALAYAS.
BY H. A. BOSE, I.C.8.

(Concluded from YoL XXX VI. j?. 43.)

IV. —- The Legend of Mahasft Deota.

MahAsft, doubtless a corruption of MabA-Siva, is the god who gives his name to the Mahasu
Hiil near Simla and other places in the Simla hills. In the legend that follows he appears in

quadruple form as four brothers, just as Buna Sur had four sons.35

When Krishna disappeared at the end of the Dwapar Yng, the Pandavas followed him. On
their road to Balri-kasharam they crossed the Tons, and Raja Yudhishthir, struck with the beautv

of the place, ordered Biswa Karma to build a temple there. Here the Pandavas, with Draupadi.

halted 0 days. They named the place Hanoi, and thence journeyed by the Gangotri and Jamnotn

ravines, through Kedar, to Badri Nath, where they disappeared, and the Kali Yug began.

At its commencement demons wandered over tbe Uttara Khanda, devouring the people and

plundering towns and villages. The greatest of the demons was Kirmar, who had Beshi, Sengi,

and a host of minor demons under hioi at Maindarth, on the Tons, whence they ravaged towns and

villages, until the people sought refuge in cliffs, caves, and ravines. The demons devoured every

one who came in their way. Once the seven sons of Huna Brahman, who practised penance in the

Deobaa forest, went to bathe in the Ton3 river and encountered Kirmar, who devoured them all.

As they did not return for some time, their mother set out in search for them, but when she

reached the river without getting any clue to her sons, she sat down on its bank and began to weep

bitterly. Meanwhile, Kirmar, passing by, was struck with her beauty and asked why she wept.

Kirtaka turned to him and said her seven sons had gone to bathe in the river and had not returned

home. Hearing this, Kirmar said, “I am fascinated by thy beauty. If thou wilt accede to my
heart’s desire, I will extinguish the fire of my heart and will be grateful to thee and try to help thee

in this difficulty. I am a brave man, descended from Rawan. I have won the kingdom of these

hills through the strength of my own arm.”

The chaste wife was terrified at these words and they increased her grief. In her distress

she began to pray, saying, £< O Lord, the giver of all boons, everything rests with thee.”

DohA (couplet).

Puttar dukh duhhid bhat.

Par-bal abcdd dj
>

Satti ho sat jdt hai

:

Rulcho, Ishwar,
Idj.

I was distressed at the loss of my sons.

To-day I am a woman in another’s power,

A chaste woman whose chastity is like to be lost

:

O God, keep my chastity !

After this she took her way home, and by the power of God the demon’s sight was

affected, so that Kirtaka became invisible to him as she passed. She then told the story to her

husband, saying with clasped hands that Dnrg& DSvi would be pleased with her devotion and

destroy the demons, for she alone was endowed with the power of averting such evil. The

demons had corrupted religion, outraged chastity, and taken men s lives.

On hearing this, her husband said they would go and worship H&f-kotl Ishwari Mata.

So Huna went to the goddess with his wife. He first offered her flowers, and then prayed to

H&^shwari BnrgA with the eight hands. While he prayed he unsheathed a dagger

35 Tefnple’s Legends of the Punjab, III., pp. d se^
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and was about to cut off his own head with it, when the goddess revealed her spirit to him,

caught his hand and said, “ I am greatly pleased with thy devotion. Go to the mountains of

Kashmir, pray to God, and all thy desires will be fulfilled. Shiv-jl will be pleased and will

fulfil thy desires. Go there cheerfully and there will be no obstacle in thy way.”

Obeying the order of the goddess, HunA went at once, and in a few days reached his

destination. After his departure, he gave up eating grain and lived on vegetables. He also

gave up clothes, using the bark of trees for his dress. He spent most of his time in worship,

sometimes standing on one toe. When Shiv-ji was pleased with him, the spirit of the

four-armed image addressed him, saying, “ I am greatly pleased with thee : ask me any boon,

which thou desirest/
5

On hearing these words from the god Siva, Huna clasped his bands and said, “0 Siya

thou bast power to kill the demons. Thou hast power to repel all enemies and to remove all

difficulties. Ipi’ayand worship the Ganges, the saviour of the creatures of the three worlds,

which looks most beautiful as it rests on thy head. There are no words to describe thy

glorv. The beauty of thy face, which is so brilliant with the serpents hanging round thy

neck, beggars all description. . I am highly indebted to the goddess of Hat-koti, at whose

feet I bow my head, and by whose favour I and my wife are so fortunate as to see thee in the

Kali Tug.'*

Uttar Khand men rdkshas base, manuhhoh led karte dhdr
;

Kul muluk barbdd kiyd
,

dbdcli hogdi ujdr.

Turn hi Jtudar, turn hi Bishnu Hand Gopdl.

T)uhh Mid sur sddhuoh ko; mdro rdkshas taUkdl.

Sdt puttar mujh dds he nahdne gaye jab parbhdt

:

Jab ghdt gaye nadi Tons he jinko Kirmar kfidyo ek sdth.

The demons who dwelt in the Northern Region are preying upon the people.

They have laid waste the country and the people have fled.

Thou only art Rndar (Siva)
;
thou alone art Bishnu Nand GopaU®

The sages and devotees are in distress
;
kill the demons at once.

Early in the morning the seven sons of me thy slave went to bathe.

When they reached the banks of the River Tons, Kirmar ate them at once.

The god Siva was pleased at these words and said,
ct 0 Rikhi, the people of the Kali Yug

being devoid of religion have lost all strength. I admire thy sincere love and true faith,

especially as thou didst not lose heart in worshipping me. Hence all thy desires shall be fulfilled

and I have granted thee the boon asked for. Be not anxious, for all tbe devils will be killed iq.

a few days.”

BohA (couplets).

Bidd kiyo jab Bipra ko, diye akshat
,
phul, chirdg .

fSakti rup pahle pargat gat ,
Mainddrath he bdg .

Char jdo Bipra dpne
,

rdlcho mujh par tek .

Bhakii rup he ahg se
,

ho-gaye deb anelt .

Bargate ahg se debte
,

rdtn font se Mr.

Tstri sahit bidd kiyo: ‘ rdkho man meh dhir.’

When (the god) bade the Brahman farewell he gave him rice, flowers, and a lamp,

A Sakti (goddess) first appeared in the garden at Maindarath.

Go home, Brahman, and place reliance on me.

Countless divinities arose from the body of the Sakti.

Gods appeared from her body, and heroes from her every hair.

She dismissed him with his wife saying: *keep
K
patience in thy heart/

88 Explained to mean * the bod of Nand, i. e., Krishna.
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When the god gave Huna Rikhi leave to go, he gave him rioe, a vessel containing flower
and a lamp, and said, “ 0 Rishi, go home and keep thy confidence in me. A Sikti (goddess)
will first appear in the garden at Maindarath* Numerous demons will come out of her thimble,
and every hair of her body will send fortn a hero. Do not lose courage, but go home with, thy
wife. Keep the garland of flowers, the rice, and the lamp which I have given thee concealed
beneath the pipal tree which stands in the garden behind thy house, and perform the customary
daily worship of all these. Eight this lamp and offer me flowers and incense on. the UTfidvcts of
Bhadon and thereafter worship me with a sincere heart. Also perform a jdgaraif1 on that date for

one day and night. By so doing, thou wilt, on the third day, observe a Shalcti emerge from the
ground with a foantain. Flames will then be visible all aronnd. From her forehead and other

limbs will spring gods, who will be named after the member from which they were born. The
four gods, called the USAg ChautB or Mah&su, will appear on the 4th of the light half of

Bhadon, Those who appear on the following day, ?. e., the 5tb, will be called Kiy&Wt and
Ban&r, Moreover, many distinguished above the rest by their courage will spring from the

Shakti s hair. They will kill the demons and give great happiness to the people. They will

fix their capital at Hanoi, which was founded by the Pandavas.
,y

When this boon was granted to Huna Rikhi, ho walked round the god and paid him
obeisance. After this he went his way homewards and the god disappeared.

After many days the Rikhi reached home with his wife, and acting on the god's directions

carefully placed the lamp, flowers, and rice on the prescribed spot. On the amdcas of Bhadon
he worshipped and lighted the lamp. On the third day a fountain sprung up, wherein the

Shakti appeared.

Chaupai.

Bhumi si upni Mdtd Deo Lari.

Thdn Deo Mdtd l:o Kongo- re Bun*

Mother Deo Lari appeared from the earth.

The temple of Deo Mata (was liamed) the Bari of Kongo.35

Td hi yog*, ijagti, tii M yog mdt
De, Mdtd, hachan di paiiidi men fat

Thou only art devotion and the law, thou art the mother of the age.

0 Mother, give us thy promise to lead us on the (right) path.

Mdthe bale Md% rtl agni re gethi.

Bothd rdji Mah&si hot snrnj re bhelche.

On the Mother s head burnt a fire of faggots.

Mahasu was born with lustre like the rays of the sun.

Ckhdti se mdrii Chaldea? chat,

Janamd Chdldd, Mdtd re IdL

Placing her hand round her breast,

The Mother brought forth her son, Ch-ilda.

Mdtd Deo [Art ui hdth h'e 1cha re.

Bdshalc Pabdn dono hdth do jhare .

Mother Deo Lari raised both her hands.

B.lshuk39 and Pabasi sprang from her two hands.

3T Mjamn (from Sanskrit jarana) means keeping awake the wlule night in devotion.

PS By Mahasu, because it was clone to his own temple.

m BAshuk is al-<> railed Oh-ild*, l. e.*
4 the goer,’ the aerjumt.
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Ghauth men upne Mahdsd chdr.

Panchmi hut tithi di Deo Eydlu, Ban dr.

The four Mab&sus were born on the fourth.'10

On the fifth were created the gods Kiyalu and Banar.4i

Sher Kdlid Kydlu hoe Bothe re tvasir.

Romo hoe romb de nau lakh Mr.

Slier Kalia and Kiyalu became the ministers of Botha.43

Nine lakhs of heroes sprang from every hair.

Hdth jore Hand gayd paire pe jdi :

—

* Sab manukh lie
,

Mailed, rdkshase khdV

Buna fell at her feet with clasped hands :

—

‘ All mankind has been devoured by the demons, 0 Mistress/

Hdth bande pair shir Idyd jdnil :

—

‘ Mainddrath TCtlo dd Kirmar ddnod

With clasped hands and feet he placed his head on her knees :—

-

‘Kirmar, the demon, (dwells) in the Maindarath Lake/

KathtM hoi saind Mainddrath Ice bdg.

Chdr bhdi Mahdsu kardi re dg .

The armies were arrayed in the garden of Maindarath.

The four Mahasu brothers were like the fire.43

Hune jaise rikhie ati binti Idi :

—

Isi he Jcdran chdr Mahdsu di.

Huna the Rishi made a great prayer:

—

‘The four Mahasus for this purpose have come/ ,

Sahhi jabi debte ne binti Idi :

—

* Kyd dewe dgyd Deo Ldn MdiV
All the gods made a prayer (saying :—

)

i What are the orders of the goddess Leo Lari Mai p
’

Jab di dgyd Sri Devi Mai :

—

* Kirmar Kesfti rakshas Icq turn cl6 ghdid

Then Sri DSvi Mai gave orders:—
‘ You must kill the demons Kirmar and IvAshi.’

Chambola.

Rdjd Bikh-choliyd Idyo tero ndw.

Rdjdn ho raj ndw tero ndw

.

Thy name is King of Rikh-cholyL

Thy name is king of kings.

Kungu kastdri, Rdjd, gugld ko dhup,

Chdr Bhdi Mahdsu Narain ko rip.

Rdjan ko rdj ndw tero ndw.

With saffron, musk and fragrant resin and incense, Raja,

The four Mahasu brothers are Narain incarnate.

Tliy name is king of kings.

u Of the light half of Bh&doxt.
41 That is to say, two of the four Mah&sus were created on the 4th and two on the 5th of the light half of

Bliudoh.
42 MahM. 45 Of a cow-dung cake.



Bheth-dhdri rdjan to rdj flaw tero aaw.

"With conch and quoit in their hands and serpents round their necks,

The four brothers Mahasu are Bnddar 11 incarnate,

In spite of all disguise, thy name is king or kings*

Hath sita id'h, chattar, gajjd, tirxhul
,

Kdch Idyo pan ro, hartltd hce phiil
,

Bhekh-dhwi rdjid idgo tero ndu\

lldjan to raj haw tero n&w.

Conch, quoit, mace and trident in hand,

Dance of fairies and rain of flowers,

In spite of all disguise kingly is thy name.

Thy name is king of kings.

TJliyd to naii Baja Bhim Id to jdyo .

Kashmire chhort Bdjd Maincldrath dyd.

Bdjati to raj ndw tero ndw•

Uliya’s grandson and Raja Bhimla’s son has been born.

The Raja left Kashmir and came to Maindarath.

Thy name is king of kings.

DoM (couplet).

Thdro aht hoi nahih jdne , Itld param apdr .

Bhagat hit tame turn hat hldh sete ho artdr .

None knovyeth thy infinity, thy glory is infinite.

Thou dost take many shapes in order to do good.

Binti sun rihM ti, parsan hue atyant.

Huham cliye saindpatioh ho 4 mdro asur turantd

Hearing the prayer, great was the joy of the saints.

They gave the order to the leaders e slay the demons forthwith.’

Agijd pdij Mahasu ti muhgar liyo hdtlu

Mahan rath par Chdldd haiihe ram Idhh saind sdth.

Receiving the orders, the Mahasus took bludgeons in their hands.

Ohalda sat in his great war chariot at the head of nine lakhs of men*

Pirtham yudh hud MahcUmth men , saind rndri apdr *

Aise Shih Shankar lhae jo suntan prdn adhdr .

Battle was first joined at Haindilrath and armies were slain.

It was Shiv Shankar who thus came to save his disciples.

When the whole army of the rdkhshasas had been killed, Kiirnar beat a retreat and came

to Majhog, the abode of Sing! the demon. There they collected their scattered forces, intending

to give battle afresh.

D6M ( couplet ).

Jab Majhog men derat pahuhche an,

Singi mdro jab dait
,
hid yudh gltamsdn .

When the dSotds reached Majhog,

They killed Singi the demon and a desperate battle was fought.

44 I. Siva.
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On hearing of the slaying of Slngi Rakhshas by Sher Kuli, and that most of his men were

slain, Kirmar fled to Kinari Khandai, a village on the river bank, but was pursued by the

deotds, When he was about to hide in a ravine of Mount Khanda, he was overtaken by

Chalda Mahasu, who rode on a throne of flowers borne by two soldiers.

D6h& (couplet in Pah&yi).

Khandai jdne I'he pdwd thd thdo,

Bir hlidm4,5 the ltdjie hhd>\de re Ido .

He took refuge under a rock in the village of Khandai,

Intending to smite with his sword his opponent.

When Sri Chalda46 killed the demon, a large force of other gods reached him.

D6h& < couplet in PaMpi ).

Sdtk larau deote hhariei7 Tchdnde
,

Ghdi luwe43 rakshas Idi Idi bdnde .

All the gods attacked with their swords

And cut the demons to pieces.

After killing the demon Kirmar, all the gods threw flowers over Sri Chalda and paid

homage to him.

D6M (couplet).

Adi Kali fug men, Kirmar hiyo raj.

Sant mahdtmd ho duhk diyo dait sa?ndj.

Kirmar ruled the world in the beginning of the Kali Yug.
The demon brotherhood caused great trouble to the saints and the men of God.

Sab devan Ice deb hai Malidsu hartdr.

Kirmar ddi mdrhe
,
dur hiyo mahi-bhdr.

The lord Mahasu is the god of all gods,

Killing the great Kirmar, he has lightened the burden of the World.

Yah charitr Mahddev Jed chit de sune jo hot,

Sadd rahai suhh sampadd aur muJcti phal hoi
,

He who listens to this story of Mahadev with a sincere heart

Will always remain happy and attain the fruit of salvation.

After killing Kirmar, all the gods encamped in a field near Khandai, and the place came to
be called Dev-ka-khatai. It still forms the jdgir of Dev Banar. The place in Khandai, where
Kirmar met his death, still retains the marks of his sword on a rock. Travellers and
passers-by worship this stone by offering flowers, and also express gratitude to Mahasu.

Next morning at daybreak Hfina Rikhi came to Mahasu with clasped hands and expressed
joy at Kirmar s death. He further begged that the demon, Keshi, who had made Hanoi
his. abode and was destroying its people should be killed, adding that the place was a
delightful one, as it had a fine temple, that the rippling waves of the river by which it lay
added beauty to its scenery, that it was a place of sanctity and would be better under his rule
than under the demon’s, and that it was therefore right that the demon should be killed.

Hearing this the god marched his army in that direction, and on the march they passed
Salna Patti, a village in Rawmgarh, near which lived another demon in a tank, receiving its

water from the Pabar. When the flower-throne of Mahasu reached this spot he saw a demon
dancing in the tank and making a noise. Sri Nat&ri Ji said to MaMsu :— “This is a fearsome
sight. When Mahasu heard the Uma Shankari’s words he knew by the might of his

knowledge that this was the demon spoken of by the rikhi. He stopped his throne and

Prom to break, in Pahari,
47 Jjit.j ‘raising high/

46 I. e., Mah&sft.
48 Qh&i huwi, * are killing/
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destroyed the demon on the spot by mattering some charms, which had sack power that

even to this day the river does not make any sound as it Hows. Hence the place is called

Nashudi.

BoM.

Baja jarl-hharthd deoie re hdjd«

Botld Rdjd Mahasu Hanoia line birdjd.

Jari-bharth, the music of the gods, was played,

When Botha, Raja and Mahasti left for Hanoi/

Malta raj Mali asu Chuida Tabus*,

Hanoi dehhtro habile mino de hdse.

Makaraj Mahasu, ChaLia and Pabasi, •

The gods laughed greatly in their hearts on seeing Hanoi.

ChJwte chlwte buJiute deo

;

'Sri Bothd Maldsu deote rd deo

.

There are many minor gods;

But Sri Botha Mahasu is the god of gods.

When Sri Mahasu reached Hanoi with his army, he asked Hana Rikhi if it was the resort

of Keshi the demon. The latter humbly replied that it was, but lie added that the demon

sometimes haunted the Masmor mountains, and had perhaps gone in that direction and that

preparations for his destruction should be made at once. Upon this all the gods held a council

and sent Sri Chalda with Sher Kaiia, Kclu, and others to the mountains of Masmor to kill

Keshi. Under these orders Sri Chuida seated himself on a throne studded with pearls, and with

the other warrior-gods set out in search of the demon. This song of praise was sung

* Ten Hanole
,

Rdjed, pMloh hi Ian,

Chdr Ihdl Mahasu Mdtd Deo Lari.

Bdjan ho rdj ndw lero ndw

.

Rhesh-dhdrl Edjd ji*

Rant, Rdjd ndwe parjd nuicL’

* Baja, thou hast a garden of flowers in thy Hanoi,

The abode of the four Mahasus and their mother.

Thy name is king of kings.

In spite of all disguise thou art Lord,

The queen, the king and his subjects bow down to thee/

Potgi.

Kkanddle ddbt ndmi char,

Le chalo pdlgi inert ubhi Masmor.

Rdjan ho rdj ndw tero ndw.

Kashmiri Rdjd dewd Icethi? Bhimld hi or.

Thieves and famed robbers of Kkandai,

Bear ye my palanquin up to Masmor.

Thy name is king of kings.

Whither is the king of Kashmir gone ? He is gone towards Bhimla.

Kailds Kashmir Moro rdjasthdn Mainddmth dyd.

Rdjan ho rdj ndw tero ndw ,

Thou hast left Kailas and Kashmir and came to Maindarath.

Thy name is king of kings !

When Sri Chatda’s throne reached the hill with his bandsmen playing music, the demon

Keshi witnessed his arrival, and thought him to be the same who had killed his lord Kirmar,

and had come there for the same purpose. So he made ready for battle and said, “ It is not
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right to fh\” Thinking thus, he took a huge mace and spear to attack the god. When about

to shatter the god in pieces with his mace, the god’s glory was manifested and the demon's

hand hung motionless. Sri Cha Ida oidtred Slier Kaliya to kill the demon at once. This order

was instantly obeyed. The people of the place were exceedingly glad at this good news, and

there was much throwing of flowers over Malia su.

Vers©.

Khzsla hoice adami pahdro re sure:—
‘/i die {eh hhcairnpant lalto re mere.

1

All the hill people rejoiced :

—

‘ Accept as thy. revenue the offerings made out of our (share of the) produce.’

£ Kdr cho hhavmpani pare Hctnole Ide ,

Sadd Ldnc't dr b'irsJie deo Bhardhai le budded

‘We will work and send tribute in our turn to Hanoi,

And will bring the god for worship to Bharansi every twelve years.’

‘ Sadd hahen
,
Mahdsuwd, muldk tihdrd,

Sal deo samaio fd leuto rd hard.
9

4 0 MahAsu, we say this land is thine for ever.

And we will give thee each year every kind of grain in due season.’

‘ BJnit, hai\ rdhshas
,
paret

,
chhal

,

Kdr deo hfiaumpant sadd rahai parjd iumhdri.

Aclihiddar do aur fear6 rahshd JiamdrU

‘ Protect us from the evil-spirits, demons, ogres and goblins,

And we will give thee tribute and ever remain thy subjects.

Give us prosperity and grant us protection.’

After killing the demon, 'Sri Chalcla Mahasu seated himself on his throne and came with his

forces to Hanoi in great state. He brought with him all the offerings in gold and silver, as well as

a gold haddil taken from the demons.

On reaching the place he recounted the death of Kesln to Botha Mahasu, saying * “ All

the demons have been killed by thy favour, and all the troubles removed. Accept these offerings

which I have brought and send them to thy treasury.”

Hearing this, Botha Mahasu said : “ 0 Sri Chalda, go with all these heroes to the places which
I name and divide the country among them, so that they may rule there, and guard the people against

all calamities. The people of these lands will worship thee as thy subjects and be dependent on thee.

Every person will offer thee silver, gold, brass or copper on the attainment of his desires. Wherever
thou mayst go, the inhabitants will worship thee, performing a jdgrd on the Nag-cliauth and Nag-
panchami days, which fall each year in Bhadon. They will be amply rewarded for these annual fairs.”

And lie added : Thou shalt be worshipped like myself, and be highly esteemed throughout my king-

dom, but thou wilt have to pay the malihdnd dues for each place to the other gods. When a grand
jdgrd is performed, thou wilt be invited to present offerings to me.”

Bdje tdl mardang shankh bdje ghdnte,

Sabhi Shri Mahdsu ji ne debtoh ho rdj dtno bdnte.

The cymbal, the mardang and the conch were sounded and bells were rung.

When Sri Mahasu divided his kingdom among his minor gods.

Rdj sale deoton ko U tarah bdntd,

Rdjdhdni Pabdsi dend Behan rd dandd•

He divided his State to the gods thus,

Giving the territory of Mount Deban to Pabasi.
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Bdskuh ho Bdwar dino porn
,

Bilo bolt SdtM
%

Pabdsi Bel dino punwdso jo Bel Pdshe.

To Bashuk he gave the whole of the Bawar territory with the part of Bilo on this side of Sathi.

To Pabasi he also gave the country of Shathi which is on the bank of the PatwaL4®

Kdlu Kotld liu dino Kydlui Bandr.

Bothe Chdlde Mahdsu ro rdj kowd sarab pahdr.

To Kialu and Banar he gave Kalu and Kotla also.

And Botha and Chalda Mahasu became rulers of the whole of the hill tract.

Bothd Chdldd Mahdsu sab deban re deo.

Pujane rd Mahdsu re jdnade nd asau.

Botha and Chalda Mahasu are the gods of all the gods.

The people do not know how to worship Mahasu,

Sab richd deni Hund Rilchi hhe Vedo ri batdi

.

i 1st bidhi hdr mere debte ri pujan karat.
9

The hymns of the Vedds50 were dictated to Huna Bikhi

;

* Perform my worship according to them.*

Sab guioe debte apne sathdno khe jdi.

Vedo ri richd deni pujane Idu

All the gods went to their own capitals.

The Yedic hymns should be used in worship,

Skri Mahdsu he sdth sab debte gae di.

Is Khand Uttar men dete mdntd kardi.

All the gods who had come with Mahasu.

. Are worshipped in this Northern Region.

Notdre Pokho chhord jo mareshwar Mahddeo.

Hanoi men Bothd Mahdsu jo sab deban he deo .

Notare51 and Pokiiu remain, Mahadev the god of the burning places,

Botha Mahasu is the god of gods in Hanoi,

Churi men Chureshicar waki Mahdsu hai deo .

Desk chkore deshore JDam ddi BMndrd deo.

That same Mahasu as Churishwar is the god of the Chur Peak.

Dum, Bhindra and others are in charge of the other parts of the plain country.

Ixarain, Buddar,
Dhaulut Ghordu debts gaye Bashahro ri ndli .

Hdtkoti men Mdtd Hdteshwari aur pahdr pahdr men Edit.

The gods Narain, Ruddar, Dhaulu and Ghordu were sent towards the valley of Bashahr.

Mother H&fceshwari was in Hatkoti and on every hill was Kali.

Sabhuh hi pujan Bhai hut 1 jai jai
9 hdr„

Kinnar ddi mdr he dnand bhayo sansdr.

All worship the Brothers and give them [ the cry of ]
‘ victory.’

The world became very happy at the death of Kirmar and the other demons.

Dish huwd muluh , Shri Ghdlded,
tumhdrd.

Hanolo hki bhejnd Mto td hdrd.

Sri Chalda, all this country is thine.

Thy servants give thee tribute in Hanoi,

Thus was a separate tract assigned to each, and they were sent each to his own territory.

HubH Rikht was loaded with blessings in money. After this, Mahasu disappeared and an image of

him with four arms appeared of its own accord. It is worshipped to this day.

49 This is' the meaning as explained by the descendant of Kaverd. Lit, the translation appears to be—to

Pabast he gave Bel on the day of the full moon, and so it is (now) called Bel P^sfce.

59 That is, in regard to the worship of this god. 51 In Garhw&l.
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Sab gaye debte dpne dpne asthdn ,

Jab Botkd hue Shri Makdsu ji antar-dhydn.

All the gods went to their own places.

And then Botha Sri Mahasu disappeared.

Kydlti Bandr dind urdo,

Km ri seri Jid pdhrd tkdo.

Kyalu and Banar flew away,

And took possession of the fields of Kfli,52

The following story Js connected with these two places. The capital of the two gods is

Buj&rli, a village at the foot of the Burga Hill, beyond the Pabar stream.

When all the gods had gone to their own places, all the land was regarded as the kingdom of

Mahasu, and his capital was Hanoi. It is now believed that if any irregularity occurs in this

territory, the gods in charge of it and the people are called upon to explain the reason. The

people of this country believe Mahasu to have such power that if a person who has lost anything

worships the god with sincere heart, he will undoubtedly achieve his desire.

Doha (couplet).

Itild isJci harnan sahhe hot haun?

Adi deban he dev hai
,
Mahdsi2 kahdwe jaun.

WhoVan praise him ?

He is the chief god of all gods, and is called Mahasu.

Jo jaw din-ho-har unho dhydwe
,

Wah ant samay man-bdnchhit phal pdwe .

He who remembers him with humble mind,

Shall at last have all his desires fulfilled.

Aise bhae yah Buddar avatdr 9

Jin tdrd sahal sansdr >

So (great) is the incarnation of Rudar,53

That all the world is delivered from transmigration.

Wahi SJiib Shankar avatdt,

Jinhi mdyd ne bdndhd sansdr .

He is Shiv Shankar incarnate,

And the whole world is enthralled by his illusion.

Aise hath wah SMb Shankar dnandd,

Jin-Ice simran se hdie har phahdd.

Such is Shiv Shankar ever pleased.

Who remembers him passes safely through the whole maze.54

Jis-ne is-men shanhd uthdi,

Wah narah hi men hai Shambhii ni pdi*

He who has doubts as to these things

Is doomed to hell by Shambhu.

Wah SMb Shankar antarjdmi ,

Jin-Jco dhydwat sur nar gydni.

He is Shiv Shankar, the heart-searcher,

On whom meditate the heroes and the sages.

50 ESI Is a place In BawSingarh, near the Burga Mountains.
'

* m SzyA
« Or we may read Har p/iandd and translate :

*By remembrance of him (mankind) may be delivered from the
maze of Har (Shiv)/
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Yah Shambhu jagat suhh dd%

Jin-lid pdr hou nahth pdi.

He is Sbambhu and gives blessings to the world

And no one can fathom his doings.

Rkava
,
Sharva

,
Rudra

,
Pashu-pati, Girisha, Mhesha, mahdn

,

Jin he gundnu-vdd-Jeo gdwai Veda Purdn .

He is Bhava, Sharva, Rudra, Pasha-pati, Girisha, Mahesha, the great one,

Whose virtue is sung in the Vedas and Purdns .

Aise bhae wdk Makdsu suhh-rldyi,

Jal thal meh jo rahe saindyi.

Mabasu comforts every man

And his glory pervades both sea and land.

Kou barnan nd salce uriki prablmtdi
,

Rrahmd
,

Vishnu Sdradd ahi nahth pdt.

We lack words to tell his greatness.

Brahma, Vishnu, and even Sarada could not know his reality.

Tin loh he ndtk hath aid nahth hachhu pdt,

Rrahmd
,

Vishnu, Sdradd,
hdr-gaye man-mdhi*

He is the king of the three worlds and is infinite.

Even the gods Brahma, Vishnu and Sarada could not stand before him.

Edik jor-ke Rrahmd ,
Vishnu, hhari Sdradd md% :—

« Tin loh meh jdte bhae pdr hine nahih pdV

Brahma, Vishnfi, and Mother Sarada stood with clasped hands before him:

—

‘ We have been round the three worlds, but could find no end (to his glory)/

Hdr mdn-har (hahat bkae pdr nahth jab pdt9

Edth jor-har thdde bhae ndtk-pad skis ndt.

When they conld find no end to hi3 glory.

They came before him with clasped hands and bowed heads.

Sts nawdi he ndth pad he hint bahut pukdr ;

—

4 Turn deban he deb ho Hid param apdr/

They bowed their heads to the god and praised him aloud :

—

* Thou art the god of all gods and wonderous is thy glory/

« Eai ckahdra-chura madandksh-sku l
pdni bar jaisd.

Tin loh he hartd hartd deban deb MakeshdJ

4 Thy light is like that of the moon and thou art full of water like the ocean.

Thou art Mahasu, the creator and destroyer of the three worlds/

Jalidh tahdh bhae Mahdsu ahtar-dhydn,

Tab se unhi astuii harat Hanola Sthdn.

From the time that Mahasu disappeared.

He began to be praised in the Hanoi Temple.

Wah sathdn hai Uttar Khand mdM-

Nadi hindre Tons he mahdir band takth.

His place is in the Northern Region.

His temple is built on the bank of the river Tons.

When all Jhe_god&~weai~ to. their own places, the other gods agreed to pay tribute to Hanoi _

according to the directions of Mahasu. They also agreed, to pay mdlihdnd dues on the birthday

of Mahanadata to the inhabitants*
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A REPORT ON THE PANJAB HILL TRIBES.1

From the Native point of view.

BY MIAN DURGA SINGH.

( Communicated by H. A, Bose .

)

I.— Tribes.

1. A detailed account of the present tribes is given under paragraph 36 below. The
original division was as follows : —

(1) Sub-divisions into castes according to the Hindu or Muhammadan Scriptures.

(2) Minor sub-divisions named after some great ancestor : e. g., there are two principal

sections of the Brahmans, viz., Shukal and Krishan. Similarly, the Rajputs are divided into the

Suraj and Chandar Bans! (Solar and Lunar) Dynasties.

The Brahmans are divided according to their occupations, while Rajputs are divided

according to their descent.

2. Formerly there were four main tribes among the Hindus, and the same number among the

Muhammadans, but they have been multiplied by difference of occupation. Hindus were originally

divided into Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Yaisyas and Sudras, and Muhammadans iuto Shaikhs, Sayyids,

Mughals and Pathans, Nowadays these main sections are divided into many other sub-sections.

II. — Tribal Designations.

8. The fixed designations of the tribes are known among themselves as well as to outsiders.

4. (a) Modern researches have brought to light many facts which were unknown before or

were misunderstood. Not only the fact that all the tribes came from the same stock has been proved,

but also that theyjhad a common language
;
Central Asia and the neighbourhood ofK ailas ( Himalayas )

being the common home of the Aryas. According to the belief of the Hindus, the Aryas were the

followers of the Vidas, and each and every action of theirs was guided by the Vidas

,

as they

believed them to be sacred and of divine origin. The Purdnas
,
the Vidas

,
and other historical

books show that the Himalayan region was populated from ancient times, but the religion and
race of the inhabitants of those days cannot be ascertained. However, an observation of ancient ruins

proves that these people were idolaters and believers in the Vidas . In support of this the following

facts may be mentioned : — (I) Broken images are found in the mountain caves and old buildings.

(2) The worshippers of the mountain gods follow the ritual of the VAdas. They recite the

Yedic hymns, and teach them to their children orally, as they have no sacred books. As the hill-

language was not that of the Vidas,
these hymns have undergone changes, and have never been

corrected by a literate man, yet on close examination they are found to be real Yedic hymns.

(b) The Brahmans in winter go to the high peaks to worship the goddess Kali and recite

hymns from the Atharva Vida. This shows that this country was populated at the time when

1 [Evidently consisting of answers to a series of ethnological questions set as a guide. — Ed.] -
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the T
r&das ruled supreme in India. The people learnt them by heart, and the same practice is

continued to this day. There is also mention of these treatises in the Bdmdyana and the Mahdbkdmta.
It seems that there was not much caste distinction in those days. The only distinction among
the Brahmans, the Rajputs, and the Kanaits was that they did not intermarry. Their food

and customs were much the same. The few Kshatriyas and Brahmans had come from the plains and

Settled here. The Kanaits are said to be the aborigines of the hill-tracts, and were independent, brave,

and given to marauding. They raided one another’s villages. Small huts and caves served as their

habitations. They slept much during the day and held agriculture in light esteem, while at night they

committed dacoities. Every party in a village had its own head, known as the movannk (leader),

who used to get his share of the plunder and a small tribute as his kaq-i-sarddrt. The whole

mountainous country was divided in this way
;
the first quality of land being given to the gods as

rulers, and the next to the movannds. The ruins of the holies of the mocanads are to be found still.

They are big castle-like buildings.

(c) As regards the agriculture of that time, the Jcharif and rail crops were cut at one time.

The produce was scanty on account of excess of rain and snow. The people of the villages went

armed for seed-sowing, owing to the fear of enemies. People, when going on business from one

place to another, went armed in bodies of fifteen to twenty men. The women t;ok part in

agriculture aad had much liberty. The Kshatriyas, who cams up from the plains, were

respected by the people on account of their skill iu the arts of civilisation, and lands were granted

to the Brahmans, who accompanied the Kshatriyas as priests. The Kshatriyas, by their tact and

skill, got the upperhand and, driving away or destroying the movannds
,
took possession of their

property. Thus the Kshatriyas became the masters of the whole country.

(icl) There is no reliable source of information as to the time when and the place whence the

Kshatriyas first came. But the tradition is that, at the time of the wholesale massacre of the

Kshatriyas by Balramji Balarama, they left their country and settled in the hills. Many of them

changed their caste and became Brahmans, Bani&s, etc. Some of their women were kept

by the Brahmans and their children became known as the Khatrls. The men who had saved their

lives by changing their caste were named BAjpUts or Chhatris. This is proved by the fact that

the gH (sub-division of a caste) of the Chhatris of the hills is similar to that of the Brahmans, and

Brahmans of the same brotherhood are found up to the present time and have social relations with

them. In short, the Brahmans came with the Kshatriyas as priests from various places in the south.

The BAjphts came from different localities, such as Bengal, Rajputana, Central India, etc., etc.

The Vai&yas* consisting of Suds, Banias, etc., came from the plains, and are very few in

number.

The Stidras, such as the Kanaits, who, as above said, are considered to be the aborigines of

this part of the country, are said to have obtained their name by the following legend. When the

Brahmans and Rajputs came from different parts of India and settled in the lulls and took possession

of the movannds, they saw that the rites and customs of the villagers were not in accordance with

the Scriptures ;
that there was only one caste

j
that religious ceremonies were not performed; that

neither marriage nor funeral ceremonies were observed
;
and that all the ancient Hindu customs

had been forgotten. So they called the high castes among the indigenous tribes by the

name of Kanait, which really represents Eunit, i.e., those who violate the law. Gradually

they were acknowledged as high castes, and spread over all the hilly tracts. The castes inferior to

them are considered low castes.

5. All the tribes, except the Brahmans, the Kshatriyas, and the Yaisyas consider themselves

to be the aborigines of the hills, and call themselves Kftiu (ancient inhabitants).
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HI. — History of Migrations.

6, The following table will show when a tribe or its sub-division migrated to the hills and the

history of such migration:—

Table of tbe Sections of the Hill Br&hmans.

No.
J

Original Caste.

»

Present Name of tbe Caste. Eeal Home.

1
f

j

Brahman Gaur Gaur (Bengal).

2 !
Do Stout The Deccan.

3 i

1

Do. ... **. ».<
i

Bhardwaj Do.

4 Do 1 Kanoj... Do,

5 Do.
i

Kiln Kobj Do,

6 Do Balrami Do.

7 Do. ... ... ... Bbat ... ... ... ... Bengal.

The BrAhmans are generally divided into Shukal and Krishan.3 The Shukal Brahmans are

considered the superior. They do not cultivate land with their own hands, and devote most of their

time to worship and prayer, performing the rites of marriage or death according to the Hindu

Scriptures. They take alms only when offered at marriages, but not those given at deaths. They do

not take any alms given for the sake of the dead. The Krishan Br&hmans are those who accept the

alms offered at the time of death, and those offered to propitiate evil stars, such as Rahu and Sani.

The Shukal and Krishan Brahmans do not intermarry, and the rest of their rites are not alike.

A Krishan Brahman can eat the food prepared by a Shukal Brahman, but the Shukal Brahman does

not even drink water which has been touched by a Krishan Brahman.

It is said that the Balr&mi Br&hmans were the first to come and settle in the hills. In reality

the Balramt and Stout Brahmans are one and the same. The Balramis are so called, because those

living near the temples founded by Balr&mji state that they were set there by Balramji himself,

»

They also worship Balramji as their god, and are quite a distinct tribe nowadays. They consider

themselves to be of the highest caste. They mix with the Stout and the Gaur Brahmans.

The Gaurs, Bhardwajis, the Kta K6bj&s and the Bh&ts have social relations with one

another. But they do not take into their brotherhood any man who has been excommunicated on

religious grounds. They came to the hills in company with the Rajputs who migrated from Bengal,

It is said that a part of Bengal was called Gaur, therefore the Brahmans of that place were known

by the name of Gaur, and to-day they are to be found in every part of India. The Gaur family of the

Brahmans came after the fall of the Rajas of Bengal.

The Stouts lived, in the beginning, on the banks of the Indus and the Saraswati. They ,

migrated from there and settled in the hills. The name Stout is derived from the Saraswati.

Coming to the hills the R&jp&ts became the Thakurs, while the Bunas, the Rajas and Brahmans

became their priests. History tells us that Shahabu’d-din Ghori conquered Delhi and appointed his

slave Kutbu’d-din as Viceroy there. One of his officers, named Bakhti&r Khilji, attacked Bengal and

usurped the country from the Rajputs. At that time many Br&hmans and Rajas fled to Prag, now

called Allahabad, and thence went to different places.

2 [This probably represents a division into Saivas and Vajslmavas.— Ed,]
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Table of the Sections of the Hill Eftjphts.

No.
|

Original Caste. |Present Name of the Caste. Eeal Home. > Time of Coming.

1 Kshatriyas or Pranmr or • *« 1 i

Rajputs.
Pawar...

V

I

Ujjam ... •«

2 Do. ... • •
i

|

§ Do. Cholian • *• • ft *

i

1

4 Do. Solaaghi • t* **

i

5 Do. Prahar in ft* I

j

G Do* Gaur • • Bengal 1267, Bikanir.

7 Do. GyaTU... ... Ova ... ••• •»»

8 Do. Katal t.« N ahan ... ... ......

9 Do. Yishal ... Ljjain ••• ...

10 Do. .. Bhardwaj ••• ... Kaueliananagar
(Deccan).

11 Do. Mabhali • • • • ft • A

12 Do. Lohakri • •• • •

18 Do. Pangliani

Trondi

• •• Marwar, etc. Differ-

ent districts.

14 Do. • •• ...

15 Do. Ghiani ...

16 Do. Niral ... *(.
J

17 Do. Thakur *•« • •*

\ Marwar ...

18 Do. Rana ft ft ft • ft j

19 Do.
#

.. Pathania • ft
* • ft

Delhi 300 years ago.

20 Do. Padwal ••• ... Malwa ••• ...

21 Do. Kshatriya ««# Descended from Paras ......

Kara. 1

The name Kshatriya wa3 applied to the crowned rulers of a country or territory. They were

quarrelsome, given to robbery and well versed in the art of war. They were brave, courageous and

kind Their sons, other than the heir-apparent, were known as Rajputs, or the sons of rulers.

Nowadays this word is applied to all the Kshatriyas. In fact, the B&jpfttg are next in rank to the

Kshatriyas, but these words are used interchangeably. The Kshatriyas are divided into two mam

sections: (1) the Suraj Bansi; (2) the Chandar Bansl. Brahma had two sons, Dachhd and

Dttar, and these were the ancestors of these two tribes. Dachha was the father of the Sun, from

whom came the S&raj Bansis ;
and Uttar was the father of the Moon, from whom the Chandar Bansis

descended. The capital of the Solar dynasty was Allahabad. Every Rajput, of whatever tribe, caste

or sect, is ultimately descended from either the Solar or the Lunar dynasty, and the above table

clearly shows the manner of their immigration.
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It is said that the thclkurs or movannds ,
who were previously settled in the hills, were also

Rujpflts, hut their customs are quite different from those of the Rajputs. It is further said that when

R&ja S&kl Singh, 3 who flourished seme 2352 years ago (= 450 B. C.), introduced Buddhism,

it began to spread from this direction, so that this religion is still found in Ranawar, Tibet,

Lahaul, etc. Much confusion has taken place among the Rajpflts for this very reason. The history of

no tribe is trustworthy, nor can its genealogy be correctly traced. It is said that at the time of the

great war of the Mahdbhurata the Rajputs were the rulers of the hill territories. There is mention

,

A

the ancestors of the Rajas of this region in the Bhagavat Gttd and the Mahdbhdrata,

The R&wats and BAthis also come under the heading BAjptits. These people plough

and cultivate land with their own hands. Their rites at marriage or death are not according to the

Scriptures.

Sartiras are persons horn of a Rajput father and Kanait or some other low caste mother.

The Rajputs do not intermarry with them, nor eat food prepared by them.

Table of the Sections of the Hill Vai&yas.

No. Original Caste. Present Name of the Caste. Real Home. Time of Coming.

i
;

!
Bohra Poona, Sat&ra

(Deccan).

2 Bania Plains

3 Sud •». ••• ... Do. ... ...

4 Bhabra Do.

They are not the original inhabitants of the hill region, but came from the plains and settled

there. Therefore nothing certain can be known of their history or genealogy. But the history of

the Kangra District shows that the B6hr&s came, in the beginning, with the Raja of Kangra from

Poona and Satara in the Deccan, and gradually spread to other places. In the Hill States they were

put in charge of the store-houses and godowns.

It is said that Raja Nirandar Chandar died and left behind him a widow, who was with child.

The widow, fearing lest she might suffer at the hands of her husband’s heirs, went to her parents in

the Deccan. While on the way she gave birth to Raja Slier Chand, and taking him with her

reached her paternal home at Poona. When the boy, who was brought up by his grandfather,

became of age aud learnt that K&ngrawas his inheritance, he determined to conquer his kingdom.

He took an army of his grandfather’s subjects with him, attacked K&ngrl, subdued those who
occupied the throne, and succeeded to his paternal kingdom. Diw&n Rup L&l Bohra, who was sent

with the Raja by his grandfather, was made the Minister. Then gradually some persons of the

family of the Minister came and settled in KAngra. Some of them went to Rupar. Then they went

to other parts of the country for trade. These people knew Urdu, Hindi, and Nagari, and so they

were respected everywhere and were honourably entertained.

The following is stated to be the origin of the Sti&s: — A man of low caste owed some money to

a Bania. They settled their account after some years. The principal amount was paid by the debtor,

but he would not consent to pay the interest, and the Banid would not forego the interest. The
debtor, instead of paying the interest, agreed to give his wife to the creditor. The children of this

woman and the Bania became known as Sdd (interest). In the course of time the Suds began
to intermarry with the high castes. Now they are considered of high caste like the Banias, etc.

The Banins are generally divided into (I) the Aggarwals and (2) the Saraogis. The
Saraogls are Jains. The Aggarwals are considered of high caste. They totally abstain from meat,

3
[ A recollection of Sakyamuni as Buddha. — Ed,]
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Table of the Sections of the Hill Sfidras.

No.
|

Original Caste.
1 i

j

Present Name of ike Caste. 'Real Home, Time of Combg.

- 1 High Sudras •* Kanait Aborigines ...

2 Do. Goldsmith

3 Do. Jat , (l ... ... ......

4 Do. •• Barber ...

5 Do. Gardener

6 Do. • m •
Milkman ...

7 Do. ... Potter

8 Do. .. Mason

1 Low Sudras Washerman

2 Do. Die Sinker

3 Do. Badi (carpenter)

4 Do. • •• Ironsmith

5 Do. • t* Thithara or Harera ...

6 Do. ... Turi, Dhagi or Dhadi.

.

7 Do. Ghanal ... ... -- •
.
—

‘ 8 Do, K6Ii~ (minstrel) .*•«#*

9 Do. ... Shepherd or herdsman.

10 Do. • * * Sweeper

11" Do. "Shoemaker or cobbler.

12 Do. Itawur ... •• •* «*«

13 Do. ... Weaver
-

Something has already been mentioned about these tribes. The first eight sub-divisions were

Rajpfits or Brahmans,
but they settled in such turbulent territories that they could not peaceably

perform their religious ceremonies. Kanaits get their name from this cause, for, as already stated,

the word Kanait means violator of th'e law. When the Brahmans came and saw the eeremonies of

Kanaits, they gave 'the tribe the nickname, which -has led to the formation of a distinct sect of

Kanaits. The other castes took their names from the profession they adopted. - - -

‘ yye leam from old histories that the aborigines of India were Bhfls, GSnds, Minas, -Kols and

JoSrs; who were found near Nagpur. They did not know Sanskrit, and their language was quite

different from it. Their religion, too, differed from that of the Hindus; When the people of other

countries occupied their territory, they fled to the forests and hills. Enquiry shows that, they had no

ppte distinctions. They did hot believe in eontamination by toueh. They used meat and wine, while
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superior Hindus abhor these things. They kept in their houses the dead body ot « person for several

days alter death. They offered alms two or three days after death, and these constituted all their

funeral ceremonies. They never cleaned their houses and were impure. Some of them worshipped

a god, while others worshipped a goddess. Every village had temples. They were ignorant and

unclean. They were idolaters, and none of their customs were in accordance with the Hindu

Scriptures. On examination of old books, and on taking photographs of the inscriptions on stones

and examining them, it is found that the characters used therein are neither like those of the

Sanskrit nor of any other language ;
for example, the letters of the inscriptions on the image of

a goddess at Hat, on the big stone at Datta Nagar, on the big stone at Sohanpur near Hat, and

at Jhonjan Deora in Shamgin* These facts show that these people belonged to the pre-Sanskrit

period. They became civilised gradually with the spread of Sanskrit.

Table of the Sections of the Hill Mendicants.

gS
i

Original Caste,

1

Present Name of the Caste. Real Home.
i

Time of Coming.

i Hindu Faqirs Bairagi ... 1
Plains »•*

2 Mendicants Sanyasi

3 «-< ©>
erg.

4 TJdasi

These people came up from the plains and established themselves in the hills as monks of the

temples. They seem to have come specially from KurukshStra and Hardwar. Some of the

mendicants adopted family life, and others remained as they were and lived by begging their bread.

As for Muhammadans only Shekhs came up from Basi, Rupar, and Kharar. The reason of their

migration is said to be this, that originally they were Hindus, but the king who ruled at that

time converted them to Muhammadanism by force. Some members of a family remained Hindus,

while others turned Muhammadans. The converts gave up their share of the property in favour of

their brothers, and they themselves came and settled in the hill country. They lived by trade.

Their settlement in the hills does not seem to be older than twenty-two or twenty-four generations.

IV, — Tribal Head-Quarters.

7. The tribes have no common head-quarters. Every tribe has its own head-quarters

in its own village, which is called by the name thtiri or chauru

8. Some tribes declare themselves to be the aborigines. Some say that they came from the

Deccan, Bengal, Ujjain, Gya, Mhan, Sirrnur, Poona, Satara, Marwar, Delhi and Malwa, as has

been fully shown in the above tables.

9. Because it is very long since the tribes came to the hills, they do not go on pilgrimage

to their original homes. Every tribe or sect has appointed a place of* pilgrimage in some village

situated close to its own.

10. All tribes have in their respective villages cremation grounds, where they burn their

dead. If a man of one tribe dies in the village of another, or near his own village, his corpse is

brought to the village to which he belonged and is cremated at the place where his forefathers were

cremated, In this way corpses are brought even from a distance of two or four days’ journey. The

crematoria of some tribes are near the banks of the Sutlej, Khud Giri or Payar.
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V. — Genealogical Tables.

11. The genealogical tables of the Brahmans and the Kshatriyas remain with the faniHv

priests, and generally they trace only so many generations as are necessary to be known fur the

performance of ceremonies on occasions of death or marriage. The genealogical tables of the great

Rajas and Ranas are kept in the State offices. When the Purobits (priests) of Ganges (Hardwlr),

Kurakshetra, Bhoa and Godawari come into the hills, they prepare the genealogical tables of their

disciples, and haying written these tables down in their books, take them away.

Table showing the Names of the Conventional Ancestors of some
of the Hill Tribes,

1 Name of Tribe. Names of Ancestors.

i Brahman or Bhat Bhardwaj, Gautam, Atri, Balram, etc., famous rishis

(saint).

2 ' Chhatri or Rajput Ram Chandar, Krishna, Puru, Birat Raja, Bhimchand Raja,
Man Dhata, Bikrama Jit and Bhoj, Raja Jagdeva, Salba-
han and Raja Karan.

3 Kbatri ... ... Sukh Datta, etc., famous Rajas.

4 Kayastha ... ••• Bhoj and Koria, etc., famous Rajas. The people of this

section are not found in the hills, therefore no mention of

them has been made above.

5 Bania, Sud, Bohra, etc. No tradition about these worthy of mention.

6 Elanait ... «•* Born of the intermarriage of the Brahmans and the Rajputs,

7 Jat ••• Unknown.

8 Goldsmith Do.

9 Barber ... ... Do.

10 Gardener, milkman, potter, Do.

and mason.

11 Badi or carpenter .« Blwa Ram Singh Kuka, who was a carpenter by caste.

12 Other low castes, *. e., Koli,j Kabir and Ram Das, noted saints, are considered to be the

Rabir (shepherd),shoemaker!

and cobbler.
j

forefathers of these.

13 Turi, Dkaki, Dhadi Baju Bavra and Tan Sen, famous musicians.

14 Bairagi Ramanand and Nimanand, well-knowrn saints.

15 Sanyasi ' Unknown.

16 J ogx •»« »»• .*«,
Gdrakh Nath, Machandar Nath, Jalandhar Nath, noted

Jogis.

17 Udasi ... ... Nanak, Rim Das, Amar DIs, Gobind Singh.

Nothing is known about the other tribes, nor is any story or tradition concerning them available.

13.* No tribe has got any genealogical table to enable one to trace the descent from the

ancestors.- The Rajas and Rinas have their genealogical tables, which I have not been able to get,

and hence no account of them can be given.

* [Tbe answer to Question 12 seems to liave been omitted. — Ed. ]
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14. The Brahmans, the Rajputs and the Banias consider the Kanaits to be an offshoot of the

higher castes. All the tribes, as explained above, except the Sudras, consisting of Kanaits, came

from the plains and settled in this part of the country.

15. Neither marriage nor death ceremonies among the Kanaits are performed according to the

rules laid down by the Hindu Scriptures, but are according to the customs formerly prevailing in the

country. Saints, Brahmans, Rajputs and Banias do not eat the food prepared by the Kanaits, who are

not privileged to worship after the methods of the Hindu Scriptures.

VI.—Monuments.

18. Neither tomb nor monument belonging to any tribe is to be found. Each tribe has its

own crematorium. A person belonging to one tribe cannot burn his dead in the crematorium of

another. Likewise the high and low castes have separate bfiolis and springs of water. The men of

low cartes cannot take water from the bdolis or springs belonging to those of high castes. The

habitations of the population are also arranged according to the divisons of castes, i.e., Rajputs live

in one part of the village, while Brahmans occupy another part. The low castes live at some distance

from the village, for the reason that the high castes may not come in contact with the smell and

smoke of the kitchens of the low castes.

17. Something about the migration of these tribes can be ascertained from the names of some

towns. No history of their migration can be traced by means of the inscriptions on stones.

VII.— Caste Marriages.

18—20. As regards marriage, there is, nowadays, no distinction of caste. However, people

of the same caste can marry among themselves, but the high castes do not marry with the low castes.

A detailed account of the marriages of all tribes is given below under paragraph 36

.

VIII.—Totemism.

21. It is not the prevailing custom among the people not to eat the flesh of an animal, whos e

name is like that oi any person. However, some persons do not eat fish and pork, for the reason that

incarnations of the deity had taken the form of a fish and a pig. But this is held only by some people,

and is not accepted by any tribe or sect as a whole.

22. No tribe of the hills has given up the use of any arm or instrument merely for the reason of

its name being after the name of some ancestor of theirs, nor for any other reason.

23. The high castes— such as the Brahmans, the Rajputs, and the Banias— worship the pipal

and the banyan trees, and do not burn their wood. All these tribes have two forms of religion

:

(1) Vaishanavas or Dakshm&rag ; ( 2) Saivas or Saktis or V&mm&rag. Those professing the

first form of religion do not eat any of these articles: meat, onions, garlic, turnips, radishes, cones and
mushrooms

;
or drink wine. Those of the second section eat all these things, but not eggs, domestic

fowls, crows, peacocks and other animals forbidden by the Scriptures*

IX. —- Peculiarities of Tribal Names.

24. Different tribes have different names, and no two sections have like names. However,
the names of sub-sections of Kanaits are like those of the Brahmans or Kshatriyas, and the reason of

this is that they are held to be an offshoot of the Brahmans and the Kshatriyas.

25. Some of the low castes have named some of their sub-sections after the name of the high

caste which they have been serving.

26. Thefirst four sections of the Dash&ls —•*.<?., Gonds, Thgogs, Madhans, Darkolis, etc. were
considered, for a long time after their migration to the hills, to be low castes, like the Kanaits. They
did not put on the sacred thread, nor did they perform death ceremonies. Gradually they mixed
with the Rajputs, and began to give their daughters in marriage to wealthy Rajputs* Afterwards the
Rajputs also consented to marry their daughters to them.
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The history of the migration of Jftr Gi&rus and J&r Samis L very much the same. In

reality they were Brahmans, and Brahmans of their brotherhood are still to be found. But they gave

up the Brahmanical functions and, adopting the marriage and death ceremonies of the Rajputs, have

mixed with them. For example:— Kot Kkai, Kumharsain, Karangla, Delta, Kantm, dubal,

Ranvin Sairi, Troch and Khash were full of the low cartes of Kanaits, but now they have adopted

the ceremonies of the superior Kanaits.

The S&rsut and the GAu? Brahmans formerly did not intermarry, but now
they do sq.

X. — Public Assemblies.

27. There is no assembly of lawyers or rulers appointed by the people. Whenever any religious

or secular dispute arises, all the people concerned come to the temple of their god and bold a meeting

there. The members of the panch&yat (councii) are the custodians and the worshippers of the deity’s

temple, and they summon, through the priest, all the followers of the god. Respectable and rich folk

of every village come and give their decision in the matter under dispute. If the parties are satisfied

with the decision of the panchdyat
,
the matter ends there and then. Otherwise a party not agreeing

with the decision is asked to refer the matter to a law court, and the panchdyat serve as witnesses.

This panchdyat deals only with religious points and has no concern with legal matters.

28. The same assembly is called by the name of Bum or Khum&li.

29. The priests and custodians of the temple of the deity are generally the members of the

council. The office of these members is hereditary. They belong to the priest and Kanait class and

are inferior to the Brahmans.

XI. — Deities.

30. Generally the hill people worship separate deities and are their disciples. In every pargand

(group of villages ) the people of some villages have a god of their own, and have his temple made
in a village situated at convenient distances from the habitations of the followers of the god. Some

five to seven families of priests live in this village. They enjoy a free lease of land, as remuneration

for their services in the temple. Every one of the disciples of the god, at the time of harvest, gives

10 to 12 seers of grain to the priests. The priests, in addition to the service of the god, also

perform, in accordance with the requirements of the time, other religious or secular business.

31. Overseers are appointed to look after the temple and the priests. This office is also

hereditary. They are called ka.rd&rs, mAht&s or wazirs. A portion of the income of the temple

is given to them as their remuneration.

XII. — Constitution and Duties of Assemblies.

32. If any social, religious or secular quarrel arises, the complainant informs the priest about

this. The priest, with the consent of the overseer, imparts verbal orders to all the people. He goes

from village to village, and tells the people that in such and such a temple on such and such a day

a panchdyat (committee) will be held to decide such and such matters, that all the people should attend

it, and that those who do not do so will be punished by the deity. If the business be a very urgent

one, the words d&dhi, t£k and dal are pronounced, on hearing which the people leave their

engagements, however urgent they may be, and go to attend the council at once. Otherwise every

one is fined one rupee. This fine, in a territory under British Government, is given in the temple

fund, but in a Native State to the Baja or Rana of that place. The priest’s method of proclamation

is to call aloud to the men of the village, and ask them to present themselves at a certain place on

a certain day. People necessarily obey this call, and present themselves at the place and on the date

required.

33. The office of the chairman is a permanent one. Men of certain families are selected for

this office, and the selection rests with the council.
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34. The members, as mentioned above, are called k&rdars, wazirs or mSht&s.

35. H the hereditary chairman be a minor, he is represented by a grown-up man
belonging to his brotherhood. If a fit person is not to be found in the brotherhood, then the council

appoints a guardian.

XIII. — Trade.

36. The chief articles of commerce are opium, potatoes, wool, borax, fur, woollen cloth,

stone, goats, and horses. A detailed account is given below.

Kot Khai is the greatest centre of the opium trade. People buy this article from the

surrounding territories, and sell it, according to the laws, at Kot Khai. Ail the license-holding

Kanaits go to the neighbourhood to buy opium. Any action against the law is discussed and

decided among themselves. The buyers of opium are of two sorts : (1) The license-holders who, like

great merchants, buy opium from their agents. These merchants send to their agents, in the month

of Kartik or Maghar, as much money as the agents ask for.* The agents in return supply their

masters, in the month of Har, with opium at four rupees per seer, no matter what the market rate of

opium may be : (2) License-holders who buy opium directly. They buy it at the rate agreed upon

by the parties. The same is the case with potatoes. The rest of the trade is with Tibet, and

this trade cannot be carried on by a single person. There are three passes into Tibet : the first through

Busahir, the second through Garhwal, and a third through Sultanpur in Kulu. People go for trade

in caravans of hundreds of armed men, for the passage is infested with robbers, and for this reason

a small number of men cannot safely travel. The traders going by these three paths have, each,

a distinct part of the country set apart for trade. One cannot trade in the territory belonging to the

other. Any one doing so is arrested. Some men of each of these three territories are appointed as

the members of the council in Tibet. Some four or five Tibetans, too, take part in it. All the

cases of theft and civil and criminal suits are decided by it. Half the punishment is borne by the

Tibetans and half by the members of the council belonging to the country of the culprit. Besides

this, the parties to a case are required to feed the council. This food is named chart'd. The

members have full authority, and they can decide even murder cases. The money realized from fines

is appropriated by themselves. A nominal sum of one or two rupees is paid to the Raja. All

commercial contracts are made by the merchants among themselves, and there is no particular rule

about this. Different measures suited to different opportunities are adopted.

The merchants of Busahir are divided into four groups: Takpais* Gavos, Shawals and
Rajgranvis. They are named after the names of their pargands (districts). If a person belonging to

one group joins or trades with another group, then the members of his group punish him as well as

the group who admitted him without the consent of his party.

The rates of all commodities are fixed by an assembly of all the merchants, and tables of rates

are prepared by them. Any one who charges a rate higher or lower than the common rate is

considered guilty of disloyalty to the assembly. Commodities cannot be sold before a fixed time.

The rate of every article is determined by the merchants and the producers of that article after some
days’ consideration.

XIV. — Artizans.

B&dis or Carpenters. — They build houses and make ploughs and other implements of

cultivation. The wages for building houses are not fixed, but depend upon the labourers and then
employers. They make implements of cultivation and give them, every season, to the land-owners,
free of charge. They get food from the land-owners. They also get some grain at the harvest time.

This grain is named sMkotd.

. Ironsmiths. — They also, like the carpenters, serve the land-owners.

Shoe-makers and Cobblers. — The hides of the dead kine, oxen or buffaloes are given to the
cobblers, who make shoes for the land-owners of half the hide; the other half being kept by the shoe-
maker as his remuneration. They also get some grain at harvest time.
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Shepherds. — One or two of them live in every village. They graze the cattle of the villagers.

They get from every house in the village one or two cakes daily, either in the morning or in the

evening. They also make agricultural utensils of bamboo, which they give to the land-owners free

of charge. They get some land rent-free from the common land of the village, and aLo some grain

at harvest time.

Barbers. —* They shave the land-owners for nothing. They get grain at the time of harvest.

This also is termed shikotd.

Goldsmiths. — They also serve the land-owners without charging any wages, and get as their

remuneration some grain at harvest time.

THris.— They mostly beat a drum when a corpse is carried out to the cremation ground. They

get some wages in proportion to the wealth of the dead. They are also given some grain at the time

of harvest.

Jdgis. — They were originally mendicants, but now they have become householders. They

burn their dead, and for every corpse get four annas in money, together with a plate of brass or

kdiisi (spelter) and a woollen or cotton cloth. They also get some grain at the time of harvest.

XV. — Marriage Customs.

Table of Intermarriage Buies.

Caste.
Principal

Sub-divisions.

Sub-divisions that can
intermarry.

I

, Got {sub-section

)

Sub-divisions that cannot
intermarry.

Chbatri or

Rajput.

Suraj Bans!

and Chari-

dar Bansi.

Kbatris, Kayasthas,

Solangh is, Puwars,

Cholians, Parmaras,

Gy finis, Katwals.

Dishals,Gaurs, Ravats,

Thakurs, Rafchis,

Sartores, Jamwals,

Sonlis.

Bhardwaj, Gautam,

Choban, Atri,
Kashap,Kashayap,

Samdeva.

Mahbali, Pangliani,

Nirondi,Ghiaiii,Naryal,

Sarati, Ravati, Johalti,

Kotgurn, Kemi,Krang-
lu, i)eltu, Kumhar-
senu, Balsni, Thagoi,

Ghondi, Sangri, Badsal,

Takral, Atoel, Darkoco,

Rihani.

Brahman.

.

Shukaland
Krishan.

Gaur, Sarsut ... Atri, BashTsi,

Bhardwaj, Kasha-
yap.

Kanauji, Bhat, Kan
Kobj, Methul, Darawar,

Agni Hotri, Balrami,

Maht& Brahman,
Acharj, BMt, Dakaut,

Shalauri, Chauti, Pa-

puch or Papuj, Namti,

1 Pande, Pujari.
!

Kanait ..

|

Khash, Rahu, Karun,
Khanari, Oh a n d e 1,

Chohan,Bogri. Mehta,

Dadarwal, Behrwal,

Pabarwal, Jad, Lama.

Badohi, Chohan,

Kashayap.

The whole of the hilly

tracts are full of

Kanaits,who havemany
sub-divisions. Every

village has two or three

minor divisions of them,

therefore a detail cannot

be given.

37. All tribes and sects can marry among themselves. But the high castes— such as

Kshatriyas, Br&hmans, Rajputs, SMs, Bohras, Banias, Kanaits, Goldsmiths, Barbers, Khash, Karan,

Rahus, Khan&ra, Jads, Lamas -—cannot marry with persons belonging to their sub-section. This is

called here khSl. The khil does not extend over more than twelve generations. StUak putak is also

taken into consideration only up to seven generations. No s&tak pdtdk exists among those families

who have no connection with one another within seven generations. Families which are connected

even by the twelfth generation do not intermarry, but those who have no such connection can do so.
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The low castes, such as Kolis, shepherds, etc., have different rules. They do not intermarry in

families which are connected even in the fourth generation. They marry with their maternal uncles’

daughters.

The high castes hold to the following rules :

—

(1) They do not intermarry with families connected with theirs even by the seventh generation.

(2) They do not intermarry with families connected with that of their maternal grandfather
even by the third or fourth generation.

(3) They do not marry with girls of lower families than their own.

(4) They do not marry daughters of the father’s or grandfather’s sisters.

38. A detail of the relations with whom intermarriage is prohibited has been given above.

39. In addition to the facts already mentioned, the following circumstances are considered
unfavourable for marriage. The society is not bound to obey any fixed rules, but the
following things about the girls are considered as defects at the time of the marriage : small neck, blue
eyes, white or black spots on body, leprosy, syphilis, consumption, etc., which are chronic diseases

;
evil

names, such as Nagan, Jogni, Kani, etc.
;
being bom of diseased parents

;
not having either known

parents or own brothers.

XVI. — Marriage Rites and Rules.

40. Marriage must be celebrated according to the rules laid down hy some religion.

A man belonging to one form of religion cannot marry, either according to the Scriptures, or
according to the customs of the country, a woman belonging to another.

41. Some tribes of different castes do indeed intermarry, but the high castes do not do so. As
for example, goldsmiths and barbers marry the daughters of Kanaits, but they do not give their

daughters in marriage to Kanaits. Kanaits marry the daughters of KhAsh and K&run, and also

give their daughters in marriage to the latter. This custom does not. prevail among other tribes.

42. Such marriages are not conducted according to the Hindu Scriptures, but they are

customary marriages known as the karewa.

43. The Rajputs marry the daughters of people of castes lower than theirs. In the same
way the men of high castes marry the daughters of men of low castes. The children born of such
marriages are considered inferior to those born of religiously lawful marriages.

44. The high and low tribes are distinguished by caste. The men of high castes marry the

daughters or men of low castes. The children thus born are considered inferior to others and are

called sart6r§. The men of low castes cannot marry the daughters of men belonging to high castes.

45. When the bride comes to the house of the bridegroom, then, if the marriage is being
celebrated in accordance with the Scriptures, the husband and wife play a gambling match.
Afterwards cooked food is brought and laid before the pair. The husband feeds the wife, and out of

the same plate the wife feeds the husband. The bride also pays some money to the JBr&hmans and
to the sister of the bridegroom. If the husband already has another wife, then the new wife interviews
the old one with great pomp and show. This interview is named ‘shaking hands/ It is said that
the old wife, together with some other women who are singing songs, comes from one side, and the
new wife and her husband, together with some other women, come from the other side. The women
of both parties sit at the place appointed for interview. At this place also a ceremony called muhh
dikdi ( showing the face) is performed by the women of both parties.

46. Every man marries, according to his capacity, as many wives as he pleases, as there is

no limit of number in this respect,
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47. If a man marries more than one wife, then, as long as no son is born, the first wife is

considered the chief or head Rani, but when a son is bora the wife giving birth to the son is considered

the chief Ram* She rules supreme in all the householl business. The servants consider her their only

master, and the husband as well as other members of the family respect her*

48. Poor men keep all their wives in the same house, while rich men set apart separate rooms
for every wife.

49. Licentious people keep girls, too. Among the high families it is necessary to employ
maid-servants

;
for no man can enter the houses where the pardd system is observed, and therefore

inaid-servants have to perform all the household duties.

XVII. — Divorce and Remarriage.

50. Except the Brahmans and the Rajputs, among whom the kariwd (irregular marriage)

not prevails, the women of all other tribes, such as Suds, Banists and Bohras, can marry more than

one man. The parents of the woman pay to her husband the expenses of the marriage and get her

divorced. After this the woman can marry whomsoever she likes.

51. Men set up illegal connections with women, and thus directly ehoose wives. Generally

women of loose character marry more than one husband. The well-conducted women stick to one only,

XVIII. — Polyandry.

52. It is a custom among the Sudras, such as Kanaits, that the eldest of four or five

brothers marries a wife according to the customs of the country. The wife thus raamed is told that

all the brothers shall treat her as their common wife, and the wife also agrees to this and

takes every one of them as her husband. Thus the woman is considered the common wife of all,

provided the husbands are own brothers.

XIX.— Prostitution.

53. The women of high families have no freedom before marriage, and their parents look

after them. It is a common saying that women have three guardians, i.e.
f
parents in early age,

husband in youth, and sons in old age. The women of low castes remain free before marriage.

54. Only TUris, and no other tribe, offer their daughters for prostitution.

55. If any girl turns out of loose character before marriage, her parents do not accept any

feast in return for their daughter. In the first place, girls cannot become immodest, and even if any

one becomes so, she is checked from doing so as far as possible. The matter is kept quite secret,

for it leads to the disrepute of the husband as well of the parents.

XX. — General Marriage Customs.

58. The girls are married only when they are above nine years of age.

57. Early marriage cannot be cancelled, whether either of the parties be of age or not.

When the religious ceremony is once performed, it becomes, without any regard for sexual intercourse
,

irrevocable.

58. In high castes, husbands are chosen entirely by the parents of the girls. In low

castes, like the Sudras, the mother of the girl asks her opinion also in the matter of the choice of her

husband. The parents of a girl send their barber or Brahman in search of a husband for the girl,

and these men propose betrothals. In other tribes, either the parents of the girl themselves or their

relatives choose the husband for the girl,

59. Among the Brahmans and the Rajputs generally, the barbers and the priests serve as

mediums in marriages, for that is their profession. These men generally deceive the people. They

take bribes from one party , as their brokerage. But nowadays people do not invest them with full

powers of betrothal, and make enquiries to satisfy themselves.

80. If the girl be a minor, then consent of the guardian and own brothers of the girl

is necessary to make the contract valid and to ensure marriage. But if the parties be of age, then

their consent alone is sufficient. Under either of the circumstances, the calling together of the
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brotherhood and making them witnesses,* as it were, is very essential. The object of the distribution

of red thread and sweetmeat at the time of the confirmation of the marriage contract is only to make

witnesses of those persons who get the red thread and the sweetmeat.

61. Neither the bride nor the bridegroom is allowed to make a choice of the other. They

cannot even see each other before their marriage. However, among the Sudras, like Kanaits, etc,,

there is no such restriction, and they can make a choice before marriage.

62. ( a ) If the bridegroom be of a caste higher than that of the bride’s parents, then they pay

to him bhatta (money to make up the deficiency of the caste), and the sum of this money is deter-

mined by the parties. Also money must be paid in cases when an inferior man wants to marry his

daughter to a superior man, e.g if a Rana wants to marry his daughter to the son of the Raja.

( b ) The bridegroom buys the bride in the way indicated above
;

but it lias now become

a custom that, if the girl’s father be a poor man, he sells his daughter. Generally this custom

prevails among the Kanaits, but now it is gaining ground among the Rajputs and Brahmans also.

63. There are no rules to fix this price. If the bridegroom likes to take bhattd
,
it will be fixed

according to the capacity of the bride’s parents. If the parents of the girls want to pay the bhattd
,

it will be in proportion to the rank of the bridegroom’s parents. Among the Kanaits, Kolis and

shepherds, the girls of Kanaits are valued at Rs. 60, and those of Kolis or shepherds at Rs. 40.

This price is termed dhdri.

64. The price of neither sort can be appropriated by the bride or the bridegroom, but their

parents spend this money in marriage expenses.

65. If a formal marriage is once performed it cannot be cancelled. However,

among the Muhammadans, marriages can be set aside.

66. Tbe marriage cannot be set aside if either party lose any organ. But customary
marriages can be cancelled at the option of the parties. Muhammadans can cancel their marriages.

67. No woman can be set at liberty to re-marry only on account of any of her omissions or

commissions. The man does not cohabit with his regularly married wife if she proves to be of loose

character, but has to maintain her throughout her life. She can either remain in her hushand’s house

or go to her parents. The Muhammadans divorce a woman of bad character.

68. The system of divorce does not prevail among the Hindus. Muhammadans can divorce

their wives on certain conditions, such as impotency of the husband or suspicious character of the wife*

69. The Muhammadans use the talaka-i-b&in (irreversible divorce). The husband can

divorce the wife without any fault on her part. This divorce becomes valid, when it is proved that the

parties quarrelled at least thrice. It is necessary that the divorce be repeated after every month.

The husband has the power, either directly, or indirectly, to revoke the divorce. Jf taldk-i-bdin be

prononnnced thrice, the parties so separated cannot re-marry without the woman going through the

formality of marrying another man and being divorced from him. But if the divorce be pronounced
only once or twice, this condition is not necessary for re-marriage. If the husband at the time of his

death divorces his wife and dies before the expiration of his iddat (period of probation of 4 months
and 10 days, to see if the woman is enceinte), the wife is entitled to her husband’s inheritance. It is

natural for a woman to wait so long before her second marriage. Also, if the husband abstains from

sexual intercourse for 4 months with the wife, this fact is also considered as an irrevocable divorce.

70. There are two kinds of marriages among the Hindus— the legal and the illegal.

A formally married wife cannot he divorced, nor can she re-marry. The customary wife is free. She can

leave one husband and marry another. It is a popular saying that the women of the hills never become

widows— * if one husband dies they marry another. Am ong Muhammadans, all women re-marry.

XXI. — Inheritance.

71. In the hills the right of children is considered per stirpes and not per capita.

The rights of children born of a formal marriage are superior to those of the children born of a cus-

tomary marriage. The children whose father and mother are of different castes are called sartdyi.
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Their rights are inferior to those of the children bom of customary marriages. They are given money

and immoveable property, just sufficient to support them. The children born of criminal connection

between a man and a woman are called jh&t& or jh&tu, and they lire as servants of the family, or

are given one or two fields and moveable property worth twenty or thirty rupees.

72. If a man has got two sons by a formal wife, two sons by a customary wife, two sons by

a customary wife belonging to a low family, and two sons by a wife of another caste or religion, then

the sons of the formal wife have the main right to their paternal inheritance, but they give some

portion of it to other sons of their father — f.e., one-half of the property left by the father will be

retained by the legitimate sons, while the other half will be given to the rest of his sons. The

shares of the latter are determined by the members of the brotherhood. The greater portion of the

father’s property is given to the legitimate sons, and the others are given maintenance as the village

council directs, for there is no special law’ about this. At some places the legitimate children get

two-thirds of the whole property of their father, while the natural sons get only one-third.

73. The legitimate sous follow their father’s religion or faith. The natural sons are termed

sariori ,
and now they have become a separate caste. But gradually this caste is being turned into the

caste of its forefathers, for it organises relations with the pure caste.

74. There is a great difference between legitimate and illegitimate sons ( i.e., sons

by wives formally and customarily married). They cannot intermarry, nor do the former eat

food prepared by the latter. Among the Kanaits there is no restriction as to eating and drinking.

Such restrictions are observod only among the Rajputs, the Brahmans, the Suds, the Bohras

and Banias.

75. After seven or, at the most, twelve generations, one family loses sight of the fact of being

descended from the same forefathers as another family.

76. The paternal caste can be lowered only by contracting some irreligious or illegal

connections. By no other means can this be effected,

XXII. — Tribal Details.

77. It has been already stated that the Br&hmans are divided into two main snb-divisions, «.<?.,

Gaur and Sarsut, and from these the minor sub-divisions — such as Kanauji, Bhat, Kan Kobja,

Methal, Dfirawar, Agni Hotri, Balrami Mahabrahman, Acharaj, Dakaut, Shalavari, Chauti, Papfij

or Papuch, Namti, Pand6 and Pujari (priests) — have descended.

The following sub-divisions claim their descent from Rajputs, the Brahmans and the Banias:*—

Kanait, Rahu. Karun, Kliash, Khanari, Chandel, Chohan, Dogre, Mehta, Dadarwal, PabarwM, Jad,

Lama, Goldsmith, Barber, Potter, Bairagt, Sanyasi, Udasi and J6gi.

The following state that their ancestors were Rajputs and Brahmans :— Kolis, Shepherds,

Washermen, Dye-sinkers, Tuns, Carpenters, Ironsmiths, Rhareras, Cobblers, Shoemakers, Sweepers.

78. The ancient Brahmans lived near the Indus and the Saraswati and the surrounding

territories. The Gaurs and the Sarsuts were their descendants who first came to the hills. As this

happened in very remote and ancient times, so they forgot their origin and became known by the

name of the place where they went and settled. Those who took their abode iu KanS became known

as the Kanaujis, and those at Cawnpore were called Kan Kobja. Hence it is that those Brahmans

who are now found in the hills are held to be descendants of the two main Brahman divisions.

The Rajpfits, Brahmans and Suds say that the Kanaits are the most numerous of all the tribes.

All men belonging to any religion, who adopted the karSwtf (customary marriage) and gave up the

religious and national customs, were known as Kanaits. They were sub-divided according to the

professions which they adopted. For instance, one who undertook to make gold ornaments was called

goldsmith, and so on.

The tradition about the Kdlis is that a Kanait father had two sons by two wives. The sons

quarrelled as to who had the superior right. At last it was decided that the one who should plough

the field earliest in the morning should get the superior right. So, next morning, one of the brothers.
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went to plough the held, while the other began to plough the lowest floor of his house, but the place was

too narrow to be ploughed. At last, being annoyed, be cut off one of the feet of his bullock. His

brother, seeing this, turned him out of his home, for acting against religion. The Kolis, the shepherds,

the shoemakers, the wearers and the boatmen are his descendants.

XXIII. — Widow Marriage.

80,5 The widows of all tribes, except those of the Brahmans, B&jputs, Suds, Banias and

Bohras, can re-marry. This custom prevails even among Rajputs, who do not follow the rules

which are observed by the high castes.

81. Widow marriage is not allowed by the Scriptures, for the marriage ceremonies can be

performed but once. As the proverb goes : the lion produces a whelp by a single intercourse with the

lioness, so the true man acts upon what he says. The banana tree, if once planted, always yields fruit;

a woman, once married, cannot be re-married : and rich men do not give up their prejudices.

82. The younger brother can marry the widow of the elder brother, but not vice verad
, except

among Kanaits.

83. The widows of low castes can re-marry either a man of their own caste or one of

another caste.

XXIV. — Inheritance after re-marriage of widows.

84. If a widow re-raarries, her children by the first husband are to be supported by the

husband’s brother, whether the children be male or female.

85. If the widow marries a man of a caste dilferent from hers, her husband’s property is

inherited in the following way :

—

(a) The widow is entitled to no share of her husband’s property if she re-marries.

(b) The children by the first husband are entitled to inherit the property of their father and their

shares are determined by custom.

( c ) The husband’s brother cannot inherit any portion of the property of the deceased. Be is

entitled only to his father’s property,

86. If the widow marries her husband’s brother, then the following rales about inheritance are

observed:

—

(a) The widow cannot claim the property of her first husband.

(b ) A person by marrying his brother’s widow becomes disentitled to his brother’s property.

(c) The children by the first husband inherit the property of their father, and their shares are

determined by custom.

(d) The children by the second husband have no right to claim the property of the first

husband. They inherit their father’s property.

87. The sons of a widow by her husband’s brother are not called the sons of her first husband,

but those of the second. The children born in the lifetime of the first husband, or within ten months
of his death, are considered his sons.

XXV.— Household Customs.

Pregnancy and Childbirth.

88. !No ceremonies are performed during pregnancy.

88. The woman assumes one of two postures at child-birth :

—

(a) She kneels on the ground. The midwife remains behind her, and, fixing her knees in the
back of the lying-in woman, holds both of her shoulders by her hands.

(b) The woman prostrates herself on the ground. The midwife keeps to her left side. Other
women take hold of the head, bands and legs of the lying-in woman.

80. The midwife serves in the room of the lying-in woman. After child-birth, persons who are rich,

or fcefeftg to high families, employ nurses. The wife of a poor man is attended by his parents only.

$ pjfo answer was apparently given to Question 79, —Ed.]
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&1. Different ceremonies are performed at the birth of a child. Poor mm prepare g«»o.l food

and distribute it among the Brahmans and people of their own brotherhooi. On the third day after

the birth of the child the family celebrate the first feast. Ihe priest comes and prepares the horoscope

of the child. Sugar and sweetmeat is distributed among friends. Singing and dancing parties are

given and guns are fired. The second feast conies after seven days, the third after nine, and the

fourth after eleven days. The lying-in woman is kept, at the time of child-birth, in the lowest story

of the house. After the fourth feast the woman takes the child in her lap. Music is played aid songs

are sung, and thus the mother, together with some other woimm
5
in the first place, worships the sun,

and then the gate of the house. Afterwards the household god is worshipped, and some alms are paid

to the Brahmans. Among all the women present, presents and sweetmeats are distributed. People

of the surrounding territories come with their guns and fire them. They are given some money or

sugar. They present some green grass to the father of the child as a good omen. They call this grass

Mb (turf). The four feasts are celebrated only at the birth of a son, and this ceremony is named
gauntr&l&. After eleven days, when the Last giuntrald has been performed, the mother can go and

live in the upper fiats of the house. Havaii (sacrifice ) is also performed. At the birth of a girl no

ceremony, except that of good food, is performed, nor is there any special rule about this. As long

as the last gaunir&W is not performed, nobody either eats food or drinks water from the house of the

person where the child was born, except his relatives and people of low castes. This period is termed

sutak ( impure state). The Brahmans are purified after tea days
;
ths Kshatriyas after twelve days ;

Banias, Bohra and Suds after fifteen days, and other castes after one month.

92. If the father be a poor man, then he stops his husine33 for three days, because his

relatives, frienls and men of the brotherhood come to congratulate him. He has to present to them,

according to his capacity, some money, sugar or cloth. Ia wealthy families, feasts and distribution of

alms extend overall the eleven days. All the poor men, Brahmans, mendicants, priests and barbers

get alms and rewards. Green turf is presented and presents are given. Dances and other entertain-

ments take place. At the birth of a girl the father stops his business for one day, or at the most three

days. Generally on such occasions only food is distributed, and alms and rewards are not given.

93. There is no reason, except the on 3 mentioned above, for stopping business.

94. No special rule or ceremony is necessary to be observed at the birth of twins,

XXVI. — Adoption.

95. There is no particular rule for adoption. Generally the custom in the hills is that the

adopter calls to his house the boy whom he wants to adopt and paints his forehead with sandal paste,

A contract is made according to the conditions agreed upon. Then they go to the temple of the god

and break the clingt (a piece of wood, to signify truth of purpose) there, and make a solemn vow before

the god that if they do not carry out the contract, then the god may punish them. Borne remuneration

is given to the priest and overseer of the temple, and this is called bishtu Then the boy becomes bound

t) serve his adopter as his father. The adopter gives every authority to the boy as his son. One rupee

is offered to the god.

98. Until the contract has been relueed to writing, or the dingi has been broken at the temple

of the god, the adoption is considered invalid.

97. The validity of the adoption depends upon the performance of this ceremony alone.

93. No custom, other than those given above, prevails in the hill traits. There is no restriction

of age for adoption. However, it is necessary that the a loptee be of the same blood as the adopter.

XXVII.— Puberty.

99, A ceremony is performed to mark the beginning of puberty, which is termed dast than

Alms are distributed and Brahmans are fed, Ia the hills this custom is observed by very few people,

except the high caste Kshatriyas.

100* The period of puberty is marked among the Hindus by wearimg the sacred thread, and

among the Muhammadans by circumcision* Both these ceremonies are performed at a tinn when the

boy has gained enough wisdom and sense to distinguish between right and wrong, and good and bad.
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XX YIII. — Betrothal.

101. Betrothals are of two kinds :

—

{a) Barni is that which is according to the Hindu Scriptures. The parents of the boy and
those of the girl propose the betrothal, and the priest appoints a day for carrying it out. On this

date tlie boy’s father sends the priest and barber with some ornaments and clothes, which the girl puts

on. Some money is given to the barber, the priest, the nurse and the Brahman as their reward.

A feast like the one given at the time of marriage is given, and a music band attends. The servants

of both parties get rewards. Then the girl’s parents send clothes and ornaments for the boy.

(6) Sag&i or s6t&. In this* case a few ornaments or, if these be not available, one or more
rupees are sent by the father of the boy to the girl through the priest or some elation. In order

that the betrothal be considered permanent, the man carrying the ornaments takes his food in the

house of the girl’s parents. No other ceremony is celebrated, nor any reward^ are given. Nothing
is sent by the girl for the boy.

102. In the Baoni Ceremony, in order to ensure betrothal, the wearing of ornaments and
clothes and painting the forehead with sandal paste and distribution of rewards are necessary. In

the Sagai Ceremony, the taldug of food by the messenger and handing over of money or

ornaments to the girl’s parents is essential.

103. However, the continuance of betrothal depends upon the option of parties.

104. Betrothal can be made after or before the parties are five years of age.

105. The consent of parents is essential for betrothal. If the woman be of age, then her
parents also are consulted. If the father be dead, the permission of tlie elder brother or the guardian
is taken. It there be no guardian, then the own brothers and near relatives are the persons whose
consent is necessary.

108. If the betrothal is cancelled, one party pays the expenses incurred by the other. A list is

prepared of all the articles exchanged at betrothal.

XXIX. — Marriage.

107. Marriages are of three kinds:

—

(a) Bdd-lagan. — The bridegroom, wearing a bridal chaplet or wreath on his head, goes to the

house of the bride with music and attendants. The girl’s parents give two or four feasts according
to their capacity. The bkdnwar (marriage service) is recited. After the bed -lagan (matrimonial
ceremony) the party is dismissed. The bridegroom comes back to his house and gives a feast, and
the marriage festivities continue for some days. Prizes are given to his own menials, as well as to
those of the bride. The bride pays some money to the men who accompanied the bridegroom to the
house of the former and vice vend. The rewards and prizes are given according to the capacity of the
parties, and there is no fixed rule for this. The rec.tal of the bhcmwar is essential in such marriages.

(

P

) ,dh&jr& or G&dar. — One or two men representing the bridegroom go to the house of the
bride, where one person from every family in the village is pre’sent. They are given either * dinner
or a supper by the bridegroom. The priest, the barber, the musician and other menials of the village
are given four annas each, or at the most one rupee each, as their remuneration. The bride is

brought to the bridegroom’s hoase. Ganesh is worshipped, and this is essential.

(c) Bardani. — The bridegroom sends a woman to fetch the bride. One or two women come
with the bride also, Ganesh is not worshipped nor any prizes given.

108. In the case of the Bed-lagan tlie recital of bhdmoar is necessary, in the case of the Jhfijra
the worship of Ganesh, and in the case of the Gadar nothing.

109. There is no custom of seizing the bride forcibly. Two or three days after the
carriage, if the wife be of age, the ceremony of union known as the pusnpansammit Jcaram (the union
of naan and Woman) is performed. The priest appoints an auspicious date for this purpose. On that
date one common bedding is laid for the pair. The husband, according to his capacity, gives some
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money or ornaments to the wife on this first intercourse, which is called the ntlnt hhuldi (remuneration

for nntying the girdle). The women distribute some sweets among themselves.

If a man forcibly seizes a woman and brings her to his hous;, this is called hdr (abduction) and

is considered an illegal marriage.
110.

No such custom as the marriage of the bride with a god prevails.

XXX.— Death.

111. The deadof all the tribes are cremated, except those of the Muhammadans, the BairSgis,

the Udasis, the Sanyasls and the Jogis, whose dead are buried.

112. The Muhammadans place their dead, at the time of burial, in a lying position
;
the

Bairagi, etc., in a sitting posture.

113. The Hindu corpse is kept in a coffin, having its tipper side open, and fine cloths are pnt

upon it. A funeral pile of wood is prepared, and the coffin containing the corpse is placed upon it.

and then it is set on fire. When all the corpse is reduced to ashes, these ashes are either thrown into

the khtid (a deep valley), or are sent over to Hardwur to be washed away by the Ganges.

114. Different tribes have different ways of disposing of their dead

/x rp
[i^ uhammadans wash the corpse before it is buried. Tben it is taken to the burial

around on a Mr[mi (couch) or in a box. Then a grave is dug. Their priest chants some words

-accordin'
3- to their faith, and the corpse is laid into the grave and the pit is filled with earth. Some

m>m putlu some salt also, in order to hasten the dissolution of the corpse. A stone is placed on the

mouth of the ^rave, and it is covered by a sheet of white cloth. A fakir (mendicant) lives there to

take care of the grave, and a'ter s »me days the sheet, the ohdrpdi and some money are given to him.

(b) The corpse of a Brahman, Raiput, Bania, Sud or Bohra is well washed. Then it is enveloped

hi a shroud of gauze or muslin and ‘is placed in a painted coffin open at one end. Shawls and

oth*r silken cloths cover the dead body. The coffin is then placed in the court of the house and

music is played Thousands of people gather together, as if to a fair. They come in white robes to

mourn for the dead. Musicians walk before the coffin, and all the relatives and other men, who come

together for mourning, follow the coffin to the cremation ground, where the Jogs prepares a pile of

wo°od two or three cubits wi le and four or five cubits long. There, a cow with a calf is given to the

JM or to the Mahabrfthman. Then the corpse is placed upon the pile, and funeral cakes, together

with some alms, are offered in the name of the dead. Tben one of the relatives strikes the head of the

corpse with a stick, and this is called h tpdl hirya.

Tue Acharnj (man officiating at the funeral ceremonies) is paid some money. Then the pile is

liahted All th> musicians and Acharis present are paid some money. Grain, fruits and pieces of

money are thrown over the corpse throughout the passage from the home to the crematory. All these

expenses are fixed according to the capacity of the dead.

fed Among other tribes, the corpse is washed. The musicians are sent for, who play on

instruments for oie or two davs. In some places the corpse is kept at home for two to three days.

Then the coffin is taken out with the band playing before it. All the men who have come for

mourning accompany the coffin to the cremation ground. They throw as much grain, fruits and

nieces of money as they can afford over the corpse on their way from home to the cremation

Lund. Then having placed the corpse on the funeral pile, they take off all the costly coverings

and burn, with the corpse, the ordinary ones. The musicians are paid their wages The kapdl

y is not performed. Funeral cakes are not offered as in the case (J). The ashes are thrown into

the valley. The well-to-do people carry the bones to Hardw&r.

115 There are three different methods of propitiating the dead : -

(d\ If the deceased died a natural death, the Brahmans, RajpAts, Bani&s, SAds and B6hras

.
-

n the room where the deceased breathed his last, and keep it burning throughout day and

- <» » - »»» «-*»•%• ^ mi
:i

m ^
at the door with a hole in the bottom, from which water trickles. Every evening the son, or other
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relative of the deceased, offers the funeral cake. The priest sits Dear the lamp and reads a hath#

(a text) from the basket and Garur Turdras. After ten days the lamp and the pitcher are

thrown into the valley, and the reading of a kathd is also stopped. Then spindi Itaram (a ceremony

to unite the dead with his ancestors) is performed, and after that the vikhad sharddh is performed*

The Aebaraj is given ornaments, clothes and food. All the Brahmans present are given some alms

and cows, and horses are also given to them. After a fortnight or more a goat is killed, and all the

relations are called together and fed with meat and rice. The father of the wife of deceased person’s

son supplies all the requisite material at this time, and gives clothing to his daughter and son-in-law.

All present are fed for two or three days by the family of the deceased. After this a shrddh (offering

of funeral cakes to the dead) is performed every month. After six months a great sacrifice is

performed, and cows, ornaments and clothes are given to the Brahmans in the name of the dead. In

the same way annual and quadrennial sacrifices are performed
;

after which only an annual shrddh

is observed. The bones of the dead are sent to Hardwar. Rice balls are offered at Bhoa and

Kurukshetra, too.

(
h) There is no particular custom to be observed at the death of a childless man. All the

ceremonies of shrddh and the sacrifices mentioned above are performed in this case, too, with the

ordinary expenses.

(e)
In the case of a violent death, it is necessary to offer funeral cakes in the name of the dead

at Hardwar, Bhoa and Kurukshetra. Some persons perform the Naraini Bali Shradh— i. e, 9 funeral

cakes are offered for forty days instead of ten.

(d) Among the other tribes, having or not having of children by the deceased is of no

importance. Much stress is laid upon music. Boor men call in a small hand, while rich men employ

a large band of musicians. Funeral cakes are offered on the third day after death. The ten

Jearmas (ceremonies) are not performed. The goat is either not killed, or the heir of the deceased kills

the goat any time after three days, and the mourning ceremonies then come to an end. Funeral cakes

are offered at Hardwar, but this has been introduced only very lately. Monthly shrddhs are not

performed, but shrddhs arc performed after six months, one year and four years. Ornaments and

clothing are given to the Brahmans. The son of the sister of the deceased is given some alms and

ornaments, instead of the Aebaraj (the man officiating in funeral ceremonies).

(e) Among Muhammadans, after forty days a feast is given to all the brotherhood. No
other ceremony is performed.

(To he continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

THE FRENCH ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIEtA
D’ANGKOR.

By the Franeo-Siamese treaty of 23rd March

1907, we learn that France has acquired the

provinces of Battambang, Siemreap and Sisophon*

These new provinces include the most

magnificent group of architectural monuments

in Asia, which are now added to those previously

possessed by France in Cambodia and Annam.
Among the numerous edifices that bear witness

to the splendour of the ancient Indo-Chinese

civilization are the wonderful temples of Angkor,

— rivalling the greatest architectural marvels of

the world.

As repository of these treasures France has not

been slow in recognising the duty of carefully

preserving them, and, indeed, after existing for

a millennium exposed to the ravages of time,

a tropical climate and its vegetation, they are in

need of careful conservation. French archgeolo-

gists will avoid the evils of -restorations but,

though local revenues cannot assume the full

burden of the expenditure required for so large

an undertaking, they are resolved that it shall

not he said that Angkor long suffered from
French national indifference. They have there-

fore formed the *Soci6t6 d’Angkor y
for the

preservation of the remains. It consists of over

fifty founders— French arehseologists, professors,

scholars and others interested in Indo-China and
the preservation from destruction of the relics of

its glorious past.
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THE AGE OF THE TAMIL J1YAKACHINTAMAXI.

BY T. S. KTPPUSWAMI SASTBI (TAXJOKE).

THE religious works of tlie Jainas made their appearance first in Sanskrit, and then,

assuming the garb of the Indian vernaculars, spread through the country. The Tamil
Jivakachint&mapi is probably one of such. Having been adapted into Tamil, it is looked upon

even during the present day as a standard Tamil classic. The works that deal with the

story of Jivaka are four in number, viz. — (1) the Ga>dyachvitdmani by V adibha^iniha, (2) the

KshattracMddmani by the same author, (3) the Jiramdharachampu by Hariehandra. These

three are in Sanskrit. Another work is said to have been composed by Hariehandra and called the

Jivamdharandfaka,
which is believed to treat of the life of Jivaka. No manuscript of it has been

traced so far, and I therefore doubt if it ever existed. Consequently, it may at present be assumed

that the fourth extant work dealing with the life of Jivaka is (4) the Tamil Jivakachintdmani.

We shall now proceed to examine if this poem is an original work, or if it is merely an

adaptation of some earlier epic.

Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Saminatha Aiyar, in his edition of a portion of the Jivakachintd-

mani
,
published in 1899, observes ;

“ The Sanskrit works Kshattrachuddmani and Gadyachintdma n

i

by Vadibhasimha, and Jivamdharachampu and Jivamdharandtaka by Hariehandra deal with the story

of Jivaka. This story is related in the Mahdpurdna ,
which contains the stories of the sixty-three

'Saldkdjpurushas. The bilingual Sripur&na ,
which gives an account of the twenty-four tirthamkaras,

also refers to the life of Jivaka in the story of Sri-Yardhamaaa. On comparing the first three poems

with the Jivakachintdmani, I was struck with the resemblances between the two, and thought that

in each of the former could be found several passages containing the sentiments and ideas expressed

in some of the verses of the latter. I naturally began to suspect if the Sanskrit poems had been

composed on the model of the Jivakachintdmani . But on closer examination it was found that this

supposition was untenable, because all the Sanskrit names introduced into the GadyacMntdmmi

Kshattrachuddmani,
and Harichandrachampu are found in the Tamil work. Many corrupt Sanskrit

and Prakrit words and many coincidences of thought and sentiment were at the same time traceable.

I, accordingly, concluded that the Jivakachintdmani was not an original work like the Tamil

'Silappadigdram. The former bears a closer resemblance to the Gadyachmtdmani than to the other two

Sanskrit poems, while the story as found in the Jivakachintdmani is different from the account given

in the Sripurdm ” It is thus clear that Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Saminatha

Aiyar is of opinion that the Tamil Jivakachintdmani is not an original work, bat that it is,

greatly indebted to the Sanskrit Gadyachmtdmani . A few of the parallel passages are extracted

below and serve to illustrate my remark.

(1)
4 ‘ Und-enav=uraiyir=kefepar-uyir=uru pavam-ellan

gand=ini-tteligav=enru kltbuval polav=agi

vin-doda nivanda koyil vinnavar-magalir=chenral

ven^dalai payinra kattul vilahg-ilai tamiyal=anal.
,,

Jivakachintdmani
,
Namagal-ilambagam

.

“ affair qprlfMr =3^ s*r •

Kshattrachuddmani, 1st lambaka—85.
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The idea in the above two quotations is the same *.— “ That lady who might be compared to the

goddess Lakshmi became lonely and helpless as if she meant to show to the world which had only

heard it explained from books that sin cannot be exhausted but by the inevitable working out of its

evil results.
}

5

(2) “Solliya nanmaiy=illa=chchunahgan=i-vvuc]ambu ningi-

y=sell-oli=ttevan=agi*ppirakkum6v~enna venda

koll-ulaiy-agatt=itt=udi=kkur-irum piradah=gutta

v= ellaiyil sem-bonn=agiy=eri-niram perrad=anrA”

Jivalcachintdmani
, Gunamalaiyar-ilambagann

“ mr&mt ^r%ar: I

r|wr w^stNrt: li

v

KshattracMddmani
,
4th lambaka, sl6. 4*

Here again the idea is the same :— “ By the power of mantra
,
this dog became the king of

Yakshas. Is not iron changed into gold by amalgam in the process of alchemy ? This is even so.”

(3) “ Yen=nira=ttugiHnahgan vilnndu mas=agi ninra

v=on-nirav=udiran=dannaiy=udiratfc-al-olikkal=ame

pan-nira=kkilaviyar tam-basaiyinar=piranda pavan-

gan-nira-mulaiyinar tah=galviyar=kalikkal=ame.’

*

JivaJcachintdmani, Kemasanyar-ilambagam*

ff^RT st ^ 11

”

Kshattrachuddmani, lamba 6, slo. 10*

Once again the same idea is given :— “ The misery of this worldly life which grows up by

attachment can never be cut off by attachment again. A cloth stained with blood can never be

cleansed by blood.*’

It will be seen from the above extracts that the expressions vary only as much as might be

expected from the difference of idiom between Sanskrit and Tamil. The ideas are exactly the same.

What is compressed in two lines of verse in Sanskrit is expanded into four lines of Tamil* There is

no other difference. Similar passages may also be quoted from the GadyachintdmanL

The Sanskrit poems which treat of the story of Jivaka are based on the Jalna

pur&nas. And this fact is attested to by the authors of the former. For instance, Vadibhasimha

says in the preamble to his GadyacMntdmani :

—

u The string by its association with flowers is accepted by the head. Even so then shall my
humble words showing the joys of this world and the world hereafter be acceptable by their

association with the holy pwdna which recites the life of Jivaka.**
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As the subject-matter is the same in the Kshattrackuddui an *, there was no need for the

author, Yadibhasimha, to refer pointedly to the fact of the poem being based on the purdms. In the

Tamil Jivdkachintdmani the author, Tiruttakkadevar, says :

—

Munntr-pjjiranda pavalaiioda sangumnttu-

m&anntr=uvarhhm==£nin yd*=ava? nihkugirpd-

r=anntrav=en SQr=paluddyinnh=gol/jat'anr£

pognntravalld=ppuruldl vin pugudum-enbdr.

The commentator Nachchinarkkiniyar explains the words poynniravalld^pporul, 1 ideas that do
not partake of falsehood/ as follows : “ The majority of those that think they can obtain liberation

through the true words of the purdna will certainly never despise the poet’s words, however
distasteful and insipid they may be, as they are only the medium by which the ideas of the purdna are

conveyed. This the poet was convinced of and hence his boldness in writing thus.” It is then clear

that, at the time of the commentator Kackehin&rkkiniyar, Tiruttakkadevar was believed to have based

his Jivakaehintdmam on the Jaina purdnas . As Tiruttakkadevar does not refer either to the Gadya-

chinidmani or to the Kshaitrachuddmani, it remains doubtful if they were really anterior to the

JivakaeMnt&mani. At any rate there seems to be no doubt that the latter was written after the

pur&nas. And according to Jaina tradition, the original story of Jivaka is found in the
Mah&pur&ija, while the bilingual 'Sripurdna is admittedly of later date.

We have now to ascertain the date of the MaMpurtoa. The author who began the composition

of the work is Jinasenach&rya, disciple of Yirasenacharya. The former wrote the Harivamsa-Purdna

in Saka-Samvat 705 (
= A. H. 783) and became the preceptor, it is said, of the Rashfcrakuta king

Amoghavarsha I., whose accession took place in A. D. 813. The Pdrsvdbhyudaya was written during

the same reign by the same author at the request of a co-disciple, named Vinayasenaeharya, for

a poetical work celebrating Parsvanatha-Tirthamkara. In composing this work Jinasenacharya chose

to honour the Sanskrit poet and dramatist Kalidasa in an ingenious way. He wove each line of verse

of the poem Meghasamdesa into his own slokas. The last line of each of the latter is identical with

that of one of the verses of the former. Hot even a line of the Meghasamdesa has been omitted.

Neither has he at the same time sacrificed his own thoughts or his subject in thus trying to honour

the lines of Kalidasa’s poem. Jinasenacharya, who began the Mahdpurdria, did not live to complete

it. The work was taken up by his disciple Gunabhadracharya and finished. The portion of the

Mahdpurdna which was composed by the former is called the Purmpurdna
, while the composition of

the latter is known as the Uttarapurdna ,
and contains the story of Jivaka. It may therefore be

supposed that the Sanskrit poems mentioned above, as well as the Tamil JimTcachintdmani, are based

on the Mahdpurdna,
composed by Jinasenacharya and his disciple Gunabkadraeharya. The date of

the Mahdpurdna would then be the upper limit of that of the Jivalcachintdmani Luckily, we have

no difficulty in fixing the former, because the subjoined prasasti of the Uttarapurdna tells us that it

was ' written during the time of the RashtrakuU king Akalavarsha and in the Saka year 820,

corresponding to A. D. 897. The very day on which the work was finished may be fixed with the help

of the astronomical details furnished in the following passage :

—

^^rsTftr 11

i
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!Pt II

imsfgf^r ft^rcraft *rfN^fc g^frr

SjrNr srgj% ^F^frr^t jn*ropr i

^ |j% frsJR *rlt ^ g^pfr Rrfg-ff

srmsjf *r#^=rrr sinfcr .grar^rrcgtn’R II

”

Before proceeding to fix the lower limit of the date of the Tamil JivalcacJiintdinani, I take

advantage of this opportunity to refer to another Tamil work composed by a Jaina preceptor. This

is the versified Tamil lexicon SHjama^imgaijdu, compiled by Mandalapurusha, the disciple

of Gunabhadra. In the body of the lexicon, Mandalapurusha gives a clue as to his date when he

mentions KiruttinaTaya (Krishnaraya) as having made unbounded gifts (Tcodai-madam), By
Kiruttlnarfiya the Vijayanagara king Krishnaruya cannot be meant, because Mandalapurusha claims

Gunabhadra for his preceptor. By the Tamil expression hodcd-madam the author evidently refers to

the biruda Akalavarsha of the Rashtrakuta king, Krishna II. It thus appears that both Gunabhadra

an& his disciple Mandalapurusha were proteges of the Rashtraknta king, Akalavarsha-Krishna II.

whose dates range from A. D. 888 to 911-12. The Tamil lexicon 'Suldmaniniga'nduvi&s therefore

compiled roughly in the third quarter of the 9th century A. D.

Returning to the lower limit of the date of the JivalmMnt&mani we find that the Saiva teacher

UmapatIsivacharya, who flourished at the beginning of the 14th century, refers to the work in his

TirvMondarpurdnavaraldru. In describing the circumstances which led to the composition of the

Tamil Periyapurdnam by the Ghola minister S£kkilar, Umapati tells us that the Chola king Anapaya,

the patron of Sekkilar, was devoting his time to the study of the Jivdkachintdmcini. Sekkilar exhorted

his patron to study the lives of the Saiva devotees and not waste his time over the Jivahachintdmani
,

which was based on fiction, and by the study of which no merit would accrue to him. Subsequently,

SSkkilar composed the Tamil Periyapurdnam at the instance of the Chola king. This Anapaya-CJhola

is otherwise known as RajSndra-Choladeva alias Kulottunga-Ckola I. or Sumgandavirtta-Ohola.

Archaeological experts say that his time was between 1070 to 1118 A.D. here is no mention of

Ji vakadhintdmani in any work prior to the time of the Periyapurdnam, An ' as I have already pointed

out, that the former must have come into existence only after the 9th centu
,
it may be concluded that

Tiruttakkadevar’s Jivakaehint&mani was composed during the - riod ranging from the
Beginning of the 10th to the second half of the 11th century A.

1 It is not clear on what grounds Mr. Kuppuswami Sastri identifies Anap&ya with Kulottunga I. But as he
is not the first to make this identification, it is necessary to state the case as it actually stands. So far as it is

known at present there is only one inscription which mentions the Chdla king Anap&ya. It is engraved on one of
the walls of the Ty&gar&ja temple at Tiruvartir in the Tan]ore district, and is dated during the reign of a Kul6t-
tunga, who, to judge from the alphabet employed in the inscription, cannot be Kulottunga I. Even on purely
literary grounds the identification of Anap&ya with Kulottunga I. seems to be untenable. The author of the
Tamil Periya$ur&qam, who was a proteg£ of the Chola king Anap&ya, must have lived a pretty long time after
Nambi-Andar Nambi, who arranged the Saiva Tamil scriptures {Tirumwcai). The TiruviSai$>i>&, whioh forms a part
of these scriptures, has a hymn on the GangaikondacholMvara tempi e, built evidently bythe Chola king G-angaikotuJa-
-Chola or B&j£ndra-Ch6la I.,the maternal grandfather of Kulottunga I. It is thus apparentthat Nambi-And&r Nambi
must have lived some time after EAjendra-Chola I. If Anap&ya had been tbe grandson of R£j6ndra-Ch61a I., it is

not easy to believe that the work accomplished by Nambi could have been forgotten so soon, especially as the
-circumstances under which he discovered the sacred scriptures were almost miraculous. King Anap&ya was
altogether ignorant of Nambi and his work, and had practically lapsed into the Jaina creed. The interval between
B&]Indra-Chola I. and Kulottunga I. is hardly 50 years, and the meritorious work of Nambi, accomplished during
"the earlier portion of this interval tinder such exceptional conditions, could not have been completely forgotten
towards thedose of the interval. It seems to me therefore that the identification of Anapaya with Kulottunga I.

is untenable on epigraphical as well as literary grounds. — Y. Y.
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A REPORT OX THE PAXJAB HILL TRIBES.

From the Native point of vieic.

BY MIAN DUEGA SINGH.

(Communicated by II. A. Rose.)

( Continued from p. 284.)

XXXI. — Purification Ceremonies,

The Brahmans are purified in ten days, the Kshatriyas in twelve days, the Yaisvas, i. e t , Banius,

Suds and Bohras, in fifteen days, and all other tribes in one month. People neither eat nor drink in the

house in which some one has died, during the period of impurity. But when the heirs of the deceased

eat either meat or asafoetida, they are considered purified, even if it be done within the period of

impurity and then people do not object to eating food prepared by them.

The Kshatriyas and Banins, etc., get their heads shaved at the death of a relation. But this is

not a general custom : for to shave the head it is necessary that the written permission of the Raja

or the Rana be obtained beforehand.

118. The shr&dhs are of two kinds :
—

() Those performed in the name or* the deceased. A detailed account of such sltrddhs has been

already given.

() Those which are performed in the pitn pahsk (the dark half of the lunar month) in the

month of Bhddoh (about September). In this month all tribes, except the menials, perforin shradhs.

Some persons perform shradhs during the whole of the fortnight. Others perform only one

shrddh, in the name of all their dead, on the amdvas day (the last day of the lunar month). Every

kind of food is cooked for the shradhs ;
fruits are put upon the table. The Brahmans are called

on the eve of the shrddh to feast at a certain person’s house, all arriving iu the morning. The owner of

the house calls the family priest and offers funeral cakes. Sacrifice is also performed. After this he

washes the feet of all the Brahmans, offers them sanded and flowers, and feeds them. In the end,

money is given to the Brahmans and they are dismissed. The family priest gets more than all

the others.

117. The Brahman works as the priest in funeral ceremonies and also chants the hymns.

118. All the tribes in the hills have Br&hmans to officiate in their funeral ceremonies. The

nephew also receives some gifts.

119. The method of purification has been stated above. It is done by killing a goat and eating

asafoetida.

120-121. Either in the case of death or birth, it is after the prescribed periods that purification

is regained. During that period,provided the heirs of the deceased do not use meat or asafoetida, the

impurity continues.
.

122. On the day appointed for eating asafoetida or killing the goat, all the relations and the

Brahmans are called together, and all of them are required to eat asafoetida, while Brahmans are

also fed. The Br&hman chants some hymns over a mixture of milk, Ganges water, and cow’s urine

(called the panch gduyd) and makes the heirs of the deceased take some of this mixture, and thus

purification is effected.
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XXXII. — Religion.

Sects.

123. The Hindus are divided into three sects, Saivas, Yaishnavas, and Saktaks, worshippers

of S*akti, the Eemale Principle.

The Saiva worship Siva. They are the disciples of the Sanyasi or Udasi mendicants. Some of

them use meat and wine, while others do not.

The Vaishnavas are the followers of the Bairagis. Generally they do not use meat and wine.

The majority of the Brahmans belong to this sect.

The Saktaks have as their teachers the Jogis, the Sanyusis, and the Udasis. They worship all

sorts of deities. The use of meat and wine at the time of worship is considered good.
r

i hey sacrifice

goats to the goddess K&li. There is a separate god to every village or every four or five villages.

Some of this sect go to Jawala Mukhi to worship in the temple there.

Only Shekhs are found among the Muhammadan sects. They believe in the Lakh Data
Saint (the giver of millions). They do not follow any oE the rules of the Hindu religion, but act

according to their own laws.

124. The existing religion has been the religion of the people of this country from ancient

times, and the three sects have always observed the rules of their own order.

125. It has been already stated that in ancient times the people followed the Yedic religion,

until it was supplanted by Buddhism. After the decline of Buddhism the former religion revived

and is still flourishing.

126. Ordinarily, Hindus follow one of the three forms of belief above mentioned. Some people

here and there follow the dictates of their conscience and believe in other gods aud teachers. But
these are very few.

127. Some persons worship tombs and pirs (saints) also.

The Gods of the Hill Tracts.

No.

i

Th* Name of God
The Name of the
Tillage or Seat of

God.
Territory. Notes.

1 Devi or Durga., Kiy&ri... Kot Khii and
Kotguru.

Levi is worshipped throughout the hills.

2 Chatur Mulch... MailCn Kotguru All the people believe in the god of Kotguru.
He is also worshipped in Kaneht-i and
Rek and in all die small villages.

3 Bum Danthla Do. Worshipped only by the natives of Danthla.

4 Dum Pumlahi Do. The god of this one village only.

5 Dum Sharu&thla Do. Do. do.

6 Dam Dal&n Do. Do. do.

7 Marichh Kepu Do. Worshipped in K6pu, Gharal, and Nanja.

8 Dev* Kirti ... Kirti ... Do. Worshipped in Kirti, Bhandnd, and-Sh&wafc.

9 Bhoteshar Bhotbi Do. Worshipped in Bhothi, Bagahar, and by.
the agriculturists of Mahon.

The god of the Majhghor and Thakariaghor
territories.

n Babdr& Devri ...

!

KotKhai ...
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No. The Name of God.
The Name of the
Tillage or Seat of

God.
Territory. Notes.

11 Ohambi Breon ... ... Kot Khai The god of the agriculturists of Breoh and
Anri.

12 Dam Nehra ... ... Do. The god of this one village only.

IS Maha. Deva ... Purag... •• Do. The god of half Chhe Bi&l.

14 Nag Chathla ... Do. The god of Chathla and Faugrish.

15 Kali Tuna ... Rakh Cliambi
Kupar.

Worshipped throughout Kot Khai.

16 Sharavan Nag. Shoshan ... Kot Khai Worshipped in Gajdhar in the Kot Khai
Tahsil and in Sheia in Darkoti.

17 Baindra Tani... Khari and
dara.

Pi- Do. Worshipped only in these two villages.

18 Nandharari ... Pnjarli ... Do. The patron of Chewar, Gajdhar, Chehr,

Shalewar, Darkoti Slate and half Chhe
Bisx.

19 Maha Deva ... Dalsar ... Do. The god of Dalsar only.

20 Nandan ... Devri ... *•» Kanebti State.. God of all Kanehti, except Sadoob.

21 Devi Ad Shakti KachSr • • • K umharsen
State.

The goddess of the whole territory, but

there are other minor village gois.

22 Maha Deva ... KotiMadhati... Do. ... Worshipped in all Kumharsen, but there

are other minor gods of villages.

23 Magneshar ... Kot ... ... Do. The god of the Sel territory.

24 Dum Sarmala ... Do. ».

.

The god of the Obadesh territory.

25 Nag Ghunda ... Do. The god of Ghunda and Chadyana in the

Kot Khai Tahsil.

26 Baindra Dim ... Do. The god of one village only.

27 Dam Himri ... Do. The god of the Ohagaon territory.

28 mg Bag! ... Do. ... The god of the Chajoli territory.

29 Bhima Kali ... Sarahan ... Busahir State.. The goddess of the territory of Busahir.

There are other minor gods under her.

30 Mabasu Shekal ** Do. The god of agriculturists of Shekal only.

31 Pabasi Chapari Do. The god of the agriculturists of Baiar in the

Rawin State, Chapari and Loharkdti.

82 Pabasi Gavas ... Do. The god of the rest of the State.

33 Pancb Nag ... Jangleka^evdi,
TaDgnu, Pe-

kba, and G6-
sakvari.

Do. Has a temple in each of these five villages.
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The Name of the
No. i The Name of God. Village or Seat of Territory. Notes,

i

God.

u Chasralu .. Gosakvarx Busabir State ..

.

The god of two or three villages only.

Zh Godaru or Daswani • • Do. The god of the Daswani territory.

Pubasi.

36 Godaru or Khaniara •tf Do. The god of Khaniara territory.

Pubasi.

37 DSva Sheldesb. Sh61desh a# • Do. ... The god of the Larot and Sh61ad6sh.

38 Nag ... ... Kbabal Do. ... The god of the Kbabal territory.

39 Pubasi ... Robal ... it* Do. ... The god of Robal.

40 Narain ... Jabal ... ... Do. —j The god of the Jogaha territory.

41 Maha Deva • »* Pojali ... Do. The rural god of Pojali and B6tiani.

42 Deva ... ... Jakhroti ... Do. ... The god of Jakhnoti.

43 Khantu ••t Devi Dhar and
Ranol.

Do. »* • The god of the Sdri of Rajgarb territory.

44 Bakralu ... Dalgaon
Rorhu,

and Do. The god of the Spel territory.

45 Baindra Bacbboncbi mm Do. ••• The god of half the Mandalgarh territory.

46 Meshar ... Pojarli • # Do.
*..j

The god of the other half of Mandalgarh.

47 Nag ... **•
' Pojarli... Do.

)

48 Lodar
1

Pojarli... ... Do.
. .. >The gods of the Navar territory.

49 Narainu «•» Narain Do. ... i

50 Bhol& *•« Karasa Do. The god of Ghori Karasa in the Navar

Shalu
territory.

51 ... Melthi Do. ... The god of the Navar territory.

52 Nageshar Jharag Ml Do. ... The god of the Pandra Sau territory.

53 Dot! Durga *«• SMI... • mm Do. ... Worshipped by the agriculturists of Shil.

54 Mahasu Mandhol ... Do. ... Worshipped by the natives of Mandol.

55 DM Durga Hat Hat Koti Busabir, Jubal Worshipped in the Pandr& Sau, N&var
and Rawin Jubal and Rawin territories.

KbaranO
f

*

States.

56 ... Kharahan ... Busabir State... The god of the Rek and S&mat territories.

57 Palthan ... ShSli...
'

* • • Do/ «*» The god of the Mastgarh and Alat terri-

5S” Khanasi •* * Barkal ... Do.
tories.

The rural god of the Barkal territories.

59 Kbaixasi Mabbuli «>« Do. M* The god of the S$$ territory.
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No The Name of God.
The Name of the
Tillage or Seat of

God.
Territory. Notes.

60 Kaidda Kaleda ...

1

Busahir State,.

.j

The god of the villages of Kal&la and
Phold.

61 Chatar Khand. Brandli ... Do. ...

|

The gods or the Kanchhin territory.

68 Mangleshar .. Dwara... Do.

63 Laclihmi Narain Kumsu ... Do. The gods of the Shaldti territory.

64 Khantu Majhali ... Do. ...

^The gods of the Barshol territory.

65 DSva Kokhi ... Darkali ... Do.

66 Laclihmi Narain Pat ... ... Do. ...

|>The gods of B&ri Ghfiriwalaaad Kasha.

67 DMjiji Mutiush •• Do.

68 Kangldshar . .

.

DSothi ... Do. The god of the Hochhi territory, and
Majhali and Chaksa villages.

69 Nag Kim ... ... Do. The god of Kim village.

70 Chhari Gudri... Kareri Do. The god of one village only.

71 Jakh Racholi ... Do. The god of four or five villages.

72 Gas6 Dev ... Gaso..« ... Do. The god of one village only.

78 Basheru Bashera ... Do. The god of Tin Kothi, but universally

worshipped.

74 Narain Kind ... - Do. The god of the OhM Bisi territory.

75 Lachmi Narain Maujheoli ... Do. The god of the Nau Bisi territory.

76 Jhangru Manjgaon ••* Do. The god of the Panjgaon territory.

77 Nag Navaru ... Do. The god of the Pat So territory.

78 Nag Bari... •• Do. The god of the Bari territory.

79 DM Taranda ... Do. The god of the farmers of the Taranda
territory.

80 Mahdshwar ... Songra ... Do. The gods of the farmers of the S6ngr&
territory.

81 Okha Nachar ... Do. The goddess of the Nachar territory.

82 Durga Kamba ... Do. ... The goddess of the Llopi Kamba territory.

-88 Maha Rudr ... Kiao ... ... Do. The god of the KhidhitcM territory.

84 Nag .. .. Baranda Do. The god of the Jagdrl territory.

85 Jal ... *» Sarpara ... Do. The god of the Kilo Bil territory.

:86 Mg ... Barua ... ... Do. ... The god of the Kilba territory.

87 MahSshwar ... Bhabba Do. The god of the Bhabba territory.

88
j

Maheshwar ... Cbagaon «•»! Do. ... The god of the Chagaoh territory.
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No,
J

The Name of God.

i

i

The Name of the

Village or Seat of

God.
Territory.

89 Badri 3Sath .. Kamru .. Busahir State...

90 Chandika Kothi... ... Do.

91 Thakur Dwara.. Naising * Do.

92 Raghu Xathji . Sardhan ... Do.

98 Narsinghji Eampur ... Do.

94 Balramji Larsa, Dansa,

Shingla, Sha-

neri.

Do. ...

95 Balramji Nirat ... Do. ...

96 Balramji Nandla
Torsa.

and Do. ...

97 The tombs of

Mansagir and
Dhanigir.

Ghornd Balsan State

98 DIviMansa ... Glioma Dq.

99 Kadhasan mm ... Do. ..

100 R&l M Mail.. Kadharan Do. ...

101 Oheoli Sh&la Do. ...

102 Chitrd Ghandni ... Do. ...

103 Pal ... Do.

104 Malieshwdr Mahasu ... Do. ...

105 Kaddsan ^ Tali ... Do.

106 Baglshar Bageshar Dq.

107 Kathori ... Do.

108 G6n Bakrari ... Do. ...

109 -Nainon DOvti ... Do.

110 Banar Sharachli ... K66nthal State..

111 Mahasu Hanfil ... Do.

112 Nigahu Jaili ... Do.

113 Banishar Choliag
1

j

Pfinar, KSonthal

State.

114 PaddSi J Parol Sangiri State ...

115 Nlg 8h6dri ... Do. ...

Notes.

The god of the Tukpa ternitory.

The god of the farmers of Shoa.

The god of the farmers of Raising village

only.

j>
W orshipped throughout the country.

Worshipped in .four villages only.

Worshipped in Niratnagar only.

Worshipped in Handle, Torsa, Chedni,
Goman, Dagoli.

) W orshipped by the people of .all the

> territory
;
there are separate rural gods

\ in every village also.

The god of the farmers of the iDh&rti,

Duel and Noti jpargand.

The god of the Kadharan, Shilgri and
Dhar territories,

j>The gods of the SMlta territory.

The gods of the Shalgaon territory.

Worshipped in Majh£ti andJDraunk par-
gands .

The god of the Parli Phati territory.

Worshipped in Shakh, Katar, and BagB-
shar of Balsan, and in the adjacent

Ndhan villages.

The god of Kath6ri village only.

The god of the Kalasi territory.

The god of the Pardli territory.

The god of all Pawin territory.

Do. do.

The rural god of Agla P6nar.

The rural god of Pichhla Ponar.

The god of the Sangri, Kumlidrsen and
Bhajji States.

The god of the Bhdjji, Sdngri, Busahir,
and Kulu,
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•— — — —

j

;
The Name of tlie

No. The Name of God. < Village or Seat of

|

God.
Territory.

j

!

Notes.

1X6 Bano Banar

i

Worshipped in the Banar territory only.

117 M&richh Sawan ... Worshipped in the Sawan territory only.

118 Grehan DSoti ... Ghond State ... The god of the Shila territory.

119 Shilgur Ghund 4 • Do. The god of the Praia territory*

120 Thakur Dwara,. Gbund ... Do. The god of farmers.

121 Bantbia Cbikbur ... Thgdg Do. do.

122 BAnfchia Janog ... Do Do. do.
I

12*3 Jimpru Pa&rog Do. ... ~ Do. do.

124 Maliasu Gajyari Do. ... Do. do.

125 Banar SbarAebli ... Jubal State ... The god of the Barar territory in the

Jubal State, and of the Rana of Jubal,

126 Mabasu _ Hanoi Do. .J The god of all the Jubal State.

127
’

Shrigul or Bijat Sarabaa - Do. The god of the Bis So territory.

128 Rathi ka BanarJ Barbal Do. The god of the Barbal village only.

129 Santopia Dbar ... Do. The god of Dhar village only.

180 Shari Shari ... Do. The god of four villages.

131 DM Jubal Do. The goddess of the Barar territory, and of

the Rana.

132 DM Hatkoti ... Rawin,Jubal, and

Busahir States.

The goddess of the territories round Jubal*

188 Rjhatna Tbalog — Jubal State ... The god of the Jakholi territory.

134 .

Gdna Bodhna — Do. .J
i

Do. do.

135 Devi Jograsan.. Pojarli — Do. ... .The rural god of the PSonthra territory.

136 KanM ... Pojarli t*«.
Do. ... The rural god of the Shak territory.

137 D^vi Dunu&i ... Dhabas ... Do. The rural god of the Hamal territory.

138 Darn Bbot Do. The rural god of the Jakholi territory.

139
'

Pdriya ... Tharocb State... The gods of all the territories of Taroch

and Sangiri*

l4® MabSsbrar Masbran ... Do. Do. do.

141 Mabasu Hanoi Do. Do. do.

142 TMa Saw&n Sangiri State... Do. do.

143 :

1

Taw.ausi

i

j

Worshipped in Maghid-Mr territory.
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XXXIII. — Origins of the Gods.

128. (1) A Sanjasi mendicant, named Il&chigir, came to Balsan and ThSog States. The

Chiefs of both the States became his disciples, for he knew jog (spiritual science) very well. After

Lis death, a tomb was raised over h.s ashes, and this tomb is now worshipped. The real seat of the

saint is I her in Sirrnur State, and the Chiefs and subjects of both the States pay visits to this place

also.

(2) The gods of the hills are of two kinds :— Female, i. e.
9
Devis (goddesses)

;
male, i. a.,

I)£vatas (gods). The image of a goddess is always complete. In the case of a god, his head or

bust only is represented.

(8) The accounts of their origin and attribute s vary. The gods are generally of one type,

though they bear different names. The modes of worship are the same, and their images alike.

Some goddesses are represented with four arms, some with two, some with eight, twelve, or even

sixteen. Some are made to sit upon a dead body; some are shown as riding a lion. There are

many other images in a temple, besides those of the god and the goddess, bearing different names,

such as Shibji, Shambhuji, Gan'sh, Indar, Bajan, etc.

XXXIV. — Forms of Worship.

(4) The priests worship the gods twice a day. In the morning the priest provides some sandal,

rice, purified butter for the lamp, flowers, dhup (scent), and some sweets or fruits for the god. First

of all, the god is washed with fresh water, and then his image is wiped with a clean cloth
;
sandal is

pasted upon the forehead and some rice also. A garland of flowers is thrown round his neck. A
lamp is lighted, drums are beaten, and bells are rung. The priest offers incense and chants hymns.

Then sweets or fruits are placed before the image. After this all the worshippers offer their

presents. The priest paints their foreheads with sandal
,
and prays to the god to fulfil their

desires. Then the ch§l& (disciple) of the god goes into a trance and foretells success or failure to

the pilgrim, offers him rice, and gives him directions in answer to his questions. In the evening only

the lamp is lighted, incense and food being offered
;
after which the god or goddess retires. This is

called arti.

(5) All kinds of presents are offered. Some men present gold and silver ornaments, clothes,

money, grain, fruits, and purified batter, etc. A goat is killed. One loin of the goat is given to the

person offering it
;
the remainder is distributed among the priests. Two or four annas in cash are

given to the priest for each goat. In the temple of the goddess, presents are offered in the months
of Ch6t and Asoj. In addition to this, one can offer presents, if one likes, on a Tuesday, the day of

the full moon, and the fourteenth, eighth or ninth day of the moon. Presents can be offered to

a god at any time
;
but to do so on the first day of the month, or in Baisakh, Bhad6n or Magh, is

considered best.

(6) The presents offered to a god or goddess are collected in the treasury and are spent in

charity. The men in charge of the temple, such as the priest, the monk and the musician, are
paid small sums by the pilgrims, the least sum being six pies. The pilgrims can pay them as much
as they like.

1

XXXV. — Ghosts and Spirits.

12B. BMts (ghosts), parts (fairies), chadrds and manhrds are believed in by children and
women*

130. Stones are not worshipped in any way, except that people make images of stone and
hang them round their necks.

131-132, No.®

133. NtZ®

134. The V&m M&rgis, who worship the genital organs, are not to be found in this territory.

* [Obviously answers to questions. — EdJ
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XXXVI, — Initiation Ceremonies.

135. (a) To admit a person to any religions order, the brotherhood of the village assemble- in

the temple of its god. After discussing the question, they send for the man who is to he admitted.

A Brahman is called to that place by permission of the Chief. He chants some hymns on the panch

gdvyd ( a mixture of milk, honey, cow’s urine, water of the Ganges, and clarified butter ) and makes

the candidate for admission drink it. A feast is given to all the brotherhood, and the excom-
municated can join in the feast. Then he goes to the god and presents offerings. This is

allowed to reclaim those who have been excommunicated by the brotherhood owing to some mistake.

Apostates who voluntarily give up the Hindu religion and become convert* to any other religion

cannot be reclaimed.

(b) Generally it is necessary to wear the sacred thread in order to join the Hindu religion. But
the Sudras, as already mentioned, do not wear it. They are considered members of the religion if they

obey the ordinary rules, even if they do not wear the sacred thread.

XXXVII. — High Class Hindu Sects.

136. High class Hindus are divided into two sections — (1) Saivas, who worship the god

Siva
; (2) S&ktaks, who worship Siva, the goddess, and other gods. Those belonging to the first

sect regard the sacrifice of goats and drinking of wine as sins. Those belonging to the second

consider both to be virtuous. Enquiry shows that the latter abound in the hills, while the former

are very few, not more than two per thousand.

XXXVIII. — Brahman Sects.

1387
. Brdhmans are divided into two kinds : — (a) Pandits or Padhas, t. e. } Shukal ;

and

-(5) Acharaj, Bhat or Dakaut, t. e., Kishan.

The Shukal Brahmans accept the alms offered on happy occasions — such as the birth of

a child, a marriage, or some other festival. They also chant hymns, or officiate in the worship of gods

at such times. Every tribe has a separate Brahman of this kind.

The Acharaj receives alms offered at funeral ceremonies. On these occasions the reading of the

hathd and the chanting of hymns is done by the Shukal Brahman, «. e., the priest. The alms are

given to the AcMraj.

The Bhats are given alms only at marriages. They are inferior to the Brahmans, but superior

to the Acharaj.

Alms offered to propitiate evil stars, such as Rahu, Kefcu, Sani, are given to the Pandas or

Dakauts. They also receive tula dan (alms in the form of grain, metals, etc., equal in weight to

the weight of the man offering them). The hymns are recited by the Shukal Brahman. Only the

alms are given to the Dakauts.

The Br&hmans of all the tribes, except those of the Cobblers, K6iis, Shepherds, Musicians and

Sweepers, do all the work mentioned above and take alms.

The Shukal Brahmans do not eat food prepared by the Kishan Brahmans.

XXXIX. — Priests.

139. Only Br&hmans act as priests.

140. Ho priest is to be found who performs ceremonies not pertaining to any particular god.

141. Every tribe has its own priests. None but Br&hmans can serve as priests.

142. Each family has a priest,

143. The priest knows all the business that he has to perform in the house of his disciple. He

is not bound to keep brahmoharj (celibacy) to tbe prescribed age, nor is ha under any restrictions

as regards profession. It is necessary for him to know the rules for giving or receiving aims at the

lames of death, marriage, birth, or any other festival

T [No answer was apparently given to Question 137. — EdJ
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XL. — Places of Worship.

144. In some places there are separate buildings set apart for worship, while in others there

are not.

145. The temples have their doors either to the north or east or on all sides.

146. A temple is either a sidedid or a thdkur-chvdrd or a devi-diudld.

147. A shiedict contains the images of Shibji, Rama, Gan6sh, Hannman and Bhairoru

A thukur-iwdrd those of Shivaji, Rama, Lakshman, Krishna, Balrarn, Gopalji, and Hanuman.
A Uvi-dwdla the images of D£yi, Kali, L6nkra, and a lion.

148. The god of the temple is worshipped thrice every day, in the morning, noon and evening,

but in some places this worship is performed only twice. Offerings are made. The Br&hman is fed

at particular festivals and hawan (sacrifice) is performed.

149. Some ceremonies are performed openly, and some secretly. The latter are called

nardl pfLj&, and are performed on the occasion of particular festivals only and not every clay.

XLI. — Sacrifices.

150. (1) Goats and sheep are sacrificed to all the gods.

(2) Goats are sacrificed in the name of the Devi or Kali.

(3) Sheep are sacrificed in the name of Bhairofi, Lonkra, and Narsingh.

(4) Buffaloes are sacrificed to the younger Lonkra.

(5) Fowls, pigs, fish, and lizards are offered to the lesser Kali.

151. Generally the family priest officiates at the time of the sacrifice, but one can sacrifice
without the aid of the priest as well. The sacrifice is offered to the god who is the patron
of the offerer.

152. The sacrifice is performed at the temple.

153. If the sacrifice be of a goat or sheep, one loin is given to the person who offered it,
and the remainder is distributed among the monks, gods, and the priests. Sometimes the
sacrificial animal is buried. In some places the head and liver of the sacrificed goat are kept
by the priests and monks, and the remainder is given back to the offerer.

The sacrifice of the other animals are offered by the K61is, Cobblers or Shepherds.
154. Sometimes, instead of a living creature, an imitation of it in flour or silver are

offered, or the living beast, without being sacrificed, is let loose in the temple of the god.
Ihe animal remains in the forest, and the custodians of the temple look after it. When fat
it is sold, and the money thus realised is added to the god’s treasure. If the image offered be
of silver, it is stored in the treasury. If of flour, it is cooked in oil or clarified butter, and is
eaten by the priests.

155. The worshippers do not offer any part of their body as sacrifice.

Xtill. — Human Sacrifice.

IV. i
58

:

It

J^
aid

,r

hat ia ancient thnes men
’ women >

and children were offered as sacrifice to
the Devi or Kali. Men were sacrificed to LSnkrd also.

TT'i*

157
*. £ iS

!
ai
l!

tat men had their heads cut off as offerings to Jawala Mukht, KM, Bhima
Kali and Bhairfin Bir, etc., and pat into the sacrificial fire. - Many men cut out their tongues-
and offered,them to the goddess.

s

. .

A*^oe of the natore of *umai1 sacrifice is, however, still performed- in the hills every
orty or fifty years, and is called Bhundft. A man of the BSda Tribe of Kfilfi and Garhwal

- ?
nCi6
f

fcirS SUC]1 men iaTe been keP* as P^sts in the places ^ere
this sacrifice is performed. .They are treated like the ordinary priests, and are given an
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annual pension out of the temple fund. When the time of the sacrifice has been fixed, the

B6da is sent for three months before the date. He comes with his family and gathers hemp,
with which a big rope, four or five hundred yards long, is prepared. All the men
accompanying the Bed£ are sumptuously fed, and one of them who willingly offers himself is

chosen for the sacrifice. He is given plenty of wine, meat, milk, etc. The sacrificial fire is

kept burning for three months in the temple of the god. On the appointed day, saints,

Brahmans, and gods of the neighbourhood are sent for, and all are provided with food.

The B§da is brought to the temple in the morning and placed near the sacrificial fire*

He is then worshipped and sacrificed, like a goat, in the name of the god. A rope that

is prepared by the man himself is tied to two poles, and then the man is thrown over

this rope. Some die, while others escape alive. In the latter case he is given eighty-four

rupees in cash, garments and ornaments from the god’s treasury. He has authority to ask

for anything he likes from the pilgrims, who are bound to give it to him. This is a very

critical time, and much care is taken in British territories. It is however held that the man’s

death or otherwise is under divine control. Some places where the rope is bound to poles

are flat, while others are valleys between two rocks.

158. The men to be sacrificed, like the priests, are certain men fixed upon and are

sacrificed in turn. A quarrel, as among the priests, arises if one offers himself in the place of

another.

159. Open human sacrifice is now quite obsolete.

List of Bhnnda, Sacrificial Spots.

No. Name of God. The Place of

Sacrifice.
j

Territory.

|

Notes.

1 BashSru Bashera Busahir State. A good place, but very distant.

2 Kangleshwar .. Devthi Do. ... An ordinary place.

a Lachmi Narain. Manjheoll Do. ... Do.

4 Devi and Balram Shingla Do. Do.

5 Do. Shaneri Do. ... Do.

6 Do. Lars£ Do. ... Do.

7 Do. Dansa... Do. ... Do.

8 Dat&tr£ and
Balram.

NTagar Do. ... Do.

9 Suraj and
BaMm,

Nirat ... Do. ... Do.

10 Kharanu Kharahan Do. ... A difficult place, steep on both sides.

11 PaltMn Sh61i ... Do. ... Do. do. do.

12. Bakralu Dalgaon Do. ... Do. do. do.

18 Bhima K&li ... Sarahan Do. ... Do. do. do.

14 TMri ... BgaU... Jftbal State ... Do. do. do*

15 1

i

D6vi ... Mrmand Kfilfi ... Do. do. do.
,

*
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XLIII. — Table of Festivals.

No. Name.
j

Month (English). Month (Indian). Notes.

1 Lohri Middle of Jan-

uary.

Poh and the 1st

day of Magh.
Food prepared and alms given to the
Br&hmans.

2 Khatt&ia Ek3-

dasM.
End of January Hagh Fasts are observed and sesame is offered

as alms.

3 Basant Panch-

diini.

Early in Feb-

ruary.

PMgun Dances are performed. The New-year
is celebrated.

4 Shiv Ratri ... F ebruary or

March.

Phagnn A fast is observed in the name of Siva :

food is prepared, and a goat sacrificed.

5 New-year’sDay Mareb 1st of ChSt ... The Brahmans foretell the events of

the year to the Kshatriyas, and receive

some money as a gift.

•6 H61! March. PhUgun People throw coloured water on one
another. Dances are performed, shows
are held, and feasts given.

7 Chltar Chau-1

das.

‘ April Chit A proper day for making offerings to
gods. The thdkur dwdrds are the
scenes of great festivities.

S Noratre March or April cm Fasts are observed in honour of the
DSvi (goddess), and goats and wine
are offered to her.

9 Baisakhi April ... 1st of Baisakh. Gift are given to Brahmans. Fairs are
held for a fortnight.

to Nirjala Eka-
dasM.

May Jet People observe a fast. Sherbet is given
gratis to the people to drink.

u D£b Sani Eka-
dashl.

June or July... Har Alms are given and fasts observed.

12 Bias Puja June or July ... Har Do. do. do.

13 Narsingh Chau-
das.

March Chet..., ... Presents are offered in the thdkur dwdrds.

Image of Narsing is displayed.

14 Bam Naum! ... March Chat ..." ... Do. and the Ram Lila is performed.

15 Saoni ... ... 15th July 1st S&wan ... People eat food. Garlands of flowers

are put round the necks of the cattle.

16 Rakhii August Sawan or. Bha-
d6n.

The Brahmans make arm-rings of

thread and tie them to peoples’ wrists,

and get mbhey as a reward. .

17 JanamAsbtami .August. End of S&wan
or beginning
of BMd&n.

People fast, and feed the Brahman
next day.
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No.
i

Name.
|

Mouth ^English).
,

Mouth (Indian). Notls.

18 K ishun Ghari
Mdvas.

August
1

End of Sawanj Farmers worship tbeir land on the
or beginning! second day after amacas (last day of

of Bhadon.
?

the lunar month) and sacrifice a goat.

19 Nag Panchami. August or

tember.
Sep- Do. People worship their gods and offer

sacrifices to them.

20 Anant Chaudas September ... Beginning of

Asoj.

Anant is worshipped, and gifts are given
to the Brahmans.

21 Pitra P a k li

Amayas.
September As 6j ... Brahmans are given gifts in the name

of the dead forefathers.

22 NoratrS October Asoj The goddess is worshipped, sacrifices

are offered, and masquerade shows are

held.
*

23 Daschra October Asoj ... The end of the Is 6ratas. At the
Dasehra festival gifts arc awarded to

the poor.

24 Chrewal August ... 1st of Bhadon.. Gods of clay are made and worshipped.
Lights are shown to the gods every

evening.

25 Saer September 1st of Asoj ... The barbel's show mirrors to rich men,
who give them rewards.

26 Diwall
i

1

October ... Katik... Every village and every bouse is

illuminated. Rich food is cooked and
distributed amongst relatives.

27

i

Karnvali

|

October ... Katik...

| Celebrated in tfiahur dwdms only.

28 Gopa Ashtami. Octobre Katik... J

29
‘

[

Pancb Bhishmi

|

Ekadashi.
!

November ... Magbar
/ Pasts are observed, and gifts are given

( to the Brahmans.

30 Pancb Bhishmi
Puranmashi.

November ... Magbar )

31 Sankrant December ... 1st P6h Goats are sacrificed throughout the
country. Goats reared during the

summer are sacrificed at this time.

32 Sataya Narain, December ... Pob The people fasten every puramadsld (full

, moon) and give alms to the Brahmans.

33 Somavati Amt
vas.

December .. P6h ... ... This festival returns after long in-

tervals. Fasts are observed, and
charity bestowed on the Brahmans.

34 Pandru December

1

*3M Pob ...

f Fasts are observed in the name pf

[
Siva, and there is also feasting.

35 Kharain January * • • M%h 1
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XLIV. — Some Details of the Festivals.

161.8 A brief account of every festival bas been given in the table above. Some details

are now given.

(1) L6hri khichpl (a kind of food) is prepared and is distributed among relatives.

The people play with balls in every village or in the temple of the god. The sain s and

Brahmans are given rice, pulse, and money. Some people perform oblations in their nomes*

The priests worship the doors of their customers.

(2) Basant Panchaml. — This festival is celebrated in the court of the Chief only. The

turis (musicians) sing and play upon instruments and get rewards. The people sprinkle

coloured water over one another. Some men and women wear yellow scarves, but it is not

a general custom.

(3) Shiv R&trl. — Fasting is observed during the day. In the night an imaire of

Siva is made of clay. A coloured square is prepared, and the god is placed in the middle of

it. Cakes are placed on all sides round the square. The god is worshipped throughout the

night. Songs are sung, and music played. A goat is sacrificed. In the morning the god is

thrown into water. The cakes are given to a Brahman, and distributed amongst the

brotherhood.

(4) New-year’s Day.— On the first of ChSt, turis (musicians) sing songs and play on

instruments, and receive gifts. The Brahmans foretell the events of the year and get reu ards.

The turis go from village to village and entertain people throughout the month of Cb6t.

(5) H61i is celebrated in tbe Chief’s court only. Coloured water is sprinkled and songs

are sung. All the men taking part in the Hdli are entertained with a feast.

(6) N&r&trd.— The goddess is worshipped and sacrifices are offered to her.

(7) Bais&khl.— On the 1st day of the month the priest worships the gates of his

customers, who give him, according to their capacity, grain and money. During the whole

of the month sacrifices are offered to the god on different dates. The people practise archery

at a fair.

(8) Sankr&nt S&wanl (first day of the month Sawan).— Wreaths of flowers are thrown

round the necks of quadrupeds. Rich foods are prepared and distributed among the family

and relations and guests. Fairs are held throughout the month in the temples of gods All

the people of the neighbourhood gather at the fairs, and dance and sing during the day. In

the evening they go to feast at home or at their relatives’ houses.

(9) Nftg Panchaml.— In some places fairs are held at the temples of gods. The people

keep awake the whole night, and hill songs are snng and instruments are played upon. In

the morning all the people present are fed. The fair at this time is called Jagra or

Bhadronju.

(10) N6rfttrS.— The goddess is worshipped. Masquerades are held in the night. Music

is played, and in some
'
places is called batri or Jcartfli. The next day is the Dasehra. A

man impersonating Ramchandar drives in a chariot and conquers Lanka.

(11) Sh&rl or SfiAr. —< Each man makes an image of clay, puts flowers on it, and places it

before his house. Rich food is prepared on the first day of the month. In the evening

illuminations are made all around the image, and it is worshipped.

(12) Dlwftli.— Every person illuminates his house. Food is prepared and distributed

among relatives. The people amuse themselves with gambling. A heap of wood is kept

burning all night, and all the villagers gather round it and abuse the natives of adjoining

villages, who in return abuse them. The people remain awake during the night and sing

the songs of like the Tcathd (recitation). A song is fixed for this festival.

„ . ,,,,, • £Np, anfwerw^s apparently given to Question 160.—
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Men and women of every tribe attend the fairs at this time, except women who observe

the farda system. Persons of all ages are among the spectators*

162. The dates for all the festivals are fixed, except the Soraavati Amavas and Satyn

Narain.

163. No festival is celebrated to commemorate any season*

164. Food is given to the Brahmans in the name of the dead on the date corresponding

to the death of the deceased, and this is termed tithi shr&dh. This is done by a few persons

and is not a general custom.

165 All the Hindu festivals are celebrated by the people generally. However, some of

the festivals pertaining to tk&kur diudras
,
as mentioned in the above table, are celebrated by

some persons, while others do not observe them.

166. The Hindus do not observe the festivals of the Saraogis.

167. There is no festival where boys and girls desirous of marriage meet and select their

consorts.

168. Among certain classes the festival of Karva Chanth is considered to be for the wife

and husband only.

169. Wine is used in the fairs held on Baisakhi, Saoni, and Holi festivals*

XLV.— Objects of Worship.

170. There are no ghosts or spirits who are considered to have any connection

with sticks. However, the sticks, lances, and bugles of a god are honoured like the god

himself.

171. The silver sticks, lances, bugles, and bells of a god are thought sacred. It is also

believed that these things possess supernatural powers.

172. Wood and stone are worshipped, for they are considered to be the abodes of gods,

XLVI.— Animism, Spirit Worship.

173. The people believe in spirits living in rivers, hills, trees, ruins, and in dean

and andean places.

(a) Y&ma (god of death) is supposed to live in rivers.

(b) Bdolis
,
brooks and springs are supposed to be the abodes of jal paris (water nymphs )

and m&tris.

(c) Kali is supposed to live in hills.

(d) Spirits of all kinds are supposed to live on trees.

(e) Banshir spirits live in ruins of old buildings, or valleys or mountains.

(f) Vicious spirits live in dirty places, and virtuous spirits or gods in clean and pure

localities.

174. A detailed account of the worship of ghosts is given below. If a person is laid

up with some disease and does not improve with medicine, a Brahman is called and is asked

to exorcise the disease. He indicates the kind of ghost, if any, with which the .man is

possessed. The following are the signs of possession by ghosts

(1) The patient seems comparatively comfortable daring the day, but as the night

advances, his restlessness increases. He gains composure with the passing of night and coming

•of day.
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(2) The pulse of the patieut beats like that of a healthy person. Now he becomes faint

and again comes to his senses. Sometimes he speaks, while at others weeps and cries.

(3) The more medicine is administered, the more the disease increases. Sometimes he is

cured without the use of medicine. The patient feels nausea, depression, and palpitation

of the heart.

When these signs and the opinion of the Brahman concur, the guardians of the patient

make the following arrangements for the propitiation of the ghost :

—

(a) The water nymphs or M&tris are supposed to have female forms. They are of two

kinds Virtuous or superior, and vicious or inferior. Means for propitiating virtuous

nymphs are these : Fruits and flowers are offered to them, a small palanquin is made of

bamboo and coveied with cloths of five colours, the Brahman makes a cake, recites some

hymns, and places the palanquin before the patient, and puts the fruits and flowers in it.

The patient is made to worship a lamp and the palanquin, after which it is placed at a crossing.

To propitiate an evil or vicious nymph. a goat, or a sheep, or a pig or a hen is offered as

sacrifice. The remaining methods of adoration are like those mentioned above.

{jb) Propitiation of the god of death is performed thus :— Some beasts, as hens, pigs, or

sheep are brought. A cake of seven kinds of giain is cooked. Five or sjx lamps are lighted

and placed upon this cake, together with some pieces of stone. All this is placed before the

patient. The Brahman chants a hjmn on every stone and puts it upon the cake. The stones

are either 5, or 7 or 11 in number, always representing odd numbers. When this is done

all these things, together with the beasts, are taken to the cremation-grounds,
,
where the

Brahman sacrifices the animals and takes them away.

(c) Kfili is worshipped with the sacrifice of a goat, flowers, fruits, wheaten bread, and

lamps, in the same way as a Matri.

(d) Ghosts and nahshir&s are propitiated by sacrifices of goats in some places, and hv
dust or gravel in others. In the same manner evil ghosts are propitiated by the sacrifice of

a boar, or hen, or dust only.

175. D&gs or demons are the ghosts connected with fields. It is a well-known

fact that an estimate is made of the produce of the fields. If the crops of a certain season

yield produce less than the estimated one, the difference is thought to be appropriated by

the dag.

176. Most men perform the Ehinjh&in ptij& instead of sacrifices.

177. KunjMin is ordinarily offered to Kali, a pari (fairy), or a mdirt. A certain portion

of the forest or hill is set aside for this purpose. Even if the forest is cut down, yet the

portion consecrated to the god is preserved for his worship. None of the trees in this portion

is cut, nor are any leaves or boughs broken.

178. Monfeeys, elephants, cows, oxen, and snakes are worshipped as gods.

(1) A monkey or an ape is considered as a representation of Hanuman. Large cakes,-

grain, and gram are offered to them.

(2) An elephant is taken as a representation of the god Gan6sh, and is worshipped on

au'ch festivals as Granesh Chauth, etc.

(3) Cows are of two kinds, vzzn hdm dhewu and leaptld, and both of them are adored a$

gods. Cows having a tongue or a hoof on their backs are also worshipped.

. ,
! CSR P? hM is worshipped instead of Siva,

, ,

(5) Snakes are worshipped as the ndg devtd (snake-god).
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XLVII, — Ancestor Worship.

179. Prayers and sacrifices are oft red to the spirits in the name of the dead.

180. No ceremony deserves mention.

181. No sacred animal, nor any plant, nor any other thing, is worshipped in the name of

any ancestor.

182. The heirs of the deceased offer alms in the name of the dead while performing hiryd

harm or shru lh (funeral ceiemonies) under the impression that all this goes to the spirit of

the dead.

183. The things placed with a corpse are disposed of in the following manner:—
(1) All that is pat in the month of the dead, as paneft ratem (five gems), is burnt with it.

(2) The ornaments are, in the case of poor men, taken back, and in the case of rich men,

sent to Hard war, or given to the Ackaraj (man officiating at funeral ceremonies).

(3) Clothes of small value are burnt with the corpse or buried with it. Costly clothes are

taken back by poor people, but sent to Hardwar or given to the Acharaj by rich men.

(4) Edible things are generally given to the Acharaj.

184. Living persons fear the spirits of the dead.

185. If the soul of a dead person is seen in a dream by any one, and it troubles him, the

deceased is considered to be the cause of this. A Brahman is asked to offer prayers for the

salvation of the dead. A charm is written and tied to the neck or arm of the person dreaming

about the dead.

180. The spirit of the deceased is considered to haunt his house for eleven days after

death. The following matters are taken into consideration as regards other haunts :
—

(1) The spirit that has become united to the universal spirit does not return.

(2) The spirit which, on account of his sins, has not obtained salvation, always haunts here

and there, finds rest nowhere, and is not pleased with any place. So spirits of the second sort

haunt all places, like graveyards and cemeteries. Their forms are very fearful and they have

no flesh on their bodies. They are said to be of fabulous sizes.

187. The forms of ghosts lead us to the conclusion that they were great sinners in their

lives, or died a suddeu death — such as by poison, or by falling down, or by suicide —
and have not obtained salvation. There are different interpretations of these facts ; but it is

of no use to give their details, for it is impossible to find out the truth in this way.

188. The Brahmans expel ghosts by charms and magic. The person possessed* by a ghost

is made to inhale the smoke produced by burning wheat, chillies, the flesh of a tiger, and pork.

If the ghost is not dispelled by these means, then the method mentioned in para. 174 is applied.

189. The kinds of ghosts have been given in para. 174.

190. Fifteen days are consecrated to the deceased ancestors in Bhadoh or ^soj. This

period is called pitri pahsk (ancestor’s fortnight), and at this time Brahmans are fed and given

alms in the name of ancestors. This is called shrudh.

191. It is necessary to perform the shrudh of a man at Gya, and that of a woman at

Godavari. For instance, if the parents of a person die, then he will perform the shrddh of his

father at Gy& and that of his mother at Godavari.3

9 [Or, at some place recognised as a substitute,— Ed.]
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XLVIII. — Animal Worship.

192. No tribe nor any subdivision of a tribe is named after the name of an animal, a tree,

or an arm or instrument.

193. The Hindus honour such objects, for they take them to be sacred according to their

Scriptures. They abstain from killing, cutting, burning, or eating any male or female cattle,

elephanr, monkey, snakes, crows, ijarur (a large heron), peacocks, cat, or dog, or any pipal tree,

or banian tree.

194. Hanumun is represented as a monkey
;
GanSsli is represented as an elephant. The

images of the animals mentioned above are kept by the people for worship. Besides these

the people make images of all gods and adore them.

195. Every custom is handed down from ancient times. There is no special tradition

about this. Idol worshippers have a strong faith in images.

XLIX. — Tree Worship.

196. Women particularly worship the pipal and banian trees. They also worship the

tuls7 (a shrub)
;
and the sensitive plant.

197. The pipal is worshipped on the occasion of a marriage or any other like happy

occasion. Also the tulsi plant is worshipped. Girls can be named after the tulsi, but there is

no such rule for the names of boys.

Superstitions.

Ii. — Omens from Animals*

198. A detail of ill-omens is given below :
—

(1) If a cow, buffalo, goat, or sheep give birth to a young one during the period extending

from the 26th of Baisakh to 8th Jeth, this young one, with its mother, is given away to the

Brahman, or if is sold. To keep it is considered unlucky.

(2) The same rule applies to cattle bringing forth their young in Bhadoii or Magh.

(3) Cattle producing young in JStli under the influence of the star Mul are subject to the

same rule.

(4) The animal that howls at night, or seems giumbling like an unhealthy individual, is

either given away in charity or is sold.

(5) If small spots appear on the skin of a buffalo, it is sold.

(6) Cows or goats yielding blood instead of milk are sold.

(7) Cows or goats that drink their own milk are sold.

(8) An animal that kills or devours. its own young is sold.

3jl. — Omens from Domestic Utensils.

(1) It is forbibden to eat out of a broken vessel of white brass.

(2) The vessels of clay or white brass are used by the members of one class only. They
become polluted if used by members of another caste.

(3) A vessel is considered unclean unless it is cleaned with dust and water.

(4) The cooking vessels are liable to impurity more quickly than the ntmsils for water.

(5) The people do not allow the members of a caste, different from theirs, to use their

copper and white brass metals. Other vessels are free from such restrictions.
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LI I. — Omens from Houses.

(1) The plnce where a crow caws at night and a jackal howls at day, becomes unfit for

habitation. This is consklered to be the forecast of somebody dying there.

(2) The sitting of an owl, a pheasant, or a vulture on the roof of a house is considered

ominous. If this happens, a goat is sacrificed at once.

(3) The crawling of a snake in the upper floor of the house is considered to portend evil.

If one appears, it is expelled by pulling down the roof and not through the door. Something

is also given in charity.

(4) Cracking sounds in the roof or furniture of a horse are unlucky.

(5) If in a house the sound of a stranger, or of a member of the family, is heard, and after

enquiry it is found that there was no such man there, but the sound was only an unnatural

one, the house is thought to be unfortunate.

(6) The appearance of moisture in the walls of a house without any rain, is thought

ominous.

(7) The following are ill-omens for a house : — The subjection of the inmates to

constant whimsical thoughts, excessive sleep, poverty, constant dreams, expenses greater

than income, perpetual illness.

(8) The going out of a fire suddenly at the time of cooking food.

(9) Decrease in charity, prayers and worship, and increase in sin, portend misfortune.

XiIII. — Omens from the Roads.

To lay a road along one’s habitation is prohibited.

LXV .— Omens from Movements of the Body.

(1) The trembling of any limb, in a healthy state of the person, is of evil import.

(2) Unusual silence or too much talk, sickly heart and whimsical thoughts, foreshadow

coming evil. Also evil dreams ;
sneezing of a person in front or on the left; a succession

of calamities ;
spitting; a snake, a lizard, a jackal or an ass touching the body; the perching

of a crow on the head or the fall of a crow’s droppings on the body
;
the appearance of drops of

blood on a cloth when the cause cannot be found out; biting by a dog or cat; burning by

fire; cloth being damaged by mice.

IiV.— Lucky and Unlucky Stars.

199. Every one has two rdsMs (stars of fate), i. e., birth rdslii and name fdsM. If an

evil star comes near this rd$M at a distance of 4, 8 or 12 stages, the man under its influence has

to propitiate it, and considers himstelf unlucky.

The images or likenesses of stars are not buried.

IiVI. — Omens from the Rivers.

200 . If the following omens occur to a man crossing a river, he will stop for an hour

and then cross it : — Sneezing, tumbling, confronting an ass or a snake going to the rigat,

confronting a bareheaded man or a man bringing wood, a bridegroom going to a marriage,

one being asked as to where he is going, appearing to the left or in front of a partridge,

a crow, a pheasant, a deer, a jackal or a heron, a widow*

If one comes across some of theae omens successively in crossing a river or a road, he returns

and does not proceed*
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IiVXI. — Sumptuary Customs.

201. Kolis, cobblers, weavers, washermen, barbers, tilvis (musicians), ironsmifchs, bhareras
,

and shepherds do not wear gold and gems, nor do they wear shawls, chugas, sarbandd (dresses),

gulbadan and himhhdb (silken cloth). In addition to these tribes, the Kanaits do not wear gold

arm-rings, bardgar ,
sarshdbhd,

amirash and diamonds (ornaments), and cloths of kimkkdb . But

nowadays this custom is being disregarded.

No tribes, except Brahmans, Rajputs and Bani&s can take their food in silver vessels.

There is no custom as regards planting and eating of herbs or plants.

IiVIII. — Naming Customs.

202. Some plants have names like those of some of the tribes, but there is no tradition

about them worth mentioning.

203. Children ordinarily have two names : birth name and ordinary name. The former

is used in performing religious ceremonies, and no one except the priest knows this name.

The latter is used in ordinary business and is known to all. An opprobrious name is given to

a boy whose elder brother died before his birth, e. g,, Gaudu, Badu, etc., in order that be

may live. Holes are made in his nose and ears like the women.

204* The above applies both to boys and girls.

205. In ordinary matters, parents swear by their children and vice versd. They touch their

bodies. In legal matters, a man ,is made to swear by the god that he believes in. The man
who takes an oath in the temple of a god, touches the image oi the god, or throws a stone

towards the temple, or picks np the money or disputed objects before the god. Some oaths

are performed by touching a cow or lifting upon one’s head the water of the Ganges-

206. The truth or falsity of a man who takes an ordeal is determined in this way — that

if he suffers any loss or injury, then he is considered false ,* and if lie prospers, then he is true.

In ancient times cases were tried by making the culprit dive in water, by putting the hand in

hot oil, or by giving poison to a goat.

The party who was willing to take an oath was taken to a tank or a Jehad (valley)

fall of water and was made to dive. If he was true, then he came back to the surface

and won the case
;
otherwise he was considered false and, being pronounced guilty, suffered

punishment.

Ten or fifteen seers of oil were boiled in an iron cauldron, and, when,,it was foaming
a copper piece was dropped in it. The man ready to take oath was then asked to pick up this,,

piece. If his hand was burnt, he was considered false, and lost the case. If, on the other

hand, he received no injury, he won the suit.

A flat piece of iron was made red hot, and the tongue of the swearing person was branded
with it. The burning of the tongue showed the falsity of the swearer, while its safety proved

him true in his cause.

The parties to a dispute used to bring two goats alike in all respects. The goats were
given equal quantities of poison. The party whose goat was affected with poison before the
other’s was considered to be in the right and won the case.

Ay thepe three customs are now out of use in British territories.

207. AH quarrels are decided by the oaths stated above.
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LX.— Kagio and Charms.

208. Magic is practised by magicians only, and there are no witches.

209. Tills practice is no concern of the priest, nor has he any enmity with the magicians.

In some places even the priests act as magicians; and in others, other men do so. In short,

any one who learns this science can become a magician.

210. The magician’s bnsiness is to foretell by means of figures. He always remains at

borne. He goes to the house of a person who calls him. and there he either makes a charm or

dispels one. Generally, the people look upon him with respect.

211. The man who remains dirty and unclean, and does not worship gods, but devotes

his whole attention to the worship of evil spirits, and does not take a bath, is taken to be as

a magician.

212. The people generally believe that the attendance of a magician means either the

calling of ghosts to disclose some secret or to make a person receive some gain or injury.

LXI.— Possession and Exorcism.

213. It is believed that people become possessed of ghosts. In order to cure a possessed

person, he is made to inhale the smoke of chillies. If the ghost does not leave him, a Brahman

or a magician is called in, who, according to his own science, makes charms as mentioned

above,

214. Possession by a ghost is considered evil. Spirits are generally under the control of

low persons, such as Kolis, cobblers, shepherds, ironsmiths, etc., as well as under that of

Brahmans. A ghost imposed by a low person is thought to be unholy, while that by a person

of high caste is holy.

LXII. — Breams.

215. Dreams dreamt in good health and on a clear night can portend good or evil, can tell

about the past, and foretell the future.

216. A learned Brahman is called to interpret a dream, and is toH all about it* If the

dream seems, according to the rules of the books, evil, the Brahman makes the man who

dreamt it give some charity, but there is no need of charity in the case of a good dream.

, 217. If a dead person is seen in a dream, and conversation is held with him, then the

dream is considered to be one relating to the communication with spirits. Other dreams are

good or bad omens.

LXIII. — Spirit Propitiation.

218. To propitiate spirits, Brahmans are made to recite pawahak ah (Inti hymns (hymns fcd

propitiate), and alms are given* Brahmans or magicians make charms and tie them to the

necks of the possessed persons.

LXIV. — The Evil Eye.

219. People believe in the effects of the evil eye and are much afraid of it* They consider

it worse than magic.

220. Borne men have so much power in their eyes, that if anything be eaten, in their

sight, it is soon vomited. No particular reason given for this is worth mentioning*
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221. The effects of the evil eye are done away with by charms, or by performing the

business out of the sight of the man suspected to possess it. A portion of something brought

from without is put in the house fire. The effect of the evil eye upon an animal is neutralized

by throwing some dust over it.

LIV. — Charms.

222. Magicians perform charms upon a person by means of things belonging to that

person, or by things that were a portion of his body :
—

(1) Nails or hair cut from his body, or tbe dust over which he has trodden.

(2) Driving a nail in a tree bearing the same name as the person intended to be injured,

will wound that person.

(3) Warming the water of a spring of the same name as the victim on a fire, will make

him to suffer from heat.

(4) Making an image of a person and wounding it with a nail in his name.

(5) Making an image of a person and either burying or burning it.

(6) Putting the flesh of a corpse, or some pepper or mustard, in the name of the victim,

on a sacrificial fire.

All these things are done in order that their effect may fall upon the victim.

223. Special care is taken to destroy nails or hair when cut. Every man has two names,

and the reason of this is that the magicians may not know the birth name.

LXVT. — Fortune-telling.

224. A magician or a joiishi (astrologer) foretells and foresees future events.

225. The following are the methods of prophesying and foreseeing : —
(1) The astrologer has three dice. He throws them and, making estimates by means of

the letters of the alphabet, interprets good or evil results.

(2) The disciple or ddd, who is well known as a magician, concentrates his attention for a

few minutes, and answers any questions put to him as to the good or bad end of the enquirer.

(3) Some oil is poured on a plate of white brass, and a lighted lamp is placed on this

plate at night. The medium fixes his eyes, for a few minutes, upon this lamp, after which he

goes into a trance, and in this state he foretells future events.

(4) Questions are put to the medium iu the evening, and he answers them the next

morning. It is supposed that he receives information at night from some god,

(5) Sometimes the medium takes some oil or ght (purified butter) in his hands and rubs

them for a few minutes, and then answers questions. Some interpret answers by making the

questioner name any fruit or flower.

Answers to most of the questions about the past or present are correct, but to those

about future are very seldom correct. Magicians and charmers belong to the Brahman, Jogi,

shoemaker, Koli, minstrel, smith, and Badi classes.

LXVII. — Illness is Spirit-caused.

226. Illness is generally attributed to ghosts.

227. If a man is suffering from a disease which cannot be diagnosed by physicians, or if it

increases with the use of medicine, or if it abates iu the day and increases in the night, then it

is thought to be a case of possession, and is referred to a Brahman or disciple (dfid*). He throws
dice or goes into a trance, and thus tells what sort of spirit is possessing the patient. The
patient is treated in the manner suggested by the medium. Generally the medium cures him
by adoration and other such means.
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Social Restrictions.

LXVIII. — Abstention from Foods.

228. The Hindus abstain from taking the meat of a cow, an ox, a buffalo (male and

female), a dog, a cat, an ass, a horse, a male, a camel, a crow, a jackal, a heron, a peacock,

a mouse, a serpent, a lizard, a tortoise, and a sheep. They do not use garlic, onion, turnip,

raddish, carrot, and mushroom among the vegetables. But these customs are observed by some

of tbe people and not by all.

229. All persons do not abstain from the use of things already mentioned, but only high

caste men and Brahmans, such as Rajputs, Banias, Suds, and Bohras, do so. Others, such as

Kanaits, smiths, minstrels, Baris, barbers, and goldsmiths, do not care for the above restrictions.

All the tribes, except shoemakers, Kolis, shepherds, and Nigalus, abstain from the above-

mentioned meats, but not necessarily from the vegetables.

230. It is a religions restriction not to take these things.

231. People abstain from these only on account of religious restrictions. Otherwise

there is no reason for giving them np.

LXIX.— Tribal Descent.

232. No tribe is considered to have been descended from any plant or animal. However

tbe pipal tree, the banian tree, and the tulast plant are thought to have divine powers.

233. No reasonable explanation can be given of tbe tribal fables,

I,XX* — Customs on Eating, etc.

234. The customs of the people as regards eating, touching, speaking, seeing, and

pronouncing names are given below :
—

Brahmans, R&jptLts, B6hr&s, Bani&s, Shds, and Kshatriyas. — There are some

sections who do not take unfried food prepared by any person not belonging to their own

section. There is no restriction regarding touching, seeing, speaking, and pronouncing names.

They do not drink even water touched by a low Brahman, such as the Krishan.

Kanaits and other sects neither eat food prepared by a person not belonging to their

own sect, nor do they drink water touched by such a man. There is no restriction jus regards

touch.

235 The restriction of touch is according to caste. For instance, men of high castes

do not touch those of low castes. The restrictions of eating and drinking are according to the

subdivisions even of the same sect.

236. High -caste people look down upon low-caste men. They hate the men who eat

flesh of cows or hnffaloes. However, this custom prevails among the low castes only.

LXXI. — Restrictions as to Women.

237* Infants and women cannot enter in*o temples unless they are purified by means of

baths, etc. A woman whose husband is alive is not allowed to worship the god Siva, nor can s e

worship Bir Bhairori or Hannmnn nor Kail. Widows worship Siva,
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238. The father of the husband of a woman has no scruples against using the things of her

father, bat her father cannot take anything from his son-in-law. He will not even drink water

from the village where his daughter is married. But this custom prevails only among those tribes

who3e marriages are performed according to religious tenets. There is no such restriction for those

whose marriages are not thus performed.

239. The reason of the above restrictions seems to be this — that as the father makes a vow to

forsake everything that he gives as dower to his daughter, and it is not permissible to appropriate

anything that has been once given up, so he does not even take meals at his son-in-law’s house
;

for

everything in the house of the latter is affected by the things given by the former. For the same

reasons, a jijmdn (disciple) of a Brahman cannot take food in the house of that Brahman.

I»XXII. — Pronouncing Names and Words.

240. The names of elder relatives are not pronounced out of respect for them. The younger

relative does not pronounce the name of the elder, but the elder can call the younger by name. For

instance, a son does not pronounce the name of his father, mother-in-law, or elder brother, out of

regard for them, and considers them more sacred than others.

241. There is no fear of magic or charm. The name is not pronounced only out of respect.

242. Many men do not pronounce, in the course of a conversation, the name of the chief or of

a deceased person. The chief is mentioned by his title, and the deceased by his relationship.

‘243. Words or subjects denoting contempt, licentiousness, drinking, etc., are not spoken in

the presence of a chief, or elder, or respectable person.

LXXDZ — Courtesy Titles.

244. The following are the titles used by different castes. An inferior person will call

a superior one by his customary title. Men of equal rank can call each other by name :

Titles of Brahmans-: — Pandit, Jotishi, Padha, Parohit, Ach-iryn, Panda, Rai, Bhat.

Titles of R&jpOts : — Raja, Maharaja, Rf>na, Maharana,. Thakur, Ka'uwar,'Miah, Ratlin

Rangar, Ravat, Dad, SartoTa.

Titles of Banins : — Shtlh, S§fch.

Titles of Kanaits : — Mukhia, Wazir, Mehta, Mehr, N6gi, Palsra.

Other tribes have drdinary titles according to their professions, and they need not be dwelt upon.

An inferior person will address a superior one with the following words : Panditji, Joshiji,

Maharaj, Raja, Sahib, Ranfi Sahib, Shahji, Mukhiynji, and so on.

BXXIV. — Agricultural Superstitions.

245. (1) It is prohibited to plough land on the amdvas (last day of moon), eMdashi
(eleventh $ay of moon), or any other important festival. If at the time of ploughing, a snake be

killed by the ploughshare, it is forbidden to go on ploughing without purifying it.

At the time of seed sowing the following matters are regarded as necessary : — fyi)' That the

sbwer be -hnder The good influence of the moon; (5) That there be no <Ail nahsl'atttr' (star),

tithl (date) ox jog (combination ‘ofstars)
; (c) That the day be neither Tuesday 1mr ‘Saturday.
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(-) following things are regarded as necessary, both at the time of sowing and of

harvest : —
The people generally are very careful of panckak jog

,
Tuesday, Saturday

;
amdvas puranmdsht

(full moon) and shankrant at the time of seed sowing and harvesting, but they do not care for evil

stars and jogs. If it rains a day or two after seed sowing it is considered ominous. The
same is thought of rain at harvest, or of excessive rain at the time of planting a corn-field or one

or two days after it, or of rain on the night of janamashtami or piranmdshi in Har or amdvas in

Bhadon.

Ordinarily, land is ploughed twice, but good farmers plough it thrice, i, e.» first in lines parallel

to the length of the field
;

secondly, crosswise from one corner to the other
;
and thirdly, also

crosswise from the third corner to the fourth. The advantage of this is that the soil which remains

unturned by the first ploughing is turned by the second, and thus the whole of the field is uniformly

made fit for the crops to grow.

A long post is fixed in the field and a bone, or the skin of some animal, is hoisted on this post

as a scare crow. Beasts being afraid of it, do not come near and injure the crops. It is also

believed to be a safeguard against ghosts or the evil eye.

246. Feasts are given to the Brahmans at the time of digging a well, or a water-channel, or

harvest. When a well or a water-channel is ready, the Brahman is made to offer prayers, and after

this they are used for watering purposes. When the harvest has commenced a big wheaten loaf is

brought to the field and distributed among all the men present, or a goat is sacrificed and taken

home. When corn is separated from the chaff it is collected in a large heap and worshipped, and

a portion of it is set aside for the god. The scrapings are stored in bags or boxes. The people

do not use fresh corn without feeding a Brahman with it. Also- some grain is devoted to the

deceased ancestors, with which Brahmans are fed. At the end of the year — i. e,, at the end of the

Jcharif season, when all the crops have been garnered — the people of the village bring their god

from his temple with great Sdat and worship him and sacrifice to him a goat* All the persons

accompanying the god and saints and mendicants are fed. Generally this entertainment is given by

several villages from the month of BMdon to Magh, and is called bhadronju, halan
, jdgrd, yanild

j)ehrd or mdghoji .

247. Sowing for the rabi crops begins in Asoj and ends in Poh, and that for the kharif

continues from Chet to Har. The reaping of crops begins in Baisakh and ends in Har for the rabi,

and that for the kharif begins in Asoj and ends in Maghar. Sowing and reaping not done at the

proper time is defective, and excess or want of rain on both these occasions is harmful.

248. There are no special gods for special seasons.

249. No tribe has any particular god, nor is caste of any importance in becoming a disciple.

People can worship any god they choose.

LXXV. — Food and Drink.

250.

A detail is given below of the use, or otherwise, of wine, beef, the flesh of a monkey, pork,

cloven-hoofed or uncloven-hoofed animals’ flesh, fowls, fish with or without scales, shark, snake, mice,

and other insects, and food of which another person has been eating.
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Yed Pathi Brahmans or those living in plains, Bhfibras, Banins, Khshatriyas, and Bairagi

mendicants neither eat nor touch any oil these articles.

Brahmans of the hills, Rajputs, Suds, Bohras, Kanaits, goldsmiths, Jats, barbers, gardeners r

milkmen, potters, masons, washermen, dyesinkers, carpenters, smiths, Thathera or Bhar&rfts,

minstrels or Turfs, or Dakis, and Dhadis, if Saivas or S&ktaks, eat the flesh of animals and

use wine ;
if Vaishnavas, they do not.

The Saivas use the following : — Wine of all sorts
;
flesh of goats, either male or female

;

desh of male sheep
;
pork; flesh of wild fowl

;
fish of every kind. There is no rule for the use-

or otherwise, of the flesh of animals with cloven or uncloven hoofs. Some men eat the flesh of cloven

hoofed animals, and others do not. The same is the case with animals with uncloven hoofs and wild

birds. The flesh of the peacock, crow, kanskardi ,
heron, and kite, etc., is not used.

The Cbanals, Kolis, ministrels, shepherds, sweepers, cobblers, sailors or boatmen, and weavers

use beef, the flesh of buffaloes, pork, flesh of cloven-hoofed and uncloven-hoofed animals, except

those mentioned above and the flesh of a snake, a jackal, or a mouse.

No tribe eats anything of which a person of another tribe has been eating. Also men of the

same tribe do not use food left after eating by another person. If a person of low caste be in the

service of a person of high caste, then he can eat the food left by his master. A wife can use the

food left by her husband, and children can use food left by their parents or elder brothers.

* 251* Some men do not take meat in the rains. They do not use cold things in winter, and

warm things in summer.

252. It is forbidden by religion to take meat in the rains. In other seasons some things

sire not used in order to preserve health.

253. Widows and small children do not use meat. There is no difference between men
and women, minors and adults, poor and rich, in taking or rejecting other foods.

254. None but the Chanals and low castes use the flesh of inonkeys, elephants, cows,

oxen, herons, etc., for they are regarded as belonging to the gods.

IiXXVI. — Dining Customs.

255. Among the Hindus none but Kayasthas eat together. Every adult person eats oh

a separate table. Minor boys and girls can take food 'with their parents, but' only as long-as

they are six or seven years old.

256. Men and women do not eat together among the Hindus.

257. After the food is ready, a little of everything cooked' is set apart for the god, and

some of it is consigned to the fire of the hearth. Then it is laid before all the men. Every

man puts aside, from his own plate, some portion fo£ji cow, and a little is given to the crows

and dogs. Some is put in the fire, and the
4
rest is eaten.

, . .< There is no peculiarity concerning eating and drinking, except that it is an ancient

custom.
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LXXVH.— Stimulants and Medicines.

259. Stimulants and medicines are indifferently used. Some men do not use medicines

prepared by a doctor who is of a low caste. Medicines, containing anything the use of

which is prohibited by religion, are not used. No particular custom deserves mention.

260. People use wine at the time of the Holi or on any other happy occasion.

261. Wine is often used as a preventive of epidemics, like cholera, etc.

262. Drinking and nse of other stimulants is regarded in the following manner by

people :
—

(1) Excessive drinking is badly thought of, if it produces lowness of spirits and brain fever.

If it is used in small quantities, so as not to bring on excitement, or not to retard the ordinary'

course of business, then it is considered no harm to drink.

(2) The use of charas and ganja ( intoxicating hemp drugs ) is considered wicked.

(3) Use of opium to prevent some bodily disease or infirmity is not thought bally of,

but otherwise it is looked down upon.

(4) To smoke ckandu (a hemp drug) is considered wrong.

(5) The nse of bhang (a light hemp drug) in summer as a cooling draught is thought goudi

(
To be continued. )

MISCELLANEA.

THE SEASONS OE GIRDHAR SADHU.

By the Poetess Sanvri Sahhi.

Text.

Girdhar, bans! bajx
;
Shim, terf awaz sunkar

main danri.

Rim]him rim]him meha barseh tat: Jamna

par lagt jhari.

I.

Pahla mahina Asarh lagiya ;
rnera dil ho raha

bborangi.

Pandit, joshi, sahhi Mjh liye ;
Mjh liya ramta

jog1-

Girdhar, bansi baji, &c.

II.

Dflsr& maWn& Stem lagiy&; liaryali ho rah!

jangal men.

Dam dam par y&d karfin ;
thi jhurwat apne

mahlan men.

Girdhar, bansi baji, &c.

III.

BhSdoh rnn'htni it ghan. gatje, dhamak tarfn,

chhatyan larzen.

Wa, Man Mohan, kathori mere dil ki, dard koi

* nahin bfijhe.

Girdhar, bans! baji, &c.

Translation.

Girdhar, thy lute sounded
;
Shim, hearing

the sound I hastened to thee.

Heavily, heavily fell the rain : I hastened to

the Jamna.

I.

The first month June has come; my heart is in

a turmoil.

Priests, astrologers, all have I consulted; I have

consulted the wandering jogi.

Girdhar, thy lute sounded, &e.

II.

The second month July has come ; the grass is

green in the woodlands.

Every moment I recall them ; there was suffering

in my palace.

Girdhar, thy lute sounded, &c.

III.

In the third month August the clouds thunder*

and the lightning falls and the heart grieves.

Alas, Man Mohan, fascinator of my heart, no one

considers my pain. -

Girdhar, thy lute sounded, &c.
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IY.

Asoj asa lagi rahi, Sakhi ri ;
djbfi na aye Har

Khrishnd.

Tulsi ki mala leke hath men, Bam Ram ratna

ratna.

Girdhar, bansi baji, &c.

V.

K&tik karm-bhag mere chfike nahin mile Nand ke

mm.
Makar ki latak mere man bas gai ; ri Mohan-

mdl4!

Girdhar, bansi baji, &c.

VI.

Mangbnr mang bbari naksak se, sab zfewar mera

sone k&.

Ajhfin na ae. Kin barm&e? Bara and&sha bai

pi ka.

Girdbar, bansi baji, &e.

YII.

Pob piya mad mati dolen, jtih Sawan ki bai

bijli

Palpal bars paid
;

pal bite
;
jdn bite, 3On jan

sabaye.

Girdbar, bansi baji, &c.

VIII.
Mob mabinaman mera atka : Har darshan ki bdn

piyasi.

Airftt apna sir mori ; ajhuh na ae Birj-basi.

Girdbar, bansi baji, fee.

IX.
PMgan phag kbel Man Mobans ’abir, guMl, ude

roll ;
-

Ktsar rang ki kieh babi bai; lipat jhapat kbelen
Holi.

Girdbar, bansi baji, &e.

X.
Cbet mabina at mohe chinta lagi

;
bMl gbar na

sdjhe.

Pa^n pati piy&re, Man Mohan, bilA darsban kot
na pdehhe.

Girdbar, bansi baji, &e. . _

XI.
Baisakh mabina sab sakbi milkar, Dewal ptijan
men jati.

Sh&m mile to sab dukb bicbben, sital bo meri
chh&ti

Girdbar, bansi baji, &c.

XII.
Jetb mabina tapen deota bicb Puhar Kushavarti.
3aavri Sakbi par kirpd kijio; &n milen Mathrd-
w: '

16Srtbar, bans! baji, fee.

IY.

September bas commenced, O Sakbi
; Har

Khrisbnd bas not yet come.

I take my tulsi garland in my hand to repeat the

name of Ram again and again.

Girdbar, tby lute sounded, &c.

V.

In October my heart grieves that I have not met
the son of Nand.

Tbe brilliancy of bis crown bas filled my heart

;

ob the Mohan necklace !

Girdbar, tby lute sounded, &e.

VI.

In November I have braided my bail*, and put on
al] my golden jewels.

Yet be comes not. Who has deceived him?
Great is tbe anxiety in my heart.

Girdhar, tby lute sounded, &c.

YII.

In December my love is filled with pride, like tbe

lightning of July.

Tbe separation of a year has passed ; I suffer tbe

separation
;
as I suffer, so my life passes.

Girdbar, thy lute sounded, &c.

VIII.

In January my heart is in love: I am athirst

for a sight of Har.

Tbe spring is set; yet tbe dweller in Brij comes
not.

Girdbar, tby lute sounded, &e.

IX.

In Pebruary Man Mohan bas come to play : dbir,1

guldl2 and roll 3 are used

;

Saffron has fallen lavishly; leaping and dancing
they play at tbe Holi.

Girdhar, tby lute sounded, &c.

X.
In March my heart is grieved; pleasure comes
not to my bouse.

The master of my life, Man Mohan, bas not
asked, to see me.

Girdbar, tby lute sounded, &c.

XL
In April all my companions go together to tbe

Diwali festival.

If I meet Sham, all my trouble is eased and peace

enters my breast.

Girdbar, thy lute sounded* &c.

XII.

In May tbe gods do penance on Kushavarti Hill.

Do Sanvri Sakhf a favour that she may meet tbe

dweller in Mathra.

Girdbar. tby lute* sounded, fee.
- *

* Tbe red powder,thrown by the people on one another at tbe Holt. „ , v

2 A wiaftece el rice, ferraerio and alum with acid used to paint the forehead. * Saffron ambergrii.
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A PLAN FOR A UNIFORM SCIENTIFIC RECORD OF THE
LANGUAGES OF SAVAGES.

Applied to the Languages of the Andamanese and Kicohnrrse.

BY SIB EICHAED C. TEMPLE.

( Continuedfrom p. 251 .

)

III.25

THE THEORY OF UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR APPLIED
TO THE NICOBARESE LANGUAGE.

Prefatory Bemarks.
The Nicobarese speak one Language in six Dialects so different as to be mutually unintelli-

gible to the ear. These six Dialects are, from North to South, Car Nicobar, Chowra, Teressa, Central,

Southern, and Shorn Pen (vide Map attached).

The chief place of European residence has always been Nancowry Harbour, where the Central

Dialect is spoken and hence that Dialect is by very far the best known. Therefore, except where

otherwise specially stated, all examples and all vernacular words quoted are taken from that Dialect.

Diacritical marks have not been used, except where unavoidable.

The works of Prof. Kuhn, Griinwedel, Vaughan Stevens, and Pater W. Schmidt were not

available to me while writing this Grammar.

I.— GENERAL DESCRIPTION,
a. — History of the Study.

The Nicobarese Language in the Central Dialect has been long since studied. Vocabularies,,

collections of sentences, and partial Grammars of this Dialect have been made at intervals by various

missionaries and others from 1711 onwards— the two Jesuit Fathers Faure and Bonnet in 1711

;

Surgeon Fontana of the Austrian vessel Josefund Theresia in 1778 (published 1795) ;
G. Hamilton

in 1801; the Danish missionary Eosen in 1831-4
; Fathers Chabord and Plaisant (in Teressa) in

1845 ;
Fathers Barbe and Lacrampe in 1846 ;

Dr. Rink in the Danish vessel Galatkea in 184G

;

the Austrian Novara Expedition in. 1857 (published in 1862), with additions by de Roepsfcorff and

others under Colonel H. Man
;
Maurer in 1867

;
Mr. A. G. Man in 1869 ;

comparative statement

by V. Ball of all information np to 1869 ;
Mr. E. H. Man in 1871 onwards ; F. A. de Roepstorff

in 1876 onwards; Dr. Svoboda of the Austrian Aurora Expedition, 1886 (published 1892).

Ten Vocabularies and a translation into the Central Dialect of 27 Chapters of the Gospel of

St. Matthew were made by the Danish Moravian missionaries (Herrnhuter) in 17G8—87. These are

still preserved in manuscript at Herrnhut, and were partially embodied in de Roepstorff’s

posthumous Dictionary of the Nancowry (Central) Dialect , 1884; a capital book with valuable

appendices, requiring, however, retransliteration for English readers,

b.—Man’s Enquiries into the Central Dialect.

But the latest and best attempt to reproduce this Dialect is Mr. E. H. Man’s Dictionary of the

Central Nicobarese Language, 1889. This contains also a brief and valuable attempt at the Grammar

and a Comparative Vocabulary of all the Dialects. The system of transcription adopted is the very

competent one of the late Mr. A. J. Ellis. Mr. Man had the advantage of all the labours of his

predecessors, together with a much longer residence in the islands than any of them and better means

of locomotion. To these he has added the accuracy and care which distinguish all his work. In

this Article, therefore, his book has been followed for the facts of the language and the forms of its

words and all the examples given in it are culled from the great number of sentences he has recorded.

I?or the mode of presentation I am, however, responsible, as Mr. Man attempted in his Grammar

to explain the language exclusively from the current English view of Grammar, rather than to

present its character as a scientific study.

The other Dialects only find a place in Mr. Man’s studies and are still but little known, no one

with sufficient scholarly equipment or inclination having ever resided on any of the islands for the

time necessary to study them to the extent that has been possible at Nancowry.

25 Largely reprinted with additions and many corrections from Chapter IY, Part Il/of the Census Report,

India, 1W1, Vol. III.
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c.— Philological Value.

The Nicobarese speak one language, whose affinities are with the Indo-Chinese Languages, as.

represented nowadays by the Mon Language of Pegu and Annam and the Khmer Language of

Cambodia amongst civilised peoples and by a number of uncivilised tribes in the Malay Peninsula

and Indo-China. It has affinities also with the speech of the tribes in the Peninsula, who are

generally classed as “wild Malays” (Orang-utan and Orang-bukit ),
so far as that speech has come

under the old influence of the Indo-Chinese Languages. The Nicobarese language is thus of

considerable value pliilologically, as preserving, on account of isolation and small admixture with

foreign tongues for many centuries, the probable true basis for the philology of the Languages of the

Indo-Chinese Family.

d."— Dialects.

The language is spoken by 6,300 people in six Dialects, which have now become so differentiated

m details as to be mutually unintelligible, and to be practically, so far as actual colloquial speech is

concerned, six different languages. These dialects are limited in range by the islands in which they

are spoken—
1. Car Nicobar (population 3,451 ).

2. Ghowra (population 522 ).

8. Teressa with Bompoka (population 702).

4. Central — Camorta, Nancowry, Trinkut, Katchal (population 1,095).

5. Southern— Great Nicobar Coasts and Kondul, Little Nicobar and Pulo Milo*
( population

192).

6. Shorn Pen— inland tribe of Great Nicobar ( population 348 ).

e.— Mutual Unintelligibility.

Although it can be proved that the Nicobarese Language is fundamentally one tongue, yet the

hopeless unintelligibility of the dialect of one Island to the ear of the people of another may be

shown by the following example :

—

Car Nicobar.

om paiakua dra chian kd ' tdrik

don’t a 'raid not I eat man

Central.

wot meh pahoa chit okngok ten paiyuh

don’t you afraid I-not eat to man

Sense of Both.

Don’t be afraid ! I don’t eat men
! ( I am not a cannibal ).

f.— Foreign Influence.

L* spite of the aptitude or the people for .picking up such foreign tongues as they hear spoken,
quite a few foreign words have been adopted into their speech. Examples are—

From Portuguese.

Nicobarese. English.

sliapata cask

lebare elephant

shapeo rupee

Santa Marla shaman, sorcerer

Deuse, Beos

From Hindustani.
shal, sal

From Malay.
mongko an evil spirit

kapo fowl

koching

English.

boot

buok, paper

hat

copper money
“ God”

salt

cup

buffalo

cat

Nicobarese,

p!pa

lifanta

rupla

pater

iwipofc2^

haiyam

* “ spirits of the departed ghosts, one of which is iwi-pot, pot being the Sanskrit hhdta through
s jme Indo-Chinese form. e
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Only a century ago Portuguese was the trade language of the islands, with a sprinkling o:

Danish, German, and English. Malay and Chinese were both so before the Portuguese dav, and now
English, Burmese, and Hindustani are well understood. Indeed, the nature ox the trade at any given

island can be tested by the foreign languages best understood there. E. g on Car Nicobar, Burmese

is best understood, and then English and Hindustani : Malay and the other Xieoharese dialects not

much. On Chowra, Hindustani, Tamil, Malay, and English are spoken to a limited extent, and

there is a trading knowledge of the other Xieoharese dialects, except Shorn Pen. On Teressa, Malay,

Burmese, and English are the languages, with the dialects of Chowra and the Central Group. In

the Central Group they talk Hindustani, Malay, English, Chinese, and a little Burmese, with the

dialects of the South and Teressa. In the Southern Group they talk Malay, Hindustani, Chinese,

and English, with the Central Dialect.

The women know only their own dialect, and are dumb before all strangers. And here, as

elsewhere among polyglot peoples, natives of different islands sometimes have to converse in a

mutually known foreign tongue (e. g„ Hindustani, Burmese, Malay, or English), when unable to

comprehend each other’s dialects.

g.— Effect of Tabu on the Language.

There is a custom of tabu, which in the Nicobars, a3 elsewhere when it is in vogue, has serious-

ly affected the language at different places, at least temporarily. Any person may adopt any

word, however essential and common, in the language a3 his or her personal name, and when he or

she dies it is tabued for a generation, for fear of summoning the ghost. In the interval a synonym

has to be adopted and sometimes sticks, but that this is not very often the case is shown by a

comparison of the Vocabularies published or made in 1711, 1787, 1876, and 1889, which prove that

the language possesses a stability that is remarkable in the circumstances of its being unwritten and

therefore purely colloquial, spoken by communities with few opportunities of meeting, and subject to

the changing action of tabu.

h.— Method of Speech.

The Nicobarese speech is slurred and indistinct, but there is no abnormal dependence on tone

accent, or gesture to make the meaning clear. The dialects are, as might be expected, rich in

specialised words for actions and concrete ideas, but poor in generic and abstract terms.

i.—A Highly Developed Analytical Language.

Xieoharese is a very highly developed Analytical Language, with a strong resemblance in

grammatical structure to English. It bears every sign of a very long continuous growth, both of

syntax and etymology, and is clearly the outcome of a strong intelligence constantly applied to its

development. Considering that it is unwritten and but little affected by foreign tongues, and so has

not had extraneous assistance in its growth, it is a remarkable product of the human mind. There

is no difference in the development of the different dialects. That of the wild Shorn Fen is a?

“advanced” in its structure as the speech oi the trading Car Xieoharese.

j.

—
* Nature of Growth.

The growth of the language has been so complicated, and so many principles of speech have

been partially adopted in building it up, that nothing is readily discoverable regarding it. The

subject and predicate are not at once perceptible to the grammarian, nor are principal and

subordinate sentences. The sentences, too, cannot at once be analysed correctly, nor can the roots

of the words without great care be separated from the overgrowth. Neither syntax nor etymology

are easy, and correct speech is very far from being easily attained.

k. — Order of the Words.

Grammatically the point to bear in mind is the order of the words, which is practically the

English order, especially as functional inflexion is absent to help the speaker to intelligibility, and

there is nothing in the form of the words to show their elass, whether nouns, verbs, adjectives, and

so on. Prepositions, conjunctions, anxiliaries, adverbs, and the “ particles ” of speech are freely

used, and so are elliptical sentences. Compound words, and phrases, consisting of two or more

words just thrown together and used as one word are unusually common, and the languages show

their Par Eastern proclivities by an extended use of 45 numeral co-efficients.”
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l. — Difficult Etymology.

The great difficulty in the language lies in the etymology. Words are built up of roots and

stems, to which are added prefixes, infixes, and suffixes, both to mark the classes of connected words

and to differentiate connected words when of the same class, t. e.> to show which of two connected

words is a verb and which a noun, and to mark the difference in the sense of two connected nouns,

and so on. But this differentiation is always hazily defined by the forms thus arrived at,

and the presence of a particular classifying affix does not necessarily define the class to which the

word belongs. So also the special differentiating affixes do not always mark differentiation.

Again the affixes are attached by mere agglutination, in forms which have undergone phonic

change, and by actual inflexion. Their presence, too, not ^infrequently causes phonic change in,

and inflexion of, the roots or stems themselves.

The chief peculiarity of the language lies in a series of Ct suffixes of direction,” indicating the

direction (North, South, East, West, above, down, below, or at the landing-place) in which action,

condition, or movement takes place. But even suffixes so highly specialised as these are not by any

means only attached to words, the sense of which they can and do affect in this way.

It is just possible that “ North = up there : South = down there : West = below : East =
in towards ” have reference to the original migrations of the people, because the general direction of

a migration, still in steady progress, of half-civilised tribes of considerable mental development on
the Northern Burmese frontiers is North to South regularly. But this point would require proof.

It is thus that only by a deep and prolonged study of the language, one can learn to recognise

a root, or to perceive the sense or use of an affix, and only by a prolonged practice could one hope to

speak or understand it correctly in all its phases. Nicobarese is, in this sense, indeed a difficult

language.
m.— Specimens of the Speech.

The following sample sentences in the Central Dialect will sufficiently exhibit the manner of

Nicobarese speech.

The abbreviation c. i. r. = connector of intimate relation, a point to be explained later on. By
translating it “ in respect of” the sense of the Nicobarese sentences in which it occurs becomes clear.

Sample Sentences in the Central Dialect.

1 .

am inoat lamang ten chiia

that knife belong to I

( that knife belongs to me ).

2 .

inoat ta shong ot

knife e. i. r. sharp is

(the knife is sharp ).

3 .

&hre ane ndang shaneh kwomhata ten chiia

both that thing spear give to I

( give me both those spears ).

4 .

iteala poatore Jcdmkeng en an
sleep always noon c. i. r. he

(he is always asleep at noon : the Nicobarese idiom is however really « noon (is) always asleep
for him”).

5 .

an ehuh Tiarra halau loe Tt&n de

he go see buy cloth wife own
(he has gone to see about buying cloth for his wife).

6 .

le&t etchai—chakd-Mbare chiia oal kaiyl de
did greet—-face—paper (read aloud) I in road own
( 1 read it aloud while I was travelling ).
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etchai—chaka—libare ch.ua tanang
read—aloud I arrived

( he arrived while I was reading aloud ),

7.

ta

c. i.

an
he

8 .

ta

c. i. r.

fihowa
beat

tax

by

harra ta chau de

see c. i. r. elder-brother own
chia an kenyum ledt chim

father his child did crj

(his child cried ou seeing its eider brother beaten by its Father).

9 .

chua fihowa tai an ta ong blkdki

I beat by he c. i. r. pasi-of-today morning

( I was beaten by him this morning ).

10 .

paitshe shi lot at ta ofe

gome old cloth has c, i. r. they ( more than two

)

( they have some old cloth ).

11.

hatom? yuang kamatoTca habit ta wake

how-many 1 persons dancers present c. i. r. last-night

( how many dancers were there last night ? )

12 .

an hat Wan men

he not child you

( he is not your child).

13.

oal hoptep men ta ngong

in box you e. i. r. nothing

(there is nothing in your box).

ane banyut Jialau men

that coat buy you

(from whom did you buy that coat ? )

chua olcldhngato an hdtb

I permit he live

( I let him live in my hut ).

chua leap hichal

I can swim

(I can swim).

14.

Ibngto-ten

from

15.

ta

c. i. r.

16.

chit

who?

nt

hut

chua

l

17.

taina

because

linheh chit leap ohngoh

to-day 1-not can eat

(I cannot eat to-day because I am sick ).

zi.—Bibliography*.

Books.

tu

sick

1810. Lettres Edifiantes, Yol. XI, Toulouse.

1867. Maurer, Die Nihobaren (valuable Bibliography: English, Danish, and German,

1799— 1763).

1870. Selections from the Records of the Government of India, No.LXXVII, Nicobar Islands

( valuable Bibliography).

1875. De RoepstorS, Nicobar Vocabulary: Calcutta Government (valuable references

French, Danish, and German ).

1884. De Roepsfeorff, Dictionary of the Nancowry Dialect

:

Calcutta ( valuable references to

Danish works ).
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1883. Man, Nicobar Vocabulary

:

London. ,

1889. Man, Dictionary of the Central Nicobar Language : London.

Journals.

Anthropological Institute. Man (many) Skeafc.

Asiatic Researches . Colebrooke (1794) : Hamilton, Vol. II (1801 ),

Asiatic of Bengal. Pe Roepstorff ( 1870).

Indian Antiquary. Man (many) : Temple ( many).

Journal of the Indian Archipelago . Cliopard ( Vol. Ill, 1844 ).

Philological Society. A. J. Ellis ( 18b2 ).

Straits Branch R. A. S. Blagden.

Pamphlets.

1812. Latrobe, Letters from the Nicobars .

1846. Barbe, Notice of the Nicobars .

ii.— grammar.
a. — The Theory of Universal Grammar.

I will now proceed to discuss the Nicobarose Language on the lines of the Theory of Universal
Grammar already explained, using the Central Dialect for the purpose, and avoiding diacritical

marks, except where necessary to the context. * The familiar grammatical terms will be inserted in

brackets beside the novel ones used, whenever necessary, in order to make statements dear in

a familiar manner.

b.— Example of Sentences of One Word.

The Nicobarese, like all other peoples, can express a complete meaning or sentence by an integer
or single word, or by a phrase representing a single word: but they do not use this form of speech to

excess. Thus

:

Central Dialect.

wee r oyakare

aiyakare

are

oh

skesh

huhh-huhh-hunh

ahTali-ah

eh-en-eh-eh

hash

ha-ha-a-a

e.— Subject and Predicate.

Nicobarese sentences, when of more than one word, are usually, but not always, clearly divided into
subject and predicate, as can be seen from an examination of tbesample sentences above given. Thus:

P= predicate : S= subject. The numbers below refer to the sample sentences.

( 1 ) ane (S) inoat (S) lamang (P) ten (P) chua (P).
' ' '

inoat (S) ta (S) shong (S) ot (P).

anre(P) ane (P) noang (P) shanen (P) kwombata (P) ten (P) chua (P)
;
{S not expressed).

' v J

an (S) chuh (P) harra (P) halan (P) loe (P) kan (P) de (P).
leat (P) etchai-chaka-lebare (P phrase) chua (S) oal (P) kaiyi (P) de (P).
etchai-chaka-lebare (P phrase) chua (S) tanang (P) ta (P) an (P), - -

harra-ta-chau-de-ta-finowa-tai-chia (S phrase) an (8) kenyum (S) leat (P)
chim (P). (Here “ harra — etc. — chia ” is a phrase, “ see (ing) elder-brother
beaten by father, m the subject part of the sentence),

chua (8) finowa (P) tai (P) an (P) ta (P) ong (P) olhaki (P).

English.

oh ( astonishment

)

alas

oh ( pain )

dear me (compassion)

ah ( dislike )

ugh ( disgust

)

hush

tut ( rebuke )

pooh

hurrah, bravo

English.

lor

there ( annoyance)

what a pity

Central Dialect.

tochangtd

hah-a-a

boh
go on (encouragement) shial

there’s no saying anyapa
who knows ahyachii

what's that p kasbi ?

thingummy (doubt) cliinda

thingembob ( doubt ) chuanda

( 2 )

(3)

(5)
( 6 )

(7)

( 8 )
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( 10 ) paitshe (S) shi (S) loe (S) ot (P) ta (P) o:e (P).

( 11 ) batom (S) yuang (S) kanmtoka ($) kakar (P) ta(P) wake (P).

( 12 ) an (3) liat ^P) koan (P) men (P).

( 14 ) ane (P) banjut (P) Iialau (P) men (S) Ion-toten (P) elil (P).

(15) ehua (S) okiakngato (P) an (P) kafco (Pj ta (P) ni (F) chaa (P).

( 16 ) ehua (S) leap (P) kiehal (P).

( 17 ) liuhen (P) chit (S) leap (P) okngok (P) taina (S) tu (P).

Two of the sample sentences present a peculiarity in expressing Subject and Predicate.

(4) iteak poatore kdmheng en an
asleep always noon c. i. r. lie

This can be properly and directly translated, “be is always asleep at noon”
;
but the Xieobarese

idiom runs in English, “noon is always asleep for him,” the predicator (verb) “is” being

unexpressed. So that the sentence is properly divided thus

—

iteak (P) poatore (P) kamheng

(S) en (P) an (P).

( 13 ) :oal hoptep men, ia nffung

in box you c. i. r nothing

Here- we have both Subject and Predicate in an elliptical form, and in English, though

translateable at once as “ there is nothing in your box,” the sentence really runs “(the contents,

not expressed) in your box (are, not expressed) as nothing.” So that neither the subject nor the

Predicator (verb) are expressed, but we have instead merely a phrase explaining the subject

placed in apposition to another phrase illustrating the predicate. The sentence, in fact, as it

stands, consists of an explieator (adjective
)

phrase, placed in apposition to an illustrator (adverb)

phrase, and is divided elliptically thus— oal-hoptep-men ( S ) ta-ngong (P).

d.— Principal and Subordinate Words.

The words in the sample sentences are also clearly, but not readily, divisible into principal and

subordinate. Thus
: „ .

( 1 ) ane { sub.) moat (prin.) in the subject : lamang (
prim) ten-chua ( sub.) in the predicate.

(2) inaat (prin.) ta-shang (sub.) in the subject.

( 3 )
all the words are sub. to Jciaomhata in the predicate.

( 4 )
iteak poatore en-an are all sub. to a predicator ( verb ) unexpressed.

( 5 ) loe ktzn de are all sub. to chnh-harra-h dau (‘prim) in the predicate.

-( 6 ) leat (sub.) etcha :-chaka-hbare (prin-) oaLdf&iyi (sub.)

( 7 )
here are two separate sentences— the first has one word in each part, and in the second

ta and an are sub. to- tanang in the predicate. In full analysis the first sentence

is an illustrator (adverb) phrase illustrating the predicator (verb) in the second.

( 8 ) in the subjective part harra-ta-ehau-de-ia-finowa-tai-chia and an are sub. to kenyum

and so is leat to chim in the predicate.

( 9 ) all the words in the predicate are sub. to a predicator ( verb) unexpressed.

( 10) - paitshe and sM are sub. to loe in the subject and ta-ofe to ot in the predicate.

( 11 )
katom-ymng are sub. to kamatoka in the subject and ta-ivahe to kakat in the predicate.

( 12 )
all the words in the predicate are sub. to a predicator ( verb J unexpressed,

(18) iii this sentence oal-hoptep-men are sub. to an indicator (noun) unexpressed in the

subject and ta-ng'ong to a predicator ( verb )
unexpressed in the predicate. The

whole of the words actually expressed are thus subordinate,

( 14 ) all the words in the predicate are sub. to halau.

( 15 )
all the words In the predicate are sub. to okiakngato .

( 16 ) leap is sub, to kiehal in the predicate.

(17) here again are two sentences joined by taina
,
because. In the first Hulun and leap

are sub. to okngok in the predicate. In the second taina is sub. to chua (I)

* unexpressed in the subject, and Ut to a predicator verb unexpressed in the predicate.
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e.—Functions of Words.

The next stage in analysis is to examine the functions of the words used in the sample sentences,

and for this purpose the following abbreviations will be used :

—

Abbreviations Used.

int integer. intd introducer.

in indicator. r. c. referent conjuuctor.

e explicator. r. s. referent substitute.

P predicator. c. in complementary indicator.

ill illustrator. c. e. complementary explicator.

c connector. C. ill complementary illustrator.

The sample sentences can then be further analysed thns —

.

(1 ) ane (e) inoat (in) lamang (p) ten { c ) chua (r. s. as c. in).

(2) inoat (in) ta ( c) — shong (e., the whole an e. phrase) ot (p).

(8) cmre ( c. e.) ane (c. e. ) noang ( c. e. ) skanen
( c. in) Jcwomhata ( p) ten(c) —

chua ( r. s. as in., the whole an ill. phrase).

( 4 ) iteak ( e) poatore (ill) Tcamheng (in ) en ( e ) an (r. s. as in) ; iteah-poatore-

en-an- from an ill. phrase ).

( 5 ) an ( r. s, as in ) chuh ( p )
— harrq

( p )
—* halau ( p,, the whole a p. phrase )

loe ( c. in ) lean ( in )
— de ( e., the whole an e. phrase ).

( 6 ) leat ( p )— etchai ( p )
— chaka ( c. in) — lebare

( c. in., the whole a p. phrase

)

chua (
r. s. as in ) oal (c )

— kaiyi ( in ) — de ( e., the whole an e. phrase ).

( 7 ) etchai ( p )
— chaka (

c. in ) — lebare ( c. in )
— chua ( r. s. as in., the whole an ill.

phrase ) tanang ( p ) ta ( ill
)

an ( r. s. as in ).

( 8 ) harra (p)~ ia(c)~ chau ( c. in )— de ( c. e. )
— ta (c) — finowa ( e )

— tai ( c )
chia ( in., the whole an e. clause ) an ( e ) kenyum ( in

) leat ( p )
— chim ( p.,

the whole a p. phrase).

( 9 ) chua ( r. s. as in ) finowa ( e )
— tai ( c)— an

( r. s. as in., the whole an e. phrase

)

ta ( c) — ong { e )
— olhalei (in., the whole an ill. phrase).

(10) paitshe
( e ) sht(e) loe ( in ) ot

(

p

) ta ( c

)

— ofe ( r. s. as in., the whole an ill,

phrase).

(11) katom (e) — yuang (e. f
the whole an e. phrase) kamatoka (in) kakat (p) at

(c) — wahe (in., the whole an ill. phrase).

(12) an(r. b. as in) hat (e) koan ( c. in) men (e).

(13) cal (e) — hoptep (in) — men (r. s. as e., the whole an e. phrase of subject

unexpressed) ta ( c )
— ngong ( in., the whole an ill. phrase of predicate

unexpressed ).

( 14 ) ane ( c. in ) kanyut (c. in ) halau ( p ) men ( r. s. as in ) longtoten ( c ) — chi ( r. s.,

the whole an ill. phrase ).

( 15 ) chua ( r. s. as in ) olclakngato ( p ) an ( r. s. as in )
— hato ( p., the whole c. in

phrase ) ta ( c )
—

• hi ( in
)
— chua ( r. s. as e„ the whole an ill. phrase),

( 16 ) chua ( r. s. as in) leap ( p) — kichal (p., the whole a p. phrase ).

( 17) Unhen ( ill.) chit (r. s. as in ) leap ( p )
— okngok ( p., the whole a p. phrase ) taina

(r. c.) tu (e).
f. Purpose of Sentence Indicated by the Position of the Components.

It will be seen that the purposes of the sentences thus analysed are as under—
(1) Affirmation— Nos. 1, 2, 15, 16, 17. (4) Exhortation— No. 3.

(2) Denial— Nos. 12, 18. (5) Information— Nos. 4,5, 6, 7,8,
( 8 ) Interrogation— Nos. 11, 14. 9, 10.

The sample sentences cover, therefore, the whole range of all speech as regards purpose, and
analysis shows that the Nicobarese rely on the position of the words in the sentence to indicate its

purpose, that no special order is observed for differentiating any particular purpose, aud that the
position of the words is in their language of the greatest importance for the intelligibility of the
sentences. That is, Nicobarese is a language that indicates purpose mainly by the position of the
components of the sentences.
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g. — Order of the Words in the Sentences.

Another analysis of the sample sentences will, therefore, now be made to show what the order

of the words in Nicobarese sentences is.

I.

Subject precedes predicate, but for emphasis can follow it

;

Preceding

:

(i) ane-moat ( S ) lamang-ten-ckua ( P )

and so always, except

( 6 ) leai-etchai-chaka-lebare ( P ) ckua-oal-haiyi-de ( S }.

(7) etchai-okaha-lebare ( P) chua (S) tanang-ta-an ( P

)

II.

Subject, predicate, complement (object).

( 1 ) ane-inoat ( S ) lamang (P ) ten-chia ( 0 ).

Rut the order is reversed for emphasis.

( 3 > anre-ane-noang-shanen (0 ) kwomhata-ten-chia ( P., S, unexpressed ).

( 14 ) me-hanyut (C ) halau (P ) men ( S ) longtoten-chi? (P ).

III.

Explicator (adjective) precedes indicator (noun); or follows it, usually with a connector

(preposition), but also without a connector. Thus :

( a )
Preceding indicator ( noun )

:

(1) ane (e) inoat ( in) lamang ten chua.

(3 )
ante (e) ane (e) noang (e) shanen (in) hwomhata ten chua.

( 4 ) iteah (e ) poatore ( ill. ) hamheng ( in ) en an.

( 5 ) paitshe (e) shi (e ) loe (in) oi ta ofe.

(b ) Following indicator ( noun ) with connector

:

(2) inoat ( in) ta{e> shong(e) ot.

*
. (§) Following indicator without connector

:

“
( 5 ) an chuh harra halau loe Jean (in) de (e).

( 9 ) chua ( in ) finoxca ( e ) tai an ia ong olhahu

(12) an (in) hat (e) loan (in) men (e).

(13) oal hoptep (in) men (e) tangong .

(d) Following indicator (noun) with and without connector :

(&) -Karra ta chan (in) ft ( e. without c. ) ta (c) (e) tai ehia an kenyum

leaf chim.

IV.

Illustrators (adverbs) usually follow, but sometimes precede, predicators (verbs ).

(a) Follow:

£ 3) anre ane noang shanen Itwomhaia ( p ) ten-chua ( 01. phrase ).

( 5 ) an chuh-harra-halau ( p) loe han-de (ill. phrase ).

( 7 )
etcKai-chaka-lebare-cKua ( 01. phrase ) tanang-ta-an ( p. pharse )*

( 10 ) paitshe shi loe ot ( P } ta-ofe ( ill. phrase )

f 11 ) katom yuang kamatoka kakat ( p) ta-wahe ( ill. phrase ).

( 14 ) ane kanyut halau (p ) men bngtoim-ohi ( ill. phrase ).

( b ) Precede

:

( 17 ) linhen ( ill. ) chit leap-bhngok ( p. )
^

But illustrators (adverbs) follow explicators (adjectives).

( 4 ) Ueak (

e

)
poatore ( ill. ) kamheng man.

( 9 ) chua-finowa-tai-an ( e. phrase )
ta-ong-olhaki ( ill. phrase ).

(13 )
oal-hoptep-men (e. phrase ) ta-ngong (ill. phrase ).
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V.

Connectors ( prepositions ) precede the words they connect with preceding words.

(a) Connecting predicator (verb) with complement (object) :

(1) ane inoat lamang ( p ) ten (c ) chua (C).

(3) anre ane noang shanen kwomhata (p) ten (c) chua (C).

(8) harra (p) ta (c ) chau ( C) de tafinowa tai chia an kenyum leat chim .

( b) Connecting predicator ( verb) with illustrator ( adverb ) :

(4) iteak poatore kamheng en ( c) an ( r. s. for ill. phrase). ( p. unexpressed).

(9) chuafinowa tai an ta (c) ong-olhaki (ill. phrase).

(10) paitshe hi loe ot ( p) ta ( c ) ofe ( r. s. for ill. phrase ).

(11) Jcatom yuang kamatoka kakat (p) ta (c ) wahe (ill).

(13) oal hoptep-men ta (c) ngong (in. as an ill. phrase): (here ill, is connected with

p. unexpressed).

(14) an kanyut halau (p) men longtoten (c) chi (r. s. for ill. phrase ).

( 15 ) chua oklahigato an kato ( p ) ta ( c ) ni-chua (ill. phrase),

( c ) Connecting indicator ( noun) with explieator ( adjective ) :

(2) inoat (in ) ta ( c ) shong ( e ) ot

( 6 ) leat-etchai-Ghaka-lebare chua ( in ) oal (c ) kaiyi-de
( e. phrase ).

( 8 ) harra ta chau-de ( in ) ta ( c ) finowa ( e ) tai chia an kenyum leat chim.

(15) oal (c ) hoptep-men ( e. phrase connected with in. unexpressed) ta ngong .

( d ) Connecting explicator (adjective ) with illustrator (adverb ) :

(8) harra ta chau de tafinowa (e) tai (c) chia (in) an kenyum leat chim .

(9) chua finowa (e) tai (c) aw (in) ta ong olhajci.

VI.

Eeferent conjunctors (conjunctions) commence a sentence connected with a previous one.
( 17 ) linhen chit leap okngok ( first sentence ) taina ( r. c.

)

paiyuh26a hat doh katoka

man not can dance ( first sentence

)

koi-haki.

solemn-chaunt (second sentence).

( one may not dance when singing the solemn chaunt).

VII*

Interrogatory Speech.

Introducers ( adverbs ) commence sentences.

kdhe na itd ?

when he here ? ( p. unexpressed ),

( when will he be here ?)

chi yd haiyiian ?

who wish
. pig-hunt?

( who is going to hunt pigs ?)

chun ' omhah ongfwdng en cMaf
which tree cut-dowa c. i. r. I ?

(which tree shall I cut down ? )

chin leang * an ?

what name he? * -
- _

( what is his name ? )

chuang leang an l

what name it ?

(what is its name ? )

tu ( second sentence ).

hen (r. c.) mikdsha

when sing

26a This is an a&ditional illustrating sentence *
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Questions are, however, usually asked by means of an interrogatory prefix, fox, M, Zran

meaning “ what ? ” attached to the subject of the sentence* In every such case the usual

place of the subject is not changed. JEJ. g .

tau men M—an ?

younger-hrother you he ?

( is he your younger-hrother ? )

shwatare ka—men ? ia linheh

return you ? c. i. r* morning
(will you return this morning ? )

mdkngayan 7ca-tn—kdan? men
quite-well c. i. r. child P you

( is your child quite well ? )

mah lea—met ? heang shud men

ever you-not 7 one time you

(have you never once been to Great Nicobar p )

Loong

Great Nicobar

As in many languages, there is an interrogative introducer (adverb) an, which expects

an affirmative answer. 2J. g.

ah ? na tdu men

yes ? he younger-hrother you

( isn’t he your younger-hrother ? )

ah ? men itealda ta linheh

yes ? you drowsy c. i. r. morning

( aren’t you drowsy this morning ? )

ah ? men heang

yes ? you one

( surely you got something p )

The following uses of ka, when prefixed to a word, show the system

language well:—

men itua Zobng

you visit Great Nicobar

( will you visit Great Nicobar or not ? )

ka-hahah 7

no 7

of the Nicobarese

men heu ka-ah 7

you see yes ?

(you saw it, didn’t yon ? )

ka-hahah ?

no ?

ah 7 ha-men P yiang en chm

yes 7 you 7 with c. i. r. I

(are you coming with me ? say,
<c yes or no”)*

Ica-shiri ? na ka-ah l
27

fool ? he yes ?

( what a fool he is !

)

Ica-shiri 7 me ka-ah ?

fool 7 you yes 7

( what a fool you are !

)

olyol

say

ah ka-hahah 7

yes no 7

Ica-shiri 7 cha ka-an 7

fool 7 I Jos 7

( what a fool lam!)

» These three sentences express impatience at anything carelessly done*
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VIII.

Referent Substitutes (Pronouns).

Referent substitutes ( pronouns ) follow the place of their originals

—

( 1 ) ane inoat lamang ten chua (r. s. as in).

( 4 ) iteak poatore kamheng en an (r. s. as ill. phrase ).

( 5 ) an ( r. s. as in) chuh harra halau loe Jean de .

(8) an (r. s. as e. ) kenyuin leat cMm.

(9 ) chuafinowa tai an ( r. s. as ill. phrase ) ta ong olhaki.

(10)

paitshe shi loe ot ta ofe (r. s. as ill. phrase).

(12 ) an (v. s. as in ) hat koan men,

(33) oal hoptep men (r. s. as e.).

(15) chua oklakngato an (r. s. as. in ) kato ta n% chua ( r. s. as e*)«

( 16 ) chua (r. s. as in) leap Jciehal,

(17 ) linhen chit (r. s. as in ) leap okngok taina tu.

The ordinary referent substitutes ( pronouns ) are :

Table of u Personal Pronouns.
99

chua I ina

men thou ( you ) ife

an, na he, she, it ona

hen, chaai we-two ofe

he, chioi we

Chita, men
,
an are ordinarily inflected also to cha, me

f
eh.

hendun ta eh

awake e. i. r. he

you-two

you

they-two

they

B, g .

(awake him).

There is further inflexion of all the (t personal pronouns ** with hat, not, in negative
sentences. Thus

:

chit

met
net ( and hat )

hen-hat

het

inilt

if£t

onat

ofet

Inflexion of some
Thus:

Table of Negative “Personal Pronouns.”

I-not

thou-not

he-not

we-two-not (in full, to distinguish from the next)
we-not l

a

you-two-not (in full, to distinguish from the next)
you-not . .

they-two-not (in full, to distinguish from the next)
they-not

of these words appears again in the questions used when startled.

chua ? kane ? what ? that ? (what was that p ) ( kane ?= ka ? + ane)
chua P kina ? what ? you-two ? (what was that ? ) (kina ?=ka ? + in&)
chua ? kife ? what ? you ? (what was that ?) (kif§ ?£= ka ? + ife )

So, too, in greetings : et-chai-chaTcd (greet-face

)

r greet; then ( et-) chai-chachd-ka

( greet-face-indeed ), or (et- ) ohai-cha-rakai ( greet-face-now'). Then further*—

met-chai° ? how d'you do ? ( met= men + 'et )

inat-chai° ? how d’you do, you two ? (inat= na 4- et )

ifefc-chai
0

? how d’you do, all of you ? ( ifet= ife -f et)

Another common inflexion of the same type may be noticed here* -though it does not
belong to this place : wpt, don’t* for un-hat (do-not). ,
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h. — Order of Connected Sentences.

Connected sentences are usually joined by referent conjuncfcors (conjunctions) and in

sncb cases tbe principal sentence is followed by the subordinate.

(17) linheh chit leap ohngSh (principal sentence) taina (r. c . ) iu (subordinate

sentence ).

ata men mildh laoh taina chua yo

go you play outside ( prin. sentence ) because I wish

iteak

sleep ( sub. sentence )

( go and play outside, because I want to sleep )«

paiyuh hat doh katoka hen mikusha

man not can dance ( prin. sentence ) when sing

koi-haki

solemn-chaunt (sub. sentence).

( one cannot dance, when singing the solemn chaunt ).

Referent substitutes (pronouns) are often, though not always, used in both of two

consecutive sentences. Thus i

ka

,

who, which,

chichi ,
ya , whoever

kae, whatever

in the prin. sentence with shina, the same, in the sub. sentence.

Except when thus used shina should therefore be regarded as a referent conjunctor

( conjunction).

i.— Expression of Connected ^Purposes.

But the tendency of the Nicobarese in indicating connected purposes by speech is to treat

the subordinate Sentence as an integral part of the principal, and to avoid breaking up speech

into separate sentences connected by referent conjunctors ( conjunctions). & g.

( 6 ) leat etchai-chaka-ledare chua oal kaiyi de

did read-aloud I in road own

There are two connected purposes in tbe sentences of this statement: (1)
<l l read

aloud,” (2 ) “ while I was travelling.” But the Nicobarese treats them as one by turning

the subordinate sentence oal-haiyi-de into an explicator (adjective) phrase attached to the

subject “chua, I.

”

(?) etchai-chaka-lehars chua tanang ta an

read-aloud I arrive c. i. r. he

Here the two connected purposes of the statement are more apparent. The information is

(1) “I was reading aland,” (2) “he arrived.” But the Nicobarese has treated the

subordinate sentence eHhai-chaka-lebare chua as an illustrator ( adverb ) phrase of the principal

sentence tanang ta an .

( 8 ) harra

see

an

his

ta chua de

c. i. r. elder-brother own

kenyum leat chim

child did cry

ta finowa tai chia

c. i. r. beat by father

Here we have (1) “his child cried,*’ (2)
4t on seeing its elder-brother beaten by its

father. ” But the subordinate sentence harra ta chau de ta finowa tai chia is treated by the

Nicobarese as an explicator (adjective ) phrase of the subject an kenyum.
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j. Expression of the Functions and Interrelation of Words.

It will have been observed that the Nicobarese express the interrelation of the components

of their sentences by functional connectors ( in their case prepositions ), which form, therefore*

portant part of their speech. Thus :

(i) lamang ten chua

belong to I

(2) inoat ta shong ot

knife c. i. r. sharp is

(3) hwomhata ten chua

give to I

(4) iteak kamheng en an

asleep noon c. i. r. he (is)

(6) Uat etchai-chaka-lelare chua oal kaiyi de

did read-aloud I in road own

(7) harra ta chau de ta finowa tai chia

see c. i. r. elder-brother own c. i. r. beat by father

(8) chua finowa tai an ta ong olhahi

I beat by he c. i. r,
,

past-of-to-day morning

(9) paitshe shi loe ot ta ofe

some old cloth possess c. i. r. they

(10) katom yuang kamatoka lcakat ta wahe

how-many ? persons dancers present c. i. r. last-night

(13) oal hoptep men ta ngong

in box you c. i. r. nothing

(14) ane Jzanyut halau men longtoten chi

that coat buy you from who
(15) chua oklakngato an kato ta m chua

I permit he live c. i. r* hut I

k. — Connectors (Prepositions).

The functional connectors (prepositions) and connector-phrases are necessarily numerous
and their use quite simply expressed. The commonest are :

Table of “ Prepositions .
99

Central Dialect. English. Central Dialect. English.
ten, an, ta, taiai to, at, on ( object) y° to (place)
tai by en, at, kat at

oal, ol in enyah after

ybl, yiang, hokaio

16ngto, lbngtoten,

with

j

pat, taihit, hatyol
hatyiang |

without

ngatai, yang,
longtota, chaka,

>from kae concerning

lambngtotai

ngashi

)

{ about, in relation

(
to

yona-ta^kae f for, account of,

\ sake of
henshat-kae for, place of heangeehuk among
mongyuangne between talashiak along-side
tanuak beneath haroh-tbmtare except
oyuhta till, until tamang as-far-as

ta-tangtatai,

heangetaij |
as-well-as

tamat during

okalhare across y6hne

oakhe
through (a solid)

through a fluid

A good example of their use is the following :

an okaihanga powah longto ta oal due chua
he took-away-south paddle from c. i. r. in canoe I
(he took away to the South the paddle out of (from inside of) my canoe).
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1. — Connectors of Intimate Relation.

The only class of connectors (prepositions) that presents any difficulties is that of the

connectors of intimate relation. These are ta, en
,
pan and may be translated “ in respect of,

as, as for, as to, regarding, as regards, with reference to, concerning, for n according to the

context. They are used for connecting :

( 1 ) indicator ( noun ) with its explicator ( adjective ).

( 2 ) subject and its predicate.

( 3 ) explicator ( adjective ) with its illustrator ( adverb ).

( 4 ) predicator ( verb ) and its complement ( object ).

( 1 ) indicator ( noun ) with its explicator ( adjective).

inoat ta shong 6t

knife sharp is

(the knife is sharp).

paiyuh ta uruhatske dak

man many come

( many men came ).

henyum tai an ta jtrtowa

child by he beat

(the child was beaten by him).

(2) subject and its predicate.

yuchuh pan chua

go-home I

( 3 )

(I am going home).

paitshe homkwbm en men ten

some give thou to

( give me some ).

oal hoptep men ta ngong

in box you nothing

(there is nothing-in your box),

explicator (adjective ) with its illustrator (adverb).

iteak kdmheng en an

asleep noon be

(noon is asleep for him, t* eM be sleeps at noon),

chua fihowa tai an ta ong

chua

I

<*)

I beat by he

( I was beaten by him this morning ).

hat ot lo& ta oal

not is cloth in

( there is no cloth in his box ).

predicator (verb) and its complement ( object ),

harra , ta chela

see elder-brother

( seeing the elder brother ).

paitshe shi I6e

some old cloth

( they have some old cloth ).

wi an en ta

make it to

( make it to-day ).

chit leap wi an

I-not can make it

(I cannot make it).

past-of-to-day

olhahl

morning

hoptep

box
an
he

ot

have

de

own

ta ofe

they

linheh

to-day

eh

to
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The Nieobarese, however, have no idea of usings connectors (conjunctions) merely for

joining two words together. They cannot express “ and ” or “ or ” without a paraphrase. Thus :

ane nina an—dtawa an homkwdm

that this it—another he give

(he gives this and that).

an dak olhakl kahan en chiia

he come morning no I

( he will come in the morning : no : (then ) I, i. a., he or I will come in the morning ).

m. — Order of the Words is the Essence of the Grammar.

But the great point of the speech is the position of the words and that comes out clearly in

the following Instances from the sample sentences, where the words are simply thrown together.

an chuh harra halau lot kcln de

he go see bny cloth wife own

( he has gone to see about buying cloth for his wife )

.

an hat Tcoan meix

he not child you

( :
he is not your child ).

ane kanyut halau men longtoten chi ?

that coat buy you from who?

( from whom did you buy that coat ? )

It would be impossible to make such sentences intelligible, except by the order of the words.

The same principle of simple collocation in a certain order is adopted in elliptical connected

sentences.

oal hopiep men ta ngong

in box you c. i. r. nothing

( there is nothing in yonr box ).

Simple collocation of words, in a fixed order, determining the functions and classes of each

is very common in the language.

chic? lean chiia

}
= my wife’s father

father wife I j

h&n chla men
\

= your father’s wife
wife father you >

diie chang chiia

\ = my own canoe
canoe own I J

hoptej) chang _ chla kdn chiia

box ,
own father wife I

( my wife’s father’s own box ).

n. — Expression in Phrases.

The habit just explained comes out strongly in the simple collocation of appropriate words

to express the various phases of action or condition necessarily connected with predicators

( verbs )• Thus

:

Table of “ Auxiliaries ” to u Verbs.”

orihata

wot or! ( (wot for m hat
,
do not

)

chiia ori

chiia yuangshit6 ori

chiia leat yuangshito yanga ori

chiia yanga or!

chiia leat or!

chiia ori leatngare

chiia y6 or!

beat

don’t beat

I beat ( I am beating)

I busy beat ( I was beatingi)

I finish busy just-now beat (I had been beating)

I just-now beat ( I have just beaten )

I finish beat ( I have beaten, I did beat

)

I beat entirely ( I had beaten

)

I wish beat ( I will beat

)
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chiia enyah ori

chiia aide or!

lak (and shoh) chtia ori

chiia leap orx

chiia doll or!

dohta chiia ori

chiia kaiyahtashe or!

haroh-ta-yande- chiia ori

So with the really ellipsed form orta,

E. g.

1 afterwards beat (I shall beat)

I just-now beat (I am about to beat)

let I beat ( let me beat )

I can beat

I able beat ( I may ( perhaps ) beat

)

duty I beat ( I must ( ought to ) beat

)

I permit-from-some-one beat ( I may, i. e have

the power to, beat

)

expeci-eontinue I beat (I might beat)

aten, where the predicator (verb) is unexpressed.

chiia leat oria

chiia y6 oria

chiia doh oria

and so on.

I finish beaten ( I was beaten)

I wish beaten ( I shall be beaten )

I can beaten ( I may be beaten )

All this shows that the Nicobarese have no idea of u active
99 and “passive voices,” the

expression of the various natural phases of action and condition being merely with thorn a

question of the collocation of certain conventional appropriate words.

o. — Numeral Coefficients.

The habit of collocating conventional words in phrases comes out in another important

point in the Nicobarese language. There is, in common with all Far Eastern languages, but

carried to a far greater extent than usual, a kind of explicator ( adjective ) employed in

Nicobarese, known to grammarians as the “numeral coefficients, ” attached with numerals to

indicators
( nouns), when the numerals themselves are used as explicators (

adjective). Thus?

one cannot say in Nicobarese “ one man,” but one must say “ one fruit man” : i, e., one must

not say heang enkdina, but heang yuang enlccifia. The numeral coefficient is always collocated

with the words to which it is attached between the numeral and the thing enumerated.

Table of Numeral Coefficients.

Central. Car Nicobar.

( 1 ) for human beings and spirit-scaring figures ( bureau ).

yuang (fruit) taka

hoi ( head )

tat , tat-yuang , tat-koi

{ 2 ) for animate moving objects, eggs, parts of the body, domestic and other objects

that are round.

noma ( cylinder ) nong

(3) for fruit.

noctng-yuang taka

( 4 ) for fiat objects, cooking-pots and fishing-nets.

tdh ( wide ) tdk

(5) for dwellings and buildings.

hen momti

( 6 ) for trees and long things.

chanang md

(7) for ships and boats.

dcmn nbng

( 8 ) for bamboos used for keeping shell-lime.

hinle kdhd

(9 ) for bunches of fruit, but for single pine-apples or jpapaya*

tom ( bunch )
lamndha ,

turn

( 10 ) for bundles of yandanus-paste.

manoal, mokonha
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( 11 ) for bandies of split-cane and wood-chips.

pomah chumvi

(12) for bnndle of cane.

mehuijci

(13) for bundles of firewood.

ffiinol

(14) for bundles of tobacco,

lamem milima

{ 15 ) for boobs.

amoka

(16) for ladders.

chaminkda

( 17 ) for pieces of cloth,

shamanap

(18) for cord and fishing lines.

kamildng

Another set of numeral coefficients for “ pair ”
is used in the same way.

tafial pair of cocoanuts, rupees, edible birds’ nest.

tab pair of bamboos for shell-lime.

amok pair of cooking pots.

This principle is carried rather far in the following instances :
—

amah is also used for two pairs of bamboos for shell-lime.

kamintap is a set ( 4 to 5 )
of cooking pots.

ribang is a set of ten pieces of tortoise-shell.

Example

—

Ibe rioang okhdp , three sets of tortoise-shell, i. e t , 30 pieces.

Numeral coefficients appear again in yet another way in the following instances : —

-

tanai shud
, five times, but

ia?iai kotatai five times ( for hammering and hand work )

dhkochat two times (for jumping)

Join kongaldh four times (forgoing)
Ibe konenge three times ( for talking, singing)

Joan kosJnchnkd four times ( for eating, drinking, feeding )

issilt koshidhha seven times ( for washing, bathing )

p.

— Elliptical Sentences.

Elliptical sentences are very common : the obvious predicate being usually unexpressed,

iteak poatore hdmheng en an
,
noon (is) always asleep for him.

an hat koan men, he (is) not your child.

q.

— Analytical Nature of the Language.

We can now perceive generally how the Nicobarese mind regards speech. A Nicobarese
has no idea of using variation in the external form of words to indicate the functions of the

sentences and the interrelation of the component words, but uses position and special additional

words ( connectors) for those purposes : nor does he use anything but position to indicate the

functions of his words. He must consequently, to make himself intelligible, rely mainly on the
order of his words, in the sentence, which thus becoibes of the greatest importance to him.
His language is, therefore, essentially a Syntactical Language of the analytical variety. Briefly

it may be described as an Analytical Language.

r. — Order of Speech,

To the Nicobarese instinct the logical order of speech for all purposes is as follows

( 1 ) subject before predicate.

(2) subject, predicate, complement (object).

{ 3 ) explicator ( adjective ) before indicator ( noun ) : or with connector ( preposition )
after indicator,
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(4) illustrator (adverb) after predicator (verb) or explicator (adjective).

( 5 ) connector ( preposition ) before the word it connects with another.

(6) referent conjnnetor (conjunction between connected sentences) and introducers

(interrogative adverb ) before everything.

(7) referent substitutes (pronouns) follow the position of their originals,

( 8 ) the principal sentence precedes the subordinate.

The Nieobarese has to adhere strictly to this order, and can only vary it when the inherent

qualities of the words used allows him to do so for emphasis or convenience ; as when he makes

the subject follow the predicate, esplieator (adjective) follow indicator (noun) without

connector (preposition), illustrator (adverb) precedes predicator (verb) or esplieator *

(adjective). He has very complicated methods, without using functional variation of form,

of indicating the nature and class of his words, and these necessarily form the chief point

for study in the language as regards the structure of its words.

s. — Classification of Words Depends Primarily on Position in the Sentence.

Primarily there is nothing in external form, which necessarily denotes the function or

functions of a word in a sentence and, therefore, its class or its inherent qualities, i. £.,its nature.

Nor is there primarily anything in external form to show that a word has been transferred

from one class to another. That is, properly the class of a word is known by its nature or by

its position, and its transfer from one class to another is shown by its position.

I have said above “ primarily ” and “properly,” because, like all speakers of highly developed

languages, as analytical languages must necessarily be, the Nieobarese follow one principle of

language chiefly and others in a minor degree. So, as will be seen later on, it is possible

in many, though not in by any means all, cases to classify Nieobarese words by their form.

Examples of the effect of position on the class of a word.

loa, “quick,” esplieator (adjective) is transferred to illustrator (adverb)

“quickly” by position.

mittoi “ false, ” to “ falsehood.
,J

chang ,
“ own, ” predicator ( verb ) to “ own, ” explicator ( adjective).

ken, “ time ” to referent conjnnetor “ when. ”

kapngato, “ remember 99
to “ mindful.

”

]
paitngato

,

“forget” to “forgetful.”

hedd/vnga, “ another 99
to “ otherwise (differently).

”

loatayan, “punctual” to “early” illustrator (adverb).

hoi, “ far” explicator ( adjective) to “far ” illustrator (adverb).

Words of the same form with totally different meanings according to class are known by

position. Thus

Mto as explicator (adjective) means “ silent” : as a predicator (verb) it means

“ dwell.
”

tafiial as an indicator ( noun) means “pair as a numeral explicator (adjective)

or indicator ( noun*) it means “ six.
”

id as an indicator (noun) means “touch” : as an explicator (adjective) it

means “flat,

”

kdhe as an indicator ( noun ) means “ moon ”
: as an referent conjnnetor it means

“ when.
”

yd means “ if,
” “ wish ”

( verb ),
“ to,

” “ thither ” according to its position in the

sentence. B. g.

y6 men yo yo Pu

if you wish to Car Nicobar,

( if you wish to go to Car Nicobar).
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t, — Phrases (Compound Words) Classed as Words.

Phrases (compound nonls) formed of several words thrown together without connectors

are very common. They are treated in the sentence precisely as simple words.

Indicator Phrases (Compound Nouns),

heii-hatbm time-night, night-time. anh-chaka-foin

paiyuh-olcLua man-jungle, jungle-

ii)an. aiiha-oal-hindel

koi-henyCan head-hill, hill-top.

moah-toah

Explieator Phrases (Compound Adjectives),

big-side, corpulent. yo-hnyoie-tai

life-face-crossbow

,

bolt of c.

contents-gun, car-

tridge.

nose-breast, teat.

karil-fap

yo-hnyoie doh-enhngashewish-drunk, intem-

perate.

Predicator Phrases ( Compound Verbs ).

just-now-sweet, be- ingahfie-nung

come sweet.

wi-kaiyl-dak

wish-drunk-make,

intoxicating,

can-recover, able.

alde-shiang just-now-sweet, be- ingalifie-nang inform-ear, send

word.

make-road-water,

drain.

The use of such phrases ( compound words ) as single words is proved by the following

examples :
—

I. Boots: ru, shade; hdi, head. Then

ha ru ngare

pref. shade sufL
(1)

( 2 )

( 3 )

lia-

pref.

ha—
pref.

-Icui

go into the shade

take shelter

shade the head
shade head

-ru ya hoi—re

shade suff. head suff.

In this case we have :

( 1 ) root 4- pref. -f- suff. ( simple word ).

( 2 ) root 1 -f root 2 4- pref. ( compound word ).

( 3 ) root 1 4- pref. 4- suff. = first word ( 4- ) root 2 *f suff. = second word, the

whole being a compound word. The third case shows clearly that the whole
compound is looked upon as one word grammatically constructed.

II. Boots : turn28 ( lost r. ), tie
;

Icth
,
leg. Then

(1) turn a lah

tie suff. 4* leg

tied by the leg ( simple word )

(2) om turn •Idh

pref. tie 4- leg

tie the legs (compound word )

3 II. Roots: turn (lostr.), tie; hodl
i
arm.

(1) him—

a

hodl tied by the arms, pinioned ( simple word )

tie sr If. arm 9

(2) om —t,*.n—hodl

pref. tie -p arm
tie by the arms, pinion ( compound word )

III.—ETYMOLOGY,
a.— Classification of Words Depends Primarily on Their Order in the Sentence.

It has been already noted that the Nicobarese relies mainly on the position and inherent
qualities of his words, i. e on their nature, for a complete expression of his meaning, and that

there is nothing in the external form of the words which necessarily indicates their class, or

28 This root is seen again in such words as iom-dl, tom-mdls collect, gather: ha-tom, assemble.
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whether a word, as used in a sentence, belongs to its original class or has been transferred to

another. That is, there is nothing to show that leap
,
can, and wi, do, are predicators (verbs ),

or that oyuhta , till, is a connector ( preposition ), or that due, canoe, and hdi
7 head, are indicators

(nouns), except their actual meaning.

Again, there is nothing to show when the indicator ( noun ) chiia
,

I, is transferred to

explicator (adjective) “ my, ” or when Ida, quick, explicator (adjective) is transferred to

illustrator (adverb) “ quickly, ”
or when lecit, did, predicator ( verb ) is transferred to illustrator

(adverb) ‘‘ already,’* except their position in the sentence.

b.— Classification of Words Depends Secondarily on Form.

But, nevertheless, the Nicobarese have means of indicating the class to which a word has

been transferred, or to which of two or more classes connected words in different classes belong,

and of differentiating connected words belonging to the same class. They can thus make
their speech clearer than would be possible, if they entirely trusted to the mere collocation of

their words.

e.—Form Created by Radical Prefixes, Infixes, and Suffixes.

The Nicobarese manage to differentiate connected words by adding, in various complicated

ways, affixes of all the three sorts,— prefixes, infixes, and suffixes,— to simple stems or roots.

The affixes are, therefore, none of them functional, but are all radical, and the words consist of

simple stems, or of compound stems (stems made up of a root or a simple stem plus radical

affixes). The Nicobarese carry this principle through a great part, but not through all of

their language, and have by its means built up a complicated but uncertain system of radical

and derivative words, and have rendered their language a very difficult one to analyse and to

speak, or to understand, correctly.

d.— Use of Radical Affixes: Agglutinated, Changed, and Inflected.

The radical affixes nsually employed to indicate transfer of stems from one class to another,

i. e to create words of different classes connected with each other, those to which the affixes are

added being necessarily “ derivatives ” of the others, are as follow. It will be seen, from what

follows later, that they are added

—

( 1 ) by mere agglutination, u e., unchanged form :

( 2 ) by changed form :

( 3 ) by clipped form, i. e., by inflexion.

Table of Radical Affixes of Transfer.

( Mr, Man gives many more .

)

Prefixes.

ka ba na ma men en hen op o la lan lok fuk

Infixes.

ma am an e

Suffixes.

a o yo yan la nga hat

e.— Use of the Radical Affixes of Transfer.

The following examples will exhibit the use of the radical affixes of transfer :

—

Abbreviations used in the following tables :

in. class for nouns ( indicators ) „ ill, class for adverbs ( illustrators )

e. class for adjectives ( explica- c. class for prepositions ( connec-

tors) tors )

p. class for verbs ( predicators.)
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Badieal Affixes of Transfer addedJ>y Agglutination.

Prefixes.

c. class

yol ( with )

in. class

vjd (blood)

e. class

Jiuyoie (drunk)

p. class

pbya ( sit

)

p. class

lop ( cover the should-

ers)

in. class

fohig ( window)

p. class

tainya (to plait)

lain ( revolve )

p, class

pa-hoa (to fear)

po-moan ( to figlit

)

pbin-iibp ( die )

e. class.

ka-ru (large)

in. class

pu-ybl (hair)

p. class

d-btk ( come )

i-dh ( to measure )

ch-uanga (visit a

jungle)

e. class

k-odng (strong)

ha

to p. class

ha-yol ( mis fluid )

na

to p. class

na-wd ( bleed )

ma
to in. class

ma-huybie ( drunk-

ard)

en

to in. class

en-pbya ( seat

)

op

to in, class

op-lop ( shawl

)

o

to p. class

o-foali (to open)

hen

to in. class

hen-tain ( basket

)

hen-lain ( wheel

)

Inf

ma.

to in. class.

pa-ma-hoa (coward)

pa-ma-moan ( war-

rior)

pa-ma-ndp (corpse)

to in. class

ha-ma-ru (adult)

to e. class.

pa-ma-yol (hairy )

am
to in. class

d-am-ak ( guest

)

t-am-dka (fathom)
ch-am-uanga (a visi-

tor of a jungle )

to in. class

k-am-odng ( strong

man)

in. class

kban (child )

in. class

ok ( back )

ill. class

yol (together)

in. class

ddkmat (tear)

in. class

shamba (sprout)

hodng (sweat)

in. class

ddk ( water )

ces.

p. class

l-eap ( can )

in. class

k-oan ( child )

cli-uaha ( property )

p. class

t-dk (to measure )

w-i-iii ( make-hut,

build)

Gh-ib ( to whistle )

ch-ial ( lift by a

handle )

e. class

sh-i-tashe (old)

to e. class

men-koan ( having

many children )

la

to e. class

la^ok ( behind, fol-

lowing )

ka

to in. class

ka-y6l ( friend )

lan

to p. class

lan-ddhmat ( water, of

the eyes )

16k

to p. class

lok-shamba (to sprout

)

Ibfc-hodng ( to sweat

)

fuk

to p. class

fuk-ddk (draw water)

to e. class

l-am-mp ( expert

)

to e. class

k-am-oano ( having
children )

ch-am-woahoh (rich)

an

to in. class

t-an-dk-rdm ( night-

measurer, sand-

glass )

w-an-e-hi ( frame-

work of hut-roof)

ch-an-eo (a whistle )

ch-an-ola ( strap,

handle )

to in. class

sh-an-i-tashe (age)
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Suffixes.

a nga

p. class to e. class p. class to e. class

ngeang (employ) ngeang-a ( employed ) doh ( can

)

doh-nga ( suitable

)

p. class to in. class in. class to p. class

top (
drink ) iop-a (beverage) Tcaiyl ( road ) haiyi-nga (go away)

e. class to p. class
( ol ) chua ( jungle ) ch-ua-nga ( go into

oreh ( first ) oreh-a ( begin ) (visit)29 a jangle )

p. class to e. class yan
ort ( beat ) orba ( beaten) in. class to e. class

0 oyciu
( cocoanut-tree ) oyau-yan ( lonely )

in. class to e. class
hat

to in. class
fap ( side ) fdp-o (fat)

la
e. class

p. class to e. class
paich (small) paich-hat (a little)

iteah ( sbeep ) iteah-la (sleepy) yo

p. class to in. class in. class to p. class

leat (finish) ban-eat-la (final me- due ( canoe ) diie-yo ( travel in a

mortal feast

)

canoe )

Badical Affixes of Transfer added in Changed Form.

Prefixes,

change of ma to mo
|

change of en to an

p. class to e. class p. class to in. class

heu ( see )
mo-Mwa (long- (oab)dla (bury an-ula ( grave )

sighted ) (in))

change of ha to ha
|

change of en to in

in. class to p. class p. class to in. class

wan ( net ) hd-wan ( net fish ) ( ol-
)
yola (speak) m-ola ( tale )

Infixes.

change of am to om
j

1 change of am to anm

p. class to in. class p. class to in. class

p-em (
drink) p-om-em (drunkard) t-op ( drink) t-ahm-op (drunkard)

w-i (make) w-om-i (maker) change of an to en

p. class to in. class
e. class to in. class

h-et ( to chisel ) h-en-et ( a chisel )

ch-onghoi ( tall

)

ch-o?n-dngledi ( tall change of an to in
man)

p. class to in. class.

in. class to p. class d-lan (run

)

d-in-nohha ( winner

sh-dyo (sack) sh-om-yo ( fill a sack

)

in a foot race )

Suffixes.

change of a to wa
j

change of a to ha
p. class to in. class

p. class to in. class dian (run) dinnoh-ha ( winner

halau ( buy ) halau-wa (a purchaser)
in a foot race )

change of o to yo

change of a to ya
in. class

chatai ( weapon )

to e. class

chatai-yo (armed)

in. class to e. class
in. class to p. class

due (canoe) dtie~yo (travel in a

miyai ( value ) miyai-ya ( costly

)

canoe).

ra We have here a very interesting set of words to exhibit word-building : ( oiycWSa, jungle s chua-nga, visit

a jungle s ch-am-Ua-nga, visitor of a jungle.
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Radical Affixes of Transfer added by Inflexion.

Prefixes.

enluana ( exorcise)

itua ( visit

)

e. class

oreh (first)

omiom (all, the -whole)

m*eriluana (exorcist)

m-itua (visitor)

to in. class

m-oreh (first person
or living thing)

m-omtoma (flock,

crowd )

lost or obscure root

heat

Let

ha inflected to h enluana ( exorcise) m~entuana (exorcist)

p. class to in. class Hua (visit) m-itua (visitor)

ohvjCh (eat) h-okngok (food) e. class to in. class

in. class to p. class oreh (first) m-oreh (first person

ohtkicom ( gift) h-omkicbm ( give ) or living thing)

ma inflected to m omiom (all, the whole) m-omtoma (flock,

p. class to in. class crowd

)

f.— Correlated Radical Affixes of Transfer.

The Nicobarese also indicate the classes, to which connected words derived from lost or

obscure roots belong*, by a system of correlated radical affixes of transfer.

Prefixes.

lost or obscure root p. class t° class

fceat ha-heat (to hook up) hen-heat (hooked pole)

bet han-het (to strain) hen-het (strainer)

oi hu-yoie ( drunk ) hen-yoiya ( drunkard)

shin ka-shin ( to prop ) ken-shin (a prop

)

tuk ka-toka (to dance) ken-toka (a dance)

shfiBg ka-shang (to fish in 1 kan-sMng ( a weir )

kak tom-kak ( pierce ) ten-kak ( lancet

)

fual tom-fualliata (tie a
j ta-fual (a pair

)

pair of cocoanuts) J

hoh kom-hoh ( to trap fish ) ken-hon ( a trap

)

A good instance of the use and force of correlated radical affixes of transfer is the

following : — Obscure or lost root, tain ; then tain-ya
,
plaiting : en-tain-ya, plaited : hen-tain

,

basket : ha-iain-ya-paiydh, crosswise.

Instructive examples of the effect of correlated affixes of transfer on the forms of connected

words are the following, where a prefix has been added to the lost root of one of two

connected words and an infix to the other. Thus :

lost or obscure root p, class (pref. used ) to in. class (inf. used )

dl O'di (beat with stick) d-an-I (cudgel

)

hash i-kasha ( sing ) k-an-bishe ( song )

That the lost root in the latter case is really [kdsh in the last case is shown by momi-kdsha

( maker-song ), a singer.

g. — Inflexion of Affixes.

It is probable that there is more inflexion than at first appears in the existing forms of the

radical prefixes.30 Thus in the case of the correlated radical prefixes—
hen may be taken to be ha 4 en tom may be taken to be ta 4 om ( for am )

ken ka 4 en pan pa 4- an

ten ta 4* en pen pa 4 en ( for an

)

h. — Duplication of Affixes.

The existence of such inflexion would make one suspect the common existence of duplicated

radical affixes, and that this is the case the following instances go to show :—
(1) en-luana ( exorcise ) : m*en~luana (exorcist). Here the root is luan and the prefix

men is certainly an inflected form of ma+en, two separate prefixes.

(2) Jcoan ( child ): Ic-am-an-tiana (a generation). Here the root is k-dan, and the infix

aman is certainly am+an

,

two separate infixes.

( 3 ) h-en-tain ( basket ) : m-en-tainyx ( basketful ). Here the root is tain and the prefixes

hen and men are certainly inflected forms of ha+en and ma+ en, respectively.

There is also a prefix of transfer, kala, which seems certainly to be made up of ka+ la .

Thus, Mi (far ) ; kala-hdiya ( sky ).

s ® Here seems to be a strong instance of the inflection to which affixes can be subjected : vnt make : io*ow4,

maker, which also takes the form of m-om-i for (?) w[w]*om4 ( ma + w 4 am + £ ).

to in, class

( to hook up) hen-heat (hooked pole)

(to strain) hen-het (strainer)

( drunk ) hen-yoiya ( drunkard)

( to prop ) ken-shin ( a prop )

(to dance) ken-toka (a dance)

^ ( to fish in 1 kan-shang ( a weir )
water ) J

:
(pierce) ten-kak (lancet)

llaata (tie a 1 ta-fual ( a pair

)

,f cocoanuts) J
^ P '

i ( to trap fish ) ken-hon ( a trap )

ce of correlated radical affixes of transfer is the

then tain-ya
,
plaiting : en-tain-ya

,
plaited : hen-tain

,

to in. class ( inf, used )

d-an-I ( cudgel

)

k-an-bishe (song)
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Duplication of suffixes is very common: e . g. 9

Lapa-yan ( well ) : lapd-yantd (glad ), D% ( bulk ) : di-ngareshe ( all absent from anything,

entirely wanting in): here the suffix is double (ngare -f- she) or more probably 81 treble

(nga + re+ she ).

The proof will be seen in the following examples :

wi-hala (to

out

)

kaichuat-hala (to dig

up)

lenkdh-hanga (to

bend)

take owi-la eh (take it out )

kaichuat-la eh (dig it

up)

lenkdh-nga eh (
bend it

)

it

tuak-iie eh ( drag it

)

tapaih-He eh ( spit

out)

ep’She eh (transplant it

)

owi-hahat ( to screw owl-ha eh ( screw it in )

in)

tuah-hairie ( to drag )

tapaih-kaihe (to spit

out

)

ep-hashe ( to trans-

plant )

i. — Connectors of Intimate Relation as Prefixes.

There must of course be a strong tendency in the connectors of intimate relation (prepositions ),

ta ,
en9

pan
,
pen

f
to become radical prefixes of transfer, and we accordingly find that in some cases

they do so : e . g. 9

Connectors of Intimate Relation as Radical Prefixes of Transfer.

ta

p. class to iu - class

Mpdh ( die )
ta-Mpdk ( carcase )

pen

e. class to in. class

teyeh (white) pen-teyeh-oalmdt (white of the eye)

al (black) pen-al-oalmdt (pupil of the eye )

j. — Nature of Nicobarese Predieators (Verbs).

There is also a use of the duplicated prefix hen as an affix of transfer with predieators ( verbs )

,

which is of grammatical interest, as showing that the Nicobarese do not separate in their minds

predieators (verbs ), when they merely assert a fact regarding a subject, from indicators ( nouns ).

They look upon them both as indicating, the first the idea about a thing, and the second the thing

itself
;
and instinctively put the words for both in the same class, indicators ( nouns ). That is, the

Nicobarese look upon u intransitive verbs*’ as “ nouns ” and in order to transfer them to the class of

real, i, e* 9
“transitive verbs,” they add sometimes, but ( in obedience to their instinct in such

matters ) not always, an affix of transfer, the prefix hen . Thus :

Transitive form.

hen-toknga

hen-dahnga

hen-panghashe

English. Intransitive form.

break toknga

smash d’ahnga

sink pangshe

k. — Expression of “ Active 99 and “Passive. ”

An important set of correlated suffixes of transfer in daily use are worth noting apart. They

are used to transfer explicators ( adjective) to predieators ( verbs ) and have, naturally though

erroneously, been taken to indicate the “passive and active voice.”

The common explicator ( adjective) suffix of transfer is a : then very commonly

stem e. class to p. class

harolt ( burn )
haroh-a ( burnt )

haroh-hata ( burn )

harill-a (shot) haril-hata (shoot)

o view this point in Nicobarese Grammar can be shown thus :

ten an orl Un
?
n

ft let we beat to it

Idh an aria

let it beaten

e4 ori(hata)& ta eh

it beat c. i. r. it

haril ( shoot with gua)

That this is the correct way

CD Idk he haroh

let we burn

(2) Idk an haroka

let it burnt

to

harokfhata)22 ta

burn c. i.

«'
See below, a,

"tow of Words Bound an Idea,” U. « Kota is omitted in the « imperative."
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Here we have in ( 1 ) the mere stems haroh
,
burn

;
ori, beat. In ( 2 ) we have the predicator

( be) unexpressed. In ( 3 ) we have the subject ( thou, you) unexpressed. There is no instinct

whatever o! an “ active” or “ passive voice. * Of the suffixes, a is merely a suffix of transfer

indicating the class ( e. ) to which the stems have been transferred from their original class (p. ):

and hata is really a suffix of differentiation, giving a definite turn to the original sense of the stem.

1.— Use of Radical Affixes of Differentiation.

The Nieobarese differentiate connected words of the same class and derived from the same root

( original meaning) by radical affixes, precisely as they indicate transfer of words from class to class.

There is no difference in method or form in the affixes thus used. 15 g

Radical Affixes of Differentiation for Connected Indicators (Nouns).
Prefixes.

mahen-tainya (basketful)

ta-wetare (gobletful)

rni-yai (value)

Infixes,

sh-ayo (sack) sh-am-aydwa ( sackful ) |

k-ahe (moon)

Combined Prefix and Infix.

ta-p-ah-omle ( bottleful)

For Connected Explicators (Adjectives).
Suffixes.

keh-to ( ill-tempered )

lapa-yan ( well

)

f heang-ashe ( alike )

\ heang-e ( same )

karu-ngashe (extensive)

f yol-hashe ( same kind )

\ yol-ten ( accompanying)

-Working of Correlated Radical Affixes.

hen-tain ( basket

)

wetare ( goblet

)

yai (price)

p-omle (bottle)

keh (violent)

lapa ( good )

heang (one)

karu ( large)

y61 (together)

en-koina (a male)

mongko ( cup )

men-koina ( a male of

a given race )

mo-mongkoa (cupful)

k-am-ahenwa ( lunation)

keh-ngayan (difficult)

lapa-yanto (glad)
heang-ayan (equal)
heang-she ( first )
karu-she ( abundant

)

yohshl ( beside )

m.
In the following instances one can see side by side the working of the correlated radical snffi™

Doth of transfer and differentiation.33

( 1 ) Lost or obscure root
; tang (?) arrive.

Class. Word.
e,

e.

P-

P-

P*

tang-ngashe

tang-tashe

tang-hat

tang-ngato

tang-ngayan

Sense.

complete,

accurate,

arrive eastwards,

approve.

satisfy (hunger,

thirst).

( 2 ) Lost or obscure root
; ydh (?) attract.

Class. Word. Sense.
e. yah-ngamat pretty
e. ydh-ngato happy
e. yah-ngayan kind
p. yah-ngashi fond of (to be)
p. ha-yah-ngashi love (family) (to)
p. hen-yah-ngashe family love* • j xtgaoijic lainuv love

. In the last two instances it will be noticed that correlated prefixes of differentiation have beencalled m to make the sense clear m the usual wny.

n.— In the ** Comparatiyo Degrees.’*
In working ont his “comparative degrees” the Nieobarese exhibits the uses of ..a- i

affixes m most of the ways above explained. He adds the suffix a and then some*;™
en or the prefix en and ong, and sometimes he uses correlated prefixes. This addition Wffagglutination, change of form, or inflexion.

V 1 10n he e£fects b?

m
98 Tbe mental prooess observable in these cases becomes quite clear from a reffiVAr» rt/> at. t .

Torres Straits, as pointed out to me by Mr. Sydney Bay. Thus :

reference to the Languages of the
(intransitive form pali ) expresses the idea of separation, division into two

dan-palx ( dan sa eye ), to open eye, be awake,
to two parts, motion apart. Then

gud-pali ( gud= month ), to open ( flower, mouth ).
poi-pali ( poi = dust ), to shake off.

galu-pali ( gain= cold ), to tremble,
gagai-palai {gagai =bow), to shoot.
iadai-palai {vadai, plural of i’a, word ), to cause one to chatter,
kerket-palai {forfe*= smarting sensation), to cause to smart

Tie connection with the root idea in these cases is not always easy for a European to follow.
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Table of the ** Comparative Degrees.**

( Suffix always a.

)

Unchanged Form of Suffix.

Infix en.

changed form cJi-bng ( high )

inflected bapa (good)

inflected ch-aling ( long )

inflected sh-iang (sweet)

inflected p-dap ( poor )

inflected la-ngan ( heavy )

Changed Form of Suffix.

inflected f-ubi (thick)

inflected pa-chau (cold)

Unchanged Form of Suffix.

Prefixes en, ong.

inflected ehh (near)

agglutinated kodng (strong)

Changed Form of Suffix.

Correlated Prefixes.

ch-in-bnga ( higher )

ben-pda ( better )

ch-in-Unga (longer)

sh-inn-eanga ( sweeter )

p-enn~6apa ( poorer )

l-en-ngdna (heavier)

f-enn-diyo ( thicker )

p-en-chauwa (colder)

enn-enha ( nearer )

ong-kodnga ( stronger )

mi-t&hto (short) en-tinta ( shorter

)

The “superlative” does not come into the argument, as there is, strictly, no such “ degree,”

the illustrator (adverb ), Tea, ‘ indeed/ following the “comparative ” for the P«Pose
* J

"s :

ckong (high) cHnbnga (higher) cUnongaka (highest)

o. — In Expression of “ Continuing Action.

So also in working out a plan for expressing “ continuing action,” the Nicoharese employs the

S'H . »e* lotto .offa o, a- J~«J* *• «» —

•

Continuing Action.

(Suffix always a + yande.)

Infix en.

Uop (drink)

( okyng-Sh
(eat)

(
iyh-asha (sing)

( ong ysh'bngha (walk )

Correlated Prefixes.

i-teak (
sleep )

ka-toka (dance)

et-et (write)

a-mihh ( rain )

« — In Expression of Naturally Connected Words.

So further in the case of expressing the depth of water, a matter of much consequence to

a neonle constantly navigating canoes and boats along a coral-bound shore.
* P6

tater^ canoes are measured by the arm-span, which is

a fathom : heang tamdka, one fathom. But for the more commonly used 2 to 10 fa^oms there are

expressions specially differentiated by means of the prefix or mfix en and the suffix o(tor«),

attached on the principles noted in Appendix A in the case of the numerals.

Wore.
enn4y*o

l-enn-oiy-o

h-enn-oan-no

t-enn-ey-o

t-en-fual-o

en-shat-o

enfoan-no

sh-inn-am-o

inflected t~op (drink) Uenn-opayande (c. drinking)

inflected ( ok )-ng-Sh ( eat) ng-enn-'okayande ( c. eating

)

inflected {i)-k-dsha (sing) k-enn-oishayande ( c. singing)

inflected
(ong)-sh-bngha (walk) sh-inn4ngayande ( c. walking

)

j-*

en-tedkagande ( c. Bleeping )

ken-tokayande ( c. dancing )

en-etayande (c. writing)

en-mihhayande ( c. raining )

Root.

an

Me
f-oan

t-anai

t-afual

issat

enfoan

sh-om

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

ten

Sense.

2 fathoms

3 fathoms

4 fathoms

5 fathoms

6 fathoms

7 fathoms

8 fathoms

10 fathoms
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Sudden emphasis on these terms is very often necessary in navigation, and further differentia*

tion is effected by the attachment of the prefix ma or the infix am : e . g, t

m-enn-ay-o only 2 fathoms t-amen-fual-o only 6 fathoms

1-amen-biy-o only 3 fathoms m-en-sliat-o only 7 fathoms

ma-h-enn-oann-o only 4 fathoms m-enfoan-no only 8 fathoms

t-amen-ey-o only 5 fathoms sh-aminn-am-o only 10 fathoms.

q.— In Expression of Groups of Words Round Ideas and Groups
of Ideas Round Words.

The Nicobarese carry this plan of differentiating connected words of the same class by radical

affixes very far, and manage by this means to create groups of words round one jdea or set of ideas,

or vice versd
t
groups of ideas round one word or set of words.

Groups of Words Round an Idea Differentiated by Radical Affixes.

I. Idea :
ci Same Sort. 99

(Prefixes or Infixes Employed.)
enkoina a male m-enkoina a male of the same race

enkana a female m-enkana a female of the same race
kenyiim child k-am-enyuma child of the same race

paiyuh a Nicobarese
r p-en-yuh l

\ p-amen-yuh
)

a Nicobarese of the same
community.

not Pig men-nota pig of the same village

am dog enm-ama dog of the same village

ehong ship ch-inm-dnga ship of the same rig
mattai village m-en-tai village of the same people
kenioka dance k-am-entoka dance of the same kind
kanoishe Bong ka-menn-6ishe song of the same kind
kaling foreigner ka-ma-lenga foreigner of the same country

This last word is an instance where a foreign word has been subjected to Nicobarese
grammatical forms ,* for Kling, Kaling is an Indian word for the foreigners settled in the
Malay countries, from Kalinga, the Northern coasts of Madras.

Example.
lieang

one

katoka

dance

(one sort of

night).

kamennoishe ta Jcbisha &h kamentoka ta
same kind-of-song c, i. r. sing two same kind-of-dance c. i. r.
tai chiia wake

by I last-night

song was snng and two dances of the same kind were danced by me last

II. Idea : “ Complete Condition.**

(Suffixes Employed.)
Root or Stem.

di (bulk)

heang (one)

duat (length)

heang-leat (one-finished)

Connected Words.
di-re i

Sense.

dx-ngashe
)

di-shire

all good (of a hut, goods)

dl-ngare /
all bad (of a hut or goods)

dl-ngareshe all absent (of a quality, sub-

stance)

heang-lare all good (contents of anything)
heang-ngare all bad (contents of anything)
diiafc-shire all (of a long object)

heang-leat-tare the whole set
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Example.

linheh dingareshe mattai nee hat 6t took ta tain

to-day all-absent village this not is toddy c. i. r. fermented

(there is no fermented toddy at all in this village to-day).

Groups of Ideas Bound a Word Differentiated by Eadical Affixes.

linna-ngashe
|

linn^-ngayan /
linna-hala

linna-hashe

linna-haine

linna-hanga

linna-hahat

Word : la, a portion
;
then 1-inn-a, less,

(Suffixes Employed.)

less thank-

less than (a height ; a distance northwards) •

less than (a shortness ; a distance westwards)

less than (a nearness
;
a distance to landing-place)

less than (a distance southwards)

less than (a distance eastwards)

Examples,

an linnd-hala

he less

(he is not so tall as I am).

an linnd-ngayan

he less

(he is not so strong as you are).

chinonga

taller

onghodnga

stronger

hoi ten

head o

ten

to

chiia

I

men

you

r.— Differentiating Eadical Suffixes of Direction.

When one comes to consider the suffixes of predicators (verbs), we find the principle of

differentiating and grouping connected words by radical affixes carried to an extraordinary

extent. Thus, there are sets of suffixes attached to roots or stems indicating motion, which

give them a special force, though, when attached, as they frequently are, to other roots or

stems, they have no particnlar force traceable now, whatever might have been possible once.

Differentiating Eadical Suffixes of Direction attached to Boots and

Stems Indicating Motion.

hala lare le la al northwards, upwards, out of.

hanga ngare nge nga ang southwards, from self*

hahat hare he hat ahat eastwards, inwards.

hashe shire she she aich westwards, downwards.

haine hire fie ne ain towards the landing place, outwards, away.

hata tare te ta at towards any direction on same lead, towards

self.

As the differentiating radical suffixes of direction play an important part in Nicobarese

speech, some examples are given here.

I.

go north o-le

go south o-nge

go east o-he

go west o-she

go to landing place o-he

go anywhere ote

Root o, go.

go up (ascend) o-Ie

go down (descend) o-she
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II. Boot af, go.

go north

go south

af-al 34

III. Boot tang, arrive.

arrive northwards tang-la

af-ang arrive southwards tang-nga

go east

go west

go to landing place

af-ahat arrive eastwards tang-hat

af-aich 34 arrive westwards tang-she

af-ain arrive at landing place tang-ne

go anywhere af-at arrive somewhere tang-ta

IV. Boot oid, hither. V. Boot, shwft, bring back.

hither northwards oid-lare bring back northwards shwa-hala

hither southwards oid-ngare bring back southwards shwa-hanga

hither eastwards bid-hare bring back eastwards shwa-hahat

hither westwards oid-shire bring back westwards shwa-hashe

hither to landing place bid-hire bring back to landing place shwa-haine

hither to anywhere oid-tare bring back anywhere shwa-hata

s. — Extreme Extension of the Use of the Radical Suffixes of Direction.

These suffixes explain a set of illustrators (adverbs) of direction, which are to be explained

as consisting of a lost root nga-V suffix of direction, e, g»9

Illustrators ( Adverbs ) of Direction.

nga-le north, above nga-iche 1
west, below

nga-nge south down nga-she i

nga-hae east nga-ine to landing place

Example.

due ngaine chamang chit

canoe at-landing-place belong who ?

(whose is the canoe at the landing place P)

Transferring these illustrators ( adverbs ) to indicators ( nouns ) by means of using the

connector of intimate relation, ta % as a prefix, we get—
The Four Quarters.

Ta-ngale North Ta-ngange South

Ta-ngahae East Ta-ngaiche West

Transferred to yet another set of illustrators ( adverbs ), the sense of “ ago” is conveyed to

predicators (verbs) of motion in the same curious manner.

Illustrators (Adverbs) of Time Past.

hala

hanga

hat

hashe

hata

hash!

ago (of movement, occurrence in the North)

ago ( of movement, occurrence in the South )

ago ( of movement, occurrence in the East

)

ago (of movement, occurrence in the West)
ago (of returning )

ago ( of a death )

Example.

tanai hanga kamahenwa an

five ago-to-the South month he

( five months ago he died in the South ).

Jcdpdh

die

84 Afal, ajaich, like ole, oshe
,
mean also M go up/* “ go down ”

( a hill).
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The interrogative prefix ka, kd, ban, has been already explained and when attached by
inflexion to ot, be, together with an inflected suffix of direction, it produces a curious and
common set of forms of question and answer,

Interrogatives of Direction,

Root ot, be, plus prefix ka for the question, plus suffix ta of “any direction” inflected

with suffix of definite direction.

k-bd-de ? be ? k-b-hare ? be east P

k-o-lde f be north ? be up-

stairs ? be k-o-itde ? be west ? be
above ? downstairs ?

k-o-ngde ? be south ? be k-b-iiide ? be at landing

below ? place ?

Examples.

Q, Kbdde ta ane ddk ? Any water there ? A. Kakat. There is.

Q. Kolde ta ane ddk ? Any water up there ? up north ? A. Kolde. It is up there
;

up north. A. Ngalde. It is up here.

Q. Kbngde ta ane ddk ? Any water down there P down south ? A. Kdngde* It is down
there

;
down south. A. Ngange. It is down here

;
down south.

Q. Kohare ta ane ddk ? Any water to the east P A. Kohare* There to the east.

A. Kgdhae. Here to the east.

Q, Kbitde ta ane ddk ? Any water downstairs ? to the west p A. Koitde. There to the

west. A. Ngashe ( and ngaiche). It is down here to the west.

Q. Koinde ta ane ddk ? Any water at the landing-place ? A. Koinde, It is there at the

landing-place. A. Kgaine. Here at the landing-place.

Q. Kakat? enkoina enkdna ta itd A. Kakat .

Q. Be ? man woman c. i. r. here A. Be,

(Q, Are there any men and women here ? A. There are.)

In the above instance kakat is a case of a double prefix ka+ka+(o) t.

t. — Use of Terms for Farts of the Human Body as Supplementary Radical

Affixes of Differentiation.

Words relating to some parts of the body are used as supplementary radical suffixes both

of differentiation and transfer to indicate action or relation naturally referable to those parts.

Thus :

-tai (hand) refers to what is done by the band or by force: -Wi (foot, leg), to movement

by the foot : -hoi (bead ), to anything relating to the head or top : -ndng (ear), to what can be

heard : -chakd ( face ), to what is done before one or in the presence : ~nge ( voice), to speech

:

•mat (surface, eye), and -ok ( skin, back), to what is outside, on the surface. K g.,

Supplementary Radical Suffixes Derived from the Farts of the Body.

tai (hand)

Idh (foot)

koi ( head )

ndng (ear)

chakd ( face )

nge (voice)

mat ( surface )

mat ( eye)

ok ( skin )

hodh ($t&Tve)-nga-iai

o (go)-nge-ldh

kenyua (a leafz*)-nga-kbi (head)

hima (beqaesh)-nga?nang

oreh (before)-chakd

opyap (overhear)-nga-nge

ettat (polish)-maf

ddte (water)-wta*

ettaich (husk)-nga-ok

(To be continued*)

(make to starve)

(to) leave

(to) cover a pot

(advice)

(to) advance

(to) eavesdrop

(to) wipe

(to) wipe a tear

(to) flay

so Kenxlya is the name of the plant -which produces the leaves used as the covering of pots for steaming pandanus

paste.
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NOTES ON ANCIENT ADMINISTRATIVE TERMS AND TITLES

IN THE PANJAB.

BY H. A. ROSE.

A study of the old designations of officials and administrative divisions in the

Pafijab would undoubtedly throw much light on the ancient system of administration.

Unfortunately, the material for such a study is very scanty and is almost confined to the names

and titles given incidentally in the copper-plate inscriptions of the Chamba State, some of

which were published in the Archaeological Report for 1903, A full collection is being published

by the Pahjab Government in a separate volume.

The Chamb& inscriptions allude to the “ eighteen elements of the State,” but do not

describe what these eighteen elements were. They would appear, indeed, to have been given

a more or less conventional number,1 according to a theoretical system borrowed from the more
powerful State of Kashmir, rather than a description of the indigenous organization of the

State in actual force at any period. Besides these so-called eighteen elements, the inscriptions

enumerate a horde of officials, whose functions are not described and are not known at all

clearly from other sources. From three of the inscriptions a list of no less than thirty-five

official, or ^-official, titles is obtainable, ’as the following table, which is taken from three

Chamba copper-plates of 960—1080 A. D., shows :
—

Official Titles in Chamba, circ. 1000 A. D.

Plate II.

Text.

1. raja.

2. rana (rajanaka).

3. rajput (rajaputra).3

4. rajamatya, royal minister.

5.

rajasfchaniya, chief justice.

6. pramatar, ? measurer.

7. sarobhanga.

8. kumaramatya, councillor

of the prince.

9. uparika.3

10. vishayapati.4

11. nihelapati.

1 ® can hardly be more than a coincidence that the well-known Eight-hand castes in Madras comprised eighteen
sorts of people : c/. Nelson’s Scientific Study of Hindu Law

, pp. 98, 99, and 100. And, according to Dubois ( Hindu
Manners, Customsf and Ceremonies

, 6th Ed., p. 15), the §£tdras of Madras comprise eighteen chief sub-castes.
2 Rawat (Guzarati) and Rant (Marathi) = horse-soldier, trooper, also appear to be derived from rajaputra.

Corpus Inscripiionum Indicarum, III, p. 218.

-* & term, ? fr. Pr. upart, may denote a tax levied on cultivators who have no proprietary rights in the
soil: C, L X, HI, 97, etc.

* Lord or governor of a vishaya, probably a sub-division of a dUa or mandala : C. 1. 1., p. 32X

Plate IV.

Text.

1 . raja.

2. rana.

3. rajamatya.

4. raja-putra.

5. parikara-sauniyuktaka-
viniyuktaka: P ‘those

appointed and com-
missioned (out of the

Raja’s attendants).’

Plate V.

Text.

1. raja.

2. rana.

3. rajpub.

4. rajamatya, royal coun-
cillor.

5. brahmana.

6. kshatriya.

7. vaisya.

8. sudra.

9. rajasthaniya.

10. parikara-samniyuktakavi-
niyuktaka : cf% No. 5 of
Plate IV.
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12. kshatrapa (kshetrapa).

13. prantapala, frontier guard.

14. hastyasvostra

balavyavr(pr)ataka,

those occupied with
elephants, horses, camels,

and the forces.

15. duta.5 6. duta. 11. duta.

16. gamagamika. 7. gamagamika. 12. gamagamika.

17. abhitvaramana. 8. abhitvaramana. 13. bhitvara-samana.

18. khasha. 9. khasa. 14. khasa.

19. kulika. 10. kulika. 15. kulika.

20. saulkika.6 11. saulkika. 16. saulmika.

21. gaulmika, inspector of 12. gaulmika. 17. gaulmika.
police, patrol.7

22. khandaraksha. 13. khadagaraksha. 18. khandaraksha.

23. tara patika, F bridge- 14. tarapati. 19. tarapati.

guard.

24. chhatrachchhayika, um-
brella-bearer.

25. vetakila, betel-carrier.

26. vlrajayatrika, ? those 15. virayatrika. 20. vlrajayatrika.

belonging to the expedi-

tionary force.

27. chauroddharnika, thief- 16. cbauroddharanika* 21. cbauroddharanika.

,

catcher.

28. dandika, jailor.8 17. dandika. 22. dandika.

29. daudavasika, executioner. 18. daudavasika. 23. dandavasika,

‘and all others that

constitute the eighteen

elements of the State/

30. bhogapati.9

81. viniyuktaka.

32. bhagika, land-owners.10

33. bhogika, land-holders.

34. chata (modern char), head-

men of a pargana.

35. and sevakadun their subor-

dinates and servants.

19. brahmana.

20. kshatriya.

21. vit (vaisya).

22. ehudr (sudra) and all

the eighteen (sic) ele-

ments of the State,

and etc.

In Plate III (Aroft. Report, 1903, pp. 257-258 ) are mentioned a mahdm&tya, or chief councillor,

and a mah&kshapatalika or chief record-keeper, who do not appear in Plates II, IY, or V.

s Lit., * a messenger *
: c/. Hind! dutt especially in dut-bhui, evil spirits, and also the messengers of Yama, the

god of death. Is P. tarn, * runner ’ or ‘messenger/ a doublet? For an interesting note on dutaka (occasionally
dtita, e. g., in Nirmand oopper-plate), c/. Fleet in C. 1. X, II, p. 100s ,

e C/. Sulfia, * superintendent of tolls or customs
*

: C. I. X, in, p. 52s .

7 But cf. gulma,

4 superintendent of woods and forests C. X X, III, 52.

dika ; lit., a punisher : fr. danda, fine or rod : C. 1. 1,, III, p. 218*. Rand is still used for * fine/
9 Bhoga, -iJca>

1 one who enjoys or possesses’ : 0. X I., Ill, 100 j bhoga,
* enjoyment of shares, * p. 120*.

’ C/. the modern Balochx bh&ffyd, and Panjab! bh&gwahd, *
wealthy.

9 Bhdga is a territorial term, C.I. I, III
p. 248.
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Of all the designations given in the above list, only one, viz., char, the Sanskrit chata
,

survives, or can, at least, with any certainty be said to survive in the modern language of the

State. Within quite recent times an entirely different set of names was in use, but these are

now nearly obsolete in their turn and are being displaced even in popular use by designations

borrowed from the British Revenue Codes,

But before describing the more modern or the present official titles it will be best to note

the names of the old administrative divisions. The ancient administrative division or unit

was the mandala}1 which corresponds to the more modern pargand. Popular belief holds that

Chamba was once divided into or comprised 84** of these mandalas,
when it was larger than it

is now. Even at annexation it contained 72 pargands ,
since reduced by amalgamating the

smaller pargands to 52. Till recently the Bhattiyat or Bhatti wizdrat contained 12 pargands and

was accordingly known as the Barah Bhatti&ii. These pargands are now grouped into 4 wizdrats
,

corresponding to the tahsils or sub-collectorates of a British District. The wizdrats are, as the

word itself indicates, of modern origin. It is perhaps worth noting that wok pargand contained

a State granary
(
hotht ) in which the revenue of the State, collected in kind, was stored, and in

which the officials of the pargand lived.13 As a rule there is only one hothi in each pargand
, but

when the pargand consists of two or more amalgamated smaller pargands it possesses two or

more hothis
,
each with its pahri

,
halt, and jhotidr.

The officials at the capital were as follows :
—

(1) Wazir, chief minister.

(2) Thareli dd mahtd , chief financial minister.

(3) BaJchshi ,
who used to keep the military^accounts and was responsible for the internal

administration of the State forces.15

(4) Hdzridd hotwdl ,
magistrate in attendance on the Raja,

(5) Thare dd Isotwdl ,
magistrate who performed miscellaneous duties and disposed of petty

cases arising in the town.

For the outlying tracts special officials were appointed —> wazirs for Pangi and Barmaur

xrizdrats,
and elsewhere a mahtd and a hotwdl for each pargand. The two latter posts were

held by men appointed in the capital, whence they transacted all the business of their

charges. Not unnaturally these posts became all more or less sinecures.

The chief local officials varied in different parts of the State ;
—

•

In Chamba and Chaur&h wizdrats each pargand was in charge of a char
, collector,

a lihhnehdrd, clerk, and a bhatwdl, personal assistant called collectively hdrddrs or hdmddrs Of

these —

*

11 Maqdal, s. m. disk, circle, ring .... region, 'country, district, province (extending 20, or,

according to some, 40 yojanas in every direction J ;
the country over which the 12 princes Chakravarti are supposed

to have reigned.

12 84 is almost certainly a conventional or auspicious number: of. Panjab Notes and Queries, 1, 1884, § 465, for

the Tribal Collocations of 12 (B&rah), 22 (Baiya), 52 (Bawani), 84 (Chaur&si) and 85 (Pach&si) villages.

is The hothis varied in size and appearance, but most of them were built on one plan: a square structure, 20 or 30

yards long on each side, consisting of rooms surrounding an open court-yard. The buildingB are usually two or

thiee storeys high and divided into rooms and ddlcms or halls. There is a principal entrance, and in the court-yard

a staircase leading to the upper storeys. Some of the IcotMs are very ancient, several dating back even to the times

of the R&n&s whose rule preceded the foundation of the State itself.

i* Thara, high place, where justice was administered. Hence thareili, an attendant at the thara, an official

whose functions are not more fully defined.

is por the functions of the Bakhshi, see Irvine’s Amy of the Moghuls in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
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(i) The chdr was the collector of revenue and the officer responsible for the internal

management of the pargandsJ^

(ii) The lihhnehdrd kept the revenue accounts and did clerical work.

(iii) The bhaUvdl17 carried out their orders and held under them a position analogous to

that of the hdzri dd kotwdl at the capital.

Tlie other officials, who were all subordinate to the three ledrddrs
, were—

(iv) The jhotidr (from jhotd, 6 an errand’ ), a messenger, who was under the immediate

orders of the bhatwdl and carried out the kdrddr’s orders conveyed through him.

(v) UgrdMS

ls a tax-gatherer, who collected the revenue demand under the chdu

(vi) Jinsalt ( from jins, 1 grain 5

or goods, and dlt a store ), a store-keeper, who was in charge

of the storehouse of the pargand.

(vii) Pcihrt (from pahr, watch), a record-keeper, who was in charge of the State's hotMs

records, and revenue, both in cash and kind.

(viii) Bhdhd ( ? from bhdiidd, a vessel ), a cook, who cooked the ledrddrs’ food and cleaned

their utensils.

(ix) Edit
,
a care-taker,Vho kept the hothi clean and looked after the storage and safe-

keeping of the grain.

(x) Edgadidrii (from Persian kdjhaz and drily bringing), a letter-carrier.

(xi) Lakkarhdr ,
who supplied wood to the Icoth'L

(xii) GMdru, who collected ght from those who paid their revenue in that commodity.

(xiii) Dudhidru , who similarly collected milk.

In certain pargan&s there used to be a high official called odhrily who was superior to

the ledrddrs, and had under him more than one pargand:

.

In Barmaur, the ancient Brahmapura, all the above officials are known, but the ugrdkd is

called durbtdl or drubiydl, and although tho jhotidr is not unknown, his duties are performed by

a kotheru, There is also an official called ahru
,

19 below the durbiydl
, who collects milk. Neither

the koth&ru nor the ahru are paid servants of the State, but they are allowed certain concessions

and privileges in their wizdrat . Formerly an official called patwdri20 had woollen blankets made

for the Raja out of the wool collected as revenue.

In the Bhattiy&t ivizdrat certain pargands had an odhru over" them and others an amin .

Both were superior in rank to the kdrddrs. There the bhatwdl was called tharSth
;

21 the

jhotidr ,
bhatwdl

;

the ugrdkd , muqaddam\ and the ahrzt
,
jhhvar or jhar.

The remote wizdrat of P&ngi used to be under a wazir (who visited it every third year to

collect the revenue), and under him was a pdlsrd. Otherwise Pangi had all the officials

except No. xiii, above described, the only difference being that the ugrdkd was called muqaddam .

(To be continued.)

16 Hence his charge (the varyana) was also called chdrt. Some pargands also have a chhota eMr, whose

jurisdiction is separate from that of the bard chdr .

17 It is possible, but hardly probable, that the bhatwdl is the bhata of the copper-plates.

is Ugrdlsd, c/. Panjabi ugrdhd, a collector or gatherer of tax. The ugrdkd and jhotidr were appointed as

occasion required.

is Possibly from dhrt, beestings, the first milk of a cow after calving. If so, the word is practicallysynonymous

with dudhi&rti,

29 Probably from patiu, blanket. 21 See ante, p. 350, note 14,
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BOOK-NOTICE.

AchvutabIyabhttjdatam op Sal BIjanatha, with

a commentary by Pandit B. Y. Kbishnamachaeiab

( Abhinava Bhatta Bana). Part I, Cantos 1—6.

Srirangam : Sri Yani Yilas Press, 1907. Pp. 156.

This beautifully'printed little volume contains

the first half of a hitherto unpublished Sanskrit

poem, accompanied by an excellent commentary

in the same language. The hero is king Ackyuta

(A. D. 1530—40) of the second dynasty of Yijaya-

nagara. On this prince a recent historian has

justly pronounced the verdict that he “was a

craven, and under him the Hindu empire began

to fall to pieces.”* The author of the panegyrical

poem of course represents him as a mighty, pious,

and warlike sovereign.

As in the Yijayanagara inscriptions, Achyuta

is stated to have belonged to the family of the

Tuluva kings (
sarga III, verse 38 ), and his

pedigree is traced from the Moon to the mythical

king Turvasu (I, vv. 5—18). To this race-be-

longed Timma I.(v. 23), whose son Isvara (v, 25)

ha&byBukkam& two sons: Nrisimha (v. 27) or

Narasa( v. 28 ) and Timma II. The latter is not

mentionedin the Yijayanagara inscriptions. The

former took Manavadurga from a Saka ( i. e.,

Musalman ) chief ( v. 29 ). As in the Yijayana-

gara inscriptions, he is reported to have dammed
up the Kav£ri and to have stormed Seringapatam

(v. 30). He slew the Marava king and took

Madhura (v. 31 £. ). He captured Kon&tiraja

(v. 33 ). Yidy&puri {i. Yijayanagara) becam e

his capital ( v/39). His three favourite queens

were Tippambika, Nagamamba, and Obamdmba
( v. 52 ). Tipp&mbika’s son was Yiranrisiihharaya,

NSgambika’s Krishnardya (v. 53), and Obam-
flmb&’s Achyuta (II, v, 32), whose chief queen

#

was Yaradambika ( III, v. 15 ), the daughter of

the Salaga king { v. 48 ).

Viranrisimka ( v. 17 ) was' succeeded by his

brother Krishnar&ya, who took Kondaviti and
other forts from the Gajapati king and set up a

pillar of victory at Putupefctanfipura ( ? ) (v. 18 f.).

Then Achyuta, the third ~ of the brothers, "Was

anointed at S&shadri { i. e., Tirupati, v. 23) and
entered Vidyanagari (

v

f 24 ). The kings of

Kalinga, Magadha, Saka, and Simkala are repre-

sented as his servants ( v. 46 ). His son China*
venkatadri, who is mentioned as Venkataraya
in the Yijayanagara inscriptions, was appointed
heir-apparent ( v. 51 1).

Once Achyuta’s minister addressed his master
in private in the Venkata-vilasa-mandapa (IY,

v. 46). He submitted that the Chola king had fled

to the Chera kingdom, and that those two kings

deserved to be “ punished ” (v. 56), while the

Pandya king, who had lost his throne, would
have to be “ protected ” ( v. 57 ). Thereupon the

king gives the necessary instructions to the

commander of his army ( v. 58 ) and starts him-

self on horseback ( Y, v. 1 ). His movements are

a little erratic. He enters Chandragiri ( v. 22 )>

ascends Seshadri ( v, 23 ), worships the god (v. 30),

and makes presents to him ( vv. 39—42). From
Yenkatagiri he proceeds to Kalabasti ( v. 44 ). At
Yishnukahchi ( v. 47 ) he performs the tuldpurusha

ceremony in the Varadaraja temple ( v. 49 ).

Then he travels via Arunachala ( i. e., Tiruvanna-

malai, v. 51 ), to the Kav6ri* ( v. 55 ) and visits

Srirangam ( v. 57 ), whence he sends (his brother-

in-law) the Salaga prince to bring the Chola

king from the Ch£ra country (v. 64 )•

The Salaga prince marches vid Madhura to the

Tamraparn! ( YI, v. 1 ). He encamps there and

sends his general in advance to meet the enemy
(v. 13). Then follows the description of a battle,

which is opened by the Tiruvati king (i e., the

king of Travancore, v. 14 ), and in which the

army of the Kerala ( v. 25) or Chera (v. 28) is

defeated. The latter delivers the Chola king

-Tiruvati into the hands of the Salaga prince

. ( v, 29 f. ),
2 who pardons .him, .but places the

P&adya king over him (v. 31).

The published portion of the poem closes in

. the middle of the description of a journey which

the king undertakes in order to worship the god

at Anantasayana ( Trivandrum, v. 32 ).

E. Httltzsch.
"

Halle
,
26th October, 1907.

- -

1 Mr, B, Sewell's ForgattenEmpire, p. 165. . „
2 These two verses shew that the author treated “ the Chola king ,J and “ the Travancore king ” as synonym?*

On ThmkQi see Mr- Yenk&yya’
s Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1899*1900

, p. 28. -
‘
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A PLAN POR A UNIFORM SCIENTIFIC RECORD OF THE
LANGUAGES OF SAVAGES.

Applied to the Languages of the Andamanese and Nicobarese.

BY SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE.
(Concludedfrom p. 841.)

IV. — PHONOLOGY,
a. — Mode of Speech.

THE Nicobarese speak in a deep monotonous tone and with open lips, thus adding to the

many difficulties presented by their language by giving it an exceedingly indistinct sound.

The pronunciation is guttural, nasal, drawled, and indeterminate : i. e the Nicobarese speak

slowly from the throat with the flat of the tongue and open lips. Pinal consonants are

habitually slurred, especially labials, palatals, and gutturals. All this is the result of the habit

of betel-chewing till the lips are parted, the teeth greatly encrusted and the gum$ distended,

rendering the articulation of speech most imperfect.

b. — Man’s and de Roepstorff’s Enquiries.

Mr. Man was at very great pains to catch the real sound of Nicobarese words, and his

reproduction of them on Mr. A. J. Ellis’s scheme may be taken as being as near to complete

accuracy as one is likely to arrive at. Mr. de Roepstorff, who was a Dane, used in 1876 his

national system of representation, which has been followed by Danish and German writers,

but is entirely unsuited to English readers. E
. g he writes / for y,

and the usual Danish and

German complications to represent ch and j and so on. He had also the common Danish and

German difficulty in distinguishing surds from sonants, which has made his transliterations

puzzling.

c. — Reduction of the Speech to Writing.

There are a great number of vowel sounds in the language, which have been reproduced

by Messrs. Man and Ellis as follows :
—

The Vowels in the Central Dialect.

English. Central. English. Central.

a idea, cut yuang (fruit) 6 pot diatom (all)

a cur36 dak (come) 6 aioful loe (cloth)

a casa (Ital.) kakhtok (a month37
) 6 konig (Ger.) hoi (far)

a father kdn (wife) u influence pua (catch)

a fathom leat (finished) u pool duen (monkey)

e bed, chaotic heng (sun) u ttber (Ger.) due (canoe)

e pair leang (name) ai bite tanai (five)

i lid kaliug (foreigner) au ho?ise kareau (spirit-scarer)

I police wi (make) au haws (Ger.) oau (vomit)

o indolent koal (arm) oi botl enloin (wallow)

o pole

Almost every vowel

enloin (axe)

is nasalised and the following are reproduced in the written form

adopted :
—

Nasalised Vowels in the Central Dialect.

an hollah (spinster) on kenhona (pocket)

an mian (spear) on onh (fuel)

an &n (two) th mohhuya (albumen)

&n koyanwa (guava) un chyun (sweet)

en enh (near) ain mifainya (cloud)

in aminh (rain) auft anhauii (parboil)

In flnha (hogshead) oin omhoin (tobacco)

on haronh (stalk game)

*• With UHtrilledr. „ _ „ _ ,

37 The name of the first month of the North-East monsoon.
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The consonants do not require much explanation, bat the following may be noticed : —
English.

ch c^ain

hw (Scotch)

n gagner (Fr.)

ng sircyer

Central.

chaka (face)

benhwava (ashes)

enkoina (man)

yangtare (follow)

English.

fig springiest

r rest (Eng. r)

sh she

Central.

ingol (nearly ripe)

karu (large)

shohong (south-west

monsoon)

d. — Stress,

Stress is on the root or stem, or on what is now thought by the Nicobarese to be so.

These can to a great extent be separated out from the affixes by the stress. In stems of two
syllables the stress is on the second syllable, unless the first contains a long vowel.

V. — COMPARISON OP DIALECTS.

a. — Man’s Enquiries,

Mr. Man gives a long list of words in the dialects, and when considering the currency of
the people in Appendix A the comparative terms for the numerals and words connected with
enumeration have also been given. From these last the deduction seemed to be clear, that the
six dialects of the Nicobarese are variants of the same fundamental tongue. The same
inference seems inevitable from the following examination of a selection of words from
Mr. Man’s Dictionary.

b. — Comparison of Words.

Roots will be separated out of the words by placing the affixes in italics. This separation
of the roots is of course, at present, tentative, as roots can only be ascertained beyond doubt by
a comparison with other connected languages in the Par East. The present attempt will,
however, be useful to students.

The following abbreviations will be used in the accompanying tables :—
C. N. = Car Nicobar Ch. ss Chowra
T. ss Teressa C. =s Central
S. = Southern S. P.= Shorn Pen

Words in the Six Dialects Compared.

English. C. N. Ch.

bachelor Z^mok maiol

maiden dela Idmok

child riia ken-yum
female £ek&naf enkana
male htkSna moheo

f 1
man ian& s paeft

i tdoih j

back (the) ok ok
blood mam pahedit

breast tab toh

ear nang using

finger huntl henuchnbi
hair kaya hebk
hand cZfci noi

T. C. S.

maiyoh iiu elu

Zam6k j
hollah~

( (wihla)

jpewhon-

(wihla)
ken-yuw ken-yum pin-Ien
enkeana enkina oyviha

maioh snkbma otaha

pai paiyuh ©> *>•

ok ok iomnbit
va w£ wa
tbh toah todh
amng nang nang
mohti tianetai &ewei
heok yok
mohti hanetai heyret

S. P.

hakapit

akau

ap

akdit

akbit

hokoa

dob

toa

nang

noai-tl

m joa

noai-ti
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English. C. n. Cir. T. 0, S. S* P.

head kui koi koi koi koi koi

leg kaIdran laah lab lah lah. lau

nose *Zmehh monk rnohh moanh moanh. wahuh

stomach ^Zloan wlang viang wlang wlang kau, kahal

bird "ckechow ‘shickua skichua shickua' skichua sichua

canoe ap dtie roe due henhoat doai, hoa

xocoanut-tree tiaoha oweku oveau oyau gku kaleal

dog am om om am am kab

•fire tctmbya paZ6 keoa heoe hentbhha jop

fruit rong eang ang yuang oag

hut pdtl nl nl ni en, ni
f 5I-yang

1 nl-ngam

meat aWiah eh&z ehho ahha ehha ehha

moon cki-ngeaf maneuna ka-kai ka-hi ka-he hawop

name min&mct leaner 1eang 1eang le lee?

North ltibia labl Idd tang&le laol

north-wind38 &ofat-£apa fak-fcapa hansh-ftapa hahsh-feapa hahsk-£apa

paddle paiyuaft kaheaZ kahea ipowaJi pauaA kakaZ

P% Mun not not not pakoii men

pig (wild) haun-cho?& milicih eu-ha sharudl ckuam nong

place chia& chub chu& chuJi; cku ZoZchau

village panow panam m&htai matfat pattai

Jiebasea mai shawarau enllang fcamale 6

seed kola? erashung enskiing opep opep £eap

storm rashctf feh Awrasha huvkeha oriasha

;£abu tdkbya m jeotch chij yK fuid

to-morrow hwceeloi taka-koi horbich hakl haki yabd

year somyiihw samaiha mmenneok sko/nettyuh shaft ahhoi

yes hah, hon an ah ah hah

all rok^are chioi ckioi dmtom he kaaipoi

bad89 at-lak hat-lu kat-lapa hat-lapa nga-ko wu-dwhu

good lak lu lapa lapa ko auto

not
l ar, at 1

( dran /
hat kat hat nga wn

hear hang heang heang yang hing hang

see mak harra ka harm halea taa

aay ro hdnjua enneola oljola hahaZ te&

steal ol%a malmga Tcalbhangu halbhanga pal&it

he ng6a an an an, na an nhh

1
\

r chyua 1

L chlara f
chid ckia ckiia ^cklaAaA chidw

38 The first of the conjoined words signifies " wind.”

The .first syllable of the word means “not” ;
u bad” = “not good,”
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English. O.IT.

we-two o>1
we iha

you-two naa

you jla

Oh. T. 0.

ehia-hah hain-ha hen

he he he

ana tna tna

ehe the tfe

S. S.P.

hana a-mo

het fuehoe-mo

hao

hee

e.— Comparison of Boots*

We can now compare the above words by roots, so far as these are at present apparent,

which will sufficiently show the unity of origin of all the dialects, and should help to fix the

identity of the general Nicobarese Language with that of the tongue of some definite group of

speakers in the Far East.

Boots in the Six Dialects Compared.

English. C. N. Ch. T. 0. S. B. P.

bachelor mok 61 ybh lu lu ka

maiden de mok mok ho hon

child I ken-yu ken-yu ken-yu pin-i ak

female -kan kan kean kan y« ap

male k6n he 0 koin ta ak

man ta Pa pai pai p6 ak

back (the) ok ok ok ok n6 ko

blood mam pah va wa wa dob

breast tab toh toh toah toah to

ear Bang nang nang nang nang nang

finger ti noi ti tai wet noai-tl

hair ka heok heok ok 6k jQ > I©

hand ti noi ti tai wet noai-ti

head kui koi koi koi koi koi

leg kal laah lah lah lah lau

nose menh mbnh monh moahh moahh hun

stomach loan wiang viang wiang wiang khu, ka

bird checho shichu shichu shichu shichu sichu

canoe ap dii ro dii ho do, ho

cocoanut-tree 6 weau veau yau gau le

dog am om om am am kab

fire to p6 heo heo ton yo

fruit rong eang ang yuang oag
{ ni-yang

( ni-ngam
hut t! ni ni ni en, ni

meat ia eh eh £tn eh eh

moon chi-ngea nea ka-hai ka-he ka-he ha

name nain 15 le le le le

North b 6 0 6

N.-wind fat-pa fah-pa hahsh-psi hansh-pa, hansh-pa

paddle paiyu kahe kahe po p6u kak

pig haun not not not pak men
pig (wild) haun-cho 11 eu shu chu nong
place chin chu chu chu chu chan

village pHn p&n mat mat pat

sea mai shau 11 le 6 6

seed koi shung shung ep ep eap

storm rash feh rfish rash riash

tabu kb ka y© chi yfi
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English. C. N. Ch. T. C. s. S. P.

to-morrow rech tah-koi roich kl ki yab

year syiih saih seoh shyuh shaii ho

yes hah, hon an ah ah hah

all rok chio chio tom he poi

bad at-lak hat-1u hat-lapa hat-lapa nga-ko wu-hu

good 15k In lapa lapa ko ko

not
f ar, at 1

t dran J

hat hat hat nga wu

hear hang heang heang yang hang hang

see mak har ha har ha ta

say ro yu eo yo hah te

steal la la 16 16 la

he ngo an an an, na an nh6

I chyu, chi chi chi chii ch! chi

we-two hoi-chyu chi-hah haiii-hS hen hah a-ni6

we Ih he he he he hoe-mo

you-two n& na na na na

you he he fe he

VI. — COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY.
a. — Comparison with the Indo-Chinese Languages.

I am able to compare some of the Nicobarese roots with those of corresponding sense in

the Indo-Chinese Languages, civilised and uncivilised, •— of which Mon (Peguan ) and Khmer
(Cambodian) form the civilised group,— and in the aboriginal dialects of the Malay Peninsula as

contained in Mr. Otto Blagden’s paper on the Early Indo-Chinese Influence in the Malay Peninsula .

b. — Elements of Uncertainty in the Comparison.

In making the comparison, the elements of uncertainty are these. In Nicobarese a root

is nowadays surrounded and obscured by a long growth of affixes (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes)

attached by agglutination, phonic change of form, inflexion and duplication, the effect of the

affixes being often to induce phonic change in the root itself. So patience and a knowledge of

the affixes and their effect is necessary to separate the root correctly from its surroundings.

In the Far Eastern words treated by Mr. Blagden there is the uncertain element of mis-

apprehension in the original reporters. However, Mr. Blagden put his words together with great

care and personal knowledge, and my specimens are based on the exceedingly accurate reporting

of Mr. Man : so that results may be looked on to be as accurate as is possible in the present

stage of the enquiry.

^

Table of Comparative Roots and Words Relating to tbe Human Sexes.

English. Nicobarese. Malayan Aborigines. Indo-Chinese.

father ta (man), ota (male) ita ta (grandf.)

pa, po, pai, ap (woman)

ak (man),ku, ika (man)

kan (woman), kon, koin

iku, ikun kunh, kun, konh

(male)

doin

chla

-

-

child koan, kuan, koat k’non, kenod kon

ken-yu

(yu, male and female)

son koih, kan (daughter) kon ken
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English. Nicobarese. Malayan Aborigines. Indo-Chinese.

eat ska chi, cha, cha’, chioh

chacha, inchi, inchih

nacha, nachi

cha, chha, si

sleep

M, ko

na, nga, ngo

puah, ham

teak, tlak teik, tiok theak, tep

tag, taig

jetek, jettik, ietek

dek

letik takla

nga, ngoi

karroh

stand shok, shlak, keag

chol, o

jog chho

cry chlm, chlam

puin, hea

j'm jom

c. — Nicobarese Radically an Indo-Chinese Language.

Now, the Nicobarese bare been on the same ground for at least 2000 years, and they have

a tradition of migration from the Pegu-Tenasserim Coast. They have been quite isolated from the

coast people, except for trade, for all that period. Their language has been affected by outside

influences almost entirely only in trade directions, and then not to a great degree. It has been

subjected to internal change to a certain degree by the effects of tabu. Yet we find roots in the

language, of the kind that remain unchanged in all speech, to be apparently beyond question

identical with those that have remained unchanged in the dialects of the wild tribes of the Malay

Peninsula
;
these very roots owe their existence among the wild tribes to the effect on them of the

influence of the Indo-Chinese Languages, civilised and uncivilised.

Considering, then, the long isolation of the Nicobarese, it is a fair inference that these islanders

probably preserve a form of the general Indo-Chinese speech that is truer to its original forms than

that of any existing people on the Continent. We may, therefore, find in the Nicobarese speech

the real foundation on which to build up the philology of the whole Indo-Chinese Group of Lan-

guages. In this view the Nicobarese dialects are of great scientific value and well worth a thorough

investigation.

APPENDIX A.

Nicobarese Reckoning,

a.— System.

Like most half-civilised people the Nicobarese have evolved an elaborate and clumsy
method of enumeration, in their case [ as in that of the Kafirs of Kafiristan whose hazar
(1,000) = 20 X 20 or 400] based on tallying by the score. And in order to project oneself
into their minds and to grasp nnmbers as they present themselves 'to the Nicobarese, one has to
set aside preconceived ideas on the subject dependent on the European decimal notation. The
old English tally by the dozen and the gross (which still survives commercially mixed up in the
higher figures with the general decimal system) for small articles made and sold in very large
quantities, forms an almost exact parallel.

The Nicobarese have not much use for large numbers, except for their currency and export
article of commerce, the cocoanut, and hence they have, except the Shorn Pen, evolved two con-
ouirent systems of enumeration, viz,, one for ordinary objects, and one for eoeoanuts.
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In applying terms for numbers to objects and things they use special numeral co-effi-

cients, as do all the Far Eastern races, the explanation of which will be found, ante, II

( Grammar ), o ( Numeral co-efficients ).

b.— The Numerals.

For ordinary objects the Nicobarese enumerate by a curiously isolated set of terms up to

half a score (ten) by separate words — thus in all the dialects:—
Comparative Table of Numerals.

Car Nicobar. Chowra. Teressa and Central Southern Shom Pen.

Bompoea. Group. Group.
1. kahok (heng44 ) heang heang heang heg heng
2. neat ah an an dh au
3. lue lue lue loe, lue lue luge

4. fan foon foon foan foat fuab

5. tani tani tan! tanai tani tain45

6. tafual tafual tafua tafual takdal lagau

7. sat ishat isseat issat ishat aih

8. hao-hare enfan enfoon enfoan 46 enfoan towe

9. maichua-tare kalafan roe-hata heang-hata hach-hata lungi

10. sam shorn shorn shorn shab teya

After the half score and up to nineteen the enumeration is ten —-one and so on for all the

dialects, except Car Nicobar where they count one— ten and so on, using then sian for sam.

Among the Shorn Pen, the inland tribe, who have no export commerce, there are no such

special systems of enumeration as the other people have, but in addition to direct reckoning

they count by pairs, a point of some interest as will be seen hereafter. Thus du, two, becomes

ta-du
, a pair. Then 2 = heng ta-du , one pair

;
3 = heng ta-du heng

,
one pair one ; 4 = au ta-

du

,

two pair, and so on. For numerals beyond ten the Shorn Pen have an expression for half-a-

pair mahduhod, which again will be found later on to explain a point in the system of the other

tribes, and count thus up to 19
;
heng mahdukod teya

,

one half-pair (and) ten = 11, and so on.

When approaching the first or any score, all the dialects use a plan, in common with many
other people, of counting “ more reach a score.” F7. g., in the Central dialect loe tare tangla heang

momehiama
,
3 more reach one score = 1 7 : dh tare tangla foan momehiama

,
2 more reach four

score = 78.

A score in all the dialects is named as follows :
—

•

Car Nicobar. Chowra. Teressa and Central Southern Shom Pen.

Bompoka. Group. Group.

michama47 nodag momehiama momehiama pomchlama 1 - •

°
^ * • f

xnai
anai43 tom tom inai mai J

And after the score the Central and Southern Groups have a term for half-a-score (dbJctai),

just as the Shorn Pen have, as we have seen, one for hal£-a-pair. Thus in these two dialects

30 is respectively heang momehiama dohtai and heg-pomchlama-doktai one score (and) half-a-score.

Between the scores the numerals otherwise run as above explained— “one score one 99 and

so on.

44 For coooanuts and money.
46 t\ tai

,
hand : then with infix an, t-an-%, t-an-ai five

;
and with snffix n, iai-n, five.

46 &n, two ; foan, foon, four : then en-foan, en-fobn, eight.

Qf general objects.
48 Of coooanuts and money.
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The large figures 100 and so on are merely 5, 10, 15, 19 scores up to 400, which is a score-

of-scores in all the dialects, except Shorn Pen which says heng-teot Le., one teo, or score-of-

scores, another point of importance in reckoning, as will be presently seen. For expressing

score-of-scores the other dialects use the alternative term for the first score, also a point of

interest later on, e. y., in Central dialect acting inai momohiama ,
one score (of) scores.

The numeral we call 500 all the Nicobarese dialects call “ one score (of scores and) five

scores, ” except Shorn Pen which says “ one-teo (score of scores) five (scores ).
,? So 600 is in

the Central and Southern dialects “one score ( and a) half (score of) scores ”
: in Shorn Pen it

is
tk one teo ( and) ten score

99
: in Teressa it is “a score ( and ) ten (of) scores

91

: in Chowra

and Car Nicobar it is “a score (and) five pairs (of) scores .

99 So also 700 in the Central and

Southern dialects is “one score (and) half (score and) five (of) scores ”
: in all the rest it is

one score (and) fifteen scores .

99 Beyond 600 the Shorn Pen and beyond 700 the other dialects,

except Car Nicobar, do not ordinarily reckon. For 1,000 the Car Nicobarese say “two score

(and) five pairs (of) scores
99

: for 2,000 they say “five score scores. ” Beyond 2,000 they do

not ordinarily have to reckon.

c. — Beckoning by Tally.

We are now in a position to reckon according to the Nicobarese fashion, supposing ourselves

to tally as we go along.

Tally by the Score (X to 20).

( All dialects ) one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten.

( All dialects but Shorn Pen and Car Nicobar ) ten-one, ten-two, ten-three, ten-four, ten-five,

ten-six, ten-seven, ten-eight, ten-nine, or, sometimes, for 17, three-more-one-score, for 18, two-more-

one- score, for 19, one-more-one-score. Tally.

(All dialects but Central and Southern

)

(20 to 40 ) score-one, score-two .... one-more-

two-score, two score. Tally.

Tally by Score of Scores ( 20 to 400).

(All dialects but Shorn Peh) one-score, two-score, thi-ee-score .... one-more-one-score

( of ) scores, one-score ( of ) scores. Tally.

Further Tally by Score of Scores (500-700-2,000).

All dialects except Shorn Pert by varying expressions
,
meaning

,

one-score ( and) five (of)
scores, one-score ( and ) ten ( of ) scores, one-score and fifteen ( of

)

scores .... two
score (and) five (of) scores .... five score scores.

The Shorn Pen stop tallying altogether at 600 : and the others, the Car Nicobarese except-
ed, at 700, and the Car Nicobarese themselves at 2,000, except for cocoanuts, for which there
is a separate system.

Tally is usually kept by nicks with the thumb-nail on strips of cane or bamboo, and in

Car Nicobar by notches cut in sets of five on a stick. Each nick or notch represents a score

of whatever is being enumerated.

d. — Beckoning by the Score.

As regards the exceptions above noted. For tally up to a score, beyond ten, the Car
Nicobarese say “ one-ten ” and so on, to nineteen. For even numbers the Shorn Pen use besides
direct numerals, “ one-pair, two-pair, ” etc. : and for odd numbers “ one-pair-one, ” and so on

:

and beyond ten to nineteen they say “ one half-pair (and) ten” and so on.

For tally beyond a score the Central and Southern people use a term, doktai
, for “half-

score” in the same way as the Shorn Pen use “half-pair. ” This word is of great interest, as it

is a lost stem, meaning «
( waning to ) half, ” which can be shown to be the case by the term for
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5,0u0 pairs in Car Nicobarese, drbngte Idle
,
lialf lah, i.e half 10,u00 pairs. Here Idle is borrowed

from the Far Eastern laksa
, laic, 10,000 ( one form of the Sanskrit laksha

,
just as Idhh for 100,000

is another in modern India ), and drbngte ( dohtai ) is not otherwise found in Car Nicobai*ese.

This term drbngte is applied also to the “half (waned) moon” while drunga means

waning.
99

It will have been noticed that there are alternative terms for ce score”
; one old one, as

shown by the Shorn Pen form, and one newer : the newer term being now used for “score” and

the old one to tell or multiply it by the score. In going into the cocoanut-counting system

these alternative terms will be found put to yet another use. Again, the Shorn Pen have a

special term for seore-of-scores, teo

:

and can tally up to large figures by scores : one score, two

scores, three scores, one more one teo
,
one teo. This idea, too, will be found to be of value when

going into the system of counting cocoanuts.

Another subversion of inter-island custom is to be noticed in Car Nicobar, where one is

ordinarily kaholz ,
but for cocoanuts one is the universal heng .

Beyond the score-of-scores (400) the Nicobarese have so seldom to enumerate ordinary

objects that their nomenclature for the numerals then becomes, though clear, uncertain, as will

be seen from the different method by which the various islanders arrive at the same sum.

At the same time the fact that the Shorn Pen stop at 600, the others, except the Cur Nicobarese,

at 700, and the Car Nicobarese themselves at 2,0jQ, is not due to want of intelligence, but to

want of practical use
:
just as we stop practically at a million and most people are uncertain as

to whether a billion is 10 or 100 or 1,000 or even a million millions, and as beyond the billion

the terms become academic.

e. — The Small Numbers.

As regards the smaller simple numbers, the terms for them have got quite away from any

idea now of connection with the hand or multiplication of each other, though both can be seen

after examination to he present. The word for hand, tai, in Nicobarese is a “lost root” and

now only exists for parts of the hand, thus — oh-tai, back (of the) hand
; oal-tai (in-hand)

palm; kane-tai (stick-hand) and even tai
>
finger. So ianai is certainly a derivative of tax, formed

with the differentiating infix an, thus — tai, hand, fingers, Uan-oi, five. Next we find clear

roots d ( du, an, dh) two and fu (kb) pair: whence in various forms, dh, two ifban, four (two pair)
;

en-foan ,
eight (twice two-pair). So in Shorn Peii three, six and nine (luge, lagdu, lungi) are

clearly the inflected remains of some such connected multiples, and in the other dialects “ six
”

is three pair
;

lu,e
,
three, ( ta )-fu-al , six, a pair of three ( ta is a common radical prefix in the

language ). Tajuul (
tajual , tahCnl ,

tahol ), which in that case is really a numerical coefficient, also

means a pair iu all the dialects except Shorn. Pen, and is built up etymologically in the same

way as the homonym for six quite legitimately, thus— ta-ffra, prefix-root-suffix
; while we see

the root again in Shorn Pen in the (probably mixed) compound term for “ half-a-pair ” ma-haii~

hud ( ? )-two-pair. The term he'lng-hata for nine is an elliptical phrase hemg hata (shorn), one

less (ten), as will be seen later on.

f. — Commercial Reckoning.

Turning now to the second system—the Nicobarese method of reckoning cocoanuts for

commerce and currency, and from cocoanuts money, which they do not possess themselves,

carries them into large figures. It is still a tally system, adopted for commercial purposes by

all except the Shorn Pen, from the system of tallying by the score.

Cocoanuts as currency are seldom used in small quantities and the Nicobarese get quickly

to the score by counting the nuts in pairs— thus, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight, nine pairs, one score. Tally.
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The term used for “ score ” in this case is inai ( tom), the alternative already noted, and

not momchlama ( pomchiama ,
michatna,

noong ) as in the case of ordinary articles, momchiama being

adopted, qua coeoanuts, for “ score-of-scores.”

It must be remembered that coeoanuts, except when stated in scores or multiples of scores,

are always stated in pairs ( tafua , tafual ,
taknal)> the term for which is omitted in reckoning,

unless it is necessary to express it for very small quantities, or in the case of odd numbers,

when 3 becomes “one-pair-one, Jieang-ta jual-heang” and so on.

In tallying coeoanuts by the score, the various islands have set up different standards of

tally, which are complicated and in many cases in alternative use. The number of standards

in fact indicates the trade, where trade is briskest, the standards are most numerous. It may
be noted that in counting coeoanuts “ ten pair ” may be substituted for “ one score” in the

lower tally everywhere, except in Chowra, where “one score ” is used without an alternative.

g.— Commercial Tally by the Score.

It is now necessary to use some abbreviations— C. = Central, S. = Southern, T. =
Teressa, C. N. = Car Nicobar, and Ch. = Chowra.

The least developed method of tallying by the score is in C. and S., where there are only

two standards, inai score (20) and momchiama score-of-scores (400). There the counting by

the score is —one, two, three .... score, one momchiama (score-of-scores); then one

two, three . . . . up to any number of momchiama . This method is very awkward in the

higher figures, thus

—

500

600

700

1,000

3,000

10.000 3

20.000 2

100,000 10

200,000 1

momchiama 5 (score) [400 -f 5 (20)]

„ and-a-half (dolctai) (400 + 200)

„ and-a-half 5 (score) [400 -f 200 + 5 (20) ]

„ and-a-half [(2 x 400) -f 200]

„ and-a-half [(7 X 400) + 200]

score 5 momchiama [(20 4- 5) x 400]

,, 5 pair momchiama [(40 + 5 [2] x 400]

,, 5 momchiama [10 x (20 + 5) x 400 ]

„ 5 (of) score (of) momchiama [ (20 + 5) X 20 X 400 ]

Car Nicobar adopts the score and score-of-scores ( inai-momchiama) standard, but only

alternatively and only as far as the higher of the two (400 ). T. and Ch. will talk about 11,

etc., score, but as far as 15 score only.

h. — Standards of Ten and One Hundred Score.

All these three islands, Car Nicobar, Teressa, and Chowra, have a third standard of ten
score (200), which is in these dialects called

C. N. T. Ch.

’ong49 n6ng la

Then alternatively Ch. and C. N. will reckon by the Id or ’bng np to 15 score, and C. N.
alternatively up to 20 score. Beyond the nong

,
T. always reckons by the nong thus50

200 1 *ong ( nong, la )

400 2 ’dng ( nbog, la

)

500 2 ’ong ( nbng, la), 5 score ( tom ),

The standard of ten score ( 200) is carried by all the three islands C. N., T., Ch., up to

2,000, L e„ 10 ’bng (nong ,
Id), when alternatively a new standard of hundred scores

commences in C. N. called kaine, in T. and Ch., mamila . Thus—
2,000 1 kaine (mamila)

3,000 1 kaine (mamila), 5 bng ( nong, ]&).

49 Inflectionally ( 1) nbng, (2) tbng, (3) ybng, (10) xndng according to the terminal of the previous numeral.
Except in case of 300 which is 15 score.
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i. — The Higher Numbers,

After this the islands break off on their own lines. Thus T. carries on the standard of

ten score ( mamlla ) for all the higher figures : 200,000 being in that dialect simply 5 score

mamlla ( 5 X 20 X 2,000). C. N. and Oh. do so also as far as 100,000, which is in all the

three dialects 2 score 5 pairs mamlla ( Icaine ) or [2 x 20 -|- 5 (2 )] x 2,000; but Oh,

alternatively commences a new standard at two mamlla or two hundred score ( 4,000 ) called

metfietehya and carries that on to all figures. Thus for Oh. —

>

20,000

is alternatively 5 metnetchya ( 5 x 4,000)

100.000 is 1 score 5 metnetchya [ (20 + 5) x 4,000]

200.000 is 2 score 10 metnetchya [(40 4- 10) x 4,000]

At 10 haine (10 x 2,000 = 20,000) O. N. commences a new alternative standard, l&k

(borrowed from the Malay and Far Eastern laksa 10,00051
), meaning 10,000 pairs ( = 20,000)

cocoanuts. This is carried on to all the high figures. Thus —

~

20,000

is 1 lak

100.000 is 5 lak

200.000 is 10 lak

By an interesting expression C. N. says drongte Idh, half Idk, for 10,000, This proves that

dbktai, “and-a-half ” (scores) of C. and S. really contains a lost root for “ half,” Also it is to

be noticed that when C. and S. get into large figures they have borrowed the T. Oh. alternative

term for score. Thus—

200,000

in O. and S. is heang inai tanai tom momchtama ,
one score (and) five score (of)

score-of-scores (20 -f 5 x 20 x 20 x 20).

j. — Cocoanut Beckoning Standards.

The following table will show briefly the standards for reckoning cocoanuts

I. pair all islands 1 tafua (tafual, takoal, tahol) 2

II. 10 pairs or score ... all islands 1 inai (tom) 20

III. 10 score ... ... Ch. T., C. N. 1 la (nong,
J

ong) ooCM

IY. score of scores C., S., C. X. 1 momchlama (pomchlama, michama) 400

Y. 10 ten-scores Ch., T„ C. N. 1 mamila (kaihe) ... 2,000

VI. score of ten-scores tM Ch. 1 metnetchya ... 4,000

VII. 10,000 pairs C. N. 1 lak (borrowed trade term) ... 20,000

C. N. and Ch. have thus six standards and Oar Nicobar has the highest : T. has four

standards : O. and S. have three. These standards exactly indicate the illative trading

opportunity of the various islanders.

The Shorn Pen have no trade, but they can easily reckon up to 80,000, thus ieya inai teo

10 score (of) teo [(10 x 20) x 400= 80,000]. They have three standards — I, pair, 1 la-au,

2 : II, score, 1 inai, 20 : III, score of scores, 1 teo 400. They do not, in fact, fall behind the

other islanders in the capacity for grasping and reckoning in abstract figures.

ci Not from the Indian lUh 100,000. Both laksa (10,000) and Ukh (100,000) are from the same root as the

Sanskrit laksha.
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k. — Scales for Beckoning Cocoanuts.

For European trade the table of scales would be as follows :•— «

•

I.

For all islands.

10 tafua or tak6al or tahol (pair) make 1 inai or tom (score), (20)

II.

c., sn c. n.

10 tafual or tahbl make 1 inai (20)

20 inai ... ,» 1 momchlama or michama (400)

III.

Oh., T., C. N.

10 tafual or tak6al or tahbl (pair) make 1 inai or tom (score), (20)

10 inai or tom (score) ... .. „ 1 IS, nong, or ’bug (200)

10 1&, nong, or ’bng „ 1 mamila (kaine) (2,000)

IV.

Oh.

10 takoal make 1 tom (20)

10 tom ... j, 1 la (200)

10 la „ 1 mamila (2,000)

2 mamila ... ... ... it 1 metnetchya (4,000)

V.

O.N.

10 tahol make 1 inai (20)

10 inai ... ... ... ... »» 1 ’ong (200)

10
fong ... „ 1 kaine (2,000)

10 kaine ... „ 1 lak (20,000)

One can see, when put in this way, which is, of course, distinctly not Nicobarese,

where trade has sharpened wits.

1. — Tallies.

In a Car Nicobar tally stick, henrata-lcblt, in my possession, unfortunately already dry-rotted

in the notches, which are thus lost for the future, a running account of cocoanuts with a trader

who has advanced rice for cocoanuts, is shown. The balance due on the rice was 2,000

cocoanuts, u 10 yong or 1 Mine denoted by the 10 notches at A. The 10 notches at B
represent the total sum 10 ’ong to be made up. The 6 notches at C denote that the owner has

cleared 6 'bng (1,200, the 4 notches at D that 4 ’ong (BOO) are still due.

Kenrata-Kok,

Balance (10) Amount Due (4) Cleared (6)

to be made

ap (10)
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I have another tally of beads on a string from Car Nicobar (kenrata-ngiji) which shows

that 26 michama (400x26=10,400) of cocoanuts are due out of a sum and that 4 mzchama

(1,600) have been paid. The original debt was therefore 30 micliama,
i.e., 12,000 cocoannts, or

as a Car Nicobarese would say, 6 kaine or drongte Idk lertg kaine [half Idh (and) one Icai&e],

Kenrata-ngiji.

a. — Reckoning of the Days of the Months.

Each “ moon ” is divided into phases and divisions in all the islands on the same system,

except Car Nicobar, which has a differing one. There is for descriptive purposes a waxing and

a waning moon; dividing the “moon” into halves. There are also a descriptive First Phase

(jEeang Ld, one piece): Full Moon (whole or swollen moon): Last Phase ( Kaneal ,
Boar’s

tusk). For reckoning, the month is divided into 30 days and four phases — I ( she ), 1st to

10th ( 10 days ) ;
II ( ydm ), 11th to 20th ( 10 days ) ;

III ( tatldnga ) 21st to 25th ( 5 days ) ;

IY, 26th to 30th (5 days). In the fourth phase the days are not counted, but separately

named.

In Car Nicobar the following descriptive phases are recognised:— ( a ) First Phase

(Kdnel-hdu% Boar's tusk ), 2nd day : Second Phase ( Tutlaal ), 8th day ( First Quarter ) : Third

Phase {Clam Chingeat ), 14th day ( Full Moon) : Fourth Phase ( Drongte Chingeat ), 22nd day

(Last Quarter) ;
and (6) Waxing moon, 1st to 10th (10 days): whole moon, 11th to 16th

(6 days) s waning moon, 17th to 26th (10 days) : disappearing moon, 27th to 30th (4 days) :

total, 30 days. In Car Nicobar also the full moon, and the day before and the two days after,

are all recognised by separate terms. For reckoning, the month is divided into 30 days and

3 phases: waxing moon, 1st to 16th (16 days): waning moon, 17th to 26th (10 days):

disappearing moon, 2?th to 30th (4 days): total, 30 days.

In reckoning the month the Car Nicobarese reckon straight through the waxing moon

from 1 to 16 and simply say “ Tcahok chingeat
,
one moon .... tafual sian chingeat

,
sixteen

moon.” They then go straight through the waning moon from 1 to 10 and say “ TcaJidh drSnga

chingeat
,
one waning moon,” and so on. Lastly they run through the disappearing moon from

1 to 4, “lahoh sdlnowa chingeat
,
one disappearing moon,” etc. If intercalary days then ensue,

they are all called aiya dp-chingeat.

In the other islands the plan of counting the days is the same, but the method differs and

is more complicated. They count 1 to 10 {she moon); thus “heang she kdhe, one she

moon .... shorn she hdhe9 ten she moon ” Then 1 to 9 ( ydm, whole ) ;
thus “ heang ydm

hdhdi one ydm moon .... heang haia ydwi hdhe, nine ydm moon .
9 But the 20th is heang
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momchiama y&m Mhe

,

one score yam moon,” to finish the reckoning, because it now takes od

a new phase. The 21st to 25th are reckoned backwards thus—
21st enfoan tatlanga 8 tatlanga .

22nd issat „ 7

23rd tafual „ 6

24th tanai „ 5

25th foan „ 4

After this they reckon by separate names :

26th ongawa
27th hinai

28th hinlain

29th manut

30th kanat

Any following intercalary days are all called hanat .

b. — Explanation of Terms for Numerals.

There is a term for the 19th in the Central Group, which explains the curious form
heang-hata for nine. The ordinary term for the 19th day is heang-hata ydm ledhe, nine y&m
moon : but shorn heang hata tom ydm, which is obviously “ ten one less score y&m” is also used,
because the 20th is heang momchiama y&m h&he, one score y&m moon. Hat means “ not ” and
hata here is clearly “less” and so heang-hata, nine, is an elliptic phase for heang hata shbm

, one
less ten.

Another pair of expressions is dr'onga chingent, waning moon, and drongte chingeat, half
moon, which explains drongte Idle, half lak ( 20,000 ), and dohtai “ and-a-half ( score ).” Here
is a “lost root’ drong, dok, “lessen,” which when combined with ( te, ta ) tai “lost root” for
“hand,” means “the lessened hand” or “half.”

The only other term which might he disputed is chamanga chingeat, ten moon, the word for
ten in Car Nicobar being sam, but it is quite a legitimate extension for differentiation by infix
and suffix, thns; ch-am-ang-o (for s-aw-am-a ), or according to root forms, chang for sam.

c. — Calendar Tallies.

In a Car Nicobar Calendar {kmrdta') in my possession the days are notched as follows to
indicate a monsoon. It is in the form of a sword-blade.

The first month notches 31 days
The second j* 29 „
The third 26 „
The fourth *9 28 „
The fifth

it 26 „
The sixth

99 29 „
The seventh

99 28 „

197 days

pr well oyer half the year, which would require readjustment during the next monsoon.

It will be observed that the notches are meant to go 10, 6, 10, 4=30.
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That is, in this henrata the Car Nicobarese four phase system is taken in calendaring the

months, e the months are divided into waxing, full, waning, and disappearing moon.

When the notches fill one side of the henrata
,
they commence on the other, and are thus

able to keep tally of time for a short while.

Car Nicobar Calendar,

(Kenrata.)

Mr. de RoepstorfPs Calendar.

In Mr. de RoepstorfPs posthumous Dictionary of the Nancowry (Central) Dialect, of 1884, is

given a complete and most interesting Calendar, found among his papers, for the year 1883

day by day, but unfortunately there is something wrong about it. He has given Danah-kapa

and Kaba-chuij as two separate solar months, whereas they are duplicate names for the closing

month of the N.-E. Monsoon, and thus gives 13 and not 12 solar months to the year. He has

also got the months Channi and Hammua in the reverse order. Further, his months work out

thus for the solar year, giving an intercalary day each to (7) Hammua (May-June) and

(9) Manakngapoah (August-September).

Month 1 . 9tb January to 7th February 30 days.

2. 8th February to 8th March 29

3. 9th March to 6th April 29
ii

4. 7th April to 6th May 30
ii

»» 5. 7th May to 5th June 29 ii

jj 6. 6th June to 3rd July 29
>j

» 7. 4th July to 3rd August 31

»»
8. 4th August to 31st August 28

» 9. 1st September to 1st October 31

10. 2nd October to 30th October 29
ii

11. 31st October to 29th November 30 j»

12. 30th November to 28th December 29
ii

13, 29th December to 8th January 11
ii

365 days

This would have resulted in the Nicobarese full year of two monsoons being completed in

383 days, and this reckoning would have brought about a muddle in the ensuing year, 1884,

which does not as matter of fact occur.

It is to be observed that the S.-W. Monsoon was taken in that year as commencing on 7th

May and the NrW. on 1st November, so that the S.-W. Monsoon half year lasted 177 days

and the N.-W. about 188.

It is to be noted also that in Mr. de Roepstorfi’s calendar the She days are 10, the Ydm

days 10, and the Tatlanga days 5 in each month, while the odd dark nights run thus : for

1 month none, for 1 month 3, for 6 months 4, for 3 months -5, -for 2 months 6 in the month.
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A REPORT ON THE PANJAB HILL TRIBES.

From the Native point of view.

BY MIAN DURGrA SINGH.

(Communicated by H, A. Rose,)

( Concluded from page 815,)

XiXXVXII. — Social Customs.

263. Methods of salutation among different tribes are :
—

(1) Brahmans salute one another, as pairi
jpbnd; namaskar . They salute Rajputs with

asirbdd, sri bachan ,
Rdjd kb sri Raghu Nath sahdi (God be with the Raja). Other tribes, except

the low castes, with halydn or asirbdd. Low tribes with “ May you long live or flourish.”

(2) Rajputs say to the Brahmans, matthd tehnd, palag
,
pairi p6nd (I fall at your feet)

;
to

others, except low castes, Rdm Rdm
,
and to low castes, “May you long live or flourish.”

(8) Bohras, Banias, Bhabras, Suds, Kshatriyas, say Rdm Rdm to one another, or bandagi or

matthd tehnd or pain pond ;
to Brahmans, palag

,
pdiri pond ,

or matthd tehnd
;

to Rajputs,

mahdrdj jaided or jaided mahdrdj ov jaided,

(4) Kanaits, goldsmiths, Jats, barbers, gardeners, milkmen, potters, masons, say Rdm Rdm
,

dhdl
9
bandagi and jai Sitd Rdm; to Bohras, as above, bandagi or Rdm Rdm ; to Rajputs, mahdrdj

jaided ov jaided or dhdl.

(5) Washermen, dye-sinkers, carpenters, smiths, Thath&ras, Dhagis, Chanals, Kolis, Rehrs,

sweepers, cobblers, boatmen, weavers, say to one another, Rdm Rdm or dhdl
;
dhdl or pairi pond

to Kanaits ; dhdl or pairi pond to Bohras, etc.; mahdrdj jaided or jaided , or jai, to Rajputs
;

and pairi pbnd or matthd tehnd to Brahmans.

(6) The women of Brahmans, Rajputs and Bohras, etc., say matthd tehnd or pairi pond to

one another. The women of Kanaits, etc., say dhdl or sdi to one another, and those of low

castes say dhdl to one another.

(7) The above-mentioned tribes say namo Ndrain (reverence be to God) to the Sanyasx

mendicants or make danddcat (going round the person) to them, who in answer say Ndrdin,

Bairugis are addressed with yas mahdrdj dandaut, who reply jai Rdmji or jai Sitd Rdmji . Ades

is said to a Jogi, who replies Ad purusk (the First Cause). Adasis are made a dandaut and they

reply ckiranjiv (long live).

264. Modes of salutation by relatives : —
(1) Brahmans. A son, son-in-law, nephew, etc., says matthd tehnd and pairi bandan

, to a

father, mother, maternal uncle and wife, maternal grandfather and grandmother, father-in-law

and mother-in-law. Women say pairi bandan to their relatives. The elders in reply say

chiranjiv to a man, and suhdgan sanpati (may your husband live long) to a woman.

(2) Rajputs, Bhabras, Banias, etc. To the above-mentioned relations, if males, they say

jaided or dhdl
,
and if females, pairi pbnd or matthd tehnd . The elders, in reply, say chiranit to

a man, and suhdgan sanpati to a woman.

(8)

Kanaits. Younger males say dhal9 Rdm Rdm or bandagi to an elder relation, who in

reply says u long live ” or ** flourish” charanjiv . Women say sui, and receive in reply saddf

suhdgan„

(4) Low castes. Both males and females, if the younger say dhdl to elders, who in reply

say “ be happy,
15

or dhdl,

(5) Rajas or Ramis. Brahmans say to a Raj& or Ran& asirbdd9
sri Gbpdl sahdi or sri

Raghundth sahdi (may God help you). Other tribes say jaided to them. They reply pilag to

prahmans and Rdtm Rdm to others, jai to Rajpflts and “ he happy ” to low persons.
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(6) Mi&as (Raja’s younger sons). — Brahmans say to a Mian asirbdd or srt bachan
;
others

say jai, juidSci ,
or dhdl, They reply pala

g

or matthd tehnd to a Brahman
;
Rdm Ram, jai, jaided

or dhdl to the Rajpufcs
;
Rdm Ram to others, and “ be happy” to low persons,

(7) Banias. — They say bandagi and Rdm Rdm to merchants. Brahmans say asirbdd or sri

bachan to them. Low persons say to them dhdl or pairi ptnL

(8) Negis, Mehtas, Wazirs, Mukhias, etc., say bandagi or salam ox Rdm Rdm .

(9) If a man belongs to any other tribe, then he is sainted with the words fixed for his tribe.

265. The methods of greeting among the members of a family, friends, relations, and

strangers are given below :
—

(1) Members of a family, — The younger places his head on the feet of the elder, and then

says jaided, dhdl
,
bandagi , or Rdm Rdm ,

according to the fixed custom, with both the hands brought

together. The elder places his hand on the back of the younger, accepts the salutation asks after

his health, and places him near himself with a great show of love.

(2) Friends. — Friends shake hands. The younger in age or rank says bandagi
t
jaided

,

dhdl or Rdm Rdm , after which the elder takes hold of the hand of the younger, accepts the salutation,

asks after his health, and gives him a seat near himself.

(3) Relations. — The younger honours the elder, and puts his head on the feet of the latter.

If the relation be that of an equal position, or if the introduction be effected through a near relative,

then after pairi bandnd they embrace each other, or say dhdl bandagi, jai, jaided, etc., to each other.

The younger leaves his seat and offers it to the elder, and himself sits lower on the floor.

(4) Strangers.

—

Men prepare good food for their guests according to their capacity. If

a guest comes to the house of a Chief, Raja, or Nawab, then in addition to the feast he gets presents,

and even money, in proportion to the rank of the guest and host. Chiefs generally give presents to

their neighbours and relations.

266. There are no special rules for salutation, greeting or address.

267. There is no particular rule about treatment of guests, women, old men, and invalids.

268. Relations and neighbours entertain one another mutually,

269. No special language is used. The guests are politely spoken to. The host, of

whatever rank or capacity, will treat the guest respectfully. If the guest be one belonging to the

family of the host’s wife, then he is ridiculed. Brothers-in-law call each other names and mimic

one another. Their servants also will behave in the same way.

270. The brothers-in-law or men of their respective families make jokes with each other, and

also abuse each other through mother, or daughter, or sister. They call one another a thief, a rogue,

a cobbler, a shoemaker, sweeper, etc. But no one may assail the religion of another.

LXXIX. — Social Intercourse.

271. Customs of social intercourse among Kanaits, goldsmiths, barber, potters, Jfits, gardeners,

:and masons : —
{a) The Brahmans can eat flour, rice or fried grain from the hands of the above-named clans.

They have no scruple te use gdri, kacMrt,
and everything fried in oil or ght that has been touched by

the latter.

(£) The high castes do not use the food cooked only in water (not fried in oil, etc.) by these

sects, but low castes do not observe such restrictions.

(c) Water touched by them is drunk by everybody.

(d) The people do not smoke the same pipe with them.

The high castes do not eat food touched by low castes, such as Kolis, shepherds, cobblers, etc.,

nor do the former drink water touched by the latter, nor do they smoke the same pipe with them.

The low castes can eat food prepared by anybody. But every tribe, even among themselves, have

some restrictions concerning diet.
'
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272. Members of all tribes can eat the food, whether fried or unfried, prepared by a Br&hman,

but they do not smoke pipes together. Every tribe —• nay, even every sub-division — has its own
pipe. The same rule holds in the case of fried food. The people do not take fried food with

persons not of their own blood, and this custom holds particularly among Brahmans, Rajputs, and

Banias.

LXXX. ~ Clothing and Ornaments.

273. (1) Garments generally differ in fashion, and a distinction between the Hindus

and Muhammadans can be made so that the Hindus keep their buttons to the right, while the

Muhammadans keep them to the left. Hindus do not use black cloth, except for trousers, but the

Muhammadans use it freely. And the Hindus do not use blue clotb, while Muhammadans do. The

Hindus do not shave their heads,, while Muhammadans shave their heads clean. The Muhammadans
cook big cakes and Hindus small ones.

The names of men’s garments are : — Chobaghld, hurtd
,
hamiz (shirt), sadrt (vest), pdjdmd

(drawers or trousers), sathan ,
saldr

,
gdchi, topi (cap), fattihi ,

hot (coat), chogd
,
chddar (blanket

or sheet), doshdld (shawl), turban, Lamarband (belt).9

The names of women’s garments are : — Dhdthu
,
gdchi, dord ,

cMlti
,
tambd

,
suthan

, loiyd, ledtd,

ghondi, ckadar (blanket), hurtd sadrt (vest), hamiz (shirt), choltu (coat), chabagkld and hamarband

(belt).

(2) The following are some of the ornaments for women : — Kard (arm-rings) of gold and

silver, hangan (arm-rings) of gold and silver, poncM, maredru, churi (arm-rings), mdndi
,
drsi, dora9

ckandrmdn , chak, hanbdli, mongre, sid'd, hanphul, tanore ,
chains for sedus or hanphuls or tanores,

jhomah, natk (nose-ring), buldh, besar, pipal pattd
,

long, pMl and tMtM (?), hdch and chhdta,

hanthi, jomdld, chandarmani har, dazri, dolriy ckaup hdli, indarsem har f honvdru dodd, tavizT

mala , bdzuband, iord
,
paheb, pichdtt, chokMti, gdhthrS, hansli , jhanjdr.

Ornaments for men are— Ztga, chandarmdn, gohhru , murki , drotu , hdli or hunbal

;

kantha, gold and silver ; hara, gold or silver
j
mdndi, gold or silver ;

taviz, mala, and bdzuband.

LXXXI. — Dancing and Singing.

274. The women of all the tribes, except those of the Brahmans and Rajputs, can dance.

They dance among men in their villages at night. The women of Brahmans and R&jputs do not

dance, except at marriages, when they also sing. The tuns (minstrels) are, by profession, dancers

and singers.

LXXXII. — Table of Occupation.

No. Name of Tribe. Occupation.

1 Kshatriyas or Rajputs ... Military service.

2 Brahmans ... Teachers of the Vedas and Scriptures
;
receivers of gifts

and alms.

3 Suds ••• *•»
' ... Merchants and agriculturists.

4 Banias ... ... ... Merchants.

5
;
£6hras ... ... ... Do.

6 Kanaits ... Agriculturists
;
servants of BrUhmans and R&jpfits.

[

9
[ It is to be observed that one Portuguese word kantiz and oneJEcglisb word hot occur in these lists, — Ed.}
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No Name of Tribe. Occupation.

7 Khatris Like Raj puts
;
merchants and servants.

8 Kayasths .. Clerks and merchants.

9 Goldsmiths Makers of gold or silver ornaments.

10 Barbers Shaving.

11 Potters Make earthenware vessels
;
keep beasts of burden, such

as mules, camels, etc.

12 Washermen .. Washing of clothes.

13 Chhimbas .. Dyeing and washing of clothes.

14 Carpenters Build houses
;

carve wood and sculpture
;
and do all

kinds of work in wood and stone.

15 Blacksmiths ... Make instruments and vessels of iron.

16 ThathSra or Bharera Make instruments and vessels of brass, copper, and

spelter*

17 Turis, Dhakis, and Dhadis Play upon instruments, sing and dance.

18 Kolis or Dums ... Agriculturists and menials to others-

19 Rehrs or Nagalus Do. and graze the farmers’ cattle ;
shepherds*

20 Sweepers ... ... Do. do. do.

21 Cobblers and shoemakers . Do. make shoes and other things of leather.

22 Chanals «• ... ••• *•* Do. and make bows and arrows.

28 Boatmen ... ... Do. and help people in crossing rivers.

24 Weavers ... — Do. weave woollen cloth.

25 Bairagis ... Beggars.

26 Sanyasis Do.

27 Ud&sis ... ••• ••• **• Do.

28 Joffis Do.

LXXXIII. — Professions and Occupations.

275 The Brahmans, Rajputs, Kshatriyas, and Suds have adopted the profession of com-

merce and agriculture in modern times. The Brahmans and Rajputs are also given to private

service. No tribe, except in the case o£ individuals, sticks to its original occupation.

276. Different tribes have different occupations. No tribe sticks to one occupation as

a whole.' People earn their livelihood by different pursuits. The women of Brfihmans and

Rajpffts do no work, but make silk embroidery, sew clothes, knit socks, and so on.

277. No particular profession deserves mention.

278. There is nothing particular to say as to instruments.

279. The Turis, Dhakis, and Dhadis allow their women to practise prostitution, whether

they be maids or married, and live upon their earnings.
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280. The change of religion is necessarily accompanied with change of profession.

The convert adopts the calling of his new religion.

281. Persons changing their profession do not necessarily change the name of their

tribe, nor is their connection with it slackened, nor does it pervert their religion or sect.

However, if a person adopts a profession forbidden by either the Hindu or Muhammadan

religion, then his religion is degraded aud he is excommunicated. For instance, a person

whose food and water can be taken by Brahmans and Rajputs becomes, on adopting a low

profession, degraded and is excommunicated.

LXXXIV. — Agriculture.

282. The conditions of land cultivation are :
—

(1) Agriculturists are to be found in every tribe. However, the high castes of Brahman

and Rajputs do not cultivate the land themselves, hut by their servants.

(2) The Kanaits and Kblis are the best cultivators. Their men aud women live by

cultivation. Cultivators are generally Kanaits, Kolis, Rehrs (shepherds), who are tenants-

at-will. Generally the tenants are without rights of occupancy. Occupancy tenants are

very few.

(3) (a) Some tenants serve the landlords and do not pay any rent. They serve him

daily.

(5) Some tenants pay rent in cash, together with malikdna. Some pay in kind as much

as half the produce.

(g) They pay, in addition to the fixed rent, expenses of deaths and marriages to the land-

lord. Also they serve him now and then. No portioa of the chaff is given to the landlord.

At the time of division of produce, in some places, a quantity equal to the seed is deducted

and the remainder is divided into halves, while in other places the whole of the produce is

divided.

(<tf) There are no wandering tenants in the hills.

(e) Daily wages are seldom paid. But when well-to-do people engage poor men on

wages at the harvest time, they give to the latter 2| seers of grain daily, i.e., cakes weighing

one seer in the morning, as much in the evening, and half a seer of cakes at noon. Such

labourers are called buwdrd, and the wages are known as ohM'k. If the wages are to be paid

in cash, three annas a day is given.

283. There is no tradition regarding the cultivators.

IiXXXV. — Eights in the Land and its Products.

284. Following is the detail of the rights of a tribe in the land -

(a) No one has any right to have land on a rent less than that paid by his neighbours.

(b) Rehrs and Kolis cultivate the common land of the village without paying any rent,

and this is for their serving the shdmldt (community). Sometimes they graze cattle as

remuneration for this.

( c) Every one gives some grain (the quantity is not fixed) at the time of harvest to the

Brahmans, the goldsmith, the barber, the Turi, the Koli, the cobbler, the washerman, the smith,

and the shepherd, who in return serve the landlords. The shepherd is also given some corn.

Each of these can receive from each family not more than four maunds and not less than two

seers. These people go from village to village at the time of harvest and collect corn from

all the persons with whom they are connected.

285. There is no contract, but the customs are fixed. As* the land is divided into

portions, so is the birt (custom). If any person, who has been giving corn to one man for

a long time does not give it to him but to another man, a severe quarrel arises.
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286.

Ihis they do not receive by right of superiority, but by right of service. Sis

monthly grants are fixed as remuneration for their services.

287. This is only the reward of service.

288. The Brahmans, barbers, Turis, Kolls, and Rehrs have hereditary rights. Other
menials can be dismissed or re-employed. This right is termed shikotM ,

LXXXVT. — Increase of Agriculture,

289. There is no reason to believe that the forefathers of the agriculturists were of the

same caste or tribe as themselves. Neither can this be admitted nor denied. Only so much
is certain that in. ancient times agriculturists were very few.

290. No such marks are to be foand in any tribe or caste as to show likeness between

villages or villagers. Distinction between cultivators is necessary. It is not to be found among
the followers of any other profession.

291. No tradition worthy of mention is available.

292. Agriculture is increasing day by day, and every tribe is taking to it. Even the

Rajputs, Brahmans, goldsmiths and barbers, who shrank from cultivating land, have adopted

agriculture and are trying hard to improve their lands.

293. Want is not the reason.

LXXXVII. — Pasture.

294. This is a general custom in the hills. The culturable land situated near the village

is either divided and cultivated or is possessed separately. In villages where pasture grounds

to graze cattle are scarce the banjar (barren land) is neither divided nor cultivated, for the

want of pasture injures the increasing value of land. But this custom is going out of use

nowadays, for the agriculturists have been declared the owners of culturable lands, while the

Chief or the British Government owns the unculturable lands. However, the shdmldt (com-

mon land) is in possession of the villagers.

295. All the pasture lands of the hills belong to the Chief of the place. But the

inhabitants of villages are privileged to graze their cattle in pastures situated within the boundary-

of their respective villages. None have such a right except the natives of the villages. If

the Chief thinks any area to be more than sufficient for the purposes of pasturage, and wants

to improve it, then he can give it to any one of the natives of the village for improvement

on a fixed rent. The farmers can sell or mortgage the land which they own as the malifos,

but they cannot do so with the pasture lands, and can use them only for private purposes.

IiXXXVIII.— Distribution of Land.

296. There is no arrangement for social communion of tribes. However, the sub-

divisions of a tribe bave social intercourse with one another. No custom prevails as to the

redistribution of a tribe or religion. The distribution already effected cannot be cancelled.

297. Portious of land are fixed for sowing particular grains for particular crops. For instance,,

wheat is sown for the rabi crops, and rice, etc., for the kharif, and a limited area of land is set aside-

for each crop,

298. Divisions of watering-places and habitations in a village are according to the tribes.

High castes have their houses, watering-places, and cremation-grounds in one part of the village, and

in the same manner every tribe or sub-division thereof has its separate places. Every tribe has also

a fixed place in the village to be used at times of marriages and deaths. This partition of the villages

by tribes is of long standing, but it has no concern with partition of land. The land is divided into fields.

299. The partition into fields effects all kind3 of land, whether it be the individual property

of any person or the common land of the village.
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RUKMINI KALYANAM.

BY G. B. SUBBAMIAH PANTULU.

(Aft Episode in the 'Srimat Bhagamta from the text ofBammara Potanna .— The Telugu Poet.)

Y"ou have heard from me, 0 Parikshit, some time ago that under the commands of

Brahma, Rivata bestowed the hand of his daughter Ravati on Balarama. Afterwards, Krishna
married the sweet-scented Bnkmini, an incarnation of Lakshmi and the daughter of Bhishmaka,

after gaining a victory over Salva and others who came to aid Sisupala, as Garutmanta took

possession of the nectar, overthrowing Indra in days of yore.

Then, Parikshit questioned Suka, the narrator of the story, to furnish him with a satis-

factory explanation of the state of affairs which lead Krishna, who came to Bhishmaka’s court

on account of a swayamvara
, to carry off Bnkmini and marry her in the rdkshasa form, after

overthrowing a host of powerful kings single-handed. 1

* Exalted Brahman, Suka, a person who hears the stories of Vishnu, the hearing of

which is the best road to salvation, would not be satisfied even after a certain stage is attained,

as hearing them afresh imparts fresh pleasure to the hearer. As these stories appear fresh

every time they are heard, kindly narrate to me the Bukmini Kalydnam, as my mind is at present
bent upon hearing it. O sage, the words which narrate the characteristics of Vishnu are
ornaments to the ears of the hearers, are pleasure-giving to the pandits, are destroyers of sins
committed in various lives

2

and contain soul-stirring words.”

After hearing these words from the king, Suka spoke thns: — « 0 Parikshit, there lived
a king, Bhishmaka by name, ruler of Kundina in Vidarbha. He had five sons, of which the
eldest, Eukmi by name, was a spotless persofi. The last and most beloved of the lot was a daughter
Bnkmini by name#

_

“ The h°nse of Bhishmaka glowed with the growth of his daughter Rukmini, as the western
horizon glows with the rising of the moon. She, growing day by day, indulged herself in

1 There are eight different sorts of marriage— (1) Irahmya, in which a girl of noble descent is married to one
.of the same order who is also a good Vedic scholar, after adorning the girl in the best jewels possible ; (2) daham,
in which a girl adorned with the most fashionable and valuable jewels possible is married to a ritvika at the
beginning of a yajna, or sacrifice, after worshipping him

; (S) arsham, in which a girl is married to one after
aoceptang from him the gift of a cow for the propagation of dTiarma s (4) yraj&faiyam, in which a girl is given to
a person after telling him that they should jointly propagate dharma; (5) r&kshasa, where the girl is carried off by
force without the consent of the girl’s party; (6) ffandharvam, where clandestine marriage is done by mutual
consent

; {7) amram, where money is paid for the girl for marriage ; and (8) yisacha, where a person marries a girl
who is not able to maintain her virtue.on account of administering to herself soporific drugs. There is yet anotherkmd of marriage called aira, where the parents marry the two people after noticing strong signs of love in both

,,
* V*T“eilt

l
tiT P™ducts

:

W Anavamala- where Satyaguna preponderates, although at timesthe thought of I am BraAma is presented to the mind to be soon forgotten. (2) Karmikamala— in which

abourBrah^wt
VadflIlti<

!

Cachings of his best gurf-s. (3) Mayikamala- in which the thought

efoftd

“ot steke the mind at all. (4) Mayayamala- where the mind is led to the performs*Jof

fh f+r
(5)J)rotTmala~ in whid> a after knowing all about Parabrabma is led to

aseries of rebirths^

6 * ^ 3t ei“g aDd in ““^uence suffers eternal damnation and undergoes
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performing make-belief marriages
;
in serving sweet-flavoured food to other girls of her own

age, which pleased them very much : in the growth of creepers and flowers in the park adjacent ;

in rocking herself in golden cradles, in houses set with diamonds and other precious stones ;

in playing at ball very elegantly with other girls of her own age
;
in teaching parrots

;
in teaching

methods of walking to peahens and slowness of pace to fresh-bloomed swans. The growth of

Rukmini’s body varied with the growth of Krishna’s love towards her
;
her lotus-face varied with

the lotus of Krishna’s mind
;
her breasts with Cupid’s finely-pointed darts varied with Krishna’s

growth ;
her loins waved with the waving of Krishna’s patience

;
her braided tresses increased

with the increase of Krishna’s love-chord towards her, so that her growth might keep pace with

Krishna’s pleasures. Thus Rukmini, the sister of Rukmi,Rakmaratha, Rukmabahu, Rnkmakesa

and Rukmandfcra, being in her teens, heard of the accomplishments of Sii-Krishna from the

hosts who came to her house, and came to a resolution in her mind that Krishna would be the

fittest man for her to take as her husband.

“Sri-Krisbna, also after hearing of the beauty, intelligence, character, and general accom-

plishments of Rukmini, and being satisfied on every item, thonght that she would be the fittest

woman for him to take as his wife. While all his relatives were holding consultations with the

wise about giving Rukmini in marriage to Krishna, the foolish Rnkmi came to a different

conclusion and wanted her to be given to Sisupala. Rukmini, after having ascertained her

brother’s intentions, sighed in heart, called in a confidential Brahman and told him that her

hot-headed brother had come to a firm resolve to give her in marriage to Sisupala somehow, and

that she wanted him to go to Dvaraka and inform Krishna of the affair. ‘Best of Brahmans, as

my father, too, cannot set aside the firm resolve of my brother, kindly go on this mission to

Dvaraka, inform Krishna of the whole affair, and fetch him hither as soon as possible and thus

baffle the endeavours of my brother.’

“ The Brahman, after hearing these and some other secret words, proceeded to Dvaraka,

informed Krishna of his coming through the guards stationed outside, received Krishna’s orders,

entered the palace, saw Krishna seated on a seat of gold, and blessed him to become

a bridegroom. Whereupon Krishna, ever bent upon observing Yedic ritual, vacated his seat

smiling, requested the Brahman to sit on the same seat and worshipped him, as he is himself

worshipped by the angels, fed him sumptuously, approached him most heartily and slowly, and

with his hands, which wield sway over the whole world, pressed his legs and addressed him

thus : -

—

f< ‘ Best of Brahmans, I see you are always contented. Snch a state is attained very happily.

This dharmci is acceptable to the elders. A Br&bman, however wealthy he may be, should be

contented and happy and should not be swayed by a feeling of pride. Whoever does not quit

this swatharma ,
would have all his desires satisfied. Whoever is not content with the little that

he gets would always he crushed, even though he gets Indra’s riches. Whoever is content

with the little that he gets would be quite happy, even though he be a pauper. Therefore,

I would prostrate before those who show signs of friendship to all beings, who are content with

the little they get, who are patient, who are good and not proud. 0 intelligent and best of

Brahmans, I like that king, under whose sway all the people live comfortably, in whose kingdom

you are. and by whom you are protected. Kindly let me know what induced you to enter this

impenetrable island-home at this unusual hour. I promise to satisfy your desire and you may

depend upon it.’

“ Having heard these words from Krishna, the divine being in human form, the Brahman

replied thufe : ‘Lord, there lives a king in Vidarbha, Bhishmaka by name. He has a daughter

whose name is Rukmini.. She, .being intent on serving you, requests you to marry her, and has sent
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some news to you through me which, if you be pleased to hear, I am ready to narrate in her own

words :— O killer of Kamsa, punisher of the vicious, plunderer of the wealth of beauty, robber of

women’s hearts. Krishna, by hearing whose name all the tapds
(
adhyatmika , adhidaivika

,

adhibhautiha) would vanish
;
by seeing whose frame, the eye would derive the pleasure of seeing every

thing in the Universe; by alway serving whom a man can attain eminence
;
by repeating whose

name a man is freed from the trammels of sansdr— to such a man is my mind united. You are the

best witness to all this. Although the members of my sex feel generally shy of expressing such

secrets, I, quitting aside all sense of shame, speak my heart before you, as the feeling of bhahti

preponderates in me, for which I beg to be excused. Krishna, to your enemies as a lion to fattened

elephants, the pleasure of the whole world, illuminated by family, education, beauty, age, wealth,

health, strength, charity, bravery, and mercy — is there anyone among women that does not love

you ? Even Lakshmi, the best among women, has loved you. Say, has this love emanated from

me alone?

“ * Purushottama, you who have Lakshmi in your breast, the proud Sisupala, king of Chedi,

intends to carry me off soon,— me who always thinks of you and you alone, as the fox desires the

food best adapted for the lion. The meanest of mortals knows not your wondrous valour. If, in my

previous births, I had worshipped angels, Brahmans, gurus
,
pandits, and others, and if I had given

gifts to the entire satisfaction of Vishnu, Krishna would now carry me off and marry me after slaying

in battle Sisupala and other such meanest of kings. Krishna, who have in your navel the lotus

which is the birthplace of Brahma, you who are the best of purushas
,
you have no reason to find

a pretext. If, to-morrow, you come with your armies and slay Jarasandha, Sisupala, and others in

battle and carry me off with your valour, I am ready to accompany you and marry you in the rdkshasa

form. Krishna, if you should think as to how best you can take me off from the palace,— for

you will be labouring under the impression that in carrying me off you will be obliged to shed,

unnecessarily, the blood of so many relatives, friends, and servants, who would offer resistance to

you — I have devised a measure, which I shall carefully suggest to you if you be pleased to hear.

My people are accustomed to send the bride, previous to the marriage proper, to worship the tutelary

deities outside the town. I shall be sent on this occasion outside the town to worship Parvati

according to custom, and that will be the most opportune moment when you can come and carry me

off. Krishna, my protector, if you think I am not fit to receive your mercy, the receiving of which is

the goal of the learned and the old by dispelling their ignorance, and if in consequence you do not

choose to take me to wife, I shall assume at the least one hundred rebirths, perform vratas in the

meanwhile, always think about you and attain your mercy and then marry you. You may rest

assured that this is truth and nothing but the truth. Do not, therefore, give a deaf ear to my
entreaties but carry me off soon. My protector, the ears that do not hear your soothing words

; the

beautiful frame which cannot enjoy with you— the best of beings
;
the eyes that cannot see you that

are beloved by the world at large
;
the tongue that cannot drink the nectar which emanates from your

lips ; the nose that cannot smell the fragrance of your beautiful bunch of flowers
;
the life that cannot

serve you, the best type of mankind — all these are next to useless, even though they live.

They should be considered as dead rather than living. All the jndnarthis (seekers of wisdom),

if they should live at all, should serve you and you alone and any other form of servitude is next to

useless.’

“ The Brahman, sent by Rukmini, having fulfilled his mission to her entire satisfaction, told

Krishna of her exceeding beauty, and wanted him to do the best he could under the circumstances

and told him that she was the best object for his love. * 0 Krishna, Rukmini’s feet are the best

resorts for all tendrils
;
her thighs laugh at golden plantain trees

;
her hands are beautiful with

a coating of redness
; her neck is exceedingly beautiful, being turned a little and being as white as

a conch. There is a suspicion whether she possesses a waist or not. Her breasts give pleasure to
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the eye ;
her forehead laughs at the semi-circular moon ; her braided tresses laugh at black wild

bees ' her sight resembles the finely-pointed darts of Cupid
;
her eye-brows resemble the branches of

Cupid arrows; her words invigorate the mind
;
her face resembles the moon. Krishna, you are the

best person fitted for her and she for you. All others are useless to both. I tell you, on my guru,

you should be married. Why do you make unnecessary delays ? Take all people by whom you

wish to be accompanied and come with me to fetch Rukmini. Slay your enemies, do good to the

world and obtain fame.’

« "When Krishna heard all that the Brahman had said, he took hold of the Brahman’s hand, and,

laughing, spoke to him thus :— * 0 Brahman, my thoughts are fully centred on Rukmini and that

is why my nights are always sleepless. I knew already of Rukmini’s hindrance to this marriage.

Therefore as fire is taken out by the contact of wood with wood, so I shall bring Rukmini after

slaying the armies of my enemies. I shall immediately go to Yidarbha, enter Bhishmaka’s territory

in a fitting manner and slay all my enemies who come across my path and tear open their

bodies.’

“Krishna ascertained from the Brahman the auspicious moment of Rukmini’s marriage and

ascended’ with him the chariot drawn by four of his best horses harnessed to it by the charioteer

under his own instructions, and reached Vidarbha in a single night. There Bhishmaka, king of

Kundina, who could not set his son aside, bad resolved to marry his daughter to Sisupala and had

made the necessary preparations for its performance. At this juncture the public streets, lanes, and

thoroughfares of the city were swept and kept scrupulously clean, excellent sandalwood water was

sprinkled in them, they were adorned with beautiful flowers of various kind; all houses were

repaired and kept in good order, incense and camphor were burnt
;

all the men and women were in

their best and appropriate attire, were adorned with beautiful flowers, the best jewels and excellent

scents • drums and instruments of all sorts were beaten and played. Thus the whole city presented

a gay’ and lively appearance. Then Maharaja Bhishmaka first propitiated, the jntris, fed the

Brahmans, purified the city, had Rukmini bathed, adorned her with the best jewels and in the best

attire possible, performed all observances in accordance with the strict injunctions of the Vedas,

engaged Brahmaus to chant the various mantras, and the purokit to perform navagraha homa and

to give away gifts of sesamum seeds, cows, silver, gold, and cloths.

“At this juncture the proud Sisupala came to the city with the object of marrying Rukmini,

accompanied by various armies under his command, his innumerable relatives, friends, and others.

Jarasandha, Dantavaktra, Salva, Biduratha, Paundraka, Yasudeva.and other kings came to the firm

resolution that they would defend Sisupala against Krishna and Balaiama and all their innumerable

armies relatives, and friends and drive them off the field, and overcome any objection to making

Sisupala marry Rukmini. Very many other rdjds came to witness the marriage Of these Sisupala

was lodged by Bhishmaka in the best lodgings possible, and when Balarama heard this, he went o the

place with a host, all the while thinking that Krishna went there single-handed, and that very many

kings were there to help Sisupala, and that when the girl was to be brought, a fight would

necessarily ensue and that at that juncture Krishna would need assistance.

“ At that time when the host of rdjds wore approaching the town, Rukmini entertained grave

doubts about Krishna’s coming thither. ‘To-morrow is the auspicious moment ;
the marriage is

fast approaching ;
my mind is wavering as to why Krishna has not come as yet

;
whether Krishna

has given a deaf ear to my news ;
why it is that the Brahman resembling the fire has not come here

as yet
;
whether my attempts to marry Krishna are to be fulfilled or frustrated; whether Brahma has

thought otherwise’ — such were the thoughts pass'ng in the mind of Rakmxni at this moment.
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‘Whether the enlightened and best of Brahmans did repair to Krishna or no; whether he was

fatigued on the way or reached the place safely
;
whether he found fault with me for having given

unnecessary trouble to the Brahman or accepted my entreaty
;
whether the Almighty will help me in

my undertakings or baffle my endeavours
;
whether my tutelary deity, Parvati, will protect me or

otherwise, and after all whether my foitune is favourable or the reverse. I am at a loss to know all

this'— such were the thoughts that she entertained at this moment. ‘The Brahman may not have

gone to Dvaraka and therefore Krishna has not been able to come here. There is no confidential

person whom I could hereafter send to fetch Krishna thither. There is not an atom of justice to be

got from my brother Rukmi. He intends to give me to Sisupala, the staunchest enemy of my lover,

Krishna. Even my PUrvati has lost her pity for me/ The above were her thoughts at that

time.

“ She would not communicate her thoughts even to her mother. Her face had turned very pale.

She would not even smile, nor would she try to remove the wild bees which used to sit on her face,

thinking it to be a lotus. She would not unwind the twisted pearl necklaces on her breast. She

would ever be bent on eagerly looking at Krishna’s arrival. She would weep, thinking she was not

to be blessed by marrying Sri-Krishna
;
she would not braid her tresses

;
would not talk even to her

favourite maids : she would not take food, nor drink water. She would not teach her pet parrot a

song. She would not play on the lyre and would shun society as much as possible. As sorrow was

great at her heart on account of Krishna not having come to marry her as yet, as he was in justice

bound to do, Rukmini, — the lion-waisted, lotus-scented, mirror-faced, flower-bodied, lotus-eyed,

swan-gaited, creeper-framed, the jewel of jewels, the flower of all women, with hands formed after

the lotus, — would not daub her body with musk, would not bathe, would not see a looking-glass,

nor wear flowers, nor resort to parks, nor tame swans, nor grow creepers, nor wear jewels, nor wear

marks on the forehead, nor swim in water
;

she, being unable to bear the finely pointed darts of

Cupid, would shiver at sweet soft winds, would be terrified at the noise of the wild bees, would be

struck with horror at the song of nightingale, would be annoyed at the noise of parrots and run
away from them, would not bear the heat of moonlight and would stand aloof from the shade of the

sweet mango-tree. While thus eagerly waiting for the coming of Hari and looking carelessly at all

other business, and being scorched by Cupid’s arrows, there occurred a tremor of her left eye and left

shoulder, which foreboded something good. Then the Brahman, being sent by Sri-Krishna, arrived,

when Rukmini went and stood before him with a glowing face and smiling, then the Brahman told

her :— ‘ 0 Rukmini, Sri-Krishna was exceedingly pleased at your good character, has given me
immense wealth, has also himself arrived here. He is at preseut outside the town. He would marry
you in the rdkshasa form, even though the whole host of angels and rdkshasas come and oppose him.

You have this day reaped the fruit of your labours.’ Afterwards Rukmini replied thus : —- ‘ You
have protected me by carrying my news to Krishna and bringing him here. I live by your mercy.

There is in the whole world none other like you. I cannot repay the good you have done me except

by a prostration before you/ Thus saying, the prostrated before him and dismissed him.

“ Afterwards Bhishmaka, having heard of the arrival of Balarama and Krishna at his daughter’s

marriage, went to meet them with beating of drums, received them kindly, presented them with cloths

and ornaments, showed resting-places for their armies, friends, and relatives, showed.hospitality to all

the other kings as became each of them, and supplied them with all necessaries. Then the townsfolk,

having heard of the arrival of Sri-Krishna at Rukmini’ s marriage, came and saw him and

soliloquised thus: — ‘This Krishna must be the fittest man for that Rukmini and she for him.

Brahma can be called intelligent only when such a pair are brought into unison with each

other. What matters it if only by the good deeds that we have done in our previous births,

Krishna becomes the husband of Rukmini after slaying all those who offer resistance to him in

battle/
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Ac this juncture, while the soldiers fully armed were accompanying the dancing-women and were
advancing with offerings for the god, the Brahman women wearing flowers, fruits, sandalwood,
cloths, and jewels, were proceeding singing, while there was a tremendous noise caused by the
beating of drums, the playing of different kinds of music, and while damsels were following, Rukmini,
with the utmost feminine modesty, with ringlets falling on her forehead, proceeded from the palace
to worship Parvati. While a host of people of various sorts were accompanying her, she was all

the while thinking of Krishna in her mind, and went to the temple of Grain*!, washed her hands and
feet, sipped water thrice, and with a pure heart approached and stood before her. Then the Brahman
women bathed Gauri and Siva, applied sandalwood, worshipped them with flowers, offered various

offerings which were brought for the purpose, and made Rukmini prostrate. Then Rukmini said :—
* I fully believe in my mind the everlasting, time-honoured couple of Parvati and Mahesvara. I pray

you to bless me. You are the chiefest and oldest of all mothers. You are the ocean of mercy.

Whoever conscientiously and firmly believes in you will not suffer. Kindly, therefore, have mercy
on mo and bless me that I may have Krishna as my husband.’

Rukmini then worshipped the Brahman couples with pdn-supdri, salted cakes, fruits, and
sugar-canes, upon which they were exceedingly delighted and blessed Rukmini when she again

prostrated before Parvati, and quitted the temple and came out. As a spark of lightning in the

wintry sky, as the animal in the orbit of the moon, as the mohini which appears on the scene when
the curtain is drawn by Brahma, as Lakshmi who came out from the milky sky when it was churned

by the angels and rdlcshasas, using Mount Manthara as the churning staff and Vasuki as the chord,

glittering with the rays of the finest ornaments, Rukmini came out of the temple of Gauri with the

pace of the fattened swan that lives in the golden lotuses of Manasasarovara, with the waist

which is troubled by the weight of her heavy breasts which resembled a pair of golden pots, with her

diamond-ringed hands twisted round the hands of a maiden, with chins sparkling with the lustre of

diamond ear-rings, with ringlets which cover the round forehead like fattened wild bees which encircle

sweet-scented lotuses, with beautiful smiles which shed a lustre of moonlight at an unseasonable

moment, with lips red as ruby which shed a ruddy lustre to the rows of teeth white as jasmine,

with the tipper garment resembling the flag of Gupid, with precious stones glittering in the gold belt

as rainbow out of season, with sight resembling the glitter of arrows drawn by Cupid from his sheath

which broke open the hearts of valorous kings, with measured step and slow eagerly waiting for the

arrival of Krishna and attracting the hearts of all brave rajas t With ringlets black as wild bees, with

face resembling the full moon, with the eyes of the hare with coral lips, with the voice of the

nightingale, with feet soft as tendrils, With breasts resembling the frontal lobes of the fattened

elephants, with sand-heaped buttocks, with the best elephant gait, with red lotus hands, with

rose-scented body, with lion’s waist, Rukmini came and was seen by all the brave rdjds, who were

troubled in their hearts very much.

“ Rukmini passed by the post of kings who were confused when the smiling look, indicative of

feminine bashfulness, fell upon them. They lost their valour, nobility, and honour, lost their senses,

let slip the weapons from their hands. They were not able to mount their elephants, horses, or

chariots. They were so much bewildered that they leaned towards the ground. Rukmini removed

the ringlets from the forehead with the nails of her left hand, and, looking askance at this host,

saw Sri-Krishna, with face resembling the rays of the full moon, with waist resembling that of

the lion, with eyes broad as the lotus, with a beautiful chest, with body shining as a newly-formed

cloud, with shoulders resembling the trunk of Airavata, with cloths of gold and best ornaments, and

with neck turned like a conch. Rukmini saw this world-enchanter and was delighted with the

beauty, age, character, nobility, valour, and glitter of Krishna, and being enraptured with love she

intended to climb his chariot when he saw her and with the face of fattened elephant approached

and lifted her up and placed her in his chariot, not caring a straw for the host of kings who were
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Tiewing, as the lion carries of the piece of flesh lying amidst foxes. He then blew his conch and

proceeded towards Dvaraka, while Balarama and others were following him with their armies.

Jarasandha and others of his host were not able to brook this and questioned each other as to why

they were seeing all this, so much perplexed. A crew of shepherds are robbing us of our honour and

are carrying off the girl as the low animals rob the honour of the lion. When else can we show

our valour if we cannot show it on this occasion F Are our bows and arrows fit to be thrown away

into fire if we cannot use them now p Would the people of the world fail to laugh if we let slip

this opportunity and let go the girl ? Jarasandha and others having thus reasoned with one

another, became exceedingly angry, put on mail armours, bore arrows and bows, and began bragging

to one another, and being joined by the charioteers, infantry, and cavalry, went in pursuit of the

Jadava forces, telling them to stop. This increased their valour and they showered a volley of

arrows on them when these were returned by a similar shower from the Jadava leaders.

“ While the troops of the enemy showered a volley of arrows and encircled Krishna and his armies,

Rukmini, with a look, indicative of extreme terror and shame, saw the face of Krishna, when he told

her: 4My dear girl,’ you may in a moment witness Jadava warriors opposing the enemy and they will

be very much troubled and would either run away or die.’ Thus did Krishna console Rukmini

when Balarama and others of Jadava warriors showered a host of arrows, which resembled the heavy

thunder and clouds that spread over the whole sky at the time of the deluge, over Jarasandha and

others, the enemy’s camp presented an appearance of pieces of horses, chariots, and foot-soldiers, of

head-severed mahdwats,
charioteers and horsemen of powdered chests, hands, legs, of broken

skulls, of extensive hair, of severed feet, knees, calves of the legs, of powdered teeth, of thrown-

off ornaments and other similar ones worn by the brave at the battle-field, of the weepings of the

valiant, of broken pieces of instruments of war, of umbrellas, of tattered armour, of dust raised to

the skies caused by the trampling of horses, of motionless chariots, of the low cries of horses

and elephants, of the sounds of battle-drums, of tattered host of kings, of rivers of flood, of the

noises of devils, of foxes and other animals eating the flesh and drinking the blood of corpses, of

she-devils feasting on skulls aud flesh of carcases.

“Jarasandha and others, the enemies of Krishna, being unable to bear his attack, turned their

backs and fled, assembled at a certain spot, wept and soothed Sisupala, who was before them

pale-faced and as one who lost his wife, emitting hot breath by asking him whether he is alive after

being relieved from the hands of the enemy. Jarasandha and others said to Sisupala: 4 Man can live

anywhere, provided there is life in the body. If a man lives, a wife will somehow come of her own
accord. You are now alive and therefore a wife can be secured from somewhere. Do not, therefore,

weep over this affair very often.’ Jarasandha again said to Sisupala, ‘Sisupala, hear me. Man is

not the agent of any deed. He would do a deed being held tight by the Almighty, as the puppet

plays being led by the leading strings of the man in a pantomime. I invaded Mathura seventeen

times, when my whole army was reduced to nothing by Krishna and I was captured by Balarama,

whereupon Krishna, out of mercy, released me. I again invaded Mathura the eighteenth time with

twenty-three akskaulunis, when I drove out my enemies, Krishna and Balarama, and gained a complete

victory. I neither felt sorrow over a defeat, nor joy over a victory. * If we should enquire carefully

into this day’s proceedings we cannot vanquish Krishna, even though we join Siva and wage a wav

against him. Nor is this all. The whole world is pervaded by omnipotent time. As this was
a good day for the Jadavas, they overcame us with the bravery of Krishna — us, whose valour is

recognized in the three Worlds. We, too, can gain victories over our enemy if fortune be in our

favour. Weep not, therefore, for this trifle.’
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u darasandha and. others thus consoled Sisupala and went each his own way to his o\rn conntrv.

Bisupala, too, went home with his armies. Then Rukmi, the brother of Rukmini, not agreeing

to the carrying off of his sister by Krishna and not reconciling himself with the state of affairs,

pm sued him with an alcshauhini and spoke thus to his charioteer :— * This shepherd bov has slighted

me and carried off my sister Rukmini, as if he Were a daring valiant soldier. He knows not my
prowess and descent, I must chase him swiftly, drive oil the chariot so as to overtake him,

I will, with my glittering arrows, put him down and show my valour.’ Having thus addressed thi

eharioters, Rukmi, not knowing Krishna’s prowess, drove near him and said :
—

‘ Stop a little,

you butter-stealing shepherd boy. You shall very soon see your fate. ’ Having thus slighted h*’in,

he aimed three sharp arrows at him and spoke to him in a manner which irritated Krishna verv

much :— ‘ Thou shepherd, you are not our compeer to carry off our child. What dhanna do you

follow? What caste do you belong to P Of what family are you P Where were you born ? Where

brought up ? What is your calling ? What is your gotra ? Who knows you p You have no

sense of shame or honour. Wherever you come you assume a disguise and do not appear at all in

your true colours before your enemies. Moreover, you are no king. Y'ou are not tied to the world.

Therefore leave our child and depart, otherwise I will put down your pride in battle by

steel-pointed arrows which appear as flames of fire at the time of pralaya.*

« Sii-Krishna laughed at Rukmi, tore asunder his bow with one arrow, with six others his

body, with eight others his chariot horses, with two more his charioteer, with three pointed ones his

banner, he broke another of his bows and arrows and reduced to pieces all his other weapons. Rukmi

not being pleased at this state of affairs, descended from his chariot, held a knife in his hand and

came upon Krishna once more, when the latter powdered his knife and armour. Then Krishna grew

exceedingly angry at the conduct of Rukmi and drew liis knife from his sheath and was about to

cut off his head, when Rukmini interfered and fell upon her knees before Krishna and said:

* Enlightened and honourable being, seat of mercy incarnate, angelic god, my brother, not

knowing your omniscience and omnipresence, has committed a grievous fault, for which I intercede

on his behalf and request you to excuse him. My preserver, I am not come here to say that my

brother has committed no fault. Whatever may be the heinous nature of the crime he has committed,

if you should kill him, my parents would weep over the death of their son and pine away instead of

feeling glad at their being able to secure Vishnu as their son-in-law, and therefore you should

excuse him.5 Thus, with a shivering tone, in extreme terror, a convulsed frame, a great fallen

countenance, dishevelled hair and ever-weeping eyes, Rukmini prayed to Krishna, when he desisted

from murdering Rukmi and went back intent on punishing him differently. Be then tied him to his

chariot and shaved him in the most awkward way possible. Meanwhile, the Jadava leaders drove the

enemy’s troops off the field and came near Krishna. Then Balarama, seeing the almost lifeless frame

of Rukmi and being very much moved, untied the strings, liberated him, approached Krishna, and

gapp ; < 0 Krishna, it is not proper for you to shave the head and face of a relative like Rukmi.

If a relative should come to battle knowingly or unknowingly, instead of telling him to go away,

committing such a deed is more shameful than severing the head off the body. 0 Krishna, you

make no difference between a friend and a foe. You neither show favour to one, nor disfavour to

another. You treat all men equally. That you should now have thought otherwise and offered such

a treatment to a relative is exceedingly bad in you.’

“ He then turned round to Rukmini and said
4 Blame not our Krishna for the deed he has

committed. We should not think that one ought to protect another for the good he has done and

punish him for the evil committed. This depends entirely on the karma of our previous existence.
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Karmic law pervades through the whole universe. Therefore your brother has but suffered for the

deed he has committed in a previous existence. We should not kill a relative, though he deserves

death. To him a sense of shame should be more than death. When Brahma created the four castes

and defined the Varnasrama dharma of each, he said that it is hut proper to kill any person in

battle, be he a brother, father, or son. That is why kings in their thirst for dominion slay any

person in battle, irrespective of the relationship they bear. Those kings who want to earn

a reputation of being great, being desirous of dominion, wealth, sustenance, women or honour, and

not for a moment thinking of the troubles they would endure in the other world, always drag other

people to quarrel for one reason or another. 0 Bukmini, hear me. To the ignorant one that makes

a difference between God and man, being surrounded by the mayd of Vishnu
;
to those that draw

a distinction between sthula , sukshma
,
and karana sanras> and between jnanendnas and

karmendrias
,
there exists a difference between friend, foe, and acquaintance. As the sun, moon, and

stars appear in mirrors, waters, and precious stones, as the horizon presents various shapes in the

waters of pots, ponds, lakes, wells, and rivers, so the all-pervading Universal Soul (God) appears

differently to different living beings. This sthula sarira
,
capable of undergoing life and death,

assumes the form of the five elements and makes the jiva wander in this miserable sansdr and

undergo life and death in utter ignorance. As the eye and the objects of vision appear bright when

sun is shining, the jiimendrias and Jcarmendrias follow their own calling when the soul is shining.

As there is no relation between the sun and the objects of vision, so no relation exists between the

soul and the body. As waxing and waning disturb only the fifteen phases of the moon and not the

nectar-phased moon itself, so birth and death disturb the body and not the soul. As the sleeping

person enjoys the appearances presented to him in a dream, so the person who has no knowledge of

the soul thinks the transient pleasures of this world to be immortal. Therefore, think not that

Krishna has put your brother to shame and that he has suffered from it. Put off, therefore, all

sorrow from your heart. 0 Rukmini, put off all your sorrow which arises out of ignorance by your

knowledge of self. It is not proper for you, who knows the self, to weep like the ignorant.'

“ VTien Rukmini was thus taught by Balarama, she learnt fully of the soul and left off weeping.

Rnkmi, who was put to shame by Krishna, suffered like one under the pangs of death, sobbed in his

fulness of heart over his disfigured frame and resolved that he would not enter Kundinanagara,
without defeating Krishna. He therefore stayed outside the town. Thus did Krishna take Rukmini
to his abode after slaying all his enemies. Preparations for marriage were being made throughout
the town. There were dances, songs,. and the beating of drums. Men and women put on their best
attire. Public thoroughfares became damp from the perspirations of the elephants of the kings who
came to witness the marriage. Plantain and areca trees were tied at the front of every house.
Camphor aud incense were burnt. The walls, terraces, doorways, doors, and pillars of every house
were beautifully adorned. Festoons and cloths, flowers, and precious stones were tied, and standards
were raised everywhere.

“On this occasion Srl-Krishna married Rukmini (Lakshmi), a woman best adapted to his
tastes, possessing an extreme sense of honour, capable of making others exceedingly rich, honored by
her relatives, and in turn honouring them, of good character, capable of removing immense poverty,
and wearing the best jewels and putting on the best cloths. By such a marriage Krishna obtained an
everlasting fame. Then the townsfolk, wishing for their welfare, came to see the newly-married pair

'

and gave them valuable offerings. The kings of the various kingdoms of the world were delighted
and wondered, at hearing of the marriage of Bukmini and Krishna. 0 Parikshit, the people of the
city were overjoyed to the happy union of Bukmini and Krishna.”
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Bawar territory ... • •• Ml ... ... 261

Bay Wagers, see Oeiros ... ... 174 and n.

Bea, S. Andaman tribe 217, 219 fL, 238

Beber, French Ambassador at the Magull

Court, 166/ ... ... im1*
' ... •». 100 n.

Bida tribe and sacrifices ... 298 f.

bedhif an ewe* ... *.
„ ... M »' ... 52

Bfol-lagan, matrimonial ceremony 232

Bell, Richard, Travels of ... 98 f£., 125 £f. 173 £f.

Bel Pashi, ia the Himalayas ... ... 261 n.

Benares, tn. ... Ml ... ... 67, 171

Bengal and Ahmad Shah, 61, 64, 67; Ben-

galla, 101 andn., 174; and the Rajpftts, 265,

267; attacked by Bakhtifir Khilji ... 266, 270

Eeoraskaksa, Afrasiab, k. of Persia ... 1 and n.

Bernier, on Tibetan dates Ml ...85 n,

betrothal, among the PaSjab Hill Tribes ... 282

Bezhan, see Kkaw&s Khan 63

Bkabr&s. caste ... ... ... 268, 312, 370

bhadronjX a feast ... ... ... ... 313

Bhagal, State in the Himalayas ... ... 37

Bhagami GUd and the R&jpfits Ml |M 268

bkagini
,
sister ..." ... ... ... ... 119

Bhagnagar, - Bagganogare, in the Deccan,

visited by R. Bell ... ... ... 128

bhdggi (Balochi), .wealthy ... ... 349 n.

Bhairon, g. ... * ... 298

Bhaj ji, in the Himalayas 42

bhaldi, faith - ... ... ... 378

Bhalawagrin Keonthal, Jat Fair at ... 37 f.

Bhaler tribe 36
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BMnd (?) a cook *«• «•« 351

Bhandarkar, Dr. B. G., on the Yikrama

era ... •*. 170 n*

bhang, intoxicant, 20; bangg.., 105 and n.,

175 n^ 315

Bh&ngwaria, Brahman sept ... ... 52

bhanwar , marriage service ... .r . ... 282

Bhao,a Mahratta defeatedby AhmadShah ... 12

Bharad [v] ayasa, a word in the Dogra in-

scription Ml ... 148

Bharata, k., son of Dukshyanta III ... 165

Bhardwajis, Brahman caste ... M* ... 266

Bhareras, 308; or Thathera caste lt» ... 314

Bharowal, c. in the Panjab, ... IM ... 3 f*

Bharth, a Kohrana ... ... Ml 2 and n.

bhata or bhatwdl Ml 351 and n.

bhati ( Prakrit ), brother ... • •• ... 119

Bhats, Brahman caste IM 266, 297

bhattd, marriage fee ... 278

Bhatti Pajpfits ... ... 3

Bhattiprolu relics ... ... ... 121

Bhattiyat, wisarat ... 351

bhatwdl
,
bhata, 350 L; or thar&th 351 n.

Bhava, g. •*« ... ... ... ... 263

Bhera, tn. in the Panjab, 2 ; or Bhira ... 9

Bheru, Mahajaa sub-section ... ... 52

bh^iinit, scape-goat ... 39

Bhikhas, sub-section of the Rihi&ns 3 andn*
Bhils, aborigines of India ... ... 269
Bhim Deo, Mja of Jammd ... ... B
Bhima Kali, goddess ... ... 298
Bkindra, g. ... 261
Bhira for Bhera in the Panjab ... 9

Bhishmaka, k. of Kudina ... 376 L, 379 f

.

Bhiyar, in the Panjab ... ... ... 37
Bhoa, in the Hill States... 271, 284
hhog ... ... ... ... ... ... 41

bhoga, one who enjoys, etc. ... 319 n.

Bhogavati, snake-town in the under-world,

1561, 158 and n.

Bhoh, possibly Bhowa, in the Panjab ... 7 and n.

Bhoja of DMra, son of Sindhuraja ...150 n,
153; 159; legend, 163 n.j 165 and n.; 166
n., 167, 169 f.

; date of 172 and n.

Bhojadeva, author of the SardsvaUkanthdbha-
•« •* ... ... 153

Bhowa, Bhoh 7andn.
Bhfiky&l ( Bkfigia ), a tribe 3
Bhunda, sacrifice „ 298 f

„

IMU, ghost, 296, or bMta 318 n!
Bias,riv. ... ...

Bibliography, Andamanese, 220; Nicobarese, 821
Bjduratha, k

... 379
Bijl&shwar Mahad^o, the Lightning God, Bijft 37

a iika of Junga, 34; cult of ... ... 37
Bilhana, author of the VMrmmnkcidevacha-

riia * *** ... ... 171

Bilo, in the Himalayas 261
Bimlinuts, old Anglo-Indian term 252
Bindraban, on the Jumna, sacked by Ahmad

... 60, 62
Bir, a noble of Ghazni ... 8 n.
Bir Bhairon, g ... ... ... 311
birt, custom

Biru d6ot& or Badmfin, g 42
Bisauh, tn. ... ... ... ... ... 15
Bishan,

... 24
Bishnfi Nand Gopal=Krishna 254
WsMi, adoption fee ...

*

281
Bithfir, Brahmavartta, in Oawnpur Dist.,

reputed find of prehistoric implements at, 53
bka blon

, Tibetan ministers ... 89 f,

Blagden, Mr. O., 108; on the Nicobarese

language, 322; 357
Blake, Mr., E. I. Co/s Agent at Hugli ... 174

Bohras, Yaisya section, 268, 271; marriage

rules of, 275 ; 277 ; 279 ff.
; death customs,

283; 289; 311; 314; 370; 372
Bojignglji, S. Andamanese, 217 ; identity of

their language with that of the N. Group,

238, 245
Bojigy&b, S. Andamanese Tribe, 217, 221, 238

Bombay ceded to Britain ... ... 103 n»

Bompoka, Nicobarese Is., 318; numerals ... 361

Bonig’s, Mr. M., vocabulary of Onge-Jarawa,
• 239 L, 243, 246 ff., 249 ff

.

Bonnet, Father, on the Nicobarese language, 317
Bossara, Basra, 103 ; or Bussera, 127 n., 130, 132
Botha, Mahasfl, g 259 ff.

Bouillaye Le Gouz, De la, French Ambas-
sador in India 100 n.

boulder, bearing sculptures, at Daru ... 89 f»

Bradfie]d, near Sheffield, copper celts found
••• ••* **• ••• ... • ... 55

Brahm&, g. ... 53, 263, 267, 376 and n.,

378 f., 381, 384
Brahman, a, in Chnhra legend, 23 ff., 139 ff.

;

and Rukmini ... 377 ff.

Brahman sections, 52; or Brammonists, in

Muscat, 98 ; women, 102 ; sub-division by
occupation, 264 f. ; migrations, 266

; 269

;

271 f . ; marriages, 273, 275 ; 277 ; tribal

details, 279 ff.; propitiation of the dead,
283 f.; purification, 289 f.; sects, 297;
ceremonies, 300 f., 303 f., 309; titles, etc.,

312 f 370, 372 ff.

Brahmapura, tn., the modern Barmaur ... 351
Brahmavartta, Bithfir « f 53
bmhmcha/rj9 celebacy 297
Brahmi characters in Dogra inscription ... 148
brahmya

, form of marriage ... ... 376 n.

Brammonists, Br&hmans 98, 102
Brampoore, Burhampur ... ... 99 ff.

bnhatprayoga, renowned example ... 152 and n,
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bronze implements of India ... ... 53 f.

dBu-can characters in W. Tibetan inscrip-

tions ... ... ... 85 f«, 89j 9o

Btiddar ( read Ruddar ), Siva 257

Buddha, his doctrines in Tibet, 86 ; relics and

the Piprahwa Yase, 117 if.
; 180 ; Sakya-

muni 268 n.

Buddhism, Kashmiri, in Ladakh, 88 ;
among

the Chins 211, f.; introduced into the

Panj&b Hills
^

... 268; 290

Buddhist stone images of Ladakh, the age

of, 97 ;
in Gilgit 98

Biililer, the late Prof., on the Piprahwa Vase

inscription •+« 117 f., 122

Bukkama, wife of Isvara • •• •!* 352

Bumbay, Bombay and R. Bell ... 102 f.

dBu-med characters, modern, in Tibetan in-

scriptions ... ... ... ... ... 85

‘aBumlde, k. of Ladakh ... ... ... 85

Bundelkhand, and the Puars ... ... 166 n.

Burga Hill, near the Pabar riv. ... 262 and n.

Burhanpur, Brampoore and B. Bell, 99, 100and n.

Burial customs among the Chins ... ... 214

Burma ... ... ... ... ... ... 204

Burmans and the Chins... 205, 210, 211 and n.

Burmese language in the Nicobars ... ... 319

Busee, Jesuit, in India 100 n.

Bustam Baja, Governor of the Panjab ... 1 f

.

Button-lac, shellac, old Anglo-Indian term,.. 252

buwdrd, day-labourer ... ... «»• 374

Calendar tallies* Nicobarese ... ... 368 f.

Callabria coast ... ... 175

Camorta, isl., C. Nicobars ... 318

Campbell, J. and B, Bell, Travels of, q. v. 98 if.,

125 ff., 173 ff.

Cana in Galilee .... ... ... ... 177 f*

Candia, 174 j
besieged by the Turks ... 175

and n. ; 176

Cannabis saliva, hemp plant ... ... 175 n.

Cannarry, for Kanarese ... ... ... 98

Car Nicobar, dialect, 317 ff., 354 ff.
;
nume-

rals, 361 ff.
;
cocoanut reckoning, 365 f

. ;

calendar ... ... 369

Cashmeer, Ismir ( Smyrna ) 128 f.

Caste, distinctions, in the Paiijab Hill Tribes,

265, 275 ff. ;
Right-hand, of Madras 348 n.

Catania, Cattenia in Sicily ... ... 175 f.

Catherine of Braganza ... ... ... 174 n.

Cawnpore.* ••• ••• 279

Ceremonies, propitiatory, among the Chins,

207 ;
among the Panj&b Hill Tribes*.. 289, 297

Ceres, P6k Klai, among the Chins ... ... 207

Cesaria Phillippi. ••• ••• 179

Ceylon and Ram Chandar ... 41 f., 75, 136

Chabord, Father, andtheNicobarese language 317

Chadei, a tiled of Junga, 34; cult of ... ... 36

chadrds
, spirits .. 296

chdgal
, leather bottle ... ... ... ... 56

Chairar, N. Andamanese tribe ... 217 ;
238

Chakravarti princes 350 n,

Chalda, g ,
Bashuk ... 255 and n.

; 257 ff.

Chalia Khokharan, tract; of forty village in

the Pahjab ... 4
Chamba ( a’Byamspa ) Monastery in W.

Tibet 85, 97

ChamM State copper-plate inscriptions and
official titles 348 ff.

Champanir, c. in N. Gujarat 166 n,

Chamunda, a Paramara k 157 n., 171
Chanals, a caste 314, 370

Chanana, a MM of Junga, 34 ;
or Chananna .. 37

Chandaladevi, Vidyadhari, a Silabara prin-

cess, wife of Vikramaditya ..172

Chandar, a Khokhar chief, 5 ; or Haidar ... 5 n.

Chandar Bansi, Lunar Rajpdt dynasty, 264, 267

Chandniot, now Chiniot ... ... ... 3

Chandragiri, tn ... 352

Chandravati i»« t*f 162 n., 166

chandu
,
hemp dTug ... ... 315

Changar, a caste ... 21

Chappal, Brahman sept 52

char, Sk. chata, headman of apargand. .
349 ff.

charas, hemp drug 20, 315

Chardin, traveller. 125 n., 126 n., 127 n., 128 n.

chart, district ... ... ... 351 n.

charms and magic, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes ... »M ... ••• 309 f.

charnamrtt, water in which an idoFs feet

have been washed ... ... ... «» 41

Charol, in the Himalayas ... ... 36

chavp&G, a couch... 283

charvd, food provided for a trade council in

Tibet ... ... ... ... ... ... 274

chata
,
chdr, q. v, «*• 349 ff.

Ckaubans, tribe ... ... ... 37

Chaulukya inscription ... 170

Chaulukyas of Anahilapattana... 151* 166, 171

Chaurah, wizarat ... ... ... ... 350

chauri or thdrt, tribal head-quarters 270

Checacull, Ohicacol ... ... ... 101

Chedi, 378

child, disciple ... •«* 296

Chenab, riv. ... ... ... ... 5

chhdkj daily wages 374

chhatd or masdn, burning place 52

Chhatri tribe, 265 ; Rajp&ts, 271 ; marriages 275

Chhimbas of Maler Kotla, and totemism, 52 ;
373

Ohicacol, Checacull, in the Ganjam district

and R. Bell •••- ... ••• 101

Cuigtan Monastery in W. Tibet 88

Child-birth customs among the Panjib Hill

Tribes ... ••• ••• 280
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58

son of
chillah, bow-string

Chinavenkatadri, or Yenkataraya,

Achyuta ... ^52

Chindwin, riv . in Burma ... ... ••• 205

Chinese language in the Nicobars ... • •• 319

Chingiz Khan, the, and the Sultan Jalalu'd-

Din ... ... ••• ... »•• 5

Chiniot, 2 ; or Chandniot 3 and n#

Chins of Burma, Notes on, q. v. ... 204 ft.

cMrab ,
turban it* ••• ••• ^

Chishtis, tribe ... ... ... ... ... 51

Chobhae qainchl, triangle for punishment ... 47

Chopard, Mr., and the Nieobarese language. 322

Chowra, Nicobarese dialect, 317 ft.
;
words in,

354 ft.; numerals, 361 f., 364; cocoanut

reckoning ... ... ... ... 865 f.

chugds, dresses ’ ... ... 308

Chuhras, The, by the Revel. J. W. Young-

son, Sialkot (continued from Vol. XXXV.,
p. 356). Y. — Superstitions, 19; YI.

—

Occupation, 20; YII.— Relations to Land;
YIH, — Legendary Lore (1) Legend of

Ramsar, 21 f
. ; (2) Legend of the Marriage

of Balmik’s Daughter, 23 if.
;
IX.— Tradi-

tions (1) Bala,The Priest of God, 26 ft.
; (2)

The One True God, 30 f
. ; (3) The Creation,

71 L; (4) The Story of Dhag&na, 73ft;

(5) The Story of D&na, ...80 ft. ; 106 ft., 135 ft.

clmngam, custom, poll-tax ... ... ... 98

Chung-mkhar, ruins of a castle at Nyemo
Chur, peak near Simla ... ... ... ... 261

Churishwar, Mahasd, g. ... 261

Cissera, Bible character Ml Ml Ml 178

Clothing among the Pauj&b Hill Tribes ... 372

Cobblers, shoemaker caste ... ... 271, 274

Cocoanut reckoning among the Nicobarese,

360 ft.

cojjila, caravan, 128 ; or kafila, 129 ; cojfelo ,

130 f. ; caffeloe ... ... ... 133

Coir, fibre, old Anglo-Indian term 252

Colebrook, Jarawa Yocabulary, 217 ; 220;
239 ft. i recovery of... ... ... 242, 322

Commerroone or Gombroon, 102 and n,

;

Commaroon, 103 ft. ; Cammeroon ... ... 127

Conge, Kung 101 f., 103 n., 105

Cooke, Sir Humphrey, Governor of Bombay,
1665-66 103 and n., 128 and n.

Gopher, 179 ; Khafarah. q. v . ... 179 n.

Copper-Age and Prehistoric Bronze Imple-
ments of India by Y. A. Smith, (continued
from Vol. XXXIV., p. 244) ; Supplement.... 53 f.

Comway, tn. visited by R. Bell 129
Cows worshipped 304, 306
Cremation, among the Todas, 84; Pahjab

Hill Tribes •«• Ml 270, 272, 283
Cmmingham^Sir Alex Mt 54

Customs, among the Chins—marriage, 212 f.

;

burial, 214; among the Panjab Hill

Tribes— marriage, 275; sumptuary and
naming, 308; eating, 311, 314 ;

social ... 370

Cyprus, Cyprisse 176 and n.

da» a chopper in im it* m m 210

ddbans, halls til IM Ml 850 n.

Dacca, and Thos. Pratt... 173 f,

Dachha, ancestor of the S&raj BansS ... 267

dackhnd, dalchna, fee for spiritual service ... 41

ddd, disciple .11 ... ... ... 310

Dadd&, sub-section of the Ghirths ... ... 52

Daddd, ChhimM sub-section ... ... ... 52

dadhi, word of summons ... ... ... 273

Dagon, vil, in Keonthal 36

dags, demons 304

Dahak = Ten Calamities, title of Beorasahsa. 1

Daityas, Titans, fiends 162 and n.

daivam, a form of marriage 376 n.

Dakshmarag, faith of the Vaishanavas ... 272

dal, a word of summons ... ... ... 273

Dal, doll, old Anglo-Indian term ... ... 252

Damaskus IM Ml III IM 178, f.

D&na, The Priest of God, Chuhra ... 80, 83,

106 ft.; 137, 143 ft.

dancing, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 372

ddndiJca , a punisher 349 n.

ddngrd ,
an axe ... ... ... ... ... 38

Danish language in the Nicobars HI Ml 319

Dankaur, tn., S.-E. of Delhi ... 16

Dantavaktra, a Danava k. ... ... ... 379

Darikhanah, office tents in a camp ... 17, 58

Darius Hystaspes 2

Darn, in W. Tibet, inscriptions at, 89 f.,

92 ; images, 97 f.

DaSartipa, a work by Dhanainjaya ... 169 and n.

Dasehril, festival 301 f.

Dashals, Panjab Hill Tribe 272

dasothan, a puberty custom ... ... ... 281

Datta Nagar, inscriptions 270

DaM Khan. Dowd Caune, probably D&fid

Khan QuresM, Governor of Allahabad

in 1670... 100 and n.

D&ftd Khan Quresht, 101 and n. ; Governor of

Dacca ... ... ... *.. 174

Daulat Khan, Governor of the Panjab ... 8

David's Tower ... 179 and n.

Davids, Rhys, Prof, and the Piprahwa Yase
inscription ...

'
... ... 118 f., 122 f.

Daw&n, vil. in the Himalayas 34

Dawar, tn, in the Panjab, founded by Zamin
D&war of Ghor ... 2

days of the month, Nicobarese reckoning of, 367

dead, propitiation of, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes ... m mi Ml 111 283 j 305
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Debora, vil. in Palestine 178

Deccan, home of the Stent Brahmans, 266 f.,270

bDechen-bZodpa , Tibetan copyist 93

Deities of the Panjab Hill Tribes 273

(nlDeks'an^ut, spirit of the ground—Chin, 208

6Deldan, k. of Leh, votive tablet to . 92

&De-ldan-rnam-rgyal, prince of Ladakh, 87 ;
k. 97

5De-legs, prince or k. of Leh 92

Delhi and the Khokhars, 5 f 8, 37 ; or Dih-

li, and Hmad-ul-mulk, 43, 41 and n., 45 f.,

49, 66, 70, 73, 75, 107, 109 ;
conquered

by ShaM-bu’d-din Ghori, 266, 267, ... 270

Delmerick’s, Mr. J. G., History of the

G'ClJsJs hours ... ••• ... ••• 1

Deobalpur, modern Dipalpur, Debalpur ... 5 n.

D6o Chand, a tikd of Jung&, 34 ; cult of ... 36

Deo L&ri, mother, goddess 255 f.

Deo Mata temple==Bari of Kongo i«« «»• 256

deotd 33 ft., 43, 253 ft.

d&£a, mandala, q t v. 348 n.

5De-skyong-rnam-rgyal, k. of Ladakh, hymn
to • •• IU «•» 86

Devalli, festival ... 108

Dev Banar, Dev-ka-Khatal, in the Himalayas, 258

D&vi, goddess in Batesh, Eeonthal ...35, 38

;

298 ;
300

Devi Dhar i.« ... ... **« ... 35

dSoi-dwald, a temple ..298

Devi Tara, of Tarab, family god of the Keon-

tha-1 Raj&s 33
>

^

Dew, Deu, for Diu 101 and n., 102

Dh&di tribe ... 271, 314, 373

Dhagana, Story of, Chuhra legend 73 ft.

Dhagi tribe ... — ... 370

dh&Jc tree ••• ... ... •••

Dhaki tribe ... ••• *•* ••• 271,273.

Dhanamjaya, author of the DaSarupa, patro-

nised by Yakpatiraja II ... ... ••• 139

Dhanapala, author of the PaiyalachchM, con-

temporary of Padmagnpta 150 n.
;
169

Dhandhuka, a Paramara ... ... ... 166

Dhanesar, tn. ... ... ... ••• ••• 137

Dhardka, 152 ; mentions Vakpatiraja... 168 f.

Dhankar, vil. in the Panjab 3

Dhandn, from dhdn ,
rice, a tikd of Junga, 34 ; 37

Dhar, vil. in the Himalayas ... ... ... 43

Dhara, tn., 155; Kulargddhdnis 155 and n.

;

159 ; 165, 166 and n., 169

Dhar&varsha, a Paramara 106

Dhar^ch, a hill pargand ... ... ... 33

dharma, ritual ... ... ... 376 n., 377, 383

Dharto, g. ... ... 33

dhaular (Panjabi ) = palace ... ... 3 and n.

Dhauld, g *** 261

Dhawar in the Himalayas 35

Dheri Shah&n, ancient Taxila ... ... ... 2

Dholka, tn. in Gujarat ... ... ... 172

376 a., 377, 383

35

... 3 and n.

... ... 261

... ... 35

... ... 2

... ... 172

dh6rt= bride’s value 278

Dhdmar&ja, a Paramte, ... 166

dlmna, fire ... ... ... ... ... 39

dh&p, incense 42, 296

Dhdrd, a tikd of Jungd, 34; cult of ... ... 36

Dibalpur, the ancient DeoMlpur and modern
Dipalpur ... 5 and n., 7 £.

Dig, fort attacked by A£ma& Shah 58

digvijayayatra
,
march of conquest 171

Dilipa, an ancestor of Rama ... m ... 164

dingi, stick used at adoption ceremony ... 281

Dinkot, tn. on the Indus 9

Dipalpur, Dibalpur, q, v. ... 5 and n., 7 f.

Diu, Dew, Dio, attacked by the Arabs 1668

or 1669 ... 101 and n., 102

divorce among the Panjab Hill Tribes. 277 f.

Diwall, festival 43, 302

Diwan Rdp Lai Bohra, minister of Kangra... 268

Dodra, vil. in the Himalayas ... ... 35 t
Dogras in Tibet, 85, 91, 93; fort of ... 148

Doll, dal, split peas, old Anglo-Indian term, 252

Dollers, Dutch coin 178 f.

Domkhar in W. Tibet, tablet at ... ... 92

Donde Khan, founder of Bisauli ««• 15, 66 f.

Dowd Caune, Dadd Khan QuresM, q, v.

100 and n„ 174

Dowie, dagger or sword ... ... 54

Dragspa’abum, k. of Ladakh 85

Dras, in "W. Tibet, images at 97 f.

dreams among the Chuhras, 20 ;
the Panjab

H ill 1 nbes ... ... ... ... ... 309

Druvabhata, a Paramara k, ... ... ... 166
dubr turf ... ... ... ... ... ... 281

Dudhiard, milk collector ... 351

Duhshyata, k., husband of Sakuntala ... 165

Ddm, a tikd of Junga, 34 ; cult of 37
D&m, g. ... ... ... ... ... 261

DOm or Khumali, the panchayat 273

dumbah, fat-tailed sheep ... ... ... 17

durbidl or drubiyal, see ugrdka ... ... 351

Durga, goddess ... ... ... ••• 40, 253

durjj a casket **• ... *4. ... ... 59

Durlabha of Anhilvld ... ... ... 167 n,

Durrani = the pearl - wearers, slaves of

Ahmad Sh&h ... ... ... 55

Durr-i-Durrani = Pearl of Pearls, title of

Ahmad Shah, 63 and n. ; or Durrani ... 70

ddshnd, a cow’s death ... 4*. ... ... 21

dtit-bMt, evil, spirits ... 349 n.

Dvaraka, in Gujar&t, home of Krishna, 377

380,382

DvydSrayakosha, a work by Hemachandra ... 172

Dw&par Yug ... ... ... ... «•• 253

East Indies, Travels of R. Bell in q* v.9

98 ft., 125 ft., 178 ft.

edolius, a bird venerated by the Chins ... 205
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ekadashi, eleventh day o£ the moon 312

Ekita Bay, in the Andamans ... ... ... 246

elephants worshipped 304, S06

Ellis, the late Mr. A. J., on the grammar of

'savage
5
languages, 183; on the Andama-

nese, 220; 237; ontheNiooharese,317; 322; 353

Ender, c. in Palestine 178

Endere and Lad&khi inscriptions compared... 94 f.

English spoken in the Nicobars ... ... 319

enumeration, Nicobarese methods of... 360 f£*

dremtagu, forest-man ... 219

Esdraelon, plain of ... ... ... ... 178

Etna, mt., Monte Bella ... ... ... 175 and n.

eugenia, a plant ... 208, 210

Euphrates, riv. 130

Europe, W. and the bronze cultivation ... 54

Evil Eye, among the Chuhras, 20 ; the Pan-

3&b Hill Tribes ... 309

excommunication, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes 297 ;
374

exorcism, among the Panj&b Hill Tiibes ... 309

Fagd, MXLpargand

Fa-hian and the Sakya relics

Fairs, in Keonthal

faiz&bad or Banglah ...

FaridabM and Ahmad Shah

33

...118; 121 f.

. ... 37 tf.

. ... ... 67

.16,481, 55,

.
58, 70

Fariddn, k. of Persia ... M« «•« **» 1

Farishta ... 5 n.

Farrukhabad and Ahmad Shah, 11 ff., 50,

65 1, 68, 69 and n., 70

fsmrtikh-ndinah, a Persian work 10

farsa&h,
three miles ••• 67

Fathgadh, tn, ... ... ... ••• ••• 5*6

Fath KMn, a chief ... ... ••• ••• 56

Faure, Father, on the Nicobarese language ... 317

Felucca, ffeluke, a small vessel ... 175 and n.

festivals of the Panjab Hill Tribes, table of,

3001; details,.. - ... 302

fiallodoes,179; possibly the Spanish follados,

- a kind of trousers ; or the Turkish ferdje,

an outdoor cloak for women ... 179 n.

Fleet, Dr. F„ on the Piprahwa Yase inscrip-

tion, 117, 119, 122, 123 and n„ 124 ; on the

Satara inscription ... ... ... 165 n.

Flower, Stephen, and the storming of Diu,

101 n.; or John, 103 and n., 134 and n.,

104 and n., 125 , 127 and n., 128 and n.,

131 n.

Fontana, Surgeon, and the Nicobarese lan-

v /guage ... 317

.
fd®tune-telling among the Panjab Hill Tribes, 310

a, Bob., Chaplain at Aleppo, 1665-70.

134 and n.

shrine at Goa ... , 102 n.

French, the, at the MagoU Court, 1667

100 and n., 101 and n.

Fiihrer, Dr., on prehistoric implements, 53

;

on the Piprahwa Vase inscription ...117, 121,

122 n.

Gabriel, angel, among the Chuhras ... ...75 f.

Gildar or Jhajrd, q. v 282

Gadhi, father of Yisvamitra 162

Gadyaclimt&mani, a work by Y&dibhasimha,

deals with the life of Jivaka ... 285 ff.

Gakkhars, and the Khokhars, q. v 1 if.

Gallile, Sea of ... 177 f.

gambling at marriages, among the Panjab

Hill Tribes ... 276

gandharvam
, a form of marriage ... 376 n.

Gandsh, g,, in Keonthal... 41, 282, 298, 304, 306

Ganga, riv., the Trimargaga 158

Gangaikonda-Chola or K&jendra-Chola I 288 n.

GarigaikondachoiSsvara temple ... 288 n.

Ganges, riv, ... 53, 67, 70, 254, 271, 283, 303

ganja, hemp-drug • •• Mt ••• ... 315

Ganna Begam, wife of f Imad-ul-Mulk ...44 n.

gdo-talciyah, bolster ... 18

Garen in Keontbal, fair at 37 f.

Garh Kohrana, modern Kadyana ... ... 2 n.

Garhw&l, pass into Tibet ... 274

garnet, button lac, shellac, old Anglo-Indian

term . 252

garur, a large heron ... ... ... ... 306

Garur Puranas, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes 284

Garutmanta= Garuda 876

Gary or Gayrey, Mr. H., acting Governor of

Bombay, 1667 ... ... 103 and n.

Gatty , Mr. ,
on celts Mi M« ... 55

Gaun, a tikd of Junga, 34; cult of ... ... 37

gauntrdla, natal ceremonies 281

Gaup, original home of the Keonthal rajas ... 42;

266

Gaur Brihmans ... 266, 273, 279

Gaurl, goddess 881

Genazareth, lake • » ... 177

genital organs worshipped by the Yam
M&rgls ... ... ... 296

German language in the Nicobars ... ... 319

Ghabrti, Br&hman sept ... ... 52

gh'ara, earthen jar 19

Ghar£j, in the Simla Hill States ... ... 35

gfiarial, a gong ... • Mi «M 19 and n.

GhasitA, a Chuhra name ... ... ... 19

ghazals, Persian odes ... 57

Gbazanfar Jang or Ahmad KMn, q. v.».* 11 ft,

50, 601, 64 ft

Ghiam, gM collector ... ... 351

Ghirths, K&ng:ra sept l»* »»« M* ... 52
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Gliiyasu’d-Din Balban, Sultan, and the Klio-

khars ... •— ••• ... 3

Ghiyaz-ud-din, or ’Imad-ul-Mulk, q. u., 10 if.,

~~
43ff.,55ff.

Ghordd, g. »«• •» ** 261

Gbori, Ghorid, the descendants of Dahak,

inhabited the Ghor Hill ... 1

ghosts j among the Panjab Hill Tribes. 308
;
809

Ghulam ‘Alt Az&d, author of the Mat
dsir~ul-

~~kiramfi t&rihh-i-Bilgmm 10

Ghul&m Hasan, Sarnin, author of the Sharnif-

••• ... 10 f., 49 n.

Ghurl, sub-section of the Ghirths ... ... 52

Gibello, Monte Bello, for Mount Etna. 175 and n-

Gidar Kh&l, Wazir sub-section 52

Gilboa, nit. *M •«» ... 178

Gilgit, Buddhist images at ... ... ... 98

gingerly, jinjeli, old Anglo-Indian term ... 252

Girdhar Sadhu, The Seasons of, q. v, ...315 f.

Girisha, g. ... ».0 ... «*» 263

(n)Glet, a Chin spirit ... 209

Goa, visited by R. Bell ... 101, 102 and n.

Godavari, scene of shrddhs «. 305

Godawari ». 271

Gods of the Hill Tracts, 290 if.
;
origin of ... 296

golah, store-house, old Anglo-Indian term ... 252

Golconda, Gulcander, diamond mines ... 101

Goldsmiths, among the Panjab Hill Tribes,

271, 275, 279, 311

Gombroon or Commerroone, etc., E. I. Co.’s

Faetory 103 n., 104 n., 127, 128 n.

Gonds, aborigines of India ... 269

Gop&Iji, g. .1. ... - .*• ... 298

Gorakh, character in Chubra legend... ... 24

Goria, Kohrana. Raja of Sharab ... ... 2

Gotamiputa Satakamni I., Andhra k. ... 172

gram, chick peas, old Anglo-Indian term ... 252

Great Parent, The, Mother *Li, worshipped

by the Chins 204, 212, 216

Greenwell, Canon, on prehistoric implements

in India ... ... 54

greetings, among the Panjab Hill Tribes- ... 371

Gujarat and Tailapa, 151 ; and Sindhuraja ... 171

Gujars, a tribe ... ... ... 8

Gujr&nw&l, tn ... ... 82, 109

Gujr&t ... ... ... ... ... ... 81

guldl used to paint the forehead ... ... 316

gulbadan, silken cloth ... 808

gulma, superintendent of woods ... 849 n.

Gunabhadrachary a, disciple of JinasZa-

chary a, completed the Mahdpurdna, 287 f.

GunMhya, author of the Brihatkatha . ... 151

Gdnd, Hill State, feudatory of Keonthal. ... 33

Gundeman, tn. near Bussera ... ... 127 n.

Gungeria, copper implements from ... ... 54

gunny, jute cloth, old Anglo-Indian term ... 252

. Gurd Nanak, Stkh reformer, 24 ; Baba Nanak, 29 t

Guzzuratt visited by R. Bell ..98 f.

Gwalior, probably Kahldr of the Hills ... 9

Gya and the Kshatriyas, 2G7, 270 ; scene of

$Ti*i cidhs ... ... ... ... ... ... 305

rGyal-rabs, the, and Tibetan history... 87,

90 ff„ 94, 96

gyin-ye or yang-lai, bush 204

Hadiqat’ul-aqdlim
,
a work by Shekh Murtaz£

Husain 10

Hafiz Rahmat Khan, a chief 66 f

.

Mjib, door-keeper ... ... ... (P . 18

hafakyi, a vulture of vengeance 216

Hala, 164 ;
or Satavahana ... ... 165 and n.

Halahas, Halloe for Allahabad 99

halan, a feast ... ... ..313

Halayudha, writer, lived under V&kpa-

tiraja II 169

Bali, a care-taker ... 350 f.

Hali-Kouli-Kaan, ‘Ali Quli Khan ... 125 n.

Hamilton, G., and the Nicobarese language,

317, 322

Hanna, tn. Auah ... 130, 133

Hanoi, in the Himalayas. 253, 255, 25S f?., 262 i
Handruan, g., temple at Munda. 35; 41

;

163; 298; 304; 306; 311

haq-i-sarddri, a tribute ... 265

Har, g., 24; Shiv 262 n.

hdr, abduction ... *«« Ml ... 283

haranij female quarters in camp ... ... 58

Hara&uia, KaiBsa, mts. ... 155

Hardw&r, scene of a Khokhar defeat, 6 ;
home

of the Bairaji caste ... ... 270 f,, 283 f., 305

Harichan&ra’f works and the story of Jivaka. 285

Hari Krishna ... 380

Har Nashak, a priest ... ... ... ,„
s
lll

harpoon-head, Indian ... ... ... ... 54

Harsha, Harshadeva, a Paramara k., and
Siyaka 167 and n., 168

Hasanpur, tn. and-Ahmad SMh 60

Hassan, son of Bharth ... 2

Hast, Malik, probably a chief of the Jan-

jdas ... ... ... ... ... 8 and n.

H&t, inscription at ... ... ... ... 270

Hatakesvarakhyah devo ... 15B'n.

Hat6shwari Durg&, with the eighthands 253 ;
261*

H&ti, a Gakkhar ... ... 8 f.

haMyd, a profane act ... 39

Hatkoti, nit.
*

... 254,261

H&t-koti Ishwari Mata, goddess ... ... 253

havan
, 281 ; hawcm, a sacrifice ... ... fi98

M&zri-da'kotw&l, magistrate ... ... 350 f.

heang-kaba (C. Mcobarese dialect)= nine ... 368

Hellena, mother of Constantine ... 177 f.

Hema, character in the Navasdhasdnhacharita. 155

Hemachandra 171 n., 172*
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Hermon, mt ••• •••

Hid&yat, ‘Alt lhan of Shukoh&Md...49andn., 59

Hidayat Bakhsh, son of Aziz-ud-din ... 64, 68, 70

Hill, Capt. and R. Bell 102 f

.

TT-ill Tracts, gods of
^

^90

Hill Tribes of the Panjab, see Panjab,

264 ff., 289 t., 370 ff.

Him&chala, *

Himalayas, Hinduism in, q. 33 ff., 253 ff.

Hindu, names, and Muhammadan used to-

gether, 2 n. ;
scriptures and caste subsec-

tions among the Panjab Hill Tribes, 264

;

marriages, 278; 290; 297; festivals, 303

;

372; 374

Hinduism in the Himalayas, by H. A. Rose,

continuedfrom Yol. XXXV., p. 252. III.

— The Twenty-two Tikas of Junga,

Keonthal, near Simla, 33 ff.; Pairs, 37 f.

;

Appendix I.—DM Tara of Tarab, 39 ff
.

;

II. — The Goddess Ath-bhoja of Dharlch,

42; IV.—The Legend of Maliasd De-

ota ... ... ... ••• 253 ff.

Hindus, .resist Mahmud Sult&n, 4; and

totemism, 51 f
. ;

converts to Muhamma-
danism, 270 ; 306 ;

311
;
314 ; 372 ;

374

Hindustan invaded ... 14 f.
; 45 ; 49 ; 60 ; 64

Hindustani, in the Nicobars ... ... ...319

History of the Edjas of Jamnun mentions

the Khofchar Tribe ... ... 4

Hiuen-tsiang and Sakya relics ... 118, 121 f.

(n) Hoi, a Chin giant 209

Holi festival ... 302 f., 315, 316 n.

Hoshiarpur District, in the Panjab, and the

cult of Mian Bib! ... ... 32

Houghton’s, Mr. B., Essay on the Languages

of the Southern Chins ... ... 206 n.

Household customs among the Panjab Hill

Tribes ... ... ... 280 f.

Hugli, and Thos. Pratt... ... 173 and n., 174

hullah a robe •91 H» IM 63

human sacrifices alnong the Parijab Hill

Tribes ... ... •*. ... ... 298

Humay&n, Sikandar Shah I. ... ... ... 5 ;
9

Hdna Rikki, a Brahman, destroyed the demon
Kirmar ««• ... 253 ff., 259, 261

Hinas, mentioned in the Navasdhas&ThJca-

charita, 157 n. ; and the Huns, 168 ; and

Sinclhur&ja ... ... ... ... ... 171

Hunter, Sir W. W., and the writing of Indian

languages ... * ... ... 237

Hussain, son of Bharth. ... 2

Ichhra, near Lahore, founded by Ichhra . ... 3

iddq£f a period of time ... . ... - ... 278

Ikhtiyatud-Din Altdnia, consort of the Sul-

tana RaMyyat ,5

Ikshvaku, a warrior tribe ... ... ... 162

Ilachigir, a Sany&si mendicant 296

illness, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 310

*Imad-ul*Mulk, Indian Wazir and Ahmad
Shah Abdali, q. v 10 ff.,

43*
ff., 55 ff.

images, Maitreya, in W. Tibet ... 85, 88
* imarit closed litters ... ... 58

ImmirAb&d, tn 80 ff.. Ill

Index of Prakrit words in PischePs Gram-

matik der Prakrit Sprachen, Appendix, pp.

121—132

India and the Khokhars, 4 ff.; and the

Afghans, 9, 70 ;
and Ahmad Shah Abdali,

10 ff., 43 ff„ 55 ff.; Copper Age and

Prehistoric Bronze Implements of, 53 f
.

;

the Paramaras in W. and S., 166 and n.,

171 ;
and the H&ga kings, 172; the

Rajputs in Central 265 f.

Indo-Chinese and Nicobai’ese languages com-

pared ••• ... ... ... ... 357 ff.

Indra, g, ... 163 and n., 164, 376 L
Indra Boti-rnam-rgyal, prince of Ladakh ... 87

Indus, riv. ... .. 5, 266, 279

infanticide, female, among the Khokhars, 1 ;

among the Todas ... 84

inheritance, among the Panjab Hill Tribes,

278 ff.

initiation ceremonies, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes ... «*« ... •*« 297

Inscriptions, at Basgo and Nyemo, W. Tibet,

85 ff,; at Daru, 89 ff.; at Sheh, 93 f.
;
and

the Endere, 95 ff.; on the Piprahwa Vase,

117 ff. ; at Siitara, 165 n.; at Udayapur,

167 and n., 169; Chalukya, 170; Hasik

cave, 172 ;
at Hat, 270, 272 ; in Tyagaraja

temple, Tiruvarur, 288 n.; copperplate

of the Chamba State, 348 f.
;
at Vijaya-

nagara 352

Inshde ‘ Abdullah, a Persian work 10

Inshae Miram, a Persian work ... ... 10

Intercourse, among Chuhras, 20; the Panjdb

Hill Tribes • •• «M *9# « l » ... 371

Intermarriage, among the Panjab Hill

Tribes •M Ml Ml Ml Ml 276

Intizam-ud-Daulah, a noble of Ahmad Sh&h's

court, 45 ff.; Khan. Kh&ndn... ... 70

Iraj Khan, envoy to Ahmad Shah 70

Iranis, a tribe ... ... - ... 47

Ironsmiths, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes ... 274

tsd Hand, lands of ... ... 73

Islam, 5 n.; upheld by Ahmad Shah ... 51 ; 63

Isma* il Khan Baloch, a chief ... ... ... 9

Ismir, for Cashmeer 128

Ispahan, Spahawne, and R. Bell, 103 and n.,

104 n., 125 and n.; and Stephen Flower, »

127 n.

tsvaxa, a Tuluva k. Ml *** /»«% ... 352
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It&Wah, tn» ... ... ... ••• ... 70

rtimad-ud-Daulah, Qamar-ud-din Khan ... 66 n,

Nicobarese spirits 318 and n.

Jadavas or Yadavas, race 382 £.

JMs, tribe It* *M Ml 275, 279

jag, ceremony . 34; 36, 39 f.

jagaran, a whole night’s devotion 255 and n.

Jagdi Khai, place mentioned in a Chuhra

legend 74

jdgrd
,
worship ... 34, 260, 313

Jahanabad, John a Badd, and R. Bell ... 100

Jahangir, k., mentioned in a Chuhra legend,

74 £., 80

Jahan Khan, commanded under Ahmad
Shah ... IM Ml 44 f., 51, 60j 62 U 70

'

JM, Hill pargana ... ... 33

Jaina religious works in Sanskrit, 285;

purdnas as a basis of the Tamil Sanskrit

poems which treat of the life of Jivaka ...286 f.

Jains, the Saraogis 268

Jakho, hill near Simla, 33 ; or Jhako 37

Jal, son of S&nda ... 2

Jal, tn. on the Bias ... 6

jalakrtdd,
a love play ••• ... ... ... 158

Jalalabad, near Oudh . 67, 70

Jalalu’d-Din, Sultan of Ghazni, and the

Khokhars m nt mi 111 3

Jalalu’d-Din Khagga, ancestor of the

Khaggas III Ml Ml HI Ml 51

Jalandhar, tn., attacked by Jasraih the

Khdkhar ... ... ... 6, 7, 8 and n.

jal parts, water nymphs 303

Jamadagni, hermit 162

jdmah, full skirted coat 18

Jambudvipa ... ... 86

Jammd dynasty and the Khokhars 4

Jamnah, riv. Jaman 59, 62, 65, 315

Jamshid, k. of Persia ... 1

janamashtami ... ... ... 313

Jangbaz Khan, commander under Ahmad
Shftfc 14, 50, 56, 60’f.,64ff.

Janhava, Chinab riv 7

Janjdhas, a tribe ... ... 9

Jantiba tribe ... ... ... ... *«, 8

Jarasandha, k. of Magadha ... 378 1, 382 f.

Jarawa, Andamanese tribe, 217 ; 219 ; words,

239 ff.

Jar Giarus, Punjab Hill Tribe ... ... 273

jart or masan, cure used by Hindus ... ... 19

dr Katals, Panj&b Hill Tribe 273

Jasrath ShaikM, son of Malik Shaikhs,

6 and n., 7 and n., 8 and n,

Jastri, character in a Chuhra legend... 23 f,,

„ 138 ff.

Jat Pair at Bhalawag, in Keonfchal ... ... 37 f-

Jat tribe, 8 ; and totemism, 52; and Ahmad
Shah ... 12, 55, 58 ff. ; 63 ; 271; 314; 370 f.

jatherd, ancestor ... ... 34, 36

Jabhia Devi, in Patiala ... ... 39

J&fciks, Brahman sept ... ... 36

Jatriya tribe ... ... 8

JaO, g. ... ... ... ... ... , ,, 36

Jaura, sub-section of the Mair Sunars ... 52

Jawala Mukhi temple 290 ; 298

Jayadeva ... 153 and n.

Jayaratha, author of the AlamkdravimarHm 153

Jayasimha Siddharaja, k. of Gujar&t... ... 172

Jerusalem, visited by R. Bell ... 174, 177, 179

Jesuits in India
. ^ 100 n., 102 n.

Jesvant Rao Puar and the Puars ... 166 n.

Jezraell, plain of ... 178

jhdjrd or gddar, form of marriage 282

Jhang, in the PanjAb 3

jh&tdjlidtti, illegitimate children ... ...279

Jhaumpra, a Chuhra ... ... ... 26 ff., 71

jMl, a swamp ... ... ... ... ... 53

Jhilam, riv. ... 5

jhiwar,jhar, the alm\ q.v. ... 351

Jhonjan Deora, in SMmgin, inscription at ... 270

jhotidr, a messenger IM Ml M# 350 f.

jhundd
,
a faqir’s whip ... Ml Ml 19

‘a Jigsmed-(etc.)-rnam-rgyal, example of a

name of the second dynasty of Leh ... 91-

jijmdn , a disciple ... ... ... ... 312

Hlwaddr, an attendant ... 15

Jinae&nacharya, began the Mahdpurdna, and

composed the Earivamia-Furma ... ... 287

jinjeli, gingerly, sesamum or tilseed oil, old

Anglo-Indian terms ... •(» *»• % 252

jinsalt
,
store-keeper ...» 351

Jipftr, family-god of the Raja of Kotl&hr. 34, 36

Jivaka, the story of, 285
;

is based on the

Jaina purdnas, 286; in the Mahdpurdna ... 287

Jivakachintdmani , the Tamil, the age of, 285 ff.

Jivamdharachampu, by Haricbandra ... ... 285

Jtvamdharandtaka,
by Harichandra ... ... 285

gizya, poll-tax ... ... ... ... ... 6

jndnarthis

,

seekers of wisdom ... ... 878, 384

Joars, aborigines of India ... ... ... 269

jdg, spiritual science •m t «* M* 296

jog, combination of stars ... ... 312 f.

Jog! caste, originally mendicants ... 270 f

275, 279, 283, 290, 810, 370, 373

John a Badd or Jah&nabld ... ... 100

jokes, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes... ... 371

Jomoi-mgonpa, the Nunnery at Nyemo ... 88

Jones, Sir W,, 44 n. ; and the writing of

Indian languages ... ... ... .... 237

Joppa, visited by R. Bell ... ... 179

Jordan, sea of ... .
m» m 178

Joseph, St, ... ... ... ... 177

jdtisM, astrologer •M 10 310
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Jftbal, and the Kanaits 273 Kaluwahan, Kahnuwan, q. v> Mi III Ml 3

Jubbai, Hill State 37 Kalyana, Ghalukya capital 169

Jdd bills ^ If. K&ma, the blacksmith 1

Junga (Keonthal) near Simla, the twenty-two Kamadkenu, cow of plenty 162 n.

Tikas of 33 ff. Kamal Khk, Gakkhar chief 9

Junkann, custom house ••• 99 kamddrs ,
kdrddrs

, q. v t ... ... ... ... 350

Junkin, custom 99 kamkkwdb, gold brocade 14

Juwahir Singh, a Jat, and Ahmad Shab, 49, Kamsa, enemy of Krishna 378

55, 58 f. K&n&, in the Panjab Hills, home of the

Juwai, S. Andaman tribe 217, 221 Kanaujis -• ...279

Kanaits, aborigines of the Panjab Hills, 265,

268, 271 ££$ marriages ... 275 ft., 308,

Kabul, feudatory to Persia, 1 ;
and Ahmad 311 f., 314, 370, 372,374

Sh&h 70 Kanarese, Cannarry . 99

Kabfilpur 7 and n. Kanawar, 216 ;
Buddhism in 268

Kachchh, E., subjected to Sindhurdja ... 171 Kanets, a tribe 34 ft.

Kadu plant 214 Kangra, near Sri Hargobindpur, founded by

Kcdu-water, that in which a corpse is Baja Vh* Khan, 3 andn., 7 ; and the Ath-

washed 207 bhoja image, 42 ; totemism in, 52 ; home of

Kadyana, ancient Garh Kohrana, near the Bohras 268

Qandahar ... 2 n. Kan Kobjas, Brahman caste ... ... 266, 279

leafan, a shroud 20 Kannah, name given to prisoners by the

Kafirs of Kafiristan and enumeration ... 360 Abdalis ... ... 60

Kdgadidru, a letter-carrier ... 351 hmshardi, a heron (?) 314

Kahal, sept ... ... 51 Must, spelter ... ... 275

KaMrs, caste of litter- carriers ... 58 Kanthi and the Kanaits 273

kahi or hahilt a weed 51 kapal Jcirya
,
burial custom 283

Kahlfir, possibly Gwalior ... 9 n. Kapila, a Maharshi or ancient sage ii* at. 159

Kkhnuwan, the ancient Kaluwahan, right of kapila, a kind of cow ... ... ,..304

the Bias, formerly held by the Khokhars... 3 Kapilavastu and Buddha relics . 118, 121, 124

Kaid Raj, k. of Marwar, overran the Panjab. 2 kardli, batrt
, q. v. ... 302

Kailas, Himalayas, near which is the com- Karangla and the Kanaits 273

mon home of the Aryas ... ... ... 264 kdrddrs, m&htas or wazirs, temple overseers,

Kailasa, Harasaila mts. ... ... .,.155 273 f.
; or Mmddrs 3501

Kais Abdur-Rashid, reputed ancestor of the Karewa, irregular marriages 276 1, 279

Mandar Afghans ... 3 Karka III called Kakkala or Amoghavarsha. 169
Kaithal, battle-field in the Panjab ... ... 5 karma

,
consequences of previous acts ... 383

Mjawah
,
panniers ... ... 58 karmas, ceremonies ... 284

Kaka, a Ghuhra name ... • II HI ... 19 Karmikamala, an excrementitious product, 376 n.

Kakkala, Karka III ... 169 Kardli, hill pargdna 33
kalah, a hat ... ... ... ... ... 18 karrah-nde, trumpets 55
Kalahasti, tn. ... •*• ... ... 352 Karun, tribe, marriage rules 275 1, 279
Kalak DIs, a Ghuhra 28 1, 31, 71 Karv& Ghautb, festival 303
Kalanaur, c. ... ... 7 Kasahrada, tn. in Gujarat, identified with
Kalanj, hill pargdna 33, 40 K&sindra-Paladi at Ahmedabad ... 170 and n.
haldpaha

,
its meaning 1, 154 and n. Kashan, Pannuloe, q. v. ... ... 128 n.

Kalaur, a tika, of Junga ... ... ...341 kashidah, drawn-thread work designs ... 14
Kalavati, a character in the Navasdhasdn- Kashmir, 7 n., 8 ; monks from, the probable
kacbarita ... ... ... ... 154, 156 builders of the Basgo Monastery ... 87 1

;

kalbt heart, centre 58 98 ; 254 ; 257 ; 259 ; 348
Kali, Age, 164 ; Yug, 253, 258; goddess, 261, 234

}
Kasindva-Paladi and Kasahrada, q. v. 170 and n.

290, 298, 303 f., 311 haMri, mask 110

Klfidasa, poet ..149, 151, 153, 287 Katchal, one of the Nicobars .. ... ... 318
Kaljnga ... ... ... ... ?344, 352 Katehr, Rohelah tn. »«• ... 66
Kalmjar, near Swabi 8 andn. kathd, recitation 302
KMow&l, head-quarters of the Bihians ... 3 Katherine of Braganza... ... ... 103 and n.

Km, in theHimalayas 261
I
Katils, a tribe, and the Khokkars ... ... 8
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Katrak ’Mahaldar Khan, tn. near Badli ... 70

Katrah Wazir Khun, tn, on the Janmah ... 65

Kauchananagar ( Deccan )
and the Kshatri-

yas ... mi ... »•» ... 26 i

tkaung, rice-beer used among the Chins.

206 £b, 212 £E

K&veri, riv. 852

KAverU 261 a.

Kavibdndhava> 4 friend of poets/ a title of

Vakpati .. 150

Kawalah, in the Himalayas, temple at ... 86

Kawali Deo, a nhd of Junga 84, 37

Kayastha, Paiij&b Hill Tribe ... 271, 314,373

Kede, N. Andaman Tribe ... ... 217, 238

helimriga, an antelope ...155

kenrdta, Car Nicobar, a calendar ... 368 f.

hmrata-koh, Nicobarese tally stick 366

kenrata ngiji, Nicobarese tally by beads ... 367

kentiyd, a plant .... 347

Keontkal, near Simla, the Twenty-two Tikas

of Junga in ... 33 ££.

Keralas of Malabar, and the Muralas, said to

have been conquered by Sindburaja ... 171

Kerosine oil, modern Anglo-Indian terra ... 252

Klsbo, g. .. •• ... .*• •** ••• 24

Kefcu, evil star ... ... ... ... ... 20?

•Ken, a Chin spirit - ... ... 2G4

khdd, valley 308

Kkad Ashni, in Keonfckvl, scene of the Sadr

...41 f.

179 and n.

... 51

... 52

... 38

96 ;
I4S

.. 37

275-279

Gbularn

68 n.

... 70

... 270

17, 58

... 8

26o, 3/o

8

26

27S, 275 f., 279

34, 36

Khatris, tribe of mixed Br&hman and Ksha-

triya descent ... ... ... 265, 271, 275, 373

Ivhatta, sub section of tbe Ghirtbs 52

Khatbars, possibly the Khari tribe ... ... 8 n.

Khawas Khan, 9 and n.,* an Afghan poet

under Ahmad Sh&b, also called Bezhan ... 63

kMl, marriage rule ... 275

Kbt£ra, snb-section of the Girths ** 52

Khila't, set of robes ... ... ... ... 4i f.

Fail* ... ... *.

Khafdrah,
capital's, copber, a tax

Khagga, a sept ...

Khajfire Dogre, Brahman sept

Kh&lashi, Hill paryand

Khalatse Bridge inscriptions ...

Klianar, Himalayan State

Khanara tribe

Khan Jahan Kokali&sh, or Mir

Bas&l, foster-brother to ‘Alamgir ...

Khan Khanan, Intizim-ud-daulak ...

Kharar and the Muhammadans

Khargdh. royal quarters in a camp ...

Khari tribe, possibly the Khattars ...

khanf crop3

Kharipur, early home of the Khokhars

Kharoliah, vil. in Sialkot

Khdsh, and tlie Kanaits

Khateshwar, a ttkd of Junga

Khizr Khan, Timor’s feudatory in Delhi ... 6

Khmer (Mon) languages, and the Nicobarese.

216; 318 ;
*57

Khokharain, in the Hoshiarpur District, 1 ;
or

Tahli ... 3, 4 n.

Khokharan, vil. in the Panjab 2 n,

Khokhars, The, and the Gakkhars in Punjab
History;by EL A. Bose. I.— History of the

Khokhars — A. — An account of the tradi-

tional History of the Khokhars, by a

Khokhar of Khokharain, in the Hoshiar-

pur District, Panj&b, IS.; B — The Kho-
khars of the Muhammadan Historians of

India, 4 ft ; II.— A History of the Gak-

khars 8 f

.

Khokra Kot, mounds in the Punjab Mt •*« 2 n.

Khud&ganj, tn. near Farrukhlbad ... ...16 n.

Khud Giri, riv .... ... 270

Khumali, the Paneli&yat ... ... ... 273

Khunla, sub-section of the Ghirths **• ««• 52

Kkurpd, Clikimb& sub-section •• 52

Kkushala pargand, in the Himalayas ... 40

Kialti, g. ... 261 f.

kimkhdb, silk cloth ... 308

Kinari Khanclai, Himalayan vil., 25S
;
Kkandai . 259

King-Crow, ashun , among the Chins, 204 f ,

208, 214

Kirkuk, Ivirkway, visited by B. Bell... ... 129

Kirmar, a demon ’

.. 253 f., 256 ft

Kirtaka, a Brahman woman ••• ••• 253

Kirufctinaraya (Krishnaraya) probably the

Rasktrakuta k. Akalavarska-Krishna II ... 288

kirya barm, funeral eeremony or shmdli ... 305

Kishan, g. ... ... ... ... ... 24

Kish an, Brahman sept > 297

Kiyaifl, g. 255 f.

(»)
4K1q‘ seung, a burial stick used among

the Chins ... * ... 214 £.

‘ko
J

<-Chin tribal distinction 206

Kohan, in tbe Caucasus, copper arrow-head

from ... 55

kod it madam, gifts ... 283

Kokaru, sub-section of the Makajans ... 52

Kok&t, totemism in 52

Koli Damavind, well of ... ... ... 1

Koh-i-Nandana, tribe conquered by Mandat*. 3

Kohistan-i-Namak, tribe conquered by Man-

dat* ... ... 3

Kob Kirana, ancient Kohr&nA.. 1 and n., 2andn*

Kokalla II., a Cliedi k 169

Kokar Sanka, a Khokhar, embraced Islam ... 5 n.

Kokra, Bustam ... 1

Kol, for Aligarh.. ... 70

Kol, S. Andaman tribe .. 217

Kalis, a tribe, 36; in the Paiij&b Hills, 271,

276, 278 ff , 308 ft, 314, 370 f 373 ff

.

Kols* aborigines of India — 269
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Xondaviti, captured by Krishnarayas... ... 852

Kon cl ul. S. Nicobar isl. 818

KCrfefciraJa, captured by Nrisimka 352

Kora, N, Andaman tribe 217, 238

Kosalas, in the JSfavasdhasdiikacharita. 157 n., 171

koiliei a messenger .. 351

Kotm, bills of ... *»• ••• 8

kotla, state granary 350 and n., 351

Koti, Hill State, feudatory to Keontkal, 33,

37, 42

Koti, Til. in The Hill States 34 ft

Kot Khai, Hill State, 37 ; 273 ;
centre of the

opium trade ..274

Eotla, in the Himalayas 261

Kotlekr, in the Hill States ... ... 83, 42 f

.

Kourouk, quruq, a prohibition ... 125 and n.

bKrashis-mgon, k. of Leh 91

Krishan, Brahman section ... 264, 266, 311

Krishna, g., 253, 254 n., 298; and Rukinini, 376 ft

Krishnaraja, a Param&ra. ... 165, 166 and n., 167

Krishnaiaya, Kiruttiiiaraya, q. 288

Krishnaraya, son of Nrisiiiiha... ... ... 352

Kritavlrya, father of Arjuna .. 162

h'itilcQvi , ‘a clever poet’, tittle of Padma-
gnpta

> ... 151

Kshatriyas, in the Panjab Hills, 246 ; became
Brahmans, etc., 265, 267, 271 f., 275 ;

natal

customs, 281 ; purification.,.289 ; 306 y 311
-
x

314 ; 370^372 f.

KshaitrachuMmaw i, a work by Yadibhasiiiiha

deals with the life of Jivaka ... 285 ft.

Ksliemendra, author of the Aucliityalamkdra,

149 and n. ; 151 f. ; mentions Vakpati-

raja II 168, 169 and n.

Kubacha, a Governor of Sind 5

Kilt, in Rawaingark, near the Burga ruts.,

262 and n,

Kuin, early inhabitants of the Panjab ... 265

Kulaehuris and the Hunas ... 168
kulaka ... ... ... ... ... ,,, 154

fodlah, mortars 59

Ktittah-i-Khifoibdrah, one of Ahmed Shah’s

cannon~ ... ... 59

Kullu, Himalayan viL ... 34
I\ ulottunga-Ckola I., identified with Anapaya,

2 * v 2

R tilth!, a tikd of Junga...

Kiun or Kasvin, tn. near Tauris

Kumaranar&yana or Sindhuraja, k. ...

Kumb-mela fair

Kumharsain and the Kanaits

Kumker, fort, attacked by Ahmad Shah
e Eun, Ohin clan ancestry ... ,..2(

Kun-dga-rnam-rgyal, k.

Kundina, tn. in Yidarbha

Kun&inanagara, Krishna’s capital ...

288 and n.

34, 36

128 n.

154,

165,171

139 £,

273 t
k ... 58

206 ft, 213

... 91

376, 379

... 384

Kimg, Conge 101 £.

Kunit, from which is Kanait 265
Kunjhdin pujd 304

Ktipila, in the Panjab 0
Kurukshetra, home of the BaiiUji caste,

270 f.
; 284

Kuaa, son of Raraachandra ... ... 53
Kusa-grass 102

Ktisheli Deo, a tiled of Junga ... ... 34, 37

Kusumavaehtila, a Yindhyan spur 155
Kutbu’d-din, viceroy of Delhi 266
Ruthar, in the Himalayas 37
Kuvdayo , meanings of ‘

... 163 n.

Kwara, vil. near Garhwal 35 f*

Kwatinyaboi, creek, in the Little Andaman. 246
Ky^hl, g 262
‘Kyen, a Chin spirit 204

LaMna or Lobana sept 51

Lachehhan Rajaoh Ke
; or Signs of Royalty

in Rajas, by H. A. Rose 32
Laerampe, Father, and the Nieobarese langu-

age

Ladahli Khan’s tomb, near Rangra 4
Ladakh, mani walls, 87 ;

and Buddhism, 88 ;

and the Baltss, 91 y 92 y 95 ; Buddhist stone
knage 971; 148

Ladakhi inscriptions and the Endere... 93 ; 95
,
Ladakhi Chronicles and the Basgo fort ... 85
Ladakbis

. 93
Ladliaria, sub-section of the Ghirths 52
Lahaul and Buddhism 268
Lahore, 3; ravaged by Muizzu ’d-Din, 4,* and

the Khokhars, 5, 6 and n. ; 7 f ; and TmM-
ul-Mulk 43 and n#j 70

laidd, a Chin teacher 208, 213
Lakh Data, Panjab Hill Saint... 290
Lakhnau ( Lucknow

) .. 18, 67, 69
LakJcarhar

, wood supplier 35I
lalcsha, Sk 363, 365 and n.

Lakshman, g
Lakshmi, goddess 164, 165 and n.

; 376, 378
L&rnas, a tribe

land, among the Chuhras, 21 ; rights among
the Faiijab Hill Tribes ... ... 374 f.

Languages of Savages, a plan for a uniform
scientific record of, see Savages ...181 ft,

217 ff, 317 ft, 353 ft.

lanM, a stack of fuel ... ... ...41 n,
Lanka, co.

Lannoy, Benjamin De, Consul at Aleppo,

134 and n.
Lar, in Persia 104 f#

Lata and Sindhuraja ... 157 n., 171
Latrobe’s Letters from the Nicobars 322
Lanr&, Chhimba sub-seetion 52
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Lawi, vil. in Sirmur 34

laim-fjd
,
pig sacrifice among tlie Chins ... 214

Lava, son of Ramachandra 53

Lde-dpal*‘akhor-btsan, k. of W. Tibet ... 96
j

?e, Chin paddy-fields 210 !

Legends, Chuhra—of Ramsar 21 f.; of the

Marriage of Balmik’s Daughter, 23 if.

;

The Creation, 73 f.
; Story of Dhagana,

73 ff.
;
of Dana, SO ft. ; 106 IF. ;

135 ff.

Leh, kings of 90f,97f.
Leiah, in the Panjab 52

Lha-chen, dynastic name of the first dynasty

of Leli 91

Lha-clien=great god 96

Lha-ohen-jo-dpal, k. of Leh ... 91

Lhachen-kun-dga-rnam-rgyal, k. of Ladakh,

inscription of, 89 ; identification of, 90 ; date 91

Lha-rgyal, k. of Leh 91

Lhayi-sras, dynastic name of Tibetan kings . 96

Lightning, g.,Mahad§o, 37 ;
among the Chins, 209

Likar, a Chuhra name 19

liklinehdrd, a clerk ... ... ... 350 f*

Lipari, isles ... 175

Lisbon, 102 ; Lixn, and R. Bell ... ... 174

Lobana or Labana, sept ... ,M ... 51

bLo-bzang-thar-rnyed, Tibetan copyist ... 93

Logft, prince of Kofcl6hr9 became a ddotd ...42 f.

Lohri khichri, a kind of food 302

Lonkra, g. 298

Lotsava Rinchen bZangpo, a monk 148

Lucas, Sir Gervase, Governor of Bombay in

1668 103 n
Lucknow museum contains some harpoon-

heads ... ... ... 53

Ludhiana ravaged by Jasrath the Khokhar. 6 f.

Lumbini, birthplace of Buddha 118

lun, salt 51

Machhi, caste ••• Mf Mi «|| ... 21

Machhi-kli&n, r&j& of Chiniot ... ... 3 and n.

Madapollam, piece goods, old Anglo-Indian

term ... 252

Madban, Hill State, feudatory to Keonthal.. 33

Madliura taken by Nrisimha ... 352

Madras, Maddera slepotan, visited by R. Bell,

101 ; 344

;

the Right-hand Castes of 348 n.

Magadha and Achyuta ... 352

maghoji entertainm ent 313

Mahak&la ( 'Mdhdhilaparvmii ), feast. 156

molidkshapatalilca, chief record-keeper ... 349

malnhndtya
, chief councillor 349

Mahanadata, g 263

Mahanpha, a tiki of Junga, 34; cult of ... 36

MaJiiiparinibbdatr-Sittta, the and the Piprah-

wa Vase 118

Muhdjmrana, the, and the story of Jivaka,

2S5
; date of ... ... 287

Maha Siva, and Mahasu, q. v 253 if.

Mahasfi Deota, the legend of ... ... 253

Mahduyutpatti, a work 118

niahdivats ... 332

Maheslia, g. ... ... ... ... ... 263

Mahesvara=Siva, g. ... 381

Mahi Kahashor=Mahisasiira, g., 40 and n., or

Mahi-Khashwa 41 n.

Mahlog, in the Himalayas 36

Maliman
( Mahaban ? ) fcn. near the Jumna,

and Ahmad Shah 61

Mahmftd, son of Bharth ... 2

Mahmdd Khan, heir-apparent of Ahmad
Khan ... 65 f.

Mahmdd Sultan in the Panjab, 2 ; his sixth

invasion of India ... ... 4

Mahmdd Shah II., and the Khokhars ... 5

Mahna swamp, near Pariar 53

Mahrattahs and Ahmad Shall Abdali...l2, 13,

15, 18; or Marhattahs... 48 £f«; 55, 53, 61, 66

mahtd ,
an official ... 350

Maindarth, tn. on the Tons, 253 ; or Mainda-

rath ... ... ... ... 254 ffi. ;
259

Mainpuri and Ahmad Shah ... ... 65 f.., 70

Maitreya, Bodhisattwa, image in Chamba
monastery, Basgo ... ... ... 85 ;

93

Majhog, abode of the demon Singi ... ... 257

Majorca islands ... ... 174

Makara, crocodiles 158 ;
165 and n.

Makkerru, snb-section of the Maliajans ... 52

Malati, a character in £he Navasdhasahkacha-

vita ... ... 154, 157

M&lava, and the Parara&ras *«• 150

Malavaminaketana, for Sindhuraja 150

Malavaraja=Sindhuraja 155

Malay language in the Nicobars 319

Malaya, mts, * 155

Malayan aboriginal and Nicobarese langu-

ages compared $57 ff.

maghrib, evening prayer ... ... ... 65 Malfnzat-i-Timun, the, and the Khokhars ... 6n,

Magic, among the Chuhras, 19 ;
the Paiij&b Malik Allah-dad, governor of Lahore ... 8

Hill Tribes ’ 309 Malik Hast 3 n„ 9 and n.

Magulls mentioned by R. Bell 100 Malik Ikhtiyaru‘d-Din, Altunia, q. v . ... 5

Maliabharata,vreLV, 35; andtheRajptits. 265, 268 Malik Jasrat, son of Shaikhs* 3

Mahadeo for Manftni, g , 35 ;
Lightning, g, Malik Kad,a noble of Ghazni 8 n.

37 ff. Malik Kalan,anoble of Ghazni 8 n.

Mali&dev, g. ... ... ... 258 Malik Khusrau, last of the Ghaznivides ... 4

Mahajans, K&ngra sept .... 52 Malik Shaikh 8, 6
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Malik Shaikha, governor of Lahore ... 3, 6 and n.

Malik Tatar Khan, governor of the Punjab ... 5

MalUdnd dues ... ... ... 260,263, 2/4

Malva and the Paramaras ... 166 and n.

;

170 and n
;
1 71 f.

Malwa and the Kshatriyas ... ... 267, 270

Malyavati, character in the NcivasdhasdMca-

charita 1^4, * ^6

Man, Mr. A O
,
and the Nicobarese languages. 317

Man, Mr. E H., and the languages of the

Andamanese and Nicobarese ... 181,

183
, 220, 317, 322, 353 f 357 f.

Man, Ool H , and the Nicobarese languages. 317

Mlnasasarovara, lake in Tibet 381

Manavadurga, taken by Nrisimha 352

mandala, or dUa>x 348 n.
;
modern pargana,

350 ;
mandat 350 n.

Mandalapurusha, compiler of the Tamil lexi-

con 4 fealOmaniniganolu ... ... 288 I

Mandar, son of Sanda 2 f.

Mandar Afghans, descendants of Mandar, 3

Mandhatri, k. of the lkshwaku race ... ••• 165

Mandi, Hill State ... 35

Mandi Rohr, in Kaphrthala 4

M&nekir or’Malkhed, home of the Eathors. 169

mangalas, charms ... ... ... ... 121

Mangla Devi, fort in Jnmmu ... * 8

manhrds, spirits... ... ... 296

ward, a measure ... ... ... 21

mani ( Toda ) buffalo-bells 83

w^i-walls in Tibet 86 if. ; 92, 97

Manik-Tliari, day when the mussels rise to

the surface of the sea 1 64 n.

Mahjugliosha, Bodbissatva ( *a Tam-dby-

angs ) ... 86 ;
90

Mann, Dr. Oskar, on Ahmad Shall 10

Mannfi, Mu-in-ni-Mulk HI /0

Manthara=Mandara, Mount ... ... ... 381

Manu, progenitor of mankind. ... 162

Manucci ... .. 100 n.; 174

MauCm, in the Hill State 35
Manthi, a ttkd of Junga ... ... ...84 f

.

Manyakheta, cap. of the Eathors of Manekir
or Malkhed, plundered 169

Maran, a nickname of Beoras&hsl, 1

Marathas
. . 166 n.

Mardana, in Sialkofc 3

Marhatfcahs, see M ahrattahs, 48 ff.
; 55,58, 61, 66

Mari Buchian, vil. in the Pahjab 3 n.

mMs, Panjabi, forts ... 3 and n.

Mar? Tappa, in the Pahjab ,. 2, 3

Marriage of Balmik’s Daughter, Chnhra
legend ... 28 ff.

Marriage, customs, among the Chins, 2T2 f.

;

among the Pafij&b Hill Tribes, 272, 275 ff. ;

°f Hindus, 278 f.; of widows, 280; kinds
of, 282

;
eight forms of 376 n.

Marsh, Mr ,
E. I. Co.’s servant, at Dacca ... 174

Marwar, and the Kshatriyas 267
; 270

Mary, the Virgin 177

mnsan or jari, a cure; also a burning-place,

or demon, 19 ;
called chhatd 52

masTirti, figured cloth 14

Masulipatam, MasLepotan, visited by E Bell 101

Mashn, sub-section of the Mair Sunars ... 52

Mathurd, sacked under Ahmad Shah. 51, 60,

61 and n.; 62, 64, 70; and Jarasandka, 382

Matiana, for Fagft Hill pargana 33

Matris, water nymphs 304

Mau, tn. W. of Farrukhabad, 14 and n.
;
Mau

Rashidabad 69 and n.

Maund, a weight, old Anglo-Indian term 252

Maurer, and the Nicobarese languages. 317 ; 321

Mayayamala, an excrementitious product. 376 n.

Mayikamala, an excrementitious product 376 n.

Mayura, poet 151

mchod-rteirij in Tibet 87, 88, 97

medallions, raised and painted, in the Basgo

Monastery ... 87 ft.

medicines among the Panj&b Hill Tribes ... 315

Meghasamdtea, a work by K&lidasa 287

m&htds, wazirs or Jcardars
,
temple overseers. 273 f.

Merchants of the Pahjab Hill Tribes ... 274

j

Merutunga’s Prabandhaekintdmani
, 159;

163 n-
;

167 and n. ; 168 and n. ; 169, 170

andm.; 171 n.

Messena, tn., seat of the silk manufacture. 174 ff.

Metfi6tcbya. Nicobarese standard of reckon-

ing 865
Mian Bibi, the Cult of, by H. A. Rose ... 32
Mianwali, totemism in ... 52
Midnapur 'celts’... ... ... 55
migrations of the Hill Brahmans ... 266 ; 272
Mihrab, a descendant of Dahak 1

Mihrabad, near Audh ... ... 37

Mihtar Mftsa, Moses 21 n.

Minas, Minis, 5; aborigines of India ... 269
Minorca isles 474

Mi-pham mgon, Lama and viceroy of Leh ... 92

Mirasi, caste ... 21

Mi rath, tn , and Ahmad SMk 50, 60
Mir Ghulam Rasftl, alias Mir Manjhle ...68 f.

Mir Jumlah, Sadr-us-sudur, and Ahmad
Shah, 47 ; and Thos. Pratt 174

Mir Manftn or Mu’in-ul-Mulk-(Mannu)-whose

daughter was betrothed to Ahmad Shfth ...

10 ; 43 and n. ; 45 ff.
;
70

Mirowal, near Sialkot
r , # 3

Mir SS,hib, for Sher Audaz Khan. 12, 14 ff.;

50 f. , 56 f
; 59 ; 61 ff.

•*

68 f.

Mirza B&b&, son-in-law to Aziz-ud-din. 64, 70
Mirza Tahmasp, Miskim, a slave 10

Missionaries, American Baptist, among the
OHins 206 n.; 211
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Miyan ‘Abdullah Sahib who adopted Sher

Andaz Khan ... ... ... ••• 12

Monastery ruins in W. Tibet ... ... 85, 87 f.

Mongehell, Monte Bello or Gibello, Etna,

175 and n.

Mongol Monastery in Tibet, ’Sogpoi mGonpa,
v, ... ... ... ... ... ... 3/

Mongols in Tibet «M •«# 85, 87

mong ‘ ten, Chin, teacher ... ... ... 209

monkeys, worshipped 304

Mon-Khmer languages, 180; and the Nieo-

barese 216; 318; 357

monuments, among the Paujab Hill Tribes... 272

Moores, Muhammadans, 104 ;
in Tangier. 174 n,

Morrisse, Oapt. of the Prewclence ... ... 177

Moses, Mihtar Mhsa, among the Chukras,

21 and n. ; 107; 137

Mother ‘Li, The Great Parent, worshipped by

the Chins 204 ff. ; 208, 211, 213 f

.

movannds,
Kanait leaders, 265; or th&kurs ... 268

Mriganda, a Muni ... ... ... ... 159

Mrigankagupta, father of Padmagupta ... 150

mrindlaianki, a lotus-root 155

Mub&rak Shah, Sultan 7

Mughals in the Panjab, 7 ; and Ahmad Shah,

67; 264

Muhammad, Sultan of Ghor ... ... 4, 5 n*

Muhammad Hasan, probably Ghulam Hasan

or Samin 10 f., 64

Muhammad Sadiq, Sukkanwar, brother of

Ghul&m Hasan 10

Muhammad Salih,* SherAndaz Kk£n Bahadur. 1

1

Muhammad Shah III. ... ... ... 5

Muhammad Shah, and the Kkokhars ... 8

Muhammad Tugklaq SMh, and the Kkokhars. 5

Muhammadan, and Hindu names used toge-

ther, 2 n.
;

Scriptures, among the Panjab

Hill Tribes, 264; migrations, 270; mar-

riages, 278; puberty customs 281; dead,

disposal of ...283 £.; 290

Muhammadans, and totemism, 51 ;
Moores,

104; conquered M&lva and Gujarat, 171,

284; dress of, etc 372, 374

Mukmad of Ghazni ... ••• 8

Mu’in-ul-Mulk, Mannd, 10, whose daughter

married ‘Imad-ul-Mulk 43 and n. ; 70

Muizzu’d-Din, ravaged Lahore ... ... 4

mukh dilcdi ,
a marriage custom ... ... 276

Mdl, a Star 306

Hdlar&ja, founder of the Chaulukyas of

Anahilapattana ... 151

Mulbe, in W, Tibet ... ••• .•• ••• 07

Mulla Sardar Khan, a chief 66 f.

Mund&, Hill State 85

Muiija or V&kpatiraja II 159 ;

165 ff. ;
169 f.; 171 and n.; 172

nuqaddam or ugralcd, a tax gatherer 351

mvqalyash, decorated 56

Murad IV., recaptured Bagdad from the

Persians 126 n,

Muralas, in the Navasdhasdiikackariia . 157 n.
;
171

rnusdbih
, a courtier 39

Musalman, as k. of Ladakh 9*2

Musalmans, the Baltis 91

Museatt, visited by It. Bell 101 f.

Mykenae blades ... 5

4

Myrabolam, Bimlinuts, old Anglo-Indian

term ... 252

Nachchintrkkiniyar, commentator, on the

JivakacMatdmani 289

ndd or ox, worshipped ... ... ... ... 804

Nadaun, in KotlShr ... 33, 34, 37

Nadinah, tn. and Ahmad Sh&h 60

Nadir Shah’s invasion of Hindustan, 14; and
Ahmad Shah 63 n.

Naga kings in Rajputana 172

ndgaddraka, snake-youth ... 157

Naga-Kskatriyas ... Ml ... 17*2

Nagamamba, queen to Nrisimka ... ... 352

Nagari writing 149

Nagar Mall of Akbarabad, opposed Ahmad
Shah 65

Nag-bansi or Takshak, the descendants of

Beorasahsa ... X

Nag Chauth, or Mahasu, four gods ... ... 255

nag devtd, snake god ... ... ... ... 304

Nag Panchami, festival... ... ... ... 302

Nagpur, home of the aborigines IM 269

N%pur Prasasti, list of Paramara kings,

165 and n.; 172

Nahan, and the Kshatriyas ... ... 267 ; 270

nahslurds ... ... ... ... ... ... 304

naik, Naagg ... ... M« »•« M« 98

Nain, near Simla 34

Najib Khan, commander under Ahmad Shah,

12, 15 and n.
; 16, 44 f.; 51, 60, 62 if.; 66, 70

nakskatar , evil star ... .« 312

namaz-i-maghrib, sunset prayers 59

Nambi-Andar Nambi arranged the Tamil

Scriptures ... ... 288 n.

Nanak, Guru 81 ; 136 ;
142

Nancowry, C. Nicobarese, 317 f. ; de Roeps-

torffs dictionary of ... ... ... ... 369

Nanda, traditional half-brother of Buddha. 119 n,

ndn-i-tanak9 thin bread M« ... ... ... 17

Narain, g. * * 256, 261

Naraini Bali Shradh, a funeral ceremony ... 284

Narasa or Nrisimha ... 352

Narasimha or Narsi ... ... ... ... 167

Narelah, tn„ and Ahmad SMh Ml **• 70
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Navasdha-

154 If.

298

283

... 298, 300

75

, 16 f.; 46 ft ;
50 f.

258

... 172

... 284

207 ft

... 19

Narmada (Reva), goddess in the

sdnkacharita ... •••

narol pujd> secret ceremony* ...

ndru khvddi , a marriage custom

Narsingh,

Narwarkot • •• •

oiasaqcMs,
armed messengers .

Nashudi, on the Pabar riv. .

Nasik cave inscription ...

Nasket, a work

Nat, a spirit among the Chins.

NatM, a Chuhra name ... ... ... ...

Naushera, tn., in Chuhra legend. 79 82 f.;

106, 109

navagraha homa, a ceremony connected with

the planets • •• 379

Navasahasanka, Sindhuraja ... 150 and n.;

151 and n.; 153 and n ; 154 ft; 165, 169 ft

Navasdhasdnkacharita of Padmagupta or Pa-

rimala, by the late Prof. G. Biihler and

Dr. Th. Zachariae. I.—The Manuscript,

149. II.—The Author, his time and work,

150. III.—Quotations from, 151 f. IV.

—

The Navasdhasdnkacliarita, 153, V.

—

Analysis of the Poem, 154 if. VI.—His-

torical Events from it, 159 £f.; genealogical

tree of the Paramara kings of Dhara and

Ujjain, 165 ; details concerning them ...166 ff-

Nazareth, visited by B. Bell ... 177 and n., 178

Nazir or Seeer, an official ... ... 125 and n,

Neog, in the Himalayas ... ... ... 37

Hew Tear's Day, ceremony at Nyemo, 88 ;

among the PaSjab Hill Tribes

Ngag-dbang-rgya-mthso, a Lama, contem-

porary of k. Sengge-rnam-rgyal

ngapi, pickled fish 210
,

mNgaris, ancient name of W. Tibet

Niazis, a tribe Ml II* It

Nicobarese languages ...

302

86

215

181 ft;217ff;

317 ft, 353 ft

mdhana, a receptacle ... ••• ... ... 119

NigalGs, PaSjab Hill sect ... .,. ... 311

Nigliva inscription 119

Nika!a, near Lahore 5

Nilab, home of the Gakkhars ... 8

Ninduna, a pargand 9

Nineveh, or Neneveigh, visited by R, Bell,

129 f.

Nirandar Chandar, Baja of Kangra 268

Nirmand copper-plate inscription ... 349 n.

Nissowanas, sub-division of the Bihians. 3 and n.

Nor-‘adzin, a princess of Ladakh ... ... 87
Norat&s, festivals .. 301

Noratri, festival

Norham harpoon 54
Not&re, in Garhwal 261

Notes on the Chins of Burma, by the Revd.

G. Whitehead.—Religion, 204 f.
;

Tribal

System, 206; Propitiatory Ceremonies, 207;

Spirits, 208 5
Cosmology, Witches, Law, 209;

Manner of Life, Tattooing, 210; Burmese

Influence, 211 ; Customs—Marriage, 212 f.;

Burial... 214 f.

Notes on Ancient Administrative Terms and

Titles in the Panjab, by H. A. Rose. 348 ft

Nrisimha, Narasa, son of Isvara ••• ... 352

Numeral co-efficients, Nicobarese, 333 ;
nu-

merals ... ... ... ... ... 361ft
Nunnery ruins at Nyemo 88

Nurabad, S. of Agrah, oontains the tomb of

Gann& Begam 44 n.

Nur-ul-hasan Khan, Sayyid, of Bilgram ... 68
Nusrat, a Khokhar chief, 3, defeated by Timftr

;

6 and n.

Nya-khri-htsanpo, ‘ a Lord of the earth* ... 86

Nyemo, in W. Tibet, inscriptions at ... 85 ft ; 97

Nyima-rnam-rgyal, k. of Ladakh ... 86
, 92

Nyurla (sNyungla) in W. Tibet, votive tablet

at ... ... ... ... ... ... 92

Oaths, among the Chuhras, 19; the PaSjab

Hill Tribes ... 308

Obamamba, wife of Nrisimha ... ... ... 352

Occupations, Chuhya, 20; of the PaSjab Hill

Tribes ... •M Ml 372 f.

odhru, high official Ml Ml 351

Oeiros, bay of, probably Bay Wagers. 174 and n.

ok -mi, skilled Chin teacher 208
Omens, among the Chuhras, 19; the Panjab

Hill Tribes 306 &
Onge-Jarawa, Outer Andamanese Tribes, 21 7,

220; languages* 239 ft; 243 f,; vocabula-

ries ... 246 ft

Ootacamund ... ... 83
opium, among the Pauj&b Hill Tribes. 274, 315
OramZebh, Magull ... 125,132
Orang-hukit, wild Malays ... 318
Orang-utau, wild Malays 318
Ormous, Ormuz 102 and n,; 103 and n.

Ornaments, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 372
ox or nad, worshipped 304
Oxinden, Sir George, Oxenall, President of

Suratt, 1662-69 101 and n.
; 103 n.

Pabar, riv 262

Pab&si, g 255, 259 1; 261 and n,

Pa9o d’Arcos, Passe Darkas, tn. near Lisbon,

174 and n.

Padmagupta or Parimala, author of the Na-
vasdhasdhkacharita ... ... ... 149 ft

Padmasiniha, other forms 167
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Pahrt, a record-keeper 350 f.

Pakpattan, the ancient Ajfidhan 5 n.

fatal, Toda, a milkman ... 83

Palankwe, Andamanese Tribe ... ... ... 246

Palari, in the Hill States 35

Palestine, the travels of R. Bell and J. Camp-
bell in 98 ff

. ;
125 ff

. ;
173 if.

P&li, Panjab pargand 69

Pallava, saint, ancestor of the Plaud sept ... 52

palsrd
, an official 351

Palwl, vil. in Sirmur ... 34s

panch g&vya, mixture used, in purification

ceremonies ..r 289, 297

panch jog 313

panchak shdnti, propitiatory hymns ... ... 309

panchayat, council 273

panch ratan,
five gems ... ... ... ... 305

pandanus, paste ... ... ... 347

Pandavas, and the Cult of Kaneti ... 35 ;
253 £.

Pandavs !•« IM M» •«« Mf 21 ff.

Pangi wizarat • •• M« lit HI 350 f.

panild, feast HI HI ••• IM ... 313

Panipat, victory of ... ... ... 10

pani-watrd, pimples ... ... 51

Punjab, home of the Khokhars and Gakkhars. 1

Panjab and Totemism 51 f.

Panjab, Notes on Ancient Administrative

Terms and Titles in 348 ff,

Panjab Hill Tribes, A report on, from a

Native point of view, by Mian Durga

Singh.—Tribes, Tribal Designations, 264 f
.

;

History of Migrations — Tables of Hill

Sections—Brahmans, 266; Rajputs, 267; Vai-

syas, 268 ; Sfidras, 269 ;
Mendicants, Tribal

Head-Quarters, 270 ;
Genealogical Tables,

271 ;
Monuments, Caste Marriages, Totem-

ism, Tribal Names, 272; Public Assemblies,

Deities, 273 ;
Trade, Artizans, 274; Marriage

Customs, 275 f
. ;

Divorce, Polyandry, Pros-

titution, 277 ;
Inheritance, 278 ;

Tribal de-

tails, 279 ;
Widows

,
Household customs, 280

;

Adoption, Puberty, 281 ;
Betrothal, Marri-

age, 282 ;
Death, 283; Purification, 289 ;

Re-

ligion, Gods, 290 ff. ; Worship, Ghosts and

Spirits, 296; Initiation, Sect, Priests, 297;

Places of worship, Sacrifices, 298 f.
;
Fes-

tivals, 300 ff. ;
Animism, Worship, of Spi-

rits, 303 ;
of Ancestors, 305; of Animals and

Trees, Omens, 306 f.; Sumptuary and

Naming Customs, 308 ;
Magic, Charms,

Possession, Exorcism, Dreams, Spirit pro-

pitiation, Evil Eye, 309; Fortune-telling,

Illness, 310 ;
Abstentionfrom Foods, Tribal

Descent, Customs on Eating, Restrictions

as toWomen, 311 ;
Pronouncing Names and

Words, Courtesy Titles, Agricultural Su-

perstitions, 312 ;
Food and Drink, 313; Din-

ing Customs, 314; Stimulantsand Medicines,

315; Social Customs and Intercourse, 370 f.»

Clothing and Ornaments, Dancing and Sing-

ing, Occupations and Professions, 372 f.

;

Agriculture, Land Rights, etc. ... 374, f.

Pannuloe, perhaps the modern Kashan. 128 and n.

Panuan Jats ... ... 3

Parabrahma, the supreme spirit ... 376 n.

Parali, Rillpai‘ga?id 33,37

Paramaras of Malava. 150; 157, 159, 161 n.,

162 and n.
}
dynastic list, 165; 166 and n., 167 ff.

ParamAramahibhrit, a name of Sindhuraja ... 155

Paramaravamsaketu, a name of Sindhuraja... 150

Paras Ram, ancestor of the Kshatriya ... 267

parda nishin, secluded women 41

pargands, 33 ff.; 274 ;
or mandala, 350 andn.;

351 and n.

Parhalah, in the Panjab ... 8 f

.

Pariar, in the Unao District of Oudh, its

prehistoric implements ... ... 53 f.

Parikshit, k., successor of Yudhishthira ...

376, 384

Parimala or Padmagupta, q.v 149 ff.

pdrts, fairies ... ... ... 296, 304

PdrSvdbhyudaya, a work by Jinas£nacharya. 287

Parsvanatha-Tirthamkara ... ... ... 287

PArvati, goddess... «H Ml ... 378, 380 f.

Pasand Khan, Shah, a commander under

Ahmad Shah ... ... ... ••• 56

pa-*san ‘sayd ,
Chin teacher or priest ... 207 ff.

Pashu-pati ... ••• •*• ••• ^08

Passe Darkas, Pa$o d’ Arcos, q. v. ... 174 and n.

pasture, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 375

p&talA, a character in the NavasdkasdiiJcacha-

rita ... ... ... ••• ••* 154 ff.

Pathans, a sect ... ••• ••• ^54

PathralA, sub-section of tbe Ghirths... ... 52

Patna ... ••• ••• ••• •••100 n.

Patnah AgimAbad «•* ...68 n.

pattd, a leaf ••• ••• ^
patiu, blanket ... ^51

Patwal, riv. in the Himalayas ... 261

patwdri ,
an official ••• •••

Paulinists, Pollistians, the Jesuits ... 102 and n.

Paulomi, wife of Kasyapa ... ••• l 64s

Paundraka, an enemy of Krishna ... 379

Pavagadh, Pavakadurga, fort in C. Gujarat.

cawn-zeng, Chin burial offering ... 214, 216

Payar, nv... ... ••• *** ***

Pegu-Tenasserim Coast, tradition of a Nico-

barese migration from ... 360

pehrd, feast
#

••• 318

t}enates9 deceased fore-fathers, worshipped

by the Chins 204,206,208

Periyapurdnam, Tamil work by S&kkiJ&r ...

288 and n

»
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Persia, S., copper implements, 54 ;
and the

travels of R. Bell and J. Campbell •••98 ff.

;

125 S.; 173 ff.

Persian characters in Sheh inscription ... 93

Pesans or Pisans ^ and n.

Peshawar and Ahmad Shah •••

Phagd, in the Himalayas 37, 42

phases of the moon, among the Nicobarese... 367

Fhe, on the Indus, votive tablet at ...

Fhyang, vil. in Tibet mi S£

Pile Bheddi, Brahman sept ... ...

pilgrimage among the Panjab Hill Tribes

piped tree... * ... 255, 272, 306, 311

Piprahwa Vase Inscription ... •M 117 a
pdiidli. an idol »» 43

pirdhan
,
a light wrapper 13

ptr ghdsi, tomb of Ladaha Khan, in Kangra,

inrs, saints ^90

xrisacha, a form of marriage ... ... 376 n,

Pischel, Prof., on the Piprahwa Vase inscrip-

tion 119 f.

pitri paksli, dark half of lunar month, 289

;

ancestor's fortnight ... ... ... 805

pitris, manes ... ... ... ... ... 379

Plaisant, Father, and the Nicobarese

language ... ... ... ... ... 317

plaud, sub-section of the Mair Sunars ... 52

Plating 1 Saw, Chin, rain fairy *09 ... 208

P6h Klai, Ceres, among the Chins ... ... 207

P6i ( Kleuk, Chin, Lord of the Under World,

206 f.; 215 f.

Pojarli, near Junga 34

Pcllistians or Paulinists 102 and n.

.. 92

if; 92

.. 52

... 270

4

polyandry, among the Khokhars, 1 ;
the

Todas, 84; the Panjab Hill Tribes..-. ... 277

polygyny, among the Todas ... ... ... 84

Poona and the Bohr&s ... ... ... 268; 270

Port Blair, in the Andamans ... 217, 219, 246

Portman, Hr. M. V.

—

Comparative Grammar

of the South Andaman Languages, 183 ; 220

;

221 and n. ;
on The Fire Legend, 222 ;

245

f
. ; on roots, 232 ; 236 f

. ; Qnge-Jarawa

words, 239 if.; Vocabulary 246 ff.

Portugalls and Muscatt in 1650 ... 101

and n.; 102 n.; 103 and n.

Portuguese language in the Mcobars ... 319

Porvaroi for Paramaras 166 n.

posty poppy-head or capsule 20, 105 n.

potatoe trade among the Panjab Hill Tribes. 274

Potter’s Field, the 179 and n.

Powar for Paramaras «•* 009 Ml 166 n.

Pow&rgada, a fort ... ... 166 n.

Prabandhas, Jaina, on the Chaulakyas and
Param&ras ... ... , 170 ff.

Prag, AllahabadI9« 109 919 ll« iv 266

Prahladana, a Paramara ... ... ... 166

prajdpatyam> a form of marriage ... 376 n.

Prakrit Words occurring inPischel’s “ Gram-

matik der Prakrit Sprachen” Appendis,

121—132

pralaya,
distinction ... ... ... ... 388

Pram&ra, old form of Paramaras ... 166 n.

Pratt, Thos. of Dacca .. 173 f.

pregnancy, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 280

Prester John, co. visited by R. Bell ... 101,

128, 132

priests, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 273

Prithvlvallabha, a name of Vakpatiraja II. r

165, 168

professions, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes ...373 f.

prostitution, among the Panjab Hill Tribesr
*

277, 373

psallava, a leaf ... ... ... ... 52

Ptolemacus on the Paramaras... 166 n., 172 n.

Puars and Paramaras ... ... 166 n,

puberty customs, among the Chins, 210 ; the

Panjab Hill Tribes

PujarH, Himalayan vil. ...

Pulo Milo, Nicobar isl

Pulumayi, Andhra k., Siri-Pulu.

Punnar, Hill pargand 099 9M

Punwar, for Paramara in in

Pur&nas ... hi

puranmasM,
full moon

Purification, among the Panjab

Purohita, priest

Purushottama, a title of Vishnu

Purvapurdna, that portion of

281

262

318

... 172 and n.

... 33

... 166 n.

264

...43, 301, 313

Hill Tribes. 289

162 n.; 271, 379

... ... 878

the Mahd-
purdna composed by Jinasenacharya ... 287

pusman sammit karam , a marriage custom... 282

Putupettandpura (?) pillar of victory at ... 352

Pwo-Karen alphabet, among the Chins. 206 n.

sPyan-ras-yzigs
; Avalokitesvara 86

Qadirganj, in the Etah dish, and Ahmad
Sh&h 15, 70

Qalandar ghan, envoy to Ahmad Shah ... 70

Qamar-ud-din KMn, a noble, and Ahmad
Sli&h 45, 47 ; or Ptimad-ud-daulah ... 66 n.

Qandahar, and the Ghori tribe 1, 2 and n.

;

and Ahmad Shah 65, 70

qarawal
, skirmishers ... 16

Qasftr, S.-E. of L&hor 17 and n.

QizzilMsh clothes ... 59

Qubbah-i-sTidhi the Shah's copula ... ... 58

an armed retinue ... 58

qtiruq, Kourouk, a prohibition 125 and n.

quwdcM bdsM) the ... ... 56

Rab-brtan lhartse, Basgo castle ...86 f.

raU crops 265, 875

Rabstan-lha-rtse, a royal palace in Basgo
fort

... 85
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Radie, (?Rai near Teheran), visited by

R. Bell ••• ••• ••• ••• 128

Radupati = Rafctapati or the Rashtrakdfca

king Kottiga * 164

Raddpati, bn. or eo., and k. Siyaka ... ... 168

Rae Sal, ruler of the Salt Range ^
Rahir tribe ...

R&lin, evil star ... •*• ••• ••• 266, 297

Rahus, a tribe ••• •••275

Rai Bhim or Bhalin, a chief ••• ••• 7 and n.

Rai Ghalib, a chief ^

rainbow, among the Chins 209

itai Sprang, a Gakkhar ... ^

Raita, a tika of Jung& 34, or Raiha ... ••• 37

Raj&na, Hill pargand 63

Rajd Yxr Khan, founder of Kangra ... ... 3

Raj6ndra-Ch oladeva, alias Kulottuhga-

Cholal, or Sumgandavirtta-Chola, names of

Anapaya GhOla 288 and n.

Raj endra-Chola I., or Gangaikonda-Chola. 288 n.

Rajpur, prehistoric implements from ... 53

R&jputana 98 ; and the Naga Kings ... 172 ;
265

Rajpffts, 41 ;
and totemism ...

#

52

Rajputs, among the Panjab Hill Tribes, sub-

divisions decided by descent, 264 ;
or Chlia-

tris, 265, 271, table of sections of, etc.,

267 ff.; marriage rules, 275 if.; death

customs, ‘383; food, 311; titles, 312; Sain-

tation, 370 f . ;
occupations ... ... IL

r&hhasa, a form of marriage ... 376 andin, 378

Ram plundered Ceylon .« ... ld°

R&ma ,

ys

Ram Chandar, ancestor of tie Eajpflts,

conquered Ceylon 41 39*

Ramaciandra ... — 0

Ramadeva, a Paramara

Ramagrama stupa ~ "*

Ramali, visited by B. Bell - - 179

Ramangada or Yasobhata, minister of Sm

dburaja ’

263
Rdmayana
Ramganga, riv. ...

_

Ramgarh-Hill inscriptions

Ram Lilli, ceremony ^
RampOr, Hill pargam ... «
Ramsar, Cbuhra legend of *

randhani, a cookshop • - 10

Rangoon ... - -
Ranjl. Bboj, in Obubra legend - « ™
Ranvin Sairi and tie Kanaits... ... •••

r&5 Cbhabita of Delhi, ancestor of tbe

Bagg&sept - f
rdsMs, stars of fate ... - ••• —
*•* „ W*. *•. .1

I2S

jlattsb, Hill State, feudatory of Keontbal ... 33,

42

Rathis, RajpOt section ... 268

Rathors of Manekin or Malkhed 169

RatnachOda, character in the Navasdhasdnha-

ck aHia . 154, 157 ff.

Ratnavati, tn 157 if,

Ratn Pal, son of Sanda 2 and n,

Raut (Maiuthi) = horse-soldier ... 348 n,

Ravati, daughter of Rivata 376

Raverty, Major, on the Khokhars and Gak-

khars 6 n.* 7 n., 8 n.

Ravi, riv 107

Raw&l Deo, a tzkd of Junga 34, 37

Rawan 75, 253

Rawat (Guzarati) = horse-soldier ... 348 n.

Rawats, a Rajpfft section ... ••• 268

Rawin, Hill pargctoid ... ... ••• o3

Ray, Mr. Sidney, on the application of the

Theory of Universal Grammar ... 181, 1S3

;

221, 342 n.

Raziyyat Sultana assisted by the Khokhars... 5

Reggio, Regium, in Italy Ml ... 175

Rehrs, a caste ... ... ... ...370, 373 ff.

Religion of the Chins, 204 ;
of the Pahjab

Hill Tribes 290 ff.; 371 ; 374

remarriage, among the Panjab Hill Tribes,

277 ;
of widows ... ••• »•• ••• 280

Reva, Narmada or ’SasankasOti riv., and

goddess, in the Navasahasctukachayita 3 154 ff.

Rice, modern Anglo-Indian term ... ... 252

rice-beer, kauyig ... «•• 206 ff., 212 ff*

Ridgeway, Prof., on Persian copper imple-

ments ... ••• *•* ••• "* 54

Rihian, a Panjab sept, probably the RiMns,
2 and n.

Rink, Dr., and the Nicobarese languages ... 317

riivika ... ••• 6/6 n*

Rivata or Raivata, k. of Anax*ta ... ... 376

mam-rgyal,
dynastic name of the second

dynasty of Leh ... ... ••• 91

Roepstorff, P. A. de, and the Nicobarese

languages »*• 617, 321, f., 353, 369

Rohelah soldiers under Ahmad Shah, 15, 60,

66, 67

Roht&s, fort, founded ... m ••• 9

roZ£, saffron ambergris ... ... 616

Rosen, Danish Missionary, and the Nicobarese

languages - **« ^
rot,

a loaf ... ••• ^ 42

Rudar, Siva, 254, or Ruddar ....
^

... 261 ff.

Rudraditya, minister of Yakpatiraja II. 169 f.

Rukmabahu=Rakmi ... *m ... ... 37 /

Rukmakesa=Rukmi ... ... *** 677

Rukmanetra=Rnkmi ... «• 677

Rukmaratka=Rukmi ... 377

Rukmi, son of Bhishmaka ... 376 f.; 380, 883

Rukmini Kalyanam, by G. R. Subramiah

pantulu ... ••• ,m 676 ff.
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Rummind£i and Buddha relics ...118 and n,

119, 124

Rflpar, ( Artibar ), and the Khokhars, 6 f
.

;

- and the Muhammadans IM *M 268, 270

Rflra, a Clrubra name ... M» *»* ••• 19

Sa‘adat Khan, Afridi Afghan 12

*Sachi, wife of Indra ... - ... 162 and n.

sacrifices, among the Chins, 207 j
called

Bhunda, among the Panjab Hill Tribes

2981; 305

saddgaUpravriita
,
meanings of ... 163 n.

Sadpor, ( Baltistan ) inscriptions ... 95 if.

sadr-us-$adur, chief almoner 64

Sadd„ in Patiala,* • *« #»* 39

Sa 3
dullah Khan, a Rohelah Nawab ... 66, ff , 69

- - _ and n,

Sa6r, fair at Khad Ashni in Keonthal, 41 ;
or

Sheri ... ... _ 302

Safdar Jang, Nawab and Ahmad Shah, 11,

14 1, 16 n., 17

Sagai or Sota, form of betrothal ... ... 282

j3ahasanka==Sindhuraia ... .... 156, 165

sahemavdrah
,
golden staff ... ,M ... 159

'Sdhityadarpana, a work 153

Sahswan, yccrgand, in the United Provinces . 69

.Saifipur ,or Safipur, adopted home of Sher

. Andaz Khan ... , 12 and n.

Haif-ud-daulah, Nawab, chief almoner under

Aziz-ucL-din ... . 64, 68

Bain dynasty, of which are the Keonthal

Rajas ... _ , ... ... ... .(• . ••• 42

Saivas, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes,

probably the Shukan Brahmans ... 266

n.
; 272, 290, 297, 314

Saiva Tamil Scriptures, Tirmiurai ... 288 n.

Saiyids -*••- - ... - *•#- - ... ... ... 77

jibka=Musalman ... ... „* ... 352

Saka era, 170 ; or year, 820±=287- A.JD. ... 287

Saki Singh, Raja, a recollection of Sakyamu-
ni, introduced Buddhism into the Panjab
Hills ... ... ... ... ... ... 268

Saktaks, a caste ^ _ ... . 290, 297, 314
Sakti, goddess ... , 290

Saktis, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 272

Sakya,muni==Buddha, a .recollection of 268 n.

Sakyas, “brethren of Buddha” in the Piprak-

* wa Vasa inscription... ... ... 117 ff.

BaMr Jang,. Nawab, and A^mad Shah 67, 70
sale

, a measure ... 207
Salim Khan* a chief - •*# hi ih 0 n,

SaRm Shah, Sultan. Isl^m and the Gakkhars. 9

Sallammity, tn. visited by It. Bell ... ... 133
ftehA Patti, vil. in R&wingarh ... ... 258
Salt Range, home of the Gakkhars ... ... 1
Balutations;among.the Panj&bjaill Tribes ...» 370

Saiva, k ... .... ... 376, 379

Samana, in the Panjhb 7

Samangs of the Malay Peninsula, congeners

of the Andamanese 217; 246

Samdhan, vil. on the Ganges, near Farrukh ji-

had 10

Samding Monastery on ibe Yamdok Lake ... 88

Samin, Ghulam Hasan, author of the Shardif-

i-usmani 10 f.

Saminatha Aiyar, Pandit,on the Jivakachinta-

mani ... ... ... ... 285

Samuthalla near Lahore, scene of a Khokhar
defeat Ht lit IM III |M 5

Sanctuary, in Keonthal ... 41

Sanda, a Kohrana Raja founded Sandar in

. the Panjab 2 and n.

Sandal Bar, in the Panjab ... 2 and n., 3 n.

Sandar, c. in the Panjab 2

Sandi, tn. in Oudh ... 67

Sani, evil star ... •It II* tM 266, 297

Sanjauli, in Keonthal 33

Sankachuda ... ... ««« ... 1 57

-sanJcalp, alms 40
Sankhapala, k. of the Nagas,in the Navasdha- „

smkachavitctr ... 154 f., 158 f.

Sankr&nt Sawani, festival 302

sansdr 378, 384
Sanskrit, vehicle of the Jaina religious works,

285
;
poems, and the story of Jivaka ... 286

Sanyasi caste, originally mendicants, 270 f 279

283, 290,370,373
Saoni, festival 303
Saphet, Safhet, tn., in Palestine, visited by
R. Bell ... ... 178

fearada (Kashmir.) characters in inscription 98
Sarada, writing ... ... 149

!
S&rada, g. ... u* u * ... ... ... 263

Sarae Nabi, near MathniA 61

Sarang Khan, general under MahmM Shah
II,, defeated the Khokhars 5 f.

Saraogis, section of the ]Bamas_ ... 268 ;
3C3

Sarasyati, goddess ... ... 150 n., 164

Saraswati, riv. and the vSarsuts ... 266, 279

$arbarida, dresses.. ... ... ...308

Sardar Khan, a Mughal. 67

Sardinia, SardnaKand R- Bell 174

.Sarinhe, Brahman eept 52

saropd, ser^aw, a sash 127; “dress of honour. 132

sarsJioblid, .ornaments ... 308

S&rsut, or Balr&mx Br&hmans., . 266, 273, 279

Sartiras, Rajp&ts of mixed descent * 268

sartor^, children born of customary njani-

. ages 276, 278

Sasankashti, riv. the Narmada or Reva ... 155

Sasikanda, k. of the Vidyadharas, in the

Navasdhasdnkcharita ... 154, 157 f.

jjasik&nta, mt. ...
‘

157', 15"9
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Sasiprabha, princess of the N&gas, in the

Navasdhasdhkacharita, 150, 154; called

Asuga 155; 156 ff.; 172

Saspola, in Tibet, 85 ;
inscription... £6, 88, 97 ;

US

Satara, inscription from, 165 n.
;
and the

Bohras ... •• -88 >

Satavahana or Hala

Satyaguna = sattva-guna

- ness

Satya Narain, festival

quality

,..164 and n.

of good-

376 n.

303

sauhrte,
sauhrd, parents-in-law, etc.,.. 19 and n

Savages, (The Languages of), A Plan For

A Uniform Scientific Record of them.

Applied to the Languages of the Anda-

manese and Nicobarese by Sir Richard 0.

. Temple, 181; 1.— The Theory of Universal

Grammar (a) The Theory, 182 ft. ; (b) The

Course of Grammatical Development. The

Sentence is the Unit of all Speech, 189 f.;

(c) Skeleton of the Theory, 191 ff.
;
(d) A

Brief Exposition of The Theory, 195 f£.

;

.. Table of Comparative Grammatical Terms,

Diagrams, explaining the lines upon which

the Theory is worked out, 198 f.; (e)

Methods of Analysing the Sentence, 200 ff.;

II.—-The Theory of Universal Grammar

applied to the Andamanese Languages.

Prefatory Remarks. I.—General Descrip-

tion, 217 ff. ;
II.—Grammar, 220 ff ;

HI.—

Etymology, 229 ff.; 17.—Phonology

236 £.; V.—The Northern and Outer

Groups, 238 ff•;
- Appendices—A.—The Fire

Legend in the Bojigngiji Group, 245 ;
B.

Cage Vocabularies, 246; Portman’s, 24'/ f.;

Bonig’s, 249 f
. ;

C. Andamanese Tribal

„ Names according to the Aka-Bea Language,

251; III.—The Theory of Universal Gram-

mar applied to the Nicobarese Language.

. Prefatory Remarks. I.—General Descrip-

tion, 317- ff.; II.—Grammar, 322 ff.; Ill-

Etymology, 336 ff.; 17.—Phonology, 353;

*7,r—Comparison of Dialects, 354 ff.
;
71.

Comparative Philology, 357 ff. ; Appen-

dices.—A.—Nicobarese- Reckoning, 360 ff.;

jB.-r-Beckoning of the Days of the Month,

367 ;
Car Nicobar Calendar ...

.Sayee, Prof. A. H., on Sumerian religion ...

Sayyid Kings and the Rbokhars ... ...

Sayyid "Abd-un-nabi, faujd&r of Mathura ...

Bayyids, Muhammadan section

Scanderoon or Alexandria, the port of

Aleppo ... ... v 176 and n., 177

Seicillia, isj. visited by R. Bell .... 175

Scinda, Scynda and I. Campbell ... 103 u.

Scott, Capt. Jonathan, and Indian History

10 f 68 n.

369

204

8 n.

61

264

Sekkilar, Chola minister, author of the Tamil

Periyapuranaon 288

Seljang,-probably ySer-lcang Monastery in

Basgo Fort 85

sty kJiullt , Chuhra labourer 21

Senart, M., on the Piprahwa Yase inscrip-

tion ... 122, 124

Sengge-mam-rgyal, k. of Ladakh, 85; hymn in

his honour »«« ««•

Serash, Shiraz tn.

Seringapatam, stormed by Isvara

Seshadri, tn., Timpati

Shah * Abbas, captured Ormuz in 1662,

86 ff.

... 105

... 352

... 352

103 n.

;

126 n.

... 266

10

... 11

... 44

... 9 n.

... 80

... 12

71 f.j 82

11, 13 ff.;

Shahaba’d-din Ghori conquered Delhi

Shahidat-i-Tarrakhszyarwa Julus-i-Muliam-

mad Shah* a work by Hirza Muhammad
Bakhsh, Ashob

Shahan Shah. Ahmad Sb&h ‘Abdali

Shahdarrah, tn. opposite Delhi

Shah Daula, shrine in Gujarat...

Shah Doul&h, saint, in Chuhra legend

Shahi, birthplace of Sher Andaz Ehan

Shahis, a caste ... ... ... ••

Shahiahanabld and Ahmad Shah. ...

43 ff
. ;

48 ff. ;
66 f.; 69

Shah Mugim or Mukim, in Chuhra legend,

77 and n.

Shahpur, in the Panjab... °

Shah Safi, -grandfather of Shah Salaiman, 12d n.

Shah Salaiman, Shaw Sollyman,105 or Sulai-

mfl.n 125 and n. ;
126 n. ;

127 n*

Shah Wall Khan, minister of Ahmad Shah

Abdali
:

1! ’ 14

Shaikha, fort in the Pailjab ... ••• ••• ®

Shaikh Bayazid Kalkapur Sawani ••• ^

Shaikhs, Muhammadan sect ... «• — 264

Shamanism, among the Turanian races, 204

;

the Chins ... *.» •*» **’

Shambhu, 262 f

.

sMmldt, community ...
374

Shamsher Bahadur, a Marhattahand Ahmad

Sh&b 48 and n*’ 55, 58

Shanli and Jail, a tikd oi Junga ... 34, 36

Shanoti, a ttkd of jung& ... - «• 38

shankmnt... ... **•

Sharab, tn, in the Panjab, founded by Bahrain

of

sharab, strong drink ... ••• ••• •••

Shathi, in the Himalayas]

shdtire , a runner ... <• •

Sharva, g

Shaw Sollyman, for Shah Salaiman

313

2

20

261

18

263

104, 125,

128,132

Sheh j
in W. Tibet, rock inscriptions at ... 93 ff.

Shekh- Allahyar ,
the Martyr ... ...

- 11
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Skekh Mutaaa Husain, surnamed Allahyar

Sani, author of the Hadiqat-ul-aqdlim ... 10,

68 n.

Shellac, Garnet, Buttonlae, old Anglo-Indian

terms 252

Shepherd Caste among the Panjab Hill Tribes,

271, 275 f.; 278 f.

Sher Andaz Khan, Saiyad, called Muham
mad Salip and Mir Sahib ... 11 f. ;

14.
,
49, 55,

56, 59, 61 f. ;
68 f.

Shir Cband, Raja of Kangra ... 268

Shergsdh, tn. and Ahmad Shah ... 60

Sh&ri or Salr, festival ... • •• IM ... 802

Sher Khan and the Khokhars •it 5, 8 n.

Sher bhah, Sultan and the Gakkhars... 8 n.
;
9

Shibji, g* ... Ill • •• ... 298

shikota ,
payment in grain Ml *•« 274 f.

shikotM, hereditary right ••• III ••• 37d

Sh ili, Hill pargtand ... 38

Shiraz, Serash, tn. ... Hi Ml ... 105

skisham tree III Hi ... 77

Shivaji, g. ... III ... 298

shivala temple Ml IM ... 298

Shiv Ratri, festival ... IM Ml ... 302

Shiv Shankar, Srva, g. ... Ml Ml ... 262

Shoemakers and Cobblers among the Panjab

Hill Tribes Ml Ml 271, 274

Shorn Pen, Nicobarese dialect, 817 ft, 354 ft;

enumeration, 360 ft ; cocoanut reckoning, 365

Shorab, tn. in the Panjab, destroyed 2

Shorabwali Pahaii Hill ... ... ... ... 2

shrddh, funeral ceremony, 284, 289; or Hryd
harm ... 305

Shuja-ud-daulah and Ahmad Shah ... lift,

45, 61, 66 ft, 69 f.

Skukal, a Brahman sect ... 264, 266, 297 f.

Shukobabad 59

Sku’labpdri Begam and Ahmad Shah ... 48

Sialkot and the Khokhars ... ... 3, 4, 7 n.

Sicily ... ... ... . .. 175

Sickness, among the Chuhras, 20 the Chins... 208

Siemreap, in Siam, has famous monuments... 284

Sigar, in the Himalayas ... ... ... 37

Sikandar Sh&h L, and the Khokhars 5,7
Sikandrah, tn. •** ... ... tn 15

Sikes
5

, Major, copper implements ... ••• 54 f.

Sikhandaketu, a character in the Navasdhasan-

kacharita ... 157

Silahara princess, wife of Tikramaditya ... 172

Silavanti, wife of Kalak Das, the Chuhra ... 28

Silena or Silenia in Cyprus 176 and n.

Silla and Charibdis ... 179

mnantamani, head jewel ..157
Simdhala or Sindhula for Sindhuraja. 167, 170

Simhabhata, a Paramara k 167

Simhadeva, son of Siyaka ... ... 165 n.

Sukhaia ... ... •«* ... **. ... 352

Simla Hill States, religious cults of ... 33 ft,

253 ft

Sindh-Sagar Doab ... 2

Sindhula or Simdhala for Sindhuraja ... 170

Sindhuraja, alias Navasahasahka, k., patron

of Padmagupta; 150 and n , 154, 171 ; 151

and n., 153 and n., or Kumaranarayana 154,

171; other names ... 155; 156 and n., 157

and n., 158 £., 164 ft, 169 ft

Singing, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes ... 372

Sipakdar JChan, Nawab 68

Sirhind, fort •«« ... ... ... 7

Siri-Pulu or Pulumayi 172 n.

Sirar&r 270

Sisophon, in Siam, has famous monuments... 284

Sisupala, k. of Cliedi ... 376 ft

Sita, and R&wan among the Chuhras... 75 ;

136; 142

Sita, poetess 163 and n., 167

sitachamaradharane niyuktci, a fan-bearer ... 155

sitachchhada , a swan •«» ••• ••• »*» 155

sitochchhvasitahetu, meanings of ... 163 n.

Siva, temple of, at Tarab, in Keonthal, 40,

158 f., 164 n., 172, 254, 257 n.,' 262 n.,

290,300, ft, 304, 311,381

Sivalihga ... 159

Siyaka, k., 150 n., 158, 159, 164 and n., 165

and n., 167 and n*, 168, 171

fcSkal-bzang, queen of Ladakh 87

Skeat and the Nicobarese language 322

Skyid-lde-nyima-mgon, k. of the C. Tibetan

dynasty 96
Sman-bla, vil. in W . Tibet ... ... ... 93
Smith, Mr. R„ E. I. Co.’s minister at Surratt 101

Smyrna, Cashmeer, Ismlr, ... ... 128 f.

Snakes worshipped 304, 306
Social customs, etc., among the Chuhras, 20;

restrictions, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes,

311 f.
;
customs and intercourse ... 370 f.

S6dra, Chen&b riv 4
Sogpoi mGonpa, Mongol Monastery in Basgo. 87
Sohanpur inscription ... 270
Sohgaur& inscription ... 118
Solar dynasty 264, 267
Somasimha, a Paramara k. 166
Som&vati Am&vas, festival 303
Somesvara, court poet of Viradhavala ... 172
Sam§,3vara Mah&ddva, temple at Pariar, con-

tains a collection of metal implements ... 53
Son&ri inscription ... 121 n.

(n) Song, a Chin giant ... 209
Sonpat, tn 70

Sorcerers, among the Chuhras ... ... 20
Sota or Sagai, form of betrothal 282

Spahawne for Ispahan, 103; or Lar, 104, 105,

125, 128, 130 f 134

spindi karam, death ceremony ... ... 284
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spirits, among the Chuhras, 20 ; worshipped

by the Chins, 204, 208 f., 214; among the

Panjab Hill Tribes 296, 303, 309 f-

Sriharsha, author of a Navas&hasdhkacharita. 151

Sri-Harshadeva, i. e.} Siyaka ... 159, 165, 169

Sri-Hatakesvara, Sira temple 158

Snpur&nd, a work which refers to the life of

Jivaka Ml Ml ••• ««» 285, 237

Srirahgam, tn 352

S J ivallabha or Vakpatirajall. ... 165 , 1 63

Sii-Yardham&na ... 285

irotadpannas, candidates for sanctity ... 122

Stog-thsang-ras-chen, a Lama 86

Stars, lucky and unlucky 307

Stimulants, among the Panjab Hill Trihes ... 315

St. Jno. de Acra 177 £.

St. John the Evangelist ... ... ... 179

Stromboli ..175

stupes,
opened by Asoka, 118 ;

in honour of

theSakyas ... ... 120 ff.

Sftdr. s of the Panjab Hill Tribes 264 f.. 269,

272 ;
and polyandry, 277 f 297 j

of Madras,

348 n.

Shds, section of the Vaisyas, 265, 268, 271

;

and marriage 275 ; 277 ; 279 IF.
; 283,

289, 311, 314, 370, 372 f.

Sugar, old Anglo-Indian term ... ... 252

Sugga, Brahman sept ... ... ... ... 52

Sfijaka for Siyaka, Sindhuraja 158

Sftka, a Brahman Ml Ml 376

Suk£t, in the Hill States ... ... ... 35

suMrti
,
word in the Piprahwa Yase inscrip-

tion, possible meanings, 117 and n., 118,

120 a
siikshma ... ... ... M. ... ... 384

Buldmaninigandu, Tamil lexicon, compiled by

Mandalapurusha, date of ... 288

sullca, superintendent of tolls 849 n.

Sultan Islam or Salim Shah Sur 9

Sultan Khan, brother of Najib Khan,.. ...65 f.

Sultan Mahmftd ... ... ... 2

Sultan Muhammad of Ghor ... ... ... 4

Sult&m Sprang IM IM Ml Ml II* S Hi

Sultanphr in KftM, pass into Tibet ... ... 274

Sumgandavirtta Chola or Rajendra Choladeva 288

Sunars, Mail’s Sun&rs, a sept ... ... ... 51

sftp, winnowing sieve 20

Superstitions, among the Chuhras, 19; among
the Panjab Hill Tribes ... ... 306 £., 312

Sftraj or Solar Rajpftt dynasty ... 264, 267

Sfiraj Mall, a Jat, and Ahmad Shah ... 46, 4, 51,

55, 58

Surat, Bichard Bell at 101 and n., 102 n.,

103 and n., 128 and n., and Thos. Pratt ... 1 73

Surbulan Khan, Governor of Ahmadabad ... 11 n.

sursat, fines in kind ... *. ... 56, 59

Survival of Old Anglo-Indian Commercial

Terms, by Sir Richard Temple 252

sfdaJe, impurity 19, 281

sfitak pntah ... ... .275
Sutlej, riv. 270

svakiya 123

Svoboda, Dr., and the Xieobarese language... 317

sioathaniia
,
mental condition 377

swayanivara, selection of a husband by a

princess ... ... 376

Sylvam Levi, Prof., on the Piprahwa Yase
inscription 120

Symon, the Tanner 179

Tabaqdi-i- Akbari, and the Gakkhars... ... 5, 8

Tabaqdt^yasin , a work which mentions the

Khokars or Khokhars ... ... ... 4

Taber, mt. 177 f.

Tabo, N. Andamanese tribe ... ... 217, 238

Taboo, or ceremonial prohibition, among the

Chuhras 20

Tabriz, Tauris or Towreys, visited by R. Bell. 1*23

Tabu, its effect on the Nieobarese language. 319

Tahli for Khokharain 4 n.

Tailapa, k. of Kalyana, sent an expedition

against Gujarat ... ... ... ... 151

Tailapa II., k. of Kalyana ... ... 169, 171

Taimiir Shah IM Ml • M| ... 63.

Taiyibeh, Taiba or Tyabe, visited by R. Bell. 133

TajuT-Ha-’asir, the work which contains the

earliest mention of the Kohars or Khokhars. 4
Tak-bansi, the descendants of Beorasahsa,

1 and n.

takhts, platforms .. ... 58

Takshail, Taxiles, founder of Takshala or

Taxila ... ... 2

Takshak, descendants of Beor&sahsU 1

Takshala, Taxila, modern Dheri Shahan. ... 2
ialaka i-bdin, irreversible divorce 278

iali tree 78 £.

tallying, Nieobarese system ... 360 fir.

Tamil works ... ... ... ... 285 £.

Tamraparnt, riv. *.. ... ... ... 352

Tangier, Tangeere 174 and n.

Tanjor, MSS. at 149

tanhah
, a small coin 60

tanzd, pig for sacrifice 212

tapds} asceticism... 378
taqiyah , a white fillet ... 18

T&ra, the white ... ... 87
Tarab, in Keonthal 38 ff.

Tar& D6vi, of T&rab .,.89 f.

tdrahdra , a string of pearls 155

T&r& Mai, goddess 39
1 Tara Nath, ayoyi . ... 93 f.
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Taril'h-i-Ahnacl Shdht, on the inyasion of

Ahmad Shah Abdalt ••• 70

Tat'Wi-i-Alamgir Sam and the invasion of

Ahmad Shah Abdali ... ... ... ••• 70

To rtkli-i- Miibdrak-Shdhi, mentions the Kho-

khars ^ ^
Tartars in the Panjab ... 3

Tatar, a Gakkhar ... ••• 8 and n.

Tattooing, among the Chins ... ... 210

tctung-yd
}
Chin, cultivation 210

Tauris, Tabriz, Towreys ... 128

tarn, an iron dish ... .. •••

Tavernier, traveller ... 100 n., 125 n., 126 n.

,

128 n.

fa5
iviz, a charm ... ... ... •** 20

Taxila
,
Takshala 2

Tea, old Anglo-Indian term 2^2

tik, a word of summons 273

Tekhar, Telhar fort in the Panjab, also

Thankar, Talhar, etc. ... ... ... 7 and n.

Temples, a feature of every Pailjib village ... 273

Tenants, among the Panjab Hill Tribes ... 374

Teressa, Nicobarese dialect, 217 ff., 354 ff.;

numerals, 3611,364; cocoanut reckoning,

thaby& or Eugenia
,
plant

365 f.

... 208, 210

ihadairiy a time ... ... ... ... ... 38

Thagwa, in the Koti State 33

tliakur-dwdrd, a temple 298, 300, 303

Thakurji Lachhmi Narayan, temple in Keon-

that ... *** ••• ... ... 41

TMkurs, 266 ; or movannds ... 268

tJidli, a platter 19, 41

Thankar, Talhar, Tekhar Telhar, tn.... 7 and n.

Tliare dd kotwdl, magistrate 350

Tlicire dd mahta, chief financial minister ... 350

hareth ... ... 350 n., 351 n.

hart, or chmri, tribal head-quarters 270

Thathira or Bhar£r&s, a caste 314, 370

The Age of the Tamil Jtvakachintdmani
, by

T. S. Kuppuswami Sastri ... ... 285 ff.

The Seasons of Girdhar Sadhu, by the Poet-

ess Sanvri Sakhi 315

1

Theog, Hill State, feudatory to Keonthal, 33 ;
296

Theory of Universal Grammar, published

ante, Yol. XXYIII, 1900, by Sir Richard

Temple, 181 ff.; applied to the Andamanese
Languages, 217 ff.; to the Nicobarese

Language 317 ff.; 353 ff.

Thinds, a O&t subsection 52

ihodcVi an arrow 38 n.

Thomas, Mr., and the Piprahwa Yase inscrip-

tion 124
Thond, near Simla 34

Thse-dbang-dongrub, Tibetan minister, in-

scription by him ... 92 f

.

Thuan, Chhimbi subsection ... 52

Thugyit Chin, head-man 209

it, Toda, a holy dairy 83

Tiberias, Tyberious 177 f.

Tibet, W.
3
Archaology in 85 ff., 148

Tibet, and Buddhism, 268 ; trades with the

Panjib ‘Hills 274

Tibetan characters in Shell inscriptions, S3
;

conquest 98

Tibetan, Central, dynasty 96

Tibetans ... ... ... ... ... ... 85

iika, heir-apparent to a r&ja 33, 34, 39

tilak flowers ... 42

tilaka
,
brow ornament ... ••• • •• 154 and n.

Tillab , hill ... 24

Timma I., a Tuluva k ... ... 352

Timma II., a Tuluva k 352

Timur invaded India, 3 ; and the Khokhars. 6, 8 n.

Tincal, old Anglo-Indian term ... ... 252

Tippambika, queen of Nrisimha 352

Tir Mabas u. Hill pargand 33

Tirotanamala, an exerementitious product. 376 n.

Tiifi, a tikd of Junga 34, 36

Tirumurai
,
Saiva Tamil Scriptures ... 288 n.

Tirupati or SesMdri, tn. 352

Tiruttakkadevar, author of the JivakacMntd-

mani ... 287 f,

Tiruttondarpiiranavaralctru

,

a work by Uma-
patisivachirya « 288

Tiruvannamalai, Arunacliala, tn. ... 352

Tiruvarur in Tanjore dist., temple at . 288 n.

Tiruvisaippd
,
a part of the Saiva Tamil

Scriptures 288 n.

tithi, date

tithi shrddh, ceremony 303

Titles, courtesy, among the Panjab Hill Tribes 312

Todas, The, by W. H. R. Rivers, book-notice. 83
Tomaines, toman Persian coin, 104 f.; fcomaun,

128 and n.

Tonda, a spirit worshipped in Manfln ... 35

Tons, riv 253 f 263
Totemism, in the Panjab, further traces of,

by H. A. Rose ...51 f.

Totemism, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes *... 272

Towreys, Tauris, Tabriz ... ... 128

Trade, among the Panj&b Hill Tribes ... 279

Travels of Richard Bell and John Campbell
in the East Indies, Persia, and Palestine

1654—1670, by Sir Richard Temple, conti-

nued from Yol. XXXV,, p. 210 ... 98 ff.,

125 ff., 173 ff.

Tribes of the Panjib Hills, see Panj&b. 264 ff.

;

289 ff., 370 ff

Trimargaga, the Ganga riv. ... 158

Trinkut, Nicobarese isl. ... ... ... 318

Tripoli, Trippiloe ••• ... 177

Tripura, cap. of the Haihayas, captured by
Yakpabiraja II. ... »•# Ml 169
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Trivandrum, Anantasayana ... ... ... 352

Trocli, and the Kanaits 273

Tsanpo, k. of Ladakh 94, 97

bTsanpo, dynastic name of the Central Tibe-

tan dynasty 96

Tsan*po-Lha elien, line of Central Tibet ...96 £•

Tsong-khapa, reformer 90

tidd dan , alms in grain, etc 297

iuldpurusha, ceremony ... ... ... ... 352

tulasi plant ... ... ...311

tidsi shrub ... 306, 316

Tuluva kings ... 352

Tuluvas of the W. Coast and e
devil* legends. 33 n.

tuihychii maaimandiram , a holy place 158

Tunwars, rulers of Delhi ... ... ... 37

turah, a qualified claimant ... ... ... 60

Turanis, the 47

Ttiris, a tribe, 36; among the Panjab Hill Tribes,

271, 275 ;
countenance prostitution... 277 ; 279;

302; 308; 314; 372 ff.

Turks in Candia ... Ml Ml Ml 175 n.

Turrah-hde, tufts on hats 56

Turvasu, mythical k ... 352

Ttizak-i-Bdhari, and the Gakkhars ... ... 8

Tvashtri 159

Tyabe, Taiyibeh, Taiba, tn. ... 133

Tyagaraja temple at Tiruvar&r in Tanjore

district contains an inscription ... 28S n.

Tygrisse, riv., 130 ;
or Tygris 132

Uch, tn. in the Panjab ... ••• ... 5

Ud&si, caste, originally mendicants ...270 f., 279,

283, 290, 373

Udayapur inscription and Yakpatiraja I,,

1 67 and n.

ugrdkd
,
tax-collector, also called durbidl, dm-

biydl and muqaddam ... •II *! Ml 351

Ujhyani, in the United Provinces ... ... 69

Ujjain, co., 164 n.; conquered by the Para-

xn&ras, 165 f. ;
and the Kshatriyas ... 267 ; 270

Ujjayini, tn., mentioned in the Xavasdhcisdh -

kachavita ... «»• 153 f., lob, lo9, 16o

IJjjvaladatta, author 152

idash, table money ? ... ... »•« •** 51

Umapatisivacharya, a Saiva teacher 288

Unchah-ganw, Baran «•» Ml M* ... 15

uparika,
probably a tax ... 34S and n.

updsak, devotees ... ... ••• 42

Upendra, Paramara k 163 and n., 165 if.

‘Usman KMn, a commander ... ... 56, 62

Utpalaraja or Yakpatiraja II ... 164 and n., 165

and n., 167 n., 168

Uttar, son of Brahma, ancestor of the Chan-

dar Bansi caste ... ... ... ... 267

Uttard Khaiida Ml Ml Ml ... 253

Uttarapurdiia, that part of the MaMpurdna

composed by Gunabhadr&charya ... ... 287

Yarlaja, vife of Siyaka, the Paramara k. ... 164

and n., 168

Yadibhasimha's works and the story of Jivaka,

285 ff

.

Yagarl, Chaulukya province ... ... ... 171

Tflgatla ... .. 157n„ 171

Yaglibata, the younger, author of the Ala hi*

karatilaka 154 n.

Vairisimha, a Paramara k. ... 163, 165, I67

Yairowal, c. in the Panjab 3 f.

Vaislianavas, in the Paiijab Hill Tribes ... 272

Yaishnavas, probably Krishan Brahmans. 266 n.

290, 314
Yaisyas, 264 £.; table of Hill Sections ...268 ;

289

Vajrankusa, k. of the Asuras, in the Xavasd-

. hasdfdcachorita ... ... 154, 156 ff.
;
172

Yajrapani, Bodhissatva Pliyag-rdor ... 86, 89 £.,

97 f.

Yajravarahani, incarnated in the abbesses of

the Samding Monastery 88

Yakpatiraja I., Paramara k. ...150 n., 163, 165 ff.

Yakpatiraja II., or Amoghavarsha, or Frith -

vivallabha, or Srivallabka ... 165 and n., 166,

167 and n., 16S and n., 169, 170 and n.

Yakpatirajadeva, k. of M&lava ... 150 and n.

V allabha, k, ... ... «.. 1 lt)7 n.

Yallabha, author ... 168

Yallabhadeva, author of the SubMsliitdvaliA49 n.

Y&mm&rag religion ... ... 272

Y&m Margis, worship the genital organs ... 296

Yankshu ... ... ... ... ... »». 172

Y ahku, a Muni, in the Navasdhasdnkachariia
,

154, 157 £., 172

Yarad5mbika, queen to Achyufca 352

Yaradaraja temple III Ml ... 352

Yarnasr^ma dharma ... ... ... ... 384

Yasisktka, a Yedic sage ... ... 162 n., 163

Sasubandku, the three brothers ... 117 n.

Yasudeva, father of Krishna ... 379

Yasuki, king of the Nagas 3S1

Yaux, Mr., murdered by the Jarawas,

Eebruary, 1902 219

Vidas, the guide of the Aryas 264 f.

Yedic religion among the P. H. Txdbes ... 290

Yedvas, begging tribe 143

Yenetians and Candia 175 n.

Yehkatagiri, c. ... 352

Yehkataraya or Chinavehkat&dri, son of

Achyuta ... ... 352

Yenkata-viHsa mandapa 352

Yidarbha, co. = Berar ... 376 £., 379

Vidh, goddess ... ... 74

Yidy&dharas, in the Navcisdliasahkaoharita. 157 f.

Vidy&dkari, Chandaladevi, g, v . 172

Vidyapuri, Yijayanagara 352

Yijaya, daughter of Sita, the poetess 163 n.
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Yijayanagara or Yidyapuri 352

tikhad sharddh , death ceremony 284

Yikrama era 164 n., 170 and n.

Yikrama Samvat..* ... ... 166

Yikramaditya, k. Ill Ml ... 164 and n.

Yikramaditya-Tribhuvanamalla, k 172

Vikramdnkadevachantai a work by Bilhana,

171 and n., 172 and n.

Vinayasenacbarya, an author 287

Vindhya, mts ... ... 155,159

Viradhavala of DhoM 172

Yirannsirhharaya, son of Nrisimha »*• 352

Virasenacharya, an author 289

Yirk, Jat tribe ... ... ... ••• ... 2 n.

Yirk Khokhar, defeated Raid Raj of Marwar. 2

Yirddhaka, massacred the Sakyas 121

vishaya
,
probably subdivision of a deia or

manclala 348 n.

Vishnu 169

Vishnu, g. , ti 164 n„ 263, 376, 378, 863 f.

Yishnukauchi, tn. ... 352

Yisvamitra, son of Gadhi 162, 166

Yisvankusa, a character in the Navasdhasan-

kacharita ... 154, 158

vratas
,
rites, ceremonies ... 378

Yulcano, Yulcanello, islands 175

Yyasa, arranger of the Vedas , ... 159

Wakca, Hill pargand • 33

Wala Jak Bahadur t 68

Walan, in the Simla Hill States 35

Wall ghan, Shah ... 45

Wanla, castle in W. Tibet 85

Wano, Pahari, an image ... 37
Wasirs of Koh&fc and totemism 52

Water distribution among the Panjab Hill

Mt 375

Wadr, chief minister '

... 350
Waairs, kardarsor mehtas, temple overseers. 273 f.

White, Mr., and E. Bell ... 100
Widows, re-marry among the Panjab Hill

bribes 280
Wil&yat, tn., and Ahmad Shah, 12 f., 49, 65
Witches, among the Chuhras, 20

; among the

C&as
... 209

wiz&rats, sub-divisions of a district 350

Women, restriction as to, among the Panjab
Hill Tribes 311

Worship, among the Panjab Hills Tribes,

forms of, 296; places of, 298 ; objects of
;
of

spirits, 303 f.; of ancestors, 305; of animals,

e
^
c 306

Writing of thePiprahwa Vase inscription, and
that of the Asoka inscriptions Ug

yctbctiQ ? »* ••• ••• ••• I. 51
Yadavas or Jadavas, a race 3S2 f.

Yahya JfMn, Nawab, and Ahmad SMh ... 66
yai-shen, a Chin teacher 208 f., 214
yajna, sacrifice 37g n _

yakhah, gentlemen troopers

Tama, g. called Am 84 ; 803 ; 349 n-
Yamdok, lake in Tibet gg
yang-lai or gyinyk bush ... 204
Ya’qftb ‘All Khan, an Afghan ... 70
yas, Chin, vegetable patches 207, 210
Yasobhata, alias Ramangada, minister to

Sindhuraja 154 f., 172
Yasodhavala, k

T^t tribe

yatim, a servant? 18
Yayati, progenitor of the Yadavas 165
Yere, N. Andamanese tribe ... .„ 217,238
Yerewa, N. Andamanese division, 217;langua-

ges dnd those of the Southern group 238 , 244
Yin, a Chin spirit 204
Yuvaraja of Chedi, and Vakpatiraja II. ... 169

Zachariae, Dr., and the Navasahasdiikacharita,

152 n., 154 n,, 159 n., 161 n., 164 n,, 167 n«

Zafarndma, work, mentions the Khokkars, 6 and n.

Zainu’l-Abidin of Kashmir 7 n., 8 n.
Zakariya Khan, governor of Lahor ... 66 n.

Zat Fair, at GarSn, Keonthal S7 f.

ai, Sumerian, spirit 204
Zinat Mahal, a chief

Zirah Kh&n, amir of Samana, and the Kh3-
khars ... ... 6 f.

(%) zo-yai, Chin ancestry ... 206
Zuhak, for Dahak *** ••• m« ... 1 n.

Zuhr, afternoon prayer 56, 60

Zyon, mt. «•• •*« m m« 1/9
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pasattkaram. AMg. 890.

pasattharo. AMg. 390.

pasamanti. JM. 489.

pasammai. M. 489.

pasammanta. M. 489.

pasarai. M. AMg. 477.

pasaradi. S. 477.

pasasi. A. 594.

pasaru. Dh. 25.

pasalu. Dli. 25, 468, 477,

pasavai. Pkt. (AMg.) 473, 494,

pasavo. AMg. 381,

pasaanti. M. 491.

pasaamanassa. M, 491.

pasaeum. M. 573.

pasaesi. M. 491.

pasademhi. Pkt. 454.

°pasakiai. Pkt. 180.

pasia. M. 14, 80, 482.

pasidhila. M. AMg. S. 115, 221.

pasina. AMg. 133.

pasiaaim. AMg. 358.

pasinaim. AMg. 358.

pasinani. AMg. 358.

pasiddbi. M. 70.

pasida. 'S. 80.

pasidadu. S. 469.

pasldanti. S. 456.

pasidantu. B. 471.

pasn. AMg, M. 16, 227.

pasutta, M. 8. 70.

pasuvalno. M. 379.

pasubatta. Pkt. 194.

pasii. AMg. 380.

pasuamanae, Pkt. 563.

pasuyaai. AMg. 367.

pasedki. AMg. 66, 304.

paskbaladi. Mg. 306.

paskhalanti. Mg. 306.

pasta. Mg. 271.

pastavia. Mg. 551.

pastide. Mg. 310.

passa. S. AMg, 315, 590.

passuraa. S. 315.

paba. M. JM. 403.

pabam. AMg. 403.

pakane. Pkt. (AMg.) 4b6, 515#

Pabattbe. M. 366*.

pabammai. Pkt. 188.

pahamBaanta. M. 540.

pabamajanti. M. 153c

pahammi. JM. 403.

paharai. M. 477.

pabare. M. 367a .

:

pabarai. M. 26, 475.

;

pabarissarg. §. 521.

|

pabare. S. 460, 475.

j

paharai
jj
anla. M. 543.

pabare. AMg. 517.

paharem. A. 146.

paharettka. AMg. 517.

|
°pabaraliaruna. M. 162.

pahila. A. 449.

pabili. A. 449.

pahlna. AMg. 120.

pahn. M. JM. 879.

pabaceax. A. 280, 299.

pahndi. Pkt. (AMg.?) 218.

pabuno. S. M. 379, 380.

pabuttana. S. 597.

pabudi.
*

B. Mg. 218.

pabndia. S. 218.

j

pahnppai. M. 286, 300, 536, 557.

pahuppire. Pkt. 458.

pabnmmi. M. 312, 379.

pahnssa. M. 379.

pahu. M. 71, 380.

pabiia. M. 476.

pabunam. Mg. 381.

pahe. AMg. 403.

pahejja. AMg. 252, 466,

paheaa. M. JM. 403.

pahenarQ. AMg. 403.

paho. Pkt. 403.

paboli. M. 161.

pakka. Mg. 324.

pakkain. Mg, 324.

paa. M. 186.

paai. Pkt. 487.

paada. M, Mg. 70.

paadia. M. 70.

paadoru. M. 159.

paaraclana. M. 165.

paavappkala. M. 196.

paarldha. Pkt. 165.

paa. S. 376.

paara. Pkt. 167,

pai. Pkt, 487.

paia. M. 53, 82.

paikka. M. JM. S. A. 82, 165, 194.
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painam. AMg. 215, note 1.

palms. AMg. 602.

paiya, JM. 53, 82
tt

pat- AMg, 87, 292.

painam. AMg. 215, note 1.

pan. AMg. (text) 341.

paua. M. 53, 82, 219.

pane. Pkt. 45, note 3.

paum. AMg. JM. 181, 341, 465, 573.

paukarissami. AMg. 341.

paukama* AMg. 577.

paukujja, AMg. 341, 464.

pauda. AMg. 219.

paunai. AMg. 18, 504, 531.

paunanti. AMg. 504.

paunantitta. Pkt. 582, note 2.

paunittae. AMg. 504.

pannitta. AMg. 582.

paunissami. AMg. 531.

paunihii. AMg. 531.

paunejja. AMg. 504.

pauda. S. 53, 82.

paudamagge. Pkt. 30.

paubbhavittae. AMg. 578.

paubbhavittanam. AMg. 475, 583.

paubbbavittha. AMg. 341, 517.

paubbhuya. AMg. 341.

paubbhuya. Pkt. 68,

pauyalm. AMg. 358.

paurana. AMg. 104,

pauranl. AMg. 104.

paullaim. AMg. 595.

pausa. M. AMg. JM. B. 358.

pauso. Pkt. 413.

pauna. M. JM. 586.

pae. A. M. 366a,
367a.

paejjaha. JM. 463.

paetta. JM. 582.

paesn. Mg. 371.

paesa. AMg, 360.

paehi. AMg. 350,

pao. AMg. 342.

paosinana. AMg. 133, 343.

pamgbanm. Marathi, 213.

pamgharnem. Marathi, 213.

pamghurnem, Marathi, 213.

pakida. Mg. 53, 82.

pakhanda. AMg. 265.

pagada. AMg. 70.

pSp|iya» AMg. 70.

pagabbhi. AMg. 296.

pagabbhiya. AMg. 296,

pagaya. AMg. 53, 82 0

Pagasasaua. M. 202.

Pataliputta. P. 190.

patibariya. Pall, 176.

pabhe. Dh. 25.

padai. B. 553.

Padaliutta. M. Mg. 292.

Padaliputta, JM. 292.

Padaiiputtaa. S. 292.

Padaliputtammi. JM. 313, 36

6

a
,

Padaliputte. JM. 366J.

padave. Pkt."45, note 3.

padia. Pkt. 589.

padiekka. M. AMg. 77, 163.

padikka. Pkt. 163.

padipphaddhi. M. (?) AMg. (?) 77.

padiyakka. AMg. 163.

padiyaa. M. 77.

padisara. Pkt. 77.

padisiddhi. M. (?) AMg. (?) S. 77,

padihera. AMg. JM. 176.

padiherattana. JM, 176, 597.

paducciya. AMg. 163.

pade. Dh. 25.

padei. M. 553.

pademi. Mg. 553.

padhe. Dh. 25.

padhei. Pkt. 551.

pana. S. 132.

pana'itta. Pkt. 600.

panaiidla. M. 385.

panagaim. AMg. 438.

panajai, AMg. 364, 382.

panajaio. AMg. 364.

panahao. AMg. (text) 141.

pana, AMg. 141, 367, 465.

panaim. AMg. 358, 367.

panani. AMg. 358, 367.

pania. M, S, Mg. A. 82, 91.

paniem. A. 128.

paniena, A. 128.

panimsi. AMg. 74, 312, 379.

paniciam. AMg. 99, 460.

paninio. AMg. 405.

panipejja. AMg. 376.

pani^a, AMg. JM. 91.

pan!. AMg. 380.

|
pania. 8. 91.
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paniya. AMg. 91.

pann. AMg. 105 and note 1, 372.

pamini. AMg. 38L
pane. AMg. 358, 460.

panehi. AMg. 350.

pataye. Yed. 578.

patukkhepena. CP. 225.

patukkheva. CP, 158.

patukkhevena. CP. 191, note 1.

padavandanam. S. 519.

padahimto. S. (false) 365.

padinam. AMg. (false) 215, note 1,

pada. Dh. 25, 346.

padum. AMg. M. S. 573.

padurakasi. AMg. 341.

paduresae. AMg. 341.

padesum. Mg. 371.

padehim. Mg. Dh. 368.

papa, P. 190.

papurana. AMg, 104.

pamadda. AMg, 291.

pamarado. 8. 22.

pamarahimto. 8. (false) 22, 365.

pamokhkham. Pkt. 193.

patnokhkhanam. Pkt. 193.

pamokhkhehim. Pkt. 193.

paya. AMg. 87.

payae. AMg. 578.

payam, AMg. 342, 465.

payacchifcta. AMg. 165, 301.

payatta. AMg. 90.

payattaniya. AMg. 80.

payam. AMg. 141.

payaya. AMg. JM. 53, 82.

payave. AMg. 578.

paya. AMg. JM. 360, 498.

payaiin. AMg. 438.

payahina. AMg. 65, 323.

para. Pkt. 167.

paraa. M. 167.

parakexa. Pkt. 78.

parakka, Pkt, 279, 598.

paragamino. AMg. 405.

paraddha. Pkt, 249.

paraddhx. S. 249.

paradhiranna. Pkt. (false) 142.

paraviu. AMg. 411.

paraa. Pkt. 167.

parapata. Pali, ll£.

pararaa. M, 112, 167.

|

paravada. S. 112.

paridosia. S. 203.

pare. Pkt. 112.

paregangam. Pkt. 112.

paretarangini. Pkt. 112.

parepata. Pali, 112.

paremha. Pkt. 455.

pareva. AMg. (test) 112.

pareval, AMg. 112.

parevaya. AMg. 112.

parevayaga. AMg. 112.

paroha. M. 70.

pajaka. CP. 191, 260,

palambam. 8. Pkt. M. 5.

palambu. 8. A. 5.

palidosia. Mg. 203.

palevi, A. 588.

pava. M. 504.

pavai. M. JM. J8. AMg. (yerse) S. A, 102,

504.

pavaissam, S. 504.

pavaii. M. 504*

pavau. A. 454.

pavao. AMg. 364.

paya. AMg, 350.

pavam. AMg. 516,

pavamse. AMg. (text) 409.

pavaceya. AMg. 409.

pavadana. Pkt. 165.

p^vadi. JS. 21, 504.

pavanti. M. JM. 8. 504,

pavami. A. 454, 504.

payaya .ffAMg. 364.

pavayana. AMg. 70.

pavayanao. JM. 465.

pavavihi. JM. 379.

pavasi. Pkt. (M.) 427, 504,

pavau. AMg. 365.

pavao. AMg. 365.

pavaduyasayaim. AMg. 265, 447,

pavaraa. M. 167.

pavalia, M. 167.

pavasu. Pkt. (AMg.?) 105, 118.

pavasua. Pkt, 118,

pavia. A. 565,

paviai. A. 545.

pavium, M. 576.

paviuna. P. 586.

pavijja, AMg. 504,

pavitfeha, JM, 414,
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paviya. JS. 504, 591.

paviram. Pkt. 351.

pavissasi. S. 531.

payihu. M. 531.

pavihisi. Mg. 531.

pavihise. M. 531.

pavladi. S. 545.

pavidha. Pkt. 165.

paviyainse. AMg. JM, 409, 414.

pavlso. A. 63, 351, 531.

pavuda. Dk. S. 219.

pavurana. Pali, 104.

pavusa. Pali, 858.

pavei, JM. 504.

pavenin. AMg. JM. 465, 574,

pavedk JS. S. 504.

paventi. M. JM. 504.

pavemi. Mg. 504.

pasastide. Mg. 810.

pasa. M. AMg. JM. S. 63, 87, 315.

pasai, AMg. JM. 9, 63, 169, 488, 525,

561.

pasaitta, Pkt. 582, note %•*

pasaii. AMg. 469.

pasam. Pkt. 9.

pasanda. Mg. AMg. 265,

pasandiya. JM. 265.

pasamane. AMg. 561.

pasammi. AMg. 366a
*

pasaya. AMg. 396.

pasalla. M. 595.

pasallia. M. 595.

pasayana, AMg. 70.

pasavanei. AMg. 559,

pasaha. AMg. 71.

pasae. JM. 366a.

pasana. JM. S. 263.

pasium. AMg. 465.

pasiukama. AMg. 577,

pasiakame. AMg. 63,

pasijjal. M, 70.

pasijja. AMg. 460.

pasittae. AMg, 578.

pasitta. AMg. 63, 582,

pa'sittanam. AMg. 583.

pasiddhi. M. 70.

pasiya, AMg. 134, 590.

pasiyayya. AMg. 570.

pasiyavyam. AMg. 63.

pasiya. AMg. JM. 73, 590,

pasihii. AMg. 525.

pasu. Pkt. 89.

pasatta. M. 70.

paso. Pkt, 6, 9.

paham. AMg. 315, 524.

pahanao, AMg. 141, 354, 360, 413,

pahaada. Mg. 265.

pahasi. A. 359, 491.

pahana. M. AMg. JM. 263.

pahanaga. JM. 263.

pahami. JM. 315, 524.

pahamo. AMg. 315, 524.

pahim. AMg. 524.

pahinti. M. 524.

pahisi. AMg. 524.

pahuda. AMg. JM. 218.

pahadiya. AMg. JM. 218.

pi. M. AMg. A. JM. S. 34, 143, 171, 174,

180, 185, 187, 336 and note 7, 341, 417,
427, 438, 441, 448, 462, 487 note 3, 498.

pia. M. S. 96, 164, 186, 287, 391, 414.
piaama. M. A. 164, 414.

piaarinam. S. 405.

piai. M. A. 483.

piati. M. 483.

pia. A. 350.

piasa. M. 164.

Piamvada anusuao. S. 156.

pianiveanaitiaa, g. 600.

piattana. M. 597.

piattanenayi. M. 143.

piadamsano. S. 414.

piadama, S. 414.

piadara. S. 96.

piadaretti. S. (false) 96.

pianti. S. Mg. A, M, 456, 483,
piantu. M. 483.

piantena. M. 397,

pianto. M. 397,

piapabbbattha. A. 92.

piabhattalam. Mg. 256,

piara. Pkt. (A.) 389, 391,

piaram. Pkt. 391.

piaraha. A. 391,

piare. Pkt. 391.

piareiia. Pkt. 391.

piarehiia. AMg, 391,

piaro. Pkt. 391.

piavi, A. 184, 588,

piasabi, M. S, 387, 515,
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piassu. A. 106.

piahu. A. 106, 471, 483.

pia. Mg. Jt. 367, 381.

piaahara, M. 156.

piaim. M.367.

piamakuppatfci. M. 160.

piamo. M. 483.

piarl. A. 167.

piavatx. A. 454.

piimaimosana. A. 55.

pii. AMg. 391.

piinam, AMg. 391.

piihim. AMg. 391.

pia.
*

A. 106. Pkt. 389, 391.

piuccha. M/S. AMg. 148, 211, 315, 375.

piuna, M. AMg. 391.

piuno. M. AMg. JM. 391.

piullaa. Pkt. 595.

piuvaha. M. 55.

piusiya. AMg. 148, 315.

piusukha. AMg. 55.

piuasa. AMg. 391.

piussia. M. 148, 315.

piussiya. AMg. 148, 315.

piunara. AMg. 391.

piusum. Pkt. 391.

piuhim. AMg. 391.

pie. A. 85, 366a
.

pie. AMg. 483.

piei. JM. 483.

piejja, AMg. 483.

pietti. M. (false) 96.

pio. M. 85, 175.

piincha. M. 74, 233, 301.

pikka. M. AMg. S. 101, 297,

pikkhiya. JM, 590.

picca. AMg. 587.

piccka. M. AMg. S, 74.

picckai. AMg. JM, 84,

piechanejja. AMg. 84.

picchae. AMg. 361.

picchino. AMg. 405.

picchi. AMg. 299, 405.

pijja. AMg. 414.

pijjai. M. 483, 539, 550.

pijjae. M. Mg. (false) 539.

pijjanta. M. 539.

pijjantam. M. 397,

pijjanti. M. S. (false) 539.

pittadu. Mg. 271.

pitfcha. AMg. JM. S. D. 53, 119, 358.

pitthao. AMg, JM. 69, 345.

pitthadu. Mg. 271, note 1.

pitthado. Mg. S. D. 69, 303, 345.

itthao. AMg. 69, 345, 365.

pitthahi. AMg. 69, 865.

pitfehi. A. Mg, 53, 303,

pitfchimsi. AMg. 386.

pitfchi. AMg. JM. 53, 358, 386.

piddai. AMg. 279, 543.

pidhara. Pkt. 239.

pidharaga. AMg. 239.

pinaddha. M. AMg. 142.

pinaddhai. AMg. 559.

pinaddhaviia. S. 559.

pinaddhei. AMg. 559.

Pinaino, M. 405.

pinidhattae. AMg. 142, 578.

pinda. 'S. Mg. 119.

pindavaia. Pkt. 84.

pindiya. JM. 367.

pinde. AMg. 366a .

pitahim. AMg. (false) 391.

pittae. AMg. 361.

pittijja. AMg. 286.

pittei. AMg. 559.

pidaram. S. A. Dk. 25, 391.

pidare. 13. 391.

pidaro. S. 391.

pidalam. Mg. 391.

pida. S. A. Mg. 185, 391.

piduna. S, Mg. 391.

piduno. S. Mg. 185, 891.

pidham. Pkt. 78, 203.

pindhana. A. 100.

pinnaga. AMg. 282.

pibamo. M. 483.

pibba. Pkt. 572.

pimma. AMg, JM. 90.

piyaL Pkt. 187.

piyamacie. AMg. 483.

piyayama. JM. 414.

piyaram. AMg. JM. 203 note 4, 391.

piyarassa. JM. 391.

piyaro. AMg. JM. 391.

piyaha. JM. 483.

piya. AMg. JM. 93, 391.

piyavaii. A. 454.

piyavae. AMg. 552.

piyahim. AMg. (false) 391.
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pilamkhu. AMg. 74, 105, 132, 372.

pilakkhu. AMg. 74, 105, 132.

pila. PG. 226.

pilaga. AMg. 70, 238.

pilnmka. AMg. 74.

pilukkba. AMg. 74.

piluttba. M. 138.

pilosa. M. 138.

piva. M. AMg. JM. P. Mg. 143, 191, 336,

and note 6, 468, 483.

pivai. M. JM. AMg. 465, 483.

pivadi. S. 483.

pivadu. $. 483.

pivamha. Mg. 360, 470, 483.

pivasma. Mg. 470, note 4.

pivami, Mg. 483.

pivaslasi. Mg. 550, 555.

pivasa. M. 305.

pivabi. Mg. 468, 483.

piyium. JM. 573.

piyittae. AMg. 578.

pivitta. AMg. 582.

piyindhejja. AMg. 489.

piviadi. S. Mg. 539.

pitiadu. S. 539.

prnanti. B. 539.

piseila. Mg. 233.

pisfcadu. Mg. 271.

pisti. Mg. 303.

pisa. CP. 191.

pisalla. AMg. 150, 232, 595.

pisaa. M. S. 232.

pisainda, AMg. 160.

pisaji. Pkt. 202.

pisaya. AMg. JM. 232.

pisayainda. AMg. 160.

pista. Mg. 53.

pistado, Mg. 69, 95, 303.

pisti. Mg. 53.

pibam. Pkt. 78, 203,

pihajjana. AMg. 78.

pibada. AMg. JM. 239, 258.

pihadaga. AMg. 239.

pibadaya. AMg. 239.

pihappiham. JM. 78.

pibaissam. S. $30.

pihissami. AMg, 530.

pike. AMg. 500.

pibeuria. JM. 586.

piadi. S. 539.

pianti. S. 539.

plante. S. 539.

piimana. AMg. 409.

°pe. AMg. 409.

piiadi. S. 539.

piusa. S. 121.

pidal. AMg. 240.

pidana. M. 240.

pidantu. A. 100, 47L
pida. M. JM. S. 240.

pidapayati (Lena dialect), 7.

pidia. M. 240.

pldijjanta. M. 240.

pidida. S. 240.

pidiya. AMg. JM. 240.

pidiadi. S. 240.

pidedi. S. 240.

pidha. M. 122,198.

pxdhamadda. AMg. 291.

pidbamaddia. .S. 291.

pidbaniya. AMg, 80.

pinatta. Pkt. 298, 597.

pinattana. M. 298, 597,

pinatthanautthambhianana. M. 160.

pinoru. M. 159.

pitvi. Ved. 588.

pltvinam. Pkt. 583, note 1.

pldi. S. 72.

pilana. AMg. 240.

pila.’ AMg. 226, 240.

pllia. Pkt. 240.

plliya. AMg. 240.

piliyaga. AMg. 240.

pllnttha. Pkt. 138.

pilei. AMg. 240.

pilvanam. Pkt. 583, note 1.

piyarorn. AMg. S. 159.

pisai. Pkt, 76, 506.

pisana. AMg. 76.

pisedi. S. 76, 506.

pihejja. AMg. 311.

puxngaya. M. AMg. JM. 412.

pumcba. M. 74, 233, 301.

purpcham, AMg. 148.

pumvau. AMg. 409, 412.

pumveya. AMg. 412.

pumsa. Pkt. 486, note 3.

pumsax. Pkt. 486 and note 3.

pumsakoilaga. AMg. 412.
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pucekaka.

pucckaku.

pucckae.

pukkkara. AMg. 125, 302.

Pukkharakkka, 8, 125.

pukkkarini. AMg. JM. 125, 302.

pukkkalinle. Mg. 302.

puggala. JS. Mg. 125.

puggalamaiya. JS. 70.

puceha. AMg. 74, 301.

pucckai. M. AMg. JM. 51, 233, 526.

pucckania. S. 571.

°pucchanm. AMg. (text) 182.

pucckadi. 8. 51.

A. 456.

A. 51,106,456.

AMg. 361.

8. 552.

pucckia. M. 565.

pucckiai. M. 85, 375.

pucckium. M. 573.

pueckimsu. AMg. 516.

pucckijjai. M. JM. AMg. 542.

pucckijjanti, AMg. 542.

pucckijjantl. M. 542.

pucckijjatni. JM. 542.

pucckittae. AMg. 578.

pucckida. 8. 565.

pucckidavva. 8. 570.

pucckida. S. 145.

pucckidum. 8. 573,

pueckimi. A. 51, 454.

pucckimo. M. 108,"455.

pucckiya. JM. 565.

pucckiyavva. AMg. 570.

pucckiyani. JM. 357.

pucckissam. AMg. 8. 173, 516, 526.

pucckissamo. AMg. 526.

pucckiadi. 8. 542.

pucckiasi. S. 542.

puccke. Pkt. (AMg.) 466,

pucckejjamo. JM. 468.

pucckeyavva. AMg, 570.

pucckeki. JM. 468.

puckckidum. Pkt. 193.

punckai. M. 233.

punckanio. AMg. 182.
* *

8.156.

,

515.

puttkapuvva. AMg. 516.

puttkavam. AMg. 396, 569.

puttka. AMg. 593.

putthi, A. Mg. 53, 303.

puttkl. M. AMg. JM. 8. D. 53, 358.

puttko. AMg. 17, 516.

puda. 8. 292.

pudama. Pkt. 104.

pudkama. Pkt. 104 note 2, 221, 449.

pudkavi. Pkt. 94,

pudkaviau
0

. AMg. 162.

I

pudkavikamma. AMg. 97.

pudkavikaiekimto. AMg. 369.

pudkavijlva, AMg. 97.

pudkavisattka. AMg. 97.

pudkavisilapatfcaya. AMg. 97.

pudkavi. AMg. JS, JM. 8. Mg. A. 51, 115,

139, 140, 221, 355.

pudkavlnddkaloya. AMg. 162.

pudkavinadka. 8. 97.

pudkavitoyana. JS. 97.

pudkavidagaagani
0
. AMg. 156.

pudkuma. Pkt. 104, 221, 449.

pudko. AMg. 78, 221.

pudkockanda. AMg. 78.

pudkojaga. AMg. 78.

pudkojana. AMg. 78.

1 pudkojiya. AMg. 78.

pudkosatta. AMg. 78.

pudkosiya. AMg. 78.

puna. AMg, JM. JS. M. 342, 367, 367».

Punai. Pkt. 511.

punapnava. JM. 8. 343.

punapasanayae. AMg. 343, 364.

punapunakkarana. Pkt. 329, 348.

punamanta. A. (metric) 601.

punar. AMg. JM. 143, 342, 343.

punarutta. M. 8. 337, 343*

puna. Pkt. 343.

punai. AMg. 342.

punaim. AMg. 342.

punijjai, AMg. 8. 511, 536, 548.

punijje, A. 536, 548.

punu. A. 342.

puno. M, AMg. JM. JS. 8. Mg. Dh. A. D.

punna. Mg. P . 282.

puta. Pkt. 238, note 2.

putabkedana. Pali, 238.

puttka. M. AMg. 8. D. 53, 311, 358, 565.

puttkado. S. 69.

342, 519.

pundaria. S. 125.

pundariya. JM. 125.

pundariyaddaka, AMg. 354.

punde. AMg. 461.
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punna. M. AMg. JM. S. 58, 282.

punnamanta. A. 601.

punnaa. S. 231.

punuaga. Pkt. (?) 233.

punnama. M. 231.

putta. M. AMg. Mg. A. 292, 363.

puttam. Pkt. (JM.) 343, 363.

putfcamipi. AMg. 363.

puttamsi. AMg. 368.

puttaka. Mg. 292.

puttaka. Mg. 71.

puttake. Mg. 85, 3G6b .

puttatto. Pkt. (M.) 363, 365.

puttanattupariyara. AMg. 55.

puttammi. M. JM. JS. 363.

puttassa. Mg. 363.

puttasahassanam. JM. 448.

puttasu. A. 363.

puttassa. Pkt. 863.

puttassa. A. 363.

puttaka. Pkt. (A.) 206, 363.

puttahaa. Pkt. 206.

puttaka. A. 363.

puttaki. A. 363.

puttakim. A. 363.

puttaku. A. 363.

puttaku. A. 363.

puttakg. A. 363.

puttako. A. 363.

putta. AMg. M. Mg. JM. JS. 71, 93, 360,

363, 375.

puttaa. M. Mg. (verse) 363.

puttau. M. AMg. JM. 363.

puttae. AMg. JM. 363.

puttao. AMg. JM. M. 363.

puttana. 1

°nam, >M. AMg. JM. JS. 350, 363.

°dA. J

puttanam. S. Mg. M. JM. A. 83, 363, 448.

puttatu. P. CP. 363.

puttato. P. CP. 363.

puttadu. JS. 363.

puttado. JS. S. Mg. 363.

puttaya. AMg. (verse) 363.

puttasumto. Pkt. 363.

puttaka. Mg. 264, 363

puttaka. Mg. A. 363.

puttaki. Pkt. (M.) 363.

puttakim. Mg. 363.

puttakiqito, Pkt. (M.) 363.

puttako. Mg. 363.

putti. A. JM. S. 363, 386.

puttina. A. 363.

puttiki. A. 363.

puttu. A. 363.

putte. A. 363.

putte. AMg. A. S. P. CP. M. JM. JS. Mg.
363.

putte. A. 363.

puttem. A. 363, 864, 576.

puttena. A. 364.

puttena. M. AMg. JM. JS. S. Mg. P. CP. A.
363.

puttenam. M. AMg. JM. 363, 364.

puttesu. M. AMg. JM. JS. S. Mg. 363.

puttesum. S. Mg. 363.

puttesumto. Pkt. 363.

putteki/ M. AMg. JM. JS. 363.

puttekT. A. 363.

puttehim. S. Mg. AMg. JM, 363.

puttehimto. AMg. 363.

putto. JM. AMg. 345, 363.

putthake. Mg. 292.

putra, A. 268.

putku. Pali, 78.

putkujja. Pali, 78.

putkujjana. Pali, 78.

puthuvi. P. 190.

pudkam. Pkt. 78, 203.

pudkuma. P. 104, 190, 221.

punnage. AMg. 231.

puppka. M. AMg. JM. S. 305.

puppkaka. S. 305.

Puppkakarandaa . S. A. 305.

Pupphakalauda. Mg. 305.

Puppkakalandaa. Mg. 305.

Puppkakalandaka, Mg. 305. -

puppkatta. Pkti (AMg.) 597*

puppkattae. AMg. 361.

puppkamanta. AMg. 601.

puppkaval. A. 305.

puppkavalki. A. 387.

puppka. AMg, M. 148, 315, 350, 367.

puppkai. AMg. 367.

puppkani. AMg. 367.

puppkia. Pkt. (M.) 148, 315*

pupka. PG. 193, 305.

pumaanamanl. AMg. 412. *

pumarp. AMg. 412,
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pumatta. AMg. 597.

pumattam. AMg. 412.

pumattae. AMg. 412.

pumaparmavani. AMg. 412.

pumavau. AMg. 409, 412.

pumavayana. AMg. 412.

pumitthiveya. AMg. 412.

pume. AMg. 412.

pummavayaua. AMg. (text) 412.

puraokattu. AMg. 577.

puraokaum, AMg. 576.

purao-m-aggao. AMg. 353.

puram. AMg. 345.

puracchima. Pkt. 595, note 8.

puracchimilla. Pkt. 595, note 3.

purakkada, AMg. 306, 345.

puratthima. Pkt. (AMg. JM.) 595 note 3, 602.

puratthimao, AMg. 375.

paratthimilla. AMg. 595, 602.

puratthime. JM. 366*.

purabheyam. AMg. 238.

purava. P. 132.

puravare. JM. 366a .

pura. Pkt. (AMg. S.) 38, 367*, 413, 516.

purakida. S. 49.

purasi. AMg. 172.

purilla. AMg. JM. 595.

purilladeva. AMg. JM. 595.

purillapahana. AMg, JM. 595,

purisa. (All dialects) 124.

purisakkara, AMg. 196.

purisakkaraparakkame. AMg. 93.

purisajae. AMg. 436, 438.

purisajaya, AMg. 439.

purisattae. AMg. 364.

purisasaehi. Pkt. 180.

purisa. AMg. S. 367*, 417, 438, 463.

°purisana. JM. 350.

purisani. AMg. 358.

purisitthl. JS, 160.

purisuttama. AMg. 159,

purise. AMg. 126, 345, 463.

puxiso. JM. AMg. 85, 366b
,
432.

Purisottama. S. 124, 159.

puruvva. S. 125.

Purusottama. S, 124.

Pururavasam. S, 408.

Pururarasi. S. 408.

Pururarassa. S. 409,

Pururaya. S. 408.

Pururayena. S. 409.

pure. AMg. Pali, 107 and note 11, 345, 347.

purekada. AMg. 49, 219, 306, 345.

purekamma. AMg* 112, 345.

purekkbada. Pkt. (AMg.) 107, 219, 306, 345.

purSkkhara. Pali, 107 and note 11.

pulaa'i. M. 104, 130.

pulala. Pkt. (M.) 104, 130.

pulaei. Pkt. (M.) 104, 130.

pulakamatiu. Pkt. 203 and note 4.

pulava. Mg, 132.

pulisa. Mg. 124, 184, 229.

pulisa. Mg. 367.

pulise. Mg. 345.

pulisesu. Mg, 371.

Pnlisettama. Mg. 124, 159.

pulisa. Dh. 256.

puliso. Dh. 25, 228, 345,

puloaissadi, S. 528.

puloanta. S. 104.

puloanto. S. 397

puloia. M. 104, 130.

puloida. S. 104.

puloissam. M. 528,

puloei. M. 104,130.

puloedi. S. 104.

Pulomi. Pkt. 84.

pulovedi. S. 104.

purauti. AMg, 473.

puvva. PG. M. 83, 287.

puvva'i, AMg. S. 511, 536, 548.

puvvam. AMg. 174, 516.

puvvadattam. PG. 287, 363.

puvyadisado. S. 413.

puyvanha. AMg. JS. 330.

puvvarattavarattakalasamayamsi. AMg. 366*.

Puyyavideha. AMg. 156.

puvvanupuvvim. AMg. 103.

puvvadiso. M. 413.

puyyam. AMg. 68.

puyyayaranba, AMg. 330.

puvvim. AMg. JM. 103,

puYvilla, AMg, JM. 595,

pusca. Mg. 74.

puscamde. Mg. 233, 275, 397*.

puscadi. Mg. 51, 233.

puscami, Mg. 51.

pusoidurp. Mg. 573.

puscissam. Mg. 526.

pusti, Mg. 303*
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pustaka. Mg. 292.

pustake. Mg. 292,

pusthaka. Mg. 292.

Puspa. Mg. 305.

Pugpha. Mg. 305.

pusai, Pkt. 311, 486.

pusasu. Pkt/.48 6, note 2,

pusia. M. 101.

puskalim. Mg. 125.

pustaka, Mg. 292.

pustake. Mg. 292,

Pnspa0 . Mg. 305.

pussa. Pkt. 84.

puhal. M. JM. S. M. A. 51, 139, 140, 221.

puhalva’i. M. 97.

puham, Pkt. 78, 208.

puhatta. AMg. 78, 177, 221.

puhavi. A. 386.

puhavi. A. 350.

puhavimandala, JM. 97.

puhavivikkhaya. JM. 97.

puhavi. M. JM. S. Mg. A. 51, 115, 139, 140,

221, 386.

puhavlsa. M. 156.

puhutta. AMg. 78 and note 2, 177, 221.

puhuvl. Pkt. 115, 139, 140.

puanla. S. D. 571.

puaariha. S. 156.

puijjanta. S. 376, 397.

puipinnaganL AMg» 350,

piiima. AMg. 602.

puyanae. AMg. 861.

pityanijja. AMg. 571.

puyaphala. AMg. 148.

piira. AMg. 166.

pural. M. 58, 537.

-puraittaa, S. 600.

puraittae. AMg. 578,

purae. S. 462,

purayanta. AMg. 397.

purijjanta, M. 537.

purima. AMg. 602.

puremo. JM. 470.

pulida. Mg. 256.

pusai. M.488.

pusamanaga. AMg. 231, note 4.

Pusa. Pkt. 402.

Pusano. Pkt. 402.

puha. AMg. 142, 286.

peiya. AMg. 55.

peusa, M. S. 121.

pekkha. S. P. 468.

pekkhai. Pkt. 554.

pekkhamtl. S. 560.

pekkhadi. S. 84, 143, 159, 321, 554,

pekkhadha. S. 456.

pekkhantanam. S. 397.

pekkhantu, S. 471.

pekkhamha. S. 470.

pekkhassa. S. 467.

pekkhahi. A. 468.

pekkhamo. .Pkt. 470.

pekkhia. S. 134, 589, 590.

pekkhiuna. S. 584, 589.

pekkhijjamti. S. 275
;
°nti. 11.

pekkhidavanto. S. 569.

pekkhidum. Mg. 324.

pekkhivi. A. 184, 588.

pekkhi&tam. Mg. 525.

pekkhissadi. Mg. 525.

pekkbissam. Dh. S. 525.

pekkhissadi. S. 525.

pekkhladi. Mg. 324.

pekkhlanti. S. 11.

pekkhihimi. A. 68, 315, 520, 525.

pekkhu, A. 468.

pekkhuna. Pali, 89.

pekkhevi. A. 184, 588.

pekkhevinu. A. 184, 588.

pekhuna. Pali, 89.

peccabhave. AMg. 361.

pecca. AMg. 587.

peccha. M. JM. 468.

pecchai. M. AMg. JM. 84, 159, 233, 321.

pScchae. M. 457.

peccbaga. AMg. 84.

pecchanijja. AMg. 84.

pecchadi. A. J'S. 26, 84, 159, 203.

pecchanta. AMg. 397,

pecchantaaa. A. 397.

pecchavi, 588.

pgcchaga. AMg. 463.

pecchamu. Pkt, 467.

pecchamo. JM. 455.

pecchiuna. JM. 585.

pecchiya. JM. 134, 590.

pecchira. M. 596.

pecchirl. M. 596.

pecchissam. M. 525.

p§cchissaino. JM. 345, 525.
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pecchihisi, 525.

pecchejjasi. JM. 460,

pechami, Mg. 324,

p£jja. AMg. 91, 414, 572.

pejjam. AMg. 91,

pejjao. AMg. 409.

pejje. AMg. 356.

pettha. Pkt. 119.

pedha. Pkt. 122.

pecjhala. M. 122.

penda. Pkt. 119.

pettha. Mg. 324.

°pena. CP. 191, note 1.

pema% AMg. S. 90, 404.

pemma. M. AMg. JM. 8. A. 90, 404.

pemmam, M. 8. 358, 404.

peramammi. M. 404.

pemmaim. M. 404.

pemmanam. M. 370, 402, 404,

pemme. M. 8. 404.

pemmena. Pkt. 404.

pemmessa. M. 'S. 404.

peramtesu. 8. 275.

peranta. M. AMg. 8. 176,

pelaya, M. 96.

pelavetti. M. (false) 96.

pellia. M. 159,

peskidum. Mg. 324.

peskiyyamdi. Mg. 11, 252, 275, 324.

pesldyyasi, Mg. 11, 252, 324*

pgsklanti. Mg. 11.

peSklasi. Mg. 11.

pescami. Mg. 324.

pescha. Mg. 324.

pesa. Mg, 324.

pesaanteija. 8. 490.

pesana. PG. 227.

pesanappayutte. PG. 287.

pesiaocha. M. 102.

pesidayanto. 8. 569.

peska. Mg. 468,

peskadi. Mg. 84, 159, 233, 324.

peskadha. Mg. 456,

peskamo. Mg. 470.

peskia. Mg. 134, 590.

peskidum. Mg. 324.

peskxadi. Mg. 324.

pessidavanto. S. (text) 569,

peha. AMg, 323.

pehai. AMg. JM, 87, 561.

pehamaua. AMg. 323.

pehamane, AMg. 561.

pehamanlo. JM. 323, 568,

peha. AMg. 323.

pehae, AMg. 323, 593 and note 1.

pehi. AMg. 323.

pehinl. AMg. 323.

pehiya. AMg. 323.

pehiyam. AMg. 328.

pehiya. AMg. 328, 590.

pehissami. AMg. 530.

pehuna. M. AMg. 89.

pehunaukkhevaga. AMg. 160.

pehe. AMg. 323.

poalo. Pkt. 36.

pokkhara. 8. 125, 302.

pokkharim. AMg. 8. 125, 302.

pokkharimo. AMg. 386.

pokkhalinie. Mg. 302.

poggala. AMg. JS. 125, 270.

poggaladavvamaya. JS. 70.

podo. Pkt. 207, note 1.

pondariya. AMg. 125.

pottaim. JM. 367.

potthaa. 8. 125.

i
potthaya. AMg. 125.

popphala. M. 148.

popphali. M. 'S. 148.

pophalli. 8, (text) 148.

pomam. AMg. (text) 166,

pomma. M. AMg. 166, 195, 177.

pommaraa, M. 8. 166, 195.

pomma. M. AMg. 166, 195.

pommasaaa. M. 166.

pora. S. AMg. 6la, 166, 176.

porana. M. AMg. 61*.

poranam. AMg. 16.

poranaya. JM, 63 a
,

porisa. JM, 61a, 124,

porisi. AMg. 61*, 1&4.

porismam. AMg. 439.

porisiya. AMg. 61* 124.

porusa. AMg. JM. 124.

porekacca. AMg, 345.

porevacca. AMg. 345.

pola. Mg. 61*.

pola. Mg. 61*.

posanayae. AMg. 364.

posaha. AMg. JM, 8, 141.

posahiya. AMg. 141.
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poskaliai. Mg. 125, 802.

postaYechim. Mg. 573.

pohaita. AMg. 78.

pohattiya. AMg. 78.

°ppadavadi. Mg. 219.

°ppanaisu. M. 99,

°ppatabadi. Pkt, 219.

°ppadayino. PG. 224, 258, 408.

°ppabhiyao, AMg. 380.

°ppamaaahim. Mg. 866a
.

°ppamnsida. S. 210.

°ppayutte. PG. 253.
0
ppalavadi. Mg* 21 9,

°pp&yistam. Mg. 303,

°ppahare. M. 367*.

°ppahudihim. Mg. 381,

^ppavudo. DL 25.

°ppema. S. 404.

°ppernma. S. 402.

°ppbala. Pkt. 200*

Praayadi. A. 288.

praavadL A. 192.

prangana. A, 288.

prajubitayyam. (Girnar) 7.

pramaaia. A. 268.

prassadi, A. 28, 268.

praiva. A. 268.

praiva. A. 268.

praa. A. 268,

rtria, A. 268,

prSkbuna. Pkt. 89.

prcmcb, Pkt, 486,. note 1.

Pb

phamsa. M. S. Mg. 74, 811,

phamsai. Pkt. 74, 486 and not© 2,

phakavati, OP. 191.

pbaggu. M. 62, 296.

phaggana. AMg. S. 62, 296.

Phaggum. AMg. (S. as in Uttarphgguni) 62.

Phaggumitta. AMg. 62,

pbadala. Pkt. 595.

phadia. S. 206, 238.

phadilla. Pkt. 595.

pbadiha, M. 288.

phanaga, AMg. 206.

phauasa. AMg. S. 208.

phanino. M. 405,

phanindaha. A. 366.

phaliha. AMg. 206.

phatiihara. A. 364.

phandana. Pkt. 311,

pharaa. B. 259.

pharasu. AMg. 208.

pharisa. M. AMg. 135, 811.

pbarisa'i. Pkt. 135, 486.

pharisaga. AMg. 135, 311.

phariha. AMg. 208.

pharusa. M. AMg. JM. 156, 208.

pharusattaua, M. 208.

pharusiya. AMg. 208.

phala. A, 100.

phala!. A. 363.

phalam. Pkt. 363.

phalaga. AMg. 202, 206.

phalati. P. CP. 243.

phalatta. AMg. 597.

phalattae. AMg. 361.

pkalama. Pkt. 208.

phalaya, AMg. 206.

pbalasa. Mg. 311.

phalaha. AMg. P. CP. 206, 214, 243.

pbalahaga. AMg. 206 and note 6.

phala. AMg. JM. 363, 367.

phalaim. M. AMg. JM. A. S. Mg. 363.

phalani. JS. AMg, 363, 367.

phalamo. P. CP. 243.

phalitam. P. CP. 243,

phalisa. M. 311.

pbaliba. M. AMg. JM. 208, 257.

phalihatthambha, S. 214.

phaliha. M. AMg. JM. S. 206, 238, 311.

phalihagiri. Pkt. 206.

phalihamaya. JM. 206.

phaliharayanamaya. AMg. 70.

phaliha. M. AMg. 208, 257.

phalihi. Pkt. 208,

phalu. A. 351, 363.

phale. M. 366a .

phasai. Pkt. 486.

phaguna. AMg. 62.

phadei, Pkt. 208.

phaliga. Pkt. 226.

pbalijjantammi. M. 603.

phaliya, AMg. 206, 238.

pba|iyamaya. AMg. 70, 206.

phalihadda. Pkt. 208, 257.

phalei, Pkt, 238.

pbasa. AMg. JM. JS. S. 62, 311,
phasai. Pkt. 486.
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